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UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS (in Leopold's desk at the time of his death) Kew orp: jo 

WILDLIFE AND GAME MANAGEMENT to 1928 ; . 

79 Mixing Trout in Western Waters hp TW. 8-29-17 for Abi.Fisheries Soc. 
L7th Annual Meeting 

19 Bird Plan for tniversity Campus (Memo for aL 318 
Mr. Tkemoto) kp TY, 2p PW notes : 

15 . The Bird Life of New Mexico6p TY ‘ from Albuq. © of € 

68 How to Build Bird Houses hp TY : for Evening Herald 
(AL, Albuq. GPA) 

78 How to Make the Home Place Attractive for Birds 2pTY for Evening Herald 
i (AL, Albuge C of c) 

197 Birds and Cats 3pTYR 

12. Reorgenizing our National Came Factory 6p TY ; (AL, USPS) 

180 ©The Next Move in Public Shooting Grounds 1pPY for Bull. Amer. GPA 

165 «The Oun Club of the Future 3p-ink WR 

168A Remedy for the "Songbird Idet" pry [19237] 

Quail & Tinber as a Farm Crop 2p PY (drawings) ne 
16 The Conservation Press 3pTY : [192 2) 

13. Recent Developments in Game Management 2p Mimeo Ju 2425 USFS Service Bull. 1X19 
Ten New Developments in Game Maregement [Sp Tul (Red) G- 02S Mat Game Conk. Dec 8-9, (Grp 

1,  Wstory of Came Protection in New Mexico Sprw 8a27—25 

11 Duck Limite bypTw i : ; 
AL to Will Dilg, Outdoor American, encl. mss. 2pIY 3-10-25 [pub.?] 

371 What Needs to be Done for the Ducks? a 121 B=26 
copy (each has notes by AL and See: 
AL to Ringlend, encl. mss. 1pTW Ee 12-16~26 
comments on mes. by [Sheldon?] 8p-ink Y— - 

cory BprW a ae 
Ring to Aly re. mga. and Sheldon's comments IpT¥ Sale? | 
John B. Burmham to Aly ree mss. 3p-inki! 2=20=28 Bea : 
Seite od Cae Guy vctios Fp TW t 6 Gg cncs 4-19-23. Sov WA Couvenhon, Omaha 

FORESTRY 1D LAND USE 
167. Standards of Conservation 6p PY 

178 Skill in Forestry Sp TY 
comments by J.C.K. ip PY 
comments by M.M.C. Ip ink ¥ : 
Gomments by R.8.M. 3p TY : Gah 3-22 
Memorandum for Ur. Leopold, by M.¥.7T.? "220m 22 

Talbot?] 2p TY
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163 Forest Inspeotion a6 Developed in the Southest bpPW 
16h AL to Prank [Pooler?] re D-3 inspection reports SpiW 2 2-25 

179 Economie Determinim in Nationel Forestry 2p PY 

notes for article Ip PW 

178 «Transmission of spiral in redwood sprouts Ip TW 

176. Notes on spiral redwood 3p TW 

h8  Izaac Walton League and ite Relation to Forestry 
in Yiseensin 1Op TW 

12 Some Fundamentals of Conservation in the Southwest 

Brank A. Waugh to Aly returning mas, Ip TW Sa 2G—23 

clipping on wilderness, from F.¥. t 
map of Gila [wilderness area?) 1 sheet 

183 Meme for Al. re article, from [mc?] ly. 72223 d 

The Virgin Southwest 29p TYR Se 633 Lab. of Anthropology, 

R.Dena Johngon to AL, returning mss. lp TW 10-20- Santa Fee 

75 Vegetation for Erosion Control in the CCC Camps 
of Southwestern Yiscousin 10p mimeo 

72. The Silvieuliure of Erosion and Game Vegetation 
(Memo fer Mre CaP. Winslow) 2p TW See2Gue 3h 

118 Roadside Prairies 3p TW §+16—))2 

25 Cows and Contours: The Problem of Steep Farms 
in Southwest Wisconsin (AL & Jd Mickey) 3p PY 

WILDERNESS 

63 A Wilderness Area Program 3p TYR (19227) 

65 A Plea for Wilderness Hmting Grounde 10p TW, and for Outdoor Life 

Sp for figures TW ro 
Jehe MoOuire to AL, accepting article for publi-  12-22~2h 

gation in Outdoor Life Ip TW ‘ i 
AL to Northey, re publication of article lp TT Ge 325 

177. The Vanishing Wilderness Tp TWR for Outdoor America 

177 Possible Tllustrations for "The Vanishing Wilder~ 
, nese” lp TW 

177 fragment lp PY ae 
E.M. Ross to Aly returning mes. for revision lp TH 3-12=26 

181 notes on wilderness Ip PY 

162 Wilderness areca (notes) Ip PY 

99 Wilderness (re Gorman experience) hp PY 19357 
100 «Outline for Wilderness Ip PY ee 

. 36 Wilderness (re Darwin, geology & ecology) 1p PW [19357] written on Cerman paper 

S . : ;



Po wee is 5 

66 ‘The Wilderness Pallecy 7p TY AL, USFS 

64 The Conservation of Wilderness Recreation Areas kpTW 2) 9mB7 CeteAway Club dise. 

67 What Shrinke Wilderness? 2p TW 3<20eh0  IWLA (not given) 

PHELOSOPHIC AMD LITERARY to 19h0 : 

173 «A Men's Leisure Time lip TW 10-15-20 address, U.N.M. dssenbly 

17h A Oriticiem of the Booster Spirit 1042p TYR Lie 623 Ten Dons 

83 Mlue River Ip PY G=11+22 
copy (198) ao 

169 ‘The Sportexan-Naturalist ip PY AL, USTS 

170 ‘Thoughts on a Map of Liberia lp PY 
170 ‘Thoughts on a Vap of Liberia 2p PY 

172 The River of the Mother of God 8p TY 
W. Crosa to Al, rejecting mss, for Yale Review 12+16-2h 

193 Send Bure 2p TY for Sportemens Review 
: : : Ally Albuquerque 
166 Wheat is a Sportemen? ip PY (notes) { 
166 What is 2 Sporteman? 1p PY (notes) 

Chas. Proeabstel to Aly requesting definition 10-28-25 
Clipping re. NMGPA [19257] 

6 Reonomies of the Wild 7p TW te Aly 905 Univ, Ave. 

19h Goose Music 9p TY 
: Clark NeAdame to AL, rejecting mes. (Wild life Ya Le 

Mag. folding) lp TW 
MaiieCe to AL re mas. 2p ink W 
Digest of Sutton article on geese, duly 1931. lpTW 
Mise, Notes on Waterfowl Study lp PY j 

neme--Canoneito Camp, Ten Dons “ Tw See Qu93 
(mise. notes on reverse side Pw 

5S untitled (Sandhill Crane as supernumerary ele- 
ment) lp Pit 

0 Hobbies. kp TY li=10+35  PLAs Randall School ‘ 

9 Dear riend Botts (on the perfeot research 
enterprise) Ip PY 

9 Desr Judge Botts 2p PY 

| 1 The Social Consequences of Conservation 7p PY 
2 "Soeial Consequences" material 2p PY 
2 "Social Consequences" material 2p PY 

Naturalism and Conservation (notes) 1p PY 
fragnent ip PY 
fragment lp TYR
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h9 Pathological Yorces in Land Use 7p TY Nel 235 Shpma KL 

é 9h Land Pathology 8p TYR hl 5—35 Sigma Xi: 

106 fragment on landscape and bureaus Ip PW 

fragment on government v. private cons. lp TY ; 

fragment on Germany and internat'l cons. mvt, ipTY 
fragment (from Vietinghoff review?) lp TYR 

11. The Farm Wildlife Program: A Self-Serutiny SpTMR¢ 
Shy 2p PYR / wrevised copy 8p TW Taylor iibbard 

notes ip PY 

90 Conservation Inquiry: PHilosophy, Economics, Came 1pPW pera 
92 «= “eases” for Inquiry: Motivation for Lend Use, 

Predator Control, Forestry 3p PY ; 

S fragment on foresters and conservation 1p Pi 

98 Mngineering and Conservation 1p TWR 4 Ip TY hiw11-38 Engineering College 

909 Natural History, the Forgotten Sefence 9p TYR hn26—38 Speech at U. of Mo. 
Aes ‘ Partly to be used by 

ei ‘ y Wo Cons” ‘ 

-- SL. Natural History, the Yorgotten Selence Tp TH hyn26038:° Speech at Us of Mo. 

96 A Survey of Conservation lip THR 
97 Technical Quig Questions 2p TY : 
97 Elementary Questions for Students Ip TY ; 
95 AL to Jay N. Darling, ancl. mss. lp TY li- 1~38 

92 Beonemies, Philosophy and land 6p"%R ViokSad 7h ! 
' 53 The Basis of Conservation Sducation Sp TYR 7=20-39 Kiwanis Club, Racine lect. 

notes. Lp PY 

93, A Modus Vivendi for Conservationists 2p PY 

PHILOSOPHIC AND LITERARY 19h0~19h8 

129 Biotic Land Uae 9p THR. : Leopold's copy 
Biotic Land Use 9p THR (by Hamerstrom?) 

130 Diseussion on Came Manager, Fish Menager, Sportse 
men 2p TYR ; 

131  Diseussion on the Park Uxecutive and Landscaper IpTYR 
132 Diseussion on "The Forester" 2p TYR 
133 The Miotic Idea in Relation to a Coordinated State 

Conservation Program, by Lisle Jeffrey 7p TW 

136 © Eeology and Politica hp PY (snail sheets) 

meh st i aap ity 9 tr ERR Oe ates
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Land? Ecology? and Politics 7p YR (rev. by Re Lord?) "2% [The Land] Spring 
Russell Lord to AL, encl. rev. mes. for publication 4-19-11 

107. (Of Mice end Men: Some Notee on Teology and Politics 
Pr. 2—7 TYR : 

2110 Of Mice and Men p 1-TYR ¢ 7p PY “ 

11, Conservation and Politics hp PY : 

‘139 = Conservation and Polities 3p TY 

188 Yet the Trees Grow lp TYR 4 1 PW insert 1223-1 Rough dram 
188 Yet Come June. lp PF 
188 Yet Come dune ip PY 
188 Yet Come June Ip PY 

1hl Introduction 3p TYR ¢ inserts, 2p PY 
11 = Conservation lp PY 
ikl University Club Lecture Feb 15 Ip PY 
ll) Mise. notes 2p 
U2 Ovtline for the Roumd River lp PY 
1h. Bletie Lipstick 2p Pw % insert 

135. ‘The Round River: A Parable of Conservation 6p TY 

1b3 Country 2p TY 12623h1 Rough draft 
113 fragment on country lp ink ¥ 
1h3. fragments on comtry ip PY 
1h3 Country 2p PY 
143 Leopold and Hochbaum Peper ip PW 
tbh  Comtry (fragnents) Ip PY 
1kh = fvagment on country lp PY 
Uh Comtry 2 PY 
1b5 Country 5p Pi 

8§ Wildlife in Lend-Use Planning 2p TW 327-h2  IWLA lecture 

18h Armament for Conservation 9p TYR 11-23-12 for seminar 
Slide list 2p PY 

187 Walter W. John te Aly re address at Ll 9% he 
185. Walter W. John to Aly re mes, 12-16~),2 
186 AL to Jom 12-2112 

diagrams 2p PY 
22 «Lend ss a Cirouletory System 6p TY : Jol 2h 

192 What is a Yeed? 6p TY Bu Quh3 

17 Notes for Paper on Writing 3p TY ; Me 24h3 . 
U8 fragments on writing 2p PY 
1h9 For College “nglisth 1p TW 
150 Al. to S.%. Dane on poorly written paper Ip TH Gm BQ 
151 Abstract of a Cornell Ph.D. thesis (writing : : 

sample) 1p TW 

189. The Ring-necked Parvenn ip PY lye ‘Paolsdy
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128 Conservation: In Whole or in Part? lp TW Ll» Il given to Kenneth Parsons 
‘ : for Sok Cons Comm Report 

2. Wherefore “4idlife “ecology? 2p PY 

96s Beology as an Ethiesl System 2p PY 

83 Deadening ip PY : 

6h Conserva ee tion Edueationt A Revolution in Philo sophy 
lp se bal 

85 Eeologiee) Haves and Have-ots 1p PY 

86 Searcity Values in Conservation 3p mY ; 
86 . notes for mss. ip PY ; 

-87  Weology & Economics in Land-Use 3p PY. ; 

88 Beology end the Arts 2p PY 

89 Ecology, Philosophy, and Conservation 2p PY : 

135 «The Biotic War Ip PY 

137 «fregment on land awareness 1p PY 

1hO. The Meaning of Conservation Sp PY QoL Qn Milwaukee 

1h6. The Role of Wildlife in “dveation 3p PY 
The Sole of Wildlife in Education 2p P¥ 

13) Farm Phenology! Mew Sport ip PY 

~ 191 I Know en Islend ip PY é 

112.» Foreward9p TW Ju Bleh? 

113 «The Deer Swath 2p TY ee Qn 29x18 

WILDLIFE & GAME MANAGSMSNT = TRCHNTCAL 1926¢ 

A Decade of Development in Game Management lp PW 

10 ‘The Trend of Game Management in the National {1930?] for "AM For & For Life" 
Forests 8p TW : 

17 Goma Management ~ 4 New Field for Science Sp TW (1931?] for Scientific American 

50 Farm Forestry and the Game Program 6p TW 12~ h-31 address at Central 
: States Forestry Congress 

20 Quail Food and Covar in the Cornbelt 8/2p THR Outdoor Americas 
Proc. 9th Ann. Conf. 

| IWLA, 1931
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chart--lrequenoy Curve showing Limits of Quail 
Breeding Season 1p Pw 

8 Map Your Hunting Grounds 2p T grey K Al, Cons. For. 

7 Covey Patterns hp T grey R {19327] AL, Cons. For. 

196 Grand Opera Came hip TYR 
ee eet Plan for a 100 A. oo eas lp PY . aa 

, to Righard Danielson ‘or 2732 hota, i iret 
Danielson to AL, 9. 8.32 
AL to Charles S, Bird, enol. "Grand Opera Game" Ga? 332 
Bird to {Ly rejecting mss. for the Sportsman Se, 2033 

34 Wildlife and Soils = YR 
~ 395. Wid Life end Stiles hp Ta S~ 2-33 Symposium Paper, SW Div. 

; ; - BeAoheSey Lag Cruces 

73 «Wild life Crops ina Land Cons. Program 2p TW 
Ah to Den Otia, encl. mss. [2635 

27 “Wildlife Food and Cover Handbook for Wisconsin 
(Popular Form) Ip TYR 

28 Game Managers’ Hendbook for the Leke Stetes j 
(Technical Form) ip TYR 

29 Outline of Handbooks 1p TW FHL 5—37 
30 Rules for Planting Conifers for Game Cover SpTY 62537 

: 31 0s Site Requiremonts of Conifers IpTY, lp Pr 
notes for chapters V and VII lp PY 

32. notes on Planting Dates Apple-Haw Rust lp TY he +37 compiled by Wade 
33 Prelim. Outline of Next Study Technique tf Tw 6-15~37 : 

161 Wildlife Handbook—wnotes ip PY 
160 Summer Care of vergreen Plantings lp Pw 

152 Properties of Planta Importent in Wildlife Ecology — ; 
and Menagement’ hp PY z ae é 

Properties of Plants 1 chart’ PY 

lh Be Your Ow emperor” - A Report off the Progress _—«[1938?] 
of Wild life Cropping in Wisconsin 10 TYRf1pPY 

76. The Crow as a Game Predator in Southern Wis. BpTW 1-26-39 : 

153 Animal, Density and Plant Survival Sp PY 
153 notes and fragment for mss. 2p PY 
15h envy Sohmits to AL, requesting mss. for d For S=17=10 

1Uy2 Wisconsin Toology (for Birds of Wis) 1p PY 

82 Diary of a Duck March 3p PW 4 Ip PY (fragment) (29417) © : 

117. Dugkmarsh Doings 2p TW L2= Sahl 

116 The Mouse Rat in the Wild lp TW G2 7ueh2 

115 Opening Day lp THR 8£19-2 appeared in Wis State 
Journal as a "profile"



Wildlife in land-Use Planning hp TYR 3~20-2 given at TWLA 3.27828 
123. “The Grizsly--A Problem in Imnd+Plenning lip TY jm Geli 2 

2h "Divide and Rule". hp TYR is 
Charles Kirkpetrick to AL re Helland article in he Joh} 

April Field and Stream 2p TW 
AL, to Mirkpstriek, re reply te Field md Stream dyn Sal) 

80 The 19h) Came Situation Gp TYR 330-1); 
The 19) Ceme Situation pp3-6 (carbon)R 
Summary of Fill Records lp TW P 3- Beh [by?] Bele. 
A. 40 Bad. Venderwall (yep) enol. mss. Gon 30m) ra 

‘ Relph Conway to WF, Grimmer, re AL letter of byw) Coed) 
March 30 and mss. y 

W.F, Orimner to AL re mes. > hel Sahh 

60. Ticke and Deer hp TW 12+ Shh sent to Jom Baker 
AL to Beker, oncl. mas. LeUehh 

156 Notes on Arboretum Quail Census 2p PY 12=21<hh 
156 Al, to Gyril Kabet re consus ip TW de 22—hh : 

"188 Mobility and Turnover in Weconsin Bobwhite rT age 
_ Populations hp PY / 2p tables _ 3 : 

23. A Hawk and Heron Tally for Sauk County, 1935+ ‘ 
19h a 17 " 

127 Wolves 2p THR seas 3-20-1iS  dise. of film "Wildlife 
an of Denali" by A. Murie 

157 Bobwhite Returns (Univ. Bay /rea, Arboretum, Prairie [19457] 
du Sse /res, Dunn County Area) Tp PY as ; 

190 AML in a Century: a Vest~pocket history of the at 
Wisconsin Deer Problem, 1835-1915 hm PY 

77 What Date for Duck Shooting? 2p TW a Gab? | 

WILDLIFE NANAOMNNT AND CONSTRVATION = PROFESSTONAL 2928-19h8 a 

Mu Sen, Harry 3, Hewes to AL, requesting suggestions 12-11-30 : 
for conservation report : 

: ly The Role of the Federal Government in Came memo prepared for a 
Conservation 8p TV 12+19+30 US Senate Comme on 

AL to Hawes, oncl. mas. 12-20-30 Wildlife Conservation 
Report te the SAAMT om Proposed Cooperahen intl the (WLA [Sty TW + S dus. MS a3 ; 

7 Visuel Edveation in Game Yanagoment 9p TW Se Ql~31 Report to TvLA 

62 Game Survays lip ™ [19327] sent to Crane & Boone | 

4s/18 The American Came Policy on Predators lp TW 11-28-32 Game Policy Symposium 
AL te Herry “McGuire, encl. mas. for Outdoor 12-17-32 Am. Game Conf. 

Life (not presented at. Game Conf, ) 

3. The Game Policy in Operation hp PY
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61 Towa Conservation Plan Refuge Policy lp THR 3a S09 

70. A Conservation Plan for Wisconsin Farms Gp TH 10-23-33 

AL to C.L. Christensen, enc], mas, lle 6-33 

39 Proposal to Mr. Darling for Coordinated Gane (293h?) f 

Research in Michigan & Wisconsin 3p ink ¥ 

37 Wildlife Research Institute 3p inkY . — [19357]. 

68 Preliminary Report to the Soc. of Am, Foresters 1-29-35 
: on Forestry and Game Management hp TYR 

88 AL to Comm. on For. Game Policy, encl. mas. LoL. ue 35? 

69 . Specifications for a Game Research Set-up at an 1=30=35 
Agricultural College 3p TW 

AL to day Darling, encl. meso Que 1-35 
AL to day Darling, re comment on mss. Qu Lh 3S 

38 The Wisconsin Idea in Game Congervation 2p ink x 3-20-35 Wis. Society, Chicago 

another draft 2p ink ¥ 

105 Suggestions for American Wildlife Conf. 7p TW 
10h AL to Seth Gordon, encl. msg. 10-2735 

; 103 Gordon to Ly acknowledging mose 11-12=35 

102 dN. Darling to AL, comments on mes. hp TW 11~20~35 

6 4n Outline of a Wis. Game Dev. Plan 9p TW [19357] 

$2. Whether Missouri? hp TY 

108 Conservation Conference 2p P blue : 

101 Means and Ende in Wildlife Cons. (fragment) 1p PY 
101 Means and Ends in Wildlife Conservation 5p PY Sa Sa36 Beloit College-- Cham- 

: berlain Science Club 

56 Second Report of Game Policy Comm, 8p TW i+ 9-36 Soc, of Am. Foresters 

2h Improving the Wildlife Program of the SCS 3pT¥ = Se 300 

121 The Conservation league 3p ™ 

122 Al to Hugh Jackson, encl. mes. for Wis, Sportsman 10-1h-h0 

43 Opportunities in Wildlife Research and duc. 6pTY : 

ray Cumley to Aly encl. mas. (joint author- 12-1 26h0 é 

ship 
Cumley to Bode Clarke of Mid-Am. Resources, encl. 1212=10 

MSBo 

119 «Planning for Wildlife 7p TY 9u26—u)1 copies to Middleton &. 

120 AL to P38. Middleton, encl. mss. Gu 26—l)3  Kurtenacker 

CM. Feast, requesting paper for NoAm. Wi Conf. 1s 2eh3 
iL ‘Mistakes I Have Made in Wildlife Research 2p TW Qe Sehh3 NeA. Wildlife Conf. 

Feb. 15-17 

|
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186 Adventures of a Conservation Commigsioner 7p TH 12— 1-46 Midwest WL Conf. 

159. Adventures of a Conservation Commissioner 7p TWR 12-Ih6 Midwest WL Conf. 

125 the Statesmanship of E, Sydney Stephens 3p TW » Ge Selh7 Stephens Dinner, St. Lovis 

UXPUR, WYNTE SCS 85 DATE © NOTATIONS 
uss. : ( . : S 
NO : hte ‘ : 

2. typed 
: P pencil 

: Y Yellow paper 
W White paper " 
R  Rewised (pencil changes) 

The Unpublished Manuscript number correspondsate the order 4f manuscripts in 
Mra. Aldo Leopold's bound volumes of manuscripts typed by Patricia Murrish in 1918. 
The arrangement was random, eo an attempt has been made to order the original 
manuseripts according to subject and chronology. ntries without a number were 
not typed in 1915, 

Dates in brackets are estimates based on evidence in the manuscripts. Undated 
entries have been placed in approximate order, but may be off as much as 5 years. 

: Notations are miscellaneous notes, typed or handwritten, which may help to 
identify the manuseripte 

Single spaced entries were found stapled or clipped together. 

f 

|
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126 Adventures of a Conservation Commissioner 7p TW 12 1-6 Midwest WL Conf, 

159 Adventures of a Conservation Commissioner 7p THR 12-1-h6 Widwest WL Conf. ae 

125 ‘The Statesmanship of B. Sydney Stephens 3p TY 9n15-h7 © Stephens Dinner, ee 
i é * ae St. Louis : 

MSS, NO}. TITLE DATE NOTATIONS ey 

P. peneil , 
Y yellow paper 
W white paper ; 
R revised (pencil changes) : 

The manuscripts in this list were accessioned 18 September 1967 
from Dr. A. Starker Leopold, Berkeley, California, Most of them were ; 
copied (typewritten) by Patricia Murrish, secretary of the Wildlife 
Management Department, in summer 1913, before the originals were sent to ‘ 
Berkeley. ; 

The mes. no. corresponds to the order of manuscripts in two : a 
bound volumes of typeseripts deposited in the Archives by Mrs. Aldo Leopold 
in 1961, Since the typescripts are in no apparent order, an attempt has ee: 
been made to arrange the original manuscripts according to subject and 
chronology. Entries without a number were not copied in 19,8. Single 
spaced entries wore found stapled or clipped together. 

Many of the essays are dated, and several others may be dated i 
from correspondence clipped or stapled with them. Dates in brackets are 
estimates based on evidence in the manuscripts. The chronological posi- 
tions of undated entries are based on lmowledge of Mr. Leopold's 
interests at different times, but may be off by as much as 5 years. 

Notations are miscellaneous notes, most of them typed or hand- 
written at the top of the first page, which may help to identify the 
manuscripts, 

» : 

\ i
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' i SKILL IN FORESTRY a yc 1 

ce Aldo Leopold er wo’ 
Pca U. S. Forest Service AL yen ; 

* Not long ago a well known Silviculturist, after ten 
years of patient scientifie work, published a bulletin giving _— 
certain new conelusions about the factors determining repro- = 
duction of Western Yellow Pine. At the same time a Lumberman, — 
without scientific training, published an article giving his = a 
observAtions about the same subject, The two men were not a 
previously acquainted, and no way can be traced whereby they ¢ 4 
may have exchanged ideas. The Lumberman's "observations", He ' 
however, bear such a striking resemblance to conclusions of 
the Silviculturist, and the content of both involves subject 
matter so new and different from ideas heretofore current, 
that there is forced into the mind of the observer the question \ 
of whether there is any way to discover and utilize similar 
"intuitive" judgments in the vast fields wherein scientific 
conelusions are needed but not yet available. 

Or, to state the question more baldly: The Silvicul- 
turist's judgment cost $25,000 and took ten years to deliver. 
The Lumberman's judgment cost the use of a pair of sharp eyes 
and some spare time, and became available upon utterance. i 
Granting the former class of truth to be in every way a more 
valuable asset to forestry, the fact remains that if there 
were &@ way to discover and test the latter class, it would 
give us "something to go by” in a multitude of questions k 
wherein we floansy about, without the means to even start ‘ 
a seientific analysis, much less to ‘finish and use it. 

This attempt to shed a little light on so illusive 
a subject will discuss in turn the fields in need of "some- 
thing to go by", the nature of intuitive judgment", and the 
possible means of detecting and using it. 

‘ What We Don't Know 

It is hardly necessary to repeat that the forester sere r 
charged with the responsibility of administering lands must 
pass on many things, of great moment in conserving the pro~ | 
ductivity of. his property, which he never heard of in school. \ 
This is Largely a reflection of the fact that no scientific i 
knowledge of them exists, and the schools could not teach them 
if they wanted to. Especially is it true that no localized F) 
knowledge exists. 

The seg body of written scientific knowledge in 
forestry is really limited to trees in their various relations, 

\ and even there it is limited enough. Yet every day foresters "4 
ji are rendering judgments on fire control, range management, Hi 

watershed protection, erosion control, game and fish manage- i; 
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; ment, and reereation, the effects of which may be felt for 3 
centuries. Those effects are as vital to the vermanent ia 
productivity of the forest and the permanent welfare of the \ 
nation as the effects of good or bad judgment in forestry 4 
proper. Yet some of these subjects are scarcely yet bap- 
tized - witness the babel of names. To be sure in a few : 

: cases a general framework of systematic knowledge has become 4» 
“visible in the dusk, but these frames are so far from local- \ 
ized, and contain so much lumber borrowed from other profes- ~ 
sions, that the wise forester is cautious about where he 3 
hangs his hat. Who, for instance, has set down the laws 2 
governing erosion in the Southwest? And when will they be ~ 
set down? Maybe our grandsons will have them, but by that 
time the best parts of the Southwest bid fair to repose in 
the Gulf of California. We must have "something to go by" 
nowe Are there not, perhaps, some persons with such a 
"natural skill" in this particular subject, that they have 
anticipated and carry in their mind substantially what the 
seientists will say when they get arcund to it a decade or 
half a dozen decades hence? If such can be found, it may 
save some fiddling while Rome burns. 

What is Natural Skill? 

We often hear that a certain man is a “good all- . 
around forester.” There is no such thing. To be sure @ 
forester can and should "make a hand" in the discharge of 
the great variety of ordinary duties he is called upon to 
perform, but his real command of most of them must always 
remain merely superficial. In his real knowledge - the 
fields in which he has the "natural skill" to dig deep and 
unravel really difficult questions - the forester, like every 
other man, must remain very much a specialist. 

The main reason for this is that the field of any 
individual's natural skill seems to be extremely limited. 
This fact seems|to be generally unrecognized. We hea¥ of 
"cood grazing men". I never saw one, i.e., a man who 
possessed really deep penetration in both range and livestock. 
Meany men seem to have an astounding knowledge of stock, and a 
few are really at home in range management, but I have never 
seen great capacity in both lings-combined in one individual. 
A common case is the ranger whopfébsesaes an almost uncanny 
"cow-sense" but knows nothing about range. Such a man can 
ride past a bunch of cattle and read their complete history 
for months past as well as their probable future movements 
and condition. But he can ride a piece of range for ten 
years without reading anything. 

We do not yet hear of "Erosion Engineers” but I 
have been much impressed with the variation in ability to 
read erosion problems that exists even among technical foresters. 

‘9 ;
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| This brings up the point of what relation exists between natural io 
| skill and technical training. In my opinion, none. Natural 
: Skill may be discovered, and is bound to be amplified and made / i 

more useful,through training, but it can not be generated in | 
schools. 

We hear of men skilled in wild life - "good, all- 
around naturalists". I have seen one. This one understands 
both animals and birds (a very rare case) but as an adminis- 
trator of wild life he would not pan out, because lacking in 
ability to see it as a complex resource,’ rather thanvas indi- 
viduals and species. I once met a man with a national repu- 
tation as a naturalist. He probably knows more about lions 
than any man living, yet he was unusually awkward in understand- 
ing feathered game. The writer, who has made some pretense at 
helping to develop the science of wild life management, is keenly 
aware of an entire absence of "natural skill" in dealing with 
game animals, and—terse—birds, What he may know in this field 
must always be a forced kmowledge that can never get more than 

: about so far or so deep. 

| The point is that "natural skill" seems to occur in 
: very small pieces, of which no one man ever has very many, and 
| usually only one. 5 

Many men are successful and useful foresters without 
| possessing natural skill in anything relating to natural ob- 

jects. Such men may, however, possess the conservation view- 
| point and such organizing ability that their lack of natural 

skill is offset by their ability to use that possessed by others. 
I incline to believe that some of the big work in forestry has 

| been done by such men, : 

| In the above discussion, the writer has been forced 
| to choose examples from fields in which he does not feel wholly 

at sea. It does not seem unreasonable tosappose, however, 
: that the laws governing the penetration of the mind into the 

problems of forestry are any different in the larger and more 
important fields not mentioned. 2 

What, now, is the practical conclusion, if Gre may 
venture to make one on such a subject? The conclusion is 
that some men possess extraordinary powers of penetrating the 
unsolved problems of the forester, but that in aed to dis- 
cover such powers, it is well to remember that me individ- 
ual usually possesses them with respect to a single very 
limited field. 

Beyond this, I fear to tread. 
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Detecting and Using Skill 

It is, of course, of no avail to believe that such 
skill exists, or to speculate ordi ts allocation among indi- 
viduals, without offering some suggestion on how to find the 
individual, and on how to test the brand of skill which he 

. may be alleged to possess. 

I can think of no method except thet of trial and 
error. But I believe that the possibilities of even this 
rough method have by no means been exhausted. 

Back in Forest School we were told how the estimates 
of timber cruisers of the 01d sheool were checked against the 
actual cut, and their proficiency thus roughly determined. 
later, foresters came along and by checking the cruiser's "in- 
tuitive” estimate against their analytical, scientific esti- 
mates, the ‘fidld of the cruiser'’s proficiency was accurately 
delineated. This is a good analogy to show the use of the 
trial and error test of natural skill, pending the availabil- 
ity of scientific methods. It is the possible extension of 
this test to other fields that is here proposed. ; 

It is, of course, already being used in other fields, 
but the results are not preserved in such a way as to build up 
an actual skill record for each individual Forest officer. for 
instance, two men disagree about the earrying capacity of a 
range. One is sustained. Pive years later he is proven to 
have been either right or wrong. Corrective action is then 
takem if necessary, and sometimes one or both men are informed 
of the result, but seldom is the result preserved as a personnel 
record, checked against his other judgments, and his fiela of 
proficieney thus gradually determined. 

Another example; For many years overgrazing and 
fire on the watershed as a whole have been accepted as the 

aN prime causes of erosion in the Southwest. A number of men 
-( | have now dissented. They claim that these are merely con- 

/ tributory factors; that overgrazing of streambeds is the pri+ 
a y mary cause. Administrative treatment will of course be quite 

different in kind and degree for the one theory as against the 
\ other.. Many years may elapse before any scientific analysis 

of this problem is available, but meanwhile huge values are at 
' stake. Fifteen years of cumulative records as to the skill 

of both the dissenters and their opponents might, if availble, 
help save those values. 

. Most problems, to decide which involves natural 
skill, are of course cluttered with a multitude of appendages 
extraneous to the question of skill, but probably more or -less 
potent in affecting the result or the standards of judging it. 
Every decision involves numerous premises with respect to this 

ea. 
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extraneous material, and it is not always possible to state 

; that the result proves right or wrong judgment in the first | 
instance. Moreover, results may take a decade or a century | 
by which time the natural skill question is probably of more : 
interest to the biographer than to the administrator in charge. 

i Granting that these difficulties may prevent the accumulation 
of a conelusive personnel record, is it not perhaps neverthe- ; 
less true that the record will show the direction of a man's 
skill or absence of skill? May not conelusive results in a 
few short-time tests of a man's skill throw light on bigger 
longer ones? Is it not possible that such a record might 
often retrieve the now common mistake of keeping specialists 

‘\ \Andefinitely in fields wherein they have no natural skill ana 
\ i as a superficial and therefore dangerous proficiency only 

h ‘by years of expensive effort? Would not the general practice 
ALN " of trying to keep such a record lend needed dignity and pres- 

Baca tige to real forestry, and help differentiate the man who 
Shapes the destiny of a forest from the man who locates a 

u\ | ranger station, interprets a regulation, or makes a speech 
NN , before the Chamber of Commerce? 

i, I am aware that this article asks more questions 
\ than it answers. The only thing I am sure of is that policy 

f is being written much faster than research can illumine the 
path, that huge values are at stake, and that there are neg- 
lected possibilities in personnel management that might be 
found useful in telling us what to do until research forges 
abreast of the times. 
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| ‘ ; In the example cited by Leopold in his first para- 

graph the ‘eumberman was observing much simpler conditions 

than the Gilviculturist. Many forest officers observing the 

conditions the Sivieulturist was studying made opposite con- ; 

elusions. was Antlsetive ability or power of observation less 

than the Lambertian 's? Would the latter have reached the con- 

elusions he did if he had been working around Flagstaff? It 

took the Silviculturist and long study to get the conelusive 

dope. 

Sundamental research is indispensable. Wie need more / 

of it. But what we are suffering from especially is lack of 

application of what we already know. I conceive our fundamental 

job to be growing timber. his means forestry. ‘the greatest 

obstacles to forestry in the Southwest are grazing (as it has 

been during the past 15 years) and fire. Was the reason we didn't 

commence +o handle sheep grazing from a forestry point of view 

on the Colorado Plateau until 1921 because we didn't know what ; 

ought to be done? Hight years ago & grazing research man. after 

two years study recommended the exclusion of sheep from the 

bunch grass.yellow pine areas. Is there any doubt that one big 

cause of erosion in D-3 is overgrazing? Suppose overgrazing in 

the stream beds is more serious than on the watershed as a whole, 

\ is it practicable at this time to prevent grazing in the stream 

beds while allowing it on the watersheds as a whole? We do have 

authority however to reduce the stocking and require better dis- | 

tribution on the range and thereby reduce overgrazing everywhere. |
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A few days ago a district ranger in this office stated that 

from the point of view of prevention of ovenauna the: erosion, 

ete., tat he was unable to see that conditions on his district, 

part of which we know is eroded, are a bit better after 15 years 

of administration than they would have been without any admin- 

istration whatever. ‘ 

I think the innumerable decisions which the forest 

officer is continually making are administrative and are as to 

the machinery rather than the fundamentals. It doesn't require 

any mysterious ability to know what our main job is but lots 

of men don't seem to appreciate what it is. Ability to make 

decisions and correct conclusions-in other words, judgment- 

is developed by experience under the conditions being dealt 

with. kxpert knowledge has to be based on a‘certain amount of 

gray matter it is true but fundamentally it is, in my opinion, 

i acquired. We give a man a year or two's experience as a 

supervisor, a ranger, a logging engineer, and expect him bs be 

an expert. He has only begun to know the game. [f I want a ‘ 

quick decision as to the cutting eycle under a new system of 

cutting in a little studied type, would I send the silviculturist 

or the lumberman with "natural ability". The former every time. 

Would we think of changing silviculturists in charge 

: of stations every two or three years? Aren't we transferring 

; administrative men a little too often for securing efficiency 

on the individual #orest? 

I think Leopold and |[ have the same feeling of some- 

thing needed. [I have read his paper with great interest. [I 

Cake |
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‘ don't see that it makes so much difference in his argument 

whether there is such a thingeas "natural ability" or ninthl— 

tive knowledge". What he wants is to find out by a recad 

which must admittedly extend over many years, whose judgment 

: is reliable regardless of how he got it. It strikes me that 

the difficulties inherent in Leopold's proposal listed on his 

last page, are very real. Why concentrate on a new complicated 

piece of machinery while we are not anywhere near reaching 

the possibilities of our present equipment? 
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July 20, 1922. 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold: 
‘ 

The following random thoughts concern your article 
"Skill in Forestry". You admit “this article asks more 

. questions than it answers". However, as I read your article, 
the substance seems to revolve around two distinct withal : 
broad questions. 

} First, can we expect a "pair of sharp eyes" (plus 
: NOTEBOOK) to replace to some extent sample plots and test | 
ubes? ' 

Second, are we realizing fully the tremendous inm- 
portance of “Square pegs...."? I take it that any comments 

3 should be limited to the possible useful purposes served by the 
questions raised. 

| 

i As to the first question, I could not very well vote 
otherwise than "Yes", since Grazing decided two years ago to | 
give the idea a try-out, in addition to certain scientific 
studies being carried on, since the bulk of Studies work last { 

aa year and this has been and is being handled by this very method. 
However, this idea needs defining. The time element is the 
determining factor. ‘The urging of a more wide-spread use of 
sharp eyes does not discount or even question the greater ac- 4 

: euracy of the quadrat; rather it is a plea for time saving. 
5; Shas we eme waitiees for scientifie quadrat answers to some of | 

our biggest puzzles, or shall we make a start with some yard- 
sticks constructed out of two years general i crvationat Ef d 
we decide in favor of the former, we shall have nothing to guide 

us during the 10 years--or 5--or 25--except opinions. If the 
latter, we would at least have recorded observations. Ignoring 
for the moment insistent arguments which always arise at this 
point, I wish to make my point as I see it; namely, that the 

: wisdom of this choice of trails to follow hinges on the man 

behing the opinions and the man behind the recorded observations. 

This bring us to the second broad problem; namely, 

"The man for the place? In the light of the last paragraph, it | 
4 asks also what determines the keen observer, what should be 

expected of him, etc. ‘This forces at the out-set the acknowledg- 

ment that all men are not “created equal". iost people have i 

distinct "leanings", "talents", "natural skill", or whatever you i 

want to call it for certain activities of life, and happiness and 4 

cold efficiency are both served the better by placing these people ‘ 

where they fit best. The difference between people is especially |
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true in their powers of observation. Ten years measure a longer 
life span for some than fifty for others. Some persons will see 
more at a glance than others do from torpidly staring around for 
half an hour. Also in the placing of men in positions requiring i 
keen perception,» one of the underlying principles of psychology 
showld not be forgotten; namely, that “of all the mental powers, 1 

: perception is the most difficult to develop after the age of 
twenty". 

In my judgment then, I see no reason why the keen | 
observers should not, in a relatively short time, be able to 4 
construct some working principles which will be “something to 
go by” along the lines you mention of fire control, range manage- 
ment, watershed protection, erosion, game and fish management, 

or recreation. During the interval while we are forced to wait 

for seientific answers to many phases of these problems, much ‘ 

ean be accomplished by general observation methods. Certain { 

men are, undoubtedly, better fitted for certain lines of work. 

However, most of our force have added their bit to our stock of i 

information along some one line at least and practically every : 

member of the organization should be able to add some observa- | 

_ tion of value. Any means of stimulating better observation | 

are certainly worth while, but the limitations should be ap- 

preciated. Any reasonable amount of work done by executives in 

the attempt to place employees in the line of work where they 

; best belong is most certainly worth while. : : 4 
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é : SOME FUNDAMENTALS OF CONSERVATION 
| j IN THE SOUTHWEST. 

/ : Aldo Leopola 
Ue Se Forest Service 

| The future development of the Southwest must depend largely 

| on the following resources and advantages: 

Minerals: Chiefly copper and coal. 

: Organic: Farms, ranges, forests, waters and water 

Climatic: Gniefly health and winter resort possibilities. 

Historic: Archaeological and historical interest. 

| Geographic: On route to California and Mexico. 

phis discussion is confined to the two first named. 

! While the last three are of great value, the Southwest should hardly 

be satisfied to build its future upom them. They are what might be 

termed "unearned advantages". 

Excluding these, it is apparent that all of the remaining 

economic resources are of such a nature that their permanent use- 

fulness is affected more or less by that idea or method of develop- 

ment broadly called "conservation". It is the purpose of this 

paper to discuss the extent to which this is true, and the extent 

+0 which unskiliful or non-conservative methods of exploitation 

threaten to limit as destroy their permanent usefulness. | 

A brief statement of some of the salient facts about eachh 

of these resources is first necessary as a background; 

Minerals: Of 6 of the leading Arizona copper mines, the 

average life in sight is 22 years. This is a short life. Undoubt- 

edly, our mineral wealth will be expanded from time to time by new 
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processes, better transportation, discovery of additional ore 

bodies, demand for rate minerals, exploitation of gross minerals 

such se sulphur and galt, end possible discovery of oil. But the 

| fact remains that with the exception of coal, the mimral wealth 

of the Southwest, from the standpoint of an economic foundation 

for society, is exhaustible. Our coal will probably always be 

3 handicapped by long hauls and absence of water transport. : 

Parms & Waters must be considered together. The late 

drouth ought to have sufficiently redemonstrated that generally 

speaking, dry farming, as & sole dependence for a livelihood, is 

| 8 broken reed. The outstanding fact that we can never change is 

| that we have roughly twenty million acres of water producing or 

mountain area and fifty million acres of area waiting for water. 

| Most of the latter is tillable. But if it takes say four feet of ~ 

water per year to till it, whereas less than two feet falls on the: 

| mountains, of which only a very mmall percent runs off in streams | 

in useable form. Therefore if we impounded all the non-flood 

run-off and had no evaporation (both impossibilities) we should 

“still have scores of times more land than water to till it. ‘This 

is partially offset by underground storage of part of the water 

which does not run off, but nevertheless we still have an over- 

whelming shortage of water as compared with land. ‘Therefore the 

term "“irrigable land" actually represents a combination of natural 

resources which is really very rare and accordingly vital to our 

future. By artifically impounding water we are steadily adding 

to our irrigated area, but these gains are. being offset by erosion 

losses in the smaller valleys, where Water was easily available 
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Simply through diversion. Broadly speaking, no net gain is re- 

sulting. We are losing the easily irrigable land and "replacing" 

it by land reclaimed at great expense. fhe significant fact that 

is not understood is that this "replacement" is no replacement at 

all, but rather slicing at one end of our loaf while the other end 

Sloughs away in weste. Some dey the slicing and sloughing will 

meet. Then we shall realize that we needed the whole loaf. 

Water Powers. Erosion and silting are likewise deteriora- 

ting our water powers, though the silting of a reservoir is not so 

destructive to its power possibilities as to its use for irrigation. 

Also the water powers not dependent upon storage are not yet badly 

damaged. It is obvious, however, that anything which damages the 

regularity of stream flow and interferes with storage of waters is F 

depreciating the value of our power resources. 

Forests. While % of our area bears trees, only of 

this bears Sawtimber, of which the present stand is 35 billion feet. 

Most of this sawtimber land is in the National Forests. ‘the manage 

ment plens of the Forest Service indicate that if handléa under 

proper methods these sawtimber lands will sustain indefinitely 

a cut of 500 million feet per year. A larger cut will be possible 

temporarily because of the excess proportion of mature stands. 

New Mexico and Arizona now consume about 450 million feet 

per year. The salient fact about our forests, therefore, is this: 

that in the long run the timber yield will only partly suffice to 

Sustain our own agriculture, cities, and mines. White its con- 

Servation for these purposes is of course absolutely essential, 

in order that we may not have to depend on expensive importations. 
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But even with good foresty, the Southwest can not figure on timber 

export as a future souree of wealth. 

Ranges: arizona and New Mexico are carrying about three 

million sheep and two million cattle. About one-fourth of these 

are on the National Forests. It would not mean anything to try 

to state in figures the original carrying capacity of the two States, 

: because much of the virgin range was without water. Great progress 

‘ fas been made in developing water, but there has also taken place a 

' Wholesale deterioration in both the quality and quantity of forage. 

: @n certain areas of National Forests and privately owned range this 

dsterioration has been checked end the productivaness of the forage 

partially restored through range improvements and conservative 

methods of handling stocke The reméinder continues to deteriorate 

under the system of competitive destruction inherited from frontier 

days but now perpetuated by the archaic land policy of the government : 

and some of the several states. It is safe to state that the condi- 

tion of our range forage has depreciated 50% and is still going down 

hill. 

This overgrazing of our ranges is chiefly responsible for 

the erosion which is tearing out our smaller valleys and dumping 

them into the reservoirs on which our larger valleys are dependent. 

The significant element in this situation is that cessation of over- 

grazing will usually not check this erosion. : 

Summary: All of our organic resources are in a run-down 

' condition. Under existing methods of management our Forests may 

| be expected to improve, but our total possible farm areas are 

dwindling and our waters and ranges, are still deteriorating. In 
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the case of our ranges, deterioration could be easily checked by 

conservative handling, and the original productiveness regained 

and réstored. “ut the deterioration of our fundamental resources ~ 

land and water - is in the nature of permanent destruction, and the 

process is cumulative and gaining momentum every year. 

Erosion and Aridity. 

The task of checking the ravages of erosion and restoring 

our organic resources to a productive condition is so intricate 

and difficult a problem that we must know something about causes 

before we cam well consider remedies. 

Is our Climate Changing? The very first thing to know 

about causes is whether we are dealing with an “act of God", or 

merely with the consequences of unwise use by man. If this collapse 

of stable equilibrium in our soil an@ its cover is being caused 

or aggravated by a change in climate, the possible beneficial re- 

sults of conservation might be very limited. on the other hand, 

if there is no change of climate going on, the possible results 

of conservation are limited only by the technical skill which we 

ean train upon the problem and the public backing available to get 

it applied. 

In discussing climatic changes, a clear differentiation 

between the geological and historical viewpoints is essential. 

The status of our climate from the geological viewpoint has nothing 

to do with the question in hand. Any such changes that may be 

taking place would be too slow to have any bearing on human prob- 

lems. 

Historically speaking, our climate has recently been 
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checked back with considerable accuracy to 1390 A.D. through 

study of the growth rings of Yellow Pine in Arimna, and to 1220 

B.C. through the growth rings of Sequoia in California. These 

studies, conducted by Douglas and Huntingdon, demonstrate convinc- 

ingly that there has been no. great increase or decrease in aridity 

of the Southwest during the last 5,000 years. 

Yellow pines recently excavated at Plagstaff show very 

large growth rings, indicating & wetter climate during some recent 

geological epoch, but as previously stated, that has a merely 

academic bearing on our problem. 

Ancient Indian ditches and ruins in localities now appar- 

ently too dry for either irrigation or dry farming would seem to 

contradict the gonelusion derived from tree rings, but little is 

kmown of the age of these relics or the habits of the people who 

left them. Archaeologists predict that we may soon know more 

about the age of the cliff culture through possible ni paovevies 

connecting it with now accurately determined chronology of the 

Maya culture in Central America. 

Long straight cedar timbers found in some Southwestern 

ruins likewise might be taken to indicate a process of dessica- 

tion, but other and bide een factors are involved, such as the 

effect of fire on our forests and the distances from which the 

timbers were transported. 

Changes in the distribution of forest types likewise might 

be interpreted to throw a little light on the recent tendency of 

our climate. In the brush forests of southern Arizona there is 

strong evidence of an uphill recession, such as would accompany 
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1 dessication, former woodland now being occupied by brush species 

end former yellow pine by woodland and brush. At the same time, 

.in the region of the Prescott and Tusayan Forests, there is an 

indisputable encroachment of Juniper downward into former open 

parks. A similar encroachment of yellow pine is taking place in 

the Sitgreaves and Apache Forests. Most of these changes, however, 

ean be accounted for through purely local causes such as fire and 

; erasing. This fact, and the fact that any attempt at a climatic 

theory of causation would result in contradictory conclusions, — 

makes it seem logical to regard these phenomena either as shedding 

no light on the question of climate, or as possibly somewhat sub- 

stantiating the conclusion derived from tree-rings. 

In general, there thus far appears to be no clear evidence 

of dessication during any recent unit of time small enough to be 

considered from an economic standpoint, but at least one line of 

pretty clear evidence as to the general stability of our climate 

during the last 5,000 years. 

Drouth Cycles and Their Effect. While science has shown 

thet there is no general trend in our climate either for better or 

for worse, it has shown most conclusively that there are periodic 

fluctuations which vitally effect our prosperity and the methods 

of handling our resources. The same tree rings which assure us 

thet Southwestern climate has been stable for 3,000 years, warn us 

plainly that it has been decidedly unstable from year to year, and 

that the drouth now so strongly impressed on every mind and pocket 

book is not an isolated or an aceidental bit of hard luck, put per- 

iodic phenomenon the occurrence of which may be anticipated es 
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almost the same certainty as we anticipate the days and the 

: seasons. It is cause for astonishment that our attitude toward 

these drouths which wreck whole industries, cause huge wastes of 

wealth and resourees, and even empty the treasures of eommonweal ths 

Should still be that of the Arkansan toward his roof - in fair 

weather no need to worry, and in foul weather too wet to work. 

The tree rings show, in short, that about every 11 years we 

have a drouth. Every couple of centuries this ll-year interval 

lengthens or shortens rather abruptly, rumning as low as 9 and as 

high as 14. The drouths vary a little in length and intensity, and 

usually there is a "double crest" to both the high and low points, 

i.e., a better or worse year interlarded between the bad or good 

axtramesi’ But always, and as sure as sunrise, "dust and a bitter 

wind shall come". 

In addition to the ll-year cycle, there is a curious chop 

or "zig-zag" (2-year cycle), and probably a long low groundswell 

measured in centuries, but the amplitude of all these is too low 

to have any great practical present economic significance. The 

ll-year wave is the one that swamps the boats. 

If there be those who doubt whether the tree rings tell a 

true story, let them be reminded that history supports their testi- — 

mony. The great flood of the Rio Grande in 1680 is recorded in 

the trees. The famines of 1680-1690 are there ~ Pa a same 

adrouth that produced them nad Mkt do with the Pueblo Rebellion 

that sent De Vargas to Santa Fe. The great drouths of 1748, 1780, 

and 1820-25 are 811 concurrently reported by trees and historims. 

4nd in the last centry came the weather records, which likewise 
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'  goneur. Douglas has tied in the ll-year cycle of tree rings with 

sunspots. Munns has tied in the sunspots with lightning, and Forest 

fires as recorded in 01d scars. The chain of evidence as to the 

existence of the drouth cycle is very complete, and its bearing on 

economic and conservation problems is obvious. But like much other 

Sscientife truth, it may remain “embalmed in books, which are in- 

terred in University libraries, and then, long after, worked out 

by rule of thumb, by practical politicians and business men". 

Phe point is that if every 11 years we may expect a drouth, 

why not manage our ranges accordingly? This means either stock- 

ing them to only their drouth capacity, or arranging to move the 

stock or feed it when the drouth appears. But instead, we stock 

them to their normal capacity, and when drouth comes the stock eaf 

up the range, ruin the watershed, ruin the stockman, wreck the 

banks, get credits from the treasury of the United States, and 

then die. And the siit of their dying moves on down into our res- 

ervoirs to some day dry up the irrigated valleys - the only live 

thing left! 

Equilibrium of Arid Countries. To complete a background 

for the understanding of natural laws and their operation on our 

resources it is necessary to consider briefly the so called "bal- 

ance of nature". 

: There appears to be a natural law which governs the re- 

Sistance of nature to human abuse. Broadly Speaking, the law is 

this; the degree of stability varies inversely to the aridity. 

Of course, this concept of a "balance of nature" compresses 

into three words an enormously complex chain of phenomena. But 
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history bears out the law &s given. Woolsey* says that decadence 

has followed deforestation in Palestine, Assyria, Arabia, Greece, 

| Tunisia, Algeria, Italy, Spain, Persia, Sardinia, and Dalmatia. 

Note that these are all arid or semi-arid. What well-watered 

country has ever suffered serious permanent damage to all its or- 

gahic resources from human abuse? None that I know of except 

China. It might be reasonable to ascribe this one exception to 

the degree of abuse received. Sheer pressure of millions exerted 

through uncounted centuries, was simply too much. 

A definite causal relation has long been believed to exist 

between deforestation and decline in productiveness of Nations and 

their lands. But it strikes me as very curious thet a dmilar causal 

relation between overgrazing and decadence has never to my knowledge, 

been positively asserted. All our existing Imowledge in forestry 

: indicates very strongly that overgrazing has done far more damage 

to the Southwest than fires or cuttings, serious as the latter have 

been. Even the reproduction of Porésts has now been found to be im- 

possible under some conditions without the careful regulation of 

grazing, whereas fire was formerly considered the only enemy. 

The relative seriousness of destructive agencies may be il- 

lustrated by an example. Take the Sapello watershed, which forms a 

major part of the GOS range in the Gila National Forest. 014 set- 

tlers state that when they came to the country; the Sapello was a 

beautiful trout stream lined with willows. Yet old burned stumps 

show beyond a doubt that great fires burned in the watershed of the 

Sapello for at least a century previous to settlement. These fires 

spoiled the timber, but they did not spoil the land. Since then we 

*"studies in French Forestry" ere S. Woolsey, ates 
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have kept the fires out, but livestock has come ine And now the 

watercourse of the Sapello is a pile of boulders. In short, a 

century of fires without grazing did not spoil the Sapello, but 

a decade of grazing without fires ruined it, as far as the water- 

courses are concerned. 

Now the remarkable thing about the Sapéllo is that it has 

not been overgrazed. The GOS rage is pointed to with pride as a 

Shining example of range conservation. The lesson is that under : 

our peculiar Southwestern conditions, any grazing at all, no matter a 

how moderate, is liable to overgraze and ruin the watercourses. 

; And the wholesale tearing out of watercourses is sufficient to silt 

our irrigation reservoirs, whether or no it is followed by wholesale . 

erosion of the range itself. 

Of course this one example does not prove that grazing is — 

the outstandi ng factor in upsetting the equilibrium of the South- 

west. It is rapidly becoming the opinion of conservationists, how- 

ever, that such is the case, and that erosion-control works of some 

kind are the price we Will have to pay if we wish to utilize our . 

ranges without ruining our agriculture. 

. Examples of Destruction; ‘ 

: The effect of unwise range use on the range industry, or of 

: unwise cutting upon the lumber industry, or of unwise farming on 

- the iand, are all too obvious to require uillustration. What we 

need to appreciate is how abuses in one of these industries in one 

place may unwittingly injure another industry in another place. 

A census of 50 typical agricultural mountain valleys in the 

Nations Forests of the Southwest shows 4 ruined, 8 partly ruined, ‘ 
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15 started to erode, and only 3 undamged. Of the 27 valleys damaged, 

every case may be ascribed to grazing or overgrazing, supplemented 

more or less by clearing of cover from streambanks, fire, and starting 

of washes along roads or trails. 

A detailed survey of one mountain valley (Blue River, Arizona) 

shows 3500 acres of farm land washed out, population reduced two 

thirds, and half a million paid for a road over the hills beéause 

_ there was no longer any place to put a road in the valley. This 

entire loss may be ascribed to overgrazing of creek bottoms and un~ | 

necessary clearing of banks. 

A speoiel study of one cattle ranch showed that the loss of 

60 oeres of farm land through erosion imposed & permanent tax of | 

$6 per head on the cost of production, This wes @ herd of 860 head. 

Data on reservoirs shows that Elephant Butte and Roosevelt 

Lake must probably be raised prematurely because of silting. One 

of the big Pecos dams (Lake MacMillan) is said to have silted up 

60% in 15 years. A detailed report on the Zuni Reservoir*, which 

may be considered typical of a smaller cines TEC eee, 12 

of which have passed. Silting is forcing cig anvrbianacie of this 

half-million dollar investment at the rate of $7 per irrigated BOT Chin, 

Raising the dam is necessary to extend its life. In 41ll these cases 

the silting seems to have been faster than was calculated, and is 

tending to force the amortization of the investments during alarn- 

ingly short periods. Inexpensive desilting methods have not yet | 

been devised. What will be left of the Southwest if silting cuts : 

down our already meagre facilities for storage of an already meagre — 

waterflow? 

ye pore Renee H. F. Robinson, Amer. Soc. 
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Here are some typical flood figures: Cave Creek, which : 

flooded Phoenix in 1921, destroyed $150,000 in property and forced 

construction of a dam costing $500,000. The Pueblo flood of 1921 

cost $17,000,000. A little flood in Taos Cenyon in 19 destroyed 

a new road costing $15,000. Every year it costs $40,000 to clear 

the diversion plants below Blephant Butte of silt from side-washes. 

These are merely random examples. Undoubtedly we always had floods, 

but 811 the evidence indicates that they usually spent themselves 

without damage while our watercourses were protected by plenty of 

vegetation, and such damage as occurred was quickly healed up by 

| the roots remaining in the ground. 

Summary: Our organic resources are not only in @ run-down | 

condition, but in our climate, bear a delicately belanced inter- 

| relation to each other. Any upsetting of this balance causes @ Oe 

progressive deterioratiion that may not only be felt hundreds of 

miles away, but may continue after the original disturbance is re- 

moved and affect populations and resources wholly uncommected with — 

the original cause. Erosion eats into our hills like a contagion, 

and floods bring down the loosened soil upon our valleys like a 

: Scourge. Water, soil, animals, and plants = the very fabric of 

prosperity, react to destroy each other and us. Science can and 

must unravel those reactions, and government must emforce the find- 

ings of science. This is the economic bearing of conservation on : 

the future of the Southwest. — ; 

: Gonservation as a Moral Issue 

Thus far we have considered the problem of conservation of 

land purely as an economic issue. A false front of exclusively 
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economic determinism is so hebitel to Americans in discussing public 

questions that one must speak in the language of compount interest 

| : to get & hearing. In my opinion, however, one can not round out a 

/ real understanding of the situation in the Southwest without like- 

wise considering its moral aspects. 

. In past and more outspoken days conservation was put in 

| terms of decency rather than dollars. Who can not feel the moral 

‘ scorn and contempt for poor craftsmanship in the voice of BEsekiel 

' when he asks: Seemeth it a small thing unto you to have fed upon 

good pasture, but ye must tread down with your feet the residue of 

your pasture? And to have drunk of the clear waters, but ye must : 

foul the residue with your feet? | 

In these two sentences may be found an epitome of the moral 

question involved. Hsekiel seems to scorn waste, pollution, and 

unnecessary damage as something unworthy - as something damaging 

not only to the reputation of the waster, but to the self respect ! 

of the draft and the sockiy of which he is @ member. We might even 

draw from his words a broader concept - that the privilege of pos- 

sessing the earth entails the Fesponsibility of passing it on, the 

better for our use, not only to immediate posterity, but to the 

Unknown Future, the nature of which is not given us to mow. It 

is possible that Esekiel respected the soil, not only as a crafts- 

men respects his material, but as a moral being respects a living 

thing. : 

Many of the world's most penetrating minds have regarded 

Our so-called “inanimate nature” as a living thing, and probably 

many of us who have nethher the time nor the ability to reason out 
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conclusions on such matters by logical processes, have felt in- 

tuitively that there existed between man and earth a closer and 

deeper relation than would necessarily follow the mechanistic con- 

ception of the earth as our physical provider and abiding place, 

: Of course in discussing such matters we are beset on all 

sides with the pitfalls of language. The very words "living thing" 

} have an inherited and arbitrary meaning derived not from reality, 

. t but from human perceptions of human affairs. But we must use them, 

for better or for worse. 

A good expression of this conception of an organized animate 

nature is given by the Russien philosopher Onpensky, who presents 

the following analogy; 

"Were we to observe, from the inside, one cubic centi- 
: metre of the human body, knowing nothing of the exist- 

ence of the entire body and of man himself, then the 
phenomena going on in this little cube of flesh would 
Seem like elemental phenomena in inanimate nature". 

He then states that it is at Least not impossible to regard 

the earth's parts - soil, mountains, rivers, atmosphere, etc., - i 

as organs, or parts of organs, of a coordinated wiole, each part 

with a definite function. And if we could see this whole, as a 

whole, through a great period of time, we might perceive not only 

organs with coordinated functions, but possibly also that process 

of consumption and replacement which in biology we call the metab- 

Olism, or growth. In such case we would have all the visible 

attributes of a living thing, which we do not now realize to be 

such because it is too big, and its life processes too slow. And 

there would also follow that invisible attribute - a soul, or con- 

sciousness - which not only Onpensky, but many philosophers of all 
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ages, ascribe to all living things and aggregations thereof, in- 

Gluding the "dead" earth. 

"There is not much discrepancy, except in language, between 

this conception of a living earth, and the conception of a dead 

earth, with enormously slow, intricate, and inter-related functions 

among its parts, as given us by physics, chemistry, and geology. 

The essential thing for present purposes is that both admit the 

interdependent functions of the elements. But "anything indivis- 

ible is a diving bene" says Onpensky. Possibly, in our intuitive 

perceptions, which may be truer than our science and less impeded 

by words than our philosophies, we realize the indivisibility of 

the earth - its soil, mountains, rivers, forests, climate, plants, | 

and animals, and respect it collectively not only as a useful 

servant but as a living being, vastly less alive than ourselves 

in degree, but vastly greater than ourselves in time and space - 

a being that was old when the morning start sang together, and | 

when the last of us has been gathered into his fathers, that will | 

still be young. | 

Phiksophy, then, suggests one reason why we can not d&stroy q 

the earth with moral impunity; namely, that the "dead" earth is an 

organism possessing a certain kind and degree of life, which we 

intuitively respect as such. Possibly, to most men of affairs, 

this reason is too intangible to either accept or reject as a 

guide to human conduct. But philosophy also offers another and 

more easily delttable question; was the earth made for man's use, 

or has man merely the privilege of temporarily possessing an earth i 

made for other and inscrutable purposes? The question of what he 
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ean properly do with it must nedessarily be affected by this 

question. 

Most religions, in so far as I kmow, sare premised squarely 

en the assumption that man is the end and purpose of creation, as ie 

and that not only the dead earth, but 211 creatures thereon, are 

solely for his use. The mechanistic or scientific philosophy does 

not start with this as a premise, but ends with it as a conclusion, 

and hence may be placed in the same category for the purpose in 

hand. This high opinion of his own importance in the universe 

Jeanette Marks stigmatizes as "the great human impertinence". John 

Muir, in defense of rattlesnakes, protests: " -- as if nothing 

that does not obviously make for the benefit of man had any right 

to exist; as if our ways were God's ways", But the noblest ex- 

pression of this anthropomorphism is Bryant's "Thanatopsis" 

"u=—- The hills 
Rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun, - the vales 
Stretching in pensive quietness between; 
The venerable woods - rivers that move 
In majesty, and the complaining brooks 
“That make the meadows green, ani, poured round all 
01a oceans gray and melancholy waste, - 
Are but the solemn decorations all 
Of the great tomb of man”. : 

Since most of mankind today profess either one of the 

anthromorphie religions or the scientific shhool of thought which 

is likewise anthromorphic, I will not dispute the point. It just 

occurs to me, however, in answer to the scientists, that God started 

his show @ good many million years before he had any men for 

audience - a sail waste of both actors and musi® - and in answer 

to both, that it is just barely possible that God himself likes 

to hear birds sing and see flowers grow. But here again we en- 
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| counter the insufficiency of words as symbols for realities. 

Granting that the earth is for man - there is still a : 

question; what man? Did not the cliff dwellers who tilled and 

irrigated these our valleys think that they were pinnacle of 

creation = that these valleys were made for them? Undoubtedly. 

And then the Pueblos? Yes. And then the Spaniards? Not only 

thought so, but said so. And now we Americans? Ours beyond a | 

| doubt! (How happy a definition is that one of Hadley's which 

states, "Truth is that which prevails in the long run"!) 

Pive races - five cultures - heve flourished here. We may | 

truthfully say of our four predecessors that they left the earth 

alive, undamaged. It is possibly a proper question for us to 

consider what the sixth shall say about us? If we are logically 

anthropomorphic, yes. We and | 

" —-- all that tread 
The globe are but a handful to the tribes 
That slumber in its bosom. Take the wings 
Of morning; pierce the Barcan wilderness 
Or lose thyself in the continuous woods 
Where rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound 
Save his own dashings - yet the dead are there, 

| And millions in those solitudes, since first 
The flight of years began, have laid them down 
In their last sleep." 

4nd so, in time, shall we. And if there be, indeed, a special 

nobility inherent in the human race - a special cosmic value, dis- 

tinetive from and, superior to’ all other life — by what token shall 

it be manifest? 

By & society decently respectful of its own and all other 

life, capable of inhabiting the earth without defiling it? or by 

a@ socidy like that of John Burrough's potatoObug, which exterminated | 

the potato, and thereby exterminated itself? As one or the other 
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Another Kind of Rich Man. 

Notes About Enos Mills, Friend of 
i the Wilderness People. 

“One summer in Montana” a trap- 
per gave Enos Mills a “kitten beaver.” 
Mills was traveling westward over 

the old Lewis and Clark trail, and he 
| took the beaver with him on his pack 

Saddle tied up in a coat sleeve, “Each 
¥ | evening,” Mills wrote in his admirable 
f| book called “Waiting in the Wilder- 
n | ness,” “we camped by a stream. The 

, [little beaver amused himself by play- 
n|ing, swimming and diving in the 

d|Wwater. In his playing he did so much 

diving that I finally gave him the 

name Diver. This name he quickly 
learned, and never failed to come.when 
I called or when I whistled for him.” 

S| Diver would make calls on other 
beavers when he came upon. their 

e|nests, but he had read the books on 
etiquette and rarely stayed more than 

fifteen or twenty minutes. At night 

Diver slept on the ground underneath 

*|the canvas. upon which Mills spread 
his bed. After travelling with Mills 

,e|for some time he “became the pet of 

| tO pioneer children on the kank of 

the Snake River,” whom he frequently 

followed ‘‘when they went into the 
©! woods away from the river.’ Then, 

le} of course, a hunter shot him, 
pies)



debt orpoutn 
ns. of the Platte in -<aska, He came 7 
available | eM years after the buffalo and manv 

years before the country was much ! 
janged be- | settled. 
/@ soldiers’} “1 could see for miles across tevet 
At’ provides plains toward every point of the com- 
debts shall) pass," he wrote of his first camp near 

outstanding | the Wyoming-Nebraska line. “No: 
id. by Treas-| house, a fence or a tree within tro 
at Congress | harizon. f was aione. i judged thers 

/ was not a person witnin fifteen miles, 
pay what | Perhaps for twice as far, Although 

A not do in| 1 traveled about for days I did not see | 
Aus, Treasury | @ house or a fence.” | 
they did not One of his diversions on this trip 
ld come from} was studying the antelope, which were 

~ Great Brit-| plentiful enough then. How long has 
ly country to| it been since they have been wild in. 
yments on its herds in Box Butte county? And how 
expected that 
Jes will make |!0ng before they will be there again? 
yngress meets emails | 

{ash fortheom-) ills was fond of dispelling the city 
anchairman of} man’s silly superstitions about wild 

ey 2iterated to-| animals. For instance: 

‘bonus bill would 
xt Congress even The American black bear is a jolly 
eto, but he added| loafer with no evil intentions; has 

se any bonus plan; the carefree indifference exhibited in 
de a sales tax to| Huckleberry Finn, and many of the 

lazy, mischievous traits of ‘a boy. 
fair to the people to| That rollicking farce ‘The Arkan- 

eceived on payments | saw Bear” brings out better than any 
& to pay a soldiers’| story I know the real character of 
Mr. Smoot. “Congress| this all American animal... . 

8 money would be used % 
fee and that pledge| Mills had studied mountain lions a 

ed Oars good deal, and had both trailed them 
foot cia pot think Con-| and been trailed by them, but he be- ange the existing law to 

Able to pay a soldiers’ bonus|/ieved that lions never attacked 
debt payments. He thought |humans unless cornered or “mentally 

vould leave the financing of| deranged.” ‘Most people whom I guid- 
pepe Ue Goes ed,” he said, “thought that the wilder- 

Bo Oa OES: Ox Schemé|ness was full of dangerous animals; 
foe ein: but! that bears, lions and wolves were wait- 

4 opinion generally among bonus| ing for a chance to kill and eat them: 
seates is that regafdless of the ac-| All wild animals in America flee at 
of the President a soldiers’ bonus| the approach of man, He has been too 

1 will be enacted during the coming| dangerous an animal himself for the 
en ae tiecneee: Race interpret | wild animals to allow close approach 

project. They think Congress is pledged | °° for them to take any chances on 
of} to such an enterprise and that enough | C°Ming close to him. Fear of man has 
nt | votes will be available to pass it over| developed wildness in most animals 

eed | the President's veto. and caused them the world round to 
SSeS SESS Seer | find safety first in wild retreat on his 

4 | and ten times. as bad as twenty years | @Pproach.” ey eas: ago. Now I ask once more, What are} Lowell Otus Reese, who writes West- _ 
des ‘or eaters] 70 going to do about it? ern stories for tho Saturday Evening 

Let no one think for a moment that | Post, says that he once encountered a 
f breath blown| Under existing conditions the present | young sheep herder in a remote part 

police force of New Yorke ean spare|of the Trinity Mountains in Califor- 
ep aan for six months every year a detachment | nia. “Aren't you afraid to be out here 

ed all I. owed ani| Pix enough to really protect the parks, | all alone?” he asked. “What's there 
eradicate the park litter evil and keep|to be skeered of?” was the surprised 

G it eradicated. The men are not avail-|reply. “There ain’t no humans here.” face ane Et ee | abla, 1e why) one eae fina the) money oo 
allay, Nao See eae ene aa cinta © | ietiie ttid aciiet hhauel Foe le Boeke 4 new special ar] ice ree a Mi /pair I could not overthrow. |'y 01). ai eae eee ei POG have been quoting from was charac- 
recollect a happier time, But no such money will be found. It | teristic of him. “I moved slowly,” he 

/the new year cam2 dropping | does not exist. I think that Commis-| Wrote, “so as not to alarm the thou- 
owflakes sweet sioner Enright cannot long continue the| Sand kinds of wild people of the woods 

pple blossom petals at our feet, | Present extra effort to clean up the park | Who are eternally vigilant with eyes 
sn spring blew back with smiles,| situation, It takes too many men from|or ears for the sight or the scent of 
not sighs nor tears, other places. Besides, many of the|a swiftly moving object. And I went 

nen our old love that bloomed in| Policemen do not like the job and some| frequently to the same place and often 
spite of Tears ue BL . ef them simply will not work at it when | walted long in the wilderness. . . . nt to the earth a touch cf ttwmsub-| the inspector or the sergeant is not in|In every State in the Union there are 

lime. . Bente SAL x numerous wild places in which if one 
EuisaBetH ScouLaRp. The wave of indisiiation already hasl wait in the wilderness he will see the —— spent itself. Soon it will ebh to the} wild folks come. Many cf the un- Park Vandalism. x depths of the sea. Will it leave no’ suspected plays and ways of wilder- 
a permanent benefit? ness folks have been seen by thosa Dr. Hornaday Points Ont That Cartan ene pees 's that both! who move through the woods slowly ©) Nothing Concrete Has Been Done, Sha pag nae nesta ecenlae saa and who go frequently to the samo 

To Tur New York Henaup: The| competent to protect themselves from|P@ce—these are the joys of waiting ith+| decennial wave of public indignation at| domestic foes. ‘They lack courage, they | 7 the Wilderness. irrl-| the park vandals of Greater New York| lack enterprise and they lack initiative,| Mills began his nature studies, in laminas spent itself on the shore. Its eby|Such criminal industries as panditry,|2" 2mateurish fashion, at Lily Lake, hink}has landed high and dry about twenty| burglary, murder, arson, child stealing, |2e4? his cabin in Moraine Park, Colo- 
THM|eaitorials and fifty letters, all denounc-| rape with violence and assault with in. |T@d0. Afterward he found that “the ing the plague and its makers and say-| tent to kill are flourishing wonderfully, |t#imgs he had learned while in sight lan®!ing that “Something ought to be done| Since banditry began I have not heara|f his cabin made him more or less ead: /about it.” The police and the courts|of a single new law to curb it having\|@t home with the rocks, trees, ani- asts,|iiave been stirred up anid about 350! been made at Albany. Can anybody|| Mals and beavers a thousand or more -8"/nersons have been haled to court anil cite one? Our criminal laws are weak|| Miles from home.” two|fned for park vandalism—all of which| and inefficient, and because of their|| He believed, with good reason, that 

is very much for the public good. weakness they are a ghastly joke. Wha:|“it requires as much preparation to 
(ther | “Phroughout all this, however, only|criminal fears them? No wonder the| become a topnotch guide as an author, SeV- | cne plan has been proposed which is at| Ku Klux Klon is in our midst. ldwyer or engineer who is in clas¢ ‘ReSS| al) competent to stamp out the evil and W.T. Hornavay, | A.” “But,” he added, “I feel that bY] keep it stamped out, Under existing] New York, July 2, ~—~ guiding is more’ fun.” 

p, | conditions the other things proposed are oo The pioneer hunters and trappers 
* Jutterly inadequate and futile. ‘Ihe plan Sense About Cancer, were what the names imply; though for a special park police force has been Brom Hygeta. they were brave and useful men they approved by many, but ‘no one has) ays. rude death rate from malignant ana| Were practically all killers and plun- pointed out a single dollar of unbespoken benign tumors in Baltimore in the last forty- | derers, with almost as little romance in Be|city money with which to pay such a/five years appears to have inereasea 100| their makeup as the men at the stock= | force. ber cent. and the death rate from cancer yards who stand with hammers and an|_ Theionly plan proposed for raising! alone 40 per cent. \But this doea not provelfrom 8 o'clock to. 5 knock down | a fund to pay the cost of a special| An actual increase in the trequency of this | ©, Mill Gahionesispadann &m| ark police force is the one to put in| Ciscase. ‘To-day the diagnosis of cancer tg | Stee aes che higher Ee pau 
cwe|nickel turnstiles and charge admission| ch more accurate, especially of cancers | fitted to a period when the area devi « : of EA v panuni co hal bi pardor) oxen 18) earn hidden within the body, and {t is in these|ed to wild life is becoming more ad one]? Wea Tavs mala UE ae, baa cases tht the largest increase in numbers|more hemmed iii and more and mos 
ing| bivieg ms haw come. ' precious. Apparently mankind loves et, | of a better ‘ole, go to it. Again, most persons who die front cancfr | most. what it_hag lost or i the oT The response to this proposal has beeu | are 49 years of age or more. In Baltimope sha lost orig. on the point Tag [a series of perfectly polite but adaman.| only a smail proportion of deaths trom eah. |,0f-losing. ‘There is a pathos about tha irs. tine protests and denunciations. Only| cer were in persons under 40 and an all wilderness now, for it is so clearly 
the| three or four hardy private citizens have | eallsible number under 20,” An. inereagely Within man’s power to subdue and |) dared to indorse the {dea, even in rild|i% the population of the number of perso lestroy it. Just as the plains of Wyo- the) cud brief terms. ‘The almost universal| P&& Middle life will therefore raise cruge| ming and Nebraska have been fenced Nee Per- |  crdict 1s that “The parks belong to tha| 2%! tates: In Baltimore betwoen 19§¢|in and made private property since 

ning nd 5 Han | RUG 1920 the percentage of poputation Ho | niin ‘oung man, so fences hay: ow people”; “The parks must be free”; “An year of age or more rose from 15.7 to 265 is was a young + SO 'S a 
admission charge would deprive the poor | cf the whole, or 75 per cent. In the same| 22 Put up and deeds made out in 

© | of the use of parks”; and “It would be period the percentage of persons 30 years| tat kingdom of the spirit to which 

unconstitutional.” ot age or more rose from 29.2 to 54.8, an| the nature lover belongs. 
1 One interesting and pertinent new fact | Increase of 55 per cent. This writer saw Mills for the first | 
ee ‘brought out ‘by this periodical wave of _ and only time when he was in New 

list! indignation is that the purk hog is En Avant. _ York city trying to arouse public 
Not! creatly extending his habitat and his From the (Arkansas Gazette: sentiment against what he thought 
the| work. We have read bitter complaints|'There is a stir on the waking hill— | were unwarranted invasions of the _ 

dist! 4nd denunciations of his habits from| | Dogwood blossoms and sumac shoots—| public domain by private interests, 
ae Prospect Park, the Battery, Central| And the aiuallenge rings from the trum-| Some of his fears may have been un- 

| 2nd) Park. Riverside Drive, Grant's Tomb,|, ,,, Pet Vines: founded, yet he was earnestly striving 
TUc-lthe Zoological Park, the Botanical| | pedals nd, Boots! — Saddles’ and! i, cave for generations to come @ 

est! Gardens, Pelham Bay Park, Van Cort- Pon portion of America’s birthright. 
I landt Park, Bear /Mountain Park and! There is a glint on the restless sea: Such a life had few tangible re- 

S°/ the Croton watershed. We have learned; ‘There is a lift to the making tide. wards, Yet I suspect that Mills was 
‘°W| Mountain Park suffers frightfully from|And the bo'sun wind skirls down the! one of America’s richest men. 

. | the rubbish vandals. A permanent or- dunes Rosert L. Durrus. 
ganization has been formed to protect} Piping the springtime over the side. | ____s 
the countryside. Mount and ride if the dim trail call: ‘The Associated Press is exclusively entitled 

I call the attention of every citizen| Hoist and clear {f it be the sea, Be ae aa tee Ik eee wane cueea ingue| to the fact that the park vandals and| But every warm wind brings the voice, loreiited in.) thin pape, and also the locas 
om- | thelr rubbish are now at least five times| And saddle or sail—it 1s one to me, [news published herein 

as bad as they were ten years ego Cc, T. Davis, patches herein are also reserved.. 
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Erosion April 17, 1980. 

Memorandum for Mr. Leopold; 

I have read with appreciation your article "Some Fundamentals 
of Conservation in the Southwest". Et certainly deals with funda- 
mentals both in fact and theory and while I am inclined to feel that 
you have overdrawn the picture in one or two places. I believe that 
your article is worthy of a permanent place in scientific litera- 
ture. You asked me what use should be made of it. It has the 
scientific and literary quality and the general style which would 
make it most fitting in my judgment as a monograph and would un- 
doubtedly be so published by one of the southwestern educational 
institutions if they were equipped for that sort of work. The 
first part is so localized to the Southwest that I doubt whether 
it would find place in the national magazines published in the 
Hast, other than American Porestry or some similar publication, but 
the latter part discussing conservation as a moral issue supported 
by some of the southwestern data and some from other districts : 
would be of national interest and worthy of place in World's Work 

( or fhe International Interpreter. 

: I have mentioned that I think you have overdrawn the picture. 
At the bottom of page two you state that "broadly speaking, no net 
gain is resulting” by the additions to irrigate areas because of 
the loss through erosion. Acre for acre, this may be true, al- | 
though I seriously doubt whether as many acres of really valuable 
agricultural land have been destroyed by erosion in the past two 
decades as have been made available for irrigation under private 
and public reclamstion projects. FPurthermore, the lands being de- | 
veloped are usually topographically better adapted to intensive | 
cultivation. They have superior soil, are better located as to | 
market, and are more adapted to economic utilization than those 
that are being lost, so there is an economic gain. | 

On the next page you continue the discussion by a statement 
. that replacement is not replacement, but rather slicing at one end 
) of our loaf while the other end sloughs away in waste, and that some 
| day the sloughing and slicing will meet. Oratorically, the figure 

is very nice but I am inclined to question its accuracy. The end 
| of the loaf which is sloughing is not altogether wated and the 

process at the other end is not "Slicing". The only way that the 
| two ends will ever meet is through the process of erosion on the 

one end and aggradation on the other whereby a new agricultural area 
will gradually be built up in the nature of a peneplain all topo- 
graphically suited, and possibly by that time naturally watered for 
agricultural purposes, since the reconstruction of the surface of 
the earth will change the water table and climatic conditions. 
You may say that I am looking at the matter geologically instead , 
of historically and through too long a period of time. Neverthe- 

less, it is the process which will ultimately overcome the present
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unfavorable conditions both natural and artificial and nothing 
that man can do will permanently change the result. The agri- 
cultural possibilities of the San Simon, Santa Cruz, and even 

; the Pecos and Rio Grande Valleys are the result of erosion and 
the present generation is the beneficiary to that extent. The 
world's most outstanding example of the benefits of erosion is the 
valley of the Nile, the wonderful fertility of which is due to 
@ silt deposit each year of alluvial soil which, of course, could : 
not occur without erosion in the higher reaches. This soil is 
removed from its location of rough and comparatively worthless 
inaccessibility to the valley of convenient utilization by the 
process which you entirely condemn. [I am not mre that we yet 
know what erosion is harmful and what is beneficial. 

On page four you ask whether the "collapse of stable equi- 
librium in our soil and its cover is being caused or aggravated 
by a change of climate". I question whether there is any collapse, 
any great increase in erosion, Even with no change in climate, 
erosion is & permanent world building factor. Man's presence on 
the earth is one element and man-caused abuses aggravate the 
situation locally and temporarily, but in the long run even such j 
abuses and such temporary destruction tends to assist nature in 

its ultimate purpose. Even so, I admit that a practical present 
f day point of view calls for the prevention of erosion where the 

_ thing destroyed or damaged is more valuable to our present civil- 
ization than the thing created. The belief in a great increase in 
erosive destruction during the last two decades is not so much due ; 
to a change in conditions as to the fact that man is now present 
where he is observing the process which has been going on through 
all the ages and that he has erected valuable improvements which 
need protection. Such investments as the Rio Grmde and Salt River 
reclamation projects call for special protection of their water 
sheds. The existence of inhabited valleys and of large cities like 
Phoenix and Bl Paso call for special measures of protection. For 
this purpose the Southwest needs its forests and one of the great 

: functions of the National Forests is conservation of water sheds, 
but the forests will continue to exist as they are today,-protected 
against the ravages of man and fire,even with the natural processes 
of erosion unchecked, and our fight against erosion is not to main- 
tain forests, but we seek rather the maintenance of the cover as a 
measure of protection and it does not follow that everywhere we 
should seek to maintain the rough bad land formations to stop the 5 

deepening, the lengthening, and the widening of the valleys or the 
upbuilding of the lower reaches by erosion and aggwdation. There 
is an individual economic loss in the destruction which has occurred 
on the Blue. Perhaps that valley should have been protected to 

maintain the homes. On the other hand, it may be that the people 
who have been driven out are better located elsewhere and that in 
the long run the best development of the country will result from 

the process which you deplore. 4 

Bh
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The sites now used for storage of water power and irrigation | 
purposes were developed through erosion. Erosive process on the 
Blue, Black and Gila will construct new power sites as well as build 
up lands to be irrigated in the lower Gila valley. 

The reason that we used to have floods (as you state on page 
twelve) but that they spent themselves without damage, was that 2 

: man's artificial works were not there to be damaged. It is only 
locally that "erosion eats into our hills like a contagion and 
floods bring down the loosened soil upon our valleys like a scourge”. — 

You are of course familiar with the more or less elementary 
textbook on geology by Chamberlin and Salisbury. Chapter four, 
which is a discussion of streams, considers erosion as a world 
building process. It shows, beginning on page 114 under the sub- 
title "Erosive Work of Running Water", how valleys are built and 
developed, and on page 117 under the sub-title "The Aggradational 
Work of Running Water", some of the beneficial results with the 
process of alluvial deposits. The Rocky Mountain region is an 
area of comparative youth, geologically speaking. Our mountains 
are young and perhaps the Sierras are still growing. The steep 
slopes, narrow valleys, rugged formations, all argue youthfulness. 
The Mountains of New Mexico andi Arizona have not yet endured the 
weathering processes of time and have not yet reached the age of 
gentle slopes, wide valleys filled with alluvial deposits and 
accompanying climatic conditions which constitute an agricultural 
country, but that age is sure to come. The Appalachians went 
through the same process and the agricultural possibilities of the { 
Atlantic coastal plain, the immense agricultural resources of the 
Mississippi valley, are the results of centuries of erosion show 
in the gentler slopes, wider valleys and slower flowing streams | 
of the Bast. Eventually the rough up lands of New Mexico will be 
smoothed and worn away until they become mature, gentled with age 

| and look down on an immense area of agricultural land which had 
its origin from the mountain slope. The only way the valleys 

| can ever become permanently agricultural is to be cut deeper and 
longer and then by windings and chamgings of channel and the wash- 
ing away of the areas that might be temporarily cultivated until | 
they get nearer to a basic level and the flow of the stréams with j 
less fall and wider channels ceases to be destructive and furnish- 
es the water for power and agriculture for the newly formed valleys. 

Our mountains gre usually of a soil formation particularly 
subject to erosion. ‘The rate of flow increases erosion which in ’ 
turn depends on gradient , so the erosion must continue until the 
two ends do meet through the upbuilding of the plains and the ’ 
lowering of the headwaters. 

"The first effect of erosion by running water is. to roughen . 
the surface by cutting out valleys, leaving ridges and hills. The 

\ -3- 
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final effect is to make it smooth again by cutting the ridges and 
hills down to the level of the valley bottoms." C. & S. P.125. 

"a type of topography developed in early maturity in certain 
high regions where the rock is but slightly though unequally, re- 
sistant, is termed bad-land topography. * * A semi-arid climate, 
where the precipitation is much concentrated, seems to be most 
favorable for its development. The bad-land topography is most 
striking in early maturity." C. & S. P. 154--1356. 

"Every shower washes fine sediment down the slopes of the 
; hills, and much of it is left at their bases. * * * Material in 

such positions accumulates in the form of a partial coe, known 

as an alluvial cone. * * * Nearly all young rivers descending from 
mountains build fans where they leave the mountains. Thus, the 
rivers descending from the Sierras build great fans at the base of 
the range. Most of the rivers descending from the Rockies to the 
plains to the east have done the same thing. The fans of streams 

descending from the mountains are often many miles across. fhe 
fan of the Merced River in California, for example, has a radius 

‘ of about forty miles. The fans made by neighboring streams may 
grow laterally until they merge. The union of several such fans 
makes @ compound alluvial fan, or a piedmont alluvial pldn * * *." 
G. & S 179--181. 

The point I make is that there are two sides to the picture. 

f You undoubtedly realizei this and attempted to paint only the one 

side. What I fear is that we err.in overstating our case, or in 

our enthusiasm will point out horrible examples of destruction 
which after all were mere natural processes not much affected by 

man and which in the long run are more beneficial than they are 

destructive. oe 

f 
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: > . -Pebrusry 2, 1925, 
Be supervision 
7 Inspection, D3 : 

Be. District Forester, 
; Forest Service, 
: Albuquerque, Ne Mexs ; th : 

. Deer Trenk: eo y 

I em returning the inspection reports transmitted eae 

a with your letter ef Jemery 10 under eeperste cover. ag 

a 2 : My feeling efter reeding these reports is one of i 

; pride. To have contributed te the building up of such e sys- 

a tem of inspection is one of the two or three points in my own 

cS Service history which give me the greatest satisfection, Iam _ 

.  eonselous of the feet thet my own contribution hes not only 

not deen lost tat ie in many respects being improved ond ox- | 

; panded, | 

Poe "My own sense of the importance of the District 3 0” 

. ‘ inspection ides hae been crowing steadily es my obeervetions 

es on the Service in general have widened, and reading these re-~ ; 

Be ports has erysteliged in my mind the thought that we have/done 
: whet we ought to have done. to record thet ides end make it ®vatl- , 

' able to other foresters. We have recorded a rood many of the ‘ 

more deteiled devices and pointe, but nobody hee recorded the



‘ general theory end underlying ‘prineiples in printed form. You ‘ 

may remember thet I heve urged you repestedly to write on this “4 

eubject for the Journal of forestry. If you Jo not eet sround 

| ste «this, I shall feel impelled to do eo myself. a 
a While reading these reports, I have jotted down the | 

follewing notes es te the underlying cheracteristies of District 

8 inspection: 
! 

; (1) A personal enthusiaem for conservation on 
; the ground end e personel embarrassment when y 
; it dees not exist. 

(2) A tendency to measure conservation on the. 
; ground by what 1t ought to be rather than 
| what it would have been if no forests had 
if / been establiohed. j 

F (3) The constant implicetion thet ski11 ee well 
as good intentions are needed to sccomplish 

Ps conservation. 

| (4) ‘The constant implication thet eenflicting 
; uses demand adjustment by a oe out systen 

ei of locel priorities rather then by a generalized 
a traditional dogma of precedences,. ; 

a (5) The constent impliestion that not merely 
i methods, but also, and especially, results 

3 are messureable by standards. \ 

- (6) The growing recornition that the Southwest - 
ae distinguished from other forest regions 

a has en unstable ecological equilibrium and { 
thet use must be based on the lean year; 

i thet baeine use on the lean yesr gives more ! s 
: produetiveness in the long run. : 

(7) & growing recornition 6f thot tremendously a 
: important “drag” between abuses § remedy end 

\ eure. A dana gs . 
(8) The growing idea that where we cannot eell 

or use right we will not sell or uee at all. a 

an : (9) 4 growing reaction againet the general ten- a 
deney of foresters to emphasize business meth~ 3 
eds and standerds te the exclusion of the nate : ‘ 
uralist’s and woodeman's methods and stenderds. 

ein ems Scrat SG an OA ; Pt plea ger Tay eae ee
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. These ore a bie order for sny District te £111 in ( 

any syneronized or harmonious manners. I would say thet these _ 

: ‘ . reports are weakest in their progress with respect to No. 9. 
. There ore notable exedptions to this oriticiom, pertioulerly 

in certain porte of Mereh's reports. In generel, however, the 
/ Feports sre too low on contributions to the "natural histery" 

| of foreet resources, or, to put it enother way, to the ecology 
‘ of forests from the use standpoints These are Coconino Plateau 

reports end it is possible thet we already understand the ecology 

of the Coeonine Platesu, but as you know, I heave elways doubted 

ite 

ye I feel most deeply the progress thet hes been meade 

_ fn (2), (2), (5), ana (6); 1n fect, it would de quite imposeible. 
for me te overstate my gratifiestion at the insistence with whieh 

Deg men ere pounding on theme ee 

Looking ot these reports from the more intimate aspect 
ote ae distinguished from the aspect of sound general forest poliey, : 

I would say that their worst fault is that they seem to reprerent | 

‘the conclusions of the inspector rether then the joint agreement 
ae of the inepeetor ond the local offieers. I reslize thet with 

respect to certain subjects, notably grazine, there could be 

no agreement represented, beceuse a certain degree of disagree. - | 

ment actully oxtets, Nevertheless, the criticiom ie, I feel, =» 
® valid one, and seems to held in instences where subh obetacles | 

aid not exist. ‘ a 
<Se ;
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ha ly. eenfidenee that the eriticien ie worth stating 

| ie strengthened by the prevalent leck of analyses of the per- 

| sonel equations of the field men as applied te their works 

’ As you know, I have always taken the position thet it ie tale 
} te accept the individuel "eg ie", end thet we have no hope ef 

: accomplishing such a tremendous program unless we are eble to 

help the individuel rebuild himself. I would put in ea plee that 

; this ides be not ellowsd to disappesr from the D3 system. Such 

analyses may have been made but nétrecorded. 4f such is the — 

: Gave, they were probsbly not made with the help of tho indivia- 
uel in question and their value wee diminishe’ accordingly. f 

; I still find some remnants of the "bailiwick" view- 

point es between Branches. Yor responsibility we must have 

_Prenches, tt for interest ond ereative thinking they mst be ie 

; enihilated before we ean make progress. Of course D3 has made, 

and is still making, tremendously important strides in wiping 

out the bailiwiek idea, ond these strides are epperent through- : 

out e11 of the reports. : : 

I find an absence of emphasis on the fact that the : 

findings and reports of inspectors ere not a plen but merely 

illustrative inetances of points that constitute a plone This 3 

f of course ties in with the premise of creative thinking by field 

co eee already commented upon. 4 

The reports are entirely devoid of over emphasis of . 

ted fling fects, and T om gratified to note the successful elin- 
inetion of this old evil, which hed not yet disappeared at the
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ime I left the District. : . 

Turning now te the less importent question of mech< 

i anioms, I regret the non-use of "Headley's “good ‘ena bad point" ; 

method of summarizing locel situations. "o counterbelance thie ~ 

By Lovertage has introduced a veluable new mecheniom in his follow. ia 

; up tebulatione of the ection on previous: inspections, Of course 

| this follow-up ides ie not new, tut I ao not remember it having = 

boon previously so effectively applied, —__ C 

It 18 @ privilege to have seen these reports and I ; 

. ; went to thank you for sending them to mos 

a ; Very sincerely youre, 

Ges ‘ ATDO LROPOLD, Aset. Director. ; 
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| transmission of spiral‘in redwood sprouts. 

: : : : f : Parent stump: : 
i3 2 4 $ Ring : or tree : Concordance :; Discordances 

Speci-: : t Sm me me me a $i $n ti 
-men :County:Locality:Site: $ ; ‘ : : z : : Between: 3: Between 
Ho. 3: : : sNumber : Size : With :Clearly: z : Kind ;:Among :sprouts: Among :sprouts - 

$ $ 3 sSprouts: D.B.H. :spiral:without: Kind : Size: of :Sprouts: and i:sprouts: and 
: 3 : : a : : spiral: tD.BeH.:epiral : ' ¢ tree: : tree 

:San :Big cae 8 ea 1k Sh a ts ct Fe a x 
: Mateo: Basin : I: 6 tae6 ft, ¢ & + ~— 3 Clock 3: o£ x 3 ae x 3 = 3 x 

¢ : ral 8 fmt oe) es ea oc eS oe at wets 
; : : if) 32 43 28, toe = : “ : 6 ft.:Counter: Yes : No -: Wo : Yes 
$ : y+ £2 6 i536 ft. : a8 “- 3 Counter: Gone : bee ee | ee ae fae fe 4 x 
: : + Et 2 tOn4 tte ¢  & § oem ts Gleck =; eee ee ee ee ee a ae 

i : ;, S We 8 ce Oe fel ah we toe 
ie $ e224 3 tl-3 ft. : e 4 -- ¢ Counter: 5 ft.:Counter: Yes : Yes : No : No 

2 t 28 2 24-5 ft. 3 4 “~ 3 Clock : Gone : x 3 3 Mit ? 3 x 
: $ ges 6 32-6 ft. : S : o- : Counter: ga Wee oe Yes : a a ee 
: : eo Bs 2 22-8 ft. : a ~~ 3 Counter: oe = : ee x : ? : x 
: $ a 2 6 si-5 £6. + # 3: “ 3 Clock ;: aie x 3 Yes : z+ Bo 3: x 

e : : a 2s 5 saeB ft, +: Ss 2 t Clock : wag x : Ro: x ; “Tea: x 
ae : +423 (G- ckeB £6, : 8 3 =~ : . Counter: © : = +: Yes: 3: Ho + x “t : t. 325% 5 $3-6 ft, : os -- 3 Counter: wes mo 4 Yes : Ses No ; x 

ile i MeO th: 8 to GeeeteecdR Eh.cceenter: Yas 3 tek, ee me 
s Gime ;: Grove : I: 8 sdi=2 £6. ; Fs ~~ f Counter:10 ft.:Counter: Yea : Yea. ; No : Wo 

f-1 :Mendo-:Big Mi. © Wt Ou 4m 4 eS cee ee ome om 
T-17 : cino : River : : 4 31.5-2 ft.: Oo $5 x : 4 f£t.: Clock: Yes : No : No : Yes 
T1868 | . : 2 2.5-2 £t.; @s ee x : 7; Clock: Yea ; Ho,-: No : Yes i et et in nine HOCK: eS 3 NO, 3 No : Yes 

Note: All Big Basin sites were estimated. The Big River sites were 
Checked by height and age measurements. 
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The following conclusions are drawn from this table and 

| from observation: 

| (1) Spiral is more common toward the southerly 

| limit of the natural range than in the : 

| commercial redwood belt. 

(2) Spiral is more common on slopes than on 

a flats. (The large number of Site I cases 

merely reflect the fact that second-growth 

stands on slopes are rare because the early 

logging was largely confined to flats and 

fire has destroyed such stands as started 

on slopes. ; 

(3) Redwood as a species shows no tendency to 

spiral in one direction more than in the 

other. Clockwise and counterclockwise 

seem équally prevalent and uncorrelated 

with site or locality. (Big River all 

counter? ) 

(4) There is a strong tendency toward concordance 

both in the manifestation of spiral and in 

its orientation as between the sprouts and 

parent and as among the sprouts of a single 

clump. The exceptions to this tendency are, 

however, sufficiently striking to make un- 

-l-
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| tenable any conclusion that either the 

manifestation of spiral or its orienta- 

tion are in themselves a fixed genetic 

i character. In other words, there is no : 

strain or race of redwood which invariably 

spirals, or which invariably spirals in a 

given direction. 

‘ All the observed facts would, however, be satisfied by 

the hypothesis that there is a strain of redwood with a pre- 

disposition to spiral; that the manifestation of spiral de- 

pends upon the action of environmental stimuli which usually 

affect whole clumps carrying the predisposition; that the 

strain predisposed to spiral is hardy but of inferior growth, 

size, and form, and hence tends to occupy poor sites and the 

outer limits of the range of the species; that the strain is 

: not pure but subject to mixture with better strains, the 

offspring showing Mendelian variations in all degrees. 

To the extent that inferior strains exist, it becomes 

desirable to eliminate them from the growing stock, especially 

if it be true that the predisposition to spiral is accompanied 

by other undesirable characters. As already pointed out, oppor- 

tunities for control already exist to a degree equalled by no 

other American commercial species. As a first move it would 

seem desirable to take seed only from the best types of trees, 

even should it prove necessary to fell them for the purpose. 

| ae



| The only other move clearly called for is research to throw 7 

further light on the questions involved. | 
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IZAAC WALTON LEAGUE AND ITS RELATION To 

2 FORESTRY IN WISCONSIN 

By 
Aldo Leopola 

It is, I think, an affront to the intelligence 

of any except a blind man to assert that forestry is needed 

in Wisconsin. 

There are, however, a number of unsettled questions 

pertaining to the best ways of encouraging the practice of 

é forestry in this state, and the time when we may reasonably 

expect to see actual forestry practiced in the woods, ‘This 

: paper attempts to answer some of these questions, and set. 

forth their relation to the Izaae Walton League. 

| Question 1. When will the time be ripe for 

forestry? There is a widely accepted theory to the effect 

that as timber values go up due to searcity, they will some 

day reach & point at which forestry shows a margin of profit. 

That point, according to the theory, is the time to begin 

to practice forestry. Before that point is reached it does 

not pay to invest time or money in the regrowth of timber 

as a crop. That point having not yet been reached in 

Wiseonsin, it is assumed that the time is not yet ripe to 

expect forestry to be practiced, at least on private lends, 

: cs a igi NOB. 530 oa
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It is a perfectly good theory, but is liable to 

be very misleading to the eitizen-conservationist who ac- es 

cepts the phrase “margin of profit" as having a fixed and 

readily calculable meaning, and who is unaware of the fact 

: that the costs of not practicing forestry may be quite as : 

real and quite ashewy as the costs of practicing it, 

"Let me illustrate what I mean by the costs of 

; not practicing forestry: Suppose that a land-owner has 

. some standing timber worth $8.00 per thousand feet on the 

stump. He wants to harvest this timber. He wonders whether 

he can afford to practice conservative logging and hold his : 

land for future crops, or whether economic conditions are : 

such that he mst slash it in the usual way. After correct- ree, : 

: ly calculating sll his costs, he concludes that stumpage ; 

must be worth at least $10.00 per thousand before he can 

afford even the most rudimentary forestry. Therefore he 

deciaes to slash. ee : 

E Let us now make the not uureasonable assumption 

that the time of $10.00 shuignen is only a few years off, 

and examine the situation in which the landowner has placed 

- himself? ; : 

:  -‘Birst, by slashing his timber he has destroyed 

: any residual value exeept that of practically bare land, 

which will yield no revenue for many years to come. There- 

fore, when the time does come for forestry, his costs for 

a ae ‘



: protection or planting or taxes must be compounded against 

the future crop because there is no current income to : 

eharge them to. If, on the other hand, the land had been 

properly cut it might have yielded enough to absorb these 

_¢gosts year by year as they come up. The enormous differ- 

ence between simple and compound interest on carrying 

charges needs no explanation. 

Secondly, at least part of the carrying charges 

. have been increased by slashing. There would be no plant- 

; ing charge if the land had been eut conservatively, be- 

eause such land usually reproduces itself. The charge 

for fire protection would have been less under conservative 

eutting, because slashing lets in the grass and weeds, . 

which involve & much heavier fire liability than does 

forest cover, because they are dry through a longer sea- : 

son and over wider areas. : 

Thirdly, in slashing, the landowner almost in- 

variably removes a lot of small and low-grade wood at a 

loss, which if left to grow or increase in value could 

with rising stumpage have been later removed at a profit. 

_ ‘This is the material which ought to have been left to 

. absorb the carrying charges first referred to. The tim- 

ber operations at Cloquet, Minnesota, for instance, are 

being carried almost entirely out of this left-over wood. 

Standards of merchantability go down and uititnatios 

=
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: methods improve as stumpage goes up, and it is just as 

safe for the landowner to bank on them as for him to bank 

on rising stumpage. 

Fourthly, in slashing, the landowner has deteri- 

orated the capacity of the land for producing incidental 

; revenue from recreational uses, I know of one company 

actually growing hardwoods in the overflow lands along 

the Mississippi which pays a considerable part of its 

carrying charges from recreational leases. : 

fo sum up: By slashing his land just before the 

time arrives for profitable forestry, the landowner has 

to run up his carrying costs and run down his current rev- 

5 danen ‘that he egannot practice forestry even when the time 

: is ripe for it. This is what I mean by "the costs of not 

practicing forestry." I am inelined to believe that ex- 

cessive conservatism in judging whether forestry pays has 

been more costly than excessive optimism, and is one of 

: the underlying reasons why everybody wants to sell but no- 

: body wants to own ecutover lands. : 

Of course, the hypothetical case I have cited 

| treats the various factors entering into forest finance 

very sketchily. I ¢laim nothing for it except that it il- 

lustrates a principle that works counter to the usual 

| ‘“nargin of profit" theory. This principle is commonly 

overlooked. _ 

Py
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There is an actual case in the southern pineries 

of a company which began practicing forestry 15 years ago, 3 

before the theoretical time was ripe. To-day this company 

is ready to harvest its second crop, while its neighbors 

are just planting theirs. It has made no noise about ita 

early venture in conservation, but it certainly does not 

show any evidence of repenting its rashness. : 

It seens to me that the biggest single obstacle — 

to forestry in Wisconsin is not the value of stumpage, or 

f cost of fire protection, or even the mal-adjustment of 

taxation. These obstacles are serious, but they are re- 

movable in a short time. ‘he fundamental obstacle is 

the run-down condition of our eutover lands. Most of i 

them have been so deteriorated in their growing stock 

that they yield no current revenue, and hence the costs 

of starting forestry must be carried at compound interest. 

Most of them are progressively deteriorating in fertility 

by reason of repeated fires, so that the first erop or 

two will be below normal in both volume and quality. The 

further it progresses, the harder it will be to profit- 

ably grow forests. 

Now let us answer the question: When will the : 

time be ripe for forestry? The state's answer should be: 

now. I mean by this that while stumpage values might 

indicate that some future time would be better, the facts 

on he
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which I have described would indicate that some time in 

the past might have been better. Of course there is no 

Single answer for any and all conditions, 

; If high taxes, or lack of State aid in fire pro- 

tection, or the artificial competition of agricultural 

promotions, or the difficulty of supporting counties, pre- 

vent practicing forestry now, let us not delude ourselves 

by assuming that the future removal of these obstacles 

will give us a clear slate, because the single obstacle of 

deterioration of ecutover lands is piling up while the 

other obstacles are being torn down. ‘Time, in other words, 

is working against forestry through deterioration, while 

t working for it in rising stumpage and public support. 

The bearing of this on the attitude of the Izaak 

. Walton League is obvious. It means that the League's 

demands for action on the forestry problem cannot be answer- 

ea by the pious hope that time alone will solve the forest 

: problem of this State. It means that the State may actual- 

iy be losing rather than gaining ground by a “watchful 

waiting" policy. It means that if we hope that time alone 

‘te going to establish commercial incentives to forestry 

without any decisive State aid in taxation and fire, we 

_ may be deluding ourselves badly. 

| Question 2, Who shall write a forestry policy 
| for Wisconsin? When a citizens’ organization like this 

|



nae League gets behind ® big and difficult task for the public a 

ee benefit, there is a strong tendency to confuse the pushing : 

of that task with the execution of it. — 4 

ey It isa pretty safe rule to remember that while a 

é groups of men gan insist on and criticize pians, only in- : 

es Aividuais can create then, Thies is true in our private oe 

; professions and vusineas, and I think it is just as true — | 

bee in publie affairs. eS a et 3 

y have. often thought that I detected a tendency oo 

to confuse the League's insistence on an aggressive forest 

ae ‘policy with some vague assumption that the League is going => y 

as to write one. There was certainly a tendency in the Legis- : : 

: lature toward confusion of thought on this very important a 

ae distinction. I do not think that I am merely juggling e : 

words when I seqqunesd thit we keep the distinction between a 

ie urging and creating a forest policy very carefully in mind. & a 

oe 4B Bele a forester, the job of creating a forest poliey prob- ee 

ably looks bigger and harder to me than to you, Our job Agee 

a in the Beague is to imsist on an aggressive forest policy. a 

a It is the state government's. job to secure the leaders who 8 

ean write +. and who will eall on the public to discuss it, LS 

: eriticize it, approve it, and back it up with public senti~- 

‘ ment and proper laws. g vee 

Question 3, How are forests growmm? So little 

: forestry has actually been practiced in this country that 

ee —s :
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: there is a widespread tendency to assume that there is no , 

existing knowledge of how to do the things which need doing 
eC in Wisconsin. I would like to point out that while this : 

is largely true, it is by no means always true, We are 

facing many jobs in Wisconsin about which there is a lot 

of knowledge elsewhere if we will go out and look for it. 

‘ In recent years, for instance, the State has been 

organizing fire districts in the northern part of the State. 

These districts are necessary for exactly the same reason 

as fire departments are necessary in cities, namely, that 

the cost of individual fire protection in large agerega-_ oe 

tions of private holdings is prohibitive. Collective fire : 
: . protection is the only available recourse. It so happens 

: that in cities the protective organization is maintained : ee 

: ‘ entirely at public expense, while in forests it is main- 

tained wholly or in part at private expense. Now if a ‘ 

city were organizing a new system of fire protection, it : 

: should certainly utilize the experience of other cities 

with Similar problems. In fact, there is a national organi- : 

gation to make that experience available. $e also should ; 

. Wisconsin utilize the experience of other states in organize 

ing its fire control activities, I cannot find that thie - : | 

has been done, due no-dovbt to the usual short-sighted oe 

policy of discouraging state officers from travelling in 

other states. Out in the Northwest and in California, for _ 

st Bp a : 
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instance, organized collective fire protection on lands 

of mixed ownership has been developed to a high state of 

perfection. They have tried out and developed the fairest 

methods of assessing costs against the several landowners; 

they have worked out fair cost differentials between cut 

and uncut acreage and between the acreage of absentees and 

operators; they have learned how to spread out the costs j 

withent Spreading out the responsibility for making the ; 

“s fire machine work; they have tested and standardized tools, 

supplies, and transportation and communication ‘facilities. 

and issued manuals for their maintenance and use. In the 

gouthwest and in Colorado they are developing training 

é camps for the instruction of fire guards and rangers, and 

; are enormously improving the inspection methods whereby . 

fire organizations are made to Sunshine smoothly and ef- 

fectively. Again in Arkansas they are developing a 

"Chinese Doctor" plan of paying fire guards for the fires 

: e that don't happen, instead of for those that do. Certain- ‘ é 

ly-our leaders in the State Conservation Departrent should 

be encouraged to keep up with these developments, so that : 

they can adapt them to oar Wisconsin problems if they are 

“applicable. I can assure you from experience that nobody 

: cah do it without travelling to inspect them on the ground, 

I have mentioned here perhaps a dozen items : 

pertaining to the single problem of fire organization. It 

» would take an able man a dozen years to really absorb the : 

ee
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gist of what has been learned about them in the iast. few 

years, ‘Consider now that fire organization is only one of : 

many fields of forestry in which Wisconsin can learn from : 

: other regions, and I think you will get my point that we 

: must borrow freely from all available sources in working 

. . out our answer to the question "How are forests grown?" : 

| x The job of the Izaak Walton League is to insist : 

oe on such leadership in forestry as will seek the best avail- | 

: able knowledge, and to insist that our leaders be given i 

the authority, compensation, and tenure of office which will fe 

oe enable then to embody such knowledge in a real forest policy. 

Bog Here I think we have in a nutshell the potential — os 
: usefulness of our League, both in this state and elsewhere, ne 

The League's biggest task all over the nation is to make 

Conservation Departments safe for conservationists. They le 

are seldom 30 at present. I am not eri tleisind Wie den now ee 

holding down those Departments here or elsewhere; IT am Ce 

criticizing the voters who shout for results in conserving q 

, Matural resources without giving to their official leaders ae 

= the confidence, authority, and security indispensible to 

lesdership. Results in conservation are hard enough to get 

é with these things. They are iupaehi Sie to get without them, : 
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| a " PROPOSED JOINT RESEARCH PROGRAM 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY *® UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

1. Proposed fields of research for joint development. 

(a) Wood chemistry. : 

(>) Physics of wood. 

(¢) Structure of wood. : 

2. Elements of plan. 

(a) Joint employment of research leaders, thus getting 

men beyond the reach of either separately. Leaders 

to be relieved of administrative or under-graduate 

teaching responsibilities. 

(e) Coordinating University facilities in the base sciences 

with F.P.L. facilities and contacts. in applied 

: fields. 

(f) Graduate students, supported by fellowships or small 

Salaries (from F.P.L.), studying under these 

leaders on selected problems. Guidance from both 

F.P.L. and University of Wisconsin specialists. 

(g) Industrial application of this research through | 

F.P.L. contacts. 

(h) Silvicultural applications of this research through | 

F.P.L. Section of Biological Relations and Lake 

States Forest Experiment Station.



(i) Ultimately a "Graduate School of Forest Products". 

- 3. Reasons for proposal. 

(j) These three fields are interdependent, and cannot 

be effectively separated. They Sie the general 

field of tree physiology to be focused elsewhere. 

(k) There are no strong existing research centers or 

schools in these three subjects either jointly 

or separately. 

(1) The Rockefeller Fellowships, if approved, would tend 

to supply the fellowships needed for (f). 

(m) Forest Products Laboratory needs more scientific 

leadership in these fields than it can now employ 

or obtain. 

(n) Trained research men in these fields will probably 

be in heavy demand in forest schools, at forest 

experiment stations, and in connection with in- 

dustrial research developments. 

(0) If conservation activities are ever actively resumed 

by the State, the University should undoubtedly 

Play a part, especially in forestry. : 

4. Structure of wood ~ why expand? Because: 

5 Research in chemistry and physics of wood ean often 

not be understood without finding the structural reason 

for phenomena. (Example: Transfusivity) 

—
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é Gontrol of wood properties through control of 

growth conditions or genetic origin cannot be understood 

without finding the structural reason for the properties. 

(Example: Density) 

There is a large unexplored industrial field as to 

relation of structure to properties, with a view to their 

selection, modification, or control. (Examples: Insulation, 

durability, workability) 

This is almost a virgin field. ‘Syracuse is in it 

to some extent, Yale is in it from the taxonomic and gross 

structural aspect. Neither has the complementary develop- 

ment in physics and chemistry. ¢ 

Personnel: Should the leader of this development 

be a wood technologist? A botanist? A physiologist? 

Possible names - H. P. Browne, Bdley, Sponsellor, Don 

A-nderson, Forsaith, Lodewiek, Myers. 

5. Wood Physics - why expand? Beeause: 

| It ib aléeney demonstrated that physici,gts can 

: greatly improve certain industrial processes heretofore : 
| entirely empirical, such as seasoning wood. Large indus- 

trial opportunities for graduate students in seasoning. 

The chemical and structural development will necd 

consultation and support in physics and physical chemistry 

from men who khow wood. 

This is a virgin field; no other institution is in 

it at all, except Sponseller (Univ. of Calif.) on X rays. 

-3- 
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Personnel: What kind of a physicist should lead 

OT 

Sinn iia es Sada ocarn apt lane icaaatigmeaoiacis 

What can the University do to help specify quali- 

fications and select a man? 

Possible names? . 

(6) Wood Chemistry - why expand? Because: 

University of Wisconsin may become “plant chemistry" 

center under National Academy plan of fellowships. 

Bacteriology, colloid chemistry, pathology, botany, 

and other allied fields are especially strong at Univ. of 

Wisconsin, and chemistry of wood at F.P.L. 

Industrial fellowships in chemistry of certain 

species already to some extent under way at F.P.L. (Redwood). 

Chemical utilization of wood is @ncreasing very 

rapidly. of rospective demand for trained research men. 

There is no other research center or graduate 

school except possibly Syracuse. 

Personnel: An eminent celloluse chemist is already 

being sought for by Chemistry Dept., Univ. of Wis. Such 

aman, cooperating with Hawley, Sherrard, and F.P.L. chem- 

ists, would constitute the necessary leadership. 

: aoe
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THE VIRGIN SOUTHWEST g a 

Aldo Leopold 3 : 

: The major premise of civilization is that the attain— 4 

ments of one generation shall be available to the next. 2 

Some social sciences,by their very nature,cast doubt a 

pon the validity of this premise. Archeology,for example, q 

describes an endless caravan of societies,now dead,for whom : # 

it did not hold true. On the other hand the art of govern— : 

ment is concerned with bolstering such doubts,no$. wholly, a 

I take it,out of altruistic regard for the unborn, but rather a 

: ; out of an imperative need for confidence among the living. a 

The changing "tempo" of the generations, so convincingly 3 

| : duocwbeck, by Ortega in "The Revolt of The Masses",consists, a 
fluctuations ; : 

perhaps,of va#tattems*tn their social confidence. Be that as 

a3 it may,any matter which challeseate a validity of the major 3 i 

premise is,ipso facto,a matter of cogcern to al] thoughtfub wa 

men. 3 a 

It is only recently that the biological sciences have F 3 

E had new occasion to challenge tne nh et ee 3 r 

ine-uzgeney—ameng;thecuen the discovery of an abnormal 4 : 

'  erosion-rate in some of our best soils. The rate is a= 4 

rapid elsewhere,but in the Southwest and the adjoining ; y F 

semi-arid regions it is nothing short of alarming. At the a 

ee mouth of one Utah canyon,for example,erosive deposits display « : 

seasonal color—layers,from which a chronology similar to that 2 

\ * of tree-rings has been built. I% shows more movement of soil ’ 

a ee ee ss
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$B gore 999 
7 : since the introduction of livestock touxthe watershed than : 

had previously occured since the recession of the glaciabspocl., 7 

"Discovery" is a slow process. It is almost a gener- 4 

ation since certain ecologists, range-managers, foresters, and j 

efgineers sew and described the present southwestern situation, / 

ee ees it is only a year or two ee : 

: the social consequences, re given credehce by the lay public. 5 

Even statesmen now show signs of being aware that the pest-<——g 

soils are slipping,sliding,toward the sea,and that the a 

basic cause of this abnormal movement i stevegetation of 1 

: the range through overgrazing by domestic livestock. 3 

I think,though,that the thoughtful citizen os, eee” | 

: mental reservation,- he regards this thing as important, if 4 

true. This is only natural,since he is unable to weigh per= 1 

sonally the technical evidence; att must-take the ecologist's rq 

word for it. The fact of abnormal erosion,however, can be ‘ 

¢ established on historical as well as ecological evidences 

This paper aims to present such evidence as gathered from a 4 : 

single document$ the joutnal of Ajexander Ohio Pattie,who ~~ 

: trapped beaver int this region almost a generation before { 

the Santa Fe Trail opened it to wholesale economic exploit- 3 

é tation. Certain other material of miscellaneous origin, j 

| and certain personal observations em-eeebos,are interjected 4 

to give relief to the Pattie narrative. . 

: Pattie was e young Missourian of the Boone and Kenton 4 

tradition,with an eye for game, grass,and timber. He travel- _ j 

led down the Rio Grande end the Gila,trapping beavers,in 1e24. 

In 1825 (?) he came back up the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. 

| 23 q On the jourhey from Santa Fe to San Felipe pateae WAM 

—-_ s "ea handsome eg ieowaced with herds of domestic animals, 3 

} Continuing down the Un~-r Rio Grande ties is i



Valley to Socorro, he "traversed the same beautiful plain 

a country," on which grazed "the same multitude of domestic 

animals." There must have been heavy grass, not only along ~ 

the river but on the mesas adjoining the valley floor, 

There is little grass on these adjoining mesas today; 

many 6s ex. sand dunes. 

Pattie remarks that the valley floor was not 

cultivated except at San Felipe and above Socorro. At — 

these points the valley is narrow and the river has a 

steep gradient. They would be the easiest places to di- 

vert irrigation water from an unsilted river channel, 

because the flatter the gradient of a stream ,the more 

work is required to build intake ditches up its banks. 

Pattie—says—thet \thd le the main valley was used 

for grazing, the Pibisug "san nbetee nome in @m side 

streams like the rireie, Today the reverse is true. The 

main valley is all farmed, except where seepage (due to * 

silting) makes it too wet, while the side streams are fit SS 

only for grazing, because erosion has gutted cmt ali = 

irrigable lend.” 4eouzens ao that in 1859 (?) the ss 

channel of the Puerco ,sifiguunimpbenee, was only 12 to ee 

15 feet deep where it crosses the road from Isleta to x. 
Abert ©) rage Trut aw 1646 aT waa erly 10 012 heat dens oX 

Acoma and Zuni. : Today, at thésesame spots, the channel 

of the Puerco is a miniature Grand Canyon carved in 

aS clay. Hee ee To eentind na signin eee ie and , 

eieex feet deen. ; 

4



Pattie remarks that at Socorro the valley was 

= thinly timbered, but covered with willow and cottonwood 

prush in which "great numbers of bear, deer, and turkey" 

found refuge. One infers there was little large timber 

anywhere along the upper river. Today the ancient cotton- 

woods that line its irrigation ditches are its ehief puupal 

ornament. Most of these cottonwoods are aaekat in the 

ridges of silt that have resulted from the annual clean- 

ing of the ditch channels; in fact the older ditches 

have raised themselves from five to ten feet above the 

valley floor by gradual siltage. 

What do these seemingly disjointed facts tell . 

us about the vrata Southwest? 

They tell us that in Pattie's day the Rio Grande 

drained a stable watershed, devoid of abnormal erosion. 

Even the sand dunes adjoining the river carried sweh a 

heavy growth of grass. es IS: swept across the 1 

valley and kept it devoid of large timber. The river iy 

channel, now so filled with silt that it is actually 

higher than the valley floor, was then so far below the 

floor that irrigation was difficult, except at the points 

where steep gradients facilitated the building of intakes. 

In short we now have scant grass, much erosion, and a 

river so choked with silt that it bogs its own bottoms 

a with seepage and poisons their fertility with alkali. 

«B=



In Pattie's day there was grass everywhere, little erosion, 

2 - @ normal river, and bottomlands of sweet well-drained soil. 

. Pattie's testimony is really superfluous; there ; 

is hardly an acre 4n—the-whole—Southwest that does not 

: tell its own story to those who understand the speech of Si 

The Rehrkre, whuel weurele oorve Patter "A ieacgly Gets pron 

hills and rivers. Watch-as_yourtrain_winds—its-wey—dewn 

laecey Cea seach s eeDialNTE a ent i 
Cay Y- the skeletons of ancient trees, 

toppling one by one into the parched ehannel-of-an arroyo, ibwcl, 

; _ 5 
Ss year by year S@g@Hs gnaw away the tgep loam of what was 

once a farm. 
Our 

That farm was irrigated once,--yeu can trace the 

old ditches winding across the remmants of bottomland. If 

Seewes irrigated, there must have been a stream. There is 

no stream now, only a trickle in the sand. 
ne. 

plrverrs 

The banks ofthat—stream must have been shallow 

and gentle, else the water could not have been led upon 

the land. They are not shallow now. The channel is a 

flood-torn chasm. z 

If there were ditches, there must have been. 

wide stretches of level friendly soil to irrigate. The? 
Wee Atvts 

- goil has been dumped as silt into the vedshey bekew; one 

farm washed away to curse another in the making, cout below. 

Lf-people—oneo—farmedthis—littile—vaitey;—there— : 

amst_have—been-grass_on_the ad jacent-meses}—rieh—grama—on 

which—+o_pasture_their-herds._Is-there—any—now?—The 

Llady—in—the—-next—seat~thinks—there~is--she—exclaims_how»  . 

Pattie Annelioncte pane 10 ALL green, bobbed Meatntoce the Kool 
6s : ‘ 

of grume whuele torte Herier ouly a Lournuad, — :
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| or | 
a ci hi cc not the 

greenness of grass , it is the greenness of tumbleweeds 

and snakeweed and pinque,--worthless substitutes which a | 

denuded nature has invoked to cover her nakedness, On 

this same Galisteo Doniphan, 2°) in 1846, found "grass 

: and water abundant and of good quality." 

——— As_the—train_winds_up_the—lava-bordered—Rio 

ae ‘ftom Bveryboay observes the lava cliffs eras ae 

He valley, black from centuries of oxidation in the sun, 

bat At their base hereant—there runs a horizontal band 

of gray and red. It is like the tell-tale whiteness of 

a school-boy's face which shows, by contrast, where he 

has been washed. These cliffs have been washed--by 

erosion. The gray and red band Garett acetone 

soil which ae aie torn away ,--mo e tabu gutted out 

to clog rivers, fill reservoirs, and-eurse—new—ferme=in 

theemeking, somewhere below. 

e San/Jose is of particular ‘significance be- 

cause it/ells ws not ofily that good Yona nas been 1ost 

but wien and/why. sear in/nind thét its pretty ‘Tédian 

fields of Zorn ofa melons were there long before Coronado 

ame ; txey tod the "Seven Citdes of Civolle” whose fabled 

gold fre cane for, foot tillage Aoo ola“to one been 

the cause of this erosion. Moreover there has been no 
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tillage of +he—uptants;—and—these—have—eroded even-worse 

, than-the~valley. Nothing has changed in the watershed 

of the San Jose except grass. Coronado and those who 

came after him brought sheep and goats and cattle to 

the Indians, and the subsequent over-grazing of the whole 

watershed is what upset its equilibrium. Throughout the 2 

where Southwestx the worst erosion is in the regions of 

the oldest settlements, because it is there that OND RS > 

grazing has been most severe te longest sane? On 

the north flank of Mt. Taylor is dramatic proof of the 

when and why of sbesiea, Winding up and down across the 

treeless foothills, threading in and out of crest and 

hollow, is an old earth-sear, overgrown with chemise 

and snakeweed, but nevertheless clearly traceable for 

miles,like the track of some great serpent, of—the—tong 

ge. It is the Santa Fe Trail. 

: t4—i-s-comnon—imowletge~that-pratrie—sehooners 

were—the—principal means of—transportabion used~—on—vhts 

Atreti-by—the_Forty-Hinews. Wherever it crosses a hump 

the old roadbed is worn two and three foot deep into 

the soil. The grades followed, and the manner of wind- 

ing around rocks and obstacles, are exactly the same as 

on would select in driving a heavy wagon over the same 

Po route today, with this significant exception; at the 

bottom of every hollow 18'S" Steep-banked arroyo which 

no wagon could possibly cross. There are more of these 

arroyos than an army of engineers could bridge in months. 

=e



ea There can-be no two ways to read the history 

r written on these hills. The story is as plain as a 

street blocked by many deep ditches. If you knew the 

street had been used in 1849, you would know the ditches 

Yad bane 
weme dug since. 

5 How long since? In the bottoms of the arroyos 

which cross the old trail are chemise bushes and sometimes 

wseaeuis ees, eae the tak forests higher 

up on the mountain. Cut off the oldest and count back 

the annual rings of wood. They too will tell you 1850, 

Overgrazing started these arroyos, and in all probability 

it was overgrazing by.the livestock which accompained the 

immigrant trains, whieh destroyed this, their own wagon 

road. This probability is strengthened by the fact that 

the erosion is oldest and worst near the water-holes at 

which the Forty-Niners camped and grazed their thousands 

of animals. 

Let us now rejoin Pattie on his trip down the 

Rio Grande. He left the river near what is now San Mar- 

cial and crossed southwesterly to the copper mines at 

Santa Rita del Cobre. From Santa Rita he went to the 

head of the Gila River to trap beavers. He-caught "trout" 

where the river emerges from the mountains, probably 

5 near the present settlement of Cliffs. (If these were : 

' really trout, rather than 'bony-tails,' then the trout 

extended fifteen miles farther Ppa rome than they do 

: F
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ome.) The first night of trapping at this point yielded 

5 30 beavers. But the important thing is not so much the 

abundance of beaver, as the fact that these hardy trappers 

"were much Sue by the difficulty of getting through 

the high grass which covered the heavily timbered bottom." 

Today, at this spot, and for miles above and be- 

low, the river is flanked by naked bare ¢ sand and-cobble- 

stones, and the bottoms, except where fenced, are as bare 
bp nokel of, ruben, 

of grass, as the op of a billiard table. 
4 Che ko. 

: Ascending the iene Pattie describes " a 

thick tangle of grapevines and underbrush" through which 

he crawled, sometimes on Winks coke Sekai, At the forks of 

the river (now the XSX cattle ranch), the banks were still 

"very brushy, and frequented by numbers of bears." Here 

too, there is now little brush and many cobble bars. 

Chop down the oldest of the young sycamores and 

alders that have found rootage heme—endabhess on the cobble 

bars which have replaced Pattie's bottoms, and you will 

find that few are older than the cow-business, which in- 

vaded these hills in the early eighties. 

: A year later Pattie followed down the Gila to its 

Junction with the Golorade. There on February 26, 1825, he 

tells in a single sentence more of what has befallen the : 

g Southwest than could be compressed into a volume today. 

This is the sentence: "At twelve we started up the Red : 

River (Rio Colorado), which is between two and three hun- 

dred yards wide, a deep bold stream, and the water at this 

point is entirely clear," =1is
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: The Colorado today discharges around 12,000 acre 

- feet of silt per year, enough to cover half a township with 

a foot of mud. Clear Wags ite ae Colorado.) 

’ Pattie found/a clear #iver_at the_end of F lary 

fos fo thea lon eo Ch tthke gig 
od hat 

Again Pattie, this time at the mouth of the Little 

; Colorado above the Grand Canyon; "On the fifteenth (April) 

= we returned to the banks of the Red River, which is here a 

clear beautiful stream." 

oe ire The foregoing comparisons of what Pattie saw and 

v fe : what we see today are merely random examples of what has 

happened, in some degree, to almost every watershed in the 

Southwest. On many of the National Forests and on a few 

well-managed private ranches the damage is partial and con- 

fined mainly to loss of bottomlands. Near many old settle- 

ments the damage is complete, erosion having exposed enough 

rocks to substitute what might be called a mechanical equili- 

brium for the vegetative one which once existed. In most 

places the damage is still in process, and the process is 

cumulative. : 

It has been necessary to offer proof of these 

changes because most people do not know that any change 

- has taken place, and some who eo" Say that overgrazing is 

the primary cause. They persist in believing either that 

-13-



| abnormal erosion was always there, or that it is somehow an 

act of God instead of an act of goats, sheep, and cows. 

: In trying to picture the meaning of the term 

overgrazing, it is important that the reader divest his 

mind of the assumption that overgrazing constitutes a uni- 

formly distributed excess of consumption over growth. More 

often than not the excessive utilization of one plant or 

type of ground is accompanied by the underutilization of 

another, For this reason the very diversity of the country 

has contributed to its undoing. If a mountain cow on a 

cold winter day has the choice of basking in the warm sun 

ofa pe os somto=speak, or of climbing wie 

the wind-swept Penhesdle, or scrambling among the rocky 

slopes ceciekonie, she will choose seco In fact, 

she may browse the last Coser | willow to death before the 

Seteredo bunch grass is even touched, It seems as if the . 

greater the diversity of types, the less uniform their 

utilization and the quicker the inception of damage. 

The reader must grasp the fact that overgrazing 

is more than mere lack of visible forage. It is rather a 

lack of vigorous roots of desirable forage plants. An area 

is overgrazed to the extent its palatable plants are 

thinned out or weakened in growing power. Oaesouery , Ot 

takes more than a few good rains, or a temporary removal of 

= iivestesk. to cure this thinning or weakening of palatable 

plants. In some cases it may take years of skillful range 

-1&



(Revised p. 15, Chapter II.) 

management to effect a cure; in others erosion has so drained 

and leached the soil that restoration is a matter of decades >? 

@ again estan has removed the soil sige i the EM tet 

involves geological periods of time, and thus for human pur- 

poses must be dismissed as impossible. : 

eo While grazing has radically deteriorat the : 4 

‘ Southwest with respect to its vegetation and watersheds, it 

has radically improved it with respect to/vatering places 

and salt grounds. gin bck setcinll a eit ys 4 

4 4 ped ia } Si ehaot o/ It-is possible that 

4ine curious deficiency of game encountered by te early oe 

plorers in certain regions may be ascribed to irregular dis-— 

tribution axisine—freomteck of water and salt. Pattie, in 

1824, literally "ate crow" in the now well stocked whitetail 

country of the Crook Natiohel Forest. Doniphan‘®°) in 184, 

vii GE pha xt rations on the approach to Santa Fe, presumably 

because unable to find game. still in the winter of that 

same oan Go found in that ‘same eee count numbers 

of deer and turkey, and herds of up to. 200 antelope (congre- 

gated in dense herds seeking shelter from the cold winds in 

the deep valleys end gorges." 

The game which these explorers failed.to find may 

have been nonexistent, or it may have been concentrated at 

altitudes or in coverts offering better salt and water than 

the ones traversed by their hunters. ES : 
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i= No one, and least of all the game conservationist#, 

~ can regret that cattle have thus unwittingly restored to the ‘ 

forest its lost provinces, but as we have already seen, there 

is nothing simple about the Southwest. It is a complex 

country, and in thde case we have not yet reached the end of 

its complexities. We ‘have said nothing of erosion in the 

brushfields. 

The grazing that gave first the brush and now the 

forest its competitive advantage did so by destroying the 

warp and woof of its protective covering; grass roots. 

Why did not the brush fulfill the same function? No one knows 

the reason, we can only observe the fact. Possibly the re- 

: sponse of the brush was not sufficiently immediate, and when 

the response came it was too late. Erosion, it must be remem- 

bered, gathers momentum as it advances. der sipnvwetwss/ cased: 

ing. What we mow is that when the cattle came the grass 

went and erosion began, and that erosion is carrying the 

richest Koil of Arizona into the Gulf of California, which 

: has become ‘in very fact "the vermillion sea." A five year 

old map of thé\Colorado Delta is worthless because of the 

rate at which siltage forces new channels and builds new* 

land. gi 

Not all the i1t reaches the gulf. ox-tee ivoana 

having storage reservoirs, or power ans’ tie aeltae ‘tro bb- 

hind the dams. We build these to store water, and mort- 

gage our irrigated valleys an industries to pay for them, 
ic : 
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Fig. 5. 

- Cumulative Erosion of a Mountain, Valley 

| In the first picture erosion bas svartees in the second the 

Cobble-stone stége has been reached, 

(Photos like Ligon's’ p. 41.) dno Rept) = : 
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but every year they store a little less water and a little 

= more mud, Reclamation, which should be for all time, thus 
Us Qn 

becomes in part a mane rb temporary prosperity. 
i ° 

The rivers which get their silt from the hills 

use it to scour the valleys which they once fertilized. JV hue 

The Gila Valley, a garden since the Indian days, stretching 

almost across the breadth of Arizona, has lost (Bs 000 ema? 

of natural agricultural land since Pattie trapped beaver 

there, and may lose 33,000 acres more before the damage is 

complete. During the same period artificial reclamation 

g has watered only 46,000 acres ef-egvieultural—land in the Ancaunge. © 
Gila Yellow. Yet we think of reclamation as a net addition 

to the wealth of the arid west. In the Southwest it is more 
; Gr 

accurate to regard it,in part ,at—teast a mere offset '44) to 

our own clumsy destruction of the natural valleys which re- 

quired no expensive dame and reservoirs, and which the 
A coh ease i 

Indians cultivated before irrigation bonds were—heard—oz » 

and before the voice of the booster was heard in the land. 

g mevanyey poate of the Arizona brushfields has 

induced important chahges in the wild life which inhabits 

them. ome of the More impenetrable growths have become 

a mi gitty fortress for black bears. The Mazatzal Mountains, 

for instance, lying between the Tonto Basin and the Rio 
ff f 

Nerde, are now full of black bears, although they originally 

: / containea only a few grizzlies. All of these brushfields are 

2g lee Lake ox, 0 5 Wes wf unel Reasptin 

Nor lenon out, ¥ pon creed vb, ma a nen f 
Cont om Peambicaife . bercbeudl “nests, Pons prorfert a auhhe



= probably better whitetail country than when grass predominated, 

‘ Their\lower edgegy are certainly better quail country,/although 

their ebream c ses are poorer. / Turkeys have disappeared 

from the sou rn ranges which ghe brush has taken. Whether 

there is a “eausal connectiouw between the two events no- 

body knows. Motntein sheep have dwindled, but/ their behavior 

is so complete an ‘enigma that it is impossible to even guess 

at causes, Javelinss ha held up well in,places. Like/the 

quail, they are probably affected favorab by the encyoach- 

ment of brush on the Wilts and Cee erosion/of 

over from the treat courses. é 

f This nay /be said of\ the Arigona foothills: The 

5 / net effect of manémade changes on game probably comes 

é nearer being beyoriosal than in sy say inasighe stein region. 
é \ i 

How now shall we sum up in Gee” g 

nad, Zot the det part utinbwingly,” hag Mamight about ad“ 
bhe-Southwesi? : so 

oe ee 

: evrike—eff.athalance. We are in the position of a biographer 

who cannot evaluate a contemporary because he knows too much ; 

‘and understands too little. Morenver fhe forces at work ex 

= our=-subjeet are still in operation; it is too early to 

foresee their final outcome. | 

Mice se suk “y Ton oth, wan re} Lf WA rid pooceits 

un cluchidy Ana 5te | weg tele jeep, tones tft wk § po. 

UY ws dy rach ft wll Pros Ue mined. valle, tunel 
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os We can say this: That what we call "development" 

is not a uni-directional process, especially in a semi- 

arid country. To develop this land we have used engines 

that we could not control, and have started actions and re- 

actions far different from those intended. ‘Some of these 

are proving beneficial; most of them harmful. This land is 

we tions Rar eerste of *s ew pated © Sak precle 
$oo- complex famcbbs inhabitentste-undsrstandy-maybento0 dh weds 

— 
successfully. To live in real harmony with such a country 

seems to require either a degree of public regulation : 

. we will not tolerate, or a degree of private enlightenment 

we do not possess, 

But of course we must continue to live with it 

according to our lights. Two things hold promise of im- 

proving those lights. One is to apply science to land- 

use, 

pact. The other is to cultivate a love of country a little 

less spangled with stars, and a little more imbued with 

that respect for mother-earth which moved Ezekiel to pro- ~ 

[tos temetn Ea ng unto j ‘ou to have fed upon 

| good pasture, but yemust dead dem with our feet the ~ 

esidue of you pature? and “to have avunk of the o\par } 

~ waters, ok iv adh: Wire) tus, ache sek feet?" e { 

Pee of, wrt ele ajo te, Hs orteleucling Urbeds f Uns 

War Ranma ages -29—
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My. Aldo Leopold 
Madison , Wis . 

My Dear Aldo --- 
I retum the MSS. herewith and 

regret delay in sending it. I expected to hand it to you here, 
and later neglected asking for your address. 

As to archery , 1 am a confirmed fan 
and Starker game me e goa start--but am a long way from : 
500. 

Sincer ely 
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VEGETATION FOR EROSION CONTROL IN THE CCC CAMPS 
OF SOUTHWESTERN WISCONSIN 

Aido Leopold 

A. THEORY 

a Functions. Vegetation is most effective for erosion control when combined with 

engineering structures, and conversely engineering structures are most effective 

when supported by appropriate vegetation. Hence in building engineering struc- 

tures on farms at public expense, it is reasonable to ask the farmer, by con- 

tract specification or otherwise, to. plant or let grow such vegetation as will 

augment the function of the structure and serve the public interest. 

In southwestern Wisconsin the following opportunities to establish new or 

different vegetation seem to be the most frequent: 

1. Rootbinding earth fills and abutments of dams and spillways. 

2. Rootbinding raw spots representing incipient gullies. 

5. Rootbinding banks of gullies in the sector just below a dam 

where the delta of the subjoining dam (if any) will not cover. 

4, Rootbinding and preventing the decpening, clongation, or fingoring 

of small gullies too steep to make dams fcasible, or too rocky to 

require them. 

5. Rootbinding gully-heads or lips which are 

(a) Not too deep to be held by rootage. 

(b) Deep large heads or lips which have advaneed so far up a 

slope that there is little land left to save, and which 

j accordingly do not justify expensive structures. 

| 6. Rootbinding the discharge channels of torraces. 

7. Rootbinding deltas behind dams where not to be used for grass crops. 

8. Desilting flood flows on outwash aroas or fans by the mechanical 

obstruction offered by the stoms.
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9. Rootbinding stream-banks and deflecting (by means of tree trunks) 

the currents undercutting such banks. 

10. Rootbinding road fills, road cuts, culvert discharge, and pro- 

tection ditches. 

: Incidental to these functions, certain species of vegetation supply commer- 

c cial sawlogs, fenceposts, eduevie fuel, food or cover for game and insectivor- 

ous birds, or wild fruit or nuts. 

Even when not necessary for the safety and permanence of local engineering 

structures, vegetation may often decrease the silt load which passes through 

them, and thus augment their usefulness to public streams below. 

Classes of Vegetation. Trees, shrubs, grasses, or vines may be used, or com- 

binations of them, depending on the mechanical effect desired. 

Trees are appropriate where deep rootage is needed, and where the lever- 

age of the tree top presents no objoction. Some specics of troes have ultimate 

: commercial value. 

Shrubs or vines give deep rootage without the leverage of a tall top. 

Thus shrubs are preferable to trees for holding the caving lip of a gully or 

a stecp bank. Shrubs are usually more valuable as gume cover than troes. 

Grass is appropriate where shallow rodtage will suffice, where very “ae s 

spots need protection, or where agricultural implements must bce moved across 

the area. 

Selection of Species; Rclation to Grazing. Choice of species is limited 

- chiefly by: 

1. Whethor the site is to be grazed. 

5 2. Whether the vegetation is to be planted, or allowed to come up 

naturally. 

3. Whether the levcrage of tree tops is objectionable. 

4, Danger of suckcrs spreading into adjacent fields.



Chart 1. 

PROPERTIES OF EROSION CONTROL PLANTS 
FOR SOUTHWEST WISCONSIN 
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SHRUBS 
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Prickly ash x x xX x -b¢ 
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RASSES 
Bluegrass x x x + 5 
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Prairie grass x x © 

a Grass grows under a full stand 
b. Tolerant of shade 

c. Does not thrive on sand 
d. Logs can be used as cuttings, and will sprout out of reach of cattle 

e. Good for desilting sheet flows on fans or in wide channel bottoms 
f. Do not plant cedar near haw, or vice versa. Reason: disease
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All Wisconsin soils not subject to repeated fires automatically stock 

themselves with shrubs and treos when relicved from grazing. Only a fow 

specics of shrubs and almost no trecse, however, can be established on closely 

grazed pastures, even by artificial planting. Natural rostocking scldom occurs 

on pastures, and cannot bo relied upon. 

Within field fences many trees and shrubs reproduce naturally, or enn be 

planted, since such ground is graged only in fall after crops are harvested. 

Tho properties of specics likcly to be useful for crosion control in this 

region are summarized in Chart I. 

Methods of Establishment. Vegetation may be established by: - 

1. Natural reproduction. 

2. Planting seed. 

3. Planting cuttings or rooted stems obtrined from wild stnnds. 

4. Planting secdlings dug from wild stands or nurscry-grown. 

5. Planting sods. 

The choice of method depends on the species and quantity desired, the 

limits of permissible cost in labor and matcrials, whether ultimte commercial i 

products are wanted, and how quickly a stand is necded. 

In natural reproduction, it is uncertain just what species will come in, 

and the process may take several years, but othorwise it is cheap and sure. 

It is the best method for ungrazed land where any kind of shrub or treo will 

do, and where no ultimate yicld of commercinl products is expected. 

Planting scod is uncertain execpt for oaks, walnuts, or other large 

: viable secds. 

ro Planting cuttings is cheap, repid, and sure, but only willows and cotton- 

woods grow from cuttings. Plum, dogwood, rose, and other suckering species 

grow from rooted suckcrs or root-sprouts, which moy often be dug in quantity 

from wild stnnds.
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Planting secdlings is feasible only in species produced in quantity by 

nurseries, or wild seedlings which can be transplanted. 

All planting of seedlings, cuttings, or rooted stems must be done during 

the dormant season: i.e., between the time the leaves fall in autumn and the 

buds open in spring. 

Sod plants may be established by planting sced, or by setting sods. The 

: latter is best for small spots in immediate danger of erosion. The former is 

cheaper for large areas. Areas to be sodded should be first smoothed and com- 

pacted to avoid’ the formation of gully "lips" or heads which might enlarge. 

B. SAMPLE FARM 

The attached layout of a sample farm (Mvp I) illustrates how to take ad- 

vantage of the varying properties of vegotation to support engineering works. 

The soil of the farm is locss. 

The deep gully (A) in the southwest forty is being controlled by two struc- 

tures: a spillway to prevent the advance of the gully through the farmyerd, 

and a soil-saving dam lower down. Just below cach structure, steep banks of the 

gully will remain exposed. Such banks can be root-bound by planting at their 

base some shrub or tree with the capacity to spread up banks by suckering. 

This gully lies in pasture, hence it will cither have to be inclosed or else 

planted to a grazing-resistant species. 

It can be inclosed by moving the present fence from the west to the east 

bank of the gully, thus throwing it from the pasture to the tobneco field. If 

this is done, the base of the exposed bank should be planted to willow cuttings 

or plum suckers. These spocics, as indicated by Chart I, have nll the desired 

properties silanes grazing-resistancec. 

If left uninclosed, the base of the cxposed bank should be planted to lo- 

: cust scedlings. If there are any "shelves" on the bank, plant them also. 

Locust, as indicated on Chart I, tonds to resist grazing, and as explained
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later, thrives on loess banks and will climb up their faces by suckers. 

The dam-fill, which the contract requires to bo feneed in any cvent, 

should be planted to grass or sodded. 

: Thore are three raw spots (B) on the hillside south of tho dam which could 

be planted to walnuts. These raw spots are too small to fence and a locust 

: thicket on good pasture would be undesirable, so _ grazing-resistant, lumber- 

producing tree is selected. Tho nuts must be protected as specified later. 

Even walnut treos are better fenced, because they do not thrivo where the soil 

is tramped as it is in a pasture. 

In the south-central part of the farm a gully-head (C) is advancing south- 

eastward up the fence, while several raw spots in the old roed adjacent threaten 

to form fingers. This series of bad spots happens to lie bunched in a corner 

of the pasture which can be fenced off without loss, except that the old road 

will need two gates instead of one. The fenced triangle should be planted to 

plum, sumac, crab, or haw, or better still, a mixture of all. The addition of 

a few grape vines or red cedars would make this an excellent winter quail cover. 

The plantings should extend 50 feet above the lip of the gully. The sodded 

spot above the lip should never be plowed. No diversion is recommended for 

the lip of this gully because there is no place to which to lead the water 

without forming a new lip. 

The raw gully banks (D) in the pasture below the fenced triangle should 

be planted to grazing-resistant locust, or (where shaded) to prickly ash. 

Chart I explains that prickly ash tolerates shade. This sector of the gully 

contains rocks and will not be hard to hold. 

Just north of the gully heading in the fenced triangle is another gully 

(E) containing raw spots. Its head is now sodded, but threatening to cut. : 

This head is within the field fence and hence ungrazed. In the field above 

}
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are several strings of raw spots or stubble. All of these should be sodded by 

seeding. The pasture sector (D) should be planted to locust and prickly ash. 

Northeast of the farmhouse and just east of the road a bad gully-head (F) 

is advancing into the field. A diversion dam should be built, and the whole 

head of the gully, including the diversion terrace, planted or allowed to re- 

produce naturally to brush. No fencing will be needed since the area lies 

within a field and is ungrazed. The raw spots on the slopes of the field above 

should be sodded by seeding. The raw banks in the pasture sector below should 

be planted to locust or prickly ash, preferably the latter as this is a shady 

place. 

West of the road and north of the house a raw gully bank (G) parallels the 

; cornfield fence. The fence should be moved to throw the gully out of the pas- 

ture, after which it can be planted to plum, sumac, or willow, or it can be 

allowed to reproduce naturally to whatever species volunteers. 

Where this same draw first enters the farm, just north of the road, is a 

raw spot (H) which should be planted to locust or prickly ash. The latter is 

preferable as this ground is partly shaded by scattering trees, and a shade- 

tolerant species is needed, This planting, in conjunction with the thicket on 

the adjoining farm, will furnish winter cover for a covey of quail. A few 

cedard or grape tangles would strengthen it for this purpose. 

The small remaining raw spots near the north boundary of the farm are in 

or near timber, while those just north of the house are on a gentle grade; 

: honce, these remaining spots can be left untrcated. 

‘ This plan for the usc of vegetation calls for the sacrifice of about 2 

acres of pasture, or 1.6 per cent of the 120 acres in the farm. It also calls 

for the moving of 100 rods of old fence and the construction of 10 rods of new 

fence. This is regarded as reasonable insurance to safeguard the future sta- 

bility of the soil and add safety to the dams already built.
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C. MAINTENANCE OF, VEGETATION: GRAZING OF WOODLOTS 

. There is no maintenance problem in any of the kinds of vegetation here 

mentioned, provided it be ungrazed ana unburned. Cutting if not followed by 

grazing does no harm from the erosion control standpoint, since all of the 

species listed in Chart I (except Red Cedar and White Pine) sprout promptly 

. after cutting, and their roots remain alive and intact. Grazing following 

cutting, however, kills the sprouts. Hence the combination of cutting and 

grazing is ultimately fatal to all tree and shrub cover except the few graz- 

ing-resistant species listed on Chart I. 

Where grazed woodlots are situated on a watershed subject to rapid run- 

off, it may be well to specify the exclusion of grazing from the woodlot by 

fencing it. The loss of pasture incident to such fencing is often offset by 

the greater yield of wood and the greater stability of the soil. Ungrazed 

woodlots reproduce promptly even if clean-cut, whereas grazed woodlots are 

eventually wiped out by cutting due to lack of reproduction. 

D. PROPERTIES OF SPECIES 

This caption explains in more detail the salient properties of each 

species indicated in Chart I. 

Black Locust is particularly valuable because of its ability to sucker up steep 

banks, and its non-palatability to stock. It grows vigorously on loess soils, 

‘ but its suitability for the sandy soils of glacial terraces is doubtful. It 

makes excellent fence posts but after attaining post size is subject to at- 

tach by borers. 

: Locust seedlings are available from the Conservation Department Nurseries. 

A full stand need not be planted, since it spreads by suckers. : 

Where locust is planted in pasture, it must be covered by stiff brush to 

prevent trampling, unless situated on a steep bank where thore is no passage 

of livestock,
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Black Walnut makes valuable sawtimber and is unpalatable to stock. It is ; 

suited, therefore, to planting in pastures, but is injured by the tramping 

of cattle and will not attain commercial size except on rich deep alluvial 

or loess soils. Do not use walnut on sandy terraces. 

Walnut seedlings are obtainable from nurseries, but they are expensive to 

% plant because of the deep tap-root. For small jobs, it is better to plant nuts 

which have been stored so as to be ready to germinate. The planting spot (a 

foot or two square) must be deeply cultivated before planting, and after plant- 

ing must be covered by stiff brush to prevent trampling. If within 100 yards 

of squirrel woods, the nuts must be further protected by placing them under 

a tin lid in which an axe-cut has been made to allow the sprout to emerge. 

If this is not.done, aquirrcls will dig out the nuts. Use half a dozen nuts 

per planting spot. Where commercial logs are desired, interplant with other 

trees or shrubs to force the walnuts upward. For small jobs, it is better to 

plant nuts by pressing them into the ground with the heel. Plant 10 times as 

many nuts as the number of seedlings desired; or, if nuts are sprouted, plant 

only two for each scedling wanted. This is the better method. . 

Tree Willows. Bush willows are better than tree willows except for stream- 

bank work, where the trunks are used to deflect flood currents. Tree willows 

are propagated by planting cuttings, which miy be anything from a short section 

of branch to a whole trunk. Where trunk cuttings need to be braced against 

floods, drive a pipe alongside and tio the willow trunk to it. 

Stock for cuttings is obtainable locally almost anywhere. 

Cottonwood. This has the same properties as the trce willows and may be 

* used in the same way for the same purposes. 

For planting near dwellings, sclect the cuttings from male trees so they 

will not bear cotton. 

Birch and Alder. White birch often secds in naturally on wngrazed ground, 

especially on steep sandy banks. Tag alder sceds in on moist bottoms or seeps
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if ungrazed. Artificial planting is not recommended. 

White Pine. Good for planting sandy land where commercial sawlogs are de- 

sired. Natural reproduction is uncertain. It is best to plant nursery secd- 

lings, which are obtainable in quantity from the State Conservation Deprrtment. 

White pine is subject to the probrble future invasion of blistor rust. 

3 Red Cedar. Wild scedlings are often obtainable locally in small numbers, 

This species is good for dry, rocky or sandy banks. A few cedars or pincs 

mixed with other shrubs enhnnce their value as game covor. 

Wild Plum. This has the same property of suckcring up banks as locust. 

Planting stock in small amounts is obtainable from wild thickets. Dig up the 

suckers with a small piece of root attached to each. A plum thicket mkes 

valuable game cover. A full stand need not be planted; a fow plants soon fill 

up the intervening spaces. 

Red Haw and Crab Apple. These are like plum, except that they lack suck- 

ering capacity. ; 

Sumac, even more than locust and walnut, is cattle-proof, and hence is 

valuable for pasture plantings. Wild suckers with roots attached are casily 

obtainable locally. 

Prickly Ash, a thorny shrub characteristic of southwestern Wisconsin, is 

nearly as eattie=proor as sumac, and has the additional property of tolerating 

partial shade. It is especially adapted for holding rocky gullics in partly 

timbered pastures. Wild seedlings or suckers are obtainable locally from wild 

thickets. 

; Bush Willow. There are severnl specics which diffor in suckoring capacity. 

ri The ordimry sandbar willow scnds out vigorous suckers, but the "Pussy" willows 

sucker less freely. The non-suckering kinds must be planted more thickly to 

make a stand. 

All bush willows are easily propagated by sticking cuttings into the 

ground, but competing weeds must be cut away during the first year, lest the
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new sprouts be choked out. No willow withstands grazing, but any ungrazed spot, 

if not extremely dry, can be quickly and permanently root-bound with willows. 

A row of cuttings at the base of a bank will quickly climb to the top. 

Bush willows are by far the best plant for desilting floods which spread 

Fk in a sheet over wide flat channels. Where such a channel is dumping sand on a 

: field, the sand load can be arrested by planting a dense willow thicket above 

the field where the water must flow through it. 

All suckering trees and shrubs may tend to spread into land where they are 

not needed or wanted. If this is plowlands, cultivation usually is a sufficient 

check. If pasture, occasional cutting back may be necessary. It is usually 

better to risk the need for a brushhook than the loss of valuable acreage by 

erosion. 

Dogwoods. These bushes arc propagated by planting rooted suckers, as in 

wild plum. The red osier dogwood is best for wet ground, and the panicled dog- 

wood for dry ground. 

Wild Rose, Blackberry. Wncre something deeper-rooted than grass, but of 

less height than shrubs is desired, use rose or blackberry. Wild suckers with 

roots are readily obtainable. Both species have value as game cover and food, 

Wild Grape has no special erosion valuc, but a few grapes running over a ' 

thicket of shrubs add greatly to its value as game cover in winter. Grape 

grows from cuttings, but the small numbers needed are best obtained by trans- 

planting wild seedlings. 

All Grasses are propagated either by sceding or planting sods. Root density 

3 is probably enhanced when the grass grows ungrazed, but mowing does not affect 

P root density. Bluegrass, timothy are already in common usc, and are excellent 

for erosion purposes. Native prairie grass, boing deeper rooted, is even better, 

| but it does not withstand grazing and sods are hard to move. It be suited only 

to black prairic soils. Clovers are an acceptable substitute for grass, espe- 

g cially sweet clover, but they grow vigorously only where the soil bears lime.
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: May 29, 1934 

Memorandum for Mr, C. P. Winslow: 

y THE SILVICULTURE OF EROSION AND GAME VEGETATION 

; I promised to send you a sketch of field experiments needed in con- 
nection with the development of vegetation for erosion control and game 

: management in this region. ‘This kind of work might be done on an experimental 
area for the joint use of the Forest Products Laboratory and the Lake States 
Experiment Station, and would constitute an addition to the genetical research 
field which has already been discussed. 

Root Binding Properties of Plants. In using vegetation to retard the advance 
of a gully head, a combination of deep and shallow rootage is needed. Ordinary 
timber trees when used alone probably tend to give good deep rootage, but poor 
shallow rootage, whereas grass or shrubbery used alone probably tend to give A 
good shallow rootage, but defective deep rootage. There must be some combin- 
ation of grass, shrubs, and trees which on any given soi} produces an optimum, 
This optimum should be determinable by experimentation. Only a few trees admit 
enough light to allow a growth of grass. Locust seems to be one of these. 

In stream bank control there is a question of how far above and below 
the water table a dense rootage can be produced by the use of willow or other 
plants. 

For experimentation in root binding, an artificial water supply is probably 
necessary for use in simulating rainfall and floods. 

Any search for the best species mst, of course, be predicated not only 
on the mechanical properties of their root systems, but also on the ease of 
propagation, the commercial value of wood products, if any, game cover value 
and general desirability on the farm, 

Sprouting and Succering Properties. The sudden growth of erosion control has 
disclosed a lamentable lack of kmowledge concerning the capacity of various 
species to grow from cuttings and the capacity of such cuttings to spread up 
banks of streams and gullies by root succers, 

Hundreds of thousands of willows of some half-dozen species are this year 
being planted for erosion and geme cover purposes without any certainty that 
we are choosing the best species for the particular local purpose or even that 
the cuttings will grow at all. We kmow little or nothing sbout the season at 

‘ which cuttings should be made, the manner of storage, if any, the season for 
: planting or the sites on which they can be planted, Neither do we know the age 

of the wood which should be selected for cuttings. We kmow still less about the 
pruning or other treatment which the plants should receive to accomplish the 
particular purpose of holding banks, impeding floods, retarding gully heads, 4 
making game cover, etc. I am aware that there are fragments of information 
concerning particular species such as the basket willow, but this was gathered 

; for an entirely different purpose, It remains a fact that large investments 
are being made without technical guidance.
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I personally am also convinced that there are important things still 
unknown about the succering properties of species, I notice especially in 
plum and willow that vigor of succering is a spasmodic affair in point of time. 
A large thicket of either species will be all of one or two ages; in other 
words, succering proceeded with great vigor for a year or two and then ceased. 
Why? We cannot use these plants intelligently until these things are lmow and 
they are coming to be of equal importance with the silvical characteristics of 
forest trees, 

Grazing-resistant Plants. In the unglaciated area there are numerous pastures 
so shaped that incipient erosion cannot be fenced without destroying the pasture, 
For such spots a grazing-resistant erosion control plant is badly needed. There 
is need to search for species which are unpalatable to stock, cheap to propagate, 
and plant, and which spread vigorously but not too vigorously, so as to be a 
muisance on the farm, Prickly ash, lilac, Symphoricarpos, and possibly some of 
the roses are possiblities. The plant should also, if possible, have game cover 
value. 

Erosion Cover for Dry Slopes. On the Coon Valley project large investments are 
being made in planting Scotch pine and cedar on steep south slopes heretofore 
pastured. There is a grave question whether the Scotch pine under such conditions 
has any timber value whatever, and even a question whether it offers any better 
erosion control than the ordinary broom sedge grass which would come in without 
planting or which might be propagated. 

Cedar presents the difficulty of precarious survival, . 

The whole broad question of what to do on such slopes needs to be re-examined, 
if necessary dropping entirely the idea of producing forest products of commercial 
value. Creeping juniper, or the procumbent form of ordinary cedar or even the 
native grasses might be a better bet than the species now used. 

General Discussion, The foregoing are merely samples illustrating a heretofore 
neglected field which might be called "The Silviculture of Brosion and Game 
Vegetation." This field, of course, extends over into agronomy, horticulture, 

and animal husbandry, tut the Forest Service, should stake its claim on all that 

part of the field touching upon woody vegetation and range management. My reason 
for this statement is that the Forest Service has the personnel for starting 
this work. It is already clear, however, that if a start is delayed, the 

initiative will fall more and more to the other organizations, 

Most of this field requires local experimentation. The problems of southern 
Wisconsin cannot be solved at St. Paul or Trout Lake, My mental picture is a 
central area at Madison with branch experiments at mumerous scattered points through- 

out the state. 

4A realistic picture of these problems as they have come up on a single farm 
is indicated by the attached mimeographed "Mamal" which I extemporized last fall 
for the CCC erosion camps. 

There is an equivalent series of questions in connection with marsh 
: vegetation, and another series in connection with aquatic vegetation, which 

I have not mentioned because they are apparently outside the field of the 

Forest Service. : 

Aldo Leopold
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August 16, 1941 

: ROADSIDE PRAIRIES 

Aldo Leopold 

A good test of "education" would be to ask a hundred people what 

is meant by prairie. 

Most, I fear, would answer that a prairie is a flat monotonous 

place good for 60 miles per hour. 

A few, I hope, would know. 

Tall corn and fat herefords are prairie symbols. They symbolize 

the greatest mass effort in human history to extract a rich life from 

@ rich soil, 

Pasque flower and blazing star are also prairie symbols. They 

symbolize the greatest mass effort in evolutionary history to create 

a rich soil for man to live on. Yet how many farms possess, or cherish, 

a remnant of them? Just as the barbarians burned the libraries which 

explained the origins of human culture, so have we plowed under the 

prairie plants which explain the origins of our prairie empire. r 

Any prairie farm can have a library of prairie plants, for they are 

droutheproof and fire-proof, and are content with any roadside, rocky 

knoll, or sandy hillside not needed for cow or plow. Unlike books, 

which divulge their meaning only when you dig for it, the prairie 

plants yearly repeat their story, in technicolor, from the first pale 

blooms of pasque in April to the wine-red plumes of bluestem in the 

fall. All but the blind may read, and gather from the reading new 

lessons in the meaning of America. 

The prairie plants are tough; they ask no quarter of wind or
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weather, require no pampering with hoe or sprinkler. Nothing can 

whip them except the overhead shade of trees or swoet clover, the 

: Creeping stolons of quack grass, or the continual cropping of cows. 

Just why the prairie plants stood up under grazing by buffalo and 

elk, tut now succumb to cows, is a mystery. Perhaps the anewer is 

é barbed wire, which keeps the cows too long in one place. 

Any prairie is a model cooperative commonwealth. Unlike 

agricultural plants, which "hog" water at random, and devil take the 

_ hindmost, each prairie species draws its sustenance from a different 

subterranean level, so that feast and famine are shared by all species 

alike. The leguminous members of the community (such as prairie 

clover, trefoil, Baptisia, vetch, lupine, and leadeplant) mamfacture 

nitrogen for the rest, and at such a rate ag to excesd the annual 

loses by prairie fires. The prairie community collectively enhances 

the flocoulation of soils, whereas agricultural plants deplete it. From 

these two characters, nitrogen fixation»rate and floceulating capacity, 

stems that vast savinge~bank of fertility which made us a rich nation. 

How many "edueated" Americans know thie? 

The best way to start a library of prairie plants is to find the 

spot which contains a remnant, and then build up other species around 

it. Proirie dock and bluestem grass are commonly the last survivors. 

Most of the prairie species can be grown in the garden from seed and 

: later transplanted to the wild; the University Arboretum has thus 

established some thirty of them, Planting stock can also be obtained 

where highway construction is destroying wild remnants. It is wasteful
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+ dig wild stock without expert advice, for the roots of some species 

| @0 down fifteen fect. It is a sad commentary. on our Americaniem that 

the prairie flowers are ignored by commercial seed-dealers and 

nurseries, and there is no literature on how to grow them. He who 

learns how is truly a pioneer, 

We have thousands of miles of roadside, the outside edges of 

which are often too steep or rough to mow, already fenced against cows, 

and kept cleared of brush to prevent snowdrifts. tiost of this potential 

prairie garden is being faithfully stirred up by road-building 

machinery, after which it goes over, for keeps, to quack grass and 

sweet clover, Why not let these edges alone and replant them to 

prairie?
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Aldo Leapol? ee 

Paper for American Fisheries Society, 

47th Annual Meeting, St. Paul, 8/29/17. 

MIXING TROUT IN WESTERN WATERS 

Aldo Leopold, U. &S. Forest Service, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

If a trout stream is stocked with 10,000 natives, 

10,000 eastern brook, and 10,000 rainbow, and granting that 

the conditions are suited to each, will that stream produce 

more or less pounds of trout per year than if stocked with 

30,000 of either one of the three? 

In the West, at least, this is a live question 

which does not seem to have received serious study, I%t is 

the object of this paper to summarize such data as the United 

States Forest Seryice has been able to collect with the ob- 

ject of arriving at an answer. At least a tentative answer 

is needed as a guide to present practice, 

First, the question obviously involves variable 

local factors whose reactions are not susceptible of gener- 

alization. These variable factors my even preclude a 

general "yes" or "no" in answer to the question. ; 

Second, too little is known about the actual re- 

lations cof the species to their environment and to each 

other to allow of reaching an answer by inductive reasoning. 

Third, the question seemsto involve eneeonstan® 

 fector;s-nemeiyy the law of hybrids, from which important



conclusions bearing on rules of practice can easily be des 

duced. 

Fourth, the question can in some degree be il- 

luminated empirically from actual observations. 

The United States Bureau of Fisheries is authority 

for the statement that trout hybrids so far studied have 

been fertile, but decreasingly so with successive genera- 

tions. The Bureau believes, however, that hybridization 

is rare, but states that nobody knows exactly how rare. 

The law of hybrids would indicate that any trout 

hybrids which do occur are infertile, or at least less fovtcls 

than the pure stock, In either case the existence of hybrids 

would reduce the productive capacity of the water in which 

they occur. They must necessarily consume food which might 

be feeding fertile fish. 

: The actual observations of the writer, though 

meagre and confined to the Southwest, are as follows: 

1. Rainbow, eastern brook, cutthroat, and German 

brown trout have been indiscriminately mixed with the native 

plack-spotted trout of our southwestern streams. 

2. Where so mixed, it is commonly believed by 

fishermen that (a) the rainbows and natives have crossed 

extensively, although the alleged hybrids have never been 

scientifically identified as such; (b) the German brown has 

not hybridized but is preying extensively on the others and 

iden



is becoming predominant; (c) the eastern brooks have not 

hybridized (for the obvious reason that they spawn in the 

fall and camot hybridize with spring-spawning species). 

3. It is the writer's impression that the streams 

Stocked with several species do no$ “stand up" under the 

drain of heavy fishing quite as well as those with only . 

one species. One of the most resistant streams know to 

the writer is Sabino Canyon on the Coronado National Forest, 

almost on the Mexican boundary. It was stocked once with 

eastern brook trout in 1908, has been heavily fished ever 

since, and showed no sign of giving out until this year. Much 

less resistant is the Pecos River on the Santa Fe National 

Forest, a much larger stream. It has been stocked every 

year with natives, rainbows, and German brown, and is no 

more heavily fished,in proportion to its size, than the Sabino. 

These impressions are, of course, merely indicative. / 

It appears therefore that available knowledge on 

the question of mixing species may be summarized as follows: 

1. Species of trout spawning at the same time may 

hybridize. More kmowledge is needed on when and to what ex- 

tent. 

2. These hybrids are less productive, and there- 

fore less desirable, than pure stock, More knowledge is 

needed on how much their reproductive capacity is reduced. 

From the foregoing conclusions the Southwestern 

oo,



District of the Forest Service has arrived at and is now 

adhering to the following rules of practice in stocking 

trout waters in the National Forests of Arizona and New 

Mexicos 

: RULES FOR STOCKING PRACTICE 

1. Nature, in stocking trout waters, wticks to 
one species. The Forest Service will do likewise where 
mixing has not already occurred, 

2. Empty waters will be stocked with the species 
that seems most suitable. Where there is danger of de- 
pletion through heavy fishing, avoid rainbows, Where there 
is danger of the water being too warm, avoid natives and 
eastern brook. Where a lake is large or mud-bottomed or 
warm or otherwise liable to produce large logy non-rising 
fish, avoid natives. 

3. Stocked waters will not be further mixed. 
Restock with the best adapted species, natives always pre- 
ferred. 
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a) Bird Plan for University Campus. = 

As a result of an inspection of the University Campus yesterday morning —_ 

EM Seemwto and wysel?, 1 resumen the following meesures to inerease te : 
| . ettractivensss of the University grounds from the standpoint of birds, = 

e . Gover and Food Plants. Northwest of Rodey Hall, near the clump of wild 

banbeos, and north of the garden where it adjoins the golf course; are two =o 

_ Srroyas or sinks, which have been dammed and where weter collects. Both of o 

- these places should be ‘Pjented thickly next March with the native gray willow at 

; the rate of at least one or two cuttings per square yard. These cuttings may be 2 

obtained anywhere along the Rie Grande and should be 18 inches long, thrust about 

. 16 inches into the ground. By cutting the diteh bank, the ground ean be previously 

softened for this purpose, Within a year these cuttings will produce a dense = 

thicket end afford edairable cover for birds. 1 do not advocate these bush 

willows along the ditches thomselves for fear of clogging them, and spoiling : 

their accessibility for garden work. : 

The outside edges of the ditches which surround the garden should be 5 

ee planted with yellow willow cuttings approximately 20 feet apart with the idea 3 

of training them to a single stem and to about the height of 6 feet and then _ = 

: pollerding then. These pollarded willows will be very effective from a land= 

ue scaping standpoint and will also furnish good cover for birds without npekitg < 

the ditches. Cuttings may be used from the size of small switches such as 2S 

: “govomanied for gray willows to the size of limbs 8 or 10 feet long jie ee oe 

into the ground 1ks fense poste. The larger the cuttings, the quicker results 7 3 
2 se : oe 

\ : as 
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will be obtained. There is one yellow willow on the R. E, Diets farm fron which a 

these-cuttings could be obtained. Some nursery houses also hendle these willows. — = 

2 ; ‘ Scattered in among the willows in places as widely separate as & 

: possible, there should also be half a dozen milberry trees planted as sumer =e 

; feed for birds. Mulberry trees can be bought for about 50¢ each from any nursery. a 

: By selecting several varieties, a succession of berry crops can be obtained. : ae 

; At various places on the campus, and especially around the walls : | 

| of buildings, the following food and cover crops could be planted to very good = . 

: advantage: ee 

= Berberis Thunbergii, shrub, 2 feet high, berries are good winter - 
a : _ feed, Obtained from any nursery. _ 2 _ 

Algerite, evergreen shrub, 10 fect high, berries are good winter 
: : feed. Can be dug up at sertain places in the Mountains. : 

k Red Berried Elder, shrub, 10 feet high, berrics are excellent - f 
: sumer feed. Can be dug up almost anywhere in the mountains. ey 

Mountain Chokecherry, shrub, 10 feet high, fruit is excellent as 
: , summer feed. Can be dug up almost anywhere in the mountains. : ooh 

: Hackberry, tree, the eastern variety can be obtained from same |” : 2s : 
nursery, and the western variety can be dug up at certain places ee 

; , in the foothills. The berries are excellent winter feed for birds. So x ee 

Persian Rose. This is the common yellow rose, and can be obtained = a 
from any nursery or at various places throughout Albuquerque. Very See 
hardy, and makes excellent cover for birds. : fe 

‘Wild Rese. While not suitable for the campus, itself, it would Se 
do well along ditches, and other places where trees or large eee 

i shrubs would not be desirable. Excellent cover for birds and ae 

the fruits ere also eaten during winter by robins. ae 

= Virginia Creeper, Japanese Ivy, and English Ivy are also excellent ae 8 
: . vines to plant on buildings, and furnish berries which are relished : See 

by robins, blue birds and wood peckers during the winter months, Sa ie 
: The Virginia Creeper requires special support, but the other two ~ nee 

climb on a bare wall. : : : ae aoe 

iy : Native honeysuekle, which can be dug.up anywhere in the mountains — : a 
me is also an excellent cover for birds and can be trained on old 

: ee dead trees, fences, ete. : ‘ Sea .
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All of the foregoing plants ere recomended in the belief that = 
eae ‘they will thrive in the soil and moisture conditions around the University. 8 * ‘ 

a _—-Bi@ Houses. ‘Tho compus already has almost as many bird houses = 
Be as it ean successfully carry, but they ere poorly placed. : ae & : 

ae a All of the wren houses should be removed from the trees in which = 

- ; they are now placed, and placed near to thickets and vines such as are found = 

: around the swimaing pool, on the dining hall, and near the pine planation. They a 

oy * should not be lung from a limb but should be hung on a house among vines or on = 

trees among thick limbs so as to be et least partially sereened, : * 

ee. : : The blue bird houses will do in their present locations as = - 

: nesting sites for innets, They will not, however, attract blue birds as this a 

-\ species does not nest in so low an elevation. 

‘Three. or four wood pogker houses could be profitebly added to a 

the existing collection, and should be pune tes trunks of the largor trees, = 

; sueh as ere found north of Redey Hall, and surrounding the pine planation, oe 

Only a very limited suecess need be expected with the wren houses _ 

ue wittl a iacgor anount of vines ant shrubbery have heen provided, a 

i . It would be an interesting experiment, although by no means an a 

: assured success, to erect a martin house somewhere on the cempus. This should - 

: ; : be placed on the top of a special pole 20 feet from the ground and cleat Sean 

S . trees or other obstructions. Martins have so far not been successfully attracted 

in Albuquerque, but Af they could onee be started hore, they would return every 
: year afterward and constantly increase in numbers. The nearest nesting colony a 

that I Imow of are near Flagsteff, Arizona, cs a 

: Bird Feeding. Suet cases should be hung about six feet from S a 

; the eround on the south side of the larger cotton wood trees near the vine = 

be _ planation. Additional suet for creepers and nut hatches should ‘be rubbed =e 3 

on tho bark of trees in the some general locality. The feeding boxes should =e
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oe already at hand, should'be hung 6 or 8 feet from the ground on one of tho larger _ a 

a _ Sebes iu the somo locality. In addition, it might be pessile to attract © fur : 

Jays fron the foothills by nailing ears of corn to trees near. the feeding station, 
oot Z The feeding boxes will be found somewhat more convenient but ue 

_ mot nearly so successful as the scattering of feed at a certain fixed place on oe 
the ground, This place should preferably be among the young pines on the south — ae 

slope, west of the main hall; In this way a large number of junckoes can 

a doubtless be fod. ce 
ae S Sparrow Control. The establishment of a feeding station would é S 

oe naturally encourage sparrows, and in addition they will try to nest in the = 

: linnet boxes, blue bird boxes, and wood pecker boxes. Accordingly control a . 

oe noasures will be advisable. The automatic sparrow traps, erected by ir. Cline = 

: last year. heve evidently not proved satisfactory. “The wire sparrow trap may - 2 

eS be found practicable but the sparrows should first be baited at some point, i 

"preferably near tho pig pons, so as to got them accustomed to the feoding places 

and to the trap, I do not believe, however, that any trapping measures will _ : - 

: : prove adequate. It will be best to conduct poisoning operations during the a 

: winter months in accordance with the general plan for the town which is wae : Be s 

‘ ‘being worked by the U. S. Biological Survey. The poison material should be — 

placed on roofs of buildings, out of reach of junckoes and other valuable birds, - ae - 

é and should be in charge of one man responsible for the operation. One nl : a: 

Se clduelid winld deubAless remove the sperrove frei the delghbochdel, ant G0 oe 

et ica Cc aacpas for BA Lenek 0 yoor,. the doteila a the method to be ; . 
‘, recomended by the Biological Survey are not yet mown to me, but will be 3 3 

: obtainable during the early part of the coming winter. - . : = 

ALBUQUERQUE GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION ay 
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3 ns * low tozieg 46 not only a state full of bird Mfo- itis 

a 7 veritable aviary, Tt is a bird-garden, in which are gathored, under < a 

| one roof, as it were, representatives of bird life fron the four - 

: corners of the arth. ‘tho reason for this oxtrasrdimuy variety 18 00 
: not hard to find. It erisos from the foot that lew Moxieo embraces _ aga 

: ’ so many different kinds of country. Birds of the arctic tunira - = 

P . birds of tho Noxican junglos birds of tho troolose plains ~ birds of — - 

; the fora ond erehards birds of the pinsy woods ~ birds of the sago~ 4 

E : hills; birds of tho ceean ani air < birds that burrew und + = 

B all these, and more, fina © eugeaiat home somewhere in New Moxieo, gy 

.  Solentists toll us there are over thro imndred ani twenty bird creates native: 

| | t2M etates AF aon ary an, Shey A mt attr the dome 
o trustion of a single species of this rich heritage. _ 
. Te Wow Yoxice a waterless desert? Locking dom on the state, as = 

c . = ; it were, from above, it is a little waite bird which conclusively nives .. 

E the Ife to this vory commen assumption, This little white bind is the 7 

. 3 arctie ptermigan, fvon the soasened traveller naturally esscoiates the — 

q - ptarsigan vith din vastes of Alaskan tuntra, = with midnight ous ant = 

e BG caribou; with the groat white reaches of tho “lanl of little sticks", = 

S Dut low tities also has hor lanl of 1th stele: Ak the mountaineer 
a of Sangre de Christe Range, and ho will tele you thore. High up on — 

a. ae eretie wild flowers, you vill find the ptaraigan, raigan, Only efor tebe
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B; sure, and these rigidly protested vy came laws, and by rewards offered 

; by the New Moziso Game Protective Association for the ayprohension 

3 of vandals who molest them. But still thoy are ptarmifcan, - snow white 

: in winter as they cruise about on feathery snowshoes; brown-white in 

sumer as they make their nests among the lichen-covered pranite crags, js 

| And with then you will find the Little rabbit~eared cony, tho whistling 
marmot, the little drawfish conifers, the seant grasses ani willow 

: bushes, ani all tho proper settings for a little artic island in tho sky. 
= In flat countries a thousani miles of transitional territory 

separates the hone of the ptarnigan fron the pino woods. In lew lexi 
; the two are hardly nore than a stone's throw apart. Fleuking every ie 

mountain renge of the state 4s a beond belt of contforous tinbor, which 
lee nostly within tho Hational Forests, and is ondowed with its om ’ 

: sollostion of native birds, indluding dozens of ospocially interesting 
spesios. . 

: The characteristic bird of the low Nexiee pinorics ie the wild 
. turkey. ‘those Soutimostern pineries are, in fact, the only place where : 

| this typically American bird, se permanently interwoven with our Moetional 

histery and traditions, is still to be found in sufficient mmbors to | 
efford the ordinary traveller or vacationist even a slender chance of 

Seeing ono. “furkies", os Lewis and Clarke called then, are scarce : 
. . enough, even in low Mexico, but if the efforts of tho State's bird« ” 

conservationists are successful they will remain for all time en in- — : 

teresting feature of the Seutinestorn Tational Forests. A fleck of 

_ wild gobblers is a splendid sight, end well worth many days travel to = 

= Seo. . : : s es 2 

— : To the castern bird-lever, tho most amazing porformer among tho | 
ee: neice Bie ; <2- — tes —o
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Pinery birds is the little gray water ousel, The ousel frequents the al 

sold gushing trout-stroams of the mountain slopes, te frequents thon | 
literally, Ho lives not by, but jin the ee-eold snow water of the —_ 
Alpine torrents. Ye deos not oven swim = but walle anong the dripping 

boulders, quite indifferent ts to whether his elreumanbiont modiua 4s 
tho water or the air. But the final toush to the astonisiment of his 
beholder comes when ho flies "spat!" inte the very face of a roaring a 
waterfall ani diseppears therein, Only the initiated lmows that he 

has gone to his nest, which 1s often built on the cold wet recks behini 
: the wall of water ~ sefe fron every preying thing thet creeps or swine 

g or flios, : 
: Hundreds of other birds likewise frequent the pineries, Faintly 

cheeping flocks of pyrmy mthatches animate the pine bouchs; gaily a 
2 painted Immmincbirds dart like little meteors above the flowered carpet 

"Of the woods} band-tatled pigeons boon ani oo in the tops of the tover- 

: ing fir-trees, ani maybe 0 eplondid blue-grouse will thunier out fron 
: under the strollor's foot and disappear inte quivering curtain ofospen 

loaves. And in tho evening the ringing melody of the thrush echoos fron 

out somo still abyse against the hushed thickets of the mountain sides. 

Below the pinorios lies an csean of rolling cedar~coversd foot- 

. hills, Autumn is the tine to soo the foothilis of low lexieo, and 
tho Pinion Jay is the bird whose nenory is indelibly associated in the 

| _ tahind Of the bird-lover with the foothill country. Groat flocks of 
those rollicking fellows wander about among tho spiey groves of cedar 
and pinion, rending tho crisp autem oir vith their merry erties, and 

= conlusting thomolves for all the world like a flock of shouting school- 
: ' ‘boys out on a mutting tour of a sumy Saturday afterncon, Pifsionoroe 

3 . ase 5 :
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: they are called by the native people. The name hes a ring to a 
it which is singularly appropriate. Spanish names possess this . ; 

_ Gaality of musical description to an oxtraordinary degree = witness | 
: also tho cademiees, or little blue~gray foothill quail, imown to | 

seience as tho scaled portridge. Tho word has no particular literal = 
_ —-s Reaning, but it sonchow fite these suift~footed Little follows as they 

dart to cover enone the sege bushes with raised crests and soft 
whistles of alern. | 

Panning owt from tho foothills in groat graceful sweeps, masured 
not in miles, but in scores of miles, lie the lew Mexieo plains. Dyon : 
those groat roaches of trecless country have their distinctive birds, - 

: . mostly quict Little sparrows, throshors, and lerks that £11t noiselessly 
: from one little clump of smakeweed or pimzue to another. Tho most : _ 

: characteristic bird of the pleins is the burrowing owl. Ho often in« 
habite the prairie~log towns, whore he site solemnly blinking at the | 
mouth of his burrow. Tho real relation, or leek of relation, twteeen . - 

=e this little owl and his prairie-dog neighbors presents an interesting = 
= fold for ormthologieal study widen has by no moons boon exhausted, 

: Tho noerly birdless plains ere e fitting interlude te propare 
. tho traveller for that real paradise of birds - tho river valley. 

Flanked by miles of treoless moses, these valloys aro like ribbons of i 
-—— @asis, threading the etate in every direction, and eromied with birds a 

of a tmmdred vorietics. Tn the spring tho gressy voros ring with 
= moadowlari: music, Along the edges of the cotton wood bosque flesh roa 

and yellow tamgors, bright blue grosboaks, and lone~tailed magpios 
: resplendent in black and white. Ueley chats scold from the willow 

: ; ee | Ao
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all day and all night, Sleok waterfowl splash and play on every = 

pond, and wwift wingod doves dart in and out of tho gnarled old 5 
: cotton woods thet line the roadside and the baris of tho irrigation 

_  ditehes. In the valleys of the southern part of the state the | 

traveller also finds many unfamiliar species that belons to Old 2 

estints the vesoseeleved pyrviadintia, the veralilion Plysnteher, . 

ground dove, and a dozon othor semi~tropical species furnish a real 
: treat to the bird-lover. And occasionally, in the southorn foothilis, 7 

tho porsistont observer may even find several species of parctts and 
paroquots, so rare that tho solentists are not yot ready to rocornise = | 

thon as duly euthenticated visiters on our side of the international 

boundery. But they are there, and who lmowa how many other species = 

Ee _ not yet selentifieally reserded. It 4s a rich fiola for the ornithe- 

logist + this berder country - ani truly thrilling discoveries aro yet aa 

= to be made in it. = | 

Yow Moxioo is one of the fow western states which has avalenod 

to the interest and value of her bird 1ifo. National Bird Refuges have _ 
been ostablished on the waters impounded by the Elephant Butte Dan and | 

tho Carlsbad Dem, and the Now loxico Came Protective Association is new 

. campaigning for tho ostabiisimont of a third Refuge at stinking Lek, 

whieh is one of the most wonderful breeding grounds for waterfowl in the q 

whole west. ‘ho bird-lovers ani real sportanon ef New Mexico are meling 

a really oarnost effort to prevent tho destruction of the wonderful variety 

of wild life with «ich nature tins enfowed thoir state. They heve begun oa 

by oliminating partisan polities fron thoir state game department, wnich = 

has reulted in a mich better onforcenont of the game laws. Porging ahoad 
| -5- 3 2
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under their slogan "Romomber the Buffalo", the outlook for the : 

actual practice of wild life conservation in the state is a 

particularly favorable one. | 

. « 
| 
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; HT 90 BUILD BIRD HOUSES, = 

Albuquerque Game Protective Association. = 

; The first lesson tho builder of bird-houses mst learn is the sano a 
Sh Ges Fleet. lense, Ge eusl eciuin mm wish town, sanity « hth, Sees ane S 

= built, to suit the tenant. : = 

: Tho second lesson is is that thore are tenants ani tenants, cach 7 
| Nith Ils own notion of whet 1s 2 house. Zach spoctos of bird deannde a different . 

: plan of dwelling. =e a 

All birds are alike, however, in their vehement distrust of ginger- s 

broad trimaings and brand-spanicing-newmess. In this respect they set many Iumans ; 
; a a . Avoid therefore new ry bright paints, and "fixings". . 

Stick to old-boards, slabs, bark, or round wood for material, 4 

ae Tho beginner must alse keep in mind thet not all birds will ocoupy 2 
, houses. Robins, orioles, grosbeaks, warblers, vireos, lumningbirds, ond Iunirods 3 

. -—-.- @f other species never do. The following species, howover, will accept houses 2 

here in Abuquorquo, if proporly made and placed: wrens, linnsts, phoobes, ond a 
oe the various woodpeckers. With patience and ingemity, wo may some day hope to ~ 

add martins, tree swallows, scrosteh ovls, barn owls, bluebirds, and possible “ 
‘robins to this list. I 

Linnet - Houses. These cheerful little songsters aro easy to 
attract. Any old box with the upper half of the front open, about six inches 

. square inside, and with « kind of shelf projecting imard for a couple of tees 
from the bottom of the opening, so ag to hide the nest, will be epeodily - 

s occupied. The houses should be inconspicucusly placed in a tangle of vines.° > 

A good plase is unier the caves of a vine-cled porch, Linnots also nest in a 3 
vines and trecs. ‘The thick sprouts on the trusks of Louberdy Poplars are 0 2 

favorite situation, Keop the sparrows away. : a
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Wren Houses. The sine qua non of the wren house is an entrance | 

hele exactly one and one sixteenth inch in diameter. This is just large : 

enourh to admit wrens, and just too small to admit English sparrows. Build 

sce acd ud GEX Medias Aecies Restle ak eek ce we Put 

the hole in the upper part of the front side, with a small perch just below : 

“ it. Bore a querter-insh hole in the bottan for drainage of rain water ani _ 

——— a couple of the same under the eaves for ventilation, Vinve inacetebianniity | 

under low eaves, or on a pole or tree, fron eight to twelve feet about the 

ground, ‘There mst be shrubbery or vines near. Wrens make their living by 

eating the hidden insects which make life miserable for the gardener. Cats 

ere the wren's worst eneay. These anuels in theif hypethetion! funtion as | 

“nousers", destroy 25,000,000 birds yearly. ‘You cannot have both cats and 

: Phoebe Shelves. Phoebes do not want houses. They nest naturally | 

on little shelves on the faces of cliffs, but will accept artificial shelves, 

ebout six inches square, if ineonspicuously placed on tho walle of houses in 

geble-onis or under ecves. Use a rough board, otherwise the winds will blow ’ 

the nest off, or the sparrows will push it down. If you can't find a really 

Qnagh dus, eine Sa 6 for edhe or entt watie for the Vande t0 he Oe et 

Phosbes east mosquitees ani flies. Eneourege them. They arrive in March. 

: Have your shelf ready on time. 

5 Woodpecker Houses. Woodpeckers drill their homes in hollow snags. 

The locer euch sangs we iuitated, the grester the shanees: of tering yuu 

"for rent" sign responded to. Sa 

Tho best woodpecker house is a gomtine hollow sna¢ imported from 

the weods. ‘The cavity should be about fifteon inches deep, six inches in 

| @ismoter at the botton, ani the hole two or two and one half inches in diauster. 

| ee ee ee



Put on a roof to exelude rain, and leave the inside rough so that the little 

The next best woodpecker house is a solid section of los, split, 

gouged out, and then wired together again. To make one of these is real work, 

and requires good tools. 

The next best is a tube built of old boards, This will sonetines 

’ Always plase the house in @ tree, fifteen te twenty five feet above 

the ground, and clways place a fow handfuls of fresh semlust in the betton = : 

to imitate the chips resulting fron natural excavation, ‘The woodpeckers 

build no nest, but lay their eges directly on these chips. 

There are two species of woodpecker which nest here - the snall, 

black and white downy, and the flicker or yellowhamer. Tho solem little 

downy is the particular friend of the orchardist. His specialty is boring 

insects. The flicker is a elewnish bird, with an exaggerated sense of Inmor, 

: _ ‘but he is desth on ants, and withal a useful and liveable neighbor. 

: Adventuring in Bird Houses. Fer those who like to achieve something 

; _ now and difficult, there are many special problems in bird-housin= whose 

solution is both interesting and important. The purple martin, for instence, | 

| has newer been successfully lured into making his hone in artificial querters 

in this state. In the East, martin colonies are very successful, many dozen — 

| pairs of birds often nesting in a single house. ‘Those houses are built on 

the partment plan. We heve martins here in the Southwest, but so far they } 

cling to their ancestral houses in hollow snags, preferably over water. 7 
Martin houses should be tried hore. The Albuquerque Game Protective Associa- “4 

tion will furnish plans on request. : Ss j 
: : Ss —s : 4
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New Mexico is Building Bird Houses for the first time in her long a 

history, New Mexico is ambkening to the possibilities of bird houses. The 

Santa Fe Boy Scouts, the Beys Club of the Albuquerque Game Protective Assccia- 

: tion, and the Mamel Training classes of the Albuquerque High School are 

: malcing the chips fly this spring. These boys are doizg valuable pioncer 

work in attreeting more birds to the vicinity of our homes, where we can en- 

: Joy them, ani where, the value of their work in destroying noxious insects 

will soon be better arpreciated. : 

% 
aa 
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For ; a 
Evening Herald 
(Mrs. Strumquist) : Se 

HOW 70 MAKE THE HOME PLACE ATTRACTIVE FOR BIRDS. a 
; Aldo Leopold, Secretary 

Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce. 

In previous articles the writer has given suggestions as to the why and how of 

bird houses. Bird houses are not effective, however, without attractive grounds where 

: birds may find sefety, cover, water and food, ; : 

To attract birds, first of all banish the cat. Cats ave very generally over- . 

rated as mouse-catehers, and under-rated as destroyers of beneficial birds. Any one 

who doubts this statement should read the report of the State Ornitholorist of 

- Messachusetts on the House Cat. He shows that useless cats kill twenty-five million 3 

; birds per year in the United States, and that as a mouser the average cat is a failure. 

Secondly, plant trees, shrubs, and vines that furnish cover, nesting Places, | 

and food. Nothing is more attractive to bird$ than masses of evergreen vines, and of 

‘these the common honeysuckle is the best for Albuquerque. The English ivy and the 

Virginia creeper are equally good, and furnish quantities of berries of which robins 

and bluebirds are especially fond during the winter months. : 

. Thorny berry-~bearing shrubs, planted in masses or as a hedge, are also es- : 

pecially attractive. eo shrubs, the native lew Mexico barberry is by far the - 

| =: best, The Japanese berberry, which is ‘the comnon kind obtainable from nurseries, . 

does not stend our summers well, Native barberry grows in all our mountain ranges, 

and any quantity can be obtained there. I£ grows casily and bears a large handsome 

; holly-red fruit which is very pretty in the fall and winter. Ordinary privet also 

furnishes rood cover. ; ‘ A 

| The best trees for birds are evergreens for cover and a milberry for food. 
. The best evergreens for small grounds are the native cedar, native pinon, and the 

3 Arizona Cypress. The latter is obtainable from nurseries, while cedar and pinon ‘ 

seedlings ean be picked up anywhere along the foot of the mountains. 4 
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Mulberries are a better protection for orchards than traps, poison and guns, 

. Fruit eating birds are so fond of mlberries that they will leave the finest cherries, 

apples, or pears to feast in the mulberry tree. By planting early and late varieties, 

a supply of mulberries can be kept on hand throughout the summer. 

Water is a daily necessity for most birds, and a bath is a luxury which they 

especially appreciate. A Bird bath is easy to make. Construct a shallow basin of 

stones, two feet wide over all under the drip of the hydrant, and cover with portland 

cement so as to make a receptacle not over one inch deep at the deep end and tapering 

to nothing at the other. Leave the cement rough, so thet the birds will not slip on 

it, and you will have dozens of customers all swmer. Let the water drip a drop at a 

: time to keep the supply fresh. ; 

It stands to reason, of course that guns and air rifles in the hands of 

irresponsible persons will exclude birds from any premises, no matter how attractive. 

There is no excuse for shooting around houses except to clean out English sparrows, 

and even they are better contreiied by the wire sparrow traps that can now be obtained 

from most large dealers in garden seeds and supplies. 

: « ; 4
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BIRDS AND CATS. 4 
3 By Aldo Leopold. a 

When talk of the pleasant subject of peace, we have also got to 3 

deal with the unpleasant subject of war. Likewise when we talk about birds, ve 4 
have got to deal with cats. Wobody knows exactly how many birds we heve in the q 

United States, but we do lmow that we have about twenty-five million cats in 4 : 

this country, and that we are acquiring more of then every day. ; 

The cat has an interesting history. There is no record of any of e 

the European peoples having kept donestic cats until about the year 900 A.D. Cats 4 

wore kept in Egypt, however, to4ii cbbut 1200 B.C, and hed their origin from the 1 
wild cat still im to be found in Egypt and northeastern Africa. The great Herodotus 3 

mentioned that there was such an abundance of cats on a certain mountain in Numidia { 

that no bird was ever known to nest there. : . 

E With the Egyptians, the domestic cat hecene an object of worship and 2 

and the hundreds of thousands of cats igs kept in the period of Egyptian civilization > 

| : is attested to by the great caves found along the Wile, literally Zmomt filled with a 

the embalmed bodies of these animals. These deposits of embalmed cats are s0 ex~ : 

: tensive that a few years ago @ commercial company undertook their removal and the 

: : ground up carcasses mf were sold in Evrope as fertilizer at $15 per ton. Who knows = 

: but what the destruction of Egyptian birds by these hordes of cats, and the possible — : 

: resulting effect in the increase of insects might have been at least in part respon- 

E sible for the periods of crop failures and famines which preceded the downfall of : 

: Egyptian civilization? 

- ; The principal justification for the keeping of cats has always been j 

. their alleged good services in checking the increase of rats and mice but scientists i 

a have now proven that a good mouse trap is worth a nef a@ dozen cats and that the effec- ‘ 

tiveness of cats as mousers has been greatly exaggerated. A few years ago, a certain :
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| ship's captain boasted how his cat had been instrumental in keeping his 

= . ship clear of rats, It happened that this ship was put into quarantine, and 

when fumigated, the cat was unfortunstely forgotten and after the sikgke captain's 

: cabin was cleaned after fumigation, there were found in it twenty-four dead rats 

and the one cat, side by side, 3 

The trouble is this; tint when you feed a cat she does not cateh 4 

anything end when you do not feed her she lives on birds because birds are easier : 

to catch than exkem rats and mice. Actual records have shown at least 125 species S 

of birds which are commonly killed by vagabond cats. - : 4 

The really alarming feature of the cat situation is that our bird 

supply is threatened not only by the cats which stay around home and clean out the — 

: birds from the garden and orchard, but especially from the hundreds of thousands 

of cats which have really turned into wild enimals end which make their living : 

in the woods and fields off of birds alone. Svery sportsman knows that cats which 

_ have run wild ere commonly found miles distant from any house or farm and word good 

sportsman who is interested in wild life out here will shoot these wild cats at j 

: every opportunity. = 

Competent authorities haveestimated that there are at least twenty— 2 

five wtttien of them in the United States and that a very conservative estimates 

this entire mumber average ten birds killed per year, making a total of 250,000,000 * 

birds which we must charge against the cat nuisance. - 

Nor is this the only charge against the cat. All of these cats mst — 

consume food, whether in the form of birds or in the form of table scraps which : 

mmmrtiickex ought to go toward the feeding of chickens or other preceibiis animals. - 

Moreover cata are known to be a serious factor in the dissemination of contagious 

diseases. : q 

This does not mean that we have to deprive cat lovers of their favori 1 

pets, but it does mean that every cat which does not serve a useful purpose will E 

oe a pe id
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have to be dispensed with if we are to adequately protect our wild life and our own 

health, The time will come when it will be illegal to keep a cat without a license 

just as we now license mm a dog, and when all unlicensed animals will be sa 

wid by the public authorities. The sooner we get such a law in New Mexico 

the sooner may we hope for adequate protection of our birds and wild life. = |
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REORGANIZING OUR NATIONAL GAME FACTORY 

Aldo Leopold - United States Forest Service. 

When a manufacturing concern with a splendid plant, 

a highly desirable product, and an unlimited market begins to 

sae fall in arrears, the stockholders generally call a meeting to 

find out what is the matter. Sometimes they find that in spite 

s of tolerable efficiency in all departments, the business in in 

arrears because poorly organized. In such case they do the 

obvious thing - reorganize the een. 

It is time to call a meeting of the stockholders of 

i the National Forests, the Big Game ractory of America. In 

the oe. of the writer, it is time to reorganize at least 

: one branch of the hisiaaes: In spite of tolerable efficiency 

: in a departments, and notable success in producing range, 

timber, and such major ia the department devoted to pro- 

tecting and Lites big game is not delivering the goods. ° 

Under existing organization, it» cannot. And 5,000,000



e. Americans are clamoring for more game. 

The National Forest Game Plant consists of __ acres 

; of the roughest parts of the Rocky Mountain region. With the 

exception of parts of East Africa, it is, by natural endowment, 

probably the sian game country in the world. ‘With the ex- 

ception of quite limited areas it is, as a matter of present 

fact, almost gameless. Millions of acres are actually devoid 

: of biz game, and millions more retain a mere sprinkling - not 

; enough to be called a "factory" at all in that sense of the calc : 

which implies an annual production of large numbersof killable 

game animals. 

, The National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico, for 

example, are producing, according to figures collected by the 

Forest Service, less than 2,000 deer and about 1,000 wild 

turkey per. year. Their area is twenty million acres, an area 

as large as most of which, as far as concerns both variety and 

quantity is almost kis Fihbes natural game country in the west. 

These particular Forests ought to be producing at least 20,000 

fs | S



deer, 30,000 turkey, 100 elk, 1,000 mountain sheep, 1,000 

antelope, and 1,000 Javelinas per year. No other industry 

or interest would suffer through maintaining a breeding stock 

adequate to turn out such an animal product, and its production 

would net the eo see tes, Hundreds of thousands of dollars in 

: cash, not to mention an even greater return in health sea ad 

creation for the public. Conditions on these Forests are es- 

sentially typical of all the others. ¥ 

Why are these Forests .runring, as a game factory, at 

“less than one-tenth capacity? Because of the exhaustion of the 

‘breeding stock. If you wish to raise ten calves a year, you 

must maintain fifteen cows and a bull to do it. It cannot be 

; done otherwise. If the Southwest wants to raise 20,000 buck 
e 

se a year, it must maintain 200,000 deer as breeding stock. It 

cannot be done otherwise. 

‘This, of course, is all very obviots and simple. ‘he : 

: question is: Why has the big game of our Forests been so manaz- 
Ihe. 

ed as to allow the exhaustion of the breeding stock, and why is 

ise a : .



: it now so managed that immediate and effective an cae be 

taken to restore it? 

To begin with, the game supply of the Rocky se 

tains was badly reduced before the National Forests were estab- 

: “iiehial. Its destruction was an unnecessary but nevertheless 

actual incident to the conquest of the West. As is well known, 

it is our custom to consider the abuse of natural resources 
ih 

as: one of the essential forerunners of the march of progress. 

We now pretend to have learned better, but we are doing it again, 

just the same, with the game of Alaska. But that is somewhat 

aside from the story. | ; 

When the National Forests were established, it seemed 

dshuratte to make a reasonable effort to save the game from ; 

further depletion. But ¥orest Officers ca confronted with 

the fact that the game was the property of the state, and its 

j administration must be under state laws, which they, as federal 

officers had, no authority to aiid improve, or enforce.: Neither 

was the expenditure of Forest Service funds for game work legally ‘



possible. | 

There was adopted what was probably the best possible 

makeshift at that time. wi Pesan boerice entered into agree- 

ments with the various states, which provided that Forest offi- 

cers would hold commissions as deputy state game wardens, and 

would enforce the sie laws as far as they could without inter- 

ferences with their other duties. In return, the State would 

‘ hg ? 

pay their expenses while 30 doing. The agreements also pro- 

vided that Forest Officers rink report cases they could not 

handle to the local deputies for action. But in general 

\ : . the 

there were no local deputies who would do anything - so that/im- 

portant part of the agreement was mon tty ornamental. 

these agreements are still in effect. They have work - 

ed out as well as could have been expected - which is not very 

i well. Their fundamental defects are dual authority and dual | 

responsibility, with the attendant handicaps of red tape, ieee 

of initiative, and absence of constructive evolution of the work. 

It is really a huge task. The #orest Officers of the Southwest, 

| for instance, have managed to eke out 15 convictions per year



during the last two years. Most of the results have been edu- ; 

cational. ‘sufficient has been done in this line to lay sae 

foundations for a better sien 

Little has been done, but there is much to do. The 

general requirements of the situation are as follows: 

(a) Law Enforcement. The writer has repeatedly made 

a the public statement that the we laws in the Southwest are vLo- 

lated 100 times for every offense that is brought to book. whe 

( assertion has never been contradicted, and is believed to be a 3 ! 

aot. It speaks for itself. 

: The duty of locating and erenuiiie an offender and 

taking him to court is not a pleasant one. The average man, 

: will avoid it if he can, ay particularly if he has plenty of 

other work, which, by various degrees of interpretation, might 

be interfered with. With the Forest Ranzer there is plenty a 

other work. 

ag
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A generation ago the function of a sportsmn's magazine was to tell 

its readers how to hunt game. 

Today, whether we like it or not, that function has changed. The : | 

present job is to tell how to provide game to hunt and how to provide a 

place to hunt it. The sporting magazine has become the conservation press. : 

We readers are ready enough to admit that time has thus handed the 

magazine a new and heavy job. But do we realize that by the same token time . 

has handed us a new job too? Do we sense the fact that the title of “sports- 

: i man", which could once be earned by exhibiting a modicum of enthusiasm, 

ethies and skill as a member of a mutual admiration society, (I speak 

_ humorously end include myself) now requires in addition the willingness 

and the ability to help steer a vast sooperttive enterprise? - 

oy Once when my finekeiel shell-vest wes a bit empty I cancelled my 

subseription to a certain sporting magazine. The editor came back with 3 

@ friendly inquiry asking why. I replied: “Beeause I am interested in 

; game management and your magazine runé almost entirely to hunting yarns". : | 

"Yes," he said, “that true, but my readers went the yarna. They won't a | 

pay for anything else." 

His reply contains the basic issue of conservation, especially ; 

geme conservation. The basic issue ie this: Do we want outdoor ree ; 

creation as long as it “comes easy", or do we need outdoor recreation : t 

even though we have to work and think for it? | 

I suppose some would add: “and pay for it". I omit the pay as : 

incidental. Certainly we must pay, but cash alone is never going to con- ! 

serve the opportunity to hunt as part of an all-American standard of | 

e ie j
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& Game conservation in the American sense is really a new thing in 

humn history. It is a great social experiment. It proposes to mke 

every acre of land, regardless of ownership, produce two simultaneous 

crops; first a crop of economic materials, second a crop of human ex- 

perience, and this in spite of the obvious fact that any direct personal 

economic incentive to produce the second will often be lacking. It is 

a@ highly teohnical job te grow even a single crop on land, witness 

agronomy, animal husbandry, forestry. It is a still more techineal job 

to grow two and dovetail both to mutual advantage. 

Now the conservation press is really the technical journal of the 

American sportsman. It is the medium through which he mst teach and 

learn game management. He is like other technical men in that he cannot 

ae possibly do his job without such a medium. He is unlike other technicul 

men in that he pays instead of being paid for his work. He is a new 

thing under the sun, - 4 non-profit cooperative technician. 

Of course he will have to employ a few full-time managers for hie 

! cooperative organization and full-time researchers to untangle the seientic 

knots. It is high time he established schools to train such men. Can you 

imgine a cooperative group of engineers entrusting their leadership and 

their research to untrained laymen? 

Let no sportamn think for a minute that game management because 

a technical subject is therefore a dry one. It has in it as many ade 

ventures, mental end physical, as hunting itself. It raises woddraft 

from the station of @ personal ornament to that of an implement of pro- 

gress. The search for knowledge of life histories takes on the dignity 

ae of true research. Every hunting or fishing trip becoms a scientific 

expedition. : : 
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Oe The consolidation of two of our important sportemen's magazines 

seoms & suitable occasion to reflect upon these things. Outdoor life has 

already showm & strong tendency in the direction of game management. This 

is simply my personal plea, as one of its readers, that we support and 

encourage this tendency. 

3 “2 
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| es ROSNY _DSVSLUPUSNYS IN Gabi3 MANAG mare 
: Ae _. By Aldo Leopold, Forest Products Lab. ~~ 

_ By all odds the most important thing. from the standpoint of ths 

Forester who cooperates with game officials is ths recent impetus toward 

merit as distinguished from patronags appointments in various State game 
dspartments.- . : ‘ 

. ' New Mexico sportsmen, after 8 years of uphill fighting, ssem about 

to pass their bill authorizing the Commission (unpaid, composed of sports- 

men), rather than the Governor, to employ the State Game Warden. 

Governor Hyde of Liissouri has broken the precedent of decades of 
political game wardens by appointing Mr. Wielandy, a conservation worker 
and officer of the Izaak Walton League, as State Game Warden. 

Uklahoma claims.to have its department out of politics. At the 
National Game Conferences: there was a surprising proportion of game offi- 
cials who thought, spoke, ate, and slept ways to accomplish game produc- 
tion; as distinguished from ways to make a noise like it. ) 

“git In some of the less progressive States the-reactionary.groups are ; 
going to such extremes and the progressive Sroups getting so impatient 
that reforms may be safely predicted to be in the offing. ‘The ferment is 
spreading. tutdoor America is coming to realize that there is no use con- 
versing about game production without compstent and enthusiastic official 
leadership to put it into sffect on the groundg. . - : 

The aext most significant thing to forestars-is the growth of the 
public shooting ground idea, I say “idea rather than ‘bill, becauss the : 
bill now in Congress, important. as it is, is only one of many of the inevi- : 

: table ramifications of the principle of public acquisition of recreation 
areas, their dedication to some specialized forms of recreation, and : 
their administration as units of 4 system offering many specialized forms 
of play. to each community. Uf course there-is nothing new about the prin- 
ciple. Landscape and racreation engineers have urged it for decades, and 
ths Forest Service has actually used it up to a certain point. But now the 

| : 
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Public has discovered it and wants it pushed much further. tight now drainage and clubs have pushed the "one-gallus" duck hunter off the map, and in the Public Shooting Grounds Bill he is Serving notice that he wants back on, and is willing to pay collectively for the privileges. Wis wishes sould, and will, prevail. 

1 
But there are other sorts of "ona-gallus" men in Uutdoor america, There is the man who likes to make wilderness hunting trips, and who means canoes and pack mules, not motor and g0lf stockings, when he Says "wilder- uess." There is not a doubt in the world that good roads, gasoline, and Sumier-resorts are pushing him off the map. Yet he mst bs reckoned with in all far-sighted Plans of development. The public in its entirely com- mendable zeal for motorized recreation grounds ‘to accomnodate tha golf stockings must not entirely overlook the wilderness hunter. He could ba : accomodated very nicely in regions best suited for that Purpose and not \ really adapted to the motorized form of development, "up-on-sdge" regions that weren't laid out for roads anyhow. And I mean regions, not merely a bush to sit behind and Practice the diamond hitch. 

forgetting the wilderness man is such an easy and natural mistake to make, because for Centuries he has naeded no attention - there was al- ways plenty of room for him out on the edge of things. But now our rail- roads have pushed the edge of things off into the Pacific, and our motor roads ars pushing the remnants up over the timber line. All I am arguing for is to demotorize our Plans for thoss remnants before it is too late. 

Ree ete ceed te 

BCEC3S POM YS ULDaN Trims 
(3xtracts from an old letter) 

Life in the Forest leserves prior to the creation of the Forest Service as a Bureau in the Department of Agriculture was anything but rosy, as all Uld-Timers wili recall. The following letter &lves many interest- F ing facts about fire fighting as well as a few Side lights on tha life of a danger back in "them happy days: " 
: 

"tegarding our methods of figating fire prior to our going under the Department of agricuiture I must say they were vary incomplete. 

“When I entered the Service in 1899 no tools o¢ any kind were fur- nished. Later we were furnished with a few rakes, aces, and saws. BR fought a food many fires with nothins but a forked stick with which to rake the pine needles back, and a pisces of bough to whip the fire out. If @ dsad tree caught fire the only thing to do was to Dack-fire around it. In fact, back-firiue was the most effective means at our command in fighting firs on a large scale. It was soon learned by experiences that the draught from a back fire would draw the main fire down toward the ground even if the wind 
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TEN NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN AMERICAN 
GAME MANAGEMENT 

Aldo a 
U.S. Forest Service. 

le Game as 6 crop.-The most important single 

development which the last ten years have brought forth 

is implied in the word "management." We have learned that 

game, to be successfully conserved, must be positively pro- 

duced, rather than merely negatively protected. The grow- 

ing use of the terms "game management" and "game adminis- 

tration" reflects this change of viewpoint. In short, we 

have learned that game is a crop, which Nature will grow 

and grow abundantly, provided only we furnish the seed and 

a suitable environment. ‘oe 

2. The recreation idea.-The next most important 

thing that the last ten years have prought forth is the 

realization that hunting and fishing are an indispensible 

social resource of tremendous national value, rather than 

merely a sport indulged in by a few bloodthirsty individuels. 

Of course we hunters have always known this, but until re- 

cently we failed to tell the public. (Coincident with this 

change of status, hunting and fishing have been divested



. in the public mind of a part of that flavor of whisky and : 

poker chips which once tended to accompany them. They can 

well afford to be divested of the remainder.) A similar \ 

change of status has been accorded all other outdoor sports, _ 

and “Outdoor Recreation," which twenty years ago we would 

hardly have found in the dictionary, is now firmly fixed in 

the national vocabulary. 

3. Official leadership.-The third most important 

thing is the realization that game management will not be a 

success, even with wise laws and enlightened public senti- 

ment, unless we also have competent and enthusiastic offi- 

cial leadership. This cold, hard fact is even now realiaz- 

ed by relatively few. Thousands of otherwise intelligent 

sportsmen are still expecting big results from little game 

wardens, - little sometimes by reason of plein lack of 

; vision and enthusiasm, but more often by reason of unstable 

tenure of office, lack of accountability for results, 

political interference, restricted powers, lack of train- 

ing, poor salaries, insufficient working funds, or other 

defects not chargeable to them as individuals, but none 

the less expensive in lack of results. If we as voters 

would only apply to our game wardenships the same prin- 

ciples of sound organization which we apply to our factories 

and offices, we would quadruple the rate of progress of 

American Geme Management forthwith. It is high time that 

cee



our Conservation Associations and periodicals cease soft- 

pedal ling this unpleasant but obvious truth. j 

4. The Shotgun vote.-Closely related to the \ 

problem of securing competent official leadership is a \ 

third new thing: the growing political consciousness of \ 

conservationists. Ten years ago nobody even thought of \ 

voting on a conservation issue. Today thousands are voting 

for the candidate with the soundest conservation program. 

There is a large proportion of "independents" among con- 

servationists, who attach more importance to a governor's 

promise to appoint a good game warden in their home state 

than to his views on some nebulous issue in partisan 

politics. In New Mexico, for instance, where the sports- ‘ 

men have been very active but until this year largely 

ignored by the parties in power, it is not improbable 

: that the "Shotgun Vote" may one of these days determine 

the outcome of a state election. The "Shotgun Vote" is one 

of the most hopeful symptoms in the entire field of game 

conservation. 

5. Technique and schools.-Having learned to ~ 

regard game as a crop, we encounter at once the all- 

important question of how to grow it - the question of 

puilding up a technique of game production. Right public 

attitude, effective game wardens, ample funds, use of vot- 

ing power - all these are of no avail unless we know how. 
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; Laws, men, and money without skill will no more grow game 

on our farms and in our forests than they will grow wheat 

or white pine saw logs. There has been a growing accept- 

ance of this fact in the last ten years, but lots of people 

, 20 not know it yet. And we who do know seem singularly ' 

slow in building up a technique. The average sportsman 

is contributing too little to the "know how" of game pro- 

duction. He may be a good woodsman, but he is a poor - 

scientist. He is missing a lot, because acquiring a 

personal skill in raising as well as hunting game doubles 

the attractiveness of the sport. Look at the leaps and 

pounds by which the scientists have developed the tech- 

nique of agriculture and forestry in the last ten years! 

fhat is what we have to do for game, and we have barely 

started. 

How and why have agriculture and forestry made 

, such progress in their production technique, while game 

management, en integral part of both, has made so little? 

fhe answer is plain - SCHOOLS. Scientific agriculture and 

usually forestry are taught in every State University in 

the land, and what is still more important, the graduates 

of these technical schools, and not the graduates of the 

; school of politics, are chosen to fill our administrative 

/ positions such as State Forester, Forest Supervisor, and 

County Farm Agent. When our Game Wardens are recruited 

! oe



from among graduates of technical schools or placed in 

competition with them, we may expect similar progress in ’ 

game management. For this reason I believe that the es- 

tablishment of the Roosevelt Wild Life Experiment Station, nN 

the game management course at the New York State College X 

of Forestry, the establishment of units in the U. 8. : 

Biological Survey, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, and the 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at Berkeley, dealing directly 

with developing the technique of game management, should 

‘be listed as the fifth of the important developments of 

the last decade. The pity of it is that these new agencies: 

are still so few in number and so limited in men and money. 

What are we going to do to hasten the process? Until we 

make Game Management a profession we are largely fighting 

windmills. 

6. Refuges.-In spite of our slow progress in 

creating this new profession, the sheer logic of events 

has forced a few highly significant developments in tech- 

nique. The most conspicuous example is the growth of game 

| refuges as a device for maintaining a breeding stock in 

r hard-hunted regions. Certainly the phenomenal success of 

geme refuges deserves to rank as the sixth big development 

of the decade. Pennsylvania put game refuges on the map, 

and she has likewise shown convincingly that big results 

are obtained only by appointing big men as game officials, 

end giving them e free hand in managing our game resources. 
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fhere are still whole states which have not yet | 

heard of game refuges, and many others are blundering bad= 

ly in their attempts to use them because they do not 7 

understand the working principles necessary to their suc- 

cessful use. 

J 7, Regulation vs. legislation.-Hand in hand with 

the growth of a technique of geme production must go an 

enlargement of discretionary authority in applying it. The 

' most intelligent legislature in all Utopia cannot predict 

what the game in Boone County is going to need next winter. 

It is absolutely imperative that our Geme Commissions, whom 

i we charge with responsibility for our game, must likewise 

be given regulatory powers to devise and enforce the action 

necessary to take care of it. Fixed game lews must give 

way to flexible game regulations. The Secretary of Agri- 

culture already enjoys regulatory powers over migratory 

game, and we all know the splendid results obtained.. Cer- 

tain states, notably New Mexico, have given similar oer 

to their State Game Commissions. The rest must do so, or 

eventually go gameless, 

8. Public shooting grounds.-Another big and 

very recent development is an outgrowth of the game refuge 

jd@ea. It consists essentially in the assertion that out- 

door sport with rod and gun is so valuable to the nation 

that where it is in danger of disappearing or becoming 

monopolized by a ‘few, the government itself must step in 
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and provide not only game, but a place where it may breed 

and a place where the average citizen may hunt it. The 

Public Shooting Ground Bill and the Upper Mississippi 

Bill, are the two foremost embodiments of this principle 

to date. But they are the beginning, not the end, of its 

possible applications. State and municipal fishing and ~ 

waterfowl grounds and Wilderness Recreation Areas in the 

National Forests and National Parks are next in order and 

. hardly less in importance, 

9. Untangling jurisdictions.-The ninth big 

development has been the progress in delimitation of juris- 

dictions. Until we settle what official agency is respon- 

sible for the management of each class of game or each unit 

of territory we can have no accountability and hence no 

fi results. The Migratory Bird Law, vesting primary juris- 

; diction over migratory birds in the federal government, is | 

A of course the outstending accomplishment in this field, and 

for that matter in the entire history of game conservation 

in this country. The patience aud ingenuity of that group 

of leaders who conceived, executed, and defended the 

Migratory Bird Law and the Canadian Treaty deserves no end 

of praise, and equally praiseworthy was their teamwork, 

One is led to hope that the Public Shooting Ground Bill 

will have the benefit of a like spirit of disinterested 

: cooperation. 
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fhe Migratory Bird Law was only the first move, - 

more must follow. The migratory fish situation cries aloud 

| for similar action, and also the pollution problem. The 

Boone and Crockett Club is calling natimal attention to 

the need for fixing primary responsibility for game manage- 

ment in the National Forests, All these crossed wires must 

be untangled before our game officials can properiy be 

held accountable for results. 

a There are two big obstacles to the untangling 

of jurisdictions. The first is the tendency of many states 

to expend their energy in opposing the useful exercise of 

federal authority in interstate problems, instead of ex- 

panding their ow activities in the solution of similar 

internal problems which are not and never can be federal. 

The second is the widespread failure of the proponents 

of federal measures to point out thet these measures will 

not exclude state activities, but rather will help to 

: release state men and money for the internal problems 

which so badly need them. 

3 10. Regulating monopoly.-There remains one ex- 

tremely important question which has been the subject of 

endless complaint but hardly any progress, I refer to the 

question of posted lands and game monopoly. The unthink- 

ing elements seem to divide sharpiy into the "we should 

worry" club members on one side and a futile anti~-club 
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group on the other. The thinking elements, who realize 

that it is light and not heat that is needed to solve this 

problem, have made the error of avoiding an open discussion 

of the issue. Accordingly, sportsmen as a whole have made 

little progress in thinking their way through the present 

: muddle. Some of the Ammunition Companies have, but their 

influence on public thought has been negatived by an 

imputation of self-interest which is unfortunate, whether 

or no it is just. Certain Sportsmen's Associations have 

also formulated a constructive, if not a finally satisfac- 

tory program, notably in New York and, I think, Minnesota. 

As a matter of fact, the solution of the monoply question, 

though complicated in its applications, is simple enough 

in its underlying principle. As the demand for shooting 

privileges increases, they necessarily acquire a commer- 

cial ralue. To suppose that the private landowner is 

going to continue inéefinitely to give this value away to 

any hunter who happens to climb his fence in search of 

game is just as futile as to suppose that he is going to 

give away his timber or his corn. Add to the growing 

value of shooting the depredations committed by irrespon~ 

sible hunters and we have the posted farm as the inevit- 

able result, and sometimes the "song-bird list" for good 

measure. The songbird list is fifty per cent a farm- 

protective measure. 

. ae



What next? Must we retire the old setter and 

shelve the gun and meekly take our whipping? Not unless 

we entirely lack the ability to organize and meet new 

problems in a constructive way. 

The key to the next move, on farm lands, is the 

fact that the increasing but needless clearance of coverts 

} is doing the game more harm than the songbird list is doing 

| it good. There are two possible plans to conserve these 

coverts and secure the performance of the things necessary 

for them to produce games 

; One plan is for the state, municipality, or Local 

sportsmens’ association to pay the farmer for the coverts, 

labor, and materials used, in exchange for public shooting 

privileges, duly regulated or safeguarded to protect the 

farmer's interests, as well as the game, 

: fhe other* plan is for orgenized groups of 

sportsmen to arrange with organized groups of farmers to 

restore the coverts and take care of the game, the sports- 

men paying the farmers for the coverts, lebor, and materials 

in exchange for shooting privileges granted to them. 

fhe first plan uses the public shooting ground 

principle, but applies it to private lands. The second 

plan uses the private club principle, but may be applied 

¥fhis method is deseribed in more detail in an article 
"“Queil Production - A Remedy for the Songbird List", 

Outdoor America, » 19246 
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with certain safeguards which remove some of the objections 

inherent in any club system. : 

Having applied either one of these plans, a : 

closed season on the particular area covered is no longer 

necessary, and the state can open it by the exercise of the 

“regulatory powers" already mentioned, subject to an annual 

‘ inspection by the state game department to make sure that 

| the care of the game continues. 

Under the club plan particularly the farmer is 

protected from depredation because he is dealing with a 

limited group whom he can hold responsible. He can even 

get that group to put up a bond against any damage, and he 

can if he wishes be a member of the "Club" and get some : 

shooting himself, which he can not do, legally, under the 

songbird list. 

Moreover, under either plan, he is deriving @ 

cash income. 

All fundamental causes of posted land and song- 

bird lists are thus done away with. Either plan is per- 

fectly elastic, and can be applied wherever and whenever 

the state is satisfied that both the game and the farmer 

are being protected. 

I do not like either plan nearly as well as the 

good old days of free shooting, but I like either one better 

than no shooting at all, But the clinching argument is 
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that the game can be saved in no other way. Closed seasons 

will not save game where the coverts are being destroyed 

and where winter feeding, vermin-control, and the other 

operations which constitute game management are being neg- 

lected for lack of incentive to perform them. 

I believe that the thing to do is to use both of 

| these plans on various areas in each community rather than 

either plan to the exclusion of the other. The Club plan 

will raise more game, but the Public Shooting plan will 

take care of more sportsmen. Both will demand of every 

hunter some actual outlay of money, work, and study, but 

the hunter who is not willing to earn his shooting is going 

to be left high and dry in any event. Wo "plan" that can 

possibly be devised is going to deliver him shooting scot- 

free, as in the past. In fact there is very little shooting 

to be had even now without some sort of advance effort. 

fhere are all sorts of possible combinations of 

the two plans. I know of one community on the Mississippi 

: where some sportsmen, who have bought a lake and preserved 

it from drainage, are trading duck shooting privileges for 

quail shooting on the lands of certain farmers, who had 

been obliged to post their lands because of depredetions 

by queil hunters. 

So much for the possible ways for conserving up- 

land game shooting on farms. Now how about the weterfowl in 

marshes and lakes? . 
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First of all, let us at the outset apply to the 

existing duck Clubs, which already own or control a big 

part of our waterfowl shooting grounds, the same prin- 

ciples of state regulation already proposed for upland 

game shooting areas. Let the state, by the exercise of 

its regulatory powers, close up those Clubs which are mere 

monopolies and do not constructively take care of their 

game. This means that the unprogressive duck Club which 

fails to set aside s part of its grounds as a refuge, or 

fails to install rest days, or overdoes "baiting" in place 

of planting natural feeds, will simply be closed down by 

state authority until it sees fit to protect the public 

interest. Progressive duck clubs will quickly realize 

that such a regulatory scheme is the best assurance of 

their own permanence, 

The rest of the story is publicly owned shoot- 

ing grounds for the benefit of the non-club sportsman. 

Public ownership of shooting grounds is particularly 

adapted to waterfowl, because waterfowl are by nature 

} largely confined to limited areas not used for farming, 

Public ownership is usually not so well adapted to upland 

game. 

As for big game, the future will see a combinae- 

tion of the Public Shooting Ground and Club principles, 

The National and State Forests are already Public 
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Shooting Grounds from which monopoly is rigidly exclud- 

ed. Their area must vastly increase during the next 

decade in order to provide the country with timber. All 

: they need is to develop and increase the game by proper 

savagenent, Private forests, on the other hand, will 

logically tend to operate under the Club idea. 

This monopoly question has been treated in con- 

; siderable detail, because it is just now in such a muddle 

that detail is necessary to make the underlying principle 

clear. The principle is simply this; Regulated monopoly 

‘ “is the only possible future basis for game management on 

privately owned lands. Public Shooting Grounds are ob- 

viously the future basis for game management on publicly 

owned or leased lands and water, and public owmmership 

must be increased to the extent necessary to prevent 

monopoly on private lands from becoming undemocratic. 

There is the whole thing in a nutshell. 

fPhese are the ten big developments in American 

Game Management as I see them. Compared with zero they 

reflect notable progress. Compared with the needs of the 

present situation they ew a less pleasing picture, 

. What is the fundamental idea common to these 

ten developments? In what direction are they leading us? 

; ! It has been said that we are closing an era of prohibi- 

tions, and entering upon an era of positive constructive 

oe “4



4 game production. That is true, but it does not tell the 

whole story. Why are we substituting production for pro- 

hibition? 

I think it is because experience has taught us 

that we cannot produce game by main strength and awkward- 

ness - or by a sheer shower of dollars. We may roll off 

the ciphers in millions of fry or pheasants we have put 

out, or license receipts we have taken in, and the result 

looks big when it is all gathered into one lump for a 

whole state. But when we take a single forty acres and 

‘try to measure the game we have put on it by such methods 

we often cannot find any result at all. Accordingly we 

are being forced to examine in more detailithe wonderful 

mechanism of nature, to learn the inter-relation of its 

parts, and instead of trying to make the engine go by 

putting our shoulders under the hind wheel, we are trying 

to find where the throttle is so that we can give it a 

little twist of the wrist and make the engine run under 

its own steam. 
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HISTORY OF GAME PROTECTION IN NEW MEXICO 

By 

Aldo Leopold, 
Formerly Secretary, New Mexico Game Protective Association. 

Previous to 1914, game protection in New Mexico . 

followed closely the ideas and activities them prevalent in 

most States. The State Game Department was directed by a 

politically appointea game warden, with a meager force of 

paid deputies and little or no accountability to any superior 

officer and little or no support from the public. Any efforts 

at constructive work were hopelessly handicapped by unstable 

tenure of office, limited authority, insufficient funds, end - 

lack of any concrete program or cooperation on the part of the 

sportsmen and conservationists of the State. Several local or- 

genizetions of sportsmen hed been formed from time to time, but 

their efforts toward improvement of conditiéns were sporadic 

and consisted principally of minor legislative tinkering. 

In 1914, under the leadership of Miles Ws Burford, 

@ strong sportsmen's association was formed at Silver City, and 

soon after a similer one was formed at Albuquerque. ‘The ef- 

forts of these two associations to work with each other and 

with the State Game Department soon demonstrated the need for 

& state-wide organization, which wes duly organized early in 

: Copy for laformatlom,



1916 with the participation of the State Game Department. 

It was called the New Mexico Game Protective Association. 

The first few years of the awsociation's activi- 

ties were confined to a general educational campaign to 

arouse public sentiment and to erystallize public thought on 

the concrete problems in need of action. This educational 

work was conducted largely through the association's querter- 

ly paper, "The Pine Cone", toward the support of which the 

Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund contributed valuable 

fineanciel eid. 

The association attempted from the start to im- 

. prove the machinery of the State Game Department, but this 

attempt was not very fruitful by reason of the fact that it 

failed to grapple with the fundamental question of reorgan- 

izing the department from the bottom up, by removing it from 

the field of political patronage and remodeling it for the 

performance of a technical service in addition to mere police 

duties. 

: In 1920 the Game Protective Association matured a 

plan for the reorganization of the State Game Deparfment, and 

embodied that plan in a bill which was presented to the Leg- 

islature early in 1921. The bill provided for an unpeid ecom- 

mission of three men who were to constitute a Board of Directors 

in full charge of the game resources of the State. It conferred 

on this Board full authority to hire their own executive offi- 

cers, full regulatory powers to declare suitable open or closed 

fy



seasons in any locality at any time, authority to establish 

a system of game and bird refuges by proclamation, authority 

to establish and operate fish hatcheries, euthority to manege 

the funds of the Game Department, and, in general, to make 

such rules and regulations and establish such service as 

might be necessary for the management of the game and fish 

resources of the State. The Bill provided for a graduated 

change of personnel, each incoming Governor appointing one 

Commissioner. This was aimed te secure continuity of policy. 

By this time the Association was able to bring to 

bear the united support of fourteen local ergenizations com- 

prising over 1000 members. The new bill became a campaign 

issue and wes indorsed in the platform of both parties. The 

: Legislature duly passed it, but with one vital amendment. 

This amendment retained the state game warden as an appointee 

of the Governor rather than of the Commission, thus, of course, 

depriving the Commission of the full authority necessary to 

execute its policies. This amendment reteined the political 

patronage of the paid offices of the Department in the hands 

of the party in power, and was only accepted by the sports- 

men 8s & temporary concession to the old order. 

While the new bill failed to change the complexion 

of the paid officers of the Department, it must be said to 

the credit of both politiesl parties that the calibre of the 

unpaid commissioners appointed under the new bill has been 

gratifyingly high from the outset. The new commissioners, 
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with the assistance of the local associations, proceeded 

; immediately te establish a system of big game refuges in 

the mountainous sections of the State and e system of water- 

fowl refuges along the Rie Grande. Valuable cooperation 

from the U. S. Borest Service was obtained in the selection 

and operation of the big game refuges within the National 

, Forests. 

At each successive Legislature the Association 

renewed its attempt to repesl the vitiating amendment which 

perpetuated political control of the state game warden's 

office, but these attempts were not successful until 1925, 

when the appointment of the state game warden was finally 

placed in the hands of the State Game Commission. 

Meanwhile the Commission had made steady mw ogress 

in building the foundations of e system of game management. 

The refuge system is by now fairly complete, consisting of 

about forty big game and a dozen waterfowl refuges. A cen- 

trel fish hatehery has been established on the Pecos River, 

and is being supplemented by a system of small one-man 

hateheries in the inaccessible districts, together with a 

system of rearing ponds on many of the important streams. 

Law enforcement, with the backing of the local associations, 

has improved to the extent of trebling the revenues of the 

Department. In the Silver City region there has been in 

successful operation for three years a special form of coop- 

erative petrol in which the State, the local associations, 
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and the Forest Service all pool their resources in a common 

plan for handling the big-game season. It has worked so sue- 

eessfully that it is being extended to the other big-game 

regions of the State. Predatory-animeal control conducted 

; by the Biological Survey in cooperation with the State and 

live-stock interests has contributed greatly to the actual 

improvement of game conditions. 

In general, New Mexico has built solid foundations 

for a system of wild-life management. While a few of the rare 

or badly depleted species like Antelope, Mountain Sheep, and 

Ptarmigan have continued to decrease, the principal game 

species have probably held their own during the last decade. 

Wild-life manegement is emfronted by four almost insuperable 

handicaps: (1) the tremendous area to be administered, (2) 

extremely meager funds, (3) the almost universal astertbration 

of vegetable cover due to over-grazing, and (4) the almost 

universal extension of good roads. On the other hand, New 

Mexico probably has a more active,intelligent body of organ- 

: ized sportsmen than any other State in the West. Im spite 

of her handicaps, there is a reasonable hope that with the 

continuance of past efforts by Federal, State, and private 

agencies the State's wild ‘lite can be fairly well conserved. 
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Duck Limits 

By 
Aldo Leopold 

fr yf The Federal bag limit is not so much a question of | 

i what is a fair day's limit as it is a question of what limit | 

# wild fit the enormous variation in conditions, : 

vi. 9. | Regions 1ike the South and the West which have | 
/ relatively continuous shooting could justly stand a lower | 

y: B “lint than the middle West which usually has only 4 single 

_) fliknt of 8 few days duration when the November storm comes | 

‘down, 
fi Xi fi The local hunter who lives near his shooting could 

justly stand a lower limit than the hunter who must travel 

such a long distance to a shooting ground that he can only 

go once a year, 

The man of leisure who can hunt for weeks at a 

stretch could justly stand a much lower Dimit than the working 

man whose leisure is measured by occasional half-days. 

All taken together, these variables seem to me to 

argue for a rather liberal daily bag limit to take care of the 

man of restricted opportunities with a rather severe ; 

possession limit ang also a season limit’ to restrain the 

man who enjoys many opportunities. 
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Supposing, for instance, we had: 

Daily bag 15 ducks 
Possession limit 30 ducks 
Season limit 100 ducks 

Under such a system the "one-gallus man" in a poor 

region could take advantage of a really good day, when he 

happened to strike it right, by killing 15 ducks, - a generous 4 

allowance for anybody anywhere, 

The city man who has to travel a long way for a | 

single annual hunt could bring back 30 ducks and spend 

four or five eventful days getting them, without resorting | 

to the sometimes dubious expedient of interim shipments. 

On the other hand, the day-after-day hunter (and 

he is the one that gets away with the duck supply) would be | 

up against the season limit of 100 birds or about 6-2/3 | 

full limits. One hundred birds, even under the most favorable | 

conditions, ought to be good for a dozen days of hunting. 

It means a mess of ducks for a family every three days for | 

three months, Who could reasonably ask for more than that? 

Yet, there are many men who noW legally kill several times | 

and even many times 100 ducks yearly. ‘They consist principally | 

of two classes: (1) well-to-do club members, and (2) my | 

one reason or another have leisure and live in favorable : 

localities. The second category includes many "one-galluse" . 

hunters. I repeat that they are the men who put the dent | 

inthe duek supply. | C4 eer: | 
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Of course, the above system hinges on whether a 

. season limit is enforcible. I admit that a seasom limit 

would operate as a moral standard rather than as a rigidly ; 

enforcible legal requirement. But even in relatively w- 

progressive communities every hunter has a pretty definite 

impression of how often his neighbor has gone hunting | 

and what luck he had each time, Mental calculations of ' | 

‘his own and his neighbor's bag to date would quickly | 

become a habit, and no man could flagrantly over-run the | 

season limit without his neighbor knowing it. Accordingly, . 

if the community were possessed of sort of conce ption of | 

sporting ethics, the season hunt would be pretty substantally 

enforced by moral pressure, If it were not, neither the 

: season limit or any other limit or law would be enforeible in 

any real sense, 

A nation-wide season limit on migratory birds would | 

be enormously helped by a compulsory report by each state | 

license-holder of his season's bag. Such a report should, | 

of course, be required by each state as a condition for ) 

obtaining a new license, Its falsification should be | 

punishable by revocation of the license privilege for a | 

year or more, Each state will eventually have to adopt a 

report system anyhow. ‘hy not do it now? 

| pre 
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Such a reporting system would likewise furnish a 

real basis for future regulation of seasons and limits, and 

for a /program of acquisition of refuges and shooting grounds 

} by both state and national governments, It is the logical 

follow-pp of the Migratory Bird Law, the Public Shooting | 

Ground Bill, and the various supporting measures which have | 

been of will be adopted by the several states, 

( The reporting system is no mntried experiment. 

Minnesota has demonstrated its workability and value, 

, The season limit is likewise rapidly passing out 

of the experimental stage. The last ten years have ssen 

" @ steady growth of season limits as applied to upland | 
(ema big game. If they work for ruffed grouse, they ought | 

Se work even better on ducks, because of the more restricted | 

i \/ mature of their haunts and the more conspicuous nature of . 

i \the duek hunters equipment and results. 

os 
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March 10, 1925 

Mr, “111 H. Dilg ’ 
503 Lake Shore Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Dilg: 3 

I have been much interested in the discussion of 

bag limite in the March number of Outdoor imerican. The | 

dead line for contributions is set as Mareh 5, but since my 

copy did not arrive until about March 8, there is a possibility 

that I might get under the wire with the attached discussion | 

of the question. Please feel perfectly free to return this | 

if, for any reason, it is unacceptable. It deals only with \ 

the question of limits, but in addition I have recently publishea 

the results of a seven year census in the Rio Grande Valley | 

of New Mexico which deals directly with the question of supply. 

I am sending you, under separate cover, a copy of | 

The Con Dor in which my census appears. is nearly as I know, | 

these are the only actual figures on the subject that have | 

been published in recent years. Should you care to use them, 

I am quite sure that The Con Dor would permit your use of the | 

| 

i : | 
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article, and, of course, I wuld be glad to have you use it 

in any way you care to. | 

With kindest regards, , a 

Very sincerely yours | 

7 

: Enclosure: \ 
Mss. 

: 
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WHAT NEEDS ‘TO BE DONE FOR THE DUCKS? j 

. - " Aldo Leopola ; 

‘ Men must regard ducks with something akin to real 

' love, else they would not disagree so much about their ; : 

. Welfare, : 

Q : Conserving migratory waterfowl is a big job, and ; 

oe resolves abeoit into many component problems. Spring shoot- 

f ing and market hunting are. the nay two of these which have 

so far been solved with reasonable effectiveness. Drainage, ; 

: i ( nonopoiy)) refuges saath fhe Spt psa bo Prong / 

F in its various forms continue 7. be the subject of meny 

Fi debates but little action. Possibly the reason is that ; 

4 proposals are often measured against only one of the component 

ie problems, rather than against ae job as a whole. 

o » Maybe if we could each look more thoughtfully at 

‘ the woodpile, we would have less dispute about our individual . 

: sticks, : a 

Be This hope is my justification for attempting to eee 

. piece together what seem to me the best of the various pro- 

: s posals into what might be called a mieratory bird program. : f 

how. 0 Sparen Cat Tread adandh wputitearn ha ! 
pes 7 Rafe b nupybaden hated fara to pred by 
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| A PROGRAM POR 

ee CONSERVATION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS 

Ob jective: What is it that we want to accomplish? 

Se 
Menzexthorities seem to assume thet all we can 

hope for is to maintain an annual crop of birds as long as 

economic development leaves room for them. 

Por me, that is not enough. The sight of mallards 

‘dangling rea legs into a storm-swept marsh is more important 

tom than a better car, or a cheaper safety razor, or @ 

. little unearned increment on my vacant lot, or even another 

cipher on the population of my town. ‘What is much more to 

| the point, my boys feel the same way. I feel it in my bones A 

. thet there are many people(who are beginning tojetaze this exe 

viewpoint. Some day they will have to be reckoned with. 

Hh For present purposes, suffice it to say that out- | 

door Americans have no intention of letting the last slough | 

be filled with tin cans, either now or later. They want 

ducks, and all that goes with them, not only maintained but i 

increased and extended. They think, with some justice, that ‘ 

since they are willing and.able to pay for making a start, d 

that not fa Congress should deny them the chance to do so. 

pee The chance to make a start is obviously the Migratory 

ere now in Congress. The Su kiene of this bill must be 

i ; 
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Item No, i on any real program for conserving migratory ‘birds, 

This is why I think so: ; | 

1. The Migratory sa ae p . 

: Remember first of all that migratory game differs ! 

from ordinary game in that the penalties of neglect or abuse 

| are visited not upon the locality in which they occur, but | | 
—  freomner Y, Wh. sayin efpte-, A A 

ee pon the nation at large. ( liked se the benefits of conserva 

| tion fall, as does the rein, alike upon the just and majust.) nc 

| By reason of these facts, the local incentives to conserya- 

| nation itself is the only unit ee enough to put the fal | 

| propulsion of self-interest behind a migratory bird program. q 

| - Therefore, the nation must lead, and lesser units must follow. — 

f Hach of the dangers now impending forcibly il- a 

| lustrate the truth of this sepertion, / hg 

! The most serious present danger to the welfare of 

. migratory birds is drainage. p y i 

, : . We eannot expect private landowners to hold land ( : | 
5 Or cs speed dw porn, \ \ 

| undreined for public ‘pur oe t is against self. interest | 

| to do so. The public must buy the land, ; 

Sani begins by public agencies is a job that will 4 

surely run amuck unless: 

: 4 aBei 
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(a) There is a long-time plan ahead as to areas ae 
: to be purchased. 

(vb) There is a steady stream of money for main- | 
taining an expert organization, prepared to 

: drive sood bargains. “Z 

(ec) There is stable administration to develop i | 
> the lands for the purposes for which pur- 

chased. i 

_ Under the -Mieratory Bird Bill, the permanent an- ? 
prroidel fur by hs fifa AME y 

‘ nual income from iicenses will make all ese things pos- Ys | 

zi 
GU 

siblé. Special appropriations will help sreatly, but they . 4 ! 

are no substitute for a steady annuel revenue. They lack x a 

the continuity sagen Tame to a land-buying program. iy 

: 2 KF _{ The second bigest) threat) to the welfare ef : 

migratory b is teneranee of their’ ene aa ot f 
, 4 A ; 

j The answer is research, There is a remedy for the annual ry 
Z | 

ravages of duck disease and research can find it. There is 7 

a vast lack of information about the breeding grounds, £ 

| migration routes, 164 ott natural enemies of each sreciest / 
Suk A 

re We cannot manage the duck crop unless we know whence they | 
| 

come and where they go and why. Research will supply this | 

: knowledge, but research cannot be effectively conducted on 
i 

a financial shoestring. 3 | 

| : The Migratory Bird, Bit will permanently endow | 

research in migratory fowl. a 

; j 
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: he The third biggest threat to the welfare of ‘ 

migratory birds is the burned-out condition of the remain- ; 

i) ing marsh lends. It is amazing that this is not more 

+ generally known. It is a cold hard fact that many of the ; 

remaining marshes suitable for ducks ond eeese are not eed d 

_ by them, or are used only under pressure of storms or by. ie 

night, because the birds are shot out so persistently that ‘ 

they simply stay away. ? : y 

‘ It is vastly important that we buy marshes to e 
aut pihou Ube weltr Be droruct manebeo which have proved 

prevent drainage, sxe I’ personally think we should go 

further and actually create tarshes on waste rene {Put 
Aviw mete oat. 

surely it is just—as important to make sure thet our present 

marshes are available for and attractive to the birds. A 

burned-out marsh had almost as wéll be drained as far OE 

present utility is concerned, : 

: ‘ (Refuges are beyond a doubt the remedy for this, ' 
yf burned-out condi ti on.) The success of real refuges, shauerig 

laid out, is spectacular. But real refuges mean more than 

| a legal proclamation and some "Keep out" signs. Refuges: ~ a : 
: ‘ Se Seayele ie ern — ; 

mean food plants,, ver n control, /and even decoys) and ; 

artificial feeding to get the othe started. (mey, of course, 

mean absolute enforcement--the Whole idea of refuges falls 

- to pieces unless the absolute year-long prohibition of 

hunting within the refuge is rietaly encoreea.) ill bone or 4



. The Migratory Bird Bill is obviously a way to 

| A get started on tne “Seeds tion of acct date eC Te.2cc6e. 

There is no other way in Si “ht. oy 

; Te fourth i to the welfare of j 

; Ae migratory birds is monopoly. Why do the rank and file in : . 

< Europe lack interest in bird conservation? Because in é y 

| ; Europe the privilege of enjoying birds is lersely a private | 

rather than a public privilege. This is not complimentary | "4 

: to the genus homo, but it is an incontrovertible fact... Just 4 

allow the natural process of acquisition of hunting : 4 

} privileges by private clubs to leave the average American + 

f without a place to hunt and he will exhibit the same reaction S| 

in the long run. It is very much to the interest of huntine WF 

clubs, as well as to the interest of the public and the birds, 

§ to provide public shooting grounds on which the average S 

as citizen can hunt. Le 

: The Migratory Bird Bill is obviously a way to hae ¥ 

: started on the acquisition of Saran Danae zor ote oor f g 
4 ; : 

ing (ee There is no other way in sight. i 

We bare then, four things needful which the 

Migratory Bird Bill will in some measure peri ses (1) Rescue i 

of lands from drainsre; (2) researchg (3) relies: (4) 

public shooting prounde What are their inter-relationships? 4 

‘ : 26% » a 
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sake 4 ‘ | 

: There is a faction which says: “Refuges are all 

right, but the proposal to establish public shooting 

grounds adjecent to refuges is not conservation, it is Be 

slaughter." 

: Will these well-intentioned gemtlemen please re- 

‘ call that if a piece of the earth's surface is made a © . 

1. refuge, it has got to have something adjacent to it? Unless 

that somethine is a public shooting ground, it will usuelly | 

be a gun club. Would they advocate that public refuges be 

| established only to let private gun clubs cluster around 

them? Of course not. The only logical alternative to a 

\ correlated system of-refuges and public shooting grounds is 

to make the whole country one big refuge. We don't need 

/ that--yet. : ‘ 

é : There is another faction which has the Blse impres- 

G gion that refuges are to be opened for shooting, i.e. are to 

become public shooting grounds during the open season. That, 

of course, would defeat the whole idea. This faction may not 

be to blame for getting such a false impression, but it 

will be their fault if they do not get rid of it, because 

the revised bill will contain a specific prohibition against 

Beant od a cikecea as refuge ¢o-shootine at any time. 

To my mind refuges and public shooting grounds are - 

no more incompatible than work and rest, than seed time and 

i oWe



fit ; : : 

: 

| harvest, If it is a paradox to combine them in one bill or 

on one marsh, then the whole of animate creation is likewise 

a paradox, They are the two complementary elements of ; 

generation and utilization that must compose any system of : 

. ‘sustained production of living things. If the two elements 

are properly balanced, the system is good. If they are 

iuereeriy palanced, the balence can be corrected. If eithe 

| element is lacking, it is no system at all. ~ : amd ne 
Be oud Tae red 

: Research, by finding the facts of migration, will 

fs show where refuges sre needed. By learning about dasey. Lt 

| will show what and how to plant to make the refuges attractive 

, to the birds. By learning about vermin, it will show how the | 

| huge annual loss of eggs and young can be reduced. By learn- 

} 1 ing about disease, it will avert terrific losses, especially 

in the alkaline lakes of the West. 

| Whewe, then, are the four wain things which the 

; Mi Ss Bi art wa in some measure omplish. In sretory Bird, Bi iL 8 sure accomplish. i 

what measure? ' : Le 

: ‘ It is estimated that the revenue from the migratory J ve 

: bird hunting licenses required by the bill will vearound 

3 @ million dollars a year. 

! ; There are that. many acres of drained and threatened 

marshes to be acquired and developed for the use of migratory 

birds, my oriny Male alone, a 

i Bou : ‘ 
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oe In the West, where lekes are drying up, and i j 

millions of fowl are dying of disease, waste irrigation 

water needs to be purchased and dykes built to restore 

_ normal conditions. ne » 

4 . &11 along the sea. coast, where domh eakate bon | 

are ‘bine into the home of the birds, millions of acre oy 

of tidal marshes need to be acquired and permanently 

established as refuges or as public shooting grounds. ‘c 

All over the country the drainage dredge is eat- 

ing its way into remnants of lake and marsh land which are‘ | 

actually of more publie value for recreation than for 

' agriculture. 

Is a million a year enough to take care of this 

: situation? It is a good start, but is it enough? | 

‘ Obviously not. Moreover it would be unsound | 

government to thrust upon federal agencies jobs which the | 

» local governments can handle. What are those jobs? 

. 2. State and Municipal Refuges and Shooting Grounds: | 

; a ‘An refuges and public shooting ground projects | y | 

| are rather plainly of two kinds, of local and national \ | 

nee s significance, respectively. let us examine some samples: | 

Q (a) The Upper Mississippi Refuge is obviously . | 

| interstate in its geography, and national in its inpastaawed , 

| ~9= 
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| p.It is one of the great national highways of the migratory J 

hosts. af “? 

(b>) Klamath Lake was drained, agriculture has - 

| fizzled, and it now lies waste. It lies in two States. a ‘ 

| It needs to be restored. \ - ly 

(c) Great Salt Lake oo one State, but vo . 

| fmough ducks die of disease in t+e-atjerest marshes to 

a supply half the West. med fresh water which formerly 

fed themq mershes has been diverted for irrigation. 

f Enough waste irrigation water needs to be bought to freshen woe 

. them during the critical season. 

| Who shall do these jobs? Right on the face of 

: them, they are interstate and therefore Federal. The | 

C | Migratory Bird ae would in the course of a few years | 

: : make a handsome showing of progress‘ on these Promega ett 

federal projects. ; 

| | : But there are innumerable other projects which 

: are just as dhviousis local. These are just as important, 

: and in the long run will ageresate a bheder cost than the : 

Bo,  Ciidetiieiniceks Federal projects. There are half a dozen 

| ee within a half day's drive of my home tow. a 

Why then, should not every State eet to work and : 

pass its owe measures for financing refuges and public 

' fe.) 
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Shooting grounds? There are certain political sentlemen 

: who, when they see the Federal bill, rise up and, shout 

, loudly for States’ rights. Their usefulness would be 

3 greatly enhanced if they wént home and started some State : 

Bi action. Surely there is room enough and to spare’ for all 

the funds and ell the wisdom and energy which the States 

can bring to bear on the migratory bird problem. As for 

; States’ rights, it would be 4 fine thing if these 

political gentlemen could:all be given a free trip out to 

Klamath, ,or Salt Lake, and there given a chance to apply 

their doctrine, 

Not only is there crying need for the states to oe 

supplement the Federal program, but there is likewise: need 

” tex municipalities, counties, corporations, clubs, and 

conservation associations to create small local refuses and ae 

shooting grounds supplementing the State spatene** Wik ere 

a municipal refuge and ducking ground just as logical a move 

85 & municipal tennis court or golf links? Think how often 

such a move would tie in beautifully with municipal public 

| parks, picnic grounds, fishing waters or forests! 

| The point I am trying to make is that public 

| provision for out-door recreation in the form of seeing or 

hunting waterfowl is part and parcel of a national : 

a ; 5 a11% 
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: recreational and conservation plan. Such a plan, both 

; in its formulation and in its execution, must represent the 

joint and correlated effort of all available agencies, 

public and private. The effort of any one agency is no | 

‘ ¥ substitute for the effort of another, any more than Dane 

‘ County marshes are a substitute for the Mississippi River. 

It seems almost a platitude to say this, but there. are ‘ 

people who oppose the Federal va eos a Bill on the : 

grounds that it is a substitute for work which the states f 

j can do. I suppose there are others who would reverse the 

: logic. Do these people consider the Yellowstone a substitute . : 

for Itasca? Do they argue that there is no need for Itasca in , 

_ view of the Cook County Forest Preserve? Can't they see that 

joint federal, state, and loeal action is the only mechanism 4 

this far devised for getting performance on big jobs in 

conservation? May be they have a better mechanism up their 

sleeves. If so, shey should pull it out and let the public 

see it. i‘ 

ee 3, Rest Days: tae 

| Refuges are not practicable in all situations. Ge oe 

“A you have an, open lake a@mile across, it is usually not 

a practicable to draw a paper line around a quarter of it and 4 

i \ administer it a refuge. For such layouts there is, however, } 

- - an entirely feasible alternative in the establishment of , ’ 

ee te me te , 
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rest days, i.e. days during the regular open season on . 

which no shooting is allowed on a particular area. 

Certain days of each week are usually designated. 

: Rest days are local in their very nature. They 

are not necessarily established uy rinel lations Many Je 

‘clubs use them effectively in the form of rules or by-laws. 

(imerever there cannot be refuges, there should be rest says) mt 

gy Ci reviie shooting grounds will eventually need rest days, : 

| even where adjacent refuges are established. ; 

a. ~,- Rest days offer an enormous field for tmproving Th ayo 

ook bthe vudhea out eoniti of) or oak Foxes, ena men aang 

\ purely local action,) The field hes barely been ouanake Ton 

J Our progress in developing it will be an excellent test of 

‘ \ the capacity of our sportsmen for local self-government. 

Possibly the state conservation departments and even federal 

| agencies should temper the exercise of their regulatory 

powers in accordance with the sufficiency of local action in : 

such matters as rest days. Certainly they should exercise 

1 . leadership in inducing local agencies to establish rest days. 

| i / Speaking of leadership, it must make the angels 

: weep to hear wwe obstructionists then+hey-oppose—the 

nisretery—bird—pbidd, orate about “more federal game wardens” 

as if they vere mere policemen. In what century do these 

| y A154 . :
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\ obstructionists live and think and have their being? Have 

they ever seen a federal game warden? I could show them 

werdens who have revolutionized the attitude of whole states 

‘ without making an arrest once a year. A game warden in any 

modern sense is not a policeman, he is an educator, a leader 

‘ who teaches people the. objectsof law and what they have to ; ‘ 

; : gain by cooperating in furtherance of shees objects. 

; eo far I have dealt mostly with governmental 

measures and the necessity for governmental leadership all 

dow the line. But we must not lose sight of the basic fact 

: that par decupnti action is of little avail except as a 

f supplement to a private action, and that leadership’ by 

public officials is most effective when backed by authority. : 

; This leads us to a new but I think necessary item in any 

: national program for conservation of migratory birds, 

: namely: : : 

: : 5 ate 8 ng : Pest rat dagurron— | 4: Resulation of ~— te shoptine oer ; “Tha f 

i Lean best illustrate by citing a certain club which 

co owns 2 large and excellent shooting ground surrounded by 

.  @rained land. . ; 

Several years ago the progressive elements in this 

i club passed a rule establishing a refuge in the middle of its 

Ri sive holdine$, The refuge worked like a charm. It worked so well ‘| 

Ps a ene ; 
Poe Cee th The tan deblans prevesled by Te Refuge Blt 
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that the unprogressive members could not endure to see the 

big rafts of mallards feeding contentedly within its 

boundaries. They called a hurry-up meeting, abolished the : 

refuge, and soon burned out the ducks from further use of 

their erstwhile resting place. 

Now this packslidine was a matter of public as 

| well of private interest. With nothing but drained land 

round about, it meant that all the ducks in the county 

hed to spend the day in the middle of the Mississippi. The 

little public shooting which remains in that region was oe 

injured. The public duck supply was injured. Why shouldn't 

the State conservation department urge that club to re- 

establish its refuge, and failing response, clap a alapee { 

season on its entire grounds? : 

4 This is not an anti-club argument. It is an 

; argument for the public regulation of clubs which fail to ; | 

regulate themselves. Especially when the public has | 

t established refuges and rest days and planted food-plants 

on public marsh lands, why shouldn't it require private clubs 

; ; - to do at least as well? 4 

: Obviously it should, and obviously the job is one , 

for the States. All clubs should be licensed, should be | j 

given an annual inspection by a competent State conservation ‘ 

: ~15- !



| 
_ officer, and closed down if the inspection reveals a lack of 

reasonable regard for the public interest. . s 

Of course most clubs are actually more progressive | 

than the surrounding public. It is only the backward ones 

_ that would ever need: to be forced into line. ee 

5. Regulation of Overshooting: Qu alt - \ 

‘ : In addition to and sometimes independent of the 

aK (sumed-out) eonas tion of shooting grounds, there is the important 

question of regulating the number of birds legally killable. 

The stoppage of spring and market shooting of course wiped. out 

the major part of the overshooting problem, but there is a 

residual problem still unsolved. It includes but is bieger 

ee than the question of daily bag limit per person. A group or 

< > a@ locality or a region may be over-killing, either in point 

? of numbers, or in point of season, or in point of methods, 

Ny or in point of erippline loss. The present problem involves 

all these ee ‘ane iene is related to the adequacy x 

of refuges and rest days in each region. Finding a fair 

. method of regulating overshooting which will meet the vagaries 

of ducks, regions, climates, and humans, and which will be 

| enforceable, is a much more intricate puzzle then I myself 

once thought. I-have no specific solution. I am ofthe . 

opinion, however, that there are some remediable defects in £ 

our present system. i 

i | “16- ) Ye bei rs ‘ 
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One fect stands out clearly: The enormous 8S : 

variability of regional as well as local conditions. ‘There a J 

are whole regions where shooting is much less dependent 

i ; on storms than others, and usually these regions of steady } 

: shooting have a longer season as well as a greater proportion $ 

: of suitable days in which to shoot. The Southwest is an os 

exanpie. ( ost localities in the Southwest have over twof" 2 | 

) months during whichy reughl yy half the days are "good." / Here | 

i in Wisconsin few areas have more than three weeks of compar 

able season, of which maybe a third of the days are "good." : | 

; Should both have the same limitations of kill? 

Another of the few questions which stand out clearly — 

A : is that of reasonable federal maxima, within which the states : 

Ry can regulate bag limits. Admitting that the hunter in an 

* "unsteady" region should be given the chance to make a d 

: <t relatively big bag’ when he does finally have the chance, what 

s is a big bag? There seaus to me to.be a growing conviction 

that the present federal maximum of 25 per day is too big. i 

x I live in as "unsteady" a place as I have eer ask but I 

know of few local hunters who are not satisfied to stop at : ; 

g the State limit of 15 on the very occasional "good day” which 

it _ offers that many ducks. Is it logical for the federal : 

4 regulations to allow 25 in the regions having a longer and “al 

: SLT nar f 
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better season? Cae 

This psychology of bag limits is a queer thine. NS 

: George Shiras IIT cites a Michisan County in which, up to 

1895, about 300 deer licenses were issued each year. There 

| 7 had been no bag limit up to that time. In 1895 a bag limit lv 

of five bucks was established. Immediately the number of x 

licenses doubled, and everybody tried to "Piao up” his ye 

| Yimit of five male dear, Doesn't this case illuminate the | S 

yi mentel processes of, those hunters who are alleged to oppose| : 

_ the reduction of the present maximum on ducks? Isn't the V3 

main reason why it takes 25 ducks to make them happy the zack 

that the federal regulations inadvertently set up 25 cuore | 2 S 

. as the definition of a mighty hunter? ‘ P 

Regulsting limits is in my opinion a pressing 

question, but less pressing than the preceding items of this . 

program. Moreover it is not so clear just what should be 

done, and who should do it. More states should institute 

| j a compulsory report of game killed from each license holder 

| so that nore actual data will be available on just what 

| 3 conditions are. Personally I ‘etl that either a regional 

| differentiation of the federal maximum, or a moderate nation- 

| - wide reduction of the present federal maximum, is needed and 

| would be practicable, but I realize that I heave not enough 

| Z evidence to absolutely prove it. . : e 

| : . ; 
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: Of one thing I am sure, and that is the futility ie 
\ of adelayine the rest of the program just because there 

LS @ widespread disagreement on bag limits. To oppose the ; 

i Migratory Bird,Bi11, for instance, because of a personal ; | 

i belief that the present federal bag limits are too high, | 

seems to me to be an attitude which can only mean the 

ultimate suicide of the’ conservation movement. f 

_ Of this alsp I am sure, that as between cutting 

yy bag limits and shortening paaocue, the bag limit should be | 

eo ; eut first. The sociel velue of waterfowl hunting ig measur \ 2 ) 

able in man-days spent in the open, not in birds-per-day : | 

brought to bag, A three months’ season with a baz limit of | 

7 -tive ducks per day would be a more veluable social asset than i i 

& one month open season with a bag limit of 15 per day, re | 

: x althoush both would be theoretically equal with respect to be 

: , total kill. The point is that the averace citizen can Hunt &) x 

ms only at intervals such as week-ends, and the right weather 

has an obstinate way of coming during the week. Thus when 

4 seasons are short, the number of favorable combinations of ; 

duek ~ liberty dhth dackawanthor become very few. Moreover | 

the ndaboue citizen seldom has a chence to kill a limit 

anyhow, - he usually hunts on poorer ground than the man who : 

belongs to clubs and who can afford to travel long distances. ee 

UL ort Ares, ata The CeauKS Crot Cutt Hots On mo id | 

Cu Ys (At wb Oy enemmaltinen. ne | 

‘ 3 ] 
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Ree owt | Long seasons with low limts are, therefore, more democratic q : 

‘ and more desirable than short seasons with high limits. foot 

6. Miscellaneous Work: 

Refuges, public shooting grounds, rest days, 

q regulation of monopoly, and regulation of hunting are not the me 

: end of our ducking possibilities. There are innumerable 

miscéllaneous ways in which we can help the birds and, in- 

crease the benefits which flow from them. I will mention 

| a few that I have noticed. There must be many others : 

In the National Forests and in ,the Indian 

Reservations, there are hundreds of mountain lakes excellent 

for breeding fowl, and also for waterine stock. The stock 

tramples the nests and eggs. Fencing off eke boggy shore line 

at intervals, with open gaps for waterin= stock in between, 

. would greatly increase the annual duck production on these ‘ 

lakes, and often likewise prevent the bogeing of cattle. 4 

‘ A steady source'of income like the dollar license required ast 

by the Migratory para’ Bill would finaneé many such a fence, ta 

and send southward many a flock otherwise lost in infancy. 

f Needless burning of erass on marshes destroys much \ . 

Bee: food and nesting cover, usually during the critical spring | 

season. f vm a aS Rm Wom Fates Rites 9 ctr Heil ay 
Crm pant A aereletn') 4 bred wl) dved., tts, Arable TAR Retro Hm 

otf = presets te ogee’; Vt fystlucdions | Ctra; Peguero 9 | 
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: Timber cutting on shore lines often needlessly 

removes the nesting sites of wood ducks and other tree- 7 

nesting species. : <a 

River and harbor works often affect waterfowl ice 

pre judicially when a bit of thought would show just as 

: good a way not harmful to the birds. s 

These matters require only educational work, 1 

This program means more wardens, and more wardens mean 

te more educators - if we pick them and pay them right, and 

if we once convince the politicians that a warden is not 

merely a policeman. : : 

%, Bthical Education: ; 

It is impossible and unnecessary that all duck 

at hunters have ‘the same ethical code. It is possible and 

“likewise necessary, that the mean level of that code be 

| progressively raised at a faster rate than unguided , 

/ evolution cas able to reise Lt 5 

Yor one thing, it is the mean ethical level of 

, duck hunters that.determines the public attitude toward — 

| conservation of duck hunting. As lonsas—the-arerane vOTey” 

: . -21- ;
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+obe—-very keen abort—public_expenditures.to.perpetuate. 

Furthermore, low ethics mean heavy killing, 

heavy crippling, expensive law enforcement, laggard 

cooperation, and difficult leadership. ; 

Many hunters are mentally ready for a higher 

code than has been shown them. Good. leaders can exemplify 

and spread a higher code without making the error of 

preaching it. j 

Ethical education is to my mind a function not 

only of conservation associations but of conservation 

officials. 'I know one federal warden who, at a salary 

one would be ashamed to offer a butcher's boy, and without 

ever mentioning the word, raised the ducking ethics of a 

whole state by several notches in a few years by heed 

wemk—and personal ‘Saanple. We need more such, in both the 

"State ana federsi service. 

: 8. International Progrem: : 

It has often been pointed out that our migratory - 

birds are an international resource and that Mexico and 

the Central American States, as well as Canada and the 

United States, must ultimately join in their protection, 

Our sportsmen's associations are working to this end. 

BAL Covel creme fire prernd 6 fortladoncr og The 
Cred weling ; : 
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: Summary 

This program has talked mainly about ducks, but 

merely to simplify the argument. The action here advocated 

applies, I think, to all migratory waterfowl, game and 

non-gaeme. 

: This program starts with the basic assumption 

| that American marsh lands and the wild life that inhabits 

them are an inalienable part of our datianl ‘savlepenent: 

that the opportunity to understand and enjoy them is one 

| of our American standards of living, and that such op- 

portunity should bé not only preserved as long as possible, 

| , but increased and extended for all time. ‘ 

This program calls first of all for the passage 

| Le of the Migratory sird Wit now before Congress, because the 

| migratory bird problem is interstate and international, and 

| ; because without federal funds and research and leadership 

| there is little hope of adequate local funds and local 

action. Rak 

‘ ; The Migratory Bare ertt is the beginning but not 

. the end of this program. -It calls for state, county, ‘ 

municipal, corporate and private geaieane: energy 

| , best devices ses to the art game ee oe increasing 

the stock of birds, and the best devices known to the art 

| oS -23- 
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of recreational planning to assure their enjoyment by the ‘ 

greatest number of people. ulti 

he The execution of this program calls for(a aittte ) cult 
‘ é 

policing, considerable funds, much research, a great deal 

of enlightened leadership, a vast amount of education, : 

| cooperation, and private initiative, and a love of out- i 

door America that is absolute and without shadow of turning. ; | i: tes) 
ay The policing will be a simple matter, notwith-| law 

sree: 
standing the alarms of those who cannot understand that i vat> . : 

ki 9 as 
‘ t it is merely an incidental duty of the policemen. oe { 

a] . The, funds wil1(be no serious)arain - ne cost of d 
® \ ” 

: ha battleship each year will do it.) Vs [orfervbew kth. : 

eae The research is in-competent hands and requires 

Y only a little public interest and financial support. © : NN 

The leadership, cooperation, and love of out- 

; doors are the really vital elements. It is our saving ag 

; grace that these three things react to each other; activate 

1 one and the others spring up full-powered from that Unknown 

i ! Source whence came also this fair lana, and men to sojourn | 

and ducks to fly up ana down therein. \ 

: , 

| : | | 
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cote Ce of ee : 

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE FOR THE DUCKS? | 

Aldo Leopold 2 

: Men must regard ducks with something akin to real | 

\ love, else they would not disagree so much about their | 

welfare, 

Conserving migratory waterfowl is a big job, and 

resolves itself into many component problems. Spring shoot- 

ing and market hunting are the only two of these which have 

so far been solved with reasonable effectiveness. Drainage, 

monopoly, refuges and rest days, disease, and overshooting 

in its various forms continue to be the subject of many 

debates but little action. Possibly the reason is that i 

proposals are often measured against only one of the component 

problems, rather than against the job as a whole. 

: Maybe if we could each look more thoughtfully at 

the woodpile, we would have less dispute about our individual 

sticks. 

This hope is my justification for attempting to 

piece together what seem to me the best of the various pro- 

posals into what might be called a migratery bird program. 

tame Vina \ eee at ER 8 ;



' & PROGRAM FOR g 

CONSERVATION OF MIGRATORY BIRDS 

Objective: What is it that we want to accomplish? 

leony “sathorities seem to assume that all we can 

hope for is to maintain an annual crop of birds as long as 

; economic development leaves room for them. 

Vor me, that is not énough, The sight of mallards = 

ss @aneling rea legs into » storm-swept marsh is more important : 

tom than a better car, or a cheaper safety razor, or a 

little unearned increment on my vacant lot, or even another 

cipher on the population of my town. What is much more to 

; the point, my boys feel the same way, I feel it in my bones 

; that there are many people who are beginning to share this 

viewpoint, Some day they will have to be reckoned with. 

For present purposes, suffice it to say that out- 

door Americans have no intention of letting the last slough 

be filled with tin cans, either now or later, They want 

ducks, and all that z0es with then, net only maintained but 

inereased and extended, ‘They think, with some justice, that 

sinee they are willing and able to pay for making a start, 

: that not ever Congress should deny them the chance to do so, 

The chance to make a start is obviously the Migratory 

ae ase 3413" now in Congress, The passage of this bill must be 

| 
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Item No, 1 on any real program for conserving migratory birds, 

This is why I think so: 

, de he Migratory Bune Bins! 
Remember first of all that migratory game differs 

from ordinary game in that the penalties of neglect or abuse 

‘ave visited not upon the locality in which they occur, but 

upon the nation at large. Likewise the benefits of conserva- 

tion fall, as does the rain, alike upon the just and ‘aban. 

By reason of these facts, the local incentives to conserva- 

: tion erising from self-interest are largely lacking. The 

nation itself is the only wnit large enough to put the full 

propulsion of self-interest behind a migratory bird program. 
Therefore, the nation must lead, and lesser units must follow, 

Bach of the dangers now impending forcibly 41- 

lustrate the truth of this assertion. 

The most serious present danger to the welfare of 

migratory birds is drainage. : 

We eannot expect private landowners to hold land 

undrained for public purposes when it is against self-interest 

to ao so, The public must buy the land. __ : | 

" ‘Lendebuying by public agencies is a job that will a 

surely run amuck unless: ; 

-3= 
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(a) There is a long-time plan ahead as to areas 
to be purchased. ; 

(b) There is a steady stream of money for main- 
taining an expert organization, prepared to 
drive good bargains. : 

'  (@) There is stable administration to develop 
the lands for the purposes for which pur- 
chased, 

ne ee a Mes Ey permanent an- 
ted fn Ree 

nual income from licenses aii mae at tess Otnce pos= 

sible. Special appropriations will help greatly, but they 

are no substitute for a steady annual revenue. They lack 

the continuity essential to a land-buying program. .- 

The second biggest threat to the welfare of 

migratory birds is ignorance of their enemies and habits. 

The answer is research, There is a remedy for the annual 

ravages of duck disease and research can find it. There is 

a vast lack of information about the breeding grounds, 

migration routes, foods, and natural enemies of each species. 

We cannot manage the duck crop unless we know whence they 

come and where they go and why. Research will supply this 5 

knowledge, but research cannot be effectively conducted on 

@ financial shoestring, 
Rterge 

The Migratory Bird Bill will permanently endow 

research in migratory fowl. : 

: sen



The third biggest threat to the welfare of 

migratory birds is the burned-out condition of the remain- 

ing marsh lends, I+ is amazing that this is not more 

generally knom, It is a cold hard fact that many of the j 

remaining marshes suiteble for ducks and geese are not used 

by them, or are used only under pressure of storms or by q 

night, because the birds are shot out so persistently that 

they simply stay away. q 

yas oes Symon ron nh plone Ses y Dod RO ag 
) prevent drainage, ané I personally think we should go 

further and actually create, marshes on waste lands, But 

| surely it is fast-as importent to make sure that our present 

| ‘marshes are available for and attractive to the birds. A 

burned-out marsh had almost as well be drained as far as 

| present utility is concerned, 

Refuges ere beyond e doubt the remedy for this 

burned-out condition, The suecess of real refuges, properly | 

laid out, is spectacular, But real refuges mean more than 

a legal proclamation and some "Keep out" signs. Refuges 

: mean food plants, vermin control, and even deokys and 4 

artificial feeding to get the birds started. They, of course, 

mean absolute enforcement--the whole idea of refuges falis 

to pieces unless the absolute year-long prohibition of | 

hunting within the refuge is rigidly enforced. 

ae



The Migratory Bird Bill is obviously a way to 

get started on the Sequtsi tion of pedis ‘eda tech 

There is no other way in sight. ; 

The fourth biggest threat to the welfare of 

migratory birds is monopoly. Why do the rank and file in ; 

Europe lack interest in bird conservation? Because in : 

Europe the privilege of enjoying birds is Lereery &@ private 

rather than a public privilege. This is not complimentary 7 

. to the genus homo, but it is an incontrovertible fact. Just ve 

allow the natural process of acquisition of hunting ° 
privileges by private clubs to leave the average American & 

without a place to hunt and he will exhibit the same reaction 4 

: in the long rm. It is very much to the interest of hunting 

clubs, as well as to the interest of the public and the birds, ie 

to provide public shooting grounds on which the average Se 

citizen can hunt, ; : 

The Migratory Bird Bill is obviously a way to get x 

\ 4 Started on the sogntetti on ot era Thad iov punase mhoot- . 
ing Grodnis. There is no other way in sight. ee 

iy We have then, four things needful which the 

Migratory Bird Bill will in some measure provide: (1) Rescue 

. of lands from drainage; (2) research; (3) refuges; (4) 

: public shooting grounds, What are their inter-relationships? 

: ide . 
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There is a faction which says: “Refuges are all 

right, but the proposal to establish public shooting 

grounds adjacent to refuges is not conservation, it is 

slaughter.” 

Will these well-intentioned gemtlemen please re- ; 

call that if a piece of the earth's surface is made a ' 

refuge, it has got to have something adjacent to it? Unless ’ 

that something is a public shooting ground, it will usually 

be a gun club, Would they advocate that public refuges be 

established only to let private gun clubs eluster around 

them? Of course not. The only logical alternative to a 

correlated system of refuges and public shooting grounds is 

to make the whole country one big refuge. We don't need 

that--yet. 

There is another faction which has the flse impres- 

: sion thet refuges are to be opened for shooting, i.e. are to 

become public shooting grounds during the open season. That, 

; of course, would defeat the whole idea. This faction may not 

be to blame for getting such a false impression, but it 

will be their fault if they do not get rid of it, because 

the revised bill will contain a specific prohibition against ore Die eee. ; 

I heen ‘any land classed as refuge to-shovting at any time. 

To my mind refuges and public shooting grounds are 

no more incompatible man work and rest, than seed time and 

; -7- j



harvest. If it is @ paradox to combine them in one bill or 

on one marsh, then the whole of animate creation is likewise. 

a paradox, They are the two complementary elements of 

generation and utilisation that must compose any system of 

sustained production of living things. If the two elements 

are properly balanced, the system is good. If they are : 

| improperly balanced, the balance can be corrected. If either 

| element is lacking, it is no system at all, 

eee Research, by finding the facts of migration, will 

show where refuges are needed, By learning about foods, it 

will show what and how to plant to make the refuges attractive 

to the birds. By learning about vermin, it will show how the 

huge annual loss of eggs and young can be reduced. By learn- 

ing about disease, it will avert terrific losses, especially 

in the alkaline lakes of the West, : 

These, then, are the four main things which the 

Migratory para’ a7 wi in some measure accomplish. In 

| what measure? He 

It is estimated that the revenue from the migratory 

bird hunting Woenses required by the bill will be,areua 7” he hq ' 

-@ million dollars a year. 

There are that many ecres of drained and threatened ' 

. marshes to be acquired and developed for the use of migratory : 

birdsen my oun St alone, 

a



‘ In the West, where lakes are drying up, and 

millions of fowl are dying of disease, waste irrigation 

; water needs to be purchased and dykes built to restore 

normal conditions, : : 

All along the sea coast, where real estate booms 

: are eating into the home of the birds, millions of acres 

of tidal marshes need to be acquired and permanently 

established as refuges or as public shooting grounds. 
, _ All over the country the drainage dredge is eat- 4 

ing its way into remnants of lake and marsh land which are 

actually of more public value for recreation than for 

‘agriculture. 

Is a million a year enough to take care of this 

‘ situation? It is a good start, but is it enough? 

Obviously not. Moreover it would be unsound 

; : government to thrust upon federal agencies jobs which the 

local governments can handle. What are those jobs? 

2. State and Municipal Refuges and Shooting Grounds: ‘ 

All refuges and public shooting ground projects 

are rather plainly of two kinds, of local and national — 

significance, respectively. let us examine some samples: 

(a) The Upper Mississippi Refuge is obviously 

interstate in its geography, and national in its importance, 

. ; ae : :



It is one of the great national highways of the migratory xu . 

hosts. \ ‘y 

(>) Klamath Lake was drained, agriculture has \ 

fizzled, and it now lies waste. It lies in two States. ce 

It needs to be restored, a) 

(c) Great Salt Lake lies in one State, but oy 

&nough ducks die of disease dk-be aeiaeied marshes to é 

supply helf the West. med fresh water which formerly 
fed the@S-mershes has been diverted for irrigation. 
Enough waste irrigation water needs to be bought to freshen 

them during the critical season, 

Who shall do these jobs? Right on the face of 

them, they are interstate and therefore Federal. The 

ligratory ira 011 “woul in the course of a re 

make a handsome showing of progress on these aiceieaiy 

federal projects. 

‘ But there are innumerable other projects which 

| are just as obviously local, These are just as importent, 

i and in the long run will aggregate a bigger cost than the 

destumebiveky federal projects. There are half a dozen 

within a half day's drive of my home tow. 

: : Why then, should not every State get to work and 

: pass its own measures for financing refuges and public 
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shooting grounds? There are certain political gentlemen 

who, when they see the Federal bili, rise up and shout 

loudly for States' rights, ‘Their usefulness would be 

greatly enhanced if they went home and started some State 

action. Surely there is room enough and to spare for all 

the funds and ell the wisdom and enerzy which the states 

can bring to bear on the migratory bird problem. As for 

States' rights, it would be a fine thing if these . 
: political gentlemen could 911 be given a free trip ovt to 

Klamath, or Salt Lake, and there given a chance to apply 

their doctrine, ; 

Not only is there crying need for the states to 

supplement the Federal program, but there is likewise need 

for mimicipalities, counties, corporations, clubs, and 

conservation associations to create small local Leena and zed 

shooting grounds supplementing the State systems, Why isn't 

@ municipal refuge and ducking ground just as logical a move 

as @ municipal tennis court or golf links? Think how often 

e such a move would tie in beautifully with municipal public 

parks, picnic grounds, fishing waters or, forests! 

| « The point I am trying to make is that public 

provision for out-door recreation in the form of seeing or 

| hunting waterfowl is part and parcel of a national 

| | | 
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recreational and conservation plan. Such a plan, both - 

in its formulation and in its execution, must represent the 

joint and correlated effort of all availeble agencies, 

public and private. The effort of any one agency is no 

substitute for the effort of another, any more than Dane 

County marshes are a substitute for the Mississippi River. 

It seems almost a platitude to say this, but there are 

people who oppose the Federal uiereber} Sire Bill on the 

: grounds that it is a substitute for work which the states 

can do, I suppose there are others who would reverse the 

 logie. Do these people consider the Yellowstone a substitute 

for Itasca? Do they argue that there is no need for Itasca in 

view of the Cook County Forest Preserve? Can't they see that 

joint federal, state, and local action is the only mechanism 

thus fas devised for getting performance on big jobs in 

conservation? May be they have a better mechanism up their 

' gleeves. If so, they should pull it out and let the public 

see it. 

3, Rest Days: . 

' Refuges are not practicable in all situations, If 

you have an open lake a mile across, it is usually not oe 

practicable to draw a paper line around a quarter of it and 

administer it a refuge. For such layouts there is, however, 

_an entirely feasible alternative in the establishment of 
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rest days, i.e. days during the regular open season on 

| which no shooting is allowed on a particular area. 

; Certain days of each week are usually designated, 

Rest anys are local in their very nature, They 

are not necessarily established by legislation. Many ‘ 5 

clubs use them effectively in the form of rules or by-laws, 

Wherever there cannot be refuges, there should be rest days. 

All public shooting grounds will eventually need rest days, 

even where adjacent refuges are established. 

Rest days offer an enormous field for improving 

the burned-out condition of our lakes and marsh lands by 

purely local action. The field has barely been touched, 

Our progress in developing it will be an excellent test of 

_ the capacity of our sportsmen for local self-government. 

Possibly the state conservation departments and even federal 

baa agencies should temper the exercise of their regulatory 

powers in accordance with the sufficiency of local action in 

| such matters as rest days. Certainly they should exercise 

leadership in inducing local agencies to establish rest days. 

| Speaking of leadership, it must make the angels 

weep to hear the obstructionicts uhex-they-oppese—the te 

_migratery—bird-bitl, orate about "more federal game wardens" 

| as if they were mere policemen. In what century do these 
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obstructionists live and think and have their being? Have 

they ever seen a federal game warden? I could show them 

wardens who have revolutionized the attitude of whole states 

without making an arrest onee a year, A game warden in any 

modern sense is not a policeman, he is an educator, a leader . 

who teaches people the object,of law and what they have to 

gain by cooperating in furtherance of those objects. 

: a far I have dealt mostly with governmental 

measures and the necessity for governmental leadership all 

dowa the line. But we must not lose sight of the basic fact 
that governmental, action is of little avail except as a : 

supplement to a private action, and that leadership by 

public officials is most effective when backed by authority. 

This leads us to a new but I think necessary item in any 

national program for conservation of migratory birds, 

namely: . 

4, Regulation of Private Shooting Grounds: 

I can best illustrate by citing a certain club which 

; owns a large and excellent shooting ground surrounded by 

. drained land. j 

i . Several years age the progressive elements in this” 

club passed a rule establishing a refuge in the middle of its ° 

holdings, The refuge worked Like acharm, It worked so well 

bree UAE thee revittein stwchare proecled by the te 
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that the unprogressive members could not endure to see the 

; big rafts of mallards feeding contentedly within its 

bounderies. They called a ‘hurry-up meeting, abolished the ~ 

refuge, and soon burned out the ducks from further use of 

their erstwhile resting place. ( 

Now this backsliding was a matter of public as 

well of private interest. With nothing but drained land 

round about, it meant that all the ducks in the county 
had to spend the day in the middle of the Mississippi, The 

little public shooting which remains in that region was ‘ 

injured, The public duck supply was injured. Why shouldn't 

the State conservation department urge that club to re- : 

establish its refuge, and failing response, clap a closed 

season on its entire grounds? . ‘ 

j This is not en anti-club argument. It is an 

_- exgument for the public regulation of clubs which fail to 
regulate themselves, Especially when the public has 

established refuges and rest days and planted food-plants — 

on public marsh lands, why showldn't it require private clubs 

to do at least as well? 

Obviously it should, and obviously the job is one 
for the States. All clubs should be licensed, should be 4 

given an annual inspection by a competent State conservation 
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officer, and closed down if the inspection reveals a lack of 

reasonable regard for the public interest. 

Of course most clubs sre actually more progressive 

than the surrounding publie. It is only the backward ones 

_ that would ever need to be forced into line, 

5. Regulation of Overshooting: 

In addition to and sometimes independent of the 

purned-out condition of shooting grounds, there is the important 

question of regulating the number of birds legally killable. 

The stoppage of spring and market shooting of course wiped out 3 

the major part of the overshooting problem, but there is a ; 

residual problem still unsolved. It includes but is bicger 

than the question of daily bag limit per person, A group or 

a locality or a region may be over-Killing, either in point 

of numbers, or in seint of season, or in point of methods, 

or in point of crippling loss. The present problem involves 

} all these things and in addition is related to the adequacy 

4 of refuges and rest days in each region. Finding ea fair 

, method of regulating overshooting which will meet the vagaries 

of ducks, regions, climates, and humans, and which will be 

; enforceable, is a much more intricate puzzle than I myself 

once thought. I have no specific solution, I am of the 

opinion, however, that there are some remediable defects in 

our present system. — 
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One fact stands out clearly: The enormous 

variability of regional as well as local conditions. There 

are whole regions where shooting is much less dependent 

on storms than others, and usually these regions of steady 

shooting have a longer season as well as a greater proportion 

of suitable days in which to shoot. The Southwest is an | 

; exemple. Most localities in the Southwest have over two | 

mathe during which x roughlyy half the days are "good." Here 

in Wisconsin few areas have more than three weeks of compar- | 

able season, of which maybe a third of the days are "sood,." 

Should both have the same limitations of kill? 

Another of the few questions which stand out clearly 

is that of reasonable federal maxima, within which the states 

can regulate bag limits. Admitting that the hunter in an | 

"unsteady" region should be given the chance to make a 

relatively big bag when he does finally have the chance, what 

is a big bag? There seems to me to be a growing conviction 

that the present federal maximum of 25 per day is too big. 

I live in as "unsteady" a place as I have wer seen, but I | 

know of few local hunters who are not satisfied to stop at 

the State limit of 15 on the very occasional "good day” which 

offers that many ducks, Is it logical for the federal . 

regulations to allow 25 in the regions having a longer and 

oa



Y better season? 

| This psychology of bag limits is a queer thing, 

George Shirsas III cites a Michigan County in which, up to 

| 1895, about 300 deer licenses were issued each year. There 

; had been no bag limit up to that Sines In 1895 & bag limit 

| of five bucks was established. Immediately the number of 

licenses doubled, and everybody tried to "fill up" his 

limit of five male deer, Doesn't this case illuminate the 

mental processes of those hunters who are alleged to oppose 

| the reduction of the present maximum on ducks? Isn't the 

main reason Why it takes 25 ducks to make them happy the fact 

that the federal regulations inadvertently set up 25 ducks 

ac the definition of a mighty hunter? 

Reguleting limits is in my opinion a pressing 

question, but less pressing than the preceding items of this 

a program, Moreover it is not so clear just vhat should be 

done, and who should do it. More states should institute 

a compulsory report of same killed from each license holder 

so that more actual data will be available on just what 

| . @onditions are. Personally I think that either a regional 

| ' differentiation of the federal maximum, or a moderate nation- 

wide reduction of the present federal maximum, is needed and 

| would be practicable, but I realize that I have not enough 
evidence to absolutely prove it. 
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Of one thing I am sure, and that is the futility 

of delaying the rest of the program just because there 

is a widespread disagreement on bag limits. To oppose the 

Aes Migratory Bird St11, for instance, because of a personal 

belief that the present federal bag limits are too high, 

| seems to me to be an attitude which can only mean the 

ultimate suicide of the conservation movement. 

' Of this also I am sure, that as between cutting 

bag limits and shortening seasons, the bag limit should be f 

cut first. The social value of waterfowl hunting is measur- 

. able in man-days spent in the open, not in birds-per-day 

brought to bag. A three months' season with a bag limit of 

five ducks per day would be & more valuable social asset than 

@ one month open season with a bag limit of 15 per day, 

although oth would. be theoretically equel with respect to 

total kill, The point is that the averace citizen can hunt 

only at intervals such as week-ends, and the right weather ‘ 

has an obstinate way of coming during the week, Thus when ‘ 

seasons are short, the number of favorable combinations of 

; duck - liberty and duck-weather become very few. Moreover 

the average citizen seldom has a chance to kill a limit 

anyhow, - he usually hunts on poorer ground than the man who 

belongs to clubs and who can afford to travel long distances, 

} » -19- 
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Long seasons with low limts are, therefore, more democratic 

and more desirable than short seasons with high limits. 

6, Miscellaneous Work: 
: Refuges, public shooting grounds, rest days, 

regulation of monopoly, and regulation of hunting are not the 

end of our ducking possibilities, There are innumerable 

miscellaneous ways in which we can help the birds and in- 

crease the benefits which flow from them. I will mention ; 

a few that I have noticed, There must be many others, 

In the National Forests and in the Indian 

Reservations, there are hundreds of mountain lakes excellent 

for breeding fowl, and also for watering stock. The stock , 

trampled the nests and eggs. Fencing off the bogey shore line 

: at intervals, with open gaps for watering stock in between, 

would greatly increase the annual duck production on these 

lakes, ard often likewise prevent the bogzing of cattle. 

A steady source of income like the adoller license required 

, by the Migratory Bira bial Gowa finance many such a fence, 

: and send southward many a flock otherwise lost.in infancy. 

Needless burning of grass on marshes destroys much 

food and nesting cover, usually during the critical spring 

. season. 
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Timber cutting on shore lines often needlessly 

removes the nesting sites of wood dueks and other tree- | 

' nesting species, | 

River and harbor works often affect waterfowl | 

prejudicially when a bit of thought would show just as | 

good a way not harmful to the birds, | 

These matters require only educational work, | 

This program means more wardens, and more wardens mean | 

more educators - if we pick them and pay them right, and | 

if we once convince the politicians that a warden is not | 

merely a policeman. f : 

7, Mthicel Education: 
; It is impossible and unnecessary that all duck 

hunters have the same ethical code. It is possible and | 

; likewise necessary, that the mean level of that code be 

, progressively raised at a faster rate than unenided 

evolution seems able to raise it. 

For one thing, it is the mean ethical level of | 

duck hunters that determines the public attitude toward | 

: conservation of duck hunting, As—len=-as-the -averaze votes 

: eonnot dissssociate duck hunting from poker chips and-eprees—_ 

end_excessive_—sieuchter;—tegal or illegal, he is not foing—— 
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_ to-be-very Keen about public expenditures to perpetuate ~~ 

the-sport, 

- Furthermore, low ethics mean heavy killing, 

heavy crippling, expensive law enforcement, laggard : 

cooperation, and difficult leadership. 

Meny hunters are mentally ready for a higher 

code than has been shown them. Good leaders can exemplify 

and spread a higher code without making the error of 

preaching it, ; 

Ethical education is to my mind a funetion not 

only of conservation associations but of conservation 

officials, I know one federal warden who, at a saiary 

one would be ashamed to offer a butcher's boy, and without 

ever mentioning the word, raised the ducking ethics of a 

whole state by several notches in a few years by sheer-hard- 

al eich vieibiah ‘sche, We need more such, in both the 

State and federal service. 

8, International Program: : : 

It has often been pointed out that our micratory 

birds are an international resource and that Mexieo and 

the Central American States, as well as Canada and the 

United States, must ultimately join in their protection. 

Our sportemen's associations are working to this end. 

| ; 
et , ¢ 
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Summary 

This program has talked mainly about ducks, but 

merely to simplify the argument. The action here advocated 

¥ applies, I think, to all migratory waterfowl, game and 

non-game. ) 

This program starts with the besic assumption 

that American marsh lands and the wild life that inhabits 

them are an inalienable part of our national environment; 

that the opportunity to understand and enjoy them is one 

of our American standards of living, and that such op- 

portunity should be not only preserved as long as possible, 

but inereased and extended for all time. 

This program calls first of all for the passage 

of the Migratory piraBiti now t before Congress, because the 

' migratory bird problem is interstate and international, and 

because without federal funds ana research and leadership 

there is little hope of adequate local funds and local 

action. 

The Migratory ia ae as as beginning but not 

the end of this program, It calls for state, county, 

municipal, corporate and private programs, employing the 

best devices known to the art ‘game managenent for increasing 

the stock of birds, and the best devices known to the art | 
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of recreational planning to assure their enjoyment by the 

greatest number of people. ; 

: The execution of this progrem calls for a Little 

policing, considerable funds, much research, a great deal 

of enlightened leadership, a vast amount of education, 

cooperation, and private initiative, and a love of ont- 

door America that is absolute and without shadow of turning, 

The policing will be a simple matter, notwi th~ 

standing the alarms of those who cannot understand that 

it is merely an incidental duty of the policemen. 

; The funds will be no serious drain = the cost of : 

i a battleship each year will do it, 

The research is in competent hands and requires 

only a little public interest and financial support. 

The leadership, cooperation, and love of out 

doors are the really vital elements, It is our saving 

. grace that these three things react to esch other; activate : 
| one and the others spring up full-powered from that Unknown 

| Source whence came also this fair land, and men to sojourn 

and ducks to fly up and dow therein, 

| \ 

us 
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I know no student of the problem who would even risk a aunparntsve " 

estimate of the importance of dangers to wildfowl in this country after that. : ; 

| of drainage which, at present, is the most vital one. Therefore, 1st, 2nd aie 

| and 3rd, etc should not be enumerated, but oi] pollution is one of the g ’ 

| dangers, now a matter of international discussion, Leek of law enforcement wh 

is another, Non elastic powers of State administrators is another, An ‘a s { 

ignorant state of public opinion on game administration another, etc. : a 

. The first sentence is misleading, The enemies and habits of wild E 

} fowl are for the most part well known, Their whole relation to the welfare , 

of wildfowl is not well known, and changing conditions cause changes in habits. " 
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The term "burned-out" is unhappy and for the most part fallaeious,. 

What has actually happened in many places im that the sport, owing to contimous— 

shooting in a marsh,has been reduced to practically non-sport, but the birds feed 

at night. Thus the birds get their food and are not killed, All this has been | 

a@matter of interest and study for many years, even so far back as 1827. The , ! 

areas in the country where gla ta staan which do not provide feeding grounds 

for ducks and are frequented by them are so few as to be exceptional, As a note ’ 

shooting jn daylight does not drive off ducks and cause a "burn-out", There has 

been mach talk about pis in Minnesota,possibly in Wisconsin (I do not know), In 

the former state "research" is needed, It is quite likely that ducks have left 

marshes owing to failure of good supply - not shooting. Possibly carp have 

destroyed the food, om some other cause, The whole subject needs investigation. 

This whole subject comes under that of research, and of. proper adminis- . 

tration after the facts shall be evident. Comparatively it is a minor factor fe | 

that is the "burn-out" by shooting. 

The whole refuge idea needs a new view point and should be treated as 

it is abroad where it is veffer understood. Refuges should be properly 

administered. To do this properly does not in some circumstances exclude 

shooting, rather it imvites it. For the most part the prohibition will be 

absolute (sanctuary). Wet cases will arise where ducks may over concentrate and 

destroy food or become diseased, Such cases need elasticity in administration - 

an examl4 Katha deer. 
hee
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This whole discussion of the relation of clubs to the supply of ducks 

is imadvisable at the present time, ‘The term "monopoly" is incorrectly used - 

no distinction is mde between a "natural® and "artificial" monopoly. The 

possession of choice ducking grounds by private individuals is, like the present 

possession of timber ——* natural monopoly - as such it is property in accepted 

sense of the term and has the same accepted rights. All land ownership is a 

monopoly of that region or ground owned. 

The remarks about "Europe are not in accord with the facts. Game 1 avs 

in Europe, made by the people, are mch older than those in the United States, 

The colonists brought over to the United States the traditions and established 

laws in the colonies @ Europe has always had laws and restrictions for waterfowl 

(most of which are not in private ownership} and often very wise laws pased on 

administration, In Burope the “privilege” of enjoying birds" is not Wlargely a 

private priviiega - - - privilege". In that sense all Eurppe enjoys privileges lack~ 

ing in America, The rank and file can buy and eat birds. We cannot without 

preaking lavs. Abroad costal ducks are mostly liable to general shooting. 

Resident ducks breeding in the interior are nearly all in estates and there they 

enjoy an administration which has maintained the supply. This is not true of coastal 

ducks. Were it not for estates, resident breeding interior ducks would have been 

extermimted, The estates hold moat of the interior game birdcof all kinds and 

seem and increase them at with by soand methods. It is very natant fortunate | 

that the rank and file mst femme then alone - otherwise there would be no game birds | 

at all, 
| 

The main thing to be desired, for the purpose of future American game, 

is that game shall belong to the owner of the land, except migratory geme, Then 

a@ system must arise adjusted to American conditions - one which will cause land 

owners to care for their ou and permit public shooting in payment therefor. 
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: 

All remarks which tend toward bringing con tempt for European monopoly of 

; - shooting in private estates? act toward destroying this desired idea which, if 

we are to have game in the future, must sooner or later come about. 

The remarks on public shooting grounds needs rewriting - as made they are 

not in accord with the purpose of the Game Refuge bill. Aside from funds for 

administration, the object of the bill is to save duck lands from drainage, res- 

tore drained lands and put them in a condition to resist drought and disease. 

Public shooting grounds are only incidental and can only be made on the larger 

areas cba admit of it. It was not and is not the purpose of the bill 

to purchase areas for public shooting grounds (desirable as this is), Therefore, 

mayy areas, the majority of them, will be purchased where the conditions (size 

| and for other reasons) do not permit of public shooting grounds. It is not the 

purpose of the bill to purchase grounds for refuges which are not liable to 

destruction, although that is not (wisely) devpiadon « Therefore natural con- 

| ditions will prevent public shooting grounds in numerous areas which mst be held 

exclusively as refuges, whether state or Sederal, sad the remarks should be re- 

written accordingly. 

i 
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STATS AND MUNICIPAL RENIGES AND SHOOTING GROUNDS, ' 

The remarks under this caption are based on an erroneous foundation - 

one that does not hold and is contradicted by the remarks themselves. 

No distinction can possibly be made in principle between state and "intrae 

state" refuges - the one needing state, the other federal administration. The 

question is one of ducks, not of areas, All ducks are intra-state, therefore 

all areas harbor intra-state ducks, The Great Salt Lake case applies to every 

area in every state. The difference is only one of scale, I can find no student 

of the question who can reognize any such suggested decision of refuges based on 

the principles given in the remarks, 

When the Migratory Refuge Bill was originated and written it was a clear | 

recognized fact, perpetually the subject of discussion since, that under the most | 

optimistic hopes for funds by federal license, but a small portion of the funds 

could be provided for the necessary work ahead, either to protect drainage or for | 

proper administration, It has been the idea that funds enough might be provided for 

federal action in the most necessary kaksxnx tasks needing quick action and that | 

the example and results would stimlate the Btate to follow and supplement it, the | 

Same as they are doing in forestry and in economic biological work and in agricultural | 

work, To get maximam results in the future states must indulge in this work, not 

because any distinction of refuges can be made in principle, but because the federal | 

goverment will never have funds to do it and because it is umwise for the federal | 

action to monopolize the duty of states, Since public shooting grounds must be > | 

incidental, their individual establishment in states is mech more a local question » | 

' | 
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Restxdayexarcporitivexforxqerwalfy ; 
. 

| | 
. Rest days are positive for actually stopping shooting, Often they cag 

induce more killing in certain areas by taming the ducks, In all cases they | 

| provide rest and foods for ducks (the water peoportion) not killed. They are 

| peculiary applicable to very large areas in the Atlantic, ould Coast and to 

regions where ducks spend the whole winter, Except in exceptional cases they 

| should not be applied in the northern tier of states where the major shooting 

| f is only enjoyed during the migratory flight. The whole subject of rest days 

| and other application is local and needs mach study, 

| 

. 
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Site REGULATION OF PRIVATE SHOOTENG GROUNDS. , 

an Though not intentional, of course, nevertheless the remarks following 

hy tend to discredit the idea of clubs, And they emphasize prince ipatiy of state 

action not accepted by our practice of governing, It is ineffective to discuss 

, this subject until we have statistics and more knowledge of all the clubs. 

Mo st students of the wildfowl situation agree that if it were not for 

be the clubs, if they were abolished and the areas they control were thrown open to 

SF the public, under present conditions and.as far in the future as we can see, it 

‘ e would quigskly lead to rapid destruction of our wildfowl resources. ‘whatever 

a faults c@ubs may have, they are insignificant as compared with the ppesible 
ab 

PB conditions under public shooting. h 

Dy k It is contrary to the reason of sound ee men that there should be ‘ 

class regulation of clubs, Clubs must comply eth state and federal laws, No 

‘4 % state can with reason or puextiem justice ask clubs to make special regulations 

bes. which states do not apply to conditions outside of clubs, To present such an 

ts i idea to the public wold invite criticism and destructive hostility among that 

} Ke _ Glass which more than any other has acted but locally in their lands and in its 

er influence for conservation for maintfiining our waterfowl. There is much to say, * 
ia : 

bre mostly on the side of the clubs, 
bal 
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or a ‘ REGUIATION OF OVERSHOOTING, mke, a 

ne SS af 
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a Should mostly be rewriteen, I have not time to discuss it, But the 

 _. felliwing facts stand out: | 

a The main reason to restrict killing is for the purpose of preventing ig 

ees: so many ducks being killed, If this is necessary it means that the rate of a, 

bd killing endangers the supply of ducks. If restriction is the remedy, then ae 

Bes + 
i RESTRICT —- otherwise it will be a farce - the ducks will go down. ‘The most : : 

ig a positive way to restrict is to cut down the period of shooting. This should be 
ee) S # 

Bo the first way to get results wanted, wither by shorter seasons, rest days, or oO 
x 

: 
bi reduced hours of shooting. This can be enforced. Rest days cannot be enforced 

% # aI 

ee and not 20% of those who shoot ducks observe bag limits when the opportunity tit 

at Ke to shoot more is offered. I have not found disagreement in this statement. ry 
Ma ‘ 
ea I-t is an error to assert that there is a conflict of social values ; 
My is = Mot ts 

at between short seasons and bag limits. A short season does not signify ¥ Mie : a 

a i ; necessarily a reduction of days in the season, Seasons can be reduced by a 

ee Ha. 
aa shortening the hours of shooting, A season of half days of 90 days limit : a 

ry ‘ ye 
fae 

cee shooting and is enforceable more than a bag limit of 15 a day for the same time and — 

: io the social value is preserved, Rest days when applicable has the same result. 4 

is ki he 
A Methods of shortening seasons (by cuttingg date, rest days or shoter hours) a 

oe should only be applied to areas of great concentration lasting all through “y 

oe winterse Atlantic and Guld Coast and some other places. There should be no ae 

i ee: blanketing regulations regardless . States that, because of their scant duck a 

Pas : ea 
ons, supply, get chances to kill but few ducks comppratively, should have more privileges — 

aie in regulations than those enjoying long periods of abundant duck supply add of re 

_-—s due hunting opportunities. is 4 
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r Washington May I2, 1927 

Dear Aldo: ; 

Forgive me for not answering sooner your letter of March 30, fr 

am returning your duck article under sep rate cover and want to thank you 

for the profitable reading and chance to talk over with Sheldon, You will | 
find his comments interesting, He said to me that he feared you would 
think him too rough- shod, But I assured him that you avpreviated frank j 
comment. Unhapoily I know nothing of ducks. : ers 

For you confidential information the old Bird Bill is being very 
carefully redrafted and will be vastly improved. nen it is sufficiently : 
shaped up in the Biological Survey I should think your artile brought 

- to-date would be very timely for publication this Fall, i 

: | 
I have seen GP. He seems well pleased with his Wisconsin re- J 

ception and added "I owe a good deal to Leopold for coming to see me in : 
Yashington and so well informing“of the situation", si 

4 

The affectionate greetings of Dorothy and myself to Stella : 

and the debutante, j 

; As ever 

| 
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SCIENCE AND GAME CONSERVATION 

Aldo Leopold 
U. 8. Forest Service 

I am here to ask your help in thinking out an 

unsolved problem in game conservation. 

; We have two groups of men writing the destiny of 

America's wild life. 

One group is the thinking sportsmen. Their job 

is to decide whether game conservation is worth while. 

The other group is the scientists. Their job is 

to find out the facts of nature which game conservation needs 

to use to assure success in raising game crops. 

The problem is this: These two groups are not yet 

working as a team. They do not yet speak a mutual language. 

How can they be brought together? 

Raising an annual crop of game adequate to our 

growing population is no child's play. By and large, our 

percentage of successes is still small. By and large we 

do not yet know how to produce game crops. The conserva- | 

tion movement is big and strong, but it is not so big or 

so strong that it can afford to fail or bungle its job. 

Agriculture is using and forestry has ready for use the 

results of teamwork between science end practice, but in 

game the scientist is still embalming his results in 

ade j



libraries while the sportsman goes ahead by rule of thumb, 

: If science and practice have not yet learned how to hang 

together in solving the game problem, let us make sure that 

they do not continue until they must hang separately. 

This may sound like crepe-hanging, but its purpose 

is constructive. I want to advance the assertion that one 

reason for deficient teamwork between scientist and sports-— 

man is that there is an hiatus between their mental fields. 

Caesar said that the Langobards were separated 

from the Helvetians by mutual. fear and high mountains. 

I believe that the sportsman is separated from 

the scientist by a bit of attractive mental country of 

great interest to both. I will make bold to describe such 

of it as I can see. 

(A) Wheat is Game Management? 

(Slide 1) 

Here is a diagram in which Curve A represents the 

unimpeded increase of a deer population. The unimpeded 

increase of any other species of animal or bird would be 

very similar, differing only in the interval before rapid 

ascent begins. Quail, elk, or mallards would simply be 

additional stems like a bush in a bank. In short, all 

unimpeded populations shoot straight up, and species differ 

only in how soon. 4 
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In nature we know there are things which prevent 

the unimpeded increase. In nature, game populations tend 

toward horizontal. The diagram shows the factors which in 

nature pull down the population curve. They are of two 

kinds. The first kind may be called decimating factors, 

They include hunting, predators, starvation, and disease. 

They kill outright. The second kind may be called welfare 

factors. They include food, water, coverts, and certain 

special needs like salt and gravel. These do not kill 

outright but rather weaken resistance to the decimating 

factors, or retard breeding. 

(Slide 2) 

There are numerous other influences affecting the 

productivity of game, such as fire, drainage, overgrazing, 

: weather, pollution, etc. These are important, not in them- 

selves but because they change the decimating or welfare 

factors. Thus fire, by changing food and coverts, may 

decimate by starvation or reduce welfare by exposing game 

to predators. 

All actusal situations consist of combinations, | 

more or less unfavorable, of these fundamental factors of 

productivity. 

We do not appreciate the mormous potency of even | 

a slight alteration in these factors, 

4 -3-
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(Slide 3) 

Curve A is again the unimpeded increase of deer. 

Curve B is what happens to a deer population when half the 

mature bucks are killed yearly. Ourve C is what happens 

when half the mature deer are killed yearly. This slight 

alteration greatly changes productivity. The difference 

between B and C represents the mechanism of the buck law 

in a nutshell. 

Curves D and E are attempts to approximate what 

actually happens to a certain herd of deer in one of the 

National Forests of New Mexico. Ourve D adds up the actual 

toll (as nearly as known) taken by hunters, predators, and 

disease, but assumes that all the does bear fawns. Curve E 

reduces the per cent of bearing does from ideal to actual. 

The fact that Curve E is the only curve approaching hori- 

zontal corroborates the actuality of the assumptions on 

which it is based, because a stable population has a hori- 

zontal curve, and the particular herd here described is 

stable. In fact, the so-called "balance of nature" is 

merely another name for the tendency of any population 

curve to approach horizontal, 

The point I want to make is that game situations 

can be analyzed two ways: (1) "Forward" from observed facts, 

and (2) "backward" from theory. The second way is seldom 

i —4
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| Aapke 

employed, but should be. It lengthens our mental tether. 

If affords a valuable check on the accuracy of our observed 

facts. 

(Slide 4) 

I said this particular deer herd was stable. Here 

are some kill figures supporting that assertion, collected 

by the Forest Service. This herd is on the line with a red 

mark. The annual kill shows a steady increase. 

(Slide 5) 

Here is a graphic diagnosis of the same deer herd. 

This diagnosis differs from the population curves in that 

‘it ig built entirely from observed facts. The bars above 

the line show the composition of the herd by sex and age 

classes; the bars below the line, the annual toll taken by 

various factors on each class. It is apparent at a glance 

why hunting has not hurt these deer. In this particular 

herd hunting is so far outweighed by the factors of pred- 

ators and barrenness (cause unknown) as to be of little 

consequence. If you had any time or money to invest in 

the welfare of this herd, there need be no doubt about 

where to put it: (1) further predator control, (2) re- 

search on the cause of barrenness. The point I want to 

make is there is need for actual diagnosis of each local 

game problem to make sure that our efforts at controlled 

4 «Be
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production are hitting the right factor. How else can game 

conservation be successful? 

(Slide 6) 

I said the preceding slide was based on observed 

facts. Where did these "observed facts" come from? I wish 

I had time to tell you in detail, but that is a long story. 

They. came from a little group of devoted sportsmen and 

forest officers in Silver City, New Mexico, whose annual 

budget would hardly buy a lunch for this convention, but 

whose foresight and persistence have enabled them to collect 

during 10 years of hard volunteer work what I consider the | 

most useful body of deer facts in America. This slide shows 

all of the best American figures on deer populations and 

their productivity which I have found in 10 years! search. 

F The Silver City figures are at the top, and constitute the 

foundation for the diagnosis. The-point I want to make is 

that ingenuity without funds gets further than funds without 

ingenuity in game nenagouent research, 

The foregoing is intended to give just a glimpse 

of the mental country lying between the sportsman and the 

| ' scientist and heretofore largely unexplored by either. 

(Slide 7) 

I have called it Game Menagement. Its exploration 

will help show the scientist how the sportsman can help 
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him apply his results to actual land practice, and will help 

show the thinking sportsman how conservation depends on 

science. It will provide a mutual language for the two 

groups responsible for game conservation. It is the place 

for the teamwork needed to make game conservation a success. 

I do not mean to imply that no work has been done 

in this field. The quail investigation recently started in 

the South, the grouse investigation sponsored by the Ameri- 

can Game Protective Association, the pollution survey spon- 

sored by this League, the waterfowl researches of the 

Biological Survey, and work started by some of the states 

and forestry schools are distinctly in this field. I do 

mean to imply that the work so far started is not a drop 

in the bucket when compared with the present need. 

(B) The Need for Research 

We no longer think of raising farm crops or forest 

crops without science. It is even more impossible to raise : 

game crops without science, because the allowable cost of 

cultural measures is so much less, 

(Slide 8) 

This diagram shows what is actually spent per 

acre per year on crops of corn, white pine, and game, 

: respectively. Of course we need and will get more money 

for game, but even after we have doubled or tripled the 

i <7 
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Game | 26 | es ee his oped Wee on eons 
| (3)-The utmost skill, based on research, is required to : 

produce ever @ by-product for such a@ sral/ 
pablo ears ge separate cost.



2 cents per acre per year now available, the allowable 

expense will still be very small in comparison with forestry 

or agriculture. 

It takes two things to raise any crop -- money 

and skill. The less money you have the more skill you need 

to get a result. By and large, the skill we need for rais— 

ing game crops does not yet exist. 

If it does not exist, is it not time to set about 

the job of deliberately creating it? When we saw the need 

for more skill in agriculture and forestry we set up agri- 

cultural schools and experiment stations to tackle the job 

of finding the facts and training experts to use them. Why 

not do the same for game? 

The McSweeney Bill, now before Congress, proposes 

to expand the fact-finding job in one field. But let me 

state with all of the emphasis at my command that game 

management research is a job of continental proportions. 

| It involves every acre of rural and forest land in the 

country. This job is not going to be done, or even 

scratched, in the spare time of a few enthusiasts, or by 

a dribbling appropriation here and there. In addition to 

a decisive expansion of the research work of available 

agencies like the Biological Survey, every State University, 

Forest School, and Agricultural College and Experiment 

Station in the country should be at work on its local game 

: ~8~ 
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problems. Agriculture and forestry wea to apply science 

to their crops decades ago. Game management must now do 

80, or fail. 

Nor is the fact-finding task of research the only 

present deficiency. There is a man-finding job as well, 

When» agriculture and forestry passed from a rule of thumb 

to a research basis they immediately needed trained men, 

not only for research but also for administrative activities. 

The McSweeney Bill alone will exhaust the supply of such 

men now available. The establishment of Game Management 

schools, including graduate research facilities, seems to 

be one of the necessary steps to making game conservation 

a reality in America. 
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_2H_WILDERNESS PALLACY 

Aldo Leopold «+ United States Forest Service. e 

‘When the pioneer howed a path for progress through 

the American wilderness, ‘there was bred into the American 

people the idea that civilisation and forests were two mus 

tually exelusive propositions, Development and forest deo 

struction went hand in hand; we therefore adopted the fallacy 

thet they were synonymous, A stump was our symbol of pro~ 

BLOBS. 

We have since learned, with some pains, that exe 

tensive forests are not only compatible with civilisation, 

ae but absolutely essential to its highest development. 

The came fallsey ae vharacterised our 10a of for- 
ests was bred into our attitude toward game and wild life, 

* and unfortunately it has not yet disappeared. “here are 

. still millions of people whose opinions on wild 1ife conserva- 

tion, if they have any, are based in some degree on the ase 

sumption that the abuntence of game must bear an inverse ratio — 

to degree of settlement, and that the question of how lone our 

game will hold out must be measured by the tine it will take 

‘ for soit to completely occupy the land. : 

! It 1s the writer's belief that this assumtion ie 

not only incorrect, but that it 1e exerting an incaleulably 

| ae



mischievous influence against th» progress of the movement 

; for wild life conservation, To let the public think that 

iy economic progress spells the @iseppearance of wild life, is to 

. Let them believe that wild life conservation is ultimtely 

hopeless. 

, it ie true that the settlement and econemie develop. i 

ment of the United States has inevitably brought into opera+ 

tion many factors inimiesl to wild 1ife, tut e corefu) anal~ - 

ae yote of each will almost dnvariably reves) an secompanying : 

counter-ingiuence, decidedly beneficial to wild life perpes = 

eee tuations : ce F 

Hunting, for inotence, destroys millions of rame i 

mn animals and birds yearly, But at the oane time hunting me 

: @estroyea millions of naturel enemies of game. The destruction — 

_ 2 predatory animals should enable man to take yearly, for his 

2 pleasure and food, the enormous amounts of game which, in 6 

ue state of nature, were the food of “varmints". 

eee Agriculture, for inotenee, has usurped a large part 

of the former haunts of came, But at the same time it hes = 

added greatly to ite food supply and hae to some extent at » 

Least supplanted the natural coverts with artificial ones, : 

At least in the case of small game, ® square mile of farming 

- gountry has just as great a capacity for raising wild life as 

@ square mile of the wilderness which was destroyed to create = 

itt, In some eases, agricultural development has done more © ag



oe than this - it hee literally ereated a game supply. In east~ 

ern New Mexieo, for example, there 19 a large area which has 

_-- Peventiy been homesteated by aryefarmera, It formerly had 

1ittle or no emsll game, Today it ie abundantly stocked with , 
“he. Prairie Chickens, They oame by natural migration, attracted | 

- by the stubblegields, and are rapidly sprosding westward with 
+s agrtoulture, Mature ws actually improvea upon by civilisas 

tion. i | 
Rene  Aptifietal drainage has acetroyea many marshes and 
" lakes whieh were formerly the feeding and breeding grounis of ; 

eS myriade of wildfowl, But at the came time man te building _ 
—-- yearly hundreds of artificial lakes whieh are quite as good. 

; A good example is the huge swamp created by the Keok&k Dam - a 

te across the Mississippi, This fe now one of the best shooting 

ee grounds in the Central West and w way of becoming an impore 

a tant breeding place for wood dueke Moreover it is permanent, 

iS whereas the natural swamps along the Miesieeippi often dried. . 

ee ups In the end, we will probably give the wildfowl as many 5 

Serene. waters as we are taking away from them, . ie : re n 

° _ Overpresing of the public domain of the West no ; 

doubt was a powerful factor in the destruetion of the antelope, 

mountain sheep, mule deer, turkey, and sage-grouse, But. now ‘ 

these sane grasing ranges are coming to be dotted with thouse 
andes of artificial reservoirs for watering stock. Millions -  -—” 

a of acres of "ary range”, = waterless deserts almost devoid => sg



| ‘of life = are being mae usable for stock, and, incidentally, _ 
for game. And at least on the National Forests ana on the 

ve holdings of progressive stockmen, overgrazing has ceased and 

ee the ranges are recovering. Without any doubt, intelligent — 

So "ase of the western ranges for grazing purposes can be nade 

: an improvement on nature with respect to all our western big 

game except the buffalo, While there was no exeuse for the : 

wholesale extermination of this splendid animal, the ultimte 

Aisoppearance of the huge nigratory herds was inevitable. — 
; Forest fires and prairie fires incident to the 

early stages of settlement burned up or starved out a great 

deal of game. But today these Sentseyers are on the wane. 

. Under the influence of man they are approaching zero, whereas 

many fires ramaged the sboriginal wihderness, set by light-— : 

ning and by the Indians, ‘The time will come when there will fi 

; be mich less destruction by fires than took place before the 
coming of the white man. A sign of the tines is fount in the | 

National Forests, where except in extrenely ary years fires 
_ are being held down to the almost negligible average of a_ 

, few acres each. : 

ss A few diseases of game are supposed to have been 

- An@ueea by settlement, - though probably to e lesser extent = 
_ than is generally believed. Seabies is alleged to have spread 

fron domestic to mountain sheep but the latest researches ; 
indieate that this 19 not the ease. It is also doubtful aa 

«whether the aetinosis (1umpy jaw) of antelope was derive = 

ee 2 1S alia ey. 
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/ from domestic eattle. The enemies of the game have pro- 

ss Mably suffered from imported diseases just as badly as the ; 

é game itself. Western coyotes have died by thousands of rabies. ss 

_ Moreover man is to an inereasing degree able to check the rav- 

ages of natural epidemies among game. He is studying the wild 

duck @isease,of-Salt Lake. He has prohibited the importation 

: of the quail disease from Mexieo. Some day civilization will . : 

ie prevent more @iseases of wild life thon it introduced, 

Finally, & great and ever-inereasing area of fame 

range has been actually occupied by railroads, dwellings, and 

cities, In part; such areas are lost to wild life. But our 

: native birds, at least, have readily adapted themselves to the 

new conditions. Dozens of species like the chimmey swift, the 

house finch, and the eastern robin now actually prefer the | 

| haunts of min, It has become a common achievenent to have 200 

pairs of birds make their home on @ half-acre city lot. Whe ‘ 

- ghall say that a square mile of suburban dwellings, with mo- 

gern methods of bird feeding end housing, cannot reise more 2 

wild Life, though of a partly different kind, than the ori- 

ginel wilderness? | ‘ : 

Notable instances are not lacking in which the 

7 abundanee of game seems to bear a direct rather than an in- 

verse ratio to the degree of settlement. Compare, for example, 

tHe National Forests of New Mexico + comparatively speaking 

a wilderness = with the thickly settled New Englend states. - 

: A < be = % :



on In 1915, according to estinates prepared by the Hew lexico 
Forest rangers, 656 deer were killed on 15,000 square miles : 

of momtein forcets; roughly one per 20 square miles. Maine, 

Vermont, Michigan, and New York, in the same or immediately — 

preceding years, averaged roughly one deer killed per 2 square 

= miles «a preponderance in produetiveness of ten to one for 

ss thiiek settlements as compared with wild mountains. Who shell 

say that only a wilderness can raise deer? _ 

: It has often been contended that the. fencing of the 
es western ranges has destroyed the antelope. As far ac concerns 

: the occupation of the range by solid thoeks of homesteads, this S 

: is probably true. But this is not the whole story. A recent — 

analysis of figures colleeted by the Forest Service on the 

remants of antelope in New lHexico show that of the 38 herds now 

existing, 32 are found on the open range and 6 in large fenced 

pastures, The open range herds average 30 head each, but the 

. pasture herds 127 head each. Three-fourthe of the herds re« 

ported as inereasing are in fenced pastures, and all but one 

of the herds reported as decreasing are on the open ranges is 

: The pasture herds average 4 times as large and 15 times as 

thrifty as the open range herds. Who shall say thet only an - 

_  wmfeneea wilderness ean raise antelope? =” a 

Even those who do not believe that a wilderness is 

essential to a supply of game are likely to assume thet vhere 

_ there is a real wilderness left, the game supply is compars- 

ss tively safe, Alaska, the greatest remining wilderness in :



} North America, is by way of contradicting even this assumption. a 

5 It appears to be a fact that even in the remotest region of 

) Alaska indiscriminate slaughter is spelling the doom of the i, 
a game supply. No wikderness seems vast enough to protect wild 

Z Life = no countryside thickly populated enough to exelute it. 

It seems safe to call the idoa that civilisation 

exeluies wild life a fulleey. It is time for the American 

a publie to realize this, Progress is no longer an excuse for 

the destruction of our native animals an@ birds, but on the 

contrary, implies not only an obligation, but an opportunity : 

: for their perpetuation. American wild life is confronted by 

~ only one unmitigated menace - indiseriminate slaughter. Its 

future as a part of our permanent national environment is in 

our hands = or its blood will be on our hands -as the ease 

| : ‘ = oe
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a In order. to focus discussion and thought, and 

NE in order to give both the proponents and opponents of 

the Wilderness Idea something definite to defend or at- 

tack, a program of proposed action is needed, ~ 

The following draft lays no claim to represent-~ 

ing the convictions of even the proponents of the idea, 

an certainly no claim to finality. It is placed iadets 

you for your personal eriticism and comment, in the hope 

that we can arrive at something which can in due time be 

presented to the public as representing the opinion of 

: those in favor of wilderness areas, 

What is a Wilderness? i f un 

A wilderness, within the meaning of this pro- 

gram, is an area publicly owned and permanently dedicated 

to public use for some distinctive form of outdoor recrea- 

tion or study requiring primitive means of subsistence and 

travel in a wild environment. y : 

: Examples: Foot, canoe or animal pack trips for 

hunting, fishing, photography, mountain climbing or gener- 

‘ al exploration purposes, :



7 
Sufficient trails, telephone lines, towers and 

eabins for fire control ami administrative purposes must — if 

in all cases be allowed. 

Motor roads and motors to be excluded, except é | 

in exceptional cases mhore“absorutely ndecleasy vere den 

control. 

All cottages, hotels and permanent improvements Pie ; 

to be excluded. f | 

: Timber cutting and grazing under forestry prin- 58 

ciples are allowable ( oxnent og pare ) provided no per- 

manent roads accompany them, ani provided that precau- : , 

tions to protect recreational values are observed. ! ote? a 

Hunting and fishing, subject ‘to existing laws, ° 

to be allowed if the area is within a Forest, but fish- 

ing only if within a Park. : 

; lands of the lowest possible economic value ani ; 

the highest available recreational value to be used for 

wilderness purposes. 

Program of Wilderness Areas. : 

ies A. In the Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States and 

| Alaska. 1 

1. At least one area in the National Forests : 

‘ of each state of from one fourth to one 

5 million acres. iy : 

2. In ‘addition, at least one area of similar : 

size in each of the larger National Parks. 
i wie 
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3. A similar program for Alaska, but larger 

areas. ° 

B. In the Lake States. 

1. At least one area in each state, pre fer- 

ably in National Forests, of one fourth 

_Mmillion acres if possible, 

. ¢, In the Atlantic States. ° 

1. At least one area in each of the northern 

and southern mountain types, preferably 

; in National Forests, of one fourth million 

acres if possible. 

D. In the Southern States. 

i 1. At least two areas in the coastal swamps 

and one in the Ozarks of one fourth mil- 

: ; lion acres each if possible. Preferably 

in National Forests. 

&. In all States, either in conjunction with the above 

or separately, relatively small areas suf ficient to \ 

preserve a sample of virgin conditions suitable for: 

1. General public education and recreation. 

p 2. Scientific study, as recommended by the 

American Ecological Society. 
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ALdo Leopold | 

This article is a plea for establishing in each of 

the Rocky Mountain states at least one area in which there 

ghell be ea permanent closed season on roads. 

‘I would, of course, be an sbsurdity to ask whether 

we need more and better roads in any state. Obviously we do. 

But where we need them is snother question, We need them al- 

most but not quite everywhere. 1 believe that every state 

needs at least one roadless hunting ground, just as every i 

city needs a factoryless park, every community a clubless 

| fishing water, and every summer playground a cottegeless 

\ camping ground, Factories, fishing clubs, end summer cottages 

A are good things ~ to those that profit by or<engey them- but 

: thet is no reason why they should be allowed to exclude other 

y good things incompatible with them. 

j The practical point is that good roads are being 

r pushed into the western mountains so rapidly that in some 

| states at least there will soon be no place left for the — 

{ wilderness hunter whose recreation comes from getting out 

. into e wild rosdless area. It seems to me just as important, 

(end infinitely less expensive), to provide the wilderness 

hunter with his roadless playground, as it is to provide 

q



the motor tourist with his surfaced highways and free pub= 

lic cemps. 

as long as there remained a roadless frontier, the 

wilderness hunter was of course “well heeled." But the road~ 

less frontier is just about gone, ‘The well-to-do sportsman 

is already going to British Columbia, Aleska, africa, and 

Siberia instead of to the Mogollons or Jeckson's Hole. But 

the expense of such trips puts them out of the question for 

_ the citizen of moderate means, and he is the man I am talk~ 

ing ebout. I om trying to make it clear that o wilderness 

hunting trip is by way of becoming a rich men's privilege, 

wheress it has always been a poor men's right. are we pre- 

pared to accept the consequences of the change? Do we really 

realize its possible effect on the netion's character and 

happiness? 

Now if our remaining frontier consisted of $200 

gee corn land there would not be much except theory to argue 

about. The point is that it consists mostly of the Netionel 

Forests + rough mountain lends embracing here end there par- 

7 ticuler areas of such crumpled topography and high altitude 

r as to make the customary development of roads, Fords, and 

summer boarders of very questionable practicability. One 

5 would think that the ordinary laws of economics would 

automatically tend to exclude roads from such areas. But 

: mark this well:- the lews of economics are the last thing 
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the roads booster is thinking about. oads are going to 

continue to be built into such areas, unless the public at 

lerge thinks it is best not to, and unless the public says 

what it thinks. 

®o illustrate: ten years ego there were six big 

areas of exclusively “pack" country in the two states of ‘ 

Arizona and New Mexico. Let us see whet has heppened. 

First, there was the White Mountain and Blue Range ‘ 

Country of Arizona, - the creem of the Southwest. The For- O 

est Service, in cooperation with the local counties, is about 

to complete the Clifton-Springerville road right through the 

heart of this magnificent region, stub roads to develop the 

various recreational facilities will undoubtedly follow. 

Tere is a good desl of logic in "sacrificing" this erea, 

since the big copper-mining centers in the hot valleys to the 

; southward need the timber and the opportunity to escape from 

the summer heat for week-ends in the cool mountains. 

Second, there was the Jemez division of the Santa 

Fe National Forest of northern New Mexico, - a splendid 

wilderness, but with too much valuable timber and range end — 

‘ of too smooth topography to justify exclusion of roads, A 

yailroad is now tapping the timber, and the Forest Service - 

wisely 1 think - is building the trens-Jemez road which will 

" open it to motor recreationists. 

Third, there was the Pecos division of the same 

National Forest. Its foothills contain many Spanish-american | 
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villages which make very intensive use of the higher mountains 

for grazing. It would have been impracticable to avoid the 

road which the Forest Service has recently built up the Pecos 

River. Moreover, the surrounding cities needed ‘summer home 

facilities on the Pecos, and the only way to provide them was 

to build a road up the Pecos River. : 

Fourth, there was the Tonto Basin of Arizona, famous 

_ dn cowboy song and story. Into the crumpled hills of the 

Tonto are set many little green valleys, which filled up with 

settlers away back in covered-wagon days. Obviously these 

existing settlements could not be kept locked up by lack of 

roads, which the several counties and the Forest Service are 

trying to mild as rapidly and as well as the crumpled hills 

' will let thom. 

Fifth, there was - end is ~ the Kaibab. Obviously 

‘ the Kaibab contains two predominent values, the scenery of the 

: north rim of the Grand Canyon and the Kaibab Deer Herd. It so 

_ happens that both need at least a limited amount of roads. In 

the case of the scenic values of the Canyon, the reason is 

plains In the case of the deer herd, the reason is this; the 

Kaibab is a country of limited water-holes. Apparently it will 

, require somewhere around 2000 hunters each year to utilize the 

| natural inerease of the deer (would this were true elsewhere! ) 

To camp 2000 hunters on @ couple of dozen water~holes would 

entirely destroy the recreational value of the hunting. ‘These 

hunters will have to camp dry; dry camps are practicable on such 

& scale only with motors; and motor camps mean at least some 
whe



| roads. ‘Henee the Kaibab is not adapted by nature to be a 

roadless hunting ground. 

Sixth, there was = and is ~ the head of the Gila, 

in the Gila National Forest, The Creator met have foreseen 

the present plight of the wilderness hunter, for in this 

precious remant of the old frontier he piled up the hills 

"high, wide, and handsome", At every point where roads might 

enter is set a rugged mountain, Wherever a foaming trout- 

stream has eut its way through the mountain well a jagged box 

canyon says "They shall not pass". Agricultural valleys are 

few, and these the merest shoe~strings, from which prescient 

ee, floods have torn out the little fields as if to say "This is 

the last stand = these hills are meant to play, not to live 

._ in", There are three or four frontier cow-ranches tueked 

away in the Gila hills + but somehow they decorate the wilder- 

ness, rather then detract from it. ‘The dedication of the 

Gila headwaters as a wilderness hunting ground need in no wise 

interfere with the continuance of their grazing privileges. 

fo sum up: Our six big wilderness areas of a decade 

ago heve been, for good and sufficient reasons, reduced to 

one, Are those reasons good and sufficient to "develop" that 

one also? I say no reason is good enough to justify opening 

up the Gila, I say thet to open up the Gila wilderness is 

not development, but blindness. ‘The very fact that it is 
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the last wilderness is in itself proof that its highest use 

. ds to remain 50. 

Whet I am trying to make clear is that if in a 

city we had six vacant lots available to the youngsters of a 

certein neighborhood for playing bell, it might be "develop- 

ment" to build houses on the first, and the second, and the 

third, and the fourth, and even the fifth, but when we build 

; houses on the last one, we forget whet houses are for. The 

Sixth house would not be development at all, but rather it 

would be mere short-sighted stupidity. "Development" is like 

Shakespeare's virtue, “which growm into a pleurisy, dies of 

its own too-nmch", 

In objection to the dedication of the Gila eas o 

permanent wildemess bunting ground, it has been truly seid 

that a part of area which would be "locked up" bears val- ie 

uable stands of timber, I admit that this is true. Likewise 

might our sixth lot be a corner lot, ani henee very valuable 

| for a grocery store or a filling station, I still insist | 

it is the last lot for a needed playground, and this being the | 

cose, I am not interested in grocery stores or filling stations, _ 
of which we have a fair to middling supply elsewhere. | 

It hes been likewise objected that to keep roads | 

out of the Gile would cripple the fire control system. ‘the | 

Gils fire fighting organisation was put to a pretty severe test 
in the big fires of 1922, end the result would seem to indicate | 

y 
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| that the present system of Forest Service trails, telephone- 

lines, end lookout towers will handle the fire situation, 

even in a bad year. In fact to build roads into this kind 

of country might introduce quite as much new fire risk as 

they would help combat. 

Wow the question is this: Why should not the Gila 
area, end other similer areas, if possible one in each western 

state, be declared permanently roadless, and dedicated to that 

particular form of public recreation beloved by the wilderm 88 

hunter? ‘The necessary euthority would seen to already exist, 

the Forest Service already having discretionery power to | 

: determine what constitutes the highest use of each resource 
in the National Forest, and if any area has its highest use in 

wilderness hunting, the Service should dedicate it to that 

purpose, just as it dedicates particular areas for millsites, 

Summer-home sites, and public camping grounds. It certainly 

would require no additional appropriations, the wildermess is 

the one thing on earth which wes furnished us complete and 

perfect. ‘The one thing required is a sufficient expression of 

publie sentiment to assure the Forest service thet the thinking 

citizens of the country would back up such a policy when sub- 

jected to the acid test, ‘The acid test would surely cone, 

even on an ares of as low economic value as the Gila. Some dey 

somebody will promote a railroad into the Gila timber, and the 

tengible benefits of exploiting it will have to be weighed 
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} against the intangible benefits of keeping it. For wmumbered 

centuries of human history the wilderness hee given way. : 

The priority of industry has become dogma. Are we as yet | 

\sufficiently enlightened to realize that we mst now challenge 

that dogma, or do without our wilderness? Do we realize that | 

industry, which has been our good servant, might make a poor 

| mester? Let no men expect that one lone government Bureau 

is able ~ even though it be willing - to thrash out this 
question slone, oa 

It so heppens thet on ageney suitable for express- 
ing public opinion on such questions has now been established, 

namely the President's Commission on Outdoor Recreation. If 

_ . the public wants wilderness sreas established in the rougher, 

less valuable parts of the Nationel Forests, the Commission 

ids the agency through which to express the want. 

It should require no explanation that this proposal 

oo, of wilderness areas is not, primarily, » game conservetion 

measure, Certainly ninety-nine per cent, figuratively speak~ 

ing, of our country should and mst have roads. We met 

learn to reise game and build roads on the same ground, or go | 

gameless, It so happens, however, that the establishment of | 
wildemess areas would provide on opportunity to produce and | 
hunt certain kinis of game, such as elk, sheep, and bear, 

which do not always "mix well" with settlement, but the major- 

ity of game species can ani mst be produced on ell the 

| grownds suitable for them. 
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Wilderness areas are primrily a proposal to con- 

serve at least » sample of © cortain kind of recreational 
environment, of which, game end hunting is an essential part, 

but nevertheless only a part. Who shall say that the diamond 

hitch end the tumpline are not as meh worth conserving 65 

the blacktail buck or the moose? Who shell say that the 

opportunity to disappear into the trackless wild is not as 

valuable as the opportunity to hang up a trophy? Who shall 
Say that we have not room enough in this huge country to earn 

& living without destroying the opportunity to enjoy it efter 

. it is eared, each after his om taste? 

Some centuries ago that conqueror of the wilderness, 

Sir Humphrey Gilbert, naively remarked: "Zhe countries lying 

givility by the nglish Netion". But even old Sir Humphrey 
might turn uneasily in his grave if he could know at what rate 

they have been "reduced", and with what profligete waste of 

their beauty ani their resources. ‘The question now is not 

whether they will be "reduced", but what emstitutes that 

‘hristian Civility’ for which ‘God hath reserved' them, There 

ou are some of us who challenge the prevalent assumption that 

Christian civility is to be measured wholly by the roar of in- 

dustry, and the assumption that the destruction of the wild 

places is the objective of civilisation, rather then merely 8 
means providing it with a livelihood. our remnants of wilderness 
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- will yield bigger values to the netion's character end health 

then they will to its pocketbook, and to destroy them will be 

to admit that the latter are the only values that interest us. 
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1824 CURTIS STREET 

: DENVER,COLORAD O. Dece 22, 1924. 

pe? 

A Leopold, 
ceo Forestry Service, 
Madison, Wise : 

_ Dear Mre Leopold: E 

I have just received a letter from , 
Miller Hamilton, of Washington office enclosing your story 
entitled, "A Plea for Wilderness Hunting Grounds*. 

I consider this a very good story 
Mre Leopold, and while we do not pay much for copy, when we ™ 
do pay, yet I teke pleasure in asking the Denver office to 
send you check for $17-00, which I trust will be satisfectorye 

You have brought out some splendid a 
points in your story, and I hope all our readers will get the 3 
seme amount of enjoyment out of reading it that I did. - 

: : I am sending the story on to my 
associate editor, Mre Northey todaye 

With best regayds, and assuring you 
of my appreciation, I remain, ” 

L 

: Very sincerely yours, 4 

si ‘ 

JAM /L ? 2 
7 

: — 

i
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: ne 2222 Van Hise Ave. 
“ Madison, Vis. 
’ : May 23, 1925. 

_ Associate Editor, s 
| Outdoor life, 

1824 Curtis St., 
Denver, Colo. 

Dear Mr, Northey: ' 

_ Under dete of December 22, 1924, Colonel Me@uire | 

wrote me about an article of mine whieh he hed received from 

our Yashington office entitled "A Plea for Yilderness Hunting 

Grounds." In accepting the article Colonel McGuire sent me a . 

check which I did not expect at all as I hed no idea of receiv- ; 

ing any pay for it. : 

; So far as I know the article has not erpeared in 

: Outdoor Life end I am writing this letter simply to inquire 

as to whether it may have possibly gotten lost. I am in no 

hurry about its appearance but I am much interested in the idea 

which is disetisses and would appreciate knowing your plans with . 

respect to its publication. 

: Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LROPOLD. , 

4¢ S
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gay For Outdoor America ; 

THE VANISHING WILDERNESS 

: Aldo Leopold 
U.S. Forest Service 

A few months ago a sportsman who had just come back from 

a big game hunt in Alaska boasted that his trip had cost him 

"only $3,000". 

Last fall I met en old deer hunter on the street during 

deer season. I asked him why he wasn't out in the hills. “Too 

meny Fords", he replied. ; : 

I think a good many of us know what he meant. Car sign 

in every canyon, car dust on every bush, a parking ground at 

every waterhole, and Fords on a thousand hills! That is what 

the Southwest is beginning to look like in deer season. Ana 

$3,000 the cheapest alternative! 

In short, the time has come when sportsmen who are not 

content to do all their hunting from a car must face not only 

the question of our vanishing game, but also the question of ; 

our vanishing wilderness hunting grounds. 

- Pen years ago there were at least five big game regions 

in the Southwest where a man could drag a pack mule for two ; 

weeks and see deer every day without crossing his pack track. 

roasy Heese these regions See ete elcte Sahgenic, szettian 

be Legede . 

. andthe fourth hesdwindled-—about—one-hali—-by-—reason-of—new 

Leeds. The fifth is still there. It goes without saying 

that these developments are all good things in their place - 

but where is that place? Everywhere? Hasn't the big game 

a :
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region - the wilderness area - likewise a place in the scheme 

of things? Not yet, apparently. We foolish humans who are 

hopelessly addicted to the high hills may soon have to pay am 

| $3,000 for a pack trip or go without. 

: Of course there are sections of the country where the 

: disappearance of satisfactory wilderness areas is still a long 

; way off. But why wait till the wilderness is gone before con- 

Sidering the need for it? In our cities we can build apart- 

ments on vacantlots which the youngsters need to play ball, 

and then tear down the apartments to make playgrounds, if we 

have money enough and enjoy spending it needlessly. But we 

' can't fill a wilderness full of Fords and summer boarders and 

then restore the wilderness, no matter how much money we have, 

or how lavishly we spend it. Wilderness areas are the one 

kind of playground we can not puila at all. If we want them, 

we must save what we want. 

3 _ The question at issue is bench, our civilization 

: gaa €6e the needs of minorities. A majority 

of Americans undoubtedly have advanced to the stage where their 

recreation is found somewhere between the Country Club and Coney 

Island. But there remains a minority who can not find recrea- 

: tion (in any true spirituel sense) except in the back of beyond. 

They must go there once in so often or they (spiritually) perish. 

They can subsist a long time on the mere hope of going there. 

But when "progress" takes away even the hope, it takes away 

Something vital to their welfare and happiness. 

i a8



The National Parks, of course, now contain and always 

should oe ae the wilderness-fisherman, or the 

man who does not need a rifle under his knee, can lose himself 

and be happy. But it is unthinkable that hunting should ever 

invade the Parks. Accordingly the wilderness-hunter must be 

accommodated elsewhere. The National Forests must do it, or 

it will go undone. 

The greater part of the National Forests must of course 

E be permanently devoted to forestry in the eseonomic sense of 

timber-production. Timber production inevitably means roads 

and roads inevitably mean gasoline and tourists. But many 

National ForestScontain regions of low economic value, or of 

such rough topography that sna teveaesvadk Abas economic 

velue would be relatively unprofitable. Why not select a 

number of such regions (at least one in each state) and save 

them as wilderness areas? —In-otherworés,..why-not~do~inveeete™ 
tuepercdions ts Che Fort Service and local uulioualy, 

Stale mal the lanakJelieshesgue, sii—rts—heipers hemendenestt 

VHS SUDSTIGY Natironet forest in iiimmeseta?— 

Just as the Syperior Forest was one of the last pleces 

where the man of moderate means could go for a wilderness canoe 

trip, so are a score of odd corners of the western forests the 

last places for wilderness hunting trips with a pack train. 

Canoeing down a lane of summer cottages is not a canoe trip, 

neither is packing down e gravelled highway e pack trip, unless 

one be equipped with that pathetic capacity for illusion which 

enables little Johnny to fish in a washtub. See Johnny can't 

| ” ; 
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vote. Can we? 

Wilderness ereas are simply a problem of applying the 

principle of highest use, which in turn is simply a problem of 

intelligent plemning of recreational fecilities. The highest 

use of the great body of National Forest is commerciel timber 

production, with such grezing, agriculture, and motorized rec- 

reation as is compatible therewith. But that very fact makes 

wilderness areas the highest use of a few odd remaining corners. 

As long es much of the National Forests remained wilderness, 

there was no problem. But now that roads are rapidly reducing 

the available wilderness, we must choose quickly from what areas 

roads are to be excluded. Few Basterners realize the rate at 

which roads are now being pushed into the western mountains. 

the..Southwest,;.snd-know-wheneot-iespeskws Remomber—toe—that- 

o£ the modern Hest—in-whterthey_tive; end Jn the modern West 

good roads are dogma, end-mere-ronde~the=tewotebige. Good roads 

end more roads are needed, and needed badly, but in their proper i 

place. And their proper place is nearly everywhere, but not * 

quite. For the good of our schools and our crops and our pocket a} 

books let us et ge acting eae chews oe ee 
4 

where roads are note 

The sportsmen of New Mexico have picked out the place 

where they want their wilderness. It lies on the headwaters of 

the Gila River, in the Gile Nationel Forest. The choice was 

E simple - it is the only roadless region left in the She te2 But 

: Ze 
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it is also a good choice. The region is poor in dollars but 

rich in opportunity for raising deer, turkey, antelope, and trout. 

With every entrance-way guarded by high mountains or well-nigh 

| impesseble box Canyons it is doubtful at best if roads would pay. 

: Certain parts of the area bear fine stands of yellow pine, and 

this timber would, to be sure, "go to waste" without a railroad. 

But this is the only known economic resource, utilization of which 

would be prevented by excluding roads. The area is grazed by 

three or four frontier type cow-ranches but these need by no 

means be disturbed - in fact, they add to the attractiveness of 

the area. (A non-motorized cow-ranch is now in itself worth pre- 

serving - it is a lot rarer sight than a buffalo.) 

Of course there are fires. The Forest Service has al- 

ready built a system of lookout towers, telephone lines, and 

Seaiib setticient to bandle Yee fire siventenss _4aeranes 

fae Ue webolerusee flpvervaf the Rela, wgpo. 
. —the~big-tita~fires—~ 

Ld 2986 ert—-cne-pene_on_sila paint with some-assurance..of.._ 

being right. 

In the Gila wilderness you can drag a pack mule for a. 

month and see thrillers evs to without once crossing your 

back trail. Nor need you spend big money doing it. I meade 

a three weeks pack trip there Ta@@@@@M at a less cost per dey 

than one would spend at the cheapest summer hotel. 

: Some argue that the wil acrness-eree “e201 f-defeeting 

because of overcrowding. This is best answered with figures. 

ie 2 3 
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On the Gila area last fall there were 736 hunters by actual 

count at the entrance points, and I can personally testify 

that there was room for more. In addition a large number of 

summer parties enjoyed the fishing. Of course overcrowding 

is possible. When it comes, we will need regulated kill 

(the limited license system) to take care of the game, and 

this will automatically regulate the overcrowding. 

What is lacking to make the Gila Wilderness an estab- 

lished fact instead of a thing hoped-for by a few? Mainly a 

thorough public discussion so that the arguments pro and con 

can crystallize and thus be usable in laying out and applying 

a definite then ee The wilderness idea is new. 

Neither the ee ee nor any other public agency can 

actuelly apply it intelligently until it becomes kmown how many 

people want wilderness areas, why, where, and how much. Admin- 

istering the National Forests consists basically of the skill- 

ful adjustment and development of a thousand ‘different kinds 

of existing or potential uses, and whm a new use comes along 

it cannot be devetailed in with others until its proponents 

“say what". 

As to the Gila area, District Forester Pooler has al- 

ready directed that roads and summer homes be temporarily ex- 

cluded, pending an opportunity for recreation policy to crys- 

tallize and fix the place, if any, of the wildernesa area idea 

in our national program. A National Commission on Outdoor 

Recreation has now been established. Crystallizing and 

=62 :



correlating these new needs is their particular job. If 

the public wants the Gila area, or other similar applica- 

tions of the idea in the West, they should so inform the 

Commission. 

Sir Humphrey Gilbert, upbraiding his contemporaries, 

wondered why they should "seek to live in this realm pestered 

with inhabitents rather than venture forth, as becometh men, 

into those remote lands". Little did he know how soon the 

shoe would be on the other foot = how soon we would lack not 

the spirit to venture forth, but the place to venture in! 

Mey not that spirit "which becometh men" - which hewed a path 

for the march of empire ~ now be made the means of keeping 

our empire fit to live in? Or are we really trying to emulate 

John Burroughs' potato bug, which exterminated the potato, and 

thereby exterminated itself?
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Po sotb1@M@uustratt ous..for 

"THE VANISHING WILDERNESS" 

By Aldo Leopold 

Film No. Title 

> 163759 "In the Gila Wilderness you can drag a pack for a 
= ; month without once crossing your back trail" 

| "263515 "Phe Gila is poor in dollars but rich in opportunity 

: for raising deer, turkey, antelope, end trout” 

> 01721 "A score of odd corners of the western National 

“ Forests are the last places for wilderness hunting 
: trips” 

$8386 "With every entrance-way guarded by high mounteins 

>(or 304414) or impessable box canyons, it is doubtful whether 

>(or 180965) it would pay to build roads into the Gile" 

> 173159 "Few easterners reelize the rate at which roads 

>(or 184233) are now being pushed into the western mountains" 

} 
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Summary of Diecuesion Before 
oe by Aldo Leopold, 

THES CONSERVATION OF WILDERNESS RECRBATION ARRAS 4 

There hes been a repid shrinkege in both the number 

and size of the remaining areas suitable for wilderness recre- 

ation, especially since the initistion of the good roads move- 

ment and the wholesele financing of roads for recreational 

purposes. 

Reonomic need for the utilization of resources has 

not been the usuel reason for this shrinkage. In the South- 

west, for instance, there were six lerge areas in 1910, of 

which only one remains today. Of the five which heve been 

opened up, only two have been opened because of the need for 

timber. 

With regerd to the prevision of fecilities, there 

are two kinds of recreation: (1) the kind thet tends to be 

self perpetuating under the operation of economie laws,and 

(2) the kind that tends to diseppeer under the operation of 

economic laws. All ordinary sports, and even fishing and hunt- 

ing, sre of the first kind. Wilderness recreation, euch as 

Genoe and pack trips, sre of the second. Se far, all govern- 

mentel provisions for the conservation of recreational facil- 

ities have dealt with the firet kind, whereas the reel need 

for governmental intervention is actually in the second.
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The comparative social valine of the two kinds of 

recreation may be summarized as follows: ‘The first is im. 

itative, competitive, gregerious, and suitable for mass en~ 

joyment. The second is individual, solitary, noncompetitive, 

end lese suitable for mesa enjoyment. It slse tends to be- 

come expensive when suitable areas sre too distant from cen- : 

: ters of population. This hendieap, however, could be over- 

come by the proper distribution of suiteble sreas. In gen- 

erel, wilderness recrestion is qualitstively a better enti- 

dote for en industrialized soeiety than is the first class. 

On the other hand, only a minority are inclined to desire it. 

In view of its quelitative value, however, that minority 

should be provided for at least in proportion to ite relative 

weight in the population. It seems illogical that all of the 

lend erea end 11 of the funds should be devoted te the self- 

perpetuating types. 

While there is a legitimate place for all degrees 

of wilderness in any national recreation progrem, it is the 

extreme degree of lerge wilderness sreas thet especielly 

needs governmentel provision. Sueh provision eould be made 

by the designation of suitable lerge aress in the National 
Forests and Netionel Perks, and the exelusion of roads, hotels, 

summer homes, end like improvements from such ereas. ‘Trails, 

telephone lines, lookout towers, and other improvements nec- 

essary for their patrol and protection gshould not be excluded. 

«2— . 
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Wilderness sreas have been tentatively set aside 

within the Gile end Superior Nationsl Forests and in a few 

other caves. 

The timber productive capacity of the National For- 

ests would not be materially lowered by a well selected system 

of wilderness areas for the reason that the poorest sites 

would be chosen. The economic situation indiestes thet fores- 

try will be iitensified on the better sites rather than exten- 

sified over all sites. This is analogous to the tendency in 

agriculture ,where the economic trend is toward intensification 

on the better lands. In agriculture the reason for this trend 

is over competition. In forestry the reason is the competition 

of substitute materials. 

Wilderness areas like the Superior exist merely on 

paper until the numerous alienations are cleaned up by the 

process of exchange. ven aress like the Gila are in grave 

danger until the Covernment owne all the lend. 

Partial utilization of resources within wilderness 

ereas is often possible. On the Superior, for instenee, the 

timber can be teken out over the lakes, while on the Gila 

grazing does not necessitate roads. 

Wilderness ereas constitute e reversel of the nor- 

mel economic process and an assertion of the national ae against 

the lecal interest. The reversal is not more radical, however, 

than in the case of a city park where local interests are sub- 

ordinated to the geners] welfere end the economic process | 

-3- . i 
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=  -peversed, often on very valuedle lend. 3 * 

. A national system of wilderness cress should in- i 

2 elude at least one srea in each of the western States possess- a 

= ing suitsble locetions on Netional Forests or Nations] Perks, — _ 

: “ge ares in the leke States, one in the Ozerks, one in the 2 

. eosstel swamps on the Gulf of Mexico, one in the southern 4 

= “Appelachians, one in the northern Appelachians, end one in z 

S northern Meine. : = 

= ss Mere public sequiescence in such @ program will 

= never got anywhere becouse of the normal pressure of econom- 

- ie development and the sbove-normel pressure of recreations] # 

= wildeatting. 4m aggressive public movement in favor of such 4 

ss system te necessary to its successful establishment. 

es y= me = 
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What Shrinks Wilderness? 
Aldo Leopold 

Every year we have bigger and better enthusiasms for wilderness, and 

fewer and smaller areas likely to remain wild. Why? 

If the dragons who prey on wilderness were the main reason why, then 

we could be optimistic, for the crop of St. Georges goes up and up. ‘The 

real reasons sometimes walk on legs, but they are seldom satisfactory dragons. 

Private lands lying within wilderness areas are one of the common 

reasons for dismemberment. This is one of the basic troubles on the Superior. 

Until we make more headway in cleaning up alienations, we must continue to 

lose wilderness. 

Here is a new one: a road is being built through the Salmon River 

country heteuse there are too many deer and elk. This in turn is because 

the deer and elk have been pushed up out of their normal winter range by 

ranches, and are thus being forced to winter where they don't belong. I 

have not seen the Salmon and cannot vouch for the correctness of the 

diagnosis, but the story has the ring of possibility. It implies, of course, 

that the modern sportsman will not hunt where he can't hunt froma car. This, 

too, has the ring of fact. 

The Gila wilderness was originally split with a road because of too 

many deer. There were too many deer because of half a century of too many 

cattle plus a decade of too much predator control. 

These losses involve no dragons. In each case the loss harks back to 

old mistakes in land use arising from their graves to form new and unforeseen 

combinations.
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A large wild area at the mouth of the Little Colorado is threatened 

by new roads. ‘The danger lies in the fact that this is desert country 

set on end. It does not conform at all to the classical picture of pine- 

bordered lakes, hence nobody thinks of it as having any wilderness value. 

The reason here is plain lack of education in esthetics. We are still 

in the stage of evaluating wild land by its prettiness. 

Another trouble with our wilderness policy is leck of functional 

planning. Thus state after state is losing its last grizzlies despite 

@ growing system of national forests, parks, and wildlife reservations. 

How many times have you seen a group of bureaus and state departments 

sit down to a map and say: "Here is a grizzly range; what jobs need to be 

done by what agencies to consolidate the area and to regulate and buffer 

the bears?" With all the easy money since 1933, this should have been 

possible. Without it we shall lose all of our mobile rare species. 

Another evidence of the lack of any functional concept of wilderness 

is that when you get into areas smaller than a national forest or park, 

the idea of wilderness disappears. ‘Surely there is room for some degres 

of wilderness in any tract of wild land, however small. Is it any wonder 

that some of us would rather leave our favorite wild spot to the dragons 

than to have it fall into a state park? Or that Kenneth Reid is proposing 

a third category of public land which shall be neither forest nor park?
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‘aibeenn 10/15/20. 

University of New Mexico 
Assembly, 
Aldo Leopold. 

A MAN'S LEISURE TIME 

The text of this sermon is taken from the gospel 

; according to Ariostoe I do not know the chapter and verse, 

but this is what he says: “How miserable are the idle hours 

of the ignorant mani" 

There are not many texts which I am able to accept 

as gospel truths, but this is one of theme I am willing to 

rise up and declare my belief that this text is literally 

true; true forwards, true backwards, true even before break- 

fast. The man who can not enjoy his leisure is ignorant, 

though his degrees exhaust the alphabet, and the man who does 

enjoy his leisure is to some extent educated, though he never 

saw theiinside of a school. 

It is doubtless my duty, on this occasion, to ex- 

hort you as to the prudent and profitable use of your leisure 

hours. But I can not do this with a very good grace, because 

neither prudence nor profit dictate the use I make of my own, 

and what I do not practice, I dare not preach, especially to 

young persons. In fact, I had better come out with it here 

end now, so that you may know what a light-minded fellow stands 

here before you - I confess my own leisure to be spent entirely 

in search of edventure, without regard to prudence, profit, 

self improvement, learning, or any other serious thing. I



find that these serious things are a good deal like heaven; : 

when they are too closely pursued as conscious objectives, 

they are never attained end seldom even understood. 

It is doubtless also my duty, on this occasion, to 

explain to you thet to haye a little leisure is a more seemly 

"thing than to have e great deal, and that the reason for cul- 

tivating your hours of leisure intelligently is to better recre- 

ate yourselves for your hours of work. But I can not do even: 

this, being inwardly eware that I myself covet all the leisure 

I can get, and as for whether leisure is to fit us for our work, 

or work to support us for our leisure, I am quite unable to de- 

termine - I finé each so delightful that to subordinate one to 

the other would seem ungracious to Him who gives us both. So 

you see that as a preacher on leisure, I am a confessed failure 

at the outset. But I am a great consumer of preachments ~ in 

fact, one of the most unforgettable adventures I know of is to 

selly forth some chill winter evening, with ea pipe and a book, 

to hear what the old Hebrew Prophets, or those delightful Greeks, 

or the indefatigable German Philosophers have to say on this 

very subject. 

There is Herodotus for instance - my classmates 

used to groan over him and consume pounds of tobaéco in pre- 

paring to flunk his dreary pages. But I never "took" Herod- 

otus until ten years out of college, and then at my own sweet 

will, brazenly, out of a pony. I find him most delightful. 
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He tells how King Amasis the Pharaoh came back at a bunch of 

serious-minded courtiers who had been upbraiding him for tak- 

ing time off to go hunting. Amasis spoke up es follows: 

“Those who have bows stretch them at such time as they wish 

: to use them - if they were stretched tight always they would 

break. So also is the state of man; if he should always be 

in earnest and not relax himself for sport et the due time, 

he would either go med or be struck with stupor. Knowing 

this well, I distribute a portion of the time to each of the 

two ways of living." 

Then there was the Son of Sirach, who slips into 

his stern precepts this little saying, "that wisdom cometh 

by opportunity of leisure, and he that hath little business 

shall become wise." And he wasn't an I.W.W. either! Nor 

Socrates, who said that leisure is the fairest of all men's 

possessions. And then Stevenson, who proclaims that "it is 

beyond a doubt that people should be a good deal idle in youth" 

and that “extreme busyness, whether at school or college, kirk 

or market, is a symptom of deficient vitality, while ea faculty 

for idleness implies a catholic appetite and e strong sense of 

personal identity/" Some people, he says, “can not be idle, 

their nature is not generous enough." Stevenson, the generous, 

was a past master in the art of idleness, and his "Apology for 

Idlers" should be our gospel of leisure. And the most convinc- 

ing evidence of the quality of his doctrine is that he worked 

himself to death. 
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But I surely can not convince you of the pleasent 

adventures locked up in books by exhuming a few quotations, 

any more *ie you could convince me of the pleasures of tennis 

by showing me a racquet or a bucket of lime. Moreover, books 

are only one little part of the adventurous universe. Let us 

get back to our original proposition, nemely, that leisure : 

should be spent in search of adventure and inquire why this 

is so, and why so few people know it. 

The wherefore of adventure is a question which no 

mortal can answer, any more than he cen tell why we need work, 

love, food, air, or sunshine, which are the other five nec- 

essaries of life. All that we know is thet the need is born 

in us, and the more enterprising the rece or individual, the 

stronger is the instinct. The clam and the turtle do not have 

it - we do. It is associated with every great man and great 

achievement in history. | 

It is essential that adventure, to be real, must be 

in pert on untrodden ground. It is because the vast majority 

of people do not have the courage to venture off the beaten 

path that they fail to find it, and live lop-sided lives accord- 

ingly. As Sir Humphrey Gilbert says, they “choose rather to 

live miserably within a reelm pestered with inhebitants, than 

to adventure forth as becometh men, into these remote lands." 

I dislike to admit it, but it is a facet, that the 

lack of courage to adventure into the unknown is common even 

in our Universities. The men who spends his leisure in the 

he



pursuit of anything outside the "regular" round of athletics, 

societies, a@ramatics, etc., is likely to be thought more or 

less "queer". When thus "queered" he often makes matters 

worse by beating @ retreat into the treadmill of regulerity, 

where, ten to one, he does not at all belong. And thus we 

graduate each year tens of thousands of nice boys and girls, 

chained for life to a little dusty piece of God's green earth 

bounded on the north by dollars, on the south by movies, on 

the east by an automobile, and on the west by clothes. Of 

course, these things are 211 good, and there are sven people 

who eke out a tolerable existence on them, for like the squirrel 

porn in a cage, they know nothing better. But it is no less 4 

pity, considering the vast untrodden pastures the Lord gave us 

to live in. 

I do not expect to be particularly convincing at 

this stage of my argument because you have not yet seen the 

tragedy of proscribed lives. You are Youth, which is itself 

adventure. But the time will come when one of you, who has 

chosen the dollar-clothes-auto-movie route will tire of these 

things, end will need more dollars and more autos, and then 

still more, to escape boredom, while snother, who may be dif- 

ferent only in having developed a thirst for collecting butter- 

flies, or whittling at a bench, or groWing dahlias, will keep 

his youth and constantly augment his happiness. And this man 

will also somehow achieve many incidental things more impor- 

tant than either his happiness or his dahlias. His 
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sons Will love him because he can talk their young language. 

His fellow-men will respect him because he is happy and generous. 

His polities and religion will be sound, because he is tolerant 

and sane and sympathetic. Dr. Cabot was talking about dahlias 

and other apparently "little" things when he seid: "A specialty 

can be a window through which we can look out on all the world. 

I have known men, who, through the mastery of one small process 

in watch-making, have developed a liberal outlook on other diffi- 

cult arts, a just pride in good workmanship, and an inventor's 

energy." 

I suppose that consistency demands that I now point out 

the location of some of these untrodden pastures I have been talk- ; 

ing about. I om confronted by a peculiar hesitancy in doing so, 

because I have some claims staked out in them myself, and I fear 

lest my few paltry words may fail to convey to you how big they 

are, and how many fields of breathless interest they contain. 

Moreover a man really should "speak the languege" in order to 

understand what is in them. But I will try. 

Yesterday for instance, I read about @ man who had found 

an egg - a plover's egg. He was in an eestasy of delight and pride 

because the egg was spotted whereas the egg of that particular : 

species of plover: should have been white. Now most of us would 

find little to crow over in a spotted egg; indeed if I should 

tell you that this spotted egg will go down as a great discovery 

in ornithological history, you would be inclined to favor me with 

an indulgent smile, and say "he's got ‘em too". Yet such is the 

fact; the discoverer of this spotted egg will be quoted a hundred 

years. from now by ornithologists. The explenation is this:



a There is only one species of plover in the world thet lays a 

white egg. All other plover's eggs are spotted. This anomaly 

has always thrown a monkey wrench into the theory of generic 

relations. Now it is proven that even this one species occa- 

shanslts lays a spotted egg like the other species. This spotted 

egg, regarded as a "throwback" or an atavism, indicates that 

after all the whole genus of plovers had a common origin. The 

monkey wrench is removed, and the whole world of science is in- 

debted to the man who did it. Now most people would call this 

amateur egg-collector a "nut". But I call him a high adven- 

turer in the mysteries of life. 

Once I kmew e doctor who worked so hard that he had 

to start playing or cash his checks. He chose fishing as his 

hobby. One evening he became so absorbed in © trout pool thet 

he fished until it was pitch dark, and he was amazed to find 

thet even on a pitch black night a trout could consistently pick 

&@ black gnat from a brown hackle. He begen to study, as a hobby, 

the optical structures and powers of fish. He is finding him- 

self in a new field fairly bristling with miracles. He is learn- 

ing things that only God knew before. But timid folks who stir 

up the dust on the beaten path merely think of him as a crank 

on fishing. 

When I was a boy, there was an old German merchant 

who lived in a little cottage. On Sundays he used to go out 

and knock chips off the limestone ledges along the Mississippi, 

and he had a great tonnage of these chips, all labeled and 
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catalogued. The chips contained little fossil backbones of 

some defunct water-creatures called chrynoids. The townspeople 

regarded this gentle old fellow as just a little bit abmormal, 

put harmless. Pretty soon the paper began to report the arrival 

of certain persons with names of strange lustre, and many titles. 

It was whispered that these visitors were great scientists, some 

of them from foreign lands, and some were among the world's lead- 

ing paleontologists. They came to visit the harmless old man, 

and to hear his pronouncements on chrynoids, and they accepted 

these pronouncements as law. When the old German died, the 

town awoke to the fact that he was a world-authority on his 

subject; a creator of knowledge; a maker of scientific history. 

He was a great man - a man beside whom the local captains of 

industry were mere bushwhackers. His collection went to a 

National Museum, and his name is known in all the nations of 

the earth. 

I kmew e@ bank president, who adventured in roses. 

Roses made him e happy man and a better bank president. I 

know a wheel-manufecturer who adventures in tomatoes. He knows 

all about them, and whether as a result or as a cause, he also 

knows all about wheels. I know a taxi-driver who romances in 

sweet corn. Once get him ad aoe and you will be surprised 

how much he knows, end hardly less at how much there is to be 

known. I knew a lawyer,who hobbied in the Indian tribes that 

once inhabited whet is now the site of Chicago. When he died, / 

his obituary called him a leader of the bar, and the State's 

most eminent historian end ethnologist. And we all know Theodore 
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Roosevelt, who was a stockman, solder, and statesman by profession, 

but hardly less eminent as an ornithologist, mammalogist, hunter, 

historian, and geographer. In estimating the full stature of 

this great man it would be hard to eliminate his hobbies - they 

broadened him for his work, and his work keyed him for the en- 

joyment and perfection of his hobbies. 

Now the point is that this kind of people are not born : 

to greatness; they os mostly just ordinary intelligent folk, who 

during their leisure hours have the courage to step into untrodden 

paths, the persistency to follow them, and that natural reverence 

of the works of God which Christ described as “eyes to see, and 

ears to hear". Of course not one in e thousand of such adven- 

turers attains fame, but everyone of them attains that abundant 

life, beside which fame is merely irrelevant. They live in a 

world of vast horizons, beside which the beaten paths of con- 

formity are literally a prison. They see daily wonders and mir- 

acles, beside which the experiences of mediocrity are self-imposed 

blindness. Our mortal trials and ailments they also must undure, 

but they do not make mountains out of molehills who see daily a 

vast universe of which their fellows do not even know the exist- 

ence. They are the chosen people, not because they are chosen 

of God, but because God is chosen of them. Indeed they have 

attained culture, "by which I mean no mere affectation of kmowl- 

edge, nor any power of glib Speech, or idle command of the jueeis 

ies of art and literature, but rather an intelligent interest in 

= tee possibilities of living" (Canby). That is all that I am 
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talking about today - an intelligent interest in the possibil- 

ities of living. 

In the modern world of highly specialized vocations, 

a man's work and a man's leisure are the complementary factors 

that shape his life. It has always struck me fortunate when a 

professional man for instance, who works with his brain in a 

mehogeny office, finds his adventures with his hands in ea work- 

shop or a garden. To occasionally swelter or freeze, to suffer 

hunger and thirst, and especially to wear overalls and get the ; 

hands dirty, is good for the soul. It is also fortunate when 

a farmer or creftsman can find his adventures in the world of 

brains end books. These may sound like platitudes, but the 

point I am making is that personal axperience is the only teacher 

of other men's viewpoints, and it is limited viewpoint that chokes 

off more careers than any other single thing in the modern world. 

A man may make a splendid start in life by knowing his business, 

but before he climbs the ladder very far it becomes even more 

important that he know men,- all kinds of men. But in general 

he can really know only as many kinds of men as he himself is. 

‘Hence the thousands of single-track minds that climb a rung or 

two and stop, because they know too much business and too little 

humanity. 

Now of course there are blind alleys which look like 

short cuts to adventure, in which lazy, stupid, and irreverent 

men have from time immemorial gotten their feet muddy, and have 
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come back to the straight and narrow path, if at all, with nothing 

more gained than a bad taste in their mouth. These are the mate- 

rialists, the jazz-adventurers, of whom Isaiah said that they feed 

on ashes, deceived hearts have turned them aside, and there is a 

lie in their right hand. These are the cheaters, who try to see 

the universe without a ticket. That ticket is clean living, 

without which no mortel body may hope to sustain that keen appre- 

ciation of beauty which Job had, and happily thousands heve had 

after him, since "the morning starts sang together, and all the 

sons of God shouted for joy”. - 

I shell count this day a failure if I leave with you 

the impression that these paths of high adventure, which I have 

tried to describe, are open only to "highbrows". On the contrary 

they are closed pretty tight to such persons, because these pursue 

knowledge and distinction as objectives, and like those that pur- 

sue salvation, disqualify themselves at the outset from even 

understanding the object of their pursuit. Neither is it at all 

true that only doctors and paleontologists may tread therein; a 

good healthy curiosity is better equipment with which to venture 

forth than any amount of learning or education. Education is 

attained by and not for these things. And schooling, which I 

hold to be an entirely separate thing, is only a period of leisure 

whose object is to show us where an education is to be found. 
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Aldo Leopold 

When the historians of the future write the story of our 

generation, the growth and spread of the Booster spirit will, I 

think, rank as one of the outstanding phatotine of the twentieth 

century. . 

Boosterism is not as yet firmly established in any coun- 

try but our own, Perhaps it will not be. But it is an un— 

deniable fact that it touches the daily lives of a hundred million 

Americans,and dominates the lives of some of them. This alone 

establishes it as one of the great political and economic forces 

of our time. “ : 

Boosterism wesembles.a big’ idea in that-it is hard to 

gather up within the confines of a definition. From the viewpoint 

of a Booster, it might be called the application to civics of the 

truism that faith willlmove mountains. Prom the lapse the 

| critical observer, it might be defined by poreparemng. ee 

% May she always be right! But right or wrong, my "  Direc- 

F tions: insert in the blanicd the name of any lodge, ward, corpor- 

ation, luncheon club, city, county, or state which you own, or 

which owns you, and Boost! 

Boosterism, unlike mosi—big—ideas, is new, at least in | 

its abuses. Civieg or group loyalty, in the more solid sense, 

is of course as old as morality and civilization, but the (to me) 

4 unholy wedlock between the moral principle of loyalty and. the 

‘ technique of billboard advertising is a recent and not altogether
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pleasing addition to the things that are under the sun. : 

The uses of Boosterism neai no defense from me. The organ- 

izer of the Chambery of Commerce extols them adequately when 

he awakens the civic consciousness of our town for forty per cent 

of the gate receipts. / The only thing about Boosterism that is : 

not expounded to us daily is its abuses and fallacies. These I 

will attempt to describe, 

The philosophy of boost is premised on certain tenets, 

which are proclaimed every little while by menu cards, convention 

badges, billboards, windshields and civie orators) but which do not 

appear to have yet been collected in a creed. To write such a 

creed is not an appropriate task for an unbeliever. Possibly I 

entirely misapprehend the matter, but this is as I understand it; 

1. To be big and grow bigger is the end and aim of 
cities and citizens, To be small when young is 
excusable, but to stay small is failure. 

&, The way to grow big is to advertise advantages and 
ignore défects, thereby abolishing them. Self- : : 
criticism is akin to treason. 

3. Growth by labor, © frugality, or natural increase 
is slow and old-fashioned. Growth in population 
is attained by decoying it from some other town or 
state. Growth in wealth is attained by attracting buwuwk wv 
capital from elsewhere,or extracting appropriations 
from public treasuries. 

4, Barned increment may indicate industry)but unearned 
increment proves vision and brains. 

5. Unanimity is the only defensible attitude toward ; ’ 
public questions, Minority opinions merely compli- 

* cate the situation. 

6. Taxes are crushing enterprise, and must be reduced, 
but our appropriations are entirely inadequate. 
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7, Bribing conventions and setting stool-pigeons for $ 
tourists are signs of friendly rivalry between 
cities. 

8. Bhe up-and-comingness of a town varies directly as 
the congestion of its billboards, luncheon clubs, 
and traffic, and inversely as its parking space. 

9. Hducational institutions, libraries, and parks 
are valuable business assets, ‘They attract strangers. 

10. Skilled craftsmen may move to our tow if they want 
to, but we must have oil men and motor tourists, 
for they are the salt of the earth, 

This may not be all of it, but it is enough, Let us 

examine in detail whether and why these propositions are true. 

First, what, coneretidy, is our ambition as a city? 

"100,000 by 1930" - we have blazoned it forth like an army with 

, banners. This is well and good - a’ city has as meyh "right" to 

resolve to attain a phenomenal growth in population as a citizen 

has to resolve to have 15 children, if not more so. And how 

are we going to get, 100, 0007 By advertising our climate, by j 

craft and strategy in manipulating the location of institutions, 

and by increasing tourist traffie. there is nothing necessarily 

wrong about any of these things. But none of them are creative 

effort in any real sense. Supposing every city likewise resolved 

to live and grow by its wits instead of by creating values? (Most 

of them are, and maybe that is what is wrong with the country). 

Moreover, just why do we wish to grow by unearned increment 

instead of an earned increment derived from our own basic resources? : 

Does it ever occur to the booster that we have fifty million acres 

of range in this state injured or ruined by overgrazing, that coulda 

be made into a source of weakth ana prosperity beside which his 
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; tourists and sanatoria are mere bubbles? That we have a wtential S 

agriculture in this valley, crippled by seepage and threatened by . 

silting, that is declining by neglect while he is playing with g 

conventions and brass bands? That the lack of public interest 3 s 

in these real resources is causing them to deteriorate instead iz 

of develop? : nM | 

Moreover, just why are we so much more intense about decoy— os 

ing newcomers to New Mexico than we are about securing better 8 | 

education, better recreational facilities, better public health > ¥ 

service, and cleaner government for the citizens already here? 3 : 

Did anybody ever’ see a boosters' program that dealt with any of pale. 

these internal betterments with even a fraction of the earnest- ~! i 

ness and ingenuity woich it devotes to log-rolling for soubttans! Fs 

appropriations or entertaining motorists?% (ww ona orto demu Urat Ur 8% ys 

Moreover. are we sure that if we effected these internal 

betterments for our own citizens, that we would have to bribe, 

threaten and cajole new people and new institutions to come here? 

I am afraid we could not keep them away. 

In boosting, as in the Inquisition, the end justifies the 

means. Just now the boosters are lashing the latent patriotism 

of the Nation to build by public subscription a huge memorial 

sanatorium to the War Mothers of America - in Albuquerque. ‘The 

Sweep and dering of the idea is as splendid as its avowed motive 

' is sordid and miserable. Would you want the Marble Manufacturer ; 

to ccnceive the splendid idea of passing the hat among your friends, 

in order that he might build, for cost plus ten per cent, a monument 
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to your mother? What is the difference? Will this splendid, 

monstrous scheme find favor where stand the crosses, row on row, 

in Flanders fields? But, say the boosters, while the scheme is 

: selfish for Albuquerque, it will give expression to thy unselfish 

; and lofty motives throughout the Nation. Indeed! Was the Statue 

of Liberty tifis conceived? Did the Westminster Chamber of Com- 

merce poost the Abbey? And why not charge a fee of admission 

to the battlegroundat Gettysburg? Perhaps we shall accomplish 

this thing, and its greatness, like the grass, will grow and bury 

the inglorious memory of its inception, 

"Pile the bodies high at austerlitz and Waterloo 
Shovel them under and let me work - 
ft am the grass, I cover all." 

As Machiavelli, our preceptor since the Great War, once said: 

"Qur experience has: been that those (mexehkent?)}—prinees who have 

done great things have held good faith of little account", 

The booster is intensely provincial. a year ago he demanded 

a National Park for New Mexico. He did not know where or how, but 

he knew jolly well why: A National Park would he a tourist-getter 

of the first water, and tourists are to be desired above all things. 

They come, they see, they spend, and they are even known to come 

back. 

Now a National Park is nothing more or less than the given 

word of the United States government that the place so designated 

is stieplaties among natural wonders. Had New Mexiieo places worthy 

of this high guarantee? If so, were they so situated as to com- 

prise a unit that could be encompassed by a boundary which would 

abn ‘ 
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, Say "Here it is"? If not, was there any danger of our government 
‘ conlsfy an Aufurlelion aewithius trat wae notar ? : : 

being induced to signa bed-eheek? The booster should worry! 

Could the (his) government deny that any state outclassed New Mexico 

in natural wonders? Could the (his) government deny that the other 

children had been served pie and he had not? ‘The government came 

pretty near giving its querulous child a bottle of water to hush 

it up. 

As with the given word of the United States, so with a th 

piskatnesi, The boosters of Santa Pe and Las Vegas conceived a 

scenic highway across the Sangre de Cristo Range. To recreate 

and inspire their own citizens? No indeed, to fetch tourists. 

It was "the wonderland of the Americas", and like all wonderlands 

except that of the refreshing Alice, it far excelled Switzerland, 

with which the boosters are always entirely familiar. What woulda 

this scenic highway cost? "A mere detail 9 that - find out later - 

all we know is that it would eost too much for us to build. It's 

about time the government dia something for northern New Mexico 

anyhow." Could the government, in justice to existing needs for 

roads elsewhere, afford to appropriate? "We are not representing 

‘elsewhere' ~ we are building up ow city". Should the "wonder- 

land" continue under the agricultural Department as a National Forest? 

"It will continue under the department that helps us get the money. 

If your department won't, there are plenty of others that will." 

Thus is the pork barrel filled - ana emptied, Thus do we 

| attain "less government in business, and more business in govern- ; 

ment", Thus are the burdens of taxation reduced. Thus do we 

; build cities and attain prosperity. Thus also does little Willie 
kick and squeal when his father denies his unseasonable demand for | a new bicycle. ca 
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The booster's yardstock is the dollar, and if he recognizes 

any other standard of value, or any other agency of accomplishment, 
he makes it a point of pride not to admit it, Even works of 

charity are bought and sold, like cabbages or gasoline. Do we 
want to do something for the Boy Scouts? We levy a subscription, 
hire an architect, and build them a cabin in the mountains (which Ms Foote aud Proeutel Te §rget Be Scout m ott; they ought to have built themselves) ¢ We can not see that what 
we should give toward such causes is usually not, ‘noney, but a 

little human interest. 

A few months ago somebody discovered that the Bursum Bill 
raised the question of possible disintegration of the Pueblo In- 
dian communes. A booster editor, commenting on the situation, 
cooly pointed out that the tourist-getting value of the Indians 
depended on their distinctive culture, which should therefore be 
preserved until our industrial development made it no longer 

possible to do so. This was, I hope, the utlimate impertinence 
of boosterism in the Southwest. _ That the Indian culture and ours 
Should have been placed in competition for the possession of this 
country was inevitable, but the cool assumption that this last 
little Zragment must necessarily disappear in order that an in- 

: finitésimal percentage of soot, bricks, ana dollars may be added 
to our own, betrays a fundamental disrespect for the Creator, who 
made not only boosters, but mankind, in his image. 

The booster seems almost proud of the ugliness ané destruc- 
tion that accompany industrialism,. That some of this is inevi- 
table and necessary I am the first to admit. That it can not be 
mitigated I emphatically deny. Is there any real economic necepity 
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for the army of billboards that marches across the peaceful 

landscapes of the Rio Grande $erkae, Mlb Nee asa 
aba foe of, The elirmat hatte, omrd- 

With its ribald banners, shouting at every turn of the road 

what is the best brand of chewing gum, tires, or tobaceo? And 
Urn ga nw ov board nuchid day Gt Busamtes 

to top off this indignity, a-shoxt frome Woman's Club, proclaim- 

ing the peemtess virtues of our city! “st tu, Brute?” 

Whence cometh this noise? Is it a business necessity? 

On the contrary, it is.one of those competitive business evils 

that merely cost money and benefit notody. A zone for bill- 

: boards at the entrance to the city, advising travellers of the 

kind and location of its serv~ices, would be j@utifiable. But a 

gauntlet of billboards fifty miles long is not only bad business, 

but miserably bad taste. 

Is there any sound economic reason why our comely public 

buildings can not be grouped around a public plaza, instead of 

cramped into seattered lots where they will shortly be elbowed 

by such a maze of butcher shops and five-and-ten-cent stores as 

to be visible only from an airplane? No reason, except that SE 

boosters and politicians do not know and will not learn the “modern 

devices of public finance like the "Excess Condemnation Plan", which 

would give us a plaza without additional cost. In all this need- 

less ugliness the booster is not so much ruthless as clumsy. A 

hundred percenter in making the flag fly and the eagle scream, he 

is awkward in self-govenument, Worshipping comneree, he is slow 

to regulate its own abuses. : 

fhe typical bocster is entirely out of contact with the most 
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fundamental of his boasted resources, the soil. Ask the avere 

age one how many bushels an acre of corn produces in our valley 

and he doesn't know, but he will quote you yards of statistics 

7 on what the tourist spends in our town. Ask him what is wrong 

with the livestock industry and he will answer drouth, or foreign 

competitiion)or other accessories-after-the-fact. He doesn't 

@mm know that the fundamental reason is lack of a stable, land 

tenure to produce grass, and that his own unintelligent and irres- 

ponsible polities is in turn responsible for this. Knowing hothing 

of the soil, he does not have the confidence of those who till the 

soil, and accordingly his spasmodic efforts at drainage or other 

betterments come to naught. Happily, there are excep tions to this. 

Banks and boosters, in places, are doing a splendid and successful 

work in rebuilding the agriculture of the south, whee tne bolle 

weevil wrecked the cotton crop and the boosters had to do something 

“or move out. 

Growing away from the soil has spiritual as well as economic 

: consequences which sometimes lead one to doubt he ther the booster's 

hundred per cent Americanism attaches itself to the country, or 

only to the living which we by hook or crook extract from it, 

Recently our boosters "discovered" the Sandias. Since Coronado : 

came, and before, they have offered cool shades and peace to the 

inhabitants of this valley, but suddenly we realize that they are 

there, and that they are beautiful. Do we rejoice that our eitin 

zens shall henceforth enjoy them? No so. “I love thy rocks and 

rills, thy woods and templed hills” - as tourist bait. 
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Ekough the booster, be unscrupulous, provincial, and féman- 

ee ee ne not proud, Cleaning the 

boots of tourists, conventions, prospective investors, and other 

dispensers of "prosperity" is congenial labor, performed with an : 

Obseqiousness worthy of a head-waiter, and with as good an eye 

for gratuities. "*Ich Dien¥, but please lile our town. Conventions | 

present their demands for civic hospitaMplity in the same categori- 

cal imperative as an ultimatum to the Turks, and the boosters re- 

ceive it with a polite humility that a Turk could never emulate, 

The ordinary relationsof guest and host, premised on mutual con- y 

4 sideration and self respect, are dueplacea by a brazen self-interest 

that survives nowhere else but in diplomacy and international rela- 

tions. Auto tourists demand "service", under pain of blackballing 

the town, and they get it. New enterprises demand a "bonus", under 

pain of locating elsewhere. It is a hopeful sign thet this "bonus" 

system is rapidly falling into disrepute. 

4 it is characteristie of the "small boy" psychology of the 

"booster that he recognizes no kind of civic service save his own. 

I once heard a subscription committee vehemently berate a dentist 

for his refusal to sign on the dotted line. They charged him with 

| . ignoring his civic obligations. As a matter of fact, the highly 

skilled and utterly conscientious professional services of that 

particular dentist had done more for the town, even measured by 

its own materialistic standards, than the new Chamber of Commerce 
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, which the committee purported to represent. He had lived the 

precept of Carlisle, who said "The latest gospel in this world , 

is, Know thy work and do it", 

Likewise characteristic of the small boy is the booster 

tendency toward mutual admiration societies. The solemn altruism 

and lofty ethical codes of our four-and-twenty varieties of lun- : | 

cheon clubs are not - as many outsiders aver - an hypocrisy, for- 

gotten in the daily practice of their members. On the contrary, 

these codes are a uniform, like the plumes and swords of fraternal 

orders, and worn for a like purpose - the lifting up of the ind@i- 

vidual out of the treadmill of industry. Whether we know it or 

not, we all need and seek this lifting up. 

= And even boosters are lifted. The full measure of devotion 

4etven to booster movements commands respect and admiration, regard- 

less of the present fallacies of the canse, Look back on the birth 

of political and religious liberty, and the more recent birth of 

internationalism, and see how each is full of fallacies and extremes 

ranging from the tragic to the ludicrous. But @incerity is never 

ludicrous, Let us critics, therefore beware, in radiculing the 

fallacies of this new thing "lest we laugh in the wrong place, and 

thus commit impiety when we think we are achiveing wit", . 

One more admission of the possibility that true vitality and 

greatness underlies the booster idea. I once mew a doctor, who 

on the completion of his medical studies, returned to his home town 

| to practice. He soon saw that the place was too small for him. - 

| "I realized", he says, "that I would either have to move to the kind 
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- of a town I needed, or else make over my ewa town into that kind 

Arana 
of a place. I decided to make over my own town", And he did. 

He did it through a Chamber of Commerce. 

; The sweep and daring, the utter simplicity and directness 

| of such occasional manifestations of the booster spirit give the 

lie to any easy assumption that it is all froth and moise. Some- 
aon Lews “the gaawe fy 3 

‘ where, somehow, a better order of i Even in 

| our town there are symptoms of it, 

Every day on my way to my office I pass a booster billboard 

. which exhorts me as follows: "Cities do not happen - BE A BUILDER - 

Support your Chamber of Commerce". Splendid truths, the first two. 

I detest billboards e@sca=ruke, but this one interests me. Be @ 

builders There is a real ring in those words. f look over at the 

towering beauty of "The Franciscan”, and am proud. : 

"Bhat vigor raised those spires; what joyful hand 
Put strength into those arches, gave the free 
Rock this immense and grotesque dignity, 
Making the structure greater than it planned’ 
What laughter shook the builders as they scanned 
Those grinning gargoyles, and a jubilee 
Spirit enlarged the workers" energy; 
While, laid with love, each stone was made to stands" 

The boosters build this lovely thing. I recall the travail 

of “Mee civic spirit, the fight with civic sloth and inertia, which 

converted the dream to reality. I recall the contest between the 

: mediocrity which wanted "plain commercial architesature" and the 

vision which saw a building reflecting the history and traditions 

of the Southwest. The vision won. Out of this immense, vigorous, 

unlovely thing called Boosterism, provincial as a carpe tobaggara th~ 

less as the Juggernaut, intolerant as a Prussian, boisterous as 

on
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Huckleberry Finn, but courageous as the Vikings grew "he Brancis- } 

can", Is it too much to hope that this force, harnessed to a finer 4 

ideal, may some day accomplish good as well as big things? That i 

our future standard of civic values may even exclude quantity, ob- 

: ‘tained at the expense of quality, as not wortiyhile? When this is . 

accomplished shall we vindicate the truth that “the virtue of a 

living democracy consists not in its ability to avoid mistakes, but 4 

’ in its ability to profit by them". 
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Stella + Do you think this is amy good? It happened last year on 
the Blue. I've been thinking for a yoar how to write it. Afraid 
it can't be done. 

! Al 6-Li-22 

| Bird is the Vermillion Flycatcher, I've told you about then. 

BU RIVER 

I veined up, not sure whether the old cow was dead, or just dying. 
t She had oome down out of the drouth stricken hills to drink, I guess. 

And now she lay there, quite still, on the hot sand bar. A swarm of 
brilliant green flies bugzed about her head, and plagued her mouth and 

: eyes. She had craned her neck - the mrk was there in the sand - as if 
. for one last look up into the cruel cliffs of Blue River. 

I was reflecting on this - especially the gowlish flies - when it 
. happened. A flash of vermillion - a soft mbbling warble < and, a 

little red Dird hovered over the old cow's head, snapping up flies right 
: and left, one after another, for each a ery of ecstacy, in very joy of 

; living. And then with one quick crimson sweep of wing, it disappeared 
e ; into the green depthe of a cottonwood. 

Did the old cow see the bird? Wo. Her dead eyes stared up! inte 
# the cliffs. Her enlf was somewhere up there, 

For a while, I looked at the old cow, and thought about the little 
red bird, ‘Then I rode on down Blue River. f 
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= THE RIVER OF THE MOTHER OF GOD - 

By Aldo Leopold , = 

I eam conscious of a einkiderstia personal debt to E 3 

the continent of South America. a 

% It has given me, for instance, rubber for motor tires, — = 

which have carried me to lonely places on the face of Mother s sy 

Earth where sll her ways are pleasantness, and all her paths = 

are peace. : a 

It has given me coffee, and to brew it, many ‘ memora- es 

ble campfire with the dawn-wind rustling in autumnal trees. a 2: 

i It has given me rare woodsy pleasant fratbe, leather, y 

i medicines, nitrates to make my garden bloom, and books about 

; strange beasts and ancient peoples. I am not unmindiful of my *— 

: obligation for these things. But more than all of these, it 4 

has given me The River of The Mother of God. " 

: ? The river has been in my mind so long that I cannot a 

: geanaafchen or how I first heard of it. All that I remember ‘ 

i is that long ago a Spanish Captain, wandering in some far Andean 3 

i . height, sent back word that he had found mhaibe a mighty river { 

‘ falls into the trackless Amazonian forest, and disappears. He ~ 

had named it El Rio del Madre de Dios. he Spanish Captain never 

came back. Like the river, he disappeared. But ever since some : 

maps of South America have shown a short heavy line running a 
eastward beyond the Andes, a river without beginning and without ; 

3
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end, ina Es, The River of the Mother of God. 

That short heavy line flung down upon the blank 

: vastness of tropical wilderness, has always seemed the per- 

fect symbol of The Unknown Places of the earth. And its name, : 

resonant of the clank of silver armory and the cruel progress 

of the tuede, yet fer-eiti that carrying a hush of reverence 

and Chieeovk murmur of the prows of galleons on the seven seas, 

has always seemed the perfeet symbol of Conquest,- the Conquest 

that has reduced those unknown Places, one by one, until now 

there are none let. . 

And when I read that MacMillan has planted the Radio ; 

among the Eskimos of the furthest polar seas, and that Everest 

is all but climbed, aia faseis is founding fisheries in Wrangel 

Land, I know the time is not far off when there will $e no moredew 

® short line on the map, without beginning and without end; no 

mighty river to fall from far Andean heights into the Amazonian 

wilderness, snd disappear. Motor boats will sputter through 

those trackless forests, the eclank of steam hoists will be heard 

in the Mountain of the Sun, and there will be phonographs and 

chewing gum upon the River of The Mother of God. 

No doubt it was "for this the earth lay preparing 

quintillions of years, for this the revolving centuries truly 

and steadily rolled." But it fyimerks a new epoch in the history 

of mankind, an epoch in which Unknown Places disappear as a dom- 

inant fact in human life. 

: 72



Ever since paleolithic man became conscious that 

his own home hunting ground was only part of a greater world, 

Unknown Places have been a seemingly fixed fact in human en- 

vironment, and usually a major influence in human lives. 

Sumerian tribes, venturing the Unknown Places, found the valley 

of the HZuphrates and an imperial destiny. Phoenician sailors, ‘ 

venturing the unknown seas, found Carthage and Cornwall and es- 

f tablished commerce upon the earth. Hanno, Ulysses, Eric, Columbug - 

history is but a succession of adventure¥s into the Unknown. For 

unnumbered centuries the test of men and nations has been whether 

they "chose rather to live miserably in this realm, pestered with 

inhabitants, or to venture forth, as becometh men, into those 

remote lands." 

And now, speaking geographically, the end of the Unknown 

is at hand. This fact in our environment, seemingly as fixed as 

the wind and the sunset, has at last reached the vanishing point. 

Is it to be expected that it shall be lost from human experience 

without something likewise being lost from human snavasiont” 

think not. | 

pee fact, there is an instinctive human reaction against 

the loss of fundamental envixeupel intatintag of which history 

records many examples. The chase, for instance, was a funda- 

mental fact in the life of all nomadic tribes. Again and again, 

when these tribes conquered and took possession of agricultural 

regions, where they settled down and became civilized and had no 

further need of hunting, they neverthelsss continued it as a 

a Bie A 7 
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{ sport, and as such it persists to this day, with ten million 

/ ardent devotees in America alone. 
/ St 40 Sin Qo 

/ oe ee against the loss of adventure % | 

: into the unknown is—appearent—enexugh—in the hundreds of thousands whe — 

sally forth each year upon little expeditions, afoot, by pack | 

train, or by canoe, into the odd bits of wilderness which commerce | 

and "development" have regretfully and temporarily left us here 

and there. Modest adventuretSto be sure, compared with Hanno, 

or Lewis and Clarke. But so is the sportsman, with his setter 

dog in pursuit of partkidges, a modest adventurer compared with 

his Neolithic ancestor, in single combat with the Auroch bull. 
along with 

The point is that/the nécessity for expression of racial instincts 

there happily goes Piesusitz for illusion which enables little 

ae to fish happily in wash-tubs, and—which-persists in-seme—de- 

grece~even—in_grown-ups. That capacity is a precious thing, if 

not overworked. . 

But there is this basic difference between the adventures 

. of the chase and the adventures of wilderness travel. Production 

of game for the chase ine with proper skill, be superimposed 

upon agriculture and a haere pest ne re ere 

petuated. But the wilderness, and economics are, in ey eettae 

sanse, mutually exclusive. If the wilderness is to be perpetuated 

at all, it must be in areas exclusively dedicated to that purpose. 

We come now to the question: Is it possible to preserve 

the element of Unknown Places in our national life? Is it prac- 

ticable to do so, without undue loss in economic values? TI say 

Bey :



"yes" to both questions. oa —iseaeie and quickly, 

before the remaining bits of wilderness have disappeared. 

Like parks and playgrounds and other "useless" things, 

any system of wilderness areas would have to be owned and held 

for public use by the Government. The fortunate thing is that 

the Government already owns enough of them, to-makeevery good 

start, scattéred here and there in the poorer and rougher parts 

of the National Forests and National Parks,” “the tes. 

ful is for the Gevernment to draw a line around aes say: 

"This is wilderness, and wilderness it shall remain.* A place 

where Americans may "venture forth, as becometh men, into these 

remote lands." 

; ‘Such a policy would not subtract even a fraction of 3 

one per cent from our economic wealth, but would preserve a frac- 

tion of what has, since first the flight of years began, been 

wealth to the human spirit. 

There is a current advertisement of Wells' Outline of 

History which says "The unforgivable sin is standing still. In 

all Nature, to cease to grow is to perish." I suppose this pretty 

accurately summarizes the rebuttal which the Beonomic American ; 

would make to the proposal of a national system of wilderness 

playgrounds. But what is standing still? And what constitutes 

growth? The Economic ineciein, A nattbe Ulan Seca sh the 

number of ciphers added yearly to the national population and 

the national bank-roll. But the Gigantosaurus tried out that 

definition ker several million years. He was a quantitative 
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economist of the first water. He added two ciphers to his obeliins, 

size, and a staggering row of them to his numbers. But he 

perished, the blind victim of natural and "economic" laws. 

They made him, and they destroyed him. | 

here hag been just one really new thing wet 

That new thing is Man, the first creature in all the immensities 

of time and space whose evolution is self-directed. The first 

creature, in any spiritual sense, to create his own environment. 

Is it not in that fact, rather than in mere ciphers of dollars 

or population, that we have grown? 

The question of wilderness playgrounds is a question in 

self-control of environment. If we had not exercised that control 

in other ways, we would already be in process of destruction by 

our own ciphers. Wilderness playgrounds simply represent a new 

need for exercising it in a new direction. Have we %gromX 

enough to realize thee before it is too late? 

I say "too late" because wilderness is the one thing 

: we ean not build to order. When our ciphers result in slums, we 

ean tear down enough of them to re-establish parks and playgrounds, 

When they choke traffic, we can tear down enough of them to build 

highways and subways. But when our ciphers have choked out the 

last vestige of the Unknown Placés, we cannot build new ones. 

To Praeryek ry oe the capacity for illusion of even little 

boys with wash-tubs. 

: Just what is it that is choking out our last vestiges 

of wilderness? Is it real economic need for farmlands? Go out 

and see them - they contain no farmlands worthy of the name. 

“6. | 
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Is it real economic need for timber? They contain timber to be 

sure, much of it better to look at than to saw, but until we 

start growing timber on tne tt Pion acres of fire-gutted wastes 3 

created by our "economic" system we have small call to begrudge 

what timber they contain. The thing that is. choking out the 

wilderness is not true economics at all, but rather that Frank- 

enstein which our boosters have builded, the "Good Roads Move- 

ment," : wo 

This movement, entirely sound and beneficial in its 

inception, has been boosted until it resembles a gold-rush, 

/with about the same regard for ethics and good craftsmanship. 

] The spilled treasuriesof Nature and of the Government seem to 

. incite about the same kind of stampedg in the human mind, 

In this case the yellow lure is the Motor Tourst. A 

_Adke Mamon, he must now be spelled with a eapital, and as with 

fa uehon, we grovel at this feet, and he rules us with the. insolence 

characteristic of a new god. We offer up our groves and our 

greenswards for him to camp upon, and he litters them with. eans 

and with rubbish. We hand him our wild life and our wild flow- , 

ers, and humbly continue the gesture after there are none left ! 

d to tee But of all offerings in-his—konor, foolish roads are c 

to him the most pleasing ef sacrifice. \ 

(Since they are mostly to be paid for by ® Ae | 
treasury or, {distant posterity, they are likewise pleasing 4 

to us.) | 
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And of all foolish roads, the most pleasing is the 

one that "opens up" some last little vestige of virgin wilder- 

ness. With the unholy zeal of fanatics we hunt them out and 

pile them upon his altar, while from the throats of a thousand 

: luncheon clubs and Chambers of Commerce and Greater tia 

Associations rises the solemn chant "There is Bo Goa but Gaso- 

line and Motor is his Prophet!" 

The more benignant aspects of the Great God Motor 

E and the really sound elements of the Good Roads Movement need 3 

no defense from me. They are cried from every housetop, and 

we all know theme What I am trying to picture is the tragic 

absurdity of GCE san eitsale tenn diee whippiee the March 

of Bmpire into a gallop. 

: Very specifically, I am ¢rying—+o ooianget that in 7 

this headlong stampede for speed and ciphers we are erushing 

the last remants of something that ought to be preserved for 

the spiritual and physical welfare of future Americans, even 

at the cost of acquiring a few less millions of wealth or 

population in the long run. Something that has helped build 

the rece for such innumerable centuries that we may logically 

suppose it will help preserve it in the centuries to come. : 

Failing this, it seems to me we fail in the ultimate 

test of our vaunted superiority - the self-control of environ- 

ment. We fall back into the biological category of the potato | 

bug which exterminated the potato, and thareby exterminated itself. : 
" 
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‘ WILBUR CROSS REVI E 
EDITOR A National Quarterly 

ASSOCIATE EDITOR £3 vane sramion 
EDWARD BLISS REED pica ASSISTANT EDITOR 

= December 16, 1924. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 

Madison, Wise. 

Dear Sir, 

We thank you for letting 
us see this esssy on "The River of 
the MOther of God," sand we are sorry 
that it does not eeem to be in accord 
ance with our plans for The Yale Review, 

Very sincer yours, 

Gx j



_ Sportemens Review. ; ee Sees ee 

e : SAND BURS a 

| There is just one thing almost as good as going mmmbing, and = 

thet is wasting a winter evening with a pipe and steek of magazine hunting Ss 

ae Thore is also just one thing elmost as painful watching a “spert® 
perform in the ficld, and that is to watch him perform on paper. = 

: ——-E have Just conpleted one such vinter evening witha first-class = 

ge on naturel history, As a rosult I find my "sense of sportenanship” so full of 
sond-burs that I feel impelled to do a little picicing. a 

ee Witness, Gontle Reader, Exiibit I, which we will lebel ‘the Winblo 
= Conseionee’, "The prohorn antelope," says the distinguished writer, "heve been 

e = dininished to only a fow soattoring bands, and unless rigidly protested, thoy 
— sre in danger of being mmborod among the many other wild species whieh have = 

P @iseppoared with the advance of civilization”. rue! But this seme writer, in 

ks ens aetro, me onal toe ste! . 
= is no lew on antelope there. Lew? I'll wager ten dollers this antelope- ae 

= Wd2ler would be mortally insulted 4¢ told that his brand of “sportamnship™ = 
- was of that eraven kind which is bogetton by foar of the Imv, instead of 
_ arising out of an innate respeot for the Lord and His works. — — 

ae \ Bxhibit IT. - A ceiontict is writing bout the nesting habits of 
ee 

ee " gvare spocios of duck, “An abandoned flicker's hole is usually selected = 
a for the nest," he says. “The tree is often so mich decayed thet a single tog 
—— at the bark noar the hole will ronove tho whole adjocent surface, exposing



Was it 2 necessity to break up this nest? wo doubt, on the | 
thoory that all imowledge may some day be useful. Dut there have been | 
sportsnamnaturalists who always made a point of explaining, briefly | 
but convincingly, the necessity for the “tel:ing’ of brooding birds, half~ ce 
hatehed eggs and rare species. The lscl: of such explanation sonuetines | 
tends the leynan wonder what ell of this expensive “imowledge” is used a 2 

' The above are seuples of tho sand-burs that have been bothoring | 
E mos My Innting partner hes just dropped in. I have showed him tho antelope = 
a story. Hs replied, very adequately: "We lumans have still to learn the a 

real meaning of blasphemy.” | 
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Sana FE BUILDERS Suppiy Co. t 

EVERYTHING FORTHE BUILDER 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

Santa Fr,NEw MEXICO 23 

October 28, 1925 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, , 

e/o Forest Products Laboratory, 
4 Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of October 22nd and can not 

express to you my sincere appreciation of everything you 

have enumerated therein. Some of the things I have been 

advocating not, however, from a scientific point of view 

put from a degree of necessity as I see it. I am more than 

pleased to know that your sentiments are practically the 

same as mine in some respects. You have given me food for 

: a great deal of new thought in this letter and I am going rf 

to undertake to get out a synopsis of what I believe a { 

program should be and have it for discussion only at the 3 

next meeting of the State G.P.A. 1 would like very much 

to head this with a definition of "A Sportsman” and will 

ask you to give me your views of what a sportsman is and 

should be. 

We had a most interesting meeting here the other 

day and I am enclosing herewith a copy of the rport of same, 

as carried by the New Mexican. I am specially gratified 

at the action of Senator Bratton as he was one of several 

who called upon me during the beginning of this administration, 

urging the appointment of some very rotten material in the 

game department. He stated in his remarks, the other night, 

that he realized more than ever the great necessity of a —“% 

. geientific program with scientific leadership and would 

pledge his full support to such @ programe - 3 

It has been our great desire to get the sportsmen 

thoroughly organized and I believe by the time the next ‘ 

Legislature convenes, the Executive Committee of the G.P.A. 

can hope for at least 5000 organized and aggressive sportsmen. 

We are endeavoring to show them the  aagebie serious condition 

and also what must be done in order to get“the gituation in 

an intelligent manner and what must be done if the children 

now growing up are ever to see OF have any game. I believe 

we are making headway slowly, of course, but that we are gaining 

in a permanent way and that we are going to continue to gain. 

I also believe that the State G.»P.A. should take a very active 

interest in keeping in touch with all organization and giving 

them an understanding of what is trying to be accomplished. 

" 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold..ceeeN0e2 | 
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However, I wish to say a few words to you confidentially, i 
concerning the Commission. Ur. Hill, as you know, wants to i 
satisfy the politiciams. Sisk believes as I do, however, he | 
does not seem to have the strength to overcome the pressure | 
that is brought by Swope and others and does not stand as i 
forcibly on different questions as I believe he should I { 
would appreciate it very much if you would, in writing to Mr. | 
Sisk, stress the necessity of the elimination of everything { 
political in the game department even to deputies or compromises ) 
whereby it weakens the position of the game department. I know 

he admires you and your opinions very much and believe you could 
be of a great deal of assistance in this matter. As you no doubt 
know, I have no use for any politician, regardless of what his 
politics may be and the surprising thing to me is how I was ever 
appointed on the Commission except through the influence of 
Judge Neblett. I have no interest whatever in anything political 
and my only interest is in the hopes of doing something cons- 
structive for the game and fish of this state and help in a 
small measure to repay to future generations some of the havoc 
I have helped bring about in these matters. Personally, I do i 
not care whether a man is a democrat, republican, socialist 
or an I,W.W, if he is only efficient and honest. This has been j 
what I have tried to insist upon in every appointment we have 
made. 

. I am most happy to report to you that some of our 
most prominent citizens of the state are for the first time i 
evidencing an interest in the game situation and that each 
one in talking to me personally, has admitted the necessity 
of getting the game department out of politics entirely, having | 
scientific management in control. This is the real thing that 
gives me courage to go on and endeavor to get it on a good 
sound basis. 

i am very much pleased to note in your letter, your = 
reference to funds as I have been endeavoring for sometime to 
get the sportsmen to see the necessity of having a repeal of 
practically all existing laws now on the statute books and 
giving this power to the Gommission. Our fish licenses should 
be trebled, our hunting licenses should be increased 25% if 

: not 50%. Then each and every license vendor should be a 
solicitor for membership in the local G.P.A. also there should 
be some scheme worked whereby the next Legislature would be 
required to finance a hatchery in the northern part of the 
State as well as additional funds for the enlargement of the 
Pecos hatchery, together with operating funds for about three 
years. With a systematic system of refuge and with systematic 
men in each department, I believe we would have the funds for 
the building up of our game and fish to where it would be a 

great credit not only to this state but to the nation. | 

: 
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Mr. Aldo Le opold.......No0.3d | 

‘ 
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I read with very much interest your article in 
the Denver Magazine and can say I heartily agree with you 
in your idea of the wilderness area, If I can do anything 
to help this, 1 shall be most happy to have you advise me. | 

With kindest regards and best wishes, in which . 
‘dirseHughes joins me and hoping that I may receive your 
definition of a sportsman at an early date, I an, : 

Sincerely yours, \ 

Chas.?roebstel. 
fo 
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} MEMBERSHIP MORE THAN TRIPLED 
| 
\ Se Be ence er TALE TT TTT ATTN Te | 

others made speeches to the meet- 
Two Hundred Members Reported °°" attended by over fifty men. 
at Rousing Meeting Held at | U. S. Senator.Sam G. Bratton was 

: loudly -applauded when he promised 

the Court House ito give the game counservation move- 
SER ment in New Mexico all the aid in his 

| QUAIL REFUGES WILL | power as U. S. senator. He pledged 
‘support for the revised public shoot- 

| BE LOCATED AT ONCE (ie grounds bill, which will assure 
pe - {shooting of migratory wild fowl to the 

With its membership more than|poor man, preserve waters for wild | 
tripled, increased from 60 to 200 |bira life by purchasing undrained 

js ’ < areas, and also furnish ample refuges | 
in a week’s drive, the Santa Fe tor the birds. It is planned to secure 
Game Protective association took ;congressional allocation of funds re-| 

! : ,ceived from the automobile tax ss 
jon a new lease of life at a YOUS-/ purchase shooting and rest grounds: 
jing meeting held at the court nw rapidly disappearing by reason | 
i; dactarmokt The-siahteh of drainage and development. All} 
| Phe eas ReUt € sights 2 ees in the east are now 
been raised, 500 is the next ob-junited in support of the bill. Jami- 
Rope t ee - |son declared that for the first time 
jective and the rapid Increase. IN} a11 New Mexico sportsmen are a unit | 
public interest and enthusiasm for | for the il Gi icas 

x sae es | Ss. A 
Ot pea indicates the) Senator Bratton said also he would 
goal WU e reached. ;work for establishment of a federal 

With the additional money avail-/fish hatchery at Elephant Butte lake 

jable from dues, it was decided to go|and for more generous contributions 
ahead at once with plans for creating |of fish fry to New Mexico from the U. 

local farm refuges for quail and Ed|'S. bureau of fisheries. 
Safford was appointed head of a GAME SURVEY ASSURED 
committee to select and post the sites C. A. Proebstel of the state game 
without delay. It will also be pos+|and fish commission announced that | 
sible “to pay for ae of the Santa |arrangements have ee ee 
Fe game refuge durihg the winter;to bring a game exper ere by e 

months when vigilance is most nevd- [first of the ¢oming year-to make a 
ed. A® man was started on this jobijthorough survey of the state. 

on thé 23rd. He réports to local ior ROSWELL AFTER: 1000 
est Service headquarters twice a day.4’ Mr. Dow said the Roswell G. P. A. 
from the Granite Point and Aspen{/had set 1000 members e oe oe 
Park tanger stations’ and can thus/as its objective and that,Clovis had 

Ibe quickly reached at’dany time. Alija live and growing association. 
| sportsmen who learn of poaching ony Plans are afoot for sending a Santa 
this ¢lésed reserve should report to'!Fe delegation to Roswell to confer 
the forest offices promptly. with the sportsmen there. verything 
SAM BRATTON PLEDGES jat the meeting, in addition nip | 

“CO-OPERATION IN SENATE ¢gratifying jump in membership, 
| President Colin Neblett of the state |pointed to a general awakening 
G. P..A., H. B. Jamison from Albu- |throughout the state of intelligent in- 
querque, Judge Holloman, Secretary | terest in restocking and conserving | 
Dow of the Roswell G. P. ‘A. arid igame and fish. before it is too late. |
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Aldo Leopold a 

€ Many conscientious aitens are losing sleep over what they a 

_ take to be a socialistic or paternalistic trend in the general current q 

Y a : of economic thought. They do not seem to have noticed one field of 4 

i activity in which the very opposite is taking place. 3 

In this field state ownership and operation has been tried 7 

- and found wanting; as a consequence a deliberate effort is being made 3 

— is to develop private intitiative as a means of getting production. 4 
a The leaders in this field are unaware that they have been 3 

2 conducting an experiment in statecraft. It has never occurred to them 4 

_ s _ that their former policy was "radical," and that their present trend is 

: conservative. Their present action is impelled by a far simpler, more 

a natural, and more cogent reason: experience has shown that state | 

a operations did not get results. : 

a To push the anomaly farther: some of the very "bureaucrats" 

_ who have been operating state plants, and who are supposed never to let 

— go ofa eevee function, are trying to develop private initiative 

in order to relieve themselves of a task they find they cannot fulfill. 

_ Meanwhile at least part of the consuming "proletariat," although supposed 

to dote on government hand-outs, is realizing that free-and-equal dis- 

_ tribution is academic unless and until there is something to distribute, 

oo The whole show makes one suspect that people might be less 

—easity stampeded if all the pre-existing lebels which mark our political 

a a
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r : and economic factions were cut off, and each individual had to base his 

Re behavior on what his neighbor actually did, rather than on what his label A 

o said he might do. . 

- The field of activity of which I am speaking is no piddling 

matter, so aakl and unimportant that in it people can afford to reverse : 

ee their normel conduct. It deals with the production, distribution, and a 
a consumption of a land crop worth, according to government experts, * 

c. ; $150,000,000 anmally. One-tenth of the population are consumers, and 

ES these consumers pay an additional $170,000,000 for the privilege of going 

. out in the country and picking their share of the crop in person. The 

bE: demand is so insistent that salability is little affected either by oa 

a depression or prosperity. I refer to the crop of wild fish, game, and : ; 

a fur produced annually by our farms, forests, and streams. 

: Ever since we exhausted the virgin abundance of game which i 

E ee swarmed about the wilderness clearings of the pioneers, wild life production : 

a has been a highly paternalistic enterprise. The state taxed the hunter 

4 : : (in the form of a dollar Skeense), and used the money to hire wardens and , 

3 Plant birds, on the condition, tacitly implied, that the farmer on whose 

4 ; _ land the birds were planted would let the public hunt free of charge. 

2 This "gentlemen's agreement" worked for a while, but there came a 

a time when the hunting public included fewer and fewer gentlemen. It ; 

a ; acquired mumbers, autos, and automatics faster than it learned manners or 

e 3 moderation. The present-day farmer is thoroughly "burnt out" on free d 

e. 5 public trespass on his premises. 

4 : ~ So is the game. It is inconceivable that a breeding stock can ; 

2 be maintained without some restraint on killing more effective than that 

2 ee SEP Teac Siren Signe Ne Lem amas tng ea ee ee ee rN re ~ See
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afforded by the game laws, which merely prescribe that it cease on a 4 

certain legal date. As well kill all the chickens anybody can find ; 

on the farm in November, and then expect eggs in March. That is exactly | 

: what we have been expecting of farm game. We are now in process of a | 

belated realization that somebody has to provide food and cover, and 

call a halt on shooting as soon as the surplus has been killed. 

Of course, when we say that. the present 150 million dollar game 

crop is "produced" by human hands, we are stretching the term. Game, 

like Topsy, just grows up, but so far it has had a chance to grow up 

only where tough old nature was able to take advantage of economic accident. 

What has "produced" our game crop is not so much the expensive birds 

released by the state with its paternal blessing, as the cover which the 

farmer neglects to cut or graze, the grain accidentally spilled in the 

fields, and the weed seeds accidentally missed by the cultivator. 

No one of these elements of a habitable game range is effective 

without the other two. Thus the reverted farms of New England have 

millions of acres of cover, but no grain and few edible weeds. Hence 

there is little game. On the other hand the cornbelt has vast quantities : 

of waste grain and weeds, but no cover. Hence there is little game. ‘The 

. great gamefields of the South all lie where cover and food come together. 

Millions of acres of southern farms lack food, and hence game. 

What would happen if the cornbelt farmer deliberately left brush 

and weeds of the right kind on every waste spot, to balance the waste 

grain in his fields? A prodigious increase in game would happen. I 

have made counts of all the game, cover spots, and food spots on nearly 

a thousand farms inihalf a dozen cornbelt states, and can certify to the 

Mg a RISES SD fie eae = SSeS co at iene eae ae Rae ae ap ac A MRR Re eee cn eager ee gma sR eee oa ee
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fact that the game population is proportional to the cover and food i 

available to house and feed it in winter, and this is usually true 4 

regardless of whether it is shot or unshot. 

This proportionality between game abundance and game living 

conditions holds good up to an upper limit of about a bird per acre. 

The average stand now is around a bird per ten acres. Therefore the 

deliberate provision of cover and food would at least quintuple the 

stand of game, especially where the shooting is conducted with due 

regard to leaving seed-stock. 

Why not, therefore, leave to the private initiative of the 

farmer the whole job of providing food, cover and protection for game, 

and let him charge the costs to the particular hunters with whom he 

shares the result? 

; This is the "new idea" in farm game conservation, promulgated 

in "The American Game Policy" of 1931. Many leading game officials 

are signers of that policy, despite the fact that it relegates them 

to the position of teachers of game-production technique, as distinguished 

from their former (hypothetical) status of state game-mamfacturers. As I 

said before, experience has shown these officials that state geme operations 

on private farms have usually failed to operate. 

It mst not be supposed, however, that anyone proposes to discard 

the old system in toto, without regard to its good points. ‘The state 

still owns the game, and hence can and should regulate any abuses which 

may arise out of the proposed farmer-custodianship of its property. 

Some farmers may over-charge for shooting privileges. If competition 

fails to bring down their prices, let the state close up the offending
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property. Some farmers may be short-sighted enough to cash in on the | 

breeding stock, as well as the surplus. The same remedy applies. These | 

are samples of the future function of game officials: they mst inspect | 

and study private practice, and exercise regulatory authority over it 

when it becomes necessary to step in and protect the public interest. 

Fish-production in in different case, because most fish grow in 

. public waters rather than on private farms. The state will have to con- 

| tinue to be the owner and operator of the aquatic producing plant, but 

some states are taking a leaf out of the game book and are providing 

their streams with cover and food, as well as with plantings of brood 

stock. Michigan has proven that a trout-stream can be "rebuilt," to the | 

vast enhancement of its trout population, and that such rebuilding is 

often a cheaper means to more fish than the annual dumping of millions 

of fry, which has so far constituted fish culture in most states. The 

motive-power used in rebuilding streams is the current. The material 

is the snags, logs, and rocks which lie on the bank. The fish-manager 

furnishes only wire and brains. e 

All state fish-culture is paid for by licenses. More money is 

needed. Shall this "more money" come from higher licenses, or maybe 

from an entrance fee to certain streams? Pay-as-you-enter fishing on 

public streams is an unheard-of innovation, but it has its points, . 

like pay-as-you-enter hunting. One point is that it taxes the citizen | 

who fishes once a week heavier than the man who fishes once a year. 

Reasonable, isn't it? oe 

A knottier problem than fish is that of ducks and waterfowl. | 

: At dawn a flock of mallards may be reposing on a public lake, at noon | 

aii ae |
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they are guzzling in Farmer Jones' cornfield, at evening they are 

winging the far reaches of the sky, sizing up prospects of guns vs. i 

grub in some neighboring state. Who will take care of ducks? 

The government, says the Supreme Court. Right,-the government 

is doing it as far as restrictive laws on seasons, bag limits, etc. can 

take care of anything. But what the ducks need worst of all is the 

reflooding of thousands of lakes and marshes drained in the boom days to 

grow two-dollar corn, and now growing mostly tax bills. Whose job is it 

. to restore these marshlands? Most states have answered by passing the 

buck to the federal government, and then loudly boo-ing every federal 

ball to tax duck-hunters for the purpose. Congress, to be sure, vassed 

one bill which called for no tax, but then, by failing to appropriate 

anything to carry it out, effectively passed the ball back to the states. 

The states are now lining up behind a bill which calls the proposed 

federal tax a stamp instead of a license. I hope it will pass, but I 

hope conservationists will also appreciate what a first-rate ball game 

they have been watching for the past ten years. : 

A few states have actually buckled down to business, and are 

preparing to "up" their own license schedules, to let their duck hunters 

‘Ga fishermen pay for restoring their own waters on a big scale. Iowa 

is the os notable example. Some others have restored a marsh or two 

out of ordinary revenues, and are now clucking like a hen which has laid 

"al ege while a dozen eggless men are waiting for breakfast. A egg is 

admirable, but two dozen would be more so. 

Knottier and tougher still is the problem of wild-land game, 

§ 
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such as deer and grouse. Where wild lands are publicly owned and taken 

care of, such as on National Forests, there is little to worry about. 

But the trouble with most wild lands is that nobody wants to own them. 

Millions of acres are being laid on the doorsteps of our counties and 

states, which usually lack either funds or ideas as to what to do with 

them. Nevertheless Mr. Babbitt expects them to be stocked with geme, 

fish, and forests when he visits the back country on his anmual vacation. 

Previous to the debacle, most states had fond hopes of developing 

their new public domain as a free public recreation ground. But where 

are the funds to do anything free in these days? Why not try, as an 

experiment, to practice conservation on some of these lands and let 

those who wish to camp, hunt, fish, or trap on them pay at the gate? : 

By this means something might be accomplished. The alternative is to 

; let them burn up. As I write the smell of burning peat-bogs is in the 

air,-an ominous warning that the practice of conservation is not a 

luxury to be postponed till better times. It is an immediate problem 

of either taking care of certain living property, or throwing it away. 

Why not let that property earn its keep by putting its development and : 

use on a revenue basis? 

: HF 
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ie Goose MUSIC ; a 

By Aldo Leopold. = 

‘fwenty years ago the game of golf was commonly ree 

garded in this country as a kind of social ornament, a prett 7 1 

fe “diversion for the idle rich, but hardly worthy of the curious- 

= ity, much less of the serious interest, of men of affairs. —- 

a Today scores of cities are building municipal golf 

} courses to make golf available to the rank and file of their “— = 

: eitizens. : , = ‘ 

: What has happened? Golf has not changed, and cer= 

: tainly not golfers. The change has been in the publie view 

point. Golf is no longer regarded as an ornamental sport, 4 

p but as a valuable means of physical, mental (and to the golfer, ; 

‘ spiritual) recreation. Golf has become 8 valuable part of a 

our social economy. Of course it has always been valuable = : 

y to society, but the twentieth century has been the first to i |. 

; realize the facts : me 

By The same change of viewpoint has occurred toward most 

EE. ; other outdoor sports é the frivolities of fifty years ago have 

F become the social necessities of today. But strangely enough, 

BS this change is only just beginning to permeate our attitude = 

7 toward the oldest and most universal of * sports, hunting and 

_ fishing. ; : ae oe 

me oe We have realized dimly, of coutse, that a day atiee o 

__ TOF dod tox the ‘red business nea, fe hare also reultsel il 
o mee Pears (uae. ‘ Bi ee aoe PAOD ? a Sy
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the destruction of wila life removed the incentive for days afiela, 

But we have not yet learned to express the value of wild life in 

terms of social welfare. Some have attempted to justify wild life 

conservation in terms of meat, others in terms of personal pleasure, 

; others in terms of cash, still others in the interest of science, 

education, agriculture, art, public health, and even military pre= 

paredness. But few have so far clearly realized and expressed 3 

the whole truth, namely, that ail these things are but factors in 

a broad social value, und that wild life like golf, is a social 

assete 

; But to those whose hearts are’ stirred by the sound of 

whistling wings and quacking mallards, wild life is something even 

more than this. Golf is an acquired taste, but the instinct which | 

finds delight in the sight and, pursuit of game is bred into the | 

very fibre of the race. Golf is a delightful accomplishment, but | 

the love of hunting is almost a physiological character. A man 

may not care for golf and still be human, but the man who does not | 

like to see, hunt, photograph or Otherwise outwit birds or animals 

is hardly normal. He is super=civilized, and I for one, do not 

know how to deal with him. Babes do not tremble when they are 

shown a golf ball, but I should not like to own the boy whose hair 

does not lift his hat when he sees his first deer. We are dealing, 

_ therefore, with something that lies pretty deep. Some can live 

without opportunity for the exercise and control of the hunting 

instinct, just as I suppose some can live without work, play, love, 

. . ==
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pusiness, or other vital adventure. But in these days we re= 

gard such deprivations. as unsocial. Opportunity for exercise 

of all the normal instinets has become to be regarded more and 

more as an inalienable right. The men who are destroying our 

wild life are alienating one of these rights, and daeers ter= 

ribly thorough job of it. More than that, they are doing a 

permanent job of it. When the last corner let is covered with 5 

tenements we can still make a playground by tearing them down, 

put when the last antelope goes by the boards, not all the 

playground associations in Christendom can do aught to replace 

the loss. : 

; One of the anomalies of wild life conservation is that 

oun social asset is being destroyed by the very instinct, for 

the exercise of which we seek to preserve it. I have often 

wondered why many Americans, decent at home, are such barbarians 

afield. I think they must be exaggerated “throwbacks" to the 

old days when the gentle art of poaching was one of the standard 

accomplishments of a self-respecting yeoman, If the King still 

owned all the game, I think I should make a very good poacher 

myself? I often feel the promptings of breed. I own I would 

rather kill a mess of mallards shooting with the hoi=pollol just 

outside the gun club fence, than to kill a backload on the baited 

- preserve. But the King no longer owns the game. It belongs to 

my friends and neighbors. The gentle art of poaching, therefore, 

¢ a :
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has assumed a new complexion. The poacher is no longer a hero, 

but a thief. In time he will come to realize this. It is the 

j duty of the forward-looking citizen ‘to speed the day, and of the | 

law to regulate the poacher's conduct meanwhile. : | 

If wild birds and entmals are a social asset, how much / 

of an asset are they? It is easy to say that some of us, afflict= 

ed with hereditary hunting fever, cannot live satisfactory lives : 

without theme But this. does not establish any comparative value, 

and in these days it is sometimes necessary to choose between 

necessities. In short, what is a wild goose worth? As compared 

with other sources of health and pleasure, what is its value in the 

: common denominator of dollars? 

Last week I went to hear Sousa's band. It stood me two 

iron men. They were well spent, but if I had to choose, I would 

forego the experience for the sight of the big gander that sailed 

honking into my decoys at daybreak this morning. It was bitter 

cold and I was all fingers, so I blithely missed him. But miss 

or no miss I saw him, I heard the wind whistle through his set 

ae wings as he came honking out of the gray west, and I felt him so 

that even now I tingle at the recollection. I doubt not that 

this very gander has given ten other men two dollars worth of 

thrills. Therefore I say he is worth at least twenty dollars 

to the human race. 

My notes tell me I have seen a thousand geese this fall¢ 

Every one of these in the course of their epic journey from the 

. =4—



: artic to the gulf, has on one occasion or another probably served 

man to the equivalent of twenty dollars. One flock perhaps has 

thriliea a seore of schoolboys, and sent them scurrying home with 

tales of high adventure. Another, passing overhead of a dark 

night, has serenaded a whole city with goose music, and awakened 

who knows what questionings and memories and hopes. A third 

perhaps has given pause to some farmer at his plough, and brought 

new thoughts of far lands and journeyings and peoples, where 

before was only drudgery barren of any thought at all. I am sure 

those thousand geese are paying human dividends on a value of 

twenty dollars ena But the resulting $20,000 is only an ex= 

change value, like the sale value of a painting or the copyright 

of a poem, What about the replacement value? Supposing there 

were no longer any painting, or poetry, or goose music? It is 

a plack thought to dwell upon, but it must be answered. In dire 

: necessity somebody might write another Iliad, or paint an Angelus, 

put fashion a goose? "I, the Lord, will answer them. The hand 

of the Lord hath done this, and the Holy One of Israel created it,” 

Is it impious to weigh goose music and art in the same 

B scales? I think not, because the true hunter is merely a non 

ereative artist. Who painted the first picture on a bone in the 

: caves of France? aA hunter. Who alone in our modern life so 

thrills to the sight of living beauty that he will endure hunger 

“and thirst and cold to feed his eye upon it? The hunter. Who 

Pat wrote the great hunter's poem about the sheer wonder of the wind, 

; 5. |



the hail, and the snow, the stars, the lightnings, and the clouds, 

the lion, the deer, and the wild goat, the raven, the hawk, and 

the eagle, and above all the eulogy of the horse? Job, the : 

greatest dramatic artist since the beginning of the world. Poets 

_ sing and hunters scale the mountains primarily for one and the same 

; : reason ~ the thrill to beauty. Critics write and hunters outwit 

their game primarily for one and the same reason = to reduce that 

beauty to possession. The differences are largely matters of 

degree, consciousness, and that sly arbiter of the classification 

of human activities, language. If then, we can live without goose 

music, we may as well do away with stars, or sunsets, or Iliads. 

But the point is that we would be fools to do away with any of 

them, 

What value has wild life from the standpoint of morals 

C. and religion? I heard of a boy once who was brought up an 

athetet. He changed his mind when he saw that there were a 

hundred odd species of warblers, each bedecked like to the 

| rainbow, and-each performing yearly sundry thousands of miles 

‘of migration about which seientists wrote wisely but did not 

understand, No "fortuitous concourse of elements" working 

blindly through any number of millions of years could quite 

account for why warblers are so beautiful. No mechanistic ; 

theory, even bolsterca by mutations, has ever quite answered 

for the colors of the Caerulean warbler, or the vespers of the 

; nocd tite. or the swansong, or = goose music. I dare say this 

boy's convictions would be harder to shake than eaeee of many 

; ~Gu



inductive theologians. There are yet many boys to be born, who 

like Isaiah “may see, and know, and consider, and understand 

together, that the hand of the Lord hath done this", But where 

shall they see, and sien, and consider? In museums? 

What is the effect of hunting and fishing on character, 

as compared with other outdoor sports? I have already pointed 

D out that the desire lies deeper, that its.source is a matter of : 

instinct as well as of competition. 4 son of a Robinson Crusoe y 

having never seen u tennis racket, might get along nicely without 

one, but he would be pretty sure to hunt or fish whether or no he 

“ were taught to do so. But this does not establish any superiority 

as to subjective benefits. Which helps the more to build a man? 

This question (like the one we used to debate in school about 

whether boys or girls are the best scholars) might be argued till 

dooms day o I will not attempt it. But there are two points 

about hunting which deserve special emphasis. One is that the 

ethics of sportsmanship are not a fixed code, but must be formu= 

. dated and practiced by the individual,with no referee but the | 

Almighty. The other is that hunting generally involves the 

handling of dogs and horses, and the lack of this experience is 

: one of the most serious defects of our gasoline-driven civiliza-= 

tion, There was much truth in the old idea that any man ignorant — 

of dogs and horses was not a gentleman, In the West the abuse of 

' horses is still a universal blackball. This rule of thumb was 

adoeves in the cow country long before "character analysis“ was 

ere 5



invented, and for all we know, may yet outlive it. 

Crauconsentindl But after all it is poor business to prove that one good 

thing is better than another. The point is that some six or 

eight millions of Americans like to hunt and fish, that the hunting 

fever is endemic in the race, that the race is benefitted by any 

incentive to get out into the open, and is being injured by the 

destruction of the incentive in this case, To combat this 

destructiom is therefore a sociul issue. 

. The difficulty, however, is not so much in proving this 

principle in the abstract, as in getting people to see and respect 

: its applications. I have seen many a womens! Club pass resolu= 

tions on bird protection, but the "aigrettes” do not come off. 

I haye seen many a law-abiding citizen sit down to a banquet of 

illegal quail-on=toast, and loudly proclaim his sportsmanship or 

patriotism, Many of the "best people” at our eumuer resorts un= 

blushingly buy trout or grouse or venison, and feel delightfully 

wicked about it, because they see nothing broken but a law. Members 

of the "Four Hundred” in a middle=western town I know of openly 

f flout the spring-shooting regulations, and their friends accept 

with warm thanks the ducks thus stolen from their sons. Nightin- 

gales tongues were doubtless merely meat to Nero, but it is about 

time to expect enlightened Americans to know and do better than hes 

: To concludes I have congenital hunting fever and three 

sons. They are little tots and spend their time playing with my 

decoys and scouring vacant lots with wooden guns. I hope to leave 

==



them good health, an education, and possibly even a competence. 

But what are they going to do with these things if there be no 

more deer in the hills, and no more quail in the coverts? No 

more snipe whistling in the meadow, no more piping of widgeons 

and chattering of teal as darkness covers the marshes; no more 

whistling of swift wings when the morning star pales in the 

‘ east$ And when the dawn=wind stirs through the ancient cotton- 

woods, and the gray light steals down from the hills over the 

old river sliding softly past its wide brow sandbars, - what if — 

there be no more goose=music? é 

I suppose they will have to play golf. 

; ’ ee 
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Wild Lif ild Life 
: PROTECTIVE AND PROPAGATION ASSOCIATION 

WILD LIFE ASSOCIATION (INCORPORATED) PUBLISHERS 

416 NORTH FOURTH STREET, SAINT Louis Se ne eee 
©. C. CROSSMAN BUSINESS MANAGER 

é July 1 

My Dear Mr. Leopold; I am returning your 

story, which I enjoyed and would have liked 

to usee Unfortunately,, Wild Life, which I 

published primarily in es of the federal 

bird law, seems without any assurance of 

support now the battle is won, and I am 

therefore reluctantly Aa it‘up.. You 

have been mighty Kind and helpful,.and I 

want to thank you for ite At the time the 

publication was launched I felt that no 

means existed in this part of the country 

for telling our side of the federal bird 

story, and I Wes determined that our side 

should be placed in*the hands of people 

hereabout. If Iwas able-to render any 

service to so good a cause, I am quite 

content. I trust that some day you and | \ 

I, as kindred spirits, may have the happi-= 

Wi ness of meeting. s s 

Per Sincerely, 

ae ‘ 

il a i ee aa
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: ._ "The Blue Goose and Lesser Snow Goose on Southampton 
Island, Hudson Bay" 

| By George Miksch Sutton 

The Auk, Vol. XLVIII, No. 3, duly, 1931, pp. 335-364 

p- 351. “Among them were numerous dark-plumaged birds, many of them 
their own young, no doubt, others both adult and young Blue 
Geese. The mmber of white birds, however, was much in 
excess of the number of dark-colored individuals, indicating 

: either that relatively few young had been successfully reared, 
\ or that, due to immaturity, many of the apparently full-grown 

birds had not bred." 

p. 357. “It is my belief that these birds frequently mate for life; 
- but I think that if one mate is killed another is taken during 

the winter or in the following spring." 

p- 363. “It is my belief that such hybridism as occurs between the 
Blue Goose and Lesser Snow Goose on Southampton results 
from the proximity and similarity of the two species, combined, 
first, with overabundance of one sex or the other in either 
species, and second, with the strong tendency toward monogamy 

| which is known to be characteristic of geese in general." 

File Geese 
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| Honbien ee 
Aldo Leopold ; 

I cannot easily imagine a greater fallacy than for one who has several 

hobbies to speal: on the subject to those who may have none, Yor this implies 

; prescription of avocation by one person for another, which is the antithesis 

of whatever virtue may inhere in having any at all, One does not annex a 

hobby, the hobby annexes you, To prescribe a hobby would be dangerously akin 

to prescribing a wife--with about the same probability of a happy outcome, 

Yor children, especially, is the indignity of prescription to be avoided, 

Let 1t be understood, then, that this is merely an exchange of reflections 

: among those already obsessed--for better or for worse--with the need of doing 

something queer, Let others listen if they will, ani profit by our behavior 

| if they can. 

What is a hobby anyway? There is the line of demarcation between then 

: and ordinary normal pursuits? I have been unable to answer this question to 

_ my own satisfaction, At first blush I am tempted to conclude that a satisfactory 

hobby mst be in large degree useless, inefficient, laborious, or irrelevant. 

Certainly many of our most satisfying avocations today consist of making some- 

} thing by hand which machines can usually make quicker and cheaper, and sometimes 

5 better. Nevertheless I mst in fairness admit that in a different age the 

mere fashioning of a machine might have been an excellent hobby, Galileo, I 

. . fancy, derived a real and personal satisfaction when he set the ecclestiastical 

world by the ears by embodying in a new catapult some natural law which St, Peter 

: had inadvertently omitted to catalogue. Today the invention of a new machine, 

however noteworthy to industry, would, as a hobby, be trite stuff, Perhaps we 

have here the real inwardness of our question: A hobby is a defiance of the :
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: contemporary, It is an assertion of those permanent values which the momentary 

eddies of social evolution have contravened or overlooked. If this be true, 

. then we may also say that every hobbyist is inherently a radical, and that his 

tribe is inherently a minority. : 

: _ ‘This, however, is serious, which 1s a grievous fault in hobbyists, It is 

an axiom that no hobby should either seek or need rational justification, To 

wish to do it is reason enough, ‘o find reasons why it 4s useful or beneficial 

converts it at once from an avocation into an industry--lowers it at once to the 

ignominious category of an “exercise” undertaken for health, power, or profit. 

Lifting dumbbelis is not a hobby, It is a confession of subservience, not an 

assertion of liberty. 

Let us see, now, whether some of the avocaticns which we know intuitively 

to be true hobbies square with these theorems, I choose this method because 

it is unscientific, 

The most glamrous hobby I know of today is the revival of falconry, It 

has three addicts in America, and perhaps a dozen in Englani--a minority indeed. 

i For two and a half cents one can buy and shoot a cartridge which will kill the 

heron whose capture by hawking requires months or years of laborious training 

of both the hawk ani hawker, ‘the cartridge, as a lethal agent, is the perfect 

. of industrial chemistry. One can write a fommla for its lethel reaction, The 

5 hawk, as a lethal agent, is the perfect flower of that still utterly mysterious 

alchoeny--evolution, No living-man can, or possibly ever will, understand the 

instinct of predation which we share with our raptorial servant, No man-made 

machine can, or ever will, aynthesize that perfect coordination of eye, mscle, 

and pinion as he stoops to his kill. ‘the heron, if bageed, is inedible and hence 

; useless (although the old faleoners seem to have eaten him, just as a Boy Scout 

4 smokes and eats a flea~bitten summer cottontail which has fallen victim to his 4
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sling, club, or bow). Moreover the hawk, at the slightest error in techniqme 

; of handling, may either "go tame" like homo sapiens, or fly away into the blue. 

All in all it is the perfect hobby. 

_ To make and shoot the longbow is a close second, ‘There is a subversive 

belief among layment that in the hands of an expert, the bow is an efficient ; 

weapon, last fall sixty Wisconsin experts registered to hunt deor with the \ 

broadheaded arrow. One out of the sixty got a buck, and he was surprised, One 

out of five riflemen gets his buck, As an archer, therefore, and on the basis 

of our record, I indignantly deny the allegation of efficiency, I admit only 

5 this: that making archery tackle is an efficient alibi for being late at the 

office, or failing to carry out the ash can on Timrsdays. 

One cannot make a gun--at least I can't, But I can make a bow, and some 

of them will shoot. And this reminds me that perhaps our definition ought to be 

amended; a good hobby, in these times, is one that entails either making something 

or making the tools to make it with, and then using it to accomplish some needless Oe 

thing, When we have passed out of the present age, a good hobby will be the 

reverse of all these. I come arain to the defiance of the contemporary. 

A good hobby mst also be a gamble, When I look at a rough, heavy, lumpy 

splintery stave of bois d'’arc, and envision the perfect gleaming weapon which 

will one day emerge from its graceless innards, and when I picture that bow, y 

drawn in a perfect arc, ready--in a split second-<to cleave the sky with its 

: shining javelin, I mst envision also the probability that it may--in a split Q 

second=-burst into impotent splinters, while I face another laborious month of 

evenings at the bench. ‘The possible debacle is, in short, an essential element 

in all hobbies, and stands in bold contradistinction to hum-dram certainty that 

the endless belt will eventuate in a Ford. 

A good hobby may be a solitary revolt against the commonplace, or it may be 

the joint conspiracy of a congenial group. ‘That group may, on occasion, be the family. 

|
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In either event it is a rebellion, and if a hopeless one, all the better, 1 i 

: cannot imagine a worse jusble than to have the whole body politic suddenly : 

"adopt" ell the foolish ideas which smolder in happy discontent beneath the 

3 conventional surface of society, ‘There is no such danger, Non=conformity é 

: is the highest evolutionary attainment of social animals, and will grow no 

faster then other new functions, Science is just beginning to discover what 

ineredible regimentation prevails among the "free" savages, ani the freer mammals 

end birds, A hobby is perhaps creation's first denial of the “peck-order" which 

burdens the gregarious universe oni of which the majority of maricind 1s still a 

part, 

\ 
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Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

The properties of animal and plant populations, and their tahavections 

with environment, are now the domain of science.’ Predictions of behavior 

are made with certainty end used daily in farm, factory, and hospital by 

'  Jaymen who mow nothing of the basic ecology involved. 

: The properties of human populations, and their interactions with land, 

ave the domain of politics. Predictions of behavior are made, but with much 

uncertainty, and hence are seldom used by legislators. Eeonomists, conser= 

vationists, and planners are just beginning fo decipher the basic ecology 

: involved, s 

Philosophers have long since pointed out that society is an organism 

and that land is its medium. ‘The properties of human populations, and their 

interactions with land, are the joint domain of sociologist, economist, and 

statesman, We may never put society and land in a test tube, but certain 

of their interactions are discernible by ordinary observation, ‘his paper 

attempts to define and discuss those which pertain to land conservation. 

* Conservation is a protest against destructive land use, It seeks to ; 

preserve both the utility and bemty of the landscape. It now invokes the 

“aid of selence as a means to this end, Science has never before been asked 

to write a prescription for an esthetic ailment of the body politic. the 

effort may benefit scientists as well as land. 

Conservationists, to their own detriment, are sharply divided inte : 

cs groups, interested respectively in soil fertility, soil erosion, forests, parks, 

' yanges, water flows, game, fish, for, non-game animals, landscape, wild flowers,
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ete, ‘These divergent foci of interest clearly arise from individual 

limitations of taste, Imowledge, end experience, They also reflect the age- 

old conflict between utility and bemty. Some conservationists believe the 

two can be integrated, on the same land, to mtual advantage, Others believe 

their opposing claims mst be fought out and settled by exclusive dedication 

, of each parcel of land te either the one use or the other. : c 

This paper proceeds on two assumptions, The first is that there is only 

_ one soil, one flora, one fauna, one people, and hence only one conservation 

problem, Each acre should produce what it 1s good for, hence it may serve 

one, or several, or all of the special groups. 

The second is that economic and esthetic land uses can and mst be 

 Antegrated, usually on the seme acre. {To segregate them wastes land, andis 

"unsound social philosophy. The ultimate issue is whether good taste and 

technical skill can both exist in the same landowner, This is a challenge 

to agricultural education, 

When we examine the history of interactions between society and land, there 

emerge at once a series of observational deductions, We cannot check their 

accuracy by controlled experiments, but they may at that be more dependable ; 

, than deductions drawn by historians and statesmen who commonly Imow nothing 

of ecology in the lower organisms, These aret 

(1) Before the machine age, destructive interactions between society 

and land tended to right themselves by automatic adjustments 

similar to those now seen to exist in animal commmities., These 

include population cycles, emigration, interpredation, etc. 

| (2) The early phases of machine civilization occurred on land especially 

resistant to abuse. Northwestern Europe, for example, seems to 

possess in its plant and animal successions extraordinary recuperative 

‘es capacity, i.e. capacity, when disturbed, to establish new and relatively
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stable equilibria between soil, plants, and animals, 

. (3) Destructive interactions probably contributed to the decay of some 

early societies even before the machine age. Semimarid climates 

such as the eastern Mediterranean, and continental climates such as 

the Chinese interior, are possibly especially susceptible to upsets 

of equilibrium. All this, however, is conjectural, due to the 

possible masking effect of climatic change, 

(4) America presents the first instance of a society, heavily equipped 

5 with machines, invading a terrain in large part set on a hair-trigger. 

The accelerating velocity of destructive interactions is unmistakable 

and probably unprecedented, Recuperative mechanisms either do not 

exist or have not had time to get under way. ‘The mechanism of these 

interactions in such resources as soil, forests, ranges, and wild life ; 

has been traced, at least in its grosser aspects, ani found to be 

strongly inter-connected, j 

(5) Not all the destruction is wrought directly by machines, The machines 

rather release natural forces, such as fire, erosion, floods, and 

disease, and give them an unnatural play, devoid of checks and balances. 

' Machines also, in one way or another, mllify the checks and balances 

on domestic animals, 

=: (6) Remedial practices are being worked out but are not being applied 

except on public land at public expense. Public conservation presents 

no sufficient solution because of the universal geographic dispersion 

of the destructive processes, Public action cannot become universal 

: without breaking down the tax-base. Moreover it fails to provide for 

the intelligent day-to-day cooperation of those who occupy the land. 

(7) the present legal and economic structure, having been evolved on a ; 

more resistant terrain (Burope) and before the machine age, contains
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no suitable ready-made mechanisms for protecting the public interest 

in private land. It evolved at a time when the public had no interest 

in lend exeept to help tame it, 

(8) The unprecedented velocity of land-subjugation in America involved 

mach hardship, which in turn created traditions which ignore esthetic : 

land uses. The subsequent growth of cities has premitted a re-birth 

of esthetic culture, but in landless people who have no opportunity 

to apply it to the soil. The large volume and low utility of con- 

servation legislation may be attributed largely to this maladjustment; 

also the dissentious character of the conservation movement. 

(9) Rural education has been preoccupied with the transplantation of 

machinery and city culture to the rural community, latterly in the 

face of economic conditions which are evicting the occupants of 

submarginal soils, ‘the net result has been to intensify destructive 

forces on the abandoned land, and to further defer any rebirth of 

land esthetics in landomers. 

With this background, we may now pose the question: What can the social 

and physical selences, as now mobilized in this or other universities, do 

toward hastening the needed adjustment between society as now equipped and 

land-use as now practiced? 

We may first, perhaps, narrow the field by exclusion, For the moment, 

at least, it would seem safe to conclude that all those remedies which hinge 

upon public purchase or the extension of existing types of law or administration 

need no particular stimlation, ‘Their momentum is slready almost abnormal. 

We may also conjecture, from recent history, that it will require the 

injection of some new and potent forces to effect any real change. 

In my opinion, there are two possible forces which might operate de novo,’ 

and which universities might possibly create by research, One is the formmlation
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of mechsnisms for protecting the public interest in private land. ‘the other Z 

is the revival of land esthetics in rural culture, 

The further refinement of remedial practices 1s equally important, but 

need not here be emphasized because it already has some momentum. Out of these 

three forces may eventually emerge a land ethic more potent than the sume of 

the three, but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond our powers, All 

seience can do is to safeguard the environment in which ethical mtations might 

take place. — 

The possible ethic, and the philosophical basis for predicting its emergence, 

has been disewssed in several recent publications (1, 2), lend esthetice lies 

outside the scope of this paper. A preliminary discussion of vehicles for public 

influence on private land@use has been published (3), but will here be reviewed 

fron a different light. 

A chronology of-recent.experience is a convenient way to open up the sbject. 

It was at first assumed that the profit motive would impel landowmers to 

conserve, This expectation is so far frustrated, and we can now see at least 

: three reasons why, : : 

One is that im the presence of excess land, it was cheaper, or at least 

appeared cheaper, to exploit new land than to conserve old, 

Another is the profit motive operates only during the early stages of land 

deterioration, It often pays the individual owmers to reclaim slightly damaged 

lend, mt in these early stages he does not yet latow it is damaged, By the time 

he sees the damage, it is beyond his means to cure it, It has become a community 

Aanage, and thug becomes e charge against the public treasury. 

Another 4s that the cometition of synthetic materials, usually of mineral 

oe «a ee A ae AP ah nendnate oo Inmher 

1/ De Beaux, Oscar. 1932, Biological Ethics, Italian Mail and Tribune, Florence. 
2/ meeps Aldo. 1953. The Conservation Ethic, Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXI, No.6, 3 

etober, pp. 634-63, 
3/ . . 1938, Conservation Economics. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXII, 

lo. 5, May, 537-544.
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of mechanisms for protecting the public interest in private land. The other 2 

is the revival of land esthetics in rural miture, 

The further refinement of remedial practices is equally important, but 

need not here be emphasized because it already has some momentum. Out of these 

three forces may eventually emerge a land ethic more potent than the sume of 

the three, but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond our powers, All 

science can do is to safeguard the environment in which ethical mtations might 

take place, — 

The possible ethic, and the philosophical basis for predicting its emergence, 

has been discussed in several recent publications (1, 2), Lend esthetice lies 

outside the scope of this paper. A preliminary discussion of vehicles for public 

influence on private lend@use has been published (3), but will here be reviewed 

' from a different light. 

A chronology of: recent.experience is a convenient way to open up the subject. 

It was at first assumed that the profit motive would impel landowmers to 

conserve, This expectation is so far frustrated, and we can now see at least 

; three reasons why. : : ; 

One is that in the presence of excess land, it was cheaper, or at least 

appeared cheaper, to exploit new land than to conserve old, 

Another is the profit motive operates only during the early stages of land ; 

deterioration. It often pays the individual owmers to reclaim slightly damaged 

lend, tt in these early stages he does not yet larow it is damaged, By the time 

he sees the damage, 1t is beyond his means to cure it, It has become a community 

Aauage, end thud becomes « charge against the mblic treasury. 

Another 4s that the cometition of synthetic materials, usually of mineral 

Peete i a ok et ell ll coil cite aie See, ee 

1/ De Beaux, Oscar. 1932. Biological Ethics, Italian Mail and Tribune, Florence. 
2/ Leopold, Aldo. 1933. The Conservation Ethic, Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXI, No.6, z 

October, pp. 634-643, 
Bis 1934 Conservation Economics. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXII, 

No. 5, May, 537-544.
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of mechsnisms for protecting the public interest in private land. The other —~ 

4s the revival of land esthetics in rural culture, 

The further refinement of remedial practices 1s equally important, but 

need not here be emphasized because it already has some momentum. Ont of these 

three forces may eventually emerge a land ethic more potent than the sume of 

the three, but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond our powers, All 

science can do is to safeguard the enviroment in which ethical mtations might 

take place, — 

The possible ethic, and the philosophical basis for predicting its emergence, 

has been discussed in several recent publications (1, 2). Lend esthetice lies 

outside the scope of this paper. A preliminary discussion of vehicles for public 

influence on private landeuse has been published (3), but will here be reviewed 

fron a different light. 

A chronology of- recent experience is a convenient way to open up the mbject. 

It was at first assumed that the profit motive would impel landowmers to 

conserve, This expectation is so far frustrated, and we can now see at least 

: three reasons why. : ' 

One is that in the presence of excess land, it was cheaper, or at least 

appeared cheaper, to exploit new land than to conserve old, 

Another is the profit motive operates only during the early stages of land 

deterioration, It often pays the individual owmers to reclaim slightly damaged 

lend, but in these early stages he does not yet latow it is damaged, By the time 

he sees the damage, it is beyond his means to cure it, It has become a community 

damage, ahd thug becomes = charge against the wblic treasury. 

Another 4s that the cometition of synthetic materials, usually of mineral 

ey origin, has destroyed confidence in the future of such products as lumber. 

| Confronted by these obstacles, conservation has turned to goverment ownership 

| and subsidy on a large scale, The fallacy inherent in this policy has already 

| : Soa
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been pointed out: ‘There is nothing to prevent all our vulnerable land from 

eventually running through the same sequence of private deterioration followed 

by public repairs, ‘he system contains the seeds of its own eventual breakdown, 

It lacks some way to prevent the beginnings of the landslide--some mechanism 

for checking deterioration while costs are still low. ‘This critical point lies 

ipso facto on private holdings; the government holds only the wrecks. We may 

also derive the corollery that it would cost the government less to prevent than 

repair them, 

Incidentally, there never was even any initial assumption as to how esthetic 

resources were to be conserved, A few parcels of outstanding scenery are 

immred as parks, but under the onslaughts of mass transportation their possible 

fonction as“outdoor universities” is rapidly being impaired by the very forces 

impelling their creation, ‘The vast bulk of land beamty and land life, dispersed 

as it is over a thousand hills, contimes to waste away under the same forces 

as are undermining land utility. A few feeble attempts at legal prohibition only 

emphasize the futility of present policies. ‘the private owner who undertakes 

to conserve beauty on his land, does so in defiance of all man-made economic 

forces from taxes down--or up, ‘There is much beauty left--animate and inanimate-- 

wt its existence, and hence its continuity, is almost wholly a matter of economic) 

accident, 

I plead, in short, for positive and substantial public encouragement, 

economic and moral, for the landowner who conserves the public values-~economic 

or esthetic--of which he is the custodian, ‘he search for practicable vehicles 

for that encouragement is a research problem, and I think a soluble one. ‘Those 

charged with such research, to. specify a vehicle, must also seek to intellectually 

encompass this whole situation, It mst mean something far more profound than has 

yet found expression in either written or spoken words. If we can comprehend 

how it came to be, we might the better influence its future course. 

1
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: The whole thing is clearly a misapplication of social energy, brought 

about, at least in part, by a too-sudden improvement in economic tools, applied 

with the same sudden accession of zeal as effected the improvements. Equipped 

with those tools, society has developed an unstable adjustment to its environ- 

ment, from which both mst eventually suffer damage or even ruin, Regarding 

society and land collectively as an organism, that organism has suddenly 

developed pathological symptoms, i.e, self-accelerating rather than self- 

compensating departures from normal functioning. Granted that siconce can . 

invent more and more tools, which might be capable of squeezing a living even 

out of ruined countryside, yet who wants to be a cell in that kind of a body 

politic? I for one do not.
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Aldo Leopold ; 
is University of Wisconsin : 

The properties of animal and plant populations are now to some extent known. 

| Their interactions with environment are becoming predictable. Ecological pre- 

ye dictions are made with such certainty as to be used daily in farm, factory, and : 

~ hospital. 

The properties of human populations and their interactions with land are . 

still imperfectly understood. Predictions of behavior are made, but with mch a 

uncertainty, and hence are seldom used. Economists, conservationists, and 

: planners are just beginning to become aware that there is a basic ecology involved. 

ES Philosophers have long since claimed that society is an organism, but with 

we few exceptions they have failed to understand that the organism includes the land a 

L which is its medium, ‘The sesperiiee of human populations, which are the joint i 

domain of sociologist, economist, and statesman, are all conditioned by land. a 

We may never put society and its land into a test tube, but certain. of their 2 

interactions are discernible by ordinary observation. This paper attempts to S 

“define and discuss those which pertain to land conservation. aa ; 

Conservation is a protest against destructive land use. It seeks to preserve y 

both the utility and beauty of the landscape. It now invokes the aid of science 

as a means to this end. Science has never before been asked to write a prescription : 

for an esthetic ailment of the body politic. The effort may benefit scientists i 

Doyrwiw awl : 
as well as tand. i : 

Conservationists are sharply divided into groups, interested respectively ap 

in soil fertility, soil erosion, forests, parks, ranges, water flows, game, fish, i 

aK” fur, non-game animals, landscape, wild flowers, etc. 4
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sim. ‘These divergent foci of interest clearly arise from individual 

limitations of taste, knowledge, and experience. They also reflect the age~ j 

old conflict between utility and beauty. Some eansexvetionists believe the a. 

two can be integrated, on the same land, to mtual advantage. Others believe 

their opposing claims mst be fought out and settled by exclusive dedication 

of each parcel of land to either the one use or the other. : 

This paper proceeds on two assumptions, The first is that there is only 

one soil, one flora, one fauna, one people, and hence only one conservation e 

: pad wo Give one olvhe+ Hamer arcertumm were 
problem. Each acre should produce what it is good for, khenee-it may serve ‘ 

Comarmpprlrra 

one, or several, or all of the special groups. . 

The second is that economic and esthetic land uses can and mst be 

Antegrated, usually on the same acre. To segregate them wastes land, and is 

unsound social philosophy. The ultimate issue is whether good taste and 

ésehntonl skill can both exist in the same landowner, This is a challenge 

to agricultural education, 7 

When we examine the history of interactions between society and land, there 

| emerge at once a series of observational deductions, We cannot check their 

| accuracy by controlled experiments, but they may at that be more dependable g 

| than deductions drawn by historians and statesmen who commonly kmow nothing 

| of ecology in the lower organisms, These are: oe 

| (1) Before the machine age, destructive interactions between society 

| ( fer and land tended to right themselves by automatic adjustments : : 

| be enn to those now seen to exist in _o These 

| ¢ include population cycles, emigration, interpredation, etc. ; 

(2) The early phases of machine civilization occurred on land especially — 

resistant to abuse. Northwestern Europe, for example, seems to : a 

: i> possess {o£ ts-plent-and—entmal-—suceessions extraordinary recuperative : 

= wht capacity, i.e. capacity, when disturbed, to establish new and relatively ah 

ae yw") stable equilibria between soil, plants, end animals, : 

c. 7 ao
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. (3) Destructive interactions probably contributed to the decay of some 

early dias val atoms the machine age, Semi-arid climates such as 

é x the eastern Mediterranean, end continental climates such as the Chinese ; 

ae interior, are possibly especially susceptible to upsets of equilibrium. = 

er ae ._ A11 this, however, is conjectural, due to the possible masking effect 

of climatic change. 

(4) America presents the first instance of a society, heavily equipped with 

machines, invading a terrain in large part set on a -hair-trigger. The : 

accelerating velocity of destructive interactions is unmistakable and 

3 probably unprecedented, Recuperative mechanisms either do not exist, 

her or have not had time to get under way. ‘The mechanism of these inter- Z 

Lok actions in such resources as soil, forests, ranges, and wild life has 

Cu » been traced, at least in its grosser aspects, and found to be strongly : 

inter-connected. : 

(5) Not all the destruction is wrought directly by machines. The machines 

release natural forces, such as fire, erosion, floods, and disease, and 

A en give them an unnaturel play, devoid of checks and balances. Machines 3 

| 1 wr also, in one way or another, mullify the checks and balances on domestic 

eh” animals. ; 4 

| These five assertions may perhaps have weathered enough history to be called ae 

| deductions. Of equal interest, however, is a further series of opinions based on ; 

| very recent events, These are: 

| (6) Remedial practices are being worked out but are not being applied except 

| on public land or at public expense. This presents no sufficient solution ; 

because of the universal geographic dispersion of the destructive processes. s 

| : Public action cannot become universal without breaking down the tax-base : 

| which supports it. 

| (7) The present legal and economic structure, having been evolved on a 

more resistant terrain (Europe) and before the machine age, contains & 

“ ‘ -



no suitable ready-made mechanisns for protecting the public interest 3 

in private land. It evolved ata time when the public had no interest ts 

in land except to help tame it. : ‘ 

(8) The unprecedented velocity of land-subjugation in America involved a 

much hardship, which in turn created traditions which ignore esthetic : 

land uses. The subsequent growth of cities has aaiviek a re-birth 4 

of esthetic culture, but in landless people who have no opportunity : 

to apply it to the soil. The large volume and low utility of con- ; 

servation legislation may be attributed largely to this maladjustment; ; 

© also the dissentious character of the conservation movement. 3 

: (9) Rural education has been preoccupied with the transplantation of 

machinery and city culture to the rural community, latterly in the ! 3 

face of economic conditions eae ae og the occupants of 

submarginal soils. The net result has been to intensify destructive 3 

forces on the abandoned land, and to further defer any rebirth of 2 

land esthetics in landomers. 

With this background, we may now pose the question: What can the social a 

and physical sciences, as now mobilized in this or other universities, do : : 

toward hastening the needed adjustment between society as now equipped, and 

land-use as now whawil avd? ; 

We may fives, pererag mere the field vy “exclusion, For the moment, 

at least, it would seem safe to conclude that all those remedies which hinge 2 

upon public purchase,or the extensimn of existing types of law or administration , 2 

need no particular stimlation. Their momentum is already Bi tener : 

: We may also conjecture, from recent history, that it will require the e 

4 injection of some new and potent forces to effect any real change. 

| : : In my opinion, there are two possible forces which might operate de novo, < 

and which universities might possibly create by research. One is the formlation 

Ree. ~ ~ eae
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of mechanisms for protecting the mblic interest in private lend. The other 

ee is the eolivel of land esthetics in rural culture. | 

The further refinement of remedial practices is equally important, but need a 

not here be emphasized because it already has some ‘iemekteas Osh of these three 

forces may eventually emerge a land ethic more potent than the sum of the three, 

but the breeding of ethics is as yet beyond our powers. All science can do is 

to safeguard the environment in which ethical mtations might take place. 

The possible ethic, and the philosophical basis for predicting its emergence, 

has been discussed in several recent publications 22) Land esthetics lies ‘ 

outside the scope of this paper. A preliminary discussion of vehicles for public 

" 4nfluence on private land-use has been publi hoa! » but will here be restated 

: from a different angle. 

A convenient way to open up the subject is to review the sequence of ideas and : 

experiences which led to the present situation. 

It was at first assumed that the profit motive would impel landowners to conserve. 

| This expectation is so far frustrated, oa ow can now see at least three reasons whye : 

| fe One is that in the presence of excess land, it was cheaper, er at least appeared 

i | z cheaper, es exploit new land than to conserve old. 2 

Ano ther te the profit motive operates only during the early stages of land 

| oe SHertoration. re situ pay the individual owner} to reclaim slightly damaged 

al land, but in thasx early stagey he does not yet know it is damaged. By the time 

| . he sees the damage, it is beyond his means to cure it. It has become a commnity 

damage, and thus becomes a charge against the public treasury. a 

Another is that the competition of synthetic materials, usually of mineral 

origin, has destroyed confidence in the future of such products as lumber. 

When private conservation for profit failed to materialize, legislative com- 

IJ De Beaux, Oscar. 1932. Biological Ethics, italian Mail & Tribune, Florence, 
. 2/ Leopold, Aldo. 1933. The Conservation Ethic, Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXI, No.6, 

October, pp. 634-643. 
: ai tS «1934. Conservation Economics. Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXII, 

No. 5, May, pp. 537-5i. = 4 

ee a
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pulsion was advanced as an alternative, By this time, however, science had shown a 

good land-use to require much positive skill as well as negative abstentation. s 

Compul sion was never tried on any scale. : 

The recent Lumber Code was a self-imposed compulsion of great promise, but is : 

now thrown out by the Courts. LH cobbiheol An Ape f ada Iplinalioes wth certicnn bdo : 

locke of quatonc mares Malbbe, 
Confronted by this succession of obstacles, conservation has now turned to 3 

government ownership and subsidy a, The fallacy inherent in this : 

policy has already been pointed out: There is nothing to prevent ali our : ; 

vulnerable land from eventually running through the same sequence of private = 

deterioration followed by public repairs. ; 

The system contains the seeds of its own eventual breakdown. It lacks 2 

some way prevent the beginnings of the landslide--some mechanism for checking 2 

deterioration while costs are still low. This critical point lies ipso facto 

on private holdings; the government holds only the wrecks. It would cost the : 

government less to prevent these wrecks than repair them. But how prevent them? ‘ 

A vehicle for rewarding good private practices, and penalizing bad ones, is a % = 

possible answer, and also the only visible way to prevent the public repairs : 

policy from dying, like the dinosaur, of its own bigness. c 

Incidentally, such a-vehicle could also be used to encourage the conservatin S 

of landscape beauty. There never has been even any initial assumption as to how 5 ; 

else this could be done. A few parcels of outstanding scenery are immured as parks, S 

but under the onslaughts of mass transportation their possible function as Youtdoor = : 

universities" is being impaired by the very human need which impelled their creation. 

Parks are over-crowded hospitals trying to cope with an epidemic of esthetic = 

rickets; the remedy lies not in hospitals, but in daily dietaries. The vast bulk = 

of land beauty and land life, Ai aacuen as it is over a thousand hills, contimes 2 

to waste away under the same forces as are undermining land utility. The private _ 

owner wo andertakos to conserve beauty on his land, does so in defiance of all man-
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made economic forces from taxes down--or up. There is much beauty left--animate Z 

, and inanimate--but its existence, and hence it contimity, is almost wholly a matter i 

of accident. : 3 

I plead, in short, for positive and substantial public encouragement, 4 

economic and moral, for the landowner who conserves the public values--economic : 

| or esthetic--of which he is the custodian. ‘The search for practicallle vehicles : 

| aoa. encouragement is a research problem, and I think a soluble one. A solution 5 

7 apparently calls for a synthesis of biological, legal, and economic skills, or, if 

you will, a social application ofthe physical sciences of the sort now sought by this % 

university's "Science Inquiry." ; ‘ : 

I might say, defensively, that such a vehicle would not necessarily imply , 

. vregimentation of private lend—use¥. The private owner would still decide what to 

use his land for; the public would decide merely whether the net result is good or : 

bad for its stake in his holdings. 

Those charged with the search for such a vehicle must first seek to 

intellectually encompass the whole situation. It may mean something far more profound 

than I have foreseen, Any remedy may imply corollary seumiltensis and changes. : 

: One of these I can see plainly. Every American has tatooed on his left breast : 

the basic premise that manifestations of economic energy are inherently beneficent. : 

Yet here is one which to me seems malignant, not inherently, but because a good a 

thing has outrun its limits of goodness, We learn, in ecology at least, that all 

truths hold only within limits. ties ‘ good thing--the improvement in economic : 

tools. It has exceeded the speed, or degree, within which it was good. Equipped f 

with this excess of tools, society has developed an unstable adjustment to its = 

environment, from which both must eventually suffer damage or even ruin. Regarding 

‘society and land collectively as an organism, that organism has suddenly developed S 

pathological symptoms, i.e. self-accelerating rather than self-compensating departures ‘ 

from normal functioning. Granted that science can invent more and more tools, which ee 
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a. I cannot forgo this chance to warn you against what, to my mind, is becoming = 

: a saceeroue fallacy in the public mind. ie 

_ Government is buying a lot of land for ferm-relief, forestry, croatoecotaees ae 

= geme. This is fine--I'm strong for it. If we buy the right land at the right = = 

price, and crop it right, enormous public benefits will accrue. * ; 2 

But the public is jumping to the conclusion that if we buy enough piblis == 

: land, the conservation-problem will be solved. This conclusion is not true, a 

es and I fear will lead to disillusionment and delay. : z = 

Why isn't it true? Because on inherent peculiarity of all kinds of conser= = 

vation practice is that it must be spread over huge areas to be effective. To re 

Sonkeeh erosion, for instance, soil conservation must be practiced everywhere, 

4 not merely on certain spots. Hach kind of conservation has a similar need for s 

dispersion, although each for a different reason. 

f i Now the government cannot buy "everywhere." The private landowner mst > 

enter the htcti~> _tts-easy to-side-sten the issue of getting lum en , 

we Tao practice forestry, Oe"the famner to erop game or aoe ae pass cs 

these functions ® government. But it won't work, I assert this, not as a a 

political apseees but as a geographical fact. It's not in the cards. The : 

pasic problem is re induce the private landomer to conserve on his om land, : 

and no concetved! millions or billions for public land purchase can alter that : 

_fact, nor the fac| that so far he hasn't done it, a 
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The Farm 5 Program 
A Self-Scrutiny 

Aldo Leopold 

We wildlifers assert that we are finding, by research, that 

wild and tame crops can be grown side by side, to the mtvual advantage : 

of each other, the farmer, and the public. 

Our use of the term research is not quite accurate. Research 

is supposed to start with a wishless premise, and to go where the facts 

lead, Our research is far from wishless. It begins with not merely a 

wish, but with the positive conviction that cohabitation of the land by 

wild and the tame things is good. We then prove, by research, that it 

is possible, When we find that it is possible, we conclude it is also 

advantageous, 

As far as I kmow, we are scientifically honest in sifting our 

evidence on ways and means, but I think it is time for somebody to admit 

that our objective is a wishful one. Why do we wish for bobwhite to 

whistle forever from the farm fences of Wisconsin? Let me ask you one: 

When it becomes possible for the laboratory to under-sell the cow and 

the cornfield as a source of bread and meat--when the tractor finally 

and completely displaces the team as a source of power--are you ready 

to turn over the function of food-production to chemist and engineer? 

Or will you have lingering doubts--unscientific doubts--about the funda- 

mental goodness of men living on land with ané-by plants and animals? 

If the husbandry of living things is good, is not the husbandry 

dy ae, we Ruce prrkapes Lire fener 
of a large variety of them even better? J -am-here_pointins—out—the
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yatta whack D hub spaole 
a fundamental Kinship between agriculture and conservation as human con- 

victions. ~ 

Admitting, then, that wildlife as a farm crop is a possible 

but not an inevitable thing, I turn to a question much discussed of late: 

the interdependence of various kinds of conservation. To what extent 

is wildlife--an optional thing--the automatic accompaniment of soil 

conservation, flood prevention, erosion control, and forestry? And are 

these things in turn optional or necessary? i 

We wildlifers have asserted that if you devote land to soil 

protective structures and cover, and to woodlots, that you had just as 

well let it support wildlife. I think it is strictly true that by 

slight modifications of the kind and pattern of vegetation on reserved 

lands, you can increase the carrying capacity eft+khe—fazm for animals, 

1 But this is a self-scrutiny; let it then be clear that these modifica- 

tions are optional, A woodlot may produce much wood and soil cover, 

but little game. A check-dam enclosure or a terrace~outlet may bear 

vegetation good for soil but poor for birds. Moreover there is gross 

exaggeration of the food-bearing capacity of small bits of wild vegeta- 

tion. Winter food, on intensive farms, comes mostly from weeds, waste 

grain,and deliberate feeding, Bushes and vines, as winter food, are 

salad. Deliberate feeding is necessary, and obviously optional. Omit 

it and winter capacity is greatly reduced. Then strike off the accidental 

food on fields, and little food is left to balance cover, even good cover. 

By and large, then, wildlife (especially resident wildlife) is only in 

slight degree the automatic product of farm erosion-control and forestry, 

Finglly we face the question of whether the woodlot and other 

reserved cover are in and of themselves necessary or optional. Certainly
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the average Wisconsin farmer acts as if his woodlot were about as vital 

to the future as the horse-and-bugsy or the spinning-wheel. By cutting 

off the old and aowing off the young trees, he is whittling at both 

ends of the woodlot as a farm institution. He is exterminating produc~ 

tive woods as an element in the land-use pattern of the dairy belt. 

Is he doing this deliberately because he expects, when his woods are 

gone, to haul coal or to burn Mr. Roosevelt's electricity? Is he doing 

it regretfully, as a makeshift, until better times enable him to retrench? 

Or is he doing it thoughtlessly, unaware that he is signing checks on 

capital? I don't know, but our self~scrutiny on wildlife crops squarely 

raises the question of the dispensability or indispensability of farm 

woods, and-ether-wiid—cover.areas. 

On flat unspoiled soils I think the woodless farm is possible. 

We have plenty of such already. We also have, in plenty, the coverless 

marsh, But on eroding land, and on all hilly land, it is clear by now 

é that not even pasture is a safe cover for the steeper slopes, A penalty-- 

erosion and floods--attaches to the use of vulnerable slopes and banks 

for tame crops. That penalty accrues, in part, to the owner. It 

accrues, in part, to the subjoining owners, but these social penalties 

we reserve for later discussion. The present point is that vulnerable 

slopes present the Fo clear case of land which the individual owner 

must leave wild, He-has-no-options—-Whether-he-elects.to—encouraze 

tinber-or-eninets-on-it-is;~as-we-have-seen,—largely_optionale 

We may generalize, then, by saying that the dedication of 

farm land to wild cover is inevitable only where erosion threatens,, and 

even there it ete the a whether 

he deliberately encoureeel timber or animals.
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The Doctrine of Private Profit and Public Subsidy 
What, now, determines whether the farmer exercises his option 

of growing timber or wildlife? We have a doctrine of land-use, and it 

is this: Let the private owner grow what is profitable to him, If the 

public needs unprofitable crops, let the public buy submarginal lands 

and raise them, or subsidize the farmer if they want him to do it, 

My particular concern tonight is the adequacy of this doctrine. 

let us try to picture its effects on the landscape of Wisconsin if the 

farmer and the public were to follow it until 1975. 

looking down from a high plane, we would see in Southeast 

Wisconsin an agricultural steppe, substantially treeless save for a few 

erosive moraines, All drainable marshes are in corn and canary. All 

fencerows are bare, Along the highways are a few trees and bushes, 

arranged in that stiff informality which betrays the intervention of 

the landscaper. 

For fuel and posts the region is on OR ics, or 

electricity-and-steel, basis. For game a few Hungarian partridges per- 

sist, plus rabbits where the woodchucks have dug cover underground. 

There are local pheasants near undrainable marshes, such as around 

public lakes, but not elsewhere. Fur animals are such as can live on 

drainage canals. Quail, prairie chickens, ruffed grouse, nesting water- 

fowl and woods wildflowers are gone. There are summer birds, but the 

whole bird fauna is shifted toward the steppe commnity, 

In southwest Wisconsin only the larger high prairies present 

a similar picture. The ravines have as much timber as now, and that 

in better condition. Wood is still used for fuel and posts. The fauna 

is unchanged.
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From central Wisconsin northward, all submarginal lands are 

in woods, probably under government forestry. Iumber from these woods 

reaches the dairy farms, but the vastly greater volume of non-sawlog 

timber represents non-transportable fuel, Part but not all of this is 

absorbed as pulpwood. The pulp mills have competed the ruin of the 

larger streams, The land fauna persists about as now, except for the 

near-extinction of the temporary prairie biota now occupying the burns, 

and the usurpation of haymeadows by scrub as result of torner fires, 

What is wrong with this Wisconsin of 1975? The main fc le 

in my opinion, is the trend toward monotypes. The doctrine of private 

profit and public subsidy pushes constantly toward an extreme degree of 

crop-specialization,-toward the grouping of uses in large solid blocks, 

The idea of self-sufficient farm units is submerged. The interspersion 

of wild and tame crops approaches zero. Such interspersion is the 

essence of wildlife management, and,I think, of forest management, I 

will comment later on whether it is good farm management, 

My present point is that the doctrine of private profit and 

public subsidy produces a landscape Just as monotonous as the inherent 

variability of soil will permit. What with dredge sa Sec tatein check- 

dam and hence ate ae eens 

The Commnity Idea of Profit 
let us now examine the soundness of the current doctrine of 

land-use, first from the private and second from the public standpoint, 

Is it sound to relegate to government every cropping function which shows 

prospective red ink when scrutinized as private enterprise? 

I claim it is not. The thing that is lacking from our idea
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of private enterprise in conservation is the realization that a given 

action may show a red private balance when attempted by one man, but 

a black balance <beth-privete-end—pebiie, when carried out by many, 

Conversely, a profitable private action, when widely carried out, may 

prove to have costly penalties which bee back tothe inaiviaual, 

The idea of commnity profit at individual cost is not new. 

In engineering enterprises such as good roads and drainage systems, it 

is as old as thé machine age. It remains to apply it to ecological 

enterprises which are less tangible but no less real in their commnity 

benefits. Is the wind-swept birdless steppe good commmnity agriculture? 

I doubt it. Conversely, the re-establishment of a fencerow or woodlot 

on such @ steppe may show red, but the collective effect, a variegated 

countryside, will, I think, show profit, not only to the poet, but to 

the bookkeeper, 

: We recognize the validity of this principle of communal 

ecology in individual cases, but we do not yet recognize it as a law of 

commnity welfare, Take the question of straightening streams. An : 

individual farmer may ease his flood problem by taking out the oxbows, 

just as he may enhance his gross income by taking out the woodlot. ' 

But if everybody does it, sng aleniheed sd tified, eutt tory body o loved, 

Take ground waters. There has, of course, been much nonsense : 

about watery eee: remains the basic fact that the private profit 

doctrine, as applied in the past, hastens water downhill. Byt if every~- 

body does it, it may be hastened too mich. And ultimately may not the 

level of wells, stréams, and lakes--a rather large asset--suffer? 

Take insect pests. The simple thing for the individual farmer 

is to remove all wild harborage for insects. For the individual this 

\
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is good enough, as long as the neighbors furnish cover to keep some 

birds and predatory insects in the locality. But if all the neighbors 

mopped up on all cover, both for injurious insects and their predators, 

is there an entomologist ready to say that the commnity would be as 

well or better off than now? 

All things that make the land good to look upon follow this 

law. No individual, according to the private-profit public-subsidy 

doctrine, can afford to donate good land for the old burr-oak, the crab- 

apple thicket, the orchid marsh, or other esthetic luxuries. But every- 

body having followed this doctrine, everybody is now taxed to let the ; 

landscapers install parkways, artificial lakes, and other more or less 

miserable substitutes for landscape beauty. Who is in the red? 

Eee eee Finally, take erosion. Advanced erosion, everybody admits, 

dae pe dye than to cure. But if Sudgeady 862 it, could the 

public treasury stand the load of re-stabilizing the abandoned acreage ? 

, Or if the land bureaus said "let her wash," could the water bureaus 

ultimately cope with the damage to navigation, irrigation, power, and 

flood-control? I opine they couldn't. 

These are negative instances of public penalty for private 

thrift. There are aie ‘bike rorarde for private extravagance, although 

I can't find a good instance in this country. Take substitutes for wood, 

the bete noir of American forestry. Our lumbermen cautiously stay out 

of timber cropping, mostly because they fear substitution, but Germans go 

: right ahead. Consequently no German industry doubts the availability of 

wood in the future, consequently substitutes make distinctly smaller 

inroads on the German wood market ‘ain on o
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Gee Bogus Individualism of=Gwr-lend—Dectrine 
So mach for the hidden ecological penalties inherent in our 

current doctrine of land-use, Notice that in most cases a public subsidy 

is being paid as a more or less ineffective offset to those penalties, 

In fact the greater part of the present public conservation program is 

a public palliative for the doctrine that the private landowner has no 

community responsibilities over and above taxes and personalanduct. I 

now raise the question: Is land-abuse anything but a tax on the neighbors? 

Is there any form of personal conduct more vital to society than land- 

conduct? Is the biography of a farmer or lumberman or stockman, as 

written on his land, of lesser ethical import than St. Peter's memo 

of his moral peccadillos? ‘ 

I think not, and I conclude that the current doctrine of 

| private-profit and public-subsidy is defective in these respects: It 

expects subsidies to do more--and the private owner to do less-for the 

commnity than they are capable of doing. We rationalize these defects 

as individualism, but they imply no real respect for the landowner as 

an Sd bvidenl: They merely condone the ecological ignorance which 

contrasts so strongly with his precocity in mechanical things. But the 

final proof that it is bogus individuelism lies in the fact that it 
Guiemrmit oom. Aw rratin cote deory Wh we 

leads us straight into the-most radical paternalism,athe-most abject 

dependence upon governmenty exer tolerated by .the landowners of amg free 

| Dodv wot dreary 4, dat d Ante Wate Wedron owati as cu arto 
| country. | Quite aside from the probable ee of the "Let Uncle Sam 

| do it" formila, it is,I fear, in the long run,/effective. Husbandry 

of land is inhferently an action calling for continuous synthesis of the 

\ ideal and the practical. The government cannot furnish the one ingredient 

| while the owner furnishes the other. The government is not around while 

the things that matter happen.
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The Zara Gonserration Erosran gue? 
4 qe a 

Aldo Leopold 

We wildlifers assert that we are finding, by research, that 

wild and tame crops can be grown side by side, to the mtual advantage 

of each other, the farmer, and the public. 

Our use of the term research is not quite accurate. Research 

is supposed to start with a wishless premise, and to go where the facts 

lead. Our research is far from wishless. It begins with not merely a 
wish, but with the positive conviction that cohabitation of the land by 

wild and the tame things is good. We then prove, by research, that it 

is possible, When we find that it is possible, we conclude it is also 

advantageous. 

As far as I know, we are scientifically honest in sifting our 

evidence on ways and means, but I think it is time for somebody to admit ; 

that our objective is a wishful one. Why do we wish for bobwhite to 

whistle forever from the farm fences of Wisconsin? Let me ask you one: 

When it becomes possible for the laboratory te under-sell the cow and 

the cornfield as . source of bread and meat~--when the tractor finally 

and completely displaces the team as a source of power--are you ready 

to turn over the function of food-production to chemist and engineer? 

Or will you have lingering doubts-~unseientific doubts--about the funda- 

mental goodness of men living on land with and by plants and animais? 

If the husbandry of living things is good, is not the husbandry 

of a large variety of them even better? I am here pointing out the ; 

iG
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fundamental kinship between agriculture and conservation as human con- 

victions, 

Admitting, then, that wildlife as a farm crop is a possible 

bat not an inevitable thing, I turn to a question mech discussed of late: 

the interdependence of various kinds of conservation. To what extent 

is wildlife--an optional thing--the automatic accompaniment of soil 

conservation, flood prevention, erosion control, and forestry? And are 

these things in turn optional or necessary? 

We wildlifers have asserted that if you devote land to soil 

protective structures and cover, and to woodlots, that you had just as 

well let it support wildlife, I think it is strictly true that by 

slight modifications of the kind and pattern of vegetation on reserved 

lands, you can inerease the carrying capacity of the farm for animals. 

But this is a self-serutiny; let it then be clear that these modifica- 

: tions are optional, A woodlot my produce mch wood and soil cover, 

but little game. A check-dam enclosure or a terrace-outlet my bear 

vegetation good for soil but poor for birds. Moreover there is gross 

exaggeration of the food~bearing capacity of small bits of wild vegeta- 

tion, Winter food, on intensive farms, comes mostly from weeds, waste 

grain,and deliberate feeding. Bushes and vines, as winter food, are 

salad, Deliberate feeding is necessary, and obviously optional. Omit 

it and winter capacity is greatly reduced, Then strike off the accidental 

food on fields, and little food is left to balance cover, even good cover. 

By and large, then, wildlife (especially resident wildlife) is only in 

slight degree the automatic product of farm erosion-control and forestry. 

Finglly we face the question of whether the woodlot and other : 

reserved cover are in and of themselves necessary or optional. Certainly 4
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the average Wisconsin farmer acts as if his woodlot were about as vital 

to the future as the horse~and-buggy or the spiuning-wheel. By cutting 

off the old ani carving off the young trees, he is whittling at both 
ends of the woodlot as a farm institution. He is exterminating produc- 

tive woods as an element in the land-use pattern of the dairy belt. 

Is he doing this deliberately because he expects, when his woods are 

gone, to haul coal or to burn Mr. Roosevelt's electricity? Is he doing 

it regretfully, as a makeshift, until better times enable him to retrench? 

Or is he doing it thoughtlessly, unaware that he is signing checks on 

eapital? I don't know, but our self-scrutiny on wildlife crops squarely 

raises the question of the dispensability or indispensability of farm 

woods and other wild cover areas. 

On flat wuspoiled soils I think the woodless farm is possible. 

We have plenty of such already. We also have, in plenty, the coverless 

marsh, But on eroding land, and on all hilly land, it is clear by now 

that not even pasture is a safe cover for the steeper slopes. A venalty-- 

erosion and floods--attaches to the use of vulnerable slopes and banks 

for tame crops, That penalty accrues, in part, to the owner, It 

accrues, in part, to the subjoining owners, but these social penalties 

we reserve for later discussion. The present point is that rulnerabie 

slopes present the first clear case of land which the individual omer 

must leave wild, He has no option, Whether he elects to encourage 

timber or animals on it is, as we have seen, largely optional. : 

We may generalize, then, by saying that the dedication of 

farm land to wild cover is inevitable only where erosion threatens, and 

even there it is, from the viewpoint of the owner, optional whether 

he deliberately encourages tinber or animals.
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The Doctrine of Private Profit and Public Subsidy 

What, now, determines whether the farmer exercises his option 

of growing timber or wildlife? We have a doctrine of land-use, and it 

is this: let the private owner grow what is profitable to him, If the 

public needs unprofitable crops, let the public buy submarginal lands 

and raise them, or subsidize the farmer if they want him to do it, 

My particular concern tonight is the adequacy of this doctrine. 

let us try to picture its effects on the landscape of Wisconsin if the 

farmer and the public were to follow it until 1975. 

looking down from a high plane, we would see in southeast 

Wisconsin an agricultural steppe, substantially treeless save for a few 

erosive moraines, Ali drainable marshes are in corn and canary. All 

fencerows are bare. Along the highways are a few trees and bushes, 

arranged in that stiff informality which betrays the intervention of 

the landscaper, 

For fuel and posts the region is on a coal~and~steel, or 

electricity-and-steel basis. For game a few Hungarian partridges per~- 

sist, plus rabbits where the woodehucks have dug cover underground. 

There are local pheasants near undrainable marshes, such as around 

public lakes, but not elsewhere. Fur animals are such as can live on 

: drainage canals. Quail, prairie chickens, ruffed grouse, nesting water- 

fowl and woods wildflowers are gone, ‘There are summer birds, but the 

whole bird fauna is shifted toward the steppe community, 

In southwest Wisconsin only the larger high prairies present 

a similar picture, The ravines have as mch tinber as now, and that 

| in better condition, Wood is still used for fuel and posts, ‘The fauna 

is unchanged.
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From central Wisconsin northward, all submarginal lands are 

in woods, probably under government forestry. Iuuaber from these woods 

reaches the deiry farms, but the vastly greater volume of non-sawlog 

timber represents non-transportable fuel. Part but not all of this is 

absorbed as pulpwood, The pulp mills have competed the ruin of the 

larger streams, The land fauna persists about as now, except for the 

near-extinction of the temporary prairie biota now occupying the burns, 

and the usurpation of haymeadows by scrub as result of former fires, 

What is wrong with this Wisconsin of 1975? The main deficit, 

in wy opinion, is the trend toward monotypes. ‘The doctrine of private 

profit and public subsidy pushes constantly toward an extreme degree of 

erop~specialization,-toward the grouping of uses in large solid blocks, 

The idea of self-sufficient farm units is submerged. The interspersion 

of wild and tame crops approaches sero. Such interspersion is the 

essence of wildlife management, and,I think, of forest management, I 

will comment later on whether it is good farm management, 

My present point is that the doctrine of private profit and 

Sune wcbetty yeednens 0 lenhonigh fast on meastenews 00 tae tienen 

variability of soil will permit. What with dredge ani drain-tile, check- 

dam and terrace, it permits a good deal. 

Zhe Commmity Idea of Profit 

Let us now examine the soundness of the current doctrine of 

land-use, first from the private and second from the mblic standpoint, 

Is it sound to relegate to government every cropping function which shows 

prospective red ink when scrutinized as private enterprise? 

I claim it is not. The thing that is lacking from our idea
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of private enterprise in conservation is the realization that a given 

attion may show a red private balance when attempted by one man, but 

&@ black balance, both private and public, when carried out by many, 

Conversely, a profitable private action, when widely carried out, may 

prove to have costly penalties which reach back to the individual, 

The idea of commnity profit at individual cost is not new. 

In engineering enterprises such as good roads and drainage systems, it 

fg as old as the machine age, It remains to apply it to ecological 

enterprises which are less tengible but no less real in their commnity 

benefits. Is the wind-swept birdless steppe good commmity agriculture? 

I doubt it. Conversely, the re-establishment of « fencerow or woodlot 

on such & steppe may show red, but the collective effect, « variegated 

countryside, will, I think, show profit, not only to the poet, but to 

the bookkeeper, 

We recognise the validity of this principle of commmal 

ecology in individual cases, bat we do not yet recognize it as a lew of 

community welfare, Take the question of straightening streams. An 

individual farmer may ease his flood problem by taking out the oxbows, 

just as he may enhance his gross income by talking out the woodlot. 

But if everybody does 1t, the neighborhood is injured. 

Take ground waters. ‘There has, of course, been much nonsense 

about water, but there remains the basic fact that the private profit 

doctrine, as applied in the past, hastens water downhill. Byt if every- 

body does it, it may be hastened too mech. And ultimately my not the 

level of wells, stréams, and lakes-~a rather large asset-~suffer? 

fake insect vests. ‘The simple thing for the individmal farner 

is to remove all wild harborage for insects. For the individual this
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is good enough, as long as the neighbors furnish cover to keep some 

birds and predatory insects in the locality. But if all the neighbors 

mopped up on all cover, both for injurious insects and their predators, 

is there an entomologist ready to say that the commmity would be as 

well or better off than now? 

All things that make the land good to look upon follow this 

law, No individual, secording to the private-profit public subsidy ‘ 

doctrine, can afford to donate good land for the old burr-oak, the crab- 

apple thicket, the orchid marsh, or other esthetic luxuries, But every- 

body having followed this doctrine, everybody is now taxed to let the 

lendscapers install parkways, artificial lakes, and other more or less 

miserable substitutes for landscape beauty. Who is in the rea? 

Finally, take erosion, Advanced erosion, everybody admits, 

is cheaper to abandon than to cure. But if everybody did it, could the 

public treasury stand the load of re-stabilizing the abandoned acreage 7 

Or if the land bureaus said "let her wash," could the water bureaus 

‘ultimately cope with the damage to navigation, irrigation, power, and 

flood-control? I opine they couldn't. 

These are negative instances of public penalty for private 

thrift, There are also public rewards for private extravagance, although 

T can't find a good instance in this country. Take substitutes for wood, 

the bete noir of American forestry. Our lumbermen cautiously stay out 

of timber cropping, mostly because they fear substitution, but Germans go 

right ahead. Consequentiy no German industry doubts the availability of 

wood in the future, consequently substitutes make distinctly smaller 

inroads on the German wood market than on ours.
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| Bh Bogus Individualion of Our land Doctrine 
So much for the hidden ecological penalties inherent in our 

Current doctrine of land-use, Notice that in most cases a public subsidy 

is being paid as a more or less ineffective offset to those penalties, 

| In fact the greater part of the present public conservetion program is 

| & public palliative for the doctrine thet the private landowner has no 

commnity responsibilities over and above taxes and personel wnduct. I 

‘ now raise the question: Is land-abuse anything but a tax on the neighbors? 

i Is there any form of personal conduct more vital to society than land- 

‘ conduct? Is the biography of a farmer or lusberuan or stoclum, ag 
| written on his land, of lesser ethical import than St, Peter's memo 

of his moral peceadillos? 

I think not, and I conclude that the current doctrine of 

private profit and public subsidy is defective in these respects: It 

5 expects subsidies to do more-~-and the private owner to do less-for the 

f commmnity than they are capable of doing. We rationalize these defects 

| as individualism, but they imply no real respect for the landowner as 

: an individual, They merely condone the ecological ignorance which 

contrasts so strongly with his precocity in mechanical things. But the 

i Pinal proof that it is bogus individualism lies in the fact that it 

‘. leads us straight into the mst radical paternalism, the most abject 

dependence upon government, ever tolerated by the landowners of any free 

country. Quite aside from the probable — of the "Let Unele Sam 

do it" forma, it is,I fear, in the long run,/effective, Husbandry 

of land is inhterently an action calling for continuous synthesis of the 

) ideal and the practical, ‘he government cannot furnish the one ingredient 

\ while the owner furnishes the other, ‘The government is not eround while 

is the things that utter happen.
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ee Summary of Recommendations a 

ag ee | ay 
ee - Aldo Leopold = 

eS 1. Set aside the Mountain Lake basin as a "natural area" for scientific Ee. 

ee research. Encourage scientific institutions to use it. oe 

— 2. Surround it by a buffer zone. This may be logged selectively to bring Ss 

a me reveme, increase deer food, and diversify wild life. Ee 

3. Start research on the animal life of the region, with special emphasis a 
aa on the deer-wolf problem. = 

= 4. Reverse the predator-control policy. Make the Club proporty, and if = 

as possible the region, an example of natural (as against artificializod) og 

ee biological managemont. Make the property a refuge for threatened species, “ea 

— especially wolf, otter, fisher, marten, black bear, spruce hen, raven, duckhawk, aa 

ae bald eagle, Canada jay. , 

if a 5, Exclude further roads; plant no more exotic species; tighten firccontrol. a 

a 6. Encourage participation by members in scientific field work. Start a . 

a natural history library and mseum. Start a weather station. Start biological rs 

Bo: record-keeping. 
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a A 7 : Engineering College 

5 : April 11, 1938 

, ENGINEERING AND CONSERVATION 

Aldo Leopold 
: University of Wisconsin 

The public mind is a mirror into which every vocation reflects its 

image. That image may flatter its subject, or the contrary, depending 

upon accumulated public impressions of the group and how its members live, 

think, and work. 

A decade ago the public image of labor was a rather pleasing one. 

Since the advent of CIO it has become much harder to look at. 

In the writings of Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson we find 

the word "industrialist" used as a term of high honor. Today one uses 

the term guardedly. 

The banker's picture has of late suffered an unflattering distortion, 

culminating in the newspaper ates "bankster" in the early 1930s. 

Not long ago the railroads had cloven hooves; now what with rate 

reductions, streamliners, and 35-cent dinners they have acquired merit and 

may soon sprout wings. 

It is clear that, in general, the underdog tends to be uppermost in
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public favor. Conversely, when a profession becomes important or powerful, 

it has need to look to its laurels. 

The engineer, from Kitchener to Herbert Hoover, enjoyed a public image 

of ever-increasing comeliness. The reasons are too well known to need : 

comment. At the present moment, however, the word "engineer" in the minds 

pow Sins Gtab acl brat cnet e 7 
of conservationists is associated with(a series of errors in the use of | 

winch Un dale ry 
natural resources, It evokes, a mental image of marshes needlessly drained, 

of rivers expensively channelized to revive an expiring navigation, of 

floods aggravated by stream straightening and by constricting levees, of 

irrigation reservoirs silted before the maturity of their bonds, and of a 

veritable mycelium of roads at least a part of which are built regardless 

of cost or need. 

Largebaaae “4 Get ahha na peer Clee Bm Qantin 
This fall in esteem/is admittedly confined to that small group pre- 

occupied with the biological aspects of public policy. As a member of this 

group I here attempt to shed some light on their reactions. That these 

reactions are just and fair I cannot certify, but the avowal that they exist 

clo ex» LAA & thee Akar. 

may be a useful first step toward wieer-policy. 

We may perhaps strike at the root of the matter by this generalization:
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the engineer believes, and has taught the public to believe, that a 

constructed mechanism is inherently preferable to a natural one. The 

conservationist believes the contrary. 

All generalizations are inaccurate, including this one. A few cases 

may help clarify the ee ee 

agai pe 
_ The Columbia River dams,@re a case in point) As between abundant 

power and abundant salmon, priority automatically went to power. The dams 

were started before the probable destruction of the salmon resource was 

seriously debated. It made no difference that the need for power was 

questionable, the fate of the salmon was nearly certain. By an axiom long 

in the making, the man-made resource must be superior to the natural one. 

I do not know whether the engineers built the axiom or the axiom built the 

engineers. The result is the same. 

The Mississippi dams involve a more subtle issue. That the great river 

is sick all will agree. Treetment can be applied either to the channel 

where the symptoms are most conspicuous, or to the deranged watershed which 

gives rise to the symptoms. The engineers started to bandage the channel 

with steel and concrete before giving ear to the question of what ails the
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organism as a whole. “Few engineers, even now, display any grasp of the She gee 

Fc 
i Porat out 

/organic or ecological diagnosis of water systems. As a group, they / nage 7 Ss 

( fo conto ee 
\either assume, or allow the public to assume, that skillful structures 

can solve our water problems, and (by implication) exempt us from the 

penalties of bungling land use. 

Os Orne ear 
The history of irrigation reservoirs in the West presents the same. 

question. In many instances the silting life of a storage basin was 

assumed during the promotion stage to be perpetual. During the construction 

stage it would be scaled down to a century, and during the pay-up stage it 

would finally appear as a generation. Isolated errors in predicting the 

life of reservoirs would be natural enough, but their repetition through 

forty years of experience forces the observer to conclude that the profession 

as a whole is not yet conscious of that organic disintegration which has 

afflicted nearly all semi-arid watersheds since their occupation by livestock. 

individual 
(There are brilliant/exceptions to this rule. Olmstead's report on the Gila 

River is one such.) 

When some Lnventorg) comes out with a new alloy the engineers lose no 
eX 

time making a path to his door. But discoveries outside the engineering
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field may have an equal bearing on the responsibilities of the engineering 

profession. Take, for example, Lowdermilk's formulation, in terms of 

physical chemistry, of the basic mechanism by which plants influence runoff. 

This reorients the old controversy about the influence of forests and presents 

a challenging opportunity for joint research by soil chemists, engineers, and 

ge ieee 
botanists. But who is doing 4t? I here criticise all three parties. cn nangetinn 5 

Again, take Weaver's discovery that the composition of the plant 

commnity determines the ability of soils to retain their gramlation, and 

hence their stability. If finally verified, this new principle may necessitate 

the revision of our entire system of thought on flood control and erosion 

control. I do not hear it discussed among engineers (nor, for that matter, 

among economists, business men, or statesmen). 

The cases I have cited all involve big and complex issues of national 

importance. Consider now, for contrast, a small and local one. In the sand 

counties of central Wisconsin are many defunct drainage districts. In 1933 4 

the government began to buy out the surviving farmers and convert the area 

into a wildlife reservation. Travel in the area had always followed "sand-tracks." 

There were hundreds of miles of these tracks; unimproved but passable routes 

winding picturesquely through the jack pines and scrub oaks.



oe 

I believe it is an engineering fact that in sand a semi-sodded track 

is the best possible road short of a surfaced turnpike. But the engineers 

could not resist the temptation of soft yardage, abundant CCCs, and govern- 

a gas. Today the area is geometrically gridironed with graded sandpiles, 

expensively inferior to the old tracks. It looks as if some new glacier 

had acquired the knack of laying down eskers with a transit. The dreinage 

of this region was, by hindsight, a mistake, but now in our ‘ae to give 

it back to the birds, we mst give it one last mutilating gouge with power 

tools. 

This same propensity for carving soft landscapes perhaps accounts for 

the recent drainage of nearly the whole Atlantic tidal mersh from Maine to 

Alabama. This was done with relief labor, in the name of mosquito control, 

over the protests of wildlife interests. These marshes are the wintering 

ground of many species of migratory waterfowl and the breeding ground of 

others. The effectiveness of such drainage as a mosquito control measure 

is at least debatable. Biological methods of mosquito control are known 

but were not tried. The project was not led by engineers and is chargeable 

to engineering only in the sense that it shows what the mechanical idea of
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landscaping can do when combined with too mch haste, too mch government 

money, a resort-owner's chamber of commerce, and the prevalent unconsciousness 

of biological equilibria. I suspect that the real impulse behind the whole 

venture is the local realtor's solicitude for silk stockings on his beaches. 

I mention last what to me seems the least discussed but most regrettable 

instance of short-sighted engineering--the wholesale straightening of small 

rivers and creeks. This is done to hasten the runoff of local flood waters, 

dlood 
and of course aggravates the piling up of peaks in major streams. It is, 

on its face, a process of pushing trouble downstream, of seeking benefit for 

the locality at the expense of the community. In justice the stream- 

straightener should indemnify the public for damage; in practice I fear the 

public may at times subsidize him with relief labor. 

I know of at least one engineering group which has foresworn stream- 

straightening--the Soil Conservation Service. I salute them. 

The interplay of engineering and ecological evils is an insidious 

thing. I know a locality in western Dane County where erosion is gradually 

destroying the upland cornfields. The farmers mst have corn; their only 

recourse is the marshy creek bottoms. These, however, are subject to flashy
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an ooldeel 
floods. To raise corn on the bottoms the floods will have to be ‘hastened? 

downstream by straightening, which in turn will aggravate the flashy runoff 

and augment erosion. Thus the cycle of misuse. 

Incidentally these marshy bottoms contain the only wildlife cover and 

are now good pasture. The cover will disapvear with straightening, and the 

pasture will have to move back to the eroded uplands. 

These cases collectively imply, but I will now specifically admit, 

certain qualifications which, in justice, I mst attach to my criticism 

of the engineer. 

First of all, let me admit that in some cases the biological professions 

seem just as remiss as the engineering group. 

wit 

Secondly, let me admit that the engineer is a symbol for a state of the 

public mind, as well as a professional man who has made mistakes. The cited 

instances of error are chargeable to voters and politicians as well as 

engineers. The Columbia dams, the Mississippi dams, the irrigation reservoirs, 

the needless roads and the mosquito drainage were backed by strong local 

booster and even pork-barrel interests. Every professional man mst, within 

limits, execute the jobs people are willing to pay for. But every profession
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in the long run writes its own ticket. It does so through the emergence of 

Se Qhp b karat put hvudy Wed aw fhe c= = 

leaders who can afford to challenge unsound-professionaltrends--professors, 

for example. What I here decry is not so much the prevalence of public error 

in the use of engineering tools as the scarcity of engineering criticism 

of such misuse. Perhaps that criticism exists in camera, but it does not 

reach the interested layman. 

Oe 
I admit, too, that engineerimg is not the only prefession—-which-affords. 

4 

a-legieal focus for biological and-esthetic discontent. The chemist, fer 

example;~—is--to~us-.a..dubious...Santa..Claus,..for-he seatterx new comforts with 

woooo pan on bbe 2 rnte han genset. 

one hand and new pollutions with the other, Both professions exemplify the 

oe ad roe r 
priority for the synthetic over the natural, the atrophy of esthetic discim- 

Q 
ination, the yearning for prosperity and comfort at any cost. I do not claim 

that we, the disaffected, disdain the prosperity and the comforts. Our only 

contribution to-social-eerebration is the idea that the cost is large, 

: unnecessarily large. 

With these qualifying admissions I now summarize my criticism: The 

engineer has respect for mechanical wisdom because he created it.-~ 

“He has disrespect for ecological wisdom, not because he is contemptuous 

of it, but because he is unaware of it.
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At this point it would be fair for the engineer to ask: What is 

ecological wisdom? To attempt any comprehensive answer would be futile : 

and arrogant. Our perceptions suffice only to sai Mt ties The 

direction of ecological thought is to admit that we do not understand biotic 

reactions, and hence that we cannot arog the results of their manipulation. 

We advocate, accordingly, what anyone would who must move in the dark: 

caution, cut and ee We feel’ ce occasionally acknowledge a kind of beauty 

in this complexity ey eo science. We feel also an eaginecr's respect 

for an intricate teal, and a strong aversion for discarding any of its 

parts. We a ultimately at the conviction that to govern the animate 

world ry/oaet be led rather than coerced. Perhaps this means a kind of 

agnor for soils, plants,and animals. 

The tools which the engineer has given the public are so crude and 

powerful that ‘ther invite coercive use. It is not likely that the public 

will lay them down. The only alternative is the pooling of engineering and 

ecological skills for wiser use of those tools. Is this pooling under way? 

Perhaps. We now see engineers and ecologists jointly attacking the soil 

erosion problem, but only after the resource reached an advanced stage of
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deterioration. Need we always await the willy-nilly pressure of wrecked 

resources before professional cooperation begins? 

We end, I think, at what might be called the standard paradox of the 

twentieth century: our tools are better than we are, and grow better 

faster than we do. They suffice to crack the atom, to command the tides. 

But they do not suffice for the oldest task in human history: to live on 

a piece of land without spoiling it.



We have, in short, two professions whose responsibilities for land use: 

: overlap much, but whose respective zones of awareness overlap only a little. 

What can we say about their future relationship? About the direction of 

_ possible adjustments? 

All history shows this: that ists setian is not the progressive Sy 

elaboration of a single idea, but the successive dominance of a series of 

ideas. Greece, Rome, the Rennaissance, the industrial age, each had a new 

and largely distinct zone of awareness. The people of each lived not in 

: a better, nor a worse, but in a new and different intellectual field. Progress, 

if there be any, is the slender hoard of fragments retained from the whole 

intellectual succession. : 

Engineering is clearly the dominant idea of the industrial age. What 6 

I have here called ecology is perhaps one of the contenders for a new order. 

In any case our problem boils down to increasing the overlap of awareness 

between the two. d 

This may prove less difficult than appears on the surface, for the 

ecologist is in many ways an engineer. The biotic mechanism is too complex 

to enable him to predict its reactions; therefore he advocates what an : 

engineer would in like case: go slow, cut and try. : 

He feels an engineer's admiration for this complexity which defies science, 

and an engineer's aversion for discarding any of its parts. The real difference 

lies in the ecologist's conviction that to govern the animate world it mst : 

: be led rather than coerced. To me this is engineering wisdom; the reason 

the engineer does not display it is unawareness of the aeionte world. i ee
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4 few weeks ago two middle-aged farmers set the alarm clock for a a 

dark hour of what proved to be a snowy, blowy Sunday. Milking over, 

x they jumped into a pick-up and sped for the sand counties of central 

Wisconsin, a region productive of tax deeds, tamaracks, and wild hay. 

In the evening they returned with a truck full of young tamarack$ ‘and a 

heart full of high adventure. The last tree was planted in the home marsh | 

by lantern-light. There was still the milking. 

y In Wisconsin "man bites dog" is stale news compared with "farmer 

plants tamarack." Our farmers have been grubbing, burning, draining, and 

chopping tamarack since 1840. In the region where these farmers live the 

Bees tree is exterminated. Why should they want to replant it? Because after 

twenty years they hope to re-introduce sphagnum moss under the grove, and 

S Hie ‘oat vost Bete 

in=ten-more=sladyslippers, pitcher plants, and the other nearly-lost flora 

of the aboriginal Wisconsin bogs. 

No extension bureau had offered any prize for this utterly quixotic 

: undertaking. Certainly no hope of gain motivated it. How then can one : 

agg ein eee iy 3 ene
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interpret its meaning? I call it Revolt--revolt against the pienéer 
Ba : : 4 

puniads ven be we : 
= land, philosophy, a=-building thesetwo_hundred. years, eee SA that 

“A 

a because we had to subjugate the land to live on it, that therefore the 

oe 

best farm is the one most completely tamed. I—take—it-that fhese two 

farmers had learned from experience that the wholly tamed farm offers 

; not only a slender livelihood but a constricted life. In-short, that there 

: Thay fepies bt debe 

is pleasure to be had in raising wild crops as well as tame ones. This 

ow LU ahotel nuk to oo nes vrkelflerert nese F 2 

| interpretation iscorroborated by the-fact—that Gnese-two-men hare-cooperated 

: with the-university-for-years in managing game. erhaps they wish for their 

land what we all wish for our children-~not only a chance to make a living, 

but a chance to express and develop a rich and varied assortment of inherent 

f capabilities, both wild and tame. What better expresses land than the 

plants which originally grew on it? a 

I am here then to talk about the pleasure to be had in wild things, 

: about natural history studies as a combination sport and science. 

nabneels 

History has not conspired to make my task an easy one. We have much 

to live down. There was a time when ladies and gentlemen wandered afield 

porch? 
a beige Ra 

not to learn how the world is put together but to gather subject matter 
a 

: for tea-time conversation. This was the era of dickey-bird ornithology,
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oh 
of botany expressed in bad verse, “ The-two,—when-diluted-and-mixed,—gave 

ef ejaculatory vapors such as "aint nature grand." But if you will scan 

ee ornithological or botanical journals of today you will see that a new 

attitude is abroad. I shall not try to define it, but rather to describe te y bw 

some people who exemplify it. In selecting these people I shall include 

only amateurs--that is to say, I exclude all who receive either pay or 

university credit for their natural history work. ? 

I know anchemist who is reconstructing the history of the passenger 
% Aa 

pigeon inm-Wisconsin and its dramatic demise as a member of our fauna. ) 

The pigeon became extinct before this chemist was born, but he has 

dug up more knowledge of pigeons than any contemporary possessed. How? 

: By reading every newspaper ever printed in our state, as well as con- é 

temporary diaries, letters, and books. I estimate that he has read 100,000 

7 

documents in his search for pigeon data. This gigantic labor, which would 

kill any man undertaking it as a task, fills him with the keen delight of 

§ rnrin io Cong Me fous fra a curse det ) Yh aa a eel ocr] 

on archeologist digging up Egypt for a scarab. And te requires 

more than digging. After the scarab is found its interpretation requires : 

the highest skill--a skill not to be learned from others, but rather created
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by the digger as he digs. Here, then, is a man who has found adventure, 

exploration, science and sport, all in the backyard of current history where 

/ . lesser men find only boredom. 

Another exploration--this time literally of a back yard, is the study 

of the Song Sparrow conducted by an Ohio housewife. This commonest of is 

s Lack ure By) wack fivlfl, 

birds had been scientifically labelled, pigeon-holea, and forgotten. Our 

es See Cane - 

Ohio amateur had the notion that of birds, as ef people, there were things : 

to be known over and above name, sex, and clothes. She began trapping the 

: song sparrows in her garden, marking each with a eolored celluloid anklet, 4 

-and being thus able to identify each individual, to observe and record 

their migrations, feedings, fightings, singings, matings, and nestings 

and deaths; in short, to decipher the inner workings of the sparrow 

ee 
community. In a fem years she knew more about sparrow society, sparrow 

politics, sparrow economics, and sparrow psychology than anyone had ever 

of learned about any bird. Science beat a path to her door. She has published 

: the first volume of a monograph on her backyard researches. Ornithologists 

‘ eee 
of all nations seek her counsel. a poorest! ee cee 

- z : Ke hey ai oy ad f oo 

‘ These two amateurs happen to have achieved fame, but, it is not fame 

Ree : Maa, 
I am talking about. MThere-are-scoresofothers—who-have achieved personal
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satisfactions which are more important 4 now ask: What is our 

educational system doing to encourage ferent haat in the natural 

history field? ; 

We can perhaps seek an answer to this question by dropping in on a 

typical class in a typical zoology department. We find there students 

; memorizing the names of the bumps on the bones of a cat. It is aa f : 

of course, to study bones, otherwise we should never comprehend dis 

evolutionary process by which animals came into existence. But why memorize 

is 
: the bumps? We are told that this/part of biological discipline. I ask, 

though, whether a comprehension of the living animal and how it holds its 

place in the sun is not an equally iapertant part. Unfortunately the 

living animal is virtually omitted from the present system of zoological 

education. : wwe by os rhe ey ne ple “ PHAR AL Aen | 

2 ae ee a in tive case, except perhaps re the displacement 

of interest in the fay, flora has been not quite so extreme. 

The reasons for this eviction of outdoor studies from the schools goes 

back into history. tkborstecy biology came into existence at about the 

time when amateur hatural history was of the dickey-bird variety, and when 

: :
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professional work consisted of labelling species, and amassing facts about 

food habits without interpreting them. In short, a growing and vital 

ar Riot leas 

‘ laboratory technique was placed in competition with a stagnated outdoor 
4 

3 technique. It was quite natural that laboratory biology soon came to be 

regarded as the superior form of science. As it grew it crowded natural 

at history 6f-ali@kinds out of the educational picture. ; 

- The present educational marathon in memorizing the geography of bones 

S yore bullion 

is the aftermath of this perfectly logical process, | It has, of course, 

other justifications: medical students obviously need it. Zoology teachers 

need it, or_are supposed-—to. But Ace fuel Mat Th avirnsi tlegt a dots ww 

nite tas fadh ne do wuiela tone tric heciotacy Wh Ox Lica ins 

In the interim,—hewexer, fiela studies have developed techniques and 

ideas quite as scientific as those of the laboratory. The amateur student 

is no longer confined to pleasant ambles in the country resulting merely 

: : 

in lists of species, lists of migration dates, and lists of rarities. segs 

Bird banding, feather-marking, censusing, and experimental manipulations 

; leanne oholnet be of, noel Uo, cane 

of behavior and environment are, quantitative science. A If he has imagination 

Oo ge 2. puroned doakerg 
and persistence, (the amateur can) select and solve actual scientific problems 

ie are cai 4 

as virgin as the stratosphere. My two amateurs are cases in point.
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The modern view is not to regard laboratory and field as competitive, 

but rather as complementary studies. Curricula, however, do not yet 

: raf, f Ot Cares Wet, be ator ge len 

recognize this new situation, hence the average college student who 

inclines toward natural history avocations is rebuffed rather than 

encouraged by his university. Instead of being taught to see his native 

: countryside with appreciation and intelligence, he is taught to carve cats. 

Let him be taught both if this is possible, but if one mst be omitted let 

it be the latter. ; 

To visualize more clearly the lop-sidedness and sterility of biological 

oe as @ means of building citizens, let's go afield with some typical : 

Phi Beta Kappa student and ask him some qeiciioah: We can safely assume he 

knows how angiosperms and cats are put together, but let us test his 

comprehension of how Missouri is put together. f | 

We are driving down a country roaa;” Here is a farmstead. Look at 

: the trees in the yard and the soil in the field and tell us whether the 

original settler carved his farm out of prairie or woods? Did he eat 

prairie chickens or wild turkey for his Thanksgiving? What plants grew 

here originally which do not grow here now? Why did they disappear? 

{ ‘ . is
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wot : 

What did the prairie plants have to do with the corn-ylelding capacity 

of this soil? Why does this soil erode now but not then? : 

ofrndvwel 

Again, suppose we are touring the Ozarks. Here is an ar field in 

which the ragweed is sparse and short. Does this tell us anything about 

why the mortgage was foreclosed? About how long ago? Would this field 

be a good place to look for quail? - Does short ragweed have any connection 

with the human story behind yonder graveyard? If all the ragweed in 

this watershed were short, would that tell us anything about the future of : 

floods in the stream? About the future prospects for bass or trout? 

I fear that our Phi Beta Kappa biologist would consider aol questions j 

insane, but they are not. Any amateur naturalist with a seeing eye should 

be able to joe intelligently on all of them, and have a lot of fun 

doing it. You will see, . that modern natural history deals only 

incidentally with the identity of plants and animals, and only incidentally — 

with their habits and behaviors. It deals principally with their relations 

to each other, their relation to the soil and water in which they grow, - 

and their relations to the human beings who sing about “my country" but — 

see little or nothing of its inner gaat This new science of relationships
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4 : 
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7 does the educated citizen know he is a cog in an ecological mechanism? 14, ot df do 

ee ete we Hanh Wwiarktninuw ahie rated wtotlh nails wolonal wralte Cine 

Tfnot, what is education for? <. : : - ae 
® 

aetr 
+ pis g way pas awelifen than Rast bik tas ntfs Ge AS th ee kd, cee tbl 

s A BD, eas ak ee +, 2d ar tan nh leccel, to en Le 
: Vee Hete te Piereaet ots just® tosttchitrs fag nite ehnctatien ‘Aeper tment. 
: 

You are hearing about teaching conservation in the schools. The implication : 

e is that something is to be added to the curriculum. I submit there is vowarnbrorlern 
: peeve! : 
5 da he Werte he cence on aw oturerly tarthy ek 

: really -nothing-to-add. It seems to me that if teaching does not deal 

with our relation to the land, it is not teaching at all. : 
ft 

& Conservationists have, I fear, adopted the pedagogical method of the 

i wt . 
Z prophets: $e, mutter darkly about impending doom if people don't mend their 
& 

} ‘ ways. The doom is impending,all right; no one can be an ecologist, even 

e an amateur one, without seeing it. But do people mend their ways for fear 
Te 
E 

s of calamity? I doubt it. They are more likely to do it out of pure ; 

i curiosity and interest. We shall be ready, I think, to practice conservation = 

fF 

& ‘ when "farmer plants tamarack" is no longer news. 

e 

: 

b
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One Saturday night a few weeks ago two middle-aged farmers set 

the alarm clock for a dark hour of what proved to be a snowy, blowy ; 

Sunday. Milking over, they jumped into a pick-up and sped for the sand 

counties of central Wisconsin, a region productive of tax deeds, tamaracks, 

and wild hay. In the evening they returned with a truck full of young 

tamarack trees and a heart full of high adventure. The last tree was planted 

in the home marsh by lantern-light. There was still the milking. 

In Wisconsin "man bites dog" is stale news compared with "farmer plants 

tamarack." Our farmers have been grubbing, burning, draining and chopping 

: tamarack since 1840. In the region where these farmers live the tree is 

E exterminated. Why then should they want to replace it? Because after 

; twenty years they hope to re~introduce sphagnum moss under the grove, and 

’ then ladyslippers, pitcher plants, and the other nearly-extinct wildflowers 

of the aboriginal Wisconsin bogs. 

; No extension bureau had offered these farmers any prize for this utterly 

quixotic undertaking. Certainly no hope of gain motivated it. How then can 

one interpret its meaning? I call it Revolt--revolt against the tedium of 

the merely economic attitude toward land. We assume that because we had to 

subjugate the land to live on it, that therefore the best farm is the one 

most completely tamed. These two farmers had learned from experience that 

the wholly tamed farm offers not only a slender livelihood but a constricted 

life. They hed caught the idea that there is pleasure to be had in raising 

| wild crops as well as tame ones. They propose to devote a little spot of
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marsh to growing native wildflowers. Perhaps they wish for their land 

what we all wish for our ekieren~tens only a chance to make a living, 

but also a chance to express and develop a rich and varied assortment of 

inherent capabilities, both wild and tame. What better expresses land than 

the plants which originally grew on it? 

I am here then to talk about the pleasure to be had in wild things, 

about natural history studies as a combination sport and science. 

History has not conspired to make my task an easy one. We naturalists 

have much to live down. There was a time when ladies and gentlemen wandered 

afield not so much to learn how the world is put together as to gather 

subject matter for tea-time conversation.. This was the era of dickey-bird 

ornithology, of botany expressed in bad verse, of ejaculatory vapors such 

as "ain't nature grand." But if you will scan the amateur ornithological 

or botanical journals of today you will see that a new attitude is abroad. 

I shall not try to define it, but rather to describe to you some people who 

exemplify it. In selecting these people I shall include only amateurs-- 

that is to say, I exclude all who receive either pay or university credit 

for their natural history work. 

I kmow an industrial chemist who spends his spare time in reconstructing 

the history of the passenger pigeon and its dramatic demise as a member of 

our fauna. The pigeon became extinct before this chemist was born, but he 

has dug up more knowledge of pigeons than any contemporary possessed. How? 

By reading every newspaper ever printed in our state, as well as contemporary 

diaries, letters, and books. I estimate that he has read 100,000 documents 

in his search for pigeon data. This gigantic labor, which would kill any 

man undertaking it as a task, fills him with the keen delight of a hunter 

scouring the hills for scarce deer, of an archeologist digging up Egypt for
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& Scarab. And of course such an undertaking requires more than digging. 

After the scarab is found its interpretation requires the highest skill- 

a skill not to be learned from«thers, but rather created by the digger 

as he digs. Here, then, is a man who has found adventure, exploration, 

science and sport, all in the backyerd of current history where millions 

of lesser men find only boredom. 

Another exploration--this time literally of a back yard, is a study 

of the Song Sparrow conducted by an Ohio housewife. This commonest of 

birds had been scientifically labelled, pigeon-holed a hundred years ago, 

and forthwith forgotten. Our Ohio amateur had the notion that m birds, as 

in people, there are things to be known over and above name, sex, and clothes. 

She began trapping the song sparrows in her garden, marking each with a 

celluloid anklet, and being thus able to identify each individual by its 

colored marker, to observe and record their migrations, feedings, fightings, 

singings, matings, nestings and deaths; in short, to decipher the inner 

workings of the sparrow community. In ten years she knew more about sparrow 

society, sparrow politics, sparrow economics, and sparrow psychology than 

anyone had ever learned about any bird. Science beat a path to her door. 

She has published the first volume of a monograph on her backyard researches. 

Ornithologists of all nations seek her counsel. 

These two amateurs happen to have achieved fame, but no thought of fame 

motivated their original work. Fame came ex post facto. It is not fame, 

however, that I am talking about. They achieved personal satisfactions which 

are ce important than fame, and hundreds of other amateurs are achieving 

these satisfactions. I now ask: What is our educational system doing to 

encourage personal amateur scholarship in the natural history field? 

We can perhaps seek an answer to this question by dropping in on a
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typical class in a typical zoology department. We find there students 

memorizing the names of the bumps on the bones of a cat. It is important, 

of course, to study bones, otherwise we should never comprehend the 

evolutionary process by which animals came into existence. But why memorize 

the bumps? We are told that this is part of biological discipline. I ask, 

though, whether a comprehension of the living animal and how it holds its 

place in the sun is not an equally important part. Unfortunately the living 

animal is virtually omitted from the present system oft zoological education. 

In my own university, for example, we offer no course in ornithology or mammalogy. 

Botanical education is in like case, except perhaps that the displacement 

of interest in the living flora has been not quite so extreme. . 

The reasons for this eviction of outdoor studies from the schools goes 

back into history, Laboratory biology came into existence at about the time 
natural 

when amateur/history was of the dickey-bird variety, and when professional 

natural history consisted of labelling species, and amassing facts about 

food habits without interpreting them. In short, a growing and vital 

laboratory technique was at that time placed in competition with a stagnated 

outdoor technique. It was quite natural that laboratory biology soon came 

to be regarded as the superior form of science. As it grew it crowded natural 

history out of the educational picture. 

The present educational marathon in memorizing the geography of bones 

is the aftermath of this perfectly logical process of competition. It has, 

of course, other justifications: medical students need it. Zoology teachers 

need it. But I contend that the average citizen does not need it as badly 

as he needs some understanding of the living world. 

In the interim, field studies have developed techniques and ideas 

quite as scientific as those of the laboratory. The amateur student is 

i no longer confined to pleasant ambles in the country resulting merely in
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lists of species, lists of migration dates, and lists of rarities. Bird 

banding, feather-marking, censusing, and experimental manipulations of 

behavior and environment are techniques available to all, and they are 

quantitative science. The amateur can, if he has imagination and persistence, 

select and solve actual scientific natural history problems as virgin as ' 

the stratosphere. My two amateurs are cases in point. 

The modern view is not to regard laboratory and field’as competitive, 

but rather as complementary studies. Curricula, however, do not yet reflect 

this new situation. It takes money to enlarge curricula, hence the average 

college student who inclines toward natural history avocations is rebuffed 

rather than encouraged by his university. Instead of being taught to see 

his native countryside with appreciation and intelligence, he is taught to 

carve cats. Let him be taught both if this is possible, but if one mst 

be omitted let it be the latter. 

To visualize more clearly the lop-sidedness and sterility of biological 

education as a means of building citizens, let's go afield with some typical 

Phi Beta Kappa student and ask him some questions. We can safely assume he 

knows how angiosperms and cats are put together, but let us test his com 

prehension of how Missouri is put together. 

We are driving down a country road in northern Missouri. Here is a 

farmstead. Look at the trees in the yard and the soil in the field and tell 

us whether the original settler carved his farm out of prairie or woods. 

Did he eat prairie chicken or wild turkey for his Thanksgiving? What plants 

grew here originally which do not grow here now? Why did they disappear? 

What did the prairie plants have to do with creating the corn~ylielding 

: capacity of this soil? Why does this soil erode now but not then?
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Again, suppose we are touring the Ozarks. Here is an abandoned 

field in which the ragweed is sparse and short. Does this tell us anything 

about why the mortgage was foreclosed? About how long ago? Would this 

field be a good place to look for quail? Does short ragweed have any 

connection with the human story behind yonder graveyard? If all the ragweed 

in this watershed were short, would that tell us anything about the future 

of floods in the stream? About the future prospects for bass or trout? 

I fear that our Phi Beta Kappa biologist would consider these questions 

insane, but they are not. Any amateur naturalist with a seeing eye should 

be able to speculate intelligently on all of them, and have a lot of fun doing 

it. You will see, too, that modern natural history deals only ‘incidentally 

with the identity of plants and animals, and only incidentally with their 

habits and behaviors. It deals principally with their relations to each 

other, their relation to the soil and water in which they grow, and their 

relations to the human beings who sing about "my country" but see little or 

nothing of its inner workings. This new science of relationships is called 

ecology, but what we call it matters nothing. The question is, does the 

educated citizen know he is only a cog in an ecological mechanism? That 

if he will work with that mechanism his mental wealth and his material 

wealth can expand indefinitely. But that if he refused to work with it, 

it will ultimately grind him to dust. If education does not teach us these 

things, then what is education for? 

You here in Missouri are just reorganizing your conservation department. 

: You are hearing about teaching conservation in the schools. The implication 

is that something is to be added to the curriculum. I submit conservation 

is no new excrescence on an already bulky curriculum. It seems to me that 

if all teaching does not deal with our relations to the land, it is not 

teaching at all.
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Conservationists have, I fear, adopted the pedagogical method 

of the prophets: we mtter darkly about impending doom if people don't 

mend their ways. The doom is impending, all right; no one can be an 

ecologist, even an amateur one,without seeing it. But do people mend 

their ways for fear of calamity? I doubt it. They are more likely to 

do it out of pure curiosity and interest. We shall be ready, I think, 

to practice conservation when "farmer plants tamarack" is no longer news.
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A Survey of Conservation 
Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is a bird which flies faster than the shot we aim at it. 

I can remember the day when I was sure that reforming the Game Commission 

would give us conservation. A group oon ne ee 

at the Capitol. When we got through wo, bea#ned—thet—sew-commiestons—omecie- 

fron_theuuside;—thet—seteruare hang together -oniy hile they ars uademdess 

fee enna) 
rebuild the game range, and this means rebuilding the people who us it, and 
all of the things they use it for. The jod we aspired to perform with a dosen 

volunteers is now baffling a hundred professionals. The job we thought would 

take five years will barely be started in fifty. 

Our target, then, is a receding one. The task grows greater year by 

year, but so does its importance. We begin by seoking a few trees or birds; 

to get them we mst build a new relationship between men and land. 

se © 

Thie-gives-ucodefinitiom: Conservation is a state of harmony between 

men and land. 

By land is meant all of the things on, over, or in the earth. 

Harmony with land is like harmony with a friend; you cannot cherish 

his right hand and chop off his left. ‘That is to say, you cannot love game 

and hate predators; you cannot conserve the waters and waste the ranges} 

you cannot build the forest and mine the farm. The land is one organism. 

Its parts, like our own parts, compete with each other and cooperate with 

each other. The competitions are as much a part of the inner workings as the 

cooperations. You can regulate them--cautiously--but not abolish them.
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The outstanding scientific discovery of the twentieth century is not 

television, nor radio, but rather the complexity of the land-organism. Only 

those who know most about it can appreciate how little we know about it. 

The last word in ignorance is the man who says of an animal or plant: "What 

good is 1t7" If the land mechanism as a whole is good, thon every part is 

good, whether we understand it or not. If the biota, in the course of acons, 

has built something we like but do not understand, then who but venleihe 

discard seemingly useless parts? To keep every cog and wheel is the first 

precaution of intelligent tinkering. 

: ** & 

Have we Yenened the first principle of conservation: to preserve all 

the parts of the land mechanism? Wo, because even the scientist does not 

yet recognize all of then. 

In Germany there is a mountain called the Spessart. Its south slope 

bears the most magnificent oaks in the world. American cabinet~makers, when 

they want the last word in quality, use Spessart oak. ‘The north slope, which 

should be the better, bears an indifferent stand of Scotch pine. Why? Both 

slopes are part of the same state forest; both have been managed with equally 

scrupulous care for two centuries. Why the difference? 

Kick up the litter under the oaks and you will see that the leaves rot 

almost as fast as they fall. Under the pines, though, the needles pile up : 

as a thick duff; decay is meh slower. Why? Because in the Middle Ages the 

south slope was preserved as a deer forest by a hunting bishop; the north 

slope was pastured, plowed and cut by settlers, just as we do with our woodlots 

in Wisconsin and Iowa today. Only after this period of atuse was the north 

slope replanted to pines. During this period of abuse something happened to 

the microscopic flora and fauna of the soil. The number of species was greatly
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veinieh, Wa Genturies of conservation have not sufficed to restore these Lorece, 

“ieet—pertes* It required the modern microscope, and a century of research 

in soil science, te discover the existence of these “small cogs and wheels" 

which determine harmony or disharmony between men and land in the Spessart. 

American conservation is, I fear, still concerned mostly with show-pieces. 

We have not yet learned to think in terms of small cogs and wheels. look at 

our own back yari: at the prairies of Iowa and southern Wisconsin. What is 

the most valuable part of the prairie? The fat black soil, the chernozen. 

Who built the chernozem? Some say the glaciers, but there is black loam far 

beyond the limits of the ice. The black prairie was milt by the prairie 

plants, & hundred distinctive species of grasses, herbs, and shrubs; by the 

prairie fungi, insects, and bacteria; by the prairie mammals and birds, all 

interlocked in one humming community of cooperations and competitions, one biota. 

This biota, through twenty thousand years of living and dying, burning and 

growing, preying and fleeing, freezing and thawing, built that dark and bloody 

ground we call prairie. ea 

Our grandfathers did not, could not, know the origin of eulbe dase. 

They killed off the prairie fauna nie the flora to a last refuge on 

Tailroad embankments and roadsides. fo our engineers this flora is merely weeds 

and brush; they ply it with grader and mower, with CCC and WPA. Through 

processes of plant succession predictable by any botanist, the prairie garden 

becomes a refuge for quack grass. After the garden is gone, the highway 

department employs landscapers to dot the quack with elms, and with artistic 

Clumps of Seotch pine, Japanesey barberry, and Spiraca Van Houttei. Conservation 

committees, en route to some important convention, whiz by and applaud this 

zeal for roadside beauty. ; 

Some day we may need this prairie flora not only to look at, tut to rebuild
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the wasting sollof prairie farms. Many species may then be missing. We have 

our hearts in the right place, but we do not yet recognize the small cogs and 

wheels. 

see 

5 We need knowledge--public awareness--of the small cogs and wheels, but 
sometimes I think there is something we need even worse. It is the thing 

which "Forest and Stream", on its editorial masthead, once called "a refined 

taste in natural objects." Have we made any headway in developing "a refined 

taste in natural objects"? 

In the northern parts of the lake statos we have a few wolves left. Bach 

state offers a bounty on wolves. In addition, it may invoke the expert services 

of the U. S, Biological Survey in wolf-control. Yet both the Biological Survey 

and the several conservation commissions complain of an increasing mmber of 

localities where there are too many deer for the available feed. Foresters 

complain of periodic damage from too many rabbits. Why, then continue the 

public policy of wolf-extermination? We debate such questions in terme of 

economics and biology. The mammalogists assert the wolf is the natural check 

on too many deer. The sportsmen reply they will take care of excess deer. 

Another decade of argument and there will be no wolves to argue about. One 

conservation inkpot cancels another until the resource is gone. Why? Because 

the basic question has not been debated at all. ‘The basic question hinges on 

"a refined taste in natural objects." Is a wolfless north woods any north woods 

at all? 

The hawk and owl question seems to me a parallel one. When you band a 

hundred hawks in fall, twenty are shot and the bands returned during the sub- 

sequent year. No four-egged bird on earth can withstand such a kill. Our 

raptors are on the toboggan. :



In our attempts to save the bigger cogs and wheels, we are still 

pretty naive. A little repentance just before a species goes over the : 

brink is enough to mke us feel virtuous. When the species is gone we have 

a good cry and repeat the performance. 

The recent extermination of the grizzly from most of the western stock 

raising states is a case in point. Yes, we still have grizzlies in the 

Yellowstone. But the species is ridden ty imported parasites; the rifles 

wait on every refuge boundary; new dude ranches and new roads constantly 

shrink the remaining range; every year sees fower grizzlies on fewer ranges 

in fewer states. We console ourselves with the comfortable fallacy that a 

single mseum-piece will do, ignoring the clear dictum of history that a | 

species must be saved in many places if it is to be saved at all. 

The ivory-billed woodpecker, the California condor, and the desert sheep 

are the next candidates for rescue. The rescues will not be effective until 

we discard the idea that one sample will do; until we insist on living with 

our flora and fauna in as many places as possible. 

*o * 

; | 
EB
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Science has been trying (= & generation to classify hawks and owls 

into "good" and "bad" species, wet At seems to me a mistake to call the issue 
on economic grounds, even sound ones. The basic issue transcends economics, 

The basic question is whether a hawklese owlless countryside is a livable 

countryside for Americans with eyes to see and ears to hear. Hawks and owls 

are a part of the land mechanism, Shall we discard them because they compete 

: with game and poultry? Can we assume that these competitions, which we perceive, 

are more important than the cooperations which we do not perceive? 

The fish predator question is likewise parallel. 1 worked this summer 

for a club which owns (and cherishes) a delectable trout stream, set in a 

matrix of virgin forest. There are thirty thousand acres of-take-studted-hitis, 

of the stuff that dreams are made of. But lock more closely and you fail te : : 

see what “a refined taste in natural objects" demands of von & setting. Only 

once in & great while does a kingfisher rattle his praise of rushing water. 

Only here and there does an otter-slide on the bank tell the story of pups 

rollicking in the night. At sunset you may or may not see @ heron; the rookery 

has been shot out. This club is in the throes of a gemine educational process. 

One faction wants simply more trout; another wants trout plus all the trimmings, 

and has employed a fish ecologist to find ways and means. Superficially the 

issue again is "good" and "bad" predators, but basically the issue is deeper. 

Any club privileged to own such @ piece of land is morally obligated to keep 

all its parts, even though it means a few less trout in the creel. 

In the lake states we are proud of our forest mrseries, and of the 

progress we are making in replanting what was once the north woods. But look 

in these nurseries and you will find no white cedar, no tamarack. Why no cedar? 

It grows too slowly, the deer eat it, the alders choke it. The prospect of a 

Gedarless north woods does not depress our foresters; cedar has, in effect, been 

purged on grounds of economic inefficiency. For the same reason beech has been
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purged from the future forests of the Southeast. To these voluntary expunge- 

ments of species from our future flora, we mist add the involuntary ones pyencir 

ee et pee eee ner ent arising from the importation 

of einatnens,, i 1s cemnh: covehaline ree oy agian as a separate - 

entity, to proscribe or soning the grounds of its individual performances? 

What will be the effect on animal life, on the 2011, and on the health of the 

forest as an organism? Is there not an esthetic as well as an economic issue? 

Is there, at bottom, any real distinction between esthetics and economics? why 

did New York State vote "no" on the constitutional amendment to turn over the 

Adirondack forest preserve to economic forestry? I do not know the answers, 

but I can see in each of these question, another receding target for conservation. 

7.8 . » 

I have a bird dog named Gus. When Gus can't find pheasants he works up 

an enthusiasm for Sora rails and meadowlarks. ‘This whipped-up seal for 

unsatisfactory substitutes masks his failure to find the real thing. It 

assuages his inner frustration. 

We conservationists are like that. We set out a generation ago to convince 

the American landowner to control fire, to grow forests, to manage wildlife. 

He did not respond very well. We have virtually no forestry, and mighty little 

Tange management, game management, wildflower management, pollution control, or 

erosion control being practiced voluntarily by private landowners. In many 

instances the abuse of private land is worse than it was to begin with. If you 

don't believe that, watch the strawstacks burn on the Canadian prairies; watch 

the fertile md flowing down the Rio Grande; watch the gullies climb the hillsides 

in the Palouse, in the Ozarks, in the riyerbreaks of southern Iowa and western 

Wisconsin, | 

To assuage our inner frustration over this failure, we have found us a
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mesdowlark. I don't know which dog first caught the scent; I do know thet it 

happened in 1933, and that every dog on the field whipped into an enthusiastic 

backing-point. I did myself.- The meadowlark was the idea that if the 

private landowner won't practice conservation, let's build a bureau to do it 

for hin. 

Like the meadowlark, this substitute has its good points. It smells 

like success. It is satisfactory on poor land which buresus can buy and cover 

with CCCs. ‘The trouble is that 1t contains no device for preventing good 

private land from becoming poor public land. There is danger in the assuage- 

ment of honest frustration; it helps us forget we have not yet found a 

pheasant. 

I'm afraid the mendowlark is not going to remind us. He is flattered 
by his sudden importance. 

** 8 

Why is it that conservation is so rarely practiced by those who mst 

extract a living from the lend? It is said to boil down, in the last analysis, 

te economic obstacles. Take forestry as an example: the lumberman says he will 

crop his timber when stumpage values rise high enough, and when wood substitutes 

quit underselling him. He said this decades ago. In the interim, stumpage 

values have gone dom, not up; substitutes have increased, not decreased. Forest 

devastation goes on as before. I admit the reality of thie predicament. I 

suspect that the forces inherent in unguided economic evolution are not all 

beneficent. Like the forces inside our own bodies, they may become malignant, 

pathogenic. I believe that many of the economic forces inside the modern body- 

politic are pathogenic in respect of harmony with land. 

What to do? Right now there is a revival of the old idea of legislative 

compulsion. I fear it's another meadowlark. I think we should seck some
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organic remedy-~-something that works from the inside of the economic structure. 

We have learned to use our votes and our dollars for conservation. 

Must we perhaps use our purchasing power also? If exploitation-lumber and 

forestry~lumber were each labelled as such, would we prefer to buy the 

conservation product? If the wheat threshed from burning strawstacks could 

be labelled as such, would we have the courage to ask for conservation-wheat, 

and pay for it? If pollution-paper could be distinguished from clean paper, 

would we pay the extra penny? Over-grazing beef vo. range~management beef? 

Gorn from chernozem, not subsoil? Butter from pasture slopes under twenty 

per cent? Celery from ditchless marshes? Broiled whitefish from five-inch 

nots? Oranges from unpoisoned groves? A trip to Burope on liners which do not 

dump their bilgewater? Gasoline from capped wae ve 7" fl 

The trouble is that we have developed, along with, conserrettons—e - 

prodigious skill in false advertising. I do not want to be told by advertisers 

what is a conservation product. fhe only alternative is a consumer-discrimination 

unthinkably perfect, or else a new batch of bureaus to certify "this product 

is clean." ‘The one we can't hope for, the other we don't want. ‘Thus does 

conservation in a democracy grow ever bigger, ever further. 

seo 

Wot all the straws which denote the wind are cause for sadness. ‘There 

are several which hearten me. Ina single decade conservation has become a 

profession and a career for hundreds of young "technicians." Tll-trained, 

many of them; intellectually tethered by bureaucratic superiors, most of them; 

but in dead earnest, nearly all of them. I look at these youngsters ani believe 

they are hungry to learn new cogs and wheels, eager to build a better taste in 

natural objects. ‘They are the first quseustinn od SeaClear oat ei
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to say "I don't know," After all one can't be too discouraged about an idea 

which hundreds of young men believe in ani live for. 

Another hopeful sign: Conservation research, in a single decade, has 

blown its seeds seross three continents. Nearly every university from Oxford 

to Oregon State has established new research or now teaching in some field of 

conservation. Barriers of languaged do not prevent the confluence of ideas; 

Finlend, Seandinavia, Germany and Russia are turning out work remarkably 

similar to our own. z ; 

Onee poor as & church mouse, American conservation research now dispenses 

"federal aid" of several kinds in many elphers. 

These new foci of cerebration are developing not only new facts, which I 

hope is important, but also © new land philosophy, which I know is important, : 

Our first crop Decade tbhiead the evangelical pattern; their teachings 

generated much heat but little light. An entirely new group of thinkers is 

now emerging. It consists of men who first made « reputation in science, and 

now seek to interpret the land mechanism in terms which any scientist can 

approve and any layman understand; mon like Paul Sears, Robert Cushman Murphy, 

: ‘Charles Elton, Fraser Darling. Is it possible that science, once seeking only 

easier ways to live off the land, is now to seek better ways to live with it? 

*o 

We shall never achieve harmony with land, any more than we shall achieve 

ss Justies or Liberty for people. In these higher aspirations the important 
thing is not to achieve, mut to strive. It is only in mechanical enterprises 

that we can expect that early or complete fruition of effort which we call 

"success." 

The problem, then, is how to bring about a striving for harmony with land 

smong & people many of vhon have forgotten there is any such thing as land, anong 
whom education and culture have become almost synonymous with land@lessness. This 

is the problem of "conservation education. *
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When we say “striving,"(we admit at the outset that the thing we need 

mast grow from within. Ne striving for an idea was ever mena don without. 

When we say “striving,"/I think we imply an effort of the mind as well 

es @ disturbance of the tions. It is inconceivable to me that we can adjust 

ourselves to the complexities of the land-mechanism without an intense curiosity 
to comprehend must rrede 

to understand its workingsy The urge/te-nove-tuportant—then (hs lice to reform. 

When we say “striving,” we likewise disqualify at least in part the two 

vehicles which conservation propagandists have most often used: 

has learned mech about our maladjustments with land is entitled to fear, and would 

be something less than honest if he were not indignant. But for teaching the : 

fresh mind, these are outmoded tools. They belong to history. 

My own gropings come to a dead end when I try to appraise the profit motive. 

For a full generation the American conservation movement has been substituting 

the profit motive for the fear motive, yet it has failed to motivate. We can 

all see profit in conservation practice, tut the profit accrues to society 

rather than to the individual. ‘This, of course, explains the trend, at this 

moment, to wish the whole job on the government. 

When one considers the prodigious achievements of the profit motive in 

wrecking land, one hesitates to reject it es 2 vehicle for restoring land. 

I incline to believe we have overestimated the scope of the profit motive. 

Is it profitable for the individual to build a beautiful home? To give his 

children a higher education? Wo, it is seldom profitable, yet we do both. 

These are, in fact, ethical and esthetic premises which underlie the economic 

system. Once accepted, economic forces tend to align the smaller details of 

social organization into harmony with them. 

No such ethical and esthetic premise yet exists for the condition of the 

land these children must live in. Our children are our signature to the roster
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of history; our land is merely the place our money was made. Thore is as 

yet no social stigma in the possession of a gullied farm, a wrecked forest, 

or a polluted stream,provided the dividends sufficed to seni the youngsters 

to college. Whatever ails the lend, the government will fix it. 

I think we have here the root of the problem. What conservation education 

mst build is ean ethical underpinning for lend economics and a universal 

curiosity to understand the land-mechanisnm. Senneveniten, sath-seaeliniae follow. 

s ‘ :
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/ Technical Quiz Questions ee 

1. Is it known just how the microscopic life of the soil affects the growth : a 
of forests? ae 

No, only part of the mechanism is ‘known, It is known, for example, ~ 3 : 

that certain trees in certain soils require the support of certain fungi 2 

called mycorrhiza. Without these the trees are unable to elaborate mtrients % 

: from poor soils, A scientific publication which will serve as a sample of a 

these interdependences is "fhe Physical Basis of Mycotrophy in Pims" by wa 

A. B. Hateh (Bulletin No. 6, Black Rook Forest, New York, 1937). P 
The only thing known for certain is that the complexity of the 2 

Bo microscopic life is always less on disturbed soils than on undisturbed ones. - = 

me < ’ os 3 

2. How could roadside engineering policy be altered to preserve the prairie ; : 
flora and at the same time attain engineering objectives? 

By leaving a strip of undisturbed topsoil, a residual stock of prairie = 

flora could be retained. If good topsoil were then superimposed on cut - 

_ banks, there is a chance at least that the prairie vegetation would reclaim Ee 

the bank provided it be not mowed during the growing season. : 

There is no literature. 5 ae 

3. Who discovered that the prairie flora tends to rebuild wasted soil? What’ : 
is the nature of the process involved? : 

: Prof. J. B. Weaver of the University of Nebraska. The process involves a 

: a phenomenon called flocculation. The effect of prairie vegetation is to ae 

s inerease flocculation and of exotic farm plants to decrease it. Defective - 

: flocculation is basically involved in erosion both by dust and wind. ; 

4, Wat 4s known of the wolf-deer relationship? Of the effect of overbrowsing a 
by deer on the composition of the forest? oe: 

| Hot enough detail is known about the wolf-deer relationship. There 
( i\ 

fe 3 ‘ & Z 

im , ; aoe é 

: s Bee ee 
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is one good recent paper as follows: “A study in Prodatory Relationship : 

With Particular Reference to the Wolf" by Sigurd F. Olson (Scientific 2 

Monthly, Vol. XLVI, April, 1938, pp. 323-336). ‘here are any mumber of a 

: recent papers on overbrowsing by deer. The following is possibly repre~ é 

sentative: "Deer and Douerealé in Garmay" by Aldo Leopold (Journal of 

Forestry, Yol. XXXIV, Nos. 4 and 5, April and May, 1936). . 

‘ 5. Why is white cedar disappearing from the north woods? By what devices ' - 
could replantings be made a success? 

Gedar is disappearing because of intensive cutting followed by : i 

excessive deer pressure and inability to reproduce. In all probability : a 

either replantings or natural reproduction can be brought through only : cE : 

under fence. This would entail either heavy construction costs or the 3 

temporary elimination of deer during the reproductive period. There is no : - 

literature. 3
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| Elementary Questions for Students 

1. What is a good definition of conservation? : 

| 2. What is "the first law of intelligent tinkering” with land? 

3. How Lei. may it take to restore a disturbed forest to full productivity? 

4. What is a practical test of soil health in a hardwood forest? 

: 5. Why should highway engineers know something about the plant succession? 

: 6. What is the defect in the idea of "goa" and "vad" predators? ; 

7. Is there danger in “purging" unprofitable trees from American forests? 

8. What is the difficulty in using purchasing power as a lever for conservation? 

9. When did havin first learn to say "I don't know"? 

10. _ four seientists who have started to interpret epnservation for the , se 
ayman.
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ee 
z Mr. Jay BN. Darling =i 
: Des Moines aes 

. Tove Ss 
2 Dear Jay: 2 * 
‘ I am sending you my mamscript, but the more I think about it, vee 
Eg the more I think it does not fit your purposes as I now understand them. ce 

» I lack time to write you & new one for immediate use, mt if you should “Gm 
ie decide to postpone the syllabus until another occasion, I think I can ot = 
. write you a better "Survey" for it. aa a 

Es I would appreciate your letting me know what you decide to do. = 
a If you use the present mamscript, what do you want by way of illus- Some 

z trations? As a minimum I could send you two or three line cuts, including ae 
the illustrative diagram of the prairie roadside. As a maximum I could ee 

a throw in some selected lantern slide pictures, but I don't think these. ioe 
e would tell their own story without the extemporansous comment which I ee 

4 ; gave with them. If I inserted this comment in the manuscript, it would 4 hae 
: be out of harmony with the rest of the text, which is very much boiled ae 
E down. To sprinkle it with a lot of detailed comments would be awkward. aoa : 

% Should you decide to postpone the syllabus, I can of course aaa 
Ee place the present mamuscript elsewhere and will promise to give you some hae 
2 more suitable material when you need it. Sa 

— Yours as ever, ha 

e vh a 
ES enel es 

es 

é : ’ ee 4 
4 3 , : Sees = 

Ba Meee tice es Serre a 8 ed ae gens hn pene ge 4 ans ait OR ae eo Te eee ae
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) | ee The Package System i) » 

Information on ecology is nearly all segregated into arbitrary packages. 

‘ For propaganda: forestry, wildlife restoration, erosion control, 
recreation, etc. : 

\ For teaching: animal ecology, plant ecology. Qh orbiter 

Gas 

This sbeeniion charneters of the soil-plant-animal community which are 

common to all packages, and which are (or should be) of interest to the : 

philosopher ke economist. 7 ay biter vu trucks 

The obscuration is increased by the laboratory ecologists' unscholarly ° : 

taboo on "practical" problems. Hence the only ecology available to you is pe 2 

the effect of temperature on social units of Paramecia, or the effect of ss 

crowding on reproductive rate in Drosophila. Ree 

There are a few rebels: ‘ 

: Paul B. Sears: "This Is.\OQur World"; Russell Lord: "To Hold This Soil" > 

General Smith: "“Humen Ecology" 

Carl Sauer: "Theme of Plant and Animal Destruction in Economic History" ‘ 
(Jour. Farm Economics, Vol. XX, No. 4, November, 1938, f 
pp. 765-775). 

‘ i Charles Elton: 
‘ ; 

; Science Inquiry? : oe iC 

: I shall point out a few characters common te the whole soil-plant-animal oe 

complex. : “a “ 
. { oa 

Definition 

Conservation: A state of harmony between men and land. oY



A. Biotic Sequences 

Every soil has a fixed sequence of plant communities, each of which : 

carries @ characteristic animal commnity. Agriculture is the art of arranging 

"desirable" otaktantiden of these three; it is ecological engineering. All this £ 

is well known. 5 

But there are characters--orderly processes--visible in this system which 

are never discussed in human terms. They exist only as textbook abstractions. 

Some I have never heard discussed. ° ‘ ‘ ‘ 

Slide: Ragweed Patch 2S or 
eet 

1870 Birds 100 Mammals 10 Plants 100 

1933 (after drainage " 25 ® 3 " 10 
and fire) 

1938 5 50 ba 6 ® 25 

Progressive simplification of commnity till recently. Neither farmer, : 

county agent, nor Conservation Department are conscious of long-time sequence. 

Slide: Central Wisconsin Marshes 

180 ! Birds 5 Mammals 5 Plants 200 

1870 " 4 S 3 3 " 250 

1890 . 5 . 5 “ 100 

1938 " R " 6 " 200 

Ng net simplification, but strong shift. R.A. dimly conscious of long- : 

time sequence. Principle hone is toward unstable animal populations. Last 

Siege 4a wary a fixation of a radically changed soil. : 

: Slide: Prairie Coulee a 

? 1840 Birds 6 Mammals 10 . Plants 400 

1870 . 4 . 8 #580 

1930 . 2 " 6 "200 

1938 tt : 3 i 6 " 250 

First stage of exploitation showed gain in complexity. Last stage is merely a 

fixation. Can never regain complexity of first qr second stage. "Grassland agriculture 

x



so 

: Slide: Tussock Marsh : 

1890 Birds 9 Mammals 5 Plants 50 

1910 . ® TL : 7 . 100° 

1920 " 6 " 6 " 50 

1930 " q a y " ho 

Here xm the first stage of exploitation was the richest. Since drainage 

thus can never be regained. 

Slide: Northern Wisconsin ; ; ; 

1880 Birds 4 Mammals 12 Plants 300 : 

1900 . 5 ” i "358 ; 

1920 : 3 . 5 - 200 : é 

1938 " 2 ‘ 1 “ 200 

Here again the first stage of exploitation was richest. No fixation--still 

moving toward simplicity. . . 

ar? Deol | ern Reosleds 

Deductions: 

1. A correlation between soils, fauna, and flora. Trend toward simple 

communities. 

2. What we call conservation is so far the fixation or retardation of a 
retrogression. No instance of real restoration of complexity. 

3. Richest biotas are those newly exploited. "Release of ecological 

energy." Fixation implies no new releases. 

4. No tas of animals as such. Only through plants or soils. 

5. Many substitutions of exotics. Grains, grasses, weeds--now trees and birds. 
The role of exotics in future systems is unpredictable. 

6. Of the two fixations, both are governmental.
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- B. Biotic Structures 

We have dealt here with 5 terrains of 3-4 stages each: 20 communities more 

or less distinct. What is the structure of _es@B? a com nih? : 

(Refer to Pyramid of Numbers Diagram) “Wtiwract percl, 

. Effect of changes. Trace examples: 

1. Cows for deer. Change plant and carnivore. 

2. White people for Indians. Knocked off upper 2; now No. 3. Deplete 
or change all others. 

3. Poultry and pheasant for native gallinaceous birds. Change insects, 
plants. 

: 4, Crops and weeds for native Worts: Change all others. 

5. Soil. open] : ; 2 

(Refer now to Food Chain Diagram.) Four categories of relationship: 

ae 1. Exploitation (using without killing. Primitive). ¥ 

2. Predation. (Killing but not too many) j 

3, 4. Services (or) Parasitism. (Characteristic of high development). 

Conditioning of "Food Chains" or lines of dependency. : - 

Predations: Quail by horned owl. Winter. Night flush. Snow. ; 

Quail by fox. Winter. Mice scarce (or as juvenals). 

Mouse by fox. Any time except in deep snow. 

Rabbit by dog. As juvenals; in deep snow; warm weather and 
no woodchucks. 

Exploitations: Soil by alfalfa: lime, murse crop. 

Ragweed by quail: fall, winter when wk buried. 

fs Aphis by ant: summer, tender shoots. 

: Parasitisms: Rabbit by tularemia: tick for victor. No recent immnization. 

Ceughemeel | wetin oeee ads 

; ie
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' : C. Deductions 3 

Theory of Lost Parts. Soil was originally something built by weather 

out of rock, but is now a much more complex entity. It erected a pyramid of 

plants and animals and was rebuilt and modified by them. Land is the soil 

plus its pyramid, the product of an immensely complex evolution. Every plant 

and animal is a cog in the land machine. a 

The land machine is out of order. 

%. Se We do not yet understand the functions of the cogs. We may never 

7 = understand all of them. : 

4 Z The first law of intelligent tinkering is to keep all the parts. We might - 

. v need them. Examples: prairie soil floculation. Spessart. ; 

How keep them: keep samples of all stages in the plant succession. 5 : 

Channels of Energy. We by no means understand the channels of energy in the : 

pyramid. Proof: Seat etek. Bud vcrenelrgey. ode Blt l dicen’ bodice 

We perceive a “release of energy" as characteristic of the first stages of 

exploitation. If this reflects itself in animals, why not in man? Building e 

human environment may not ultimately consist of hospitals and libraries. 

Stimulation by environment may be as important as a sustenance by environment. : ‘ 

Evolution strives to lengthen food-chains; civilization shortens all chains 

but our own. Evolution complicates the pyramid; civilization simplifies it. 

Are thesebound tendencies? tel UL, refed by erhent acrnbing if : 

; Disease Theory. The predator is prevented from killing all his prey, not e 

by voluntary or ethical restraint, but by the highly conditioned nature of the y 

oe food chain. He wants to but can'tlius all. 

: The parasite is likewise prevented from killing his host by a conditioned 

food chain. When this conditioning breaks down we call it disease. A assanke : 

is a "green" parasite learning how not to kill. 

Truly destructive predators or parasites are thus a sign of biotic upset, | 

of land-pathology. Man is, in this sense, a disease on the land. : ee
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Esthetics. We may postulate that the most complex biota is the most 

beautiful. I think there is much — that it is also the most useful. 

Gertetaiy it is the most seninnt, pate there is little or no distinction 

between esthetics and utility in respect of biotic objective. 

Esthetics is an aspect of argument about land, not of land. It is part of 

co the package system. We segregate esthetics so as to give farmers none and women's 

clubs a lot. Du actual brackar Methiltier £ bbl, eu crm fpebt andlinccaeeee 

To gay we dye Urry 4 baud fr bib aan 4 prema foc! tricliuce, 

UR GF As0 oly wot coxcole ne Aeccel wot we del p. meg y ie One elowg at Wteus, 4 

: . f . ’ s 

Celine: Tels ene anager Gear off sae pring co Vea g mus lens hen , 

; DaLrarptey, Woe Chol Puree meer, Tt, Me Wee feng tr oul bec ues thet ’ 

Profle wh & atnch Warn Uruk an fachase Uc un ofroabels
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E Z R c& 2 

cc Economics, Philosophy and Land ae \ & - Qe 

“Neh see . Aldo Leopold Ree ie hat ge 
A SS SY vy NY ed i 

we ON Yo ose 
: SOM vl 

The Package System os he 

f Information on ecology is nearly all segregated into arbitrary packages. 

i For propaganda: forestry, wildlife restoration, erosion control, 
recreation, etc. : 

\ For teaching: animal ecology, plant ecology. RA wrt ba, 

qu 
: This obscures, characters of the soil-plant-animal community which are : 

common to all packages, and which are (or should be) of interest to the : : 

philosopher ana economist, m wu, Uinher vn hicn ck. 

The obscuration is increased by the laboratory ecologists! unscholarly ’ ee 

taboo on “practical" problems. Hence the only ecology available to you is 

the effect of temperature on social units of Paramecia, or the effect of 

crowding on reproductive rate in Drosophila. ; 

There are a few rebels: ei 

: Paul B. Sears: "This Is Our World"; Russell Lord: "fo Hold This Soil" . 

General Smith: “Human Ecology" 

Carl Sauer: "Theme of Plant and Animal Destruction in Economic History" ‘ 
(Jour. Farm Economics, Vol. XX, No. 4, November, 1938, 
pp- 765-775). 

‘ Charles Elton: 

: Science Inquiry? : 

: I shall point out a few characters common to the whole soil-plant-animal 

complex. j z 

Definition 

Conservation: A state of harmony between men and land. Bee



A. Biotic Sequences 

Every soil has a fixed sequence of plant communities, each of which ; 

carries @ characteristic animal community. Agriculture is the art of arranging 

"desirable" combinations of these three; it is ecological engineering. All this . 

is well known. f 

But there are cheracters--orderly processes--visible in this system which 

are never discussed in human terms. They exist only as textbook abstractions. 

Some I have never heard discussed. 

Slide: Ragweed Patch ‘ we on 

1870 irds’100 Mammals 10 Plants 100 

1933 (after drainage " 25 " 3 " 10 
and fire) ° ’ = 

1938 " 50 a 6 a 25 

Progressive simplification of commnity till recently. Neither farmer, 

county agent, nor Conservation Department are conscious of long-time sequence. 

Slide: Central Wisconsin Marshes ; 

1840 Birds 5 Mammals 5 Plants 200 

1870 « 4 Rice 5 ® 250 

1890 x 5 ® 3 # 100 

1938 " 4 " 6 fi 200 

Ng net simplification, but strong shift. R.A. dimly conscious of long- _ 

time sequence. Principle change is toward unstable animal populations. Last 

Sn “nerely a fixation of a radically chenged soil. _ ; 

Slide: Prairie Coulee i 

1840 Birds 6 Mammals 10 | Plants 400 

1870 " & " 8 ‘ee 

1930 " 2 ae 6 W's 200 

1938 tt : 3 u 6 a 250 

First stage of exploitation showed gain in complexity. last stage is merely a 

fixation. Can never regain complexity of first gr second stage. "Grassland sericulture" 

x
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Slide: Tussock Marsh : 

1890 Birds 9 Mammals 5 Plants 50 

1910 : 11 . qh . 100 

1920 " 6 " 6 4 50 

1930 , it . 4 : ho 

Here xx the first stage of exploitation was the richest. Since drainage 

thus can never be regained. 

Slide: Northern Wisconsin : 

1880 Birds 4 Mammals 12 Plants 300 . 

1900 - 5 . t Ne 358 

1920 . 3 . oD 9 Z00 - 

1938 . 2 . 1 i 200 

Here again the first stage of exploitation was richest. No fixation--still 

moving toward simplicity. 

a7 DReols- 1 Pieces Rioclacee: 2 

Deductions: 

\ 1. A correlation between soils, fauna, and flora. Trend toward simple 

communities. 

2. What we call conservation is so far the fixation or retardation of a 

retrogression. Wo instance of real restoration of complexity. 

3. Richest biotas are those newly exploited. "Release of ecological 

energy." Fixation implies no new releases. 

4. No aac of animals as such. Only through plants or soils. 

5. Many substitutions of exotics. Grains, grasses, weeds--now trees and birds. 

The role of exotics in future systems is unpredictable. 

6. Of the two fixations, both are governmental. ,



es ; Seen 

iz B. Biotic Structures 

: We have dealt here with 5 terrains of 3-4 stages each: 20 communities more 

or less distinct. What is the structure of each? a cow wnt? : 

(Refer to Pyramid of Mumbers Diagram) (-wraclt furclo. 

. Effect of changes. Trace examples: 

1. Cows for deer. Change plant and carnivore. : 

2. White people for Indians. Knocked off upper 2; now No. 3. Deplete 
or change all others. 

3. Poultry and pheasant for native gallinaceous birds. Change insects, s 

plants. 

4, Crops and weeds for native siete: Change all others. 

5. Soil. adipenlney : : 

(Refer now to Food Chain, Diagram.) Four categories of relationship: 

Z 1. Exploitation (using without killing. Primitive). , 

2. Predation. (Killing but not too many) ; 

3, 4. Services (or) Parasitism. (Characteristic of high development). _ 

Conditioning of "Food Chains" or lines of dependency : 

: Predations: Quail by horned owl. Winter. Night flush. Snow. 

Quail by fox. Winter. Mice scarce (or as juvenals). 

Mouse by fox. Any time except in deep snow. 

Rabbit by dog. As juvenals; in deep snow; warm weather and 

no woodchucks. 

Exploitations: Soil by alfalfa; lime, nurse crop. i 

Ragweed by quail: fall, winter when a buried. 

: Aphis by ant: summer, tender shoots. 

Parasitisms: Rabbit by tularemia: tick for victor. No recent immunization. 

: Cee Rian Oy lg eet: o Boies
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: C. Deductions 

Theory of Lost Parts. Soil was originally something built by weather 

out of rock, but is now a much more complex entity. It erected a pyramid of 

plants and animals and was rebuilt and modified by them. Land is the soil 

plus its pyramid, the product of an immensely complex evolution. Iwvery plant 

and animal is a cog in the land machine. / 

The land machine is out of order. 

h ce We do not yet understand the functions of the cogs. We may never 

Z of understand all of then. 

oF o The first law of intelligent tinkering is to keep all the parts. We might 

: 2 need them. Examples: prairie soil floculation. Spessart. 

How keep them: keep samples of all stages in the plant succession. ’ : 

Channels of Energy. We by no means understand the channels of energy in the 

pyramid. Proof: as cycles. Baud pore logy. Moke Cliutl pel nc Pca 

: We perceive a "release of energy" as characteristic of the first stages of : 

exploitation. If this reflects itself in animals, why not in man? Building 

human environment may not ultimately consist of hospitals and libraries. 

Stimulation by environment may be as important as a sustenance by environment. 7 

Evolution strives to lengthen food=-chains; civilization shortens all chains 

but our own. Evolution complicates the pyramid; civilization simplifies it. 

Are thesesound tendencies? wet Uy avid 6, cwticed acrnbny e ; 

Disease Theory. The predator is prevented from killing all his prey, not 5 z 

by voluntary or ethical restraint, but by the highly conditioned nature of the . 

gag food chain. He wants to but can'tliitall. 

The parasite is likewise prevented from killing his host by a conditioned 

food chain. When this conditioning breaks down we call it disease. A sie 

is a "green" parasite learning how not to kill. . 5 

Truly destructive predators or paresites are thus a sign of biotic upset, 

of land-pathology. Man is, in this sense, a disease on the land. 4
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SINT The Basis of Conservation Education 

YS Conservation is living on land without spoiling it. 5 

What is land? What is apoktanat” Sportsman is content if there are 

plenty of pheasants and trout. It doesn't worry him if all the hawsk and 

owls are sacrificed in producing the pheasants, or all the kingfishers and 

herons for-the trout. 

Farmer--soil. Cover and food for wildlife gone. : 

: Esthetes--here and there a park. Rest of country a shambles. 

Conservationists collectively seem to worry about distant problems 

but don't even see what is under their nose. Hence content to pass laws 

and spend money. Not critical of whether laws are doing any good, or 

expenditure making any change in the landscape. 5 : 

: * * om 

Only one way out of this confusion: For the average citizen to ¢ 

have a wider appreciation of land, a more critical understanding of it, 

= especially his own land. 

_ You who are business men can doubtless ride past a store ora 

: factory and make, at a glance, pretty sound deductions as to its mode of 

operating and its condition. : - 

_ You who are professional men can walk through a hospital or a court 

of law and make, at a glance, sound deductions as to what is going on. 

Can you do this with land? Who can? 

3 Until thinking citizens become critical readers of landscape, we can 

have no sound development of conservation ply 

= Our colleges teach lots of science, but can their graduates read the 

land? President Dykstra remarked to me that John Muir as a young student 

probably saw more in looking at Wisconsin landscape than the average professor 

of natural sciences does today. :
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: Dead Tamaracks 
Slide 

4g3) Tamarack swamp. Many have died this summer. No obituary in papers. 
) 

511) Not discussed in conservation meetings. Nobody trying to find cause. 

X-103 The plants living on a bog (not the laws passed in Medison) determine 
what other plants and what animals can live there. History of the : 
ragweed patch. 

: Weed stage (1933). Nothing can live except meadow mice and blackbirds. 

z Intermediate stage (dogwood). Pheasants and rabbits can live. 

Climax stage (tamarack). Waterfowl; long-eared owl, woodcock, 4 
red-backed mouse, and a rich bog flora can live. 

"Takes all kinds of people to make a world." 

Probable ratio of plant and animal species 5, 10, 100. 

Tamarack, then, is the signal flag that denotes a swamp still habitable- 
for a rich variety of wildlife. Let's examine some of it in detail. 

456) wl Ladyslippers. Can grow only in live moss, which (in this latitude) can 
) = oes ae 

674) yell grow only under tamaracks.  ALroct lormrnruclis mean cliacls octuely, 

764 ‘Under live moss, the soil is so cold it is actually "dry". That's why 
the roots of a tamarack run so close to the surface. 

819 Pitcher plant (only "predatory" plant we have) and leatherleaf, both 
\ Canadian forms, found here only in tamarack. Qrocl lormuniach mucus He 

eS tanclin, uf Ua lows frome 9, tw: at 
“452 Long-eared owl depends on tamaracks and pine groves. 

635 When a swamp loses its tamaracks it is usually dried out, and-hence 
burns. (Pitted peat) 

681 After burning, you get a desert of nettles, in which nothing can live. 
. : (Yet we burn nettles to get rid of then. ) 

, 362 Why do pheasants, quail, and rabbits avoid a nettle swamp? We don't “ 
know. We simply keep dumping pheasants into them. Heli, of aag weet pelch, 

687 For one thing, there is nothing to eat. (Jewel weed) : 

: 688 Skunk cabbage. Another food. 

335, Also, there is no cover in deep snow. Bushes are essential as snow 
= cover, and occur only in the upper stages of the plant succession. 

765 Tamarack is regarded by foresters as of no economic importance. Most 
farmers are clearing their tamaracks to make room for Canary grass.
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Commentary 

Fallacy in this is to regard any plant or animal as a "separate" 

thing. There are plenty of parts of your industrial plant "of no economic 

importance." Do you tear them out? No--not if they are parts of the organism. 

In conservation we don't yet realize that every living thing is part of the 

organism. To the conservationist, the spar of a dying tamarack is not merely : 

a dead tree--it is the symbol of a countryside which is losing its wholeness, ‘ 

its integrity as an organism. We "love its rocks and rills," but are not even 

aware thet it is sick. 

Dead Bur Oaks 
872 Old bur oak. Many of these are dying since the drouths of the 1930s. : Z 

"Too bad--let's plant an elm." es 
an Warren 1D ’ z 

X-100 Again I have to trace some history to explain a dead tree. A bur 
oak is a monument to commemorate a battle which began 20,000 years 
ago. It is a battle between forest and prairie. Southern Wisconsin 

: is the battleground. 

Prairies were maintained by fire, and occupied the level ridges over 
which fires could sweep. Forest occupied the ravines and moraines. 

= Bur oaks grew on the edge of the prairies--the point of conflict. 

soy Why? One reason: cork-insulator bark. Drouth-resistance. 

470 These edge trees grew in open orchard-like stands called "oak openings." : 

he5 Remnants of "openings"! frequent on knolls. : 

: yo. When you see a farmstead with a white oak in yard, you can be sure that 3 
farm was carved out of the woods. 

2 419 When a farm is shaded by cottonwood, maple, or Norway spruce you can . 
be sure it was a prairie farm, treeless, Shade was planted. 

946 But when a farm is shaded by bur oaks, it was on prairie edge. 

518 When there was enough plowland to check fires, the old edge trees 
were soon swallowed up in thickets of young red oaks. ‘liu huor cones fee 
ofruel by qeyy 

703 Another edge monument now surrounded by young growth. 

303 Same. Count back the rings, and you find the veterans always pre-date ; 
1840; the youngsters are always of later origin. 

The bur oak, then, is an historical monument. The fact that few can. 
read its inscription is si. our hard luck, our biologi illiteracy. 
(A few writers iaen tried te tenes us reading--Peattie's rairts rove." 

How many read it?) =
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971 Defoliated bur oak in June. Eaten by June beetles. 

973 Beetles also eat other plants (hazel) but prefer oaks. 

: 972 June beetles come from white grubs, which spoil pastures. Why? : : 

873 Because pastures are overgrazed. This is also why they erode, and 
why we spend a billion or so per year to hold our wasting soils. 
Why do farmers over-graze? Agricultural economics-~depressions-- 

: mechanization of dairy industry. 

410 i oak, then, is a monument to 20,000 years of past history, and 
3 also to that insanity we call depression. Z 

Ss : = * eo , 

=— We have a law compelling the school teachers of Wisconsin bo "teach 

conservation". But what is to be taught? The materials we offer them still 
oN 

divide the land into agriculture, forestry, wildlife, watersheds, soliution. etc. 

= We still divide plant and animal species into "economi¢! and "non-economic." : 

Even our universities Sill chop up the subject of/land into watertight compart- ae 

ments called sciences, Sick Goreed by its own professors with watertight minds. 

We spend billions on Se ae for conservation propaganda, but each 

: bureau sees only its own narrow intedeste. We have hundreds of conservation. 

organizations, each promoting some special, eee the expense of another. ~ 

None sees land as a whole. If you think this is an exaggeration, look at the 

: sportsmen, promoting pheasants at the expense on uawics and owls; trout at the 

expense of kingfishers and herons, deer at the expense of forest vegetation. 

: IT am not asking you to support any conservation W411, progran, 

= bureau, or appropriation because I am convinced we have ee afalse start. We 

have to go back to ABCs and learn how to think about land nestlead in their es ae 

ontifety. I have laid before you two small samples of what I means = < 

ve 
= 

fe : 3 3 3 3
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: 360 Buried topsoil. Did this happen since settlement? 

359  Oxbowing creek. This farmer's sheep got caught in this stream in 1840s. 
Contained large trout. Stacked hay on bank. 

367 How old is this gully? (Bore into cottonwood.) 

776 How fast is this one advancing? (Pace to hickory tree--make note) 

x ee 

We have a law compelling schools to teach conservation. ‘Just what . 

is to be taught? = 

At present, about set we are ready to teach is the names of plants 

e and animals, and somebody's opinion that such and such a bureau has-a good 

policy,and ought to have more money. The first is mere memorizing; the second % 

is propaganda. Neither is worthy of being called education. 

I see no way out except to teach the voting citizen to make his own 

: appraisal of the landscape, and then decide for himself iat he wants done i 

about it. This is a long slow process, but a sound one. Quite aside from 

its practical results, it will-quintuple the pleasure and interest of a day = 

in the field. ; 

‘ , 
Y
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The real threat to the future of outdoor Ameriéa lies not in the 
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Twenty-five centuries of "“#kogress" have endowed the average ' 

: citizen with a vote, a nationdl anthem, a Ford, a bank account, and a 
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: Ezekiel: : 3 
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» ee » to have drunk of/the clear waters, but ye must foul\the residue with your 
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Aldo Leopold 

Management 1s the-caltivation-of particular plants or aninals by keeping the 
land favorable.for_their-funetioning. 

Biotic land-use is the-stabilization of land by keeping the plants and aninals 
favorable. for-its~functioning. : : 

i The biotic idea is thus an extension of theidea of managemat, and it asserts 

the converse of the management theorem. . 

Both stem from ecology. The biotic idea merely translates ecology for purposes 

of guiding land-use. 

The term land includes soils, water systems, and wild and tame plants and 

animals. i 

Conservation is the attempt to understand snd—gede the interactions of these 7 

components of land, and their collective behavior befoxc-end-after human dominance. , 
eee 

Land-use problems are of two orders. 

We hear most about those problems which hinge on questions of supply and demand. 

Timber famine, agricultural adjustment, and attempts to husband the supply of water 

and game are familiar examples. This order is, for present purposes, not very in- 

portant, because it deals with visible forces which are amenable to social controls. 

Solutions are possible and ways and means are known. ' 

Ne hear least about another order which is very important because ways and means 

are not aaa,” 30 So ec certens. The fitet consists of dislocations of land 

which present no visible cause. Thus some species irrupt as weeds or pests, while 

: others disappear, both without visible reason. :
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DF afro rnrckeder . 
_ @he-secondconsists ef disloc=tions of land for which a cause is visible, but for which 

“ the social controls so far used are inadequate. Thus we kmow, at least superficially, 

: be enbhel eo ures ? 

what causes soil erosion and floods, but the present program can hardly do-mere—than ’ 

" ~atrest_and-reterd—the-coperation-of—thesecauses. / 

co i ine. 
We-have. intermediate land problems. Thus forestry and range management, ir applied, 

can raise wood and grass; agronomy can raise crops; these prebiems are of the first 

order. But the restoration of full soil health and productivity is another matter, and 

falls in the second order. : 
every Ua arebuele 

Thus we see that the basic problem in land-use, the problem which, underlies att - ‘ 

orde, crcl anclsuedl, Ts faraty “ « 

ie-others, is the stability of the land mechanism. i 

ne 

Stability is characteristic of new land. Undisturbed communities change their | 

composition and their internal economy only in geological time. Within the time- } 

scale of human affarts, they are stable. | 

Another characteristic of new land is diversity. The biotic community is diverse 

in composition, complex in organization, and tends to become more so. 

Wwhue on ot Te oame Corel Urey 
, ne technologies achieve, each within its ow 

field, various degrees of success. ‘There is a tacit assumption that the sum of their 

successes equals stable land. It is assumed that if good agronomy, erosion control, 

flood control, pasture management, forestry, and wildlife management be simultaneously 

applied to a given area, stability will follow. It is admitted that this assumption 

is conditional upon something which technicians in khaki call "coordination." Planners 

in tweeds call it "integration." ; 

Many efforts have been made to define and implement coordination, mt I recall 

no effort to examine the validity of its basic premise. Is it true that, given good 

‘ : coordination, the sum of the technologies equals stable land? 

\ It is common knowledge that the technologies are partially competitive. "Good" 

; will 
agronomy means a coverless countryside devoid of all but the least exacting species. 

| of—wi-kdeplanis—end.onimehs. It moans widespread drainage with peswébie derangement of
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water systems, seem ‘the extinction of marsh and bog communities. "Good" pasture man- 

agement relegates woods to the povrest slopes p ordinar pasture management-—abelishes- a2 

woods-entizaty. "Good" forestry, until very recently, meant artificial monotypes : 

which excluded wildlife and sometimes sickened the soil itself. "Good" game manage- > 

ment, in Europe at least, abolishes the predators, which is in turn presumably account- 2 

able for irruptions of rodents. Can good coordination iron out these conflicts? 

Perhaps, but it seems safe to say that there are f4w/dy no instances in which it has 

yet done so. 

Sitiwonieaneitaiatintlie: iii technologies are usually applied too late, and 

S64 they are seldom all applied with equal intelligence to an entire land unit. We 

have no evidence on what they could do if perfectly balanced and timed. Our only guide 

is their collective performance, so far, on those land units where the largest number 

of wit have been applied, for the longest time, withthe most earnest attempt at 

coordination. In Ameriea, most such attempts are so far governmental rather than | 

private. I will cite two as examples. 

In Southwestern Wisconsin erosion control, flood control, pasture renovation, 

crop rotation, nitrification by legumes, woodlot improvement, and wildlife management 

have been applied abel de tobe Snbrdaaay/ asing tne rast decade. Zach has scored ‘4 

its own suecess in spots, and the disorganization of the land has doubtless been 

reduced in its velocity. But this region still displays alin streams, loss of 

topsoil, silting of reservoirs, migration of plowland from uplanafo marshes and 

flood-channels, irruption of white grubs and weed pests, exaggerated drouth damage, 

falling water table, and scarcity of upland game. ‘The momentum of erosion started 

during the wheat era and the dairy boom is certainly reduced, tamt probably not arrested, 

@m@@% certainly not reversed. It seems doubtful whether the sum of the technologies 

will stabilize this land. 

Again: in the Southwest, erosion control, range. management, stock water develop- 

ment, reclamation by irrigation and pumptig, and mountain forestry have been applied 

during a period varying from 10 to 40 years. gch has scored its own success in 

es :
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spots, notably national forestry and range management on the headwaters. But they do 

not add up to stable land. All came too late, after erosion due to early overgrazing 

had gained momentum. The result: silted reservoirs, tearing out of valleys, widespread 

drainage of already dry soils by gullies, wholesale conversion of grass to chaparral, 

wholesale replacement of palatable by unpalatable range plants, irruption of rodent 

pests, loss of vulnerable and predacious wild species, falling water tables, dust storms. 

This land was set on a hair-trigger, and it seems doubtful whether the sum of the tech- 

nologies will ever reclaim péde/thhu/ yetté(of/it. ‘The disease will run its course and 

end up in new, and wash lower, levels of productivity. . 

These are only two instances. As evidence in the court of land science, both 

4 are defective in that technology came too late. But a glance at world experience in- 

dicates that technology usuelly comes too late. Tt seems academic, therefore, to say 

( as I myself have done) that the technologies are preventatives, not cures, and that 

applied in time, they weak successfully preserve for land its normal stability of 

organization, or health. It seems more realistic to conclude that conservation, at 

bottom, is not to be accomplished by any mere mstering of technologies. Gonservation 

calls for something which the technologies, individually and collectively, now lack. 

What do they now lack? At this point I perforce depart from #scientific€ logic, 

for we are beyond the range cf scientific evidence. What I offer is opinion, or, if 

you prefer, judgment. 

They lack, firstly, a collective purpose: stabilization of land as a whole. Until 

the technologies accept as their common purpose the health of the land as a whole, 

- "coordination" is mere window-dressing, and each will contimas) tb emeel the other, 

atoeest™tegest. The scceptance of this common purpose does not call for the surrender 

of their separate purposes (soil, timber, game, etc.) except as these conflict with 

the common one. 

They lack, secondly, a collective yardstick for appraising ways and means to 

stabilization or land-health. sch technology has its own yardsticks, usually yields 

or profits. But only commercial land uses have any profit, and some of thdmost
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important land uses have only spiritual and esthetic yields. The collective criterion 

of good land use must be something deeper and more important than either profit or 

yield. What? 

: Among the ordinary yardsticks, I can think of but one which is obviously a common 

denominator of all technologies: soil fertility. That the maintenance of at least the 

original fertility is essential to land health is now a truism, and needs no further 

discussion. 

What else? What, in the evolutionary history of this flowering sok is most 

closely associated with stability? The answer, to my mind, is clear: diversity of 

fauna and flora. 

It seems improbably that science can ever analyze stability and write anak 

formula for it. ‘The best we can do,-at-least-at-—preseni, is to recognize and cul- 

tivate the gemepeal conditions which seem to be conducive to it. Stability and diversity 

are associated. Both are the end-result of evolution to date. To what extent are 

they interdependent? Can we retain stability in used land without retaining diversity 

also? 

There ate two ways to explore this question: examine the performance of lands 

: where diversity has been lost, and examine the land mechanism itself for leads. 

Destin Diertaetines Burope is the only part of the globe presenting & 

possibLe-examphewat an intensively used landscape aia stable despite 

Roan, 1 anak 
the absence of eay-generai-attempt-topreserve-its diversity, af fauna and flora . That 

its farm soils remain fertile is well known, and this alone is an achievement 6f world- 

wide importance. t-zeast Gart of its forest soils are sick, but the reason is now 

known and in process of correction. Its water systems, despite ruthless artifici-)isation, 

still produce many fish, few floods, and little silt. Pest-like irruptions of plants 

and animals occur, but the pest problem, save for rabbits and forest insects, is 

perhaps less serious than with us. The nemmgeme fauna has lost its large seteaverka;t-? a 

The nomeeommetetal flora shows severe shrinkages and possibly some early and tnrecorded A 

extinctions. The-Feetdent(gane fauna, save for large mamas, is intent) Tho migratory 

.
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geme birds are in a bad way, and are maintained only by, the Asiatic reservoir. The 

small bird fauna is warped in its composition, and some migratory species are threatened, 

but this is chargeable to the Latin nations where they winter. 

By and large, this part of Europe has not lost its stability. Man himself is 

here far less stable than his land. That the present human dislocations are, at bottom, 

the expression of an over-artificialized ecologic mechanism is probable, but beyond 

the scope of this paper. 

The question in hand is whether other parts of the globe.can reajain stable with- 

out the deliberate retention of diversity. All I can say is that I doubt it. Land is 

| unequally sensitive. All other parts of the globe are either undeveloped ( the tropics, 

q the Artifics) in proeess of dislocation (most of United States, South Africs, Australia, 
: | Chine} or already relapsed into a en stability “ee countries). 

S Wo"language" adequate for portraying the_land mechanism exists in any science or 

i art, save only ecology. A language is imperative, for if we are to guide land-use we 

mR mist talk sense to farmer and economist, pioneer and poet, stockman and philosopher, : 

8 lumberjack and geographer, engineer and historian. 

a The ecological concept is, I think, translatable into common speech. 

4 A rock decays and forms soil. In the soil grows an oak, which bears an acorn, 

3 which feeds a souirrel, which feeds an Indian, who lays him down in his last sleep to 

2 grow another oak. 

3 This sequence of stages in the transmission of food is a food chain. It is a 

3 fixed route or channel, established by evolution. Hach link is adapted to extract food 

: from the preceding link and hand it on to thdsuceeeding one. Th kaa former a Snernts 

The chain is not a closed circuit. Squirrels do not get all the acorns, nor 

do Indians get all the squirrels; some dés@emmal return directly to the soil. The food 

channel leaks at every link; only part of the food reaches its termims. 

Food is likewise sidetracked into branch chains. Thus the squirrel drops a 

crumb of his acorn, which feeds a quail, which fecds a horned owl, which feeds a 

parasite. The chain branches like a tree. 
{
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The owl eats not only quail, but also rabbit, which is a link in another chain: 

#bbbfsoi1-sume-rabbi t-tularenia. The rabbit eats a hundred other shrubs and herbs. 

Fach animal and plant is the intersection of as many chains as there are species in its 

dietary. The whole system is cross-connected. 

Nor is food the only link which connects them. The oak grows not only acorns, it 

grows fuel, browse, hollow dens, leaves, and shade on which many pecies depend for 

fookser euven, "ths akin are not only food chains, they are chains of dependency for 

a maze of services, competitions, piracies, and cooperations. This maze is complex; 

no living man could blueprint the biotic organisation of Silas we, yeu tee gee 

ization is clearly thére, else the member species would @isappear. They do not dis- 

appear. Fossil bones and pollens tell us that our fauna and flora remained virtaully 

intact since the ice age, which is 200 centuries. 

Soil, the repository of food between its successive trips through the chains, 

tends to wash downhill, but this downhill movement is slow,and in healthy land is 

offset by the decomposition of rocks. Some animals likewise accomplish an uphill : 

movement of food. 

Stebility( phen) is the contimity of this organized circulatory system. Land 

is stable when its food chains are so organized as to be able to circulate the same 

food an indefinite mumber of times. 

Stability implies not only characteristic kinds, but also characteristic numbers 

of each species in the food chains. Thus the characteristic mmber of the aboriginal 

Indian was small; more I,dians would have killed each other or their hunting ground, 

GE Adia> would have been blotted out by some blissard, drouth, or epidenie. 

We have now modified both the species-composition of the food chains and the 

cherakiuke afeuse. 
, nambers of their constituent animals. Chains now begin with corn and alfalfa instead 

of oaks and bluestem. The food, instead of flowing into elk, deer, and Ipdians, flows 

into cows, hogs, and poultry; farmers, flappers, and freshmen. The remaining wildlife 

eats tame as well as wild plants. 

Bes:
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These substitutions are, perforce, accompanied by readjustments. To every 

tinkering with every link in every food chain, the whole land mechanism responds with 

a readjustment. We do not understand or see them, for they asually occur without per- 

ceptible dislocations. We are unconscious of them, unless and until the end-effects 

turn out to be bad. 

Along with the deliberate and beneficial substitutions, came many accidental ones 

(Japanese beetle, creeping Jenny, Canada thistle, chestnut blight, blister rust), most 

of which are bad, some ruinous. Some sober ecologists predict that a few generalized 

plants and animals will ultimately aa the whole globe. 

es * & 

We-elreedymow-that fhe modified land mechanism, thus converted for human use, 

is often unstable--i.e. it can no longer recireulate the same food an indefinite mmber 

of times. Erosion, floods, pests, loss of species, and other land-troubles without 

visible cause are the expressions of this instability. Would the deliberate retention 

of both fertility and diversity reduce instability? I think it would. But I admit : 

in the same breath that I can't prove it, nor disprove it. If the trouble is in the . : 

plant and animal pipelines, I think it would help to keep them more nearly intact. Png Ao a 

sts a probability based on eiieinhenss te is the only lh aig in sight. 

. see 

The retention of fertility is already an accepted criterion of good land-use, in 

theory. It needs only conversion into practice. 

There remains the question: Is there room, within the existing technologies, and 

without the disruption of our land economy, to retain more apv¥ersity of faung and 

flora? Is it possible, by deliberate social effort, to reduce the frequency and violence 

of changes in the land mechanism, and still use the land? 

At this point I digress te refute the notion, unhappily cultivated by ecologists, 

that the land mechanism was a kind of D.esden china delicacy, and falls to pieces at a 

loud noise. The whole history of civilization shows land to be tough. Lands differ 

oparolimees 
in toughmess, but even the most sensitive took several senerations to spoil. The 

L
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pioneer has always striven for violent, not gentle, conversion to human use, and 

most of the technologies, especially agriculture and engineering, are still uninhibited 

in this respect. In fact, wildlife managemnt, and to some extent forestry, are the 

only technologies conscious of “naturalism” in land-use. : 

Return now to our question: could the frequency and violence of land changes 

de 
be reduced by deliberate social effort? Can changes already made by tempered in 

violence? Can the technologies agres on stabilization as their collective purpose, é 

| and on-fertility and diversity as their yardsticks of progress? Do we ourselves, as ' 

a group, believe what we cannot prove: that retaining the diversity of our fauna and 

| flora is conducive to stable land? These are the questions now to be discussed. 
: 
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: : BIOTIC LAND USB 
Aldo Leopold 

| Management is the cultivation of particular plants or animals by keeping the J 

land favorable for their functioning. 

Biotic land-use is the stabilization of land by Keeping the plants end animals 

: favorable for its functioning. 

The biotic idea is thus an extension of theidea of managemnt, and it asserts 

the converse of the managenent theoren. “§ 

Both stem from ecology. The biotic idea merely translates acology for purposes 

7 of guiding land-use. . 
The term land ineludes soils, xater systems, and wild and tane plants and : 

animals. Fe 

Conservation is the attempt to understand and guide the interactions of these jf 

components of land, and their collective behavior before and after human dominence. fe 

land-use problems are of two orders. @ 

We hear most about those problems which hinge on questions of supply and demand. E 

Timber famine, agriculturel adjustment, and attempts to husband the supply of water a 

and game are familiar examples. This order is, for present purposes, not very in- = 

portant, because it deals with visible forees which are amennble te social controls. : 

Solutions are possible and ways and means are known. a 

We hear least about another order which is very important because ways and means a 

are not known. i4t-hes=twougubeorders, ‘iii consists of dislocations of land 5 

| which present no visible cause. Thus some species irrupt as weeds or pests, while 

others disappear, both without visible reason. 
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The second consists of disloe=tions of land for which a cause is visible, but 

t the social controls so far used are inadequate. Thus we kmow, at least superficially, 

what causes soil erosion and floods, but the present program can hardly do more than 

arrest and retard the operation of these causes. 

ae ___ Ne hare intqppoiiate land problems. Thus forestry and range management, if asplied, 

yen raise wood and grass; agronomy Gan raise crops; these problems are of the first 

al order. But the restoration of full soil health and productivity is another matter, and 
falls in the second order. 

| Thus we see that the basic problem in land-use, the problem which underlies all 

F the others, is the stability of the land mechanism. 

\ see 

Stability is characteristic of new land. Undisturbed communities change their 

composition and their internal economy only in geological time. Within the time= 

scale of human affairs, they are stable. 

Another characteristic of new land is diversity. The biotic community is diverse 

in composition, complex in organization, and tends to become more so. Cinnar 4 

The technologies for the control and use of land achieve, each within its own 

field, varioie degrees of success. ‘There is a tacit assumption that the sum of their 

successes equals stable land. It is assumed that if good agronomy, erosion control, 

flood control, pasture management, forestry, and wildlife management be simultaneously 

: applied to a given area, stability will follow. It is admitted that this assumption 

is conditional upon something which technicians in khaki call “coordination.” Planners 

in tweeds call it “integration. " ss 

Many efforts have been made to define and implement coordination, but I recall 

no effort to examine the validity of its basic premise. Is it true that, given good 

coordination, the sum of the technologies equals stable land? 

It is common knowledge that the technologies are partially competitive. "Gooa" i, 

agronomy means a coverless countryside devoid of all tut the least exacting species 

of wild plants and animale. It means widespread drainage with possible derangement of 

\
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: water systems, and the extinction of marsh and bog communities. "Good" pasture man- 

| agement relegates woods to the poorest slopes; ordinary pasture management abolishes 

| woods entirely. "Good" forestry, until very recently, meant artificial monotypes 

| whieh excluded wildlife and sometimes sickened the soil itself. "Good" game manage- 

4) |mont, in Marope at least, abolishes the predators, which is in turn presumably account- 

te | able for irruptions of rodents. Oan good coordination iron out these conflicts? 

Perhaps, but it seems safe to say that there are few or no instances in which it has 

yet done so. 

It is common knowledge that the technologies are usually applied too late, and 

that they are seldom all applied with equal intelligence to an entire land unit. We 

have no evidence on what they could do if perfectly balanced and timed. Our only guide 

is their collective performance, so far, on those land units where the largest number 

of these have been applied, for the longest timo, withthe most earnest attempt at 

coordination. In America, most such attempts are so far governmental rather than 

private. I will cite two as examples. 

tn Denttinsstore Wisconsin erosion control, flood control, pasture renovation, 

erep rotation, nitrification by legumes, woodlot improvement, and wildlife management 

have been applied more oriless thoroughly during the last decade. ach has scored 

its own success in spots, and the disorganization of the land has doubtless been 

reduced in its velocity. Bus this region still displays peeve streams, loss of 

topsoil, silting of reservoirs, migration of plowland from uplandto marshes and 

flood-channels, irruption of white grubs and weed pests, exagzerated drouth damage, 

falling water table, and scarcity of upland game. The momentum of erosion started 

during the wheat era and the dairy boom is certainly reduced but probably not arrested, 

_ wma certainly not reversed. Vee seems doubtful whether the sum of the technologies 

wt Stabilize this land. 

ie ‘te the Sdatenest, erosion control, range management, stock water develop- 

ment, reclamation by irrigation and pumptag, and mountain forestry have been applied 

during a period varying from 10 to 40 years. %,ch has scored its own success in 

ye
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| spots, notably national forestry and range management on the headwaters. But they do 

| not add up to stable land. All eane too late, after erosion due to early overgrazing 

had gained momentum. The result: silted reservoirs, tearing out of valleys, widespread 

drainage of already dry soils by gullies, wholesale conversion of grass to chaparral, 

wholesale replacement of palatable by unpalatable range plants, irruption of rodent 

pests, loss of vulnerable and predacious wild species, falling water tables, dust storms. 

This land was set on a hair-trigger, and it seems doubtful whether the sum of the tech- 

nologies will ever reclaim more than parts of it. ‘The disease will run its course and 

end up in new, and mech lower, levels of productivity. 

These are only two instances. As evidence in the court of land science, both 

are defective in that technology came too late. But a glance at world experience in- 

dieates that technology usually comes too late. Tt seems academic, therefore, to say 

{ as I myself have done) that the technologies are preventatives, not cures, and that 

applied in time, they would suecessfully preserve for land its normal stability of 

organization, or health. It seems more realistic to conclude that conservation, at 

bottom, is not to be accomplished by any mere mustering of technologies. Gonservation 

eslls for something which the technologies, individually and collectively, now lack. 

What do they now lack? At this point I perforce depart from "scientific" logic, 

for we are beyond the meee at s¢ientific evidence. What I offer is opinion, or, if 

you prefer, judgment. : 

They lack, firstly, a collective purpose: stabilization of land as a whole. Until 

the technologies accept as their common purpove the health of the land as a whole, 

"coordination" is mere window-dressing, and each will continue to cancel the other, 

at least in part. The acceptance of this common purpose does not call for the surrender 

of their separate purposes (soil, timber, game, ete.) except as these conflict with 

the common one. ‘ 

They lack, secondly, a collective yardstick for appraising ways and moans to 

stabilization or land-health. Zach technology has its own yardsticks, uaually yields 

| Grprofits. But only semmercial Land uses have ay profit, amd sous of thquost 
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important land uses have only spiritual and esthetic yields. ‘The collective criterion 

of good land use must be something deeper and more important than either profit or 

yield. What? 

Among the ordinary yardsticks, I can think of but one which is obviously « common 

g denominator of jal. technologies: soil fertility. That the maintenance of at least the 

: original fertility is essential to land health is now a truism, and needs no further 

discussion. 

What else? What, in the evolutionary history of this denies te is most 

Closely associated with stability? The answer, to my mind, is clear: diversity of 

fauna and flora. 

I It seems improbable that science can ever analyze stability and write an exact 

formula for it. ‘he best we can do, at least at present, is to recognize and eul- 

tivate the general conditions vhich seem to be conducive to it. Stability and diversity 

are associated. Both are the end-result of evolution to date. To what extent are 

they interdependent? Can we retain stability in used land without retaining diversity 

also? 

There ate two ways to explore this question: examine the performance of lands 

where diversity has been lost, and examine the land mechaniem itself for leads. 

Gentrak-and Northwestern Surope is the only part of the globe presenting a 

possible example of an intensively used landscape which has remained stable despite 

the absence of any general attempt to preserve its diversity of fauna and flora. That 

its farm soils remain fertile is well known, and this alone is an achievement of world- 

wide importance. At least part of its forest soils are sick, tut the reason is now 

known and in process of correction. Its water systoms, despite ruthless artificisiization, 

still produce many fish, few floods, and little silt. Pest-like irruptions of plants 

and animals occur, but the pest problem, save for rabbits and forest insects, is : 

perhaps less serious than with us. The nemegame fauna has lost its large carnivorts. 

The non-commercial flora shows severe shrinkages and pieeiay some early and unrecorded 

extinctions. The resident gawe fauna, save for large mammals, is intact. The migratory 
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game birds are in a bad way, and are maintained only by the Asiatic reservoir. The 

| small bird fauna is warped in its composition, and some migratory species are threatened, 

| but this is chargeable to the Latin uations where they winter. 

| By and large, this part of Burope has not lost its stability. Man himself is 

| here far less stable than his land. That the present human disloestions are, at bottom, 

, the expression of an over-artificialized ecologic mechanism is probable, but beyond 

the seope of this paper. 

| The question in hand is whether other parts of the globe can reamin stable with- 

out the deliberate retention of diversity. All I can say is that I doubt it. Land is 

unequally sensitive. All other parts of the globe are either undeveloped ( the tropics, 

the Arteties) in process of dislocation (most of United States, South Afries, Australia, 

Chine) er already relapsed into.a retrograded stability (Mediterranean countries). 

No"language" adequate for siatids the land mechanism erists in any selenee or 

art, save only ecology. A language is imporative, for if we are to guide land-use we 

mist talk sense to farmer and economist, pioneer and poet, steckman and philesovher, 

lumberjack and geographer, engineer and historian. 

the ecological concept is, I think, translatable inte common speech. : 

A rock decays and forms soil. In the soil grows an osk, which bears ean acorn, 

which feeds a squirrel, which feeds an Indian, who lays him dewn in his lest sleep to 

grow another oak. 

This sequence of stages in the transmission of food is a food chain. It is a 

fixed route or channel, established by evolution. ach link is adapted to extract food 

from the preceding Link and hand it on to thdsucceesding one. 

The chain is not a closed circuit. Squirrels do not get oll the acorns, nor 

do Indians get all the squirrels; some die and return directly to the soil. The food 

channel leake at every link; only part of the food renchos its termime. 

Food is likewise aidetracked inte branch chains: Thus the squirrel drops a 

crumb of his acorn, which feeds a quail, which fecds a horned owl, which feeds a : 

parasite. The chain branches like a tree. 
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: The owl eats not only quail, but also rabbit, which is a link in another chain: 

rock-soil-sumac-rabbit-tularemia. ‘The rabbit eats a hundred other shrubs and herbs. 

Pach animal and plant is the intersection of as many chains as there are species in its 

| dietary. ‘The whole system is cross-connected. 

Wor is food the only link which connects them. The oak grows not only asorns, it 

grows fuel, browse, hollow dens, leaves, and shade on which many pecies depend for 

food or cover. The chains are not only food chains, they are chains of dependency for 

a maze of services, competitions, piracies, and cooperations. This maze is complex; 

: no living man could blueprint the biotic organization of sven one acre, yet the organ- 

isation is clearly thére, slse the member species would disappear. ‘They do not dis- 

appear. Y¥ossil bones and pollens tell us that our fauna and flora remained virtaully 

intact since the ice age, which is 200 centuries. 

Seil, the repository of food between its successive trips through the chains, 

tends to wash downhill, but this downhill movement is slow and in healthy lend, is 

offset by the decomposition of rocks. Some animsls likewise s¢comlish an uphill 

movement of food. a 

Stability, then, is the: contiml ty of this organised circulatory system. Land 

As stable when its food chains are so organized as to be able to circulate the same 
food an indefinite number of times. 

Stability implies not only characteristic kinds, wt also characteristic numbers 

of each species in the food chains. Thue the characteristic number of the aboriginal 

Indian was @mall; more I,dians would have killed each other or their hunting ground, 

hats would have been blotted out by some blizzard, drouth, or epidemic. 

We have now modified both the species-composition of the food chains and the 

aida of their constituent animals. Chains now begin with corn and alfalfa instead 

of onks and bluestem. The food, instead of flowing into elk, deer, and Indians, flows 

into cows, hogs, and poultry; farmers, flappers, and freshmen. The remaining wildlife 

eats tame as vell as wild plants. 
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These substitutions are, perforce, accompanied by readjustmente. To every 

| tinkering with every link in every food chain, the whole land mechanism responds with 

a readjustment. We do not understand or see them, for they usually occur without per 

| ceptible dislocations. We are unconscious of them, unless and until the end-effects 

| turn out to be bad. 

| { Along with the deliberate and beneficial substitutions, came many accidental ones 

| (Japanese beetle, creeping Jenny, Canada thistle, chestmt blight, blister rust), most 

of which are bad, some ruinous. Some sober ecologists predict that a few genoralized 

plants and animals will ultimately occupy the whole globe. 

© 

We already know that the modified land mechanism, thus converted for human use, 

is often unstable--i.e. it can no longer recirculate the same food an indefinite number 

of times. Erosion, floods, pests, loss of species, and other land-troubles without 

visible cause are the expressions of this instability. Would the deliberate retention 

of both fertility and diversity reduce instability? I think it would. But I admit 

in the same breath that I ean't prove it, nor disprove it. If the trouble is in the 

plant and animal pipelines, I think it would help to keep them more nearly intact. It 

is a probability based on evolution. It is the only rrobability in sight. 

7 e 

The retention of fertility is already an accepted criterion of good band-use, in 

theory. It needs only conversion into practice. 

There remains the question: Is there room, within the existing techaclogies, and 

without the disruption of our lend economy, to retain more deviersity of fauns and 

flora? Is it possible, by deliberate social effort, to reduce the frequency and violence ‘ 

of changes in the land nechaniem, and still use the land? 

At this point I digress te refute the notion, unhappily cultivated by ecologists, 

that the land mechanism bas a kind of D.esden china delicacy and falls to pieces at a 

loud noise. The whole history of civilization shows land to be tough. Lands differ 

in toughness, but even the most sensitive took several Zeuerations to spoil. ‘The | 
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; pioneer has elways striven for violent, not gentle, conversion to human use, and 

most of the technologies, especially agriculture end engineering, are still uninhibited 

: in this respect. In fact, wildlife manageunt, and to some extent forestry, are the 

only technologies conscious of "naturalism in iand=us«. 

. Return now to our question: could the frequency and violence of land changes 

| be reduced hy deliberate social effort? Can changes already made by tempered in 

| violence? Can the technologies agree on stabilization as their collective purpose 

and on fertility and diversity as their yardsticks of progress? Do ve ourselves, as 

: . & gtoup, delieve what we cannot prove: that retaining the diversity of our fauna and 

| flora is conducive to stable land? These are the questions now to be discussed. 
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‘ Discussion on 

; : The Park Executive and Landscaper 

These technologists accept both fertility and diversity as yardsticks, but 

s not of their own work. 

Their yardstick for success is tourists; not how much the tourist learned, 

S but how many came, saw, and went. 

A Park should be a school for the contemplation of land; a place to assemble the 5 5 

original local pipelines, which worked, for comparison with the modified pipelines, { 

q which often do not work. How many such parks have you seen or heard of? 

The first concession needed: number of tourists isirrelevant, and should 

3 interest only politicians. The real yardstick is the mental condition of the tourist * 

before and after visiting a park, or other recreational area. : 

Grovelling to tourists accounts for the fact that we have spent hundreds of 

millions for parks, beat up with fewer educational landscapes than we had before. 

It accounts for the wholesale destruction of wilderness by ¥% governnent coal ted to 

+ wilderness preservation. It accounts for the impending demise of the grizzly. It 3 

j accounts, in part, for the impending self-destruction of many elk and deer herds. a 

\ It accounts for the inter~denartmental war in Washington. i: 

Of all the land-use professions, recreation engineering has the clearest oppor- 

3 tunity, the foggiest performance, and the most pressing need of new and better yard— Ss 

i sticks for land-use. : ;
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Discussion on 

The Park Executive and Landscaper 

These technologists accept both fertility and diversity as yardsticks, but 

not of their own work. 

Their yardstick for success is tourists; not how much the tourist learned, 

but how many came, saw, and went. 

A Park should be a school for the contemplation of land; a place to assemble the 

original local pipelines, which worked, for comparison with the modified pipelines, 

which often do not work. How many such parks have you seen or heard of? 

The first concession needed: number of tourists isirrelevant, and should 

interest only politicians. The real yardstick is the mental condition of the tourist 

before and after visiting a park, or other recreational area. 

Grovelling to tourists accounts for the fact that we have spent hundreds of 

millions for parks, and ended up with fewer educational landscapes than we hed before. 

It accounts for the wholesale destruction of wilderness by a government committed to 

wilderness preservation. It accounts for the impending demise of the grigzly. It 

accounts, in part, for the impending self-destruction of many elk and deer herds. 

It accounts for the inter-departmental war in Washington. 

Of all the land-use professions, recreation engineering has the clearest oppor- 

tunity, the foggiest performance, and the most pressing need of new and better yard- 

sticks for land-use.
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: Discussion on 3 

"The Forester" 

Fertility and diversity are already accepted by ecological foresters; witness : 

p e the Dauerwald movement in Europe, and the general revulsion against the seaubaree 

Eo brand of silviculture. ; ¢ 

But it's a far cry from ecological forestry to practical forestry and lumbering. 

The sustained-yield forest, with stands of all ages, is itself a stride toward : 

diversity, for diversity means diverse successional stages and age-classes, as well < 

as diverse species lists. e 

Before foresters can teach the biotic idea to timber owners, they must teach = 

it to themselves. Example: A sandblow, with the only known specimen of Juniperus A 

[ horizontalis, found planted to black locust, 8x3. Example: South-facing bluffs, ‘Sa 

: ready-made for prairie reservations, planted to Austrian pine for protective corset 

Of course until the farmer has some arias of the biotic idea, foresters mst : 

. serve him biotic hash. Thus are we all dependent on the schools, and the sbhools” oe S 

have so huge a problem that they get nowhere fast. ae 

| Forestry should be a potent biotic school, for in no other land-use is biotic ie 

| stability equally threatened by irruptive pests. Agriculture is intensive enough = 

to combat pests with sheer cash; forestry is not. It mst, perforce, turn the other re a 

cheek also. Pests like the chestmut blight and the blister rust are no mere local 5 

| Calamity; they are biotic revolution; they are the horsemen of a new Apolcalypse. ae 

| If such stowaways continue to gain admittance on any ship or plane, what kind of an ne 

America: can we expect in 20407 ss 

Forestry faces a peculiar dilemma in the expansion of chemical industry and ; os 

the worship of cellulose. Chemical industry has brought sist tse into the 23 

‘woods than all our preachments. On the other hand, it threatens to agerevate the — ae 
eee 

Clash of technologies to new crescendos of reciprocal negation. Pollution poisons =
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ore tral frschg 
new rivers yearly, in the name of conservation. Cabbage silviculiure is translated 

into new terms; it now means lobbolly and slash pine uber alles, instead of 

4 hybrid poplars. Sawlogs now sneak a new ring only while the pulp operator is busy 

elsewhere. The wooden board threatens to pass from our American culture with the 

horse and the split-fail fence. I, for one, am not happy about it. I persist in 

the belief that good esthetics, good economics, and good biotics are one. 

es
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\ THE BIOPIC 108A IN RELATION TO A COORDINATED 

STATE CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

Lisle Jeffrey 

The foregoing discussions have clarified our conceptions of our broad land 

use and conservation problems, but more important to each of us, they have called 

to our attention the unforgettable picture of interdependence between all living 

things, including man, 

If the prineiples of the biotic idea -- including that of universal inter- 

dependence -- are to be applied to the conservation of natural resources, it is 

essential that all agencies concerned base their programs on a recognition of the 

over-lapping of the various interests represented. 

fo the administrator studying this maze of criss-crossing “interest chains" 

=~ to borrow Mr. Leopold's figure — it soon becomes apparent that the individual 

landowner or operator holds the key to all land use problems (public agencies sre 

considered landowners). Hic are the interests that touch and continually touch 

again the interests of all agencies dealing with any phase of land as considered in 

the biotic sense. 

This paper is concerned mainly with the administrative problems involved in 

presenting to the fermer the biotic view of the relationships in land use and con- 

servation, To him this idea must be presented in his own language and in concepts 

that sppeal to hic own normal interests. The landowner's participation in the pro- 

grom of any Federal, state, or local agency can be traced in each case to the point 

where his own interest rubs shoulders with that of the agency seeking his coopera- 

tion, 

Before the farme? can be expected to understand, accept, ami apply the 

principles of biotic farming, the entire personnel of the agency advocating these 

principles must show an equal aptitude for understanding the farmer's problems and
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the programs of other agencies, as well as a similar readiness to join in a co- 

ordination of these various activities, 

Agencies interested in the various parts of the biota must adjust their 

technologies to those acceptable to the landowner and they must pool their know 

ledge with the knowledge of related agencies to meet the needs of the farm family 

and the rural community. 

The biotic view has its greatest value, perhaps, in providing a meeting 

ground for the interests represented by divergent farming systems and a common pur~ 

pose for the agencies seeking to conserve certain of our natural resources. 

The essential needs of the farmer, the farm family, and the rural commnity 

are, first, to make the farm land more productive and, second, to make the farm 

community a better place in which to live. All conservation agencies will readily 

agree that the program which most adequately meets these basic needs also serves best 

the common interests of society at large. 

Yet it must be admitted that most agencies have been strongly inclined to 

place the cart before the horse, by giving more emphasis in their thinking and in 

their educational approach to their own direct interest -- (vhatever that interest 

may be) -- than to their indirect interest in the farmer, the farm family, and the 

rural commnity. 

It is from this serious error that the biotic idea can save us, teaching us 

that our first interest and therefore our hest educational approach is the problem 

of those who operate the lend, Practical experience supports this view. 

fake for example the case of Bill Jones, who operates 200 acres of land, de- 

pending very largely for his income on livestock enterprises. His main concern from 

1936 to 1939 was thé problem of supplying water for his herds, having at times during 

the drought to haul water from a municipal lake 10 miles away. Finally Jones asked
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for help. He was advised by the Agricultural Extension Service to build a well 

constructed, fenced pond with tank below the dam; the Triple-A furnished the money 

to pay for the dirt moving; and the county wildlife club obtained the loan of pond 

building equipment from the Conservation Commission, which would be used in the en- 

tire community as well as ty Jones. It would have been useless to talk wildlife 

conservation to Bill Jones during the months when dearth of stock water was his 

é@ominant problem; yet the effective assistance given him in the solution of this 

problem has made him an active cooperator with all the agencies that helped him. 

Let us not overlook this part of the story -- and this is fundamental: The 

agencies which helped Jones get a permanent supply of stock water could have held 

coordinating conferences without tangible results, but in answering the landowner's 

call forhelp they found the common meeting ground of their interests and achieved 

perfect coordination by the simple device of working together to serve a common 

purpose — getting Bill Jones stock water. 

One practice which stands in the way of progress in conservation and des- 

troys the interest of the farm family or community in wildlife restoration is the 

destructive invasion of private properties in the harvesting of the wildlife. - an 

invasion by a portion of the general public which has not as yet been adequately 

regulated or controlled, ‘the most important function and objective of the public 

ageneies charged with the responsibility of wildlife conservation is te deal not 

with wildlife directly tut with the human element. 

Human dehavior, in connection with fishing, hunting, or trapping must be 

regulated so that the harvest does not exceed a reasonable share of the anmal crop 

and that the intereste of the landowners and operators are not injured. As long as 

the public agencies dealing with wildlife think in terms of serving the sportemen 

first, consideration for the lerger public interests and the farmer's in particular 

will be limited by the demands of the sportsmen.’
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Regaletion of human behavior in relation to the harvesting of a conserva- 

tive crop may be accomplished in part by the adoption and enforcement of suitable 

laws, Every state game department has a law enforcement program. The laws and 

the activities of the wardens or agente represent an attempt to avoid depletion of 

the capital stock by limiting the harvest. However, state-wide open seasons and 

Dag limits generally represent only what the sportemen will accept, leaving the 

vest to chance. Such laws are essential as a general guide but cannot be fully 

effective unless supplemented by a further control of the harvest based on a know 

ledge of the removable surplus crop in each region and each locality. 

Regulation of the harvestable surplus is the first step in game management. 

Environmental improvements are only refinements which are totally ineffective un- 

less the harvest leaves adequate breeding stock. ‘The important point, however, is 

that the laws represent a direct approach to the conservation of wildlife itself 

with Little or no regard for the interests of the farm fomily and community which 

constitute the key to the whole problem, 

Regulation which honestly and clearly recognizes the farmer as custodian of 

the wildlife on his property will at once relieve and may eliminate hunting prac- 

tices which discourage the inherent interest of the farmer in having more wildlife 

on this farm, That can de accomplished in part by requiring all who wish to hunt 

to secure permission from the landowner, To be successful, there can be no attempt 

to regulate the farmer regarding any obligation to permit hunting on his farm. 

The American game policy proposed some 10 years ago is based on the prin- 

ciple of recognizing the farmer as custodian of the wildlife on his farm. For the 

most part, the recognition given has been verbal. Fear of offending sportsmen by 

making it inconvenient for them to hunt has largely prevented the application of 

this principle in most states, Yet when the farmer's rights are recognized in the 

policies employed by state game departments and their field agents, the key log in 

the jam will have been removed,
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This conception is besed on the knowledge that most farmers have an in- 

herent interest in wildlife which can be easily revived when major discourage- 

ments are removed. The farmer's interest revived, an opportunity is afforded for 

the educational branch of the state game department to explain many practices re- 

commended by the Agricultural Extension Service, the Soil Conservation Service, 

ané the Yriple-A, which are the practices that indirectly benefit wildlife to 

the greatest extent, 

As an example, consider the case of Mr, Smith, who lives on the Ozark 

Border in central Missouri, A livestock farmer, he hed « well fenced farm equipped 

with a good pond but lacking a good pasture system, Hic native bluegrass pastures 

were bare during late summer and early fall -- when the cattle needed pasture most. 

He had other sources of income besides the cattle; consequently the shortage of 

pasture had not yet driven him to action, He was, however, a quail hunting enthu- 

siast and came on his own initiative to the Conservation Commission for help, com 

Plaining that this farm no longer hed any quail on it. ‘The County Extension Agent 

was brought inte the discussion and the measures suggested in recponse to his 

appeal were those recommended by the Agricultural Extension Service end included 

in the Triple-A docket; namely, the sowing of lespedeza to supply fall and winter 

food for quail and which also furnished supplementary pastures for summer and fall 

grazing. Lime was applied, lespedesa and small grain pasture rotations were adopted. 

Quail moved in, the farm was improved profitably and the three agencies cooperating 

gained a staunch supporter who carried the message to his neighbors and fellow bird 

hunters. 

The noct universal interest, probably, is that which ell people heve in the 

oncoming generation. In our schools these children are being trained for useful 

lives in both rural and urban occupations. Young minds are open and receptive, and 

the conservation agencies should see to it that the foundations for better land use
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end conservation in the biotic sense are made a part of the course of study, Here 

again, we must use the interest chains to eecomplish the fusion of all techno- 

legies in order to avoid the mistakes of the past. 

4n excellent example of what education of young people can accomplish in 

the thought ond land use of an entire community is illustrated by the following ex- 

emple taken from the files of the Conservation Commission. 

Through the educational activities of the Agricultural Extension Service, 

the Twilight Community 4-H Club, located in Laclede County, was working on projects 

on entomology, forestry and soils. From these studies they learned many of the 

Dasic relationships between the plant and animal communities, 

Some outside activities were conducted by the members in winter feeding and 

the planting of suitable aquatics in existing ponds. As the young people became 

more interested in the wild flowers and wild animals native to the area, they 

learned from their parents that where quail, squirrel or rabbits occurred in any 

abundance on the farms, these farms were subjected to promiscuous trespass and 

hunting, The President of the 4-H Club inquired of the Agricultural Extension Agent 

if any program could be worked out to protect the landowners interested. ‘The County 

Agent in turn called on the Commission representative in the district and as a re- 

eult of the subsequent meetings by the landowners and their children,who were members 

of the 4-H Club, a cooperative wildlife management area of some 12,000 acres was ex- 

tablished, Because of the difficiilty in getting the county sportsmen's orgmization 

to act as sponsor, the Commission agreed that the 1-H Club would meet the require- 

ments of a sponsoring organisation. : 

The members of the 4-H Club, however, seeing the value of an aroused in- 

terest in their area on the part of the county sportsmen, asked that organization if 

they might present o progrem before the group. The meeting was called and the boys 

and girls explained in full their hopes and desires regarding the management of the
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ares. At the end of the program, they appealed to the sportemen's organization 

to act as co-sponsor in the management of the area. ‘The sportsmen's organization 

Decame interested and since that date has been cooperating with the farmers and 

the 4-H Club members in the building and fencing of ponds, establishment of dase 

Yearing pools, planting of food patches and any other incidental practices of 

value to wildlife within the Twilight Community and the county at large. 

Incorporated in the plan of management for the area is the provision for 

a controlled harvest and the improvement of the environment of wildlife based on 

recommendations of the Agricultural Extension Service, some of which are contained 

in the Triple-A docket. 

Mow let us interpret this in the light of the biotic idea, All types of 

faraing,/indieated by Mr. Leopold, involve “violent” use of the land, but there are 

degrees of violence which can be illustrated here. Before the young people in- 

terested their parents and the sportsmen in helping them to create a better place 

im which to live, the farmers themselves were reluctant to modify their farming 

practices since any increase in wildlife meent an increase in abuses during the 

hunting seasons. ‘This objection was removed by the establishment of the cooperative 

erea with controlled hunting. ‘They became interested in helping their children to 

obtain their goal which was more wildlife. Prectices favorable for both wildlife 

and soil were adopted for the area end reduced the violence in such a way that a 

greater diversity of plant and animal life, both wild and domesticated, could find 

the necessary requirements for their continued existence on the farms, 

Most important of all, however, wae the fact that not only was the wildlife 

encouraged, but the basic needs of the farmer, the farm family and the rural com- 

munity have been met; namely, making the land more productive and making the com- 

munity a better place in which to live,
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ee Introductory Lecture 
re Wildlife Reology 118 

Eeology and Politics 

; Aldo Leopold 

Ecology tries to understand the interactions pebenee: living things and their 

environment. Every living thing represents an equation of give and take. Man or 

mouse, oak or orchid, we take a livelihood from our land and our fellows, and give in 

bee return an endless succession of acts and thoughts, each of which changes us, our fellows, a 

our land, and its capacity to yield us a further living. Ultimately we give ourselves. 

Thst this collective account between the earth and its creatures ultimately balances 

is implicit in the fact thet both continue to live. e 

Tt does not follow, however, that each species contimmes to live. Paleontology 

is a book of obsequies for defunct species. 

Scare ee < ~~ = —f FA Vacs Seiasinadinindagpianbagcen pon ees 

Man, for reasons sufficient to himself, wculd rather see than be one of the 

defunct. Fear of human extinction has been the drum beaten by every prophet, from 

2 St. John to the Los Angeles cults. But we moderns, sesing science defeat one after another 

of st. John's four horsemen, have, until very recently, accepted the notion thet our 

continuity is predestined and autometic. ; 5 

(= ; There remains a doubt,—heueuem, whether war, famine, and vestilence arse the only 

| an to be feared. A new one, unnamed in holy writ, is now mach in the headlines: 

a condition of unstable equilibrium between soils and waters, and their dependant plants 

and animals. Eeolozy is the attempt to understand what makes resources stable or 5 

\ unstable. E 

Another new threat, perhaps even more series, is the genetical deterioration of 7 

the human species. Ecology is here only a bystander, except in this sense; it dttere\ | 

abundant testimony that only healthy svecies achieve continuity. Vs 

The emergence of these new apparitions does not mean that the original and wutivens ial 

. : oie
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four are unsaddled, War, famine, and perhaps pestilence again thunder across the con- 4 

tinents. War is a disruption of the give and take equation. What, if anything, can 

ecology say about at7dl Not mech, except by analogy with animals. Whether such analogies 

are valid is anybody's guess. I shall try to hike, human enterprise, in its 

relation to war, as it now appears to me. 

seen : 

Every environment carries not only characteristic kinds of animals, bot characteristic 

numbers of each, Thus the characteristic number of Indians in virgin America was small, = 

More Indians would either have starvea or killed each other off; fewer Indians would have 

risked annihilation of the race in some blizzard, drouth, or epidemic. Every animal in ~ 

every land has its characteristic number. That mumber is the carrying capacity of that 

land for that species. 

When we arrived on the scene we raised the carrying capacity of the land for man 

by means of tools. Tools enable us to extract more livelihood from fewer acres, i. e. 

they change the "take" side of our biotic equation. But in so doing, they also change : 

our "give" side, and also the equations for every fellow creature. Seskustuas has 

wrought marvels in increasing our take, but it has largely ignored our give, and it 

has almost entirely ignored the adjustments forced on other animals and plants. Its 

fundamental assutiption, so far, is that take can be increased indefinitely, and with it 

human populations. : ‘ 

It is probably true that food can, by drawing on aerial and geological stores . 

fertiliaer, be increased indefinitely. But is far from true, as Darwin once postulated, 

that animal populations are limited ots food. One of the most emphatic lessons of \ 

ecology is that animal populations are usually self-limiting; that the mechanisms for \ 

limitation are diverse, even for a single species} and that they often shift inexplicably x 

from one icina to another; that theusual sequence is for some limitation to act before \ 

the end of the current food supply is in sight. : s \ 

For example: the characteristic number of bobwhites on 3200 acfes near Prairie 

| if
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du Sac is 300. Six times in the last eleven years bobwhites have increased beyond 

300, only to be cut down, by one force or another, to 300 or less. The forces which 

aid the cutting were predation, storms, eviction to submarginal habitats, and starvation. 

These mechanisms of limitation worked in various combinations, never twice the same, but 

always with the same result. When they cut the population below 300, it rebounded, 

usually in one year, but always within two or three. 

A still clearer case is presented in muskrat marshes, which sometimes become over= 

populated before predators discover that fact. Such rats, despite abundant Food, begin 

to fight each other, Wounds become infected with fungous disesse, which promptly re~ 

duces the population. This closely parallels the human case. As 

Such self-limiting mechanisms are an integral part of nature, and are probably as 

immtable as the color, form, and habits of the individual creature. 

Return now to man: having suspended the laws of carrying capacity by inventing 

tools, he next suspended the laws of predation by inventing ethics. These two manipu- 

lations of the natural order are highly interdependent. Tools cannot be made or used r 

without peace; peace cannot be sustained without tools, for men who are hungry, either 

for food or other necessities, automatically fight. E 

Ethics are an adaptation without parallel in animal history. The success of 

ethical restraints depends entirely on mutuality of acceptance. We know, to our cost, 

that this mutuality of acceptance periodically breaks down, and that such breakdowns 

are followed by a reversion to the ancestral predatory order. Each such reversion be- 

trig tur ol brecteTicn £ attire. 6. Teelo , AD AOU Weert 

comes more destructive than the last, for 

hee neice Uren Te Long Grae Act uc lcaee Corbet frevenlons dy Cerra ~ I 

Come back, now, to the fundamental assumptions of technology, The technologists' 

cure for war is more technology, to the end that we may increase take, thus raise Ea 

standards of living, and thus promote ethics. Incidentally, should a neighbor lapse 

from his aceeptance of ethics, the accretions of technology will help defend us against 

his predations. 
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There are few savages today who are not aware that this technological recipe for 

: civilization is, at least for the moment, a failure. Nations fight over who shall 

take charge of increasing the take and to whom the better life shall accrue. Even in 

peace-time the energies of mankind are directed not toward creating the better life, 

but toward éiyiaing the materials supposedly necessary for it. From president to f 

parlor-pink, from economist to stevedore, all are preoccupied with dividing the nines 

rather than building the end, Ww 

: As for ethics, each seems to write his code to fit his material needs, rather than ; 

vice verga. Each political or economic group has such powerful tools that each lives eee 

in terror lest his neighbor use them. 

see ee 

The task of suenteles the right and wrong of this tragic dilemma is beyond my 

powers. It may be fitting, though, for on ecologist to appraise the probablic avtaiins: 

of the assumptions on which the whole modern structure is built. If science cannot 

: lead us to wisdom as well as power, it is surely no science at all. : 

Siset sk aX. tho Sued Tent 0 toctontecienl fedula yin its early siagne,atheaily 

succeeded in raising carrying capacity, standards of living, and ethics, 18° n0 evidence 

that it will contimve to do so indefinitely through greater and greater elaborations — 

of the same idea. All ecology is replete with laws which begin to operate at a thresh- 

hold, and cease operating at a ceiling. No one law holds good through the entire gamt 

of time and circumstance. Religions teach the existence of absolute laws, but science 

cannot find then. 

If there is a doubt about the upper limits of the technological formula, what, i 

Af anything, ean be done to dation weed UE forma’ 

Over this dilemma the ecologist sveculates in this wise: tools have actually raised 

carrying capacity, and ethics have at times suspended predation, but perhaps this is 

possible only within certain limits of population density. Perhaps the present world- 

revolution is the sign that we have exceeded that limit, or that we have approached



it too rapidly. If so, instead of calling a moratorium on science, as some have 

proposed, why not call a moratorium on human increase? Why sot seek for quality 

in ploce of ciphers in human pomulations? Why not bend science more toward new under- 

standings, less toward new machines? . 

But these, I fear, may be mere words. Self-limitation of population, like ethics, 

depends upon unanimity for its success. Hitler and Mussolini are advocating com- 

petitive mltiplication, obviously with a view to bigger and better predations. That 

is to say, their remedy for the overpopulation of Burope is more overpopulation in 

Germany and Italy. Any child should comprehend the fallacy of such doctrine, which is 

utterly illogical without the corollary assumption that all cultural values repose 

in these expanding and predatory groups. 

On the other hand, the collapse of France raises the question whether voluntary 

self-limitation of number” is not automatically followed by decay of moral fibre. If 

so, one is foreed to the conclusion that technological civilization is inherently self- 

terminating, and can exist only temporarily in new and undernopulated habitats. : q 

: One arrives at this same disquieting thought by scrutinizing institutions and 

governments from the ecological angle. It is commonly assumed that men select their 

form of government. It may be argued with equal logic thet the form is in the long 

run dictated by habitat, by population density, and by pressure of predatory neighbors. 

‘Democracy, like ethies, may depend on mituality of acceptance, i. 6. on absence of 

attack. Certainly it is militarily inefficient, and when liberals fear that total defense 

of democracy may destroy democracy, they are voicing this same apprehension. : 

These pugzlements sail the question: do other animals select their "forn REO 

government" to fit their adavtations, or does circumstance dictate the form? Both 

seem to play a part. Certainly adaptations seem to determine the broad outlines of 

the social structure for each species, but circumstance may cause sudden and violent 

changes in it. Thus many ungulates assume "defense formations" when attached, but 

in some species this takes place only when the herd is of a certain size. Thus 

antelope ficht off wolves by forming a defensive ring, but only when a dozen or so are
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present. Smaller groups do not join in mtual defense, but simply flee. 

Let me return again to the fundamental assumptions of technological culture. 

We assume, I think naively, that increasing "take" (l.e. more extraction, conversion, 

and consumption of resources) always raises standards of living. Sometimes it merely 

raises population levels, Perhaps this is a bear chasing his own tail. When the 

British ameliorated the hard lot of South African natives (by medical service, better 

farming, etc.), the response was more natives rather than higher standards, and more 

strain on an already overcrowded range. Feeding starving deer isa alesse analogy. 

Deer starve because their range % unbalanced or overtaxed, and the price of amélior= = 

ating their lot is more deer, more need of feeding, more damage to the range, and 

eventual malnutrition and deterioration of the herd. Perhaps only animals capable 

of qualitative self-improvement and quantitative self-limitation can be safely amelior- 

ated. ‘ 

Again, we overwork the assumption that better living makes higher ethics. There 

is much evidence against, as well as for, this universal thesis of technological 

culture. Perhaps ethics are too complex to follow matensdianliy in the wake of newer 

Fords and shinior bathtubs. : 

Sewall Wright's theory of plant ané animal variants presents a curious human 

analogy. He postulates that survival of a species depends not on the small exigencies 

which beset it frequently, but on the catastrophes which occur at long intervals. No 

population ever survives a catastrophe, but rather only those individuals whose 

‘ deviations from "normal" happen to enable them to. Since successive catastrophes are sel- 

dom twice alike, it follows that survival depends on the in presence of individ- 

uals deviating from "normal" in many respects. Thus a populetion containing "individ- 

valists" in respect of cold, heat, ‘Seat starvation, predation, and disease may 

survive, whereas a similar population homogeneous in these respects may perish. 

I see in this an evolutionary mandate for individualism. Perhaps the deviations 

from physical and mental pattern which are tolerated in our social organization, but 

frowned upon or persecuted in more regimented societies, are an evolutionary "safety ~



device" which may one day determine our contimuity. 

While the ecological view of polities offers no sure and certain path to a 

better future, and indeed casts doubt on some guide-signs heretofore accepted as : 

reliable, it nevertheless offers a few saverenaen on what is the right direction. — 

There can be no doubt thet better human stocks, both as to inheritance and 

environment, are more likely to find a modus vivendi than poorer ones. It is a 

truism that our education has lagged behind our tools, and you can't build better 

: people with poorer materials. 

There can be no doubt thet a society rooted in the soil is more stable than one 

rooted in pavements. Stability seems to vary inversely to the mental distance from 

fields and woods. The disruptive movements which now threaten the contimuity of 

human culture are born not on the land where the take originates, but in the factories 

: and offices where it is processed and distributed, and in the capitols wher- the rules of 

Givision are written. If courses like this one can decrease our mental distance from _ 

' fields and woods, they are worth taking, and worth giving.
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at wo living thing represents an equation of give and take. Man or mouse, oak 

i: for orchid, we take a livelihood from our land and our fellows, and give in return an 

& eS Dnalexs succession of acts and thoughts, each of which changes us, our fellows, our land, 

% and its capacity to yield us a further living. Ultimately we give ourselves. 

t That this collective account bétween the earth and its creatures ultimately balances 

e is implicit in the fact that both continue to live. 

: ‘ It does not follow, however, that each species continues to live. Paleontology is 

f a book of obsequies for defunct Rocaive: 

' Amy wid 4G) 
e gr 

z Wola for reasons sufficient to himself, would rather see than be’ one of the defunct. 

oi Fear of human extinction has been the drum beaten by every prophet, from St. John to 

i the Los Angeles cults. But we moderns, seeing science defeat one after another of / : 

' St. John's four horsemen, have, until recently, accepted the notion that our continuity 

is predestined and automatic. 

There remains a doubt, however, whether war, famine, and pestilence are the only 

3 horsemen to be feared. A new one, unnamed in holy writ, is now much in the headlines: 

: a condition of unstable equilibrium between soils and waters, and their dependent plants : 

: and animals. Ecology is the attempt to understand what makes land steble or unstable. 

3 The emergence of this new eos tiies does not mean that the original and authentic 

:.. _© four are unsaddled. War, famine, and perhaps pestilence again thunder across the 

#° continents. Wer is a disruption of the give and take equation. What, if anything, can ~ 
ae 

=. ecology say about it? 

a s Not mich, excevt by analogy with animals. Whether such analogies are valid is 

af anybody's guess. é 

: eg ik <4 | 
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\ Yer environment carries not only characteristic kinds of animals, but character- 

fonts numbers of each. Thus the characteristic number of Indians 2 virein America 

V/ was small. More Indians would either have starved or killed each other off; fewer 

Indians would have risked annihilation in some hlizzard, drouth, or epidemic. Every 

animal in every land has its characteristic number. That number is the carrying capacity 

of that land for that species. . : 

When we arrived on the scene we raised the carrying capacity of the land for mn 

by means of tools. Tools enable us to extract more livelihood from fewer acres, ot 

: they change the "take" side of our biotic equation. But in so doing, they also change 

our "give" side, and the equation for every fellow creature. Technology has wrought 

marvels in increasing our take, but it has largely ignored our give, and it has almost 

es entirely ignored the adjustments forced on other animals and plants. Its fundamental 

assumption, so far, is that take can be increased indefinitely, and with it human 

E. populations. 

It is probably true that food can, by drawing on aerial and geological stores of 

fertilizer, be increased indefinitely. But it is far from true, as Dawwin once postulated, 

that animal populations are limited mainly by food. One of the most emphatic lessons 

of ecology is that animal populations are usually self-limiting; that the mechanisms : 

for limitetion are diverse, even for a single species, and that they often shift inex- 

plicably from one to another; that some limitation other than food frequently acts be- 

fore the end of the current food supply is in sight. 

For example: the Characteristic number of bobwhites on 3200 acres near Prairie 

du Sac is 300. Six times in the last eleven years bobwhites have increased beyond : 

300, only to be cut down, by one force or another, to 300 or less. The forces which 

; did the cutting were predation, storms, eviction to submarginal habitats, and starvation. 

oe These mechanisms of limitation worked in various combinations, never twice the same, but 

always with the same results. When they cut the population below 300, it rebounded, 

: usually in one year, but always within two or three. 

ak ; : oe : {
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; A still clearer case is presented in muskrat marshes, which sometimes become 

overpopulated before predators discover that eeet Such rats, despite abundant food, 3 

begin to fight each other. Wounds become infected with fungus disease, which promptly 

reduces the population. 

; ‘ Such self-limiting mechanisms are an integral part of the natural order, and are 

probably as immtable es the color, form, and habits of the individual creature. That 

is to say, the tendency for too many mskrats to fight, become infected, and die is 

. probably a constant attribute of muskrat_populations, just as the tendency to have red ai. 

; teeth is a constant attribute of the individual muskrat. We have not learned to think 

: of populations as having fixed attributes; they become visible only in large stretches 

of time and space. But these attributes exist, and it is the task of ecology to see 

i and understand them. ’ : 

Return now to ant having suspended the lews of carrying capacity by inventing 

: tools, he next Eisaniaed the laws of predation by inventing ethics. These two manipu- : 

lations of the netural order are highly interdependent. Tools cannot be made or used 

without peace; peace cannot be sustained without tools, for men who are hungry, either 

for food or other esapeihige. automatically fight. 5 

: Ethics are without parallel in animal history. The success of ethical restraints 

f depends entirely on mtuality of acceptance. We know, to our cost, that this mutuality 

of acceptance periodically breaks down, and that such breakdowns are followed by a 

reversion to the ancestral predatory order. Hach such reversion becomes more destructive 

than the last, for organized predation, backed by tools, is far more fearsome than the 

unorganized individualistic combat prevailing in animals. : 

: Come back, now, to the fundamental assumptions of technology. The technologists! 

cur, for war is more technology, to the end that we may increase the take, thus raise 

standards of living, and thus promote ethics. Ipcidentally, should a neighbor lapse 

from his acceptance of ethics, the accretions of technology (we assume) will help 

defend us against his predations.
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treve are few savages today who are not aware that this technological recipe for 

civilization is, at least for the moment, a failure. Nations fight over who shall 

take charge of increasing the take, and to whom the better life shall accrue. Even in 

peace-time the energies of mankind are directed not toward creating the better life, 

but toward dividing the materials supposedly necessary for it. From president to 

parlor-pink, from economist to stevedore, all are preoccupied with dividing the means | 

rather building the end. 

As for ethics, each seems to write his code to fit his material needs, rather than 

‘ vice versa. Each political or economic group has such powerful tools that each lives 

; in terror lest his neighbor use them. 

| whe seer 

ur (% appraise the right and wrong of this dilemma is beyond my powers. It may be 

inl though, for an ecologist to seek light on the probable soundness of the 

- assumptions from which the dilemma arises. If science cannot lead us to wisdom as well 

as power, it is surely no science at all. : j 

‘ We may begin by admitting that the technological formula, in its early stages, D 

actually succeeded in raising carrying capacity, standards of hiving, and ethics. But 

: this is no ay lage that it will continue to do so indefinitely through greater and 

: : greater elaborations of the same idea. All ecology is replete with laws which begin 

to operate at a threshhold, and cease operating at a ceiling. No one law holds good 7 

._ through the entire gamut of time and circumstance. Religions teach the asides of 

+. absolute laws, but science cannot find them. 

: If there is a doubt about the upper limits of the technologiml forma, what, if — 

; anything, can be done to define the limit or amend the formla? ie 5; 

i e Over this dilemma I speculate in this wise: tools have actually raised carrying 

: capacity, and ethics have at times suspended predation, but perhaps this is possible 

i { only within eeebatn limits of ptpulation density. Perhaps the present world-revol- \ 

- ution is the sign that we have exceeded that limit, or that we have approached 

mee oe : s ae egtpe ts we yee a ? f= : 4, i see 3 mlz = ;
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it too rapidly. If so, instead of calling a moratorium on science, as some have 

; _ proposed, why not call a moratorium on human increase? Why not seek for quality 
— 

in place of ciphers in human porulations? Why not bend science more toward new under- 

standings, less toward new machines? 

é But these, I fear, may be mere words. Self-limitation of population, like ethics, 

depends upon unanimity for its success. Hitler and Mussolini are advocating com- : 

petitive miltiplication, obviously with a view to bigger and better predations. Thet 

is to say, their remedy for the overpopuletion of Europe is more overpopulation in 

Germany and Italy. Any child should comprehend the fallacy of such doctrine, which is 

utterly illogical without the corollary assumption that all cultural values repose 

in these expanding and predatory groups. 

: On the other hand, the collapse of France raises the question whether voluntary 

: self-limitation of mamber, is not automatically followed by decay of moral fibre. If 

so, one is forced to the conclusion that technological civilization is inherently self- 

J terminating, and can exist only temporarily in new and underpopulated habitats. 

One arrives at this same disquieting thought by scrutinizing institutions and . 

governments from the ecological angle. It is commonly assumed that men select their 

form of government. It may be argued with equal logic that the form is in the long 

_ Yun dictated by habitat, by population density, and by pressure of predatory neighbors. 

; Democracy, like ethics, may depend on mutuality of acceptance, i. e. on absence of 

attack. Certainly it is militarily inefficient, and when liberals fear that total defense 

of democracy may < democracy, they are voicing this same apprehension. 

These pass iehedey raise the question: do other animals select their "form of 

g government" to fit their adaptations, or does circumstance dictate the form? Both 

_ seem to play a part. Certainly adaptations seem to determine the broad outlines of 

: the social structure for each species, but circumstance may ceuse sudden and violent 

: changes in it. Thus many ungulates assume "defense formations" when attacked, but : Es : 

in some species this takes place only when the herd is of a certain size. Thus 
i ane ond & 

antelope fight off wolves by forming a defensive ring, but only when a dozen or so are :
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present. Smaller groups do not oe defense, but simply flee. 

{ fe: me return again to the cunt HORE Gini cls of technological culture. 

= fe assume, I think naively, that increasing "take" (l.e. more extraction, conversion, : 

Ke gend consumption of resources) always raises standards of living. Sometimes it merely 

J veg isan population levels. Perhaps this is a bear chasing his own tail. When the : 

: British ameliorated the hard lot of South African natives (by medical service, better 

farming, etc.), the response was more natives rather than higher standards, and more 

strain on an already overcrowded range. Feeding starving deer is a close analogy. : 

Deer starve because their range is unbalanced or overtaxed, and the price of amelior- 

ating their lot is more deer, more need of feeding, more damage to the range, and 

: eventual malnutrition and deterioration of the herd. Perhaps only animals capable 

of qualitative self-improvement and quantitative self-limitetion can be safely amelior- . 

ated. 

Again, we overwork the assumption that better living makes higher ethics. There 

is much evidence against, as well as for, this universal thesis of technological 

‘ ay Perhaps ethics are too complex to follow automatically in the wake of newer 

Fords and shinier bathtubs. 

; Sewall Wright's theory of pland and animal variants presents a@ curious human 

analogy. He postulates that survival of a species depends not on the small exigencies 

which beset it frequently, but on the catastrophes which occur at long intervals. No : 

population ever survives a catastrophe, but rather only those individuals whose 

deviations from "normal" happen to enable them to. Since successive catastrophes are sel- 

dom twice alike, it follows that survival depends on the constant presence of individ- 

uals deviating from "normal" in many respects. Thus a population containing "individ- | 

ualists" in respect of cold, heat, drouth, setieds predation, and disease may 

suryive, whereas a similar population homogeneous in these respects may perish. 

“y Iw? Af in this an evolutionary a individualism. Perhaps the deviations 

: Pe physical and mental pattern which are tolerated in our social organization, but : 

frowned upon or persecuted in more regimented societies, are an evolutionary "safety :
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device" which may one day determine our continuity. 

While the ecological view of politics offers no sure and certain/path to a 

¥ better future, and indeed casts doubt on some guide-signs heretofore accepted as : 

reliable, it nevertheless offers a few assurances on what is the right direction. 

There can be no doubt that better human stocks, both as to inheritance and i 

foricpasct. are more likely to find a modus vivendi than poorer ones. It is a 

truism that our education has legged behind our tools, and you can't build better 

: people with poorer materials. / ‘ ‘ 

There can be no doubt that a society rooted in the soil is more stable than one 

rooted in pavements. Stability seems to vary inversely to the mental distance from 

fields and woods. The disruptive movements which now paoeakan the continuity of { 

human culture are born not on the land where the take originates, but in the factories 5 

and offices where it is processed and distributed, and in the capitols where the rules 

of division are written. 4
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ed 4 Dupont Circle Hotel, _ ; Bee A : 
Wash ington, Sea : April 19, 1941 

So ‘Dear Dr. Leopold: 

= 3 I am excited and delighted about your manuscript. It seems : one 

= to me graceful, natural and profound. Ses 
SS = oe There are two ways in which we could handle it. One, return 

= it, as you suggest, for completion by mid-May. That would mean the 
ae : summer, not the spring, issue. If you say so, that is what we will 

ee a aan 
: PS - sae 

: : : 
eae T like the piece so much just as it is, however, that I make : a e : 

5 ee this alternative suggestion: Let me head it: : 

= IN THE LONG RUN : 
es : Some Notes on Ecologg and Politics : = 
ee By Aldo Leopo}d po ae 

Se: -- and drop little dots in between the sections, and rum it : SS 
e just as it is. I enclose the ms. so you can see how it looks that =s <= 
a way. T think there is a certain value in letting stimuleting thought =e ae : : 

aoe ee hang in space, so to say, for the reader to carry on. eg 
ae Tf you let me have it as it is, it goes into the Spring issue. 5 = 
ae In any event, my warmest thanks. Truly 3 eS Er 

— 

= Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
8 = University of Wisconsin RUSSELL LORD ee se — 

ee 

See ere er a eee eee ie Pa eee a eS eee Sees Se ee a eee
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; a: A flow : 
Every carries not only characteristic kinds of animals, but character- 

: istic numbers of each. Thus the characteristic number of Indians in virgin America 

was small. More Indians would either have starved or killed each other off; fewer 

; Indians would have risked annihilation in some blizzard, drovth, or epidemic. Every 

animal in every land has its characteristic number. That number is the carrying capacity ~ 

' of that land for that species. ; % 
: 4 ; tal err ; 

: “hen.we- arreved-on—the-seane raised the carrying capacity of ty land for man 

: by means of tools. Tools ‘enable us to extract more livelihood from fewer acres, i.e. 

i ' they change the "take" side of our biotic equation. But in so doing, they also change 

: our "give" side, and the equation for every fellow creature. Technology has wrought 

Ru: marvels in increasing our take, but it has largely ignored our give, and it has almost 

entirely ignored the adjustments forced on other animals and plants. Its fundamental 

' . assumption, so far, is that take‘can be increased indefinitely, and with it human 

populations. hy iter: profller, ana Ry 
: wt ( 

: It is probably true that food can, by, drawing on aerial and geological stores of 

; fertilizer, be increased indefinitely. But it is far from true, as Dawwin once postulated, 

: that animal populations are limited mainly by food. One of the mest emphatic lessons 

s of ecology is that animal populations are usvelly self-limitingp that the mechanisms : 

for limitation are diverse, even for a single species, and tebe bey often shift inex- 

aS _plicably from me to anothers that some Limitation other than food frequently acts be- 

_—s—sis«éfore the-end-of—-the—-euenemt—food-surrly-is—in-sight dlareclin begun. 

ae For example: the éharacteristic number of bobwhites on 3200 acres near Prairie 
F} a Loretowenr, 

For ou Sac,is 300. Six times in the last eleven years bobwhites have increased beyond 

‘ js ae 
‘ 300, only to be cut down, by one fopad. or another, to 300 or less. The forces which 

a did the cutting were predation, storms, eviction to submarginal habitats, and starvation. 

Be 
af These mechanisms of limitation worked in various combinations, never twice the same, but 

a Bars always with the same results.. Whes they cut the population below 300, it rebounded, 
“4 
eee usually in one year, but always within two or three. ‘ 
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: A still clearer case is presented in mskrat marshes, which sometimes become 

overpopulated before predators discover that fact. Such rats, despite abundant food, | 

begin to fight each other. “founds become infected with fungus disease, which promptly 

_ reduces the population. Ae 

Such self-limiting mechanisms Ce seen part of the natural order, a : 

_ probably as immtoble as the color, form, and habits of the individual jin eae 

‘ is to say, the tendency for too many muskrats to fight, become infected, and die is . 

probably a constant attribute of muskrat populations, just as the jiadaniy to have red 

- teeth is a constant attribute of the individual mskrat, We have not learned to think : 

of populations as having fixed attributes; they become visible only in large stretches j 

; of time and space. But these attributes exist, and it is the task of ecology to see 

and cansiend them. 

B> Return now to man; having suspended the laws of carrying capacity by inventing 

; tools, he next suspended the laws Cintas 6 ieee ethics. These two manipu- 

ee lations of the natural order are htgbly interdependent. Tools cannot be made or used 

: _ without pe°ce; peace cannot be sustained without tools, for men who are hungry, either 

for food or other necessities, automatically fight. 

Ee : Ethics are without parallel in animal history. The success of ethical restraints | ; 

depends eatired: on mtuality of acceptance. ‘Ye know, to our cost, that this mtuality 

: :. ef-aeeestanee periodically breaks down, and that such breakdowns are followed by a 

‘ ; e reversion to the ancestral predatory order. Hach such reversion becomes more destructive 

a than the last, for organized predation, backed by tools, is far more fearsome than the 

E .. Whorganized dndividvelistie combat prevailing in animals. 

be Come back, now, to the fundamental assumptions of technology. The technologists! 

: eur, for war is more technology, to the end that we may increase the take, thus raise 

he btandards of living, and thus promote ethics. Iy,cidentally, should a neighbor lapse 

Ki from his acceptance of ethics, the accretions of technology (we assume) will help 

E defend us against his predations.
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* ‘ aye 

/ There are few savages today who are not aware that this technological recipe for 

; civilization is, at least for the moment, a failure, Nations fight over who shall 

teke charge of increasing the take, and to whom the better life shall accrue, Zven in 

z peace-time the ener ‘Les of menkind are directed not toward creating the better life, 

but toward dividing the materials supposedly necessary for it. From president to . 

_ parlor-pink, from economist to stevedore, all are preoccupied with dividing the menns = Gs, 

: rather building the end, : ; = 

es: : As for ethics, each seems to write his code to fit his material needs, rather than 

vice versa. Hach political or economic group has such powerful tools that each lives 

in terror lest his neighbor use then, , s : 

ee ek eee ee me 2 Cro 3 

; To appraise the right and wrong of this dilemma is beyond my powers. It may be 

fitting, though, for an ecologist to seek light on the probable soundness of the 

assumptions from which the dilemma arises. If science cannot lead us to wisdom as well 

Bi as power, it is ninety no science at all. ; : 

We may begin=by admit tine that the technological forma, in its early stages, 

he actually succeeded in raising carrying capacity, standards of living, and ethics. But 

this is nolevidence that it will continve to do so indefinitely through greater and : s 

; greater elaborations of the same idea, All ecology is replete wit laws which begin eS 

to operate at a threshhold, and cease operating at a ceiling. No one law holds ‘hail sales 

as through the entire gamut of time and circumstance. Religions teach the existence of 

absolute laws, but science cannot find them. ae 

If there is a doubt about the upper limits of the technologiml formla, what, if 

: anything, can be done to define the limit or amend the formula? es : j : 
e pclae bos belts 

Over this dilemma I speculate in this wise: tools h=ve-aetually reised-carrying 

| *-—s eanacity,—-and-ethics have at times suspended—pred=tion,—but_nerhaps this—is—poseible- 

only within certain limits of pépuletion density. Perhaps the present world-revol- 

ution is the sign that we have exceeded that limit, or that we have approached :
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: it too rapidly. If so, instead of calling a eevihertiun on science, as some have ; 

proposed, why not call a moratorium on human increase? Why sot seek for quality 

b in plece of ciphers in human porulations? Why not bend science more toward new under- 

: 7 standings, less toward new machines? 

i Bat these, I fear, my be mere words, Self-linitation of population, like ethies, 
= depends upon unanimity for its success. Hitler and Mussolini are advocating com- 

Q petitive mitiplication, obviously with a view to bigger and better predations, xb 

i te-to-say i heir remedy for the overpopulation of Burepe is more overpopulation in , : 

i Gernany ond Itsly. Amp-ehkhi-shonid-comppehondthe faileey-ef Such doctrine ,saukeh is \ 

= ubbezdy Allogical without the corollary assumption that all cultural values repose ( 
- in these expanding and predatory groups. 

i On the other hand, the collapse of Fronce raises the question whether voluntary ; 
eS : S erate 0 creel 
ig self-limitation of mamber, is not automatically followed by, decay, of -noral—fibre, If 

fe j 80, one is forced to. the conclusion that technological civilization is inherently self- : : 

- terminating, and can exist only temporarily in new anéd underpomlated habitats. S 

: ‘One arrives at nis Some disquieting thought by servtinizing institutions and i 

3 governments from the ecolozical angle. It is commonly assumed that men select their = 

4 form of government, It may be argued with equal logic thet the form is in the long lg 

 \ tun dictated by habitat, by population density, and by pressure of predatory neighbors. _ 

like othies, may depend on mtuality of acceptance, i. ©. on absence of v oo 

oe attack. Certainly it is militarily inefficient, and when liberals fear that total dindeaiip 

= of democracy may destroy democracy, they are voicing this same apprehension. oe 

ee These winiacueke raise the question: do other animals select their "form of . 

——s governnent" to-£1t their-adantatinns, or does ciroumstance dictate the form? Beth 
= sean_to-play-a-party—Cortainly adantations_seem to determine the-broad-outiines-of—| 

: the-sotal atmintusn for ench-spectony-etcirountaaed der sinus ethic \ 
o changes in dr. Tus many ungulates assume "defense formtions" when attacked, but ; 

me dm some species fats takes plece only when the herd is of a certain size. Thus ee 

p. j antelope ficht oft wolves by forming a defensive ring, but only when a dozen or so are is
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a 
present. ‘Smaller groups do not join in mtual defense, but simply flee. 

- ketcmefeturn"akain to the Seinen comepitnes of technological culture! 

pe assume, I think naively, that snoreasing, Malo" (l.e. more extraction, conversion, 

and consumption of resources) always raises standards of living. Sometimes it merely 

raises population levels, Perhaps this is a bear chasing his own tail. When the : 

5 British ameliorated the hard lot of Sout African natives (by medical service, better ; 

farming, etc.), the response was more natives rather than higher standards, and more 

a strain on an already overcrowded range. Feeding starving deer is a close analogy. 

. Deer starve because their range 1s uabakancedaer overtaxed, ani the price of anclior 
ating their lot is more deer, more need of feeding, more damage to the range, and : 

eventual malmitrition and deterioration of the herd, Perhaps only animals capable i 

of qualitative self-improvement and quantitative self-limitation can be safely amelior= _ 

; ated. 

ay Again, we overwork the assumption that better living makes higher ethics. There 

is mech evidence against, as well as for, this universal thesis of technological 

ae culture. Perhaps ethics are too complex to follow automatically in the wake of newer ‘ 

Fords and shinier bathtubs. _ 

5 Sewall Yright's theory of plant and animal variants presents a curious Imman 

analogy. He postulates that survival of a species depends not on the small exigencies 

which beset it frequently, tet on the catastrophes which occur at long intorvals. No ; 

population ever survives a catastrophe, but rather only those individuals whose 

a deviations from "normal" happen to enable them to. Since successive catastrophes are sele 

dom twice alixe, it follows that survival depends on the constant presence of individ- 

vals deviating from "normal" in many respects. Thus a ponulation containing “individ- 

: ualists" in respect of cold, heat, drovth, starvation, predation, and disease my Se 

: survive, whereas a similar population homozeneeus in these respects may perish. ‘ = 

: . I see in this an evolutionary mandate for individualism, Perhaps the dévinttous 

from physical and mental pattern which are tolerated in our social organization, mut 2 

: ; frowned upon or persecuted in more regimonted societies, are an evolutionary "safety oes
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device" which may one day determine our continuity. : 

KK 2 har 
While the ecological view of politics offers no sure and certain path to a 

better future, and indeed c=sts doubt on some guide-signs heretofore accepted as 

reliable, it nevertheless offers a few assurances on what is the right direction. 

. ae be no dost that better\human stocks, béth as to inherisease-id - 

: yea ofl to tl atverdt than porn ans — i 

“78 au dycation-heas lagfed behind our tools, and\you-ern bu V2 

eh min / VV 
; There can be buh, ot that a society rooted in the soil is more stable than one 

rooted in pavements. Stability seems to vary inversely to the mental distance ficie 

- fields and woods. The disruptive movements which now threaten the continuity of 

human culture are born not on the land where the take originates, but in the factories 

and offices where it is processed and distributed, and in the capitols where the rules é 

of division are written. 

Pee | Ns 
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as : Aldo Leopold \ 

fe Every living thing represents an equation of give and take. Man or mouse, oak 

or orchid, we take a livelihood from our land and our fellows, and give in return an 

ie endlegzs succession of acts and thoughts, each of which changes us, our fellows, our land, 

= and its capacity to yield us a further living. Ultimately we give ourselves. B 

a 5: That this collective account between the earth and its ercatures ultimately balances 

dg Amplicit in the fact that both contime to live. 

. It does not follow, however, that each species continues to live. Paleontology is 

: a book of obsequies for defunct species. 
% . ia ee ee ee 

i 

: Man, for reasons sufficient to himself, would rather see than be one of the defunct. 

Fear of humen extinction has been the drum beaten by every prophet, from St. John to a 

the Los Angeles cults. But we moderns, seeing science defeat one after another of 

Ss St. John's four horsemen, have, untéberoeentiy, accepted the notion that our continuity 

r - ‘There repains a doubt, however, whether war, / famine, and pebtilence are es only 

: horsemen to/be feared. A new one, unhamed in holy writ, is no f much in the / eadlines: A : 

es : Z- \ 
a condition of unstabig equi1ibri between soils and waters, and their dgpendent plants me 

: a see ee ~The pores ticker ace wot-tes- ore, - 

and 1s, ae pt to ungeratand. stable or es 

Ly [ j f-—» -f 
: mee e ergencs of this new /apparftio: a oes not mean t t) nal and aut) 7 

s / . J / \ f i 

| foér aye unsaddled. War, famine, and perhaps pestilenge again er across ‘the / ae 
| : eae: ip eae SF es 2 ST et 
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CONSERVATION AND POLITICS : 

Aldo Leopold : 

t How can private land owners be induced to use their land conserva- 

tively? 

This question heretofore determined only the choice of method for : : s 

= executing a conservation program, (for example, the choice between educa- - 

: tion, subsidy, compulsion, or public ownership). Be 

Now, it seems to me, it takes rank with technological unemployment | 

as one of the critical tests of sane American Way". : 4 

If decent land-use can be brought about by conservation education, 

then the future continuity of land is possible. 1 . 

If decent land-use must be paid for by subsidies, then eventual : j 

E insolvency is probable, as well as considerable damage to national self- 7s 

respect. : 

: : 2 If decent land-use must be sought by compulsion, there is grave ‘ 

doubt whether it will actually be obtained at all, and the damage to ? 

: national self-respect is great. ae 

: é If decent land-use must be sought by public ownership, then private 

; ownership is extinguished, for the conservation problem is as wide as the 

country. : ; 

Combinations of the four alternatives are of course more probable 

2 than the exclusive use of any one, but to the extent that the last three Z 

are resorted to, we must expect mounting costs, growing bureaus, shrinking ; 

: self-reliance, and inelastic and lopsided performance. : 

: ak - 

The actual trend, at present, is to expand education, subsidy, and a 

public ownership. Many educators are asserting thatdecent land-use is : 

; ; x
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profitable; at the same time administfators are justifying subsidy on 

the grounds that it is not. In short, there is a muddle about profits. 

Unless untangled, it may lead to dishonest teaching, or to over-extension 

of government into private affairs, or both. : 

In the first place, some components of land offer no conceivable a 

profit, financially, to the individual private owner. Wildflowers, : 

songbirds, and landscapes are such. 

Secondly, profit depends on when, how, by whom, and for whom the : 5 

land-use is uerereds : 

. To retrieve a ruined field 74 or forest is seldom profitable, but < : 

to keep a good field or forest productive is almost always so. In short, 2 

prevention is profitable, but cure is not. P A 

Thirdly, profit depends on by whom the land-use is improved. Here : 

we encounter the fiction that time is money. For a corporation to spend a 

cash to buy, plant, and protect a forest may be unprofitable, but the a 

same operation for a farmer, using waste land and spare time, may be 6 ; 

profitable. 

; Fourthly, profit depends on for whom the land-use is improved. 

: Many operations promise no profit to the owner, daycker do they cost : : 

anything except skill, foresight, and labor, but if all the neighbors ic 

act, the collective result is profitable to the commbity in better 

living, and sometimes even in cash. Scenery, fishing, hunting, and wind- ‘ 

; breaks are examples. ; i 

oe ae ss 

When we attempt to apply these principles to cases, we are met by : 

: a confusing welter of fact and opinion, of red ink and black ink. There 3 3 - 

ee ee I me AO ee
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: emerge, however, a few aefisite deductions of first-rate reliability ‘i 

ee of widespread importance. i. 

If cash profit be the only valid motive for decent land-use, then 

‘ conservation is headed for catastrophic failure. Good land-use is a - in 

balance between utility and esthetics. It yields a highly variable * ; a 

mixture of individual and cauaansiy profits, of cash and unponderable Be eS 

; profits, and all accrue from investments which vary from borrowed cash a i, 

on the one hand to mere loving care on the other. He is a brave man who ; 

can say in each case whether it pays, or it doesn't pay. : 

This being the case, conservation education should rest its argument e 

on decency and social behavior, rather than on profits alone. There should . ; 

be no ambiguity on this point. x a 

The distinction between private cash profit and community benefit bE a 

is being used to promote stibsidy, or even compulsion, on the ground that se 

i: _ government is the community, and is thus asserting its own interest, ee 

There is-a degree of validity in this, but when we assert that the srivate 2 

landowner has an obligation to the community, the necessity for such 

governmental intervention decreases to a considerable degree. eee 

The disadvantageous position of corporate landowners who must invest 

cash instead of time to practice conservation is being used to promote ; ; 

government compulsion, or government acauisition of corporate holdings, ; : 

Why not, instead, promote their subdivision into small ownerships, which 

may invest time instead of cash? if 

The main question, "How can private land owners be induced to use f 

their land conservatively?" involves far more than crops, birds, and trees. ~ nee 

If decent land-use must be bought by governmental intervention on an ever 4) 

increasing scale, it means the end of private land ownership, the end of eat i 5 

governmental solvency, and the end of the present economic system. i 8 : 

ES ee ee eg a | eee ee eee
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aes plants and animals, all for goods. Politics is the redistribution of goods. ae 

pS literature and the arts portray the drama of the haves and have-nots. i 

Bs sis not to decipher the universe, tut to step up production. Yet the trees grow. 

- The rains which fall onthe just and the unjust wash silt from the fe 

a factory-farms. The brooks that make the meadows ersen feed silt to the oes 
ae oe ee ‘ : ; 3 ie ae Mears : 
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ca. brooks. The hills, rock-ribbed and ancient as the sun, feed silt to the Bee. 
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iL : otherwise there could be no such thing as, for example, the persistence of atu’ | 

“ue | fauna and flora from the ice age to the present. gee 

q Whether stability can be an attribute of modified or shortened food chains
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INTRODUCTION 

Conservation movement has greatest momentum among less critical thinkers 

: Roster of speakers at Conservation meeting, or members of clubs, leagues, etc. 

few scholars - intellectual divariatantion 

few doers - landowners ai 

; many “uplifters" - vague anxiety about other people's affairs, 

naive faith in reform by fiat 

: Content of conservation programs shows "uplift" philosophy 

: First criterion - a dragon to slay. Every citizen a St. George, his vote a 
sword 

Pinchot - lumber barons 

a Hornaday - game hog, ammunition manufacturer, etc. 

ti {\ Le Stuart Chase - rape of the soll (draqne nets prov, Lota precede ) 
Ns sf Jay Dg Dorkeng corlicrns - unto cag or paln ts Lach dyrrfronut ach 

wey Ma dy we Ideology of personal devil - sheep and goat - black and white 

V [ot V After dragon dead - who is to do what? Throw in lap of government. 

Another defect: unnatural divorce of esthetic & economic motives 

Forests & parks. Atrocities against good taste. Pandering to esthete. ~ 

Organic synthesis needed. Can't relegate beauty to parlor. 

: “~~ (Oak or prairie chicken is both useful and beautiful.) 

Need a new approach - new theory of conservation - which is 

1. Objective--at least to extent of omitting the dragon 

2. Fuses the latest thought in both biology and economics 

3. Fuses beauty and utility 

4, Addressed to thinker and doer, rather than uplifter. 

; You are my "guinea pigs" - or my jury.
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Commodity Conservation. Sample: Timber Famine. : 

: Timber will give out. At first 20 years, nw 60 years. 

Theory: scarcity will raise prices, will then pay to grow. 

: Practice: scarcity i ceaat prices because of 

Substitution of synthetics 5 

C Baa osthstieni steel desk superior to wooden. Silk 
5 ; stockings 

Result: no private timber otis (since Van Hise) 

Timber is only crop for cutovers. Government mst do it. Ce forests. 

Unsatisfactory: destroys diversity. Concentrates forests where : 
least needed for wibddade. 

wildlife : 

erosion control 

biotic education of the farmer (value of a crop is in the 

3 raising) 
ease of access for recreation, study, etc. 

E Relegating conservation to government is like relegating virtue to the Sabbath 

Turns over to professionals what should be daily work of amateurs 

Puts the product. where it is of least use. Day-to-day contact. . 

Wildlife - to parks and sestatearies : 

Erosion-control - right place, but farmer paid to do his duty. Like paying 3 
boy for chores. 

Waterflows - Mississippi pools. Remedy is at the grass roots. 

Eyelusuely 
j Government” conservation is undemocratic in sense that it declines to credit 

the fei a tn brains, enthusiasm, or public spirit. It says: it's a 

easier to tap his pocket than to teach him his duty. é 

. phe.
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Motives for ecological ec - dru, 4 tenet wlll oy on Lortay fers, 

I admit that ecological land-use will seldom grow from motive of 

individual profit. Have watched for 40 years and conclude: : 

1. You can demonstrate a profit if you begin early, ‘ 

such as 

: a fertile field 

uncut forest 

_ 2 But we actually begin with wrecked resources. 

But I differentiate between community. profit and individual i 

Windbreaks 

Nearly all conservation is profitable if everybody does it 

Reduces to a simple case: modify land use in the interests of 

Commnity welfare 

Personal pleasure 

Incidentally, individual Ss 

The Challenge: Must we resort to fascism to induce action for the commnity 

welfare? I say we mst not. We haven't even tried the democratic process 

of education. israeli ea Pee ee etn gy Gus 

Vs lant cna ligt atti dadin 7 datos toibbeces fA Conc cee 
: wr dod te teefidrw Rebre cline lw 4in cunitwalen, . 

wm nnthinn tn courin, Cut Cont 1934) uv cow aw tool ry be burCrupubs, 
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The Round River: A Parable of Conservation ; 

Aldo Leopold 

One of the marvels of early Wisconsin was the Round River, a river which 

: flowed into itself, and thus sped around and around in a never~ending circuit. 

' Paul Bunyan discovered it, and the Bunyan saga tells how he floated many a log 

~ down its restless waters. 

No one has suspected Paul of speaking in parables, yet in this instance he 

did. Wisconsin not only had a round river, Wisconsin is one. The current is the 

stream of energy which flows out of the soil into plants, thence into aac : 

thence back into the soil in a never-ending circuit of life. "Dust unto dust" is ; 

a desiccated version of the Round River concept. 3 

i We of the genus Homo ride the logs which float down the Round River, and by 

a little judicious "burling" we have learned to guide their direction and speed. 

- This feat entitles us to the specific appellation sapiens. The technique of burling ‘ 

is called economics, the remembering of 01d routes is called history, the selection 

of new ones is called stat¥smanship, the conversation about oncoming riffles and 

: rapids is called politics. Some of the crew aspire'to burl not only their own logs, 

but the whole flotilla as well. This collective bargeining with nature is called 

national planning. 

In our educational system, the biotic continuum is seldom pictured to us as a 

stream. From our tenderest years we are fed with facts about the soils, floras, and 

faunas which comprise the channel of Round River (biology), about their tissues and ; 

substances (chemistry), about their origins in time (geology and evolution), about 

: the technique of exploiting them (agriculture and engineering). But the concept of 

a current xxx with drouths and freshets, backwaters and bars, is left to inference. 

To learn the hydrology of the biotic stream we mst think eat right angles to evolution 

; and examine the collective behavior of biotic materials. This calls for a reversal 

Sure é 3 ;
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| of specialization; insteed of learning more and more about less end less, we mst 

| learn more and more about the whole biotic landscape. 

| Ecology is a "new science" which attempts this feat of thinking in a plane 

perpendicular to Darwin. Ecology is an infant just learning to talk, and like other 

infants, is engrossed with its own coinage of big words. Its working days lie in 

the future. Ecology is destined to become the lore of Round River, a belated 

attempt to convert our collective knowledge of biotic materials into a collective 

wisdom of biotic navigation. This, in the last analysis, is conservation. : 

+ ee OK # d 

: The biotic stream is capable of flowing in long or short circuits, rapidly 

or slowly, uniformly or in spurts, in declining or ascending volume. No one under- 

stands these variations, but they probably depend on the composition and arrangement 

of the soils, faunas, and floras which are the conductors or channels of flow. 

A rock decays and forms soil. In the soil grows an oak, which bears an acorn, 

: which feeds a squirrel, which feeds an Indian, who ultimately lays him down to his 

last sleep in the great tomb of mvs grow another oak: 4 

‘ rock soil oak acorn souirrel Indian 

5 Ecology calls this sequence of stages in the tramsmission of energy a food 

chain, but it can be more accurately gavisioned as a pipe-line. It is a fixed 

route or channel, established by evolution. Each joint in the pipe is adapted 

ro receive from the preceding joint and transmit to the succeeding joint. 

s : The pipeline leaks at every joint. Not all the rock forms soil. Squirrels 

do not get all the acorns, nor do Indians get all the squirrels; some die and decay 

and return directly to the soil. Due to this aeltiags en route, only part of the 

energy in any local biota reaches its terminus. This loss of volume may be depicted 

thus: 
rock soil oak acorn souirrel Indian 

In addition to losses from spillage, energy is side-tracked into branches. Thus
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the squirrel drops a crumb of his acorn, which feeds a quail, which feeds a horned : 
° 

owl, which feeds a parasite. Thus we see that the pipeline branches like a tree. : 

The owl eats not only quail, but also rabbit, which is a link in still another Eh 

line: rock--soil--sumac--rabbit--tulsremia. Thus we see each animal and each 

plant is the "intersection" of many pipelines; the whole system is cross-connected. 

Nor is tx food the only important thing transmitted from one species to another. 

The oak growgnot only acorns; it grows fuel for the Indian, browse for deer, hollow 

dens for raccoons, salad for June beetles, shade for ferns and bloodroots. It fashions | 

domiciles for gall wasps, it cradles the tanager's nest; its fallen leaves insulate 

_the soil from frost, its unfallen leaves screen the owl from the crow and the partriidge - 

from the fox, and xmxx all the while its roots are splitting rocks to make more soil 

to make more oaks. We see, then, that chains of plants and animals are not merely 

"food chains", but chains of dependency for a maze of services and competitions, of | 

piracies and cooperations. This maze is complex; no efficiency engineer could 

blueprint the Pietic organization of a single acre. It has grown more complex with 

time. Paleontology discloses aboriginal chains at first short and simple, growing 

longer and more complicated with each revolving century of evolution. Round River, . 

then, in geological time, grows ever wider, deeper, and longer, 

* OK Ke Ro 

For the biotic commnity to survive, its internal processes mst balance, 

else its member-species would disappear. That particular communities do survive for ~ 

long periods is well known: Wisconsin, for example, in 1840 had substantially the 

same soil, fauna, and flora as at the end of the ice age, i.e. 20,000 years ago. 

We know this because the bones of its animals and the pollens of its plants are ss 

preserved in the peat bogs. The successive strata of peats, with their differing 

abundance of pollens, even record the weather; thus around 5000 B.C. an abundance 

f or ragweed pollen indicates either a series of drouths, or a great stamping of 

f buffalo, or severe fires on the prairie. These recurring exigencies did not pre- 

: vent the survival of the 350 kinds of birds, 90 mammals, 150 fishes, 70 reptiles, 

. or the thousands of insects and plants. That all these should survive as an 2 ; 5;
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internally balanced commnity for 200 centuries shows an astonishing stability ;. 

in the original biota. Science cannot explain the mechanisms of stability, but ; 

even a layman can see two of its effects; (1) Fertility, when extracted from 

rocks, circulated through such elaborate food chains that it accumulated as fast : 

or faster than it washed away. (2) This geological accumlation of fertility 

paralleled the diversification of flora and fauna; stability and diversity were ; 

apparently inter-dépendent. 

* * * * * : 

We have dealt, so far, with the characteristtics of Round River in the Pre- 

Bunyan eras. What now of that enfant terrible, Paul, and we, his heirs and assigns? : 

What are we doing to the river, and what is the river doing to us? Are we burling 

our log of state with skill, or only with energy? ‘ 

; We have radically modified the biotic stream; we had to. Food chains now 

begin with corn and alfalfa instead of oaks and bluestem, flow through cows, hogs, ; 

and poultry instead of into elk, deer and grouse, thence into farmers, flappers, : 

and freshmen instead of Indians. That the flow is volumintus you can determine 

by consulting the telephone directory, or the AAA. Its total-volume per unit time 4 

is probably mch greater than in the pre-Bunyan/eras, but Curiously enough science 

has never measured this. 

Tame animals and plants have no tenacity as linics in the new food chain; they 

are maintained, artificially, by the labor of farmers, aided by tractors and horses, 

and abetted by a new kind of animal: the Professor of Agriculture. Paul Bunyan's 

burling was self-taught; now we have a "pro" standing on the bank givin free 

instruction. p 

Each substitution of a tame plant or animal for a wild one, or an artificial 

waterway for a natural eee by a readjustment in the circulating system 

5 of the land. We do not understand or foresee these readjustments, we are unconscious 

: of them unless the end effect is bad. Whether it be Franklin Roosevelt rebuilding
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Florida for a ship canal, or Farmer Jones rebuilding a Wisconsin meadow for cow = 

: pasture, we are too busy with new tinkerings to think of end effects. That so many 

are painless attests the youth and elasticity of the land-organism. 

exe KR OK 

Now to appraise the new order in terms of the two criteria: (1) does it : 

maintain fertility? (2) Does it maintain a diverse fauna and flora? Soils in the 

" first stages of exploitation display a burst of plant and animal life. The abundant 

crops which evoked thanksgiving in the pioneers is well known, but there was also 

a burst of wild plants and animals. A score of imported food-bearing weeds had been 

7 added to the native flora, the soil was still rich, and landscape had been diversified 

by patches of plowland and pasture. The abundance of wildlife reported by the 

pioneers was in part the response to this diversity. 

Such high metabolism is characteristic of new-found lands. It may represent 

z normal circulation, or it may represent the combustion of stored fertility, i.e., 

. biotic fever. One cannot distimguish the fever from normality by asking the biota 

to bite a thermometer. It can only be told ex post facto by the effect on the 

soil. What was the effect? The answer is written in gullies on a thousand fields ; 

and CCC camps on a thousand hills. Crop yields per acre have remained about 

: stationary, i.e., the vast technological improvements in farming have only offset 

the wastage in soil. In some regions like the dust bowl, the biotic stream has 

already shrunk below the point of navigability, and Paul's heirs have moved to 

California to fernent, the grapes of wrath. 

As for diversity, what remains of our native fauna and flora remains only 

because agriculture has not gotten around to destroying it. The present ideal of 

agriculture is clean-farming; clean-farming means a food chain aimed solely at : 

economic profit and purged of all non-conforming links, a sort of Pax Germana of 

: the agricultural world. Diversity, on the other hand, means a food chain aimed 

: to harmonize the wild and the tame in the joint interest of stability, productivity : : 

et ee eae ea. ve p J aS
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and beauty. é i oe 

Clean farming, to be sure, aspires to rebuild the ee but it employs to 

this end only imported plants, animals, and fertilizers. It sees no need for the j 

native flora and fauna which built the soil in the first place. “aes stability 

be synthesized out of imported plants and animals? Is fertility which comes in 

sacks sufficient? These are the questions at issue. 

No living man really knows. Testifying for the workability of clean farming f 

is northeastern Europe, where a degree of biotic stability has been retained (except 

in humans) despite the wholesale artificialization of the landscape. 

Testifying for its non-workability ard all the other lands where it has ever ; 

been tried, including our own, and the tacit evidence of evolution, in which diver- 

sity and stability are so closely intertwined as to seem two names for one fact. 

> 5 (te
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is an open question. Stability has certainly been lost, in whole or in part, 

from the lands so far modified by civilization. The question is identical 

: : with the one already asked: can we retain stability in used land without retaining 

divessity aiaer Diversity is now, however, more explicitly defined. The 

: native diversity is stable; synthetic diversity may or may not be. 

i * 
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I had better admit to begin with that the belief that diversity and 

stability are associated is an "act of faith." No one can prove, or 

disprove, that a diverse landscape will be more stable than a simplified : 

one. All we know is that the American landscape has been diverse and stable; 

that evidences of instability have accompanied its recent dup trientior: 

: This i et prove that further simplification will bring further 

: instability. I believe that it will, and that stability in the biotic 

mechanism is more important than its immediate yield of energy, either wild : 

or tame. : / 

vp
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No causal connection is established, nor do we know why pests irrupt. 

= The curve of irruptions is an ascending parabola, so far under partial 

control. The curve of "remedies" is likewise an ascending parabola. Under 

these circumstances I believe it wise to revise our land-use; to retain as 

_ much diversity as possible.
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EES q) Most of the native game birds are carrying parasites and diseases, 

= more or less serious, imported in poultry. There is still a possibility 

that "the cycle" which destroys millions of birds and mammals every decade, 

may hark back to sous oes eT ese of our lakes and rivers the carp 

has demolished the subaqueous landscape and installed a "clean farming" system 

of his own. A mysterious disease has just demolished eelgrass, the alfalfa 

of our coastal waters. Most of our fields and gardens (not to mention public 

buildings) pay tribute to the starling. In Florida the only cougars east of 

the Rockies are being eradicated to fight cattle ticks carried by deer. Pests 

cannot read signs; the grizzlies of the inviolate Yellowstone are entertaining 

the Russian tapeworm, the bighorns are a sanctuary tor"aheep scab and lungworm. 

Not all pests are foreigners; native species, once law-abiding members of 

a food chain, sey irrupt ana devour, the countryside. To gas and poison the 

native rodents of the <uasare ranges the Biological Survey spends-twe millions : 

te a fae and the control mst be repeated every few years. I have said nothing 

of new noxious weeds constantly arriving as stowaways and requiring controls, 

2 compulsions, and quarantines. 

When we oakine the pests of the world at large, the picture enlarges beyond 

ieee Reese accurate and conservative. The imported rabbit in New South  _ 

Wales is seid to Gisviace 12 ‘million sheep. Hogs and goats escaping from vessels 

have wrecked the biota of most tropical islands. Piet tear threaten the land=- 

scape of New Zealand. And so on. 

We mst not lose = bearings in this welter of pests. No one can say what ; 

part of the trouble is chargeable to world commerce and development as such, 
b ae : 

and wnat £5" unnecessary tampering and wrong attitudes. We can say that pests e 

must have been rare in the original biotss, else the biotas would not have been 

preserved. We can say that pests have emerged as the biotas have been simplified, ‘ 

Hee of x nanny " narot ab phlei ‘y iF Mee A ae =
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. This belief is—_without—proof, jut the converse theorem, that over- 

nccrek kistae are Mitabla, te eritien ocd fa ces history. Worldwide 

commerce has brought a worldwide pooling of floras and faunas, partly by 

=o ee importation, partly by Se as "stowaways. "! 

This biotic cocktail has been shaking while the axe of progress came down 

on the native food chains. The two cannot be dissociated as causes, but 

their joint effects are clear; many species have melted away, while others 

have got out of bounds as pests and diseases. The biota has not only run : 

down its storage battery, the soil, but its working parts are flying about : 

the shop at random. 

Some animals like the buffalo doubtless had to g° for economic reasons. 

Some, like the oe ae ee noah? our losses are 

traceable to neither need nor gunpowder, but rather to unknown ecologic 

naladjustments. In Wisconsin today we are in the process of losing the spruce 

: hen and a score of wildflowers of bog and prairie, all protected by law (but 

not by land-use). We regret our awkwardness in stepping on these odds and 

ends of creation, but “after all they are of no economic importance." 

: Pests and diseases are economic, even to an economist, but the men who 

know about them are so narrowly specialized, each to his own bird, bug, or 

bacillus, that no one has described the general trend,’ wBeside, why worry? 

DuPont will invent something." Will he? 

Every major crop from apples to alfalfa, peas to potatoes, pays an annual 

tax, in some cases approaching the cost of production, for combating pests; 

scientists work overtime breeding resistant strains, compounding new sprays. 

Most forest trees of any value are threatened by some invader; some like 

the chestmt blight will wipe out the tree; others like the white pine blister 

rust will simply impose a cost of control approaching the value of the tree 

and the land. We "escape" this cost by passing it through the public 

: . treasury. Wen diseases appear yearly; witness the persimmon wilt and the 2 | 

: Dutch elm disease, > yoww nt tl uw huvcloem uvbleut thay 7 oth a, terol 
OSS Sle hE fcue Fae aes a
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Bo ei : ; COUNTRY ; a ee tS. 

eee Aldo Leopold ee 

co . , a a 
ees ae There is much confusion between land and country. Land is the Leas 

ig pe 2 oo =. : x Sy ieee 

Be ey So = ‘ : <i eee 
es oe place where corn, gullies, and mortgages grow. Country is the person- : ee 

ce ee \ Ue 
Ben ea ality of band, the collective harmony of its soil, life, and weather. © a 3 

Bee Country knows no mortgages, no AAA, no tobacco road; it is calmly aloof = = 
Re j ae 
polyenes 3 : ; ; : ‘ 2 aT eae 
Po sto: these petty exigencies of its alleged owners. That the previous ‘ i. 

pee y. : _ occupant of my farm was a bootlegger mattered not one whit to its grouse; 

ee ; they sailed as proudly over the thickets as if they were guests of a ae 

Poor land may be rich country, and vice versa. Only economists — ae 2 

. a 
oS a 2 mistake physical opulence for riches. Country may be rich despite a Bees. i ae 

: ao conspicuous poverty of physical endowment, and its quality may not be ; 2 ae : 

fees eae : eee 
eee : apparent at first glance, nor at all times. z ec 

bee ee : 4 know, for example, a certain lakeshore, a cool austerity of pines — “Farge 

a f and wave-washed sands. All day you see it only as something for the surf oo Z 
ee ee 

ey mes «to pound, a dark ribbon that stretches further than you can paddle, a a 

Bes monotony to mark the miles by. But toward sunset some vagrant breeze may ee 

ae : _ waft a gull across a headland, behind which a sudden roistering of oo es 
ae ee Sees : , oh aaa 

: loons reveals the presence of a hidden bay. You are seized with an impulse pee 

oe we to land, to set foot on bearberry carpets, to pluck a balsam bed, to _ os ; 

ee eas ee 
_~—~—<Cs*s=“isépa fer beach plums or blueberries, or perhaps to poach a partridge ae 0 eee 
Wome Re eee 

% ee a) from out those bosky auietudes that lie behind the dunes. A bay? Why — a ef 

ae oe not also a trout stream? Incisively the paddles clip little soughing oe 

F< oS _ Swirls athwart the gunwale, the bow swings sharp shoreward and cleaves = 89s 

oe eee (Al on 

pe GS a es ee ee 
Be ae Soe aS TS ae Bae es Ii ok ee ee ee eee eae : ee See ae = ee Sear aks — > 

= Reece fig eee eee | Se oe RET he =: pens 6 ap MTSE
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ae ‘the greening depths for camp. ee i es . 

Eo x ; an Later, a supper-smoke hangs lazily upon the bay; a fire flickers — — . 

2 oa auaer drooping boughs. It is a lean poor land, but rich country. & a 
: = ae 

52 ae 

ae Some woods, perennially lush, are notably lacking in charm. Tall ae 

ee clean-boled oaks and tulip~poplars my be good to look at, from the road, 74 
2 — ; but inside one may find a coarseness of minor vegetation, a turbidity — B = 

= 2 , of waters, and a paucity of wildlife. I canuot explain why a red - 
pee yooh ee a 5 rivulet is not a brook. Neither can I, by logical deduction, prove oe 

- ss a thicket, without the potential roar of a quail covey, is only a thorny 
a place. Yet every outdoorsman knows that this is true. That wildlife 3 a 

ee is merely something to shoot at or to look at is the grossest of fettaotens ; 

nS _ It often represents -the difference between rich country and mere land. a 

: é There are woods which are plain to look at, but not to look into. — — : 

oa ‘Nothing is plainer than a cornbelt woodlot, yet, if it be August, a : = oe 

. crushed pennyroyal, or an over-ripe mayapple, tells you here is a place.  — 
-- = ee October sun on a hickory-nut is irrefutable evidence of good country; oe ‘ 

- one senses not only hickory, but a whole chain of further sequences: . - 
o . | --— perhaps of oak coals in the dusk, @ young squirrel browning, and a aistant : a 

barred owl hilarious over his own joke. i a se 

eeresces 3 5 
3 ee 

a ; The taste for country displays the same diversity in esthetic competence 

,. sites individuals: as the taste for opera, or oils. ihe are hous who Bo 

Be are willing to be herded in droves through "scenic" places; who find . : S : ea 
: ae oe mountains grand if they be proper mountains, with waterfalls, cliffs * esi 35 ae 

oe. i z lakes. ‘To such the Kansas Disins/are-sedicuss They see the endl ess corm, 

SS ‘for then, goers on campuses. ‘They see the low horizon, tat they cansot see it,
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‘ WILDLIFE IN LAND-USR PLANNING 
“y Aldo Leopold 

‘ Qne trouble with lend-use planning is that it has "gone high-brow", 

All kinds of abstruse ventures, many impossible of execution, are discussed, 

while obvious practical opportunitiés are overlooked. 

land-use planning is practical to the extent that the planner owns 

the land, or has some tangible control over the fellow who does own it. 

The federal government owns mch land and has scores of planners, but 

they have overlooked many obvious neede of wildlife. Take the eriasly bear, , 

which is fast disappearing from the national forests and parks, mainly for 

lack of a few large areas free of livestock and ranches, and hence free of 

predator-control. How many wilderness areas have been cleared of ranches 

and reserved for grizzlies? One, that I kmow of. That one is in Montana, 

and I salute the Forest Service for creating it. Meanwhile the grisly is s 

almost gone from New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah, to my persona] knowledge, and 

I think the same is true of most western states. The salaries paid‘ land-planners 

would by now have cleared a system of grizzly ranges from Canada to Mexico. 

Much wildlife land-planning is a laudable effort to induce the private 

landowner to do something he has not yet heard of. We can't expect a high 

score from such efforts until conservation education catches up. The wildlife 

planning carried as a "rider* on Soil Conservation plans,for example, has 

come to little in most regions. In the southeast, however, an exception 

seems to exist; farmers are really adopting the idea of edge-strips of food 

and cover on fields. Let's continue tho "rider® plan by all means, but let's 

also remember that we are trying to reverse in a decade a full sentury of : 

land-owner education which ignored and condemned all wildlife values.
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, Some land-planning has mixed effects on wildlife. Thus the County 

Zoning Plan, now in vigorous growth in the Lake States, benefits wildlife 

by pulling submarginal poachers out of back districts, but also injures it 

by reducing the interspersion of cultivated fields. Deer probably benefit 

from zoning; sharptail grouse, prairie chickens, and ruffed grouse are injured. 

Zoning, of course, is justified on economic grounds; its impingement on wildlife 

is ineidental. 

Broadly speaking, planning cannot help wildlife much until the landowner 

wants it to. Where the landowner happens to be the government, it can help 

@ lot, and right away. I am impressed by the fact that government officers 

in backwoods districts seldom take a broad national view of wildlife. They 

care too much about improving hunting and fishing for the locel sportsmen; 

not enough about preserving the integrity of the biota. Deer, elk, and 

other shootable species interest them; grizzlies and other species too scarce 

to show in tabulations of kill do not interest them enough. I myself, while 

serving "in the sticks", have felt this tendency toward provineislism in 

thought. I feel at liberty, therefore, to warn others against it. 

\
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Aldo Leopold lob n- = o Sex eae 

The fight for better land-use has so far employed three weapons: 4h ¢ “— 

the dollar, the ballot, and "public sentiment" in the collective sense. a 

isos others rust in their sheaths, untested and untried: purchasing 

: power, social recognition, and investment power. These are "public senti- 

ment" in the individual sense. ; 

There is need for using this idle ES one is danger in using 

- and there is danger in not using it. I here discuss these needs and 

dangers. wae : 

- Despite-our preoccupation with hard-boiled precticelities, every American : 

knows in his heart.that Tks native landscape is one of the most valuable 

and vulnerable components of "land". Landscape is wasted in many ways, 

: most of them subtle and complex, but some of them wemy simple. 

When we lift our eyes unto the hills and are bludgeoned with dueek ne 

soap or cigarette signs, why do we run to the Highwey Department or the s 

Jegislature for redress? It is much simpler to boycott the offending 

product. The hide of the advertiser is impervious to beauty, but highly 

: sensitive to sales. tet a : 

ve Not so simple is the case of the farmer who cuts down a ee 

or tree, or turns his cows into some last remnant of native flora. Lendscepe 

is not for sale, wee the consumer has no way to reward or punish. His only 

available weapon is social disapproval, and this mst be exercised locally 

Me to i effective. The-localschool teacher or the countyxagent night start 

something; but this essumes-he- is himself sensitized. The problem can 
13 

: : hardly be reached until the farm landscape is a. as belonging, in 

s part, to the community. Z z 

ek ;



The most important single test of the new weapons is whether they can 

ints abuses of soil. f 

: x In my own region, most oil abase arises from too many dairy cows on 

r too few seeenes Woodlot grazing, sateh icseeus waacise of steep 

slopes , Muli Caste consequent Sebatge and floods, all represent cow-pressure. 

eae Dairy products are, in large part, consumed locally. The local consumer ' 

, could discriminate in favor of conservation milk or butter if some rektebke 

technical agency would certify the degree of soil-abuse characteristic 

: of an identifiable land-unit. This unit is sometimes the individual farn, 

more often the dairy-distributor, Sere cae cea the aoipekon.* Daveans 

: already certify whether milk is rich and whether the cow is sick; could they 

not also certify whether the soil supporting the cow is sick? Undoubtedly 

they could, and at a'cost mich less than the present soil-conservation subsidies 

: (AAA, SCS, formerly CCC). The rub seems to de that nobody has that much ; 

confidence in the patriotism and intelligence of the consumer. 

¥ Most consumers do not know that the battle for the soil is, in the long 

: = run, jest as important as the battle for the Solomons. But some know, and 

might act. A-small minority can sometimes-move- mountains. Wisconsin, for : 

example, has a new statute which authorizes groups of farmers to regulete 

abuses of the soil in their own neighborhoods. These local regulations have 

the force of AOS Mele eile ne local self-government as 

a remedy for Cie 6 tee 4s af Aamcccacy, Sueh-a—_remedy—is—epparently—new. 

x Many "Soil Conservation Districts" have been set up, but none has dared to 

usé its regulatory powers, "because public sentiment would not support the 

: attempt". Who knows, then, what might be accomplished by a little public senti- 

z mont nebi tices in the form consumer discrimination against "exploitation 

milk" and "erosion butter"? 

5 Products of soil-abuse which are shipped for long distances, or which 

1254
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é otherwise lose their identity before they reach the consumer, one certainly 

not be reached by consumer discrimination. The steer which chews up the last 

palatable browse in the Arizona foothills to become a yearling, which 

battens on Kansas corn produced by plowing up the dustbowl, and which is 

then dismembered in a packing plant and again in a butcher shop to become a 

porterhouse, is no longer identifiable as exploitation beef. Such a long 

chain of distribution is vulnerable only at the seartet 7 the banker who 

finances the atoseank knows the difference between grama-grass and snakeweed, : 

he should know that his bank will close when snakeweed usurps the overgrazed 

ranges. Some cow-country bankers already act accordingly.  ~*s' lyse" Conver aca 

x While the meat and wool produced by overgrazing are not identifiable 

ae by consumers, overgrazing ae other "products" which leave no doubt of their 

origin. The abnormal floods which pour silt into irrigation reservoirs and 

P ; power dams, and thus threaten the future existence of whole commnities, 
arene Con tana H reve Dee 

ere chargeable to the livestock on the watershed in question. Stockmen, 

however, receive no revenue from the erosion products which they deliver to ; 

valley farmers, hencé no boycott is possible. Légtstative-compuision—or 

bea par 
Yq Chtrignht expropriation is the farmer's only recourse. Conservation bureaus, 

by their leniency toward livestock, have sometimes contributed to such 

three-cornered ruinationsof range, river, and farm. Erosion dangers are : 

admegs learned the hard way. lee Ce et, 

x _ Wheat, like beef, not only loses its identity before it reaches the 

a8 consumer, but it presents a further difficulty: almost all wheat is the 
; 4) 

: product of soil~exploitation: | “See on the Canadian wheat prairies, and 

wee on the western srt cee ta ie ee a, is difficult 

or ipossible, over—mhoat ine causes yields to go down and down, and Sven 

the Agricultural Qolleges have no remedy to offer except fellowing.* In
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. short, a mechanized wheat farm is self-terminating. like a mine. (oem) 

; shee 

What, if anything, can the new weapons do for forestry? ’ 

mm Most forest products move long distances before being consumed. In 

Be high grade lumber, however, there is a strong trend toward labelled "brands"; 

such lumber retains its identity, and might gain or lose from discriminate 

= consumption, according to whether the producer attempts forestry, or just 

: slashes. 

: ¥ The big obstacle is distance. Does the consumer oo care what : 

Ped happens in the forests of Oregon, Washington, or Idaho? If he does, who ; 

is to certify whether — of "perpetual woods" on a lumber brand are 

bogus or San: rea by the U. S. Forest Service might be : 

convincing, even across the continent. Perhaps this is a better way to 

reform the lumber industry than the compulsory legislation now in the 

hopper. : 

pen he In the case of hardwoods, mich lumber reaches the consumer as ee 

— in which case its origin is obliterated. ’ Rat1road ties, telephone poles, 

and posts pass through treating plants which reduce all to a common denom- 

i inator of creosote. The ealy chance for diacrininate consumption in such 

cases lies with corporations, rather shea Tyissiteala, It is probably 

chimerical to expect a railroad to care whether its cross-ties are cropped 

or mined. : 

; ‘guy An alert citizenry might, however, influence itis abuses indtmewbby 23 wresLiry, 

At the present moment worse-than-usual slashings are being made in Wisconsin, 

g and doubtless elsewhere, as a result of war demands. firteve let contractors 

3 strip their woodlots, and even their fencerows and pastures, of every oak 

large enough to make a tie. ties stands of pine, just entering the stage 

of rapid growth, are being slashed for a negligible yield of pulpwood or
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knotty poaras.* The tamarack bogs of southern Wisconsin have been annihilated : 

within two years, partly by disease and partly by slashings. All these 

‘ demands for wood could be met by spreading orderly cuttings over a larger | 

area. The corporations which are the main ultimate outlet for such 

ob by hinn alvothcbeters 
_ wasteful operations could be ‘eda to become discriminate consumers, ow tut Ur thnuee 

aed Be ae ae Most_large wood-consusers already main= 

y tein field inspectors, through which discrimination could be exercised 

without—extre-cost. 

ior K The pulp and paper industry has a better forestry record than the 

lumber industry, but its pollution record is so bad as to constitute a 

separate problem. I will discuss one case only: sulphite pollution. 

; Setacial c£ sulphite liquor,as against sending it down-river, boils 

down to costs. To reclaim sulphite adas,little to cost of production, and 
it 

thus places the "reformed" mill at a competitive bie sa 

consumption boils down - this: do we want clean streams badly enough to é 

pay @ little extra for a "clean" newspaper? There is no difficulty about 

: origins, for most large newspapers buy their paper direct froma particular 

mill, which does or does not pollute its stream. Souths w Inum i pebhe cus bug the 
enw ahut fot work be 

% Conservationists havé thus far side~stepped this simple problem by 

ee attempting legislative compulsion. Most paper states "require" reclamation 

of sulphite; few enforce the requirement for the reason that whole communities 

depend on paper mills for a livelihood. WNetional compulsion is now discussed 

in Congress; it has the merit of putting the competitive states on an equal 

: footing. Prohibition should have taught us, though, that national compulsion 

_ without consumer-support is a-taresef clulrow fractal, 

In my opinion consumer-discrimination is the key to sulphite pollution, 

and perhaps to some other industrial pollutions. Municipal pollution is 

another matter; here the consumer is the polluter, and had better see his 

: : city engineer. 

= Bei : i aan ; ; : 5 i ;
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t In the wildlife field I see no chance for consumer—discrimination in : : 

= sporting animals, for the sportsman is his own consumer. Social pressures, 

ot however, have a large potential usefulness as a means of raising ethical 

standards. A few "regrets" for dinner-parties serving eliisn) lpoaubi ous 

ganar, game would awaken many a sleeping conscience. : z 

Sportsmen already use consumer-discrimation as a weapon, but they aim 

it stock outward, with the mazzle against the shoulder. Thus they commonly 

: make life miserable for the farmer who tries to crop his game, and who 

must necessarily post his land ea control the harvesting process. eo the 

. Suns other hand many feel perfectly free to buy shooting from a commercial 

"duck club" which reaps @ crop it had no hand in sowing. In these wrong-end- Bes 

to Bpolicies® sportsmen have the effeevéve support of Btate conservation 

departments. 

atl % In commercial wildlife, consumer-discrimination is feasible and badly ; 

: needed. For example: Wisconsin recently proposed to relax her size-of- 

mesh standards for Great Lakes fisheries. Everybody knows, or should imow, 

: ae Prt Evher ; 
that the whitefish and lake trout yields, robably by reason of overfishing, 

: are approaching be a Feasible way to relieve the pressure is to : a 

: spare the young fish, hence the several Lake States, after years of com- : 

. petitive jockeying, have reached a "gentleman's agreement" to restrict net 

mesh to a standard minimum. Should Wisconsin break the agreement, the 

competitive states will do likewise, and we shall have chaos followed by 

federal regulation. (Thus do states, by their own laxity, suffer federal 

encroachment on their powers.) 2 a 

A consumer-threat to boycott Wisconsin whitefish would quickly convince 

even the commercial fishermen what to do, abeut—nets. c j :
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Pa ; 
pe Commercial furs are another case in point. Steel-traps are noiseless 

ee and raw furs easily concealed, hence illegal and unethical trapping hangs 

like a sword of Damocles over the existence of marten, fisher, otter, sea- 

Cehem, and other rare fechiieera st ts women who wear furs could, if they 

f wished, put an end to bootleg fur traffic by the same means they used in 

1913 to ici ll the millinery trade in wild bird feathers, namely, the boycott. 

Heretnerhcans Tia crema abanss tae tegeghe hm oll fuses, mt Hoy slanting Ue 
pera Lf, ob wll Saw creffrns. ous 

alles It appears, then, that the deliberate exercise of consumer-discrim- 

: ination has at least theoretical utility in some fields of conservation, j 

oe although admittedly impractical in others. I next examine the possible 

dangers inherent in the new weapon. , 

ae S "Boycott" is a pinkish word, but perhaps this arises from the fact 

that boycotts have heretofore been employed only to grab a bigger share 

of the spoils. I here propose its use for an opposite purpose: to prevent 

spoiliation. "Union-made" and “Buy British" are, at bottom, slogans of 

the grab-bag. They seek advantage for pressure-groups, rather than the 

decent use of land. "Buy conservation products" may be riedical in the 

sense of being new, but not in any other sense. Its political complexion 

: . is of a much paler hue than the now universal policy of laying all 

conservation problems in the lap of government. é 

- This is not to say, however, that the new weapon is harmless. The 

: principel danger in its use is that it may plece too great a strain on oc 

public intelligence. To boycott offending billboards or illicit furs 

requires only courage, but to distinguish shasiedeek butter, boards, or 

: newspapers involves an array of technical and economic facts not easily 

come by. Judgment is seldom a simple yes or no; there are many degrees - 2
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of merit or demerit. Often the only choice is the lesser of two abuses. 

Often the consumer is helpless until government, or some other impartial 

Mistakes in using his power may lead the consumer to do harm where he 

ose intends good. Thus many people think they conserve forests by buying no wood. : 

, Becdicss to say the forest-owner with no market will never crop his timber. 

: The distinction mst be between good and bad forest practice, not between i 

: wood and no wood. es 
: ed 

: retinue would increase. and—waxafet. 

f : Such dangers, however, are inherent in moot! reforms impinging on 

economics. pes : 

. : ome 

: The dangers of not using the new weapons are, to me, impressive. 

4] Without them, conservation offers the non-landowner nothing Nencepie se do. 

"Write your congressman" is the lame anti-climax of the-Seet eloquent pleax 

for action. The rant asatly achers : 

Discriminate consumption, on the other hand, offers every citizen 

ea task. ‘ 4 

Teaching of conservation, now mendatory in many states, suffers from fs 

- the same lameness. "Nature study" as an a es ete affair; 

ee nature ‘study as a means to intelligent use of land-products challenges the 

brains and patriotism of teacher and pupil alike. 

: Even if everybody wrote his congressman, wens be accomplished? 

It seems to me unlikely that icaadieuas will be stopped by any conceivable 

extension of present conservation policies. They are good as far as they 

: go, but in most cases they go only far enough to retard, ee. reverse, : 

the retrogression of the land. Something more fundamental is needed; something 2 

which offers everybody a chance to think, judge, work, and sacrifice. :
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ARMAMENT FOR cousunvanton (“<4 oe hy 

Aldo Leopold or ee we : : x 

The fight for better land-use has so far employed three weapons: s : 

the dollar, the ballot, and "public sentiment" in the collective sense. 

Three others rust in their sheaths, untested and untried: purchasing 

power, social recognition, and investment power. These are “public senti- 

ment" in the individual sense. 7 

There is need for using this idle armament, there is danger in using : 

g it, and there is danger in not using it. I here aiscuss these needs and 

dangers. i un 

Despite cur—preeccupation—with-hard=boiled-practicatities, évery American 

lenows_in_his heart that the native landscape is one of the most valuable 

and vulnerable components of "land". Landscape is wasted in many ways, 

most of them-subtle and complex, but some of them very simple. 

When we lift our eyes unto the hills and are bludgeoned with shaving 

“ goap or cigarette signs, why do we run to the Highway pevartment or the 

pegisiature for redress? It is much simpler to boycott the offending 

product. The hide of the advertiser is impervious to beauty, but highly 

sensitive to sales. : ; 

: Not so simple is the case of the farmer who cuts down a monumental 

tree, or turns his cows into some last remnant of native flora. hesdebage 

: is not for sae aes ts consumer has no way to reward or punish. His only 

available weapon is social disapproval, and this must be exercised locally 

to be effective. Tne-16tEI-SGHOT-Yeucher-or-the-countpmagant night start 

sonething;—but—this-assumes—he—is_himself-sensitised. The problem can - 

hardly be reached until the farm landscape is recognized as belonging, in 

t part, to the commnity. 

5 ee
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The most important single test of the new weapons is whether they can 

reach abuses of soil. 

In my own region, most soil-abuse arises from too many dairy cows on 

5 too few acres. Woodlot grazing marsh drai nage and plowing of steep i 

slopes, Sed elie cnn Sakic aaah fon and floods, all represent cow-pressure. 

Dairy products are, in large part, consumed locally. The local consumer 

could éisertnisate in favor of conservation milk or butter if some rettabie- 

technical agency would certify the degree of soil-abuse characteristic 

of an identifiable nade This unit is sometimes the individual farm, 
aon ili te : 

more often the dairy-distributor, Still—nore—often the milkshed. Bureaus 

; x already certify whether milk is rich and whether the cow is sick; could they 

: _ not also certify whether the soil supporting the cow is sick? Undoubtedly 

Se: they could, and at a cost mich less than the present soil-conservation subsidies 

eo ; (AAA, ‘ses, formerly CCC). ‘The rub seems to be that nobody has that much 

y/ confidence in the patriotism and intelligence of the consumer. 

Most consumers do not know that the battle for the soil is, in the long 

run, jest as important as the battle for the Solomons. But some know, and 

might act. 4-small_ninority.can-sometimes-meve-mountaias, Wisconsin, fof 
example, has a new statute which authorizes groups of farmers to regulate 

abuses of the soil in their own neighborhoods. These local regulations have : Onda am it a list of 
the force of law, Wtscensin,—in—short,—is—tryine local self-government as 

5 eet, 
= a remedy for ong -of-the-illanefsdemeerneyy Sueh-a—remedy—ts—apparently—new, 

' Many "Soil Conservation Districts" have been set up, but none has dared to 

usé its regulatory powers, "because public sentiment would not support the 

attempt". Who knows, ia what might be accomplished by a little public senti- 

ment, mobilized in the form consumer discrimination against "exploitation 

milk" and “erosion butter"? ; 

Products of soil-abuse which are shipped for long distances, or which .
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otherwise lose their identity before they reach the consumer, could certainly 

not be reached by consumer discrimination. The steer which chews up the last 

palatable browse in the Arizona foothills to become a yearling, which 

battens on Kansas corn produced by plowing up the dustbowl, and which is 

: then dismembered in a packing plant and again in a butcher shop to become a 

porterhouse, is no longer identifiable as exploitation beef. Such a long 

chain of distribution is vulnerable only at the source. If the banker who : 

finances the stockman knows the difference between grama-grass and snakeweed, 

he should know that his bank will close when snakeweed usurps the overgrazed — 

ranges. Some cow-country bankers already act accordingly. Some Lo nel ‘ 

While the meat and wool produced by overggazing are not identifiable 

by consumers, overgrazing has other "products" which leave no doubt of their 

origin. The abnormal floods which pour silt into irrigation reservokrs and : 

i power dams, and thus threaten the future existence of whole commnities,. 

nev Murgeatle to the livestock on the watershed in question. Stockmen, — 

however, receive no revenue from the erosion products which they deliver to 

valley farmers, hencé no boycott is possible. Legtst=tt¥é—Gempulsionor 

4d-Gutrignt expropriation ul ite Reboot only recourse. Conservation bureaus, 4 

by their leniency toward livestock, have sometimes contributed to such —. 

ae three-cornered ruination of range, river, and farm. Erosion dangers are 

-atweys learned the hard way. ; 

Wheat, like beef, not only loses its identity before it reaches the 

é consumer, but it presents a further difficulty: almost all wheat is the 

product of soil-exploitation. » on the Canadian wheat prairies, ont 

on the western bench-lands, eorshsr sis aiaen ite: is difficult 
or Sipniedhn., ocoordanhine causes yields to go down and down, amd Even 

the Agricultural foliezes have no remedy to offer except fallowing. In
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ie short, a mechanized wheat farm is self-terminating. like a mine. 

Pe 

What, if anything, can the new weapons do for forestry? 

Most forest products move long distances before being consumed. In 

high grade lumber, however, there is a strong trend toward labelled "brands"; 

such lumber retains its identity, and might gain or lose from discriminate 

consumption, according to whether the producer attempts forestry, or just 

slashes, : 

The big obstacle is distance. Does the consumer in Maryland care what 

happens in the forests of Oregon, Washington, or Idaho? If he does, who ; 

is to certify whether claims of "perpetual woods" on a lumber brand are 

bogus or genuine? Certification by the U. S. Forest Service might be 

convincing, even across the continent. Perhaps this is a better way to 

reform the lumber industry than the compulsory legislation now in the 

‘ hopper. 
: ‘ 

In the case of hardwoods, meh lumber reaches the consumer as furniture, 

in which case its origin is eiiveratch.” eli reat ties, telephone poles, 

and posts pass through treating plants which reduce all to a common denon- 

inator of creosote. The only chance for discriminate consumption in such 

cases lies with corporations, rether hae ities: It is probably 

chimerical to expect a railroad to care whether its cross-ties are cropped 

or mined. i an 

An alert citizenry might, however, influence bicties abuses Gitvesas. = 2S: : 

At the present moment miieeitbetsuaiaic slashings are being made in Wisconsin, 

and doubtless elsewhere, as a result of war demands. Farmers let contractors 

strip their woodlots, and even their fencerows and puntaces. of every oak 

large enough to make-a tie. Young stands of pine, just entering the stage 

of rapid growth, are being slashed for a negligible yield of pulpwood or
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“knotty boards. The tamarack bogs of southern Wisconsin have been annihilated 

within two years, partly by disease and partly by slashings. All these 

; _ demands for wood could be met by spreading orderly cuttings over a larger ; 

area. The corporations which are the main ultimate outlet for such 

wasteful epetetions could be a ee re the hance 
fee Tae Ate Adiate i f ; 
elec—submit_to public_reguietion. ost large-wood-consumers_already main- 

- tain-field_inspectors, through which discrimination could be exercised 

withont—-extra _costy ; 

The pulp and paper industry has a better forestry record than the 

: lumber industry, but its pollution record is so bad as to constitute a 

separate problem. I will discuss one case only: sulphite pollution. 

Rec har min 
Reclamation off sulphite liquor as against sending it down-river boils 

down to costs. To reclaim sulphite adds; little to cost of production, and 

thus places the "reformed" mill at a competitive disadvantage. Discriminate 

. consumption bells down tc this: do we want clean streams badly enough to 

pay a little extra for a “clean” newspaper? There is no difficulty about 

: origins, for most large newspapers buy their paper direct from a particular 

mill, which does or does not pollute its stream. One Lhe tw kn Be 
pth Carn duy Che heer shel Yut war to- 
. Conservationists have thus far side-stepped this simple problem by 

attempting legislative compulsion. Most paper states “require” reclamation , 

of sulphite; des wot the requirement for the reason that whole commnities 

depend on paper mills for a livelihood. National compulsion is now discussed 

in Congress; it has the merit of putting the competitive states on an equal 

footing. Prohibition should have taught us, though, thet national compulsion 

without consumer=support. is -a—feres. of Ae baers poe fica, uy 4 

In my opinion consumer-discrimination is the key to sulphite pollution, 

and perhaps to some other industrial pollutions. Municipal pollution is 

another matter; here the consumer is the polluter, and had better see his 

city engineer. ae 

Es eee
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In the wildlife field I see no chance for consumer=discrimination in 

sporting animals, for the sportsman is his own consumer. Social pressures, 

however, have a large potential usefulness as a means of raising ethical 

is standards. A few "regrets" for dinner-parties serving ethically-dubious 

: game would awaken many a sleeping conscience. 

Sportsmen already use consumer-discrimation as a weapon, but they ain 

it stock outward, with the mzzle against the shoulder. Thus they commonly — 

' make life miserable for the farmer who tries to crop his game, and who 

mast necessarily post his land to control the harvesting process. On the 
z = . Af clarne wT 

other hand wig at lean. feel perfectly free to buy shooting from a commercial 

"“@ack club" which reaps a crop it had no hand in sowing. In these wrong-end- 
eee : 

to Fpolicies* sportsmen have the effeesive support of, State conservation 

departments. 

In commercial wildlife, consumer-discrimination is feasible and badly 

needed. For example: Wisconsin recently proposed to relax her size-of-= 

: mesh standards for Great Lakes fisheries. Everybody knows, or should know, 
f % ae Lakce- 4 

that the whitefish and lake trout yield 34 probably by reason of overfishing, 
: z ae a CommAciaf *etewice.s 

are approaching wro, The only feasible way to relieve the pressure is to 

spare the young fish, hence the several Lake States, after years of com- 

petitive jockeying, have reached a "gentleman's agreement" to restrict net 

= mesh to a standard minimum. Should Wisconsin break the agreement, the i 

competitive states will do likewise, and we shall have chaos followed by 

* federal regulation. (Thus de states, by their own laxity, suffer federal 

encroachment on their powers.) : 

2 A consumer-threat to boycott Wisconsin whitefish would quickly convince 

; even the commer¢ial fishermen what to do,abeut=nets, : 

¢ alee es ers ers shite eee aay a =o FS : ; SS gS Pe % : Se = = ae 
"lis aasts ugh ne OP RS OR RLS oc ape eT ang as IE NC Si gael pence Ropes eae So ee ea PR cc ae as a ES eters ee ot ie pa og
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: Commercial furs are another case in point. Steel-traps are noiseless 

and raw furs easily concealed, hence illegal and unethical trapping hangs 

like a sword of Damocles over the existence of marten, fisher, otter, sea- 

‘ ‘ otter, and other rare furbearers. The women who wear furs could, if they 

; wished, put an end to bootleg fur traffic by the same means they used in i 

1913 to kill the millinery trade in wild bird feathers, namely, the boycott. — : 

: ere ia olan ac, Th eng h, Tht td weg Ape = 

ee ae Thiia. diab te ar = 

fewucke LG Ym es yee ou a Z fpr Z ‘ G 

It appears, then, that the deliberate exercise of consumer-discrim- 

: ination has at least theoretical utility in some fields of conservation, 

although admittedly impractical in others. I next examine the possible 

dangers inherent in the new weapon. : 

"Boycott" is a pinkish word, but perhaps this arises from the fact 

< that boycotts have heretofore been employed only to grab a bigger share 

of the spoils. I here propose its use for an opposite purpose: to prevent 

spoiliation. "Union-made" and "Buy British" are, at bottom, slogans of 

the grab-bag. They seek abvintacs for pressure-groups, rather than the 

; decent use of land. "Buy conservation products" may be rqadical in the 

sense of being new, but not in any other sense. Its political complexion 

is of a much paler hue than the now unive¥sal policy of laying all 

conservation problems in the lap of government. 

This is not to say, however, that the new weapon is harmless. The 

principal danger in its use is that it may place too great a strain on 

: public intelligence. To boycott etttatine billboards or illicit furs 

5s requires only couraze, but to distinguish conservation butter, boards, or 

3 newspapers involves an array of technical and economic facts not easily 

come by. Judgment is seldom a simple yes or no; *here are many degrees : :
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of merit or demerit. Often the only choice is the lesser of two abuses. 

| Mistakes in using his power may lead the consumer to do harm where he 

Beas: intends good. Thus many people think they conserve forests by buying no wood, 

) Needless to say the forest-owner with no market will never crop his timber, 

4 Q The distinction must be between good and bad forest practice, not between 

ae Ss wood and no wood, 

; retinue would increase, ené—wax=fet. 

5 aie 

Such dangers, however, are inherent in mest Yéeforns impinging on 

economics. : 

: ae 

The dangers of not using the new weapons are, to me, impressive, 

4 Without them, conservation offers the non-landowner nothing concrete to do. 

Prat Are 

"Write your congressman" is the lame anti-climax of the=mst eloquent pleag : 

; for action, Arwen t <6 ty acter + 

Discriminate consumption, on the other hand, offers every citizen 

a task. 

Teaching of conservation, now mandatory in many states, suffers from 

See bey as Presa % te aa 

the same lameness. "Nature study" as an ond, a milieand-water affair; 

nature study as a means to intelligent use of land=products challenges the 

: brains and patriotism of teacher and pupil alike. 

; piper Pre eae 

Even if everybody wrote his congressman, whet would be accomplished? . 

Bee It seems to me unlikely that land-abuses will be stopped by any conceivable 

extension of present conservation policies. They are good as far as they 
; nathen, thei : 

; go, but in most cases they go only far enough to retard, bet=mevsr to reversé, 

ae the retrogression of the land. Something more fundamental is needed; something 

which offers everybody a chance to think, judge, work, and sacrifice. 5
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: wontla lary Bingune 
dust as we tried, during the defense era, to buy defense by paying oF 

high taxes and subsidizing allies, so have we ‘tried, especially since 1933, 
Atesree ~ neeiihjwith neonrecrcn ben 

: to buy conservation by Bigcer (fubsidies and bureaus. In neither case has 

danger yielded to dollars. Willingness to spend, as distinguished from 

: willingness to do something p-rsonal, seems to be the dividing line between 

half-hearted and all-out national effort. 

: If America is here to stay, she must have healthy land to live on, for, 

: and by. Hitler's taunt that no democracy uses its land decently, while 

i true of our past, mst be proven untrue in the years to come. 5 ; = 

, .
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UNITED STATES gt’ WAP HBS 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE Souk 
ye ee 4 : 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

November 9, 1942 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

: Director of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I trust that you did not misunderstand the purpose of my statement 

following your address at the teachers conservation section Friday 

afternoon. I gave that bit of current information merely to supple= 

ment whet you had started to explain in your talk but which you had 

not covered sufficiently to bring the teachers up to date. I know the 

omission was not intentional; the subject is so broad that it is 

difficult to cover all points in such a short time. 

The program of "subsidy," as you called it, certainly has brought some 

highly beneficial results. You know that perhaps as well as anyone 

in Wisconsin and you gave credit for those results. I was fearful, 

however, that the teachers may get the idea from your remarks that 

most conservation work has been futile. 

I could have gone further and challenged your statement that most — 

publications on conservation are "no good," but I did not want to 

usurp any more of your times The experience we have had with publica= 

tions, even though they are general, is that teachers find them quite 

helpful. Naturally, the publications that are put out on a national 

or state basis cannot be specific on local conditions, but teachers are 

learning how to gst help in adapting this information to local surround- 

ingse 

I read your article in the Audubon magazine covering the same ideas 

that you presented in your address Friday afternoon. These ideas are 

so new to me that it is difficult to understand how they could be worked 

out. You undoubtedly have some more concrete suggestions though that 

will make them workable. They certainly are worth consideration. 

M=27-42% Tom Seti Paper Siond 17 =. Sadaal 

Bs Yh v ton ot 3. fae 
Se : : Very ly yours, 

ee Be oe 
ef ae f 

eters 79 A” bs 
> = 2 Waiter W. John — 

ee Head, Regional S¢etion of Education
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- Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

: December 16, 1942 

‘ Professor Aldo Leopold ; 

Department of Wildlife Management 

; University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 5 

, Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

: I have taken some time to mull over the ideas in your paper "Armament 

for Conservation." Others in the regional office also have reviewed 

it and commented. 

‘The general opinion is that the scheme you propose would develop as 

slowly as, or even slower than, the plan we have been following. 

Either depends on the process of public education which we recognize 

as extremely deficient for quick action. To speed up either plan for 

immediate solution wovld necessitate dictatorial powers on the part 

of our government. That, I'm sure, neither of us want. 

Doubtless you realize that adoption of the "public sentiment" idea would 

require another set of government controls and regulating agencies. 

gs Would it be any better than the present set, or wouldn't it be even a 

greater maze? é 

I'm not attempting to discredit your entire idea. In fact, I favor some 

of it—such as "conservation—milk" and consumer-discrimination in wood- 

land products. The education should be aimed at the processors, however, 

. and not so much at the final consumer. He is too distant from the source. 

Some parts of your scheme do seem too far-fetched. For example, the news— 

paper reader isn't concerned, and probably couldn't be, over the methods 

in producing the newsprint used. The product he wants in this case is 

news, not newsprint. Foods, clothing, and home materials, however, would 

be judged more on the basis of their physical structure and content. 

From the producers standpoint, I am firmly convinced that the economic 

benefit is the most potent force. When a farmer can be shown that the 

: : greatest profit lies in contouring his crops, in turning under green man—- 
ure crops, in keeping livestock out of the woods, etc.—then he undoubtedly 

will follow those practices; thousands are converted. 

A new and logical reason for consumer-discrimination, which is much along 
the line you suggest, is the nutritional value of foods from different 
soils. Some large food—processing companies have given it considerable 

attention; doctors have recognized it, and scientists are studying its
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possibilities. The attached article by Dr. Albrecht of Missouri illus-— 
trates this idea by showing effects of soil nutrient deficiencies on 

; horses. Several studies of this nature are now in progress 3 we can expect 
some valuable conclusions from them. 

As to specific statements in your paper, we naturally object to your class— 
ing SCS as a "subsidy" program. There is no financial aid attached to 
it. Our activities are limited almost entirely to providing technicians 
for cooperative planning of farms in soil conservation districts. Your 
statement on application of land-use regulations by districts is generally 
true. A few districts in the West, however, have adopted and enforced 

| regulations. One enforcement case in Colorado gained mational publicity, 
and the court found in favor of the district. 

Education, with as little enforcement as plausible, seems stil2 to be our 
best forte. By this gradual process, many social reforms, such as labor 
rights, have been brought into the proper position for balance in our e 
national economy (although sometimes there may seem to be an overbalance). 
Optimistically, perhaps, I feel certain that conservation will be given 
its proper place, after some of the growing pains have worn off. 

I am returning the copy of your paper which Miss Harper kindly sent to me _ 
November 27. It bears some editorial marks’ made in your office and some 
here. Thanks; heartily for letting me see it. Your excellent writing 
ability is a goal, whiehsI should like very mech to attain. “If it is | 

. not too much trouble, I shall appreciate receiving more of your writings, 3 

| Since of | 

: ‘ 
5 Walter W. John 
: : Head, Regional S on of Education : ; 
a Attachment : 

Pes 
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424 University Farm Place 
: December 21, 1942 

Mr. Walter John 
Division of Education - 
U. 8. Soil Conservation Service f 

| Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. John: 

Thanks for your coments. I have no illusions about 
| S the workability of my plan. It will work only with 

people who are really in earnest, and these are few. 
- In many fields of conservation it will not work at all. 

On the other hand, I cannot accept your "profit motive" 
ag more than partially applicable for the simple reason 
that not all conservation activities are profitable. : 
There.is no profit in most kinds of wildlife or 

- wildflowers or landscape, and it is very dubious in 
most kinds of forestry, Shall we therefore throw these 
out of the window? 

I, of course, appreciate your interest. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Manszement :
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. Ls land as a Circulatory System : wee 

: AR poependl 00 danevite the werklags of lead by following the known : 

= history of a series of landscapes or communities. First, however, we mast . 

. enlarge the conventional concept of a landscape. 4 

eS - A landseape is mtricnts in motion. The mtrients result fron the a 
: : ~ decay of rock. They are sucked out of the soil by plants and combined a 

3 with sunlight to produce growth. he plants are eaten vy animals, which — : : 4 

a in turn are eaten by other animls in certain fixed sequences called = 
: food-chains. ‘Thus: i 
_ | soil - alfalfa = cow = man, 2 
: soil oak = squirrel - hawk - parasite. a 
: The mutrients which enter a food-chain are spilled back into the soil, — ee 
Z + _ doth at its termims and enroute, as waste products and as dead bodies. : S 

4 Once back in the soil, they decay and reenter other food=chains. The : 

2 plant-animal community, then, is 4 kind of circulatory ‘wets for mutricnts, : “ 

i "and fooé~chains are tho channels of flow. We shall later explore the e < 
y : routes, speeds, and other attributes of this system. : a 

: deine onstny mitrients from one spot to another, but most of these 2 e 

ee novenents are short in length and random in direction. Hence each landscape j = 

: was originally self-contained in respect of animal transportation of its ee 

mutrients. At present, this local autonomy has of course been broken up = 

es : by the wholesale transport of fertilizers, plants, and animals. E = 
: f Water also moves mtrients between each trip ‘through the food-chains. es = 

3 These matenneveneate may be short in length, but they are never random in : ae 

Q es ‘irection: they always proceed downhill. The circulatory system of any a a 

a eh a et A es ee oat Nee Tee ae ate gee yee Beg eS Ss i See ipa Sas i eS



So = eee epee 

= large landscape may be visualized as a eontimous rolling process in eS * 

* which gravity is pulling mtrients downhill but plants and animals are A 

: resisting that pull by impounding them for foodechains. ies 

NUTRIENT DEFICIT : : 

| _ The speed of this downhill roll is of the utmost importance to the o 

: | gontimity of land, It 4s determined by the relative strengths of the 3 

downhill pull of gravity and the retarding pull of plants and animals. = 

Gravity pulls contimously, whercas plants and animals relax their retarding oS 

action betwoon rolls. Honce gravity always wins, but by how much? s 

If by a emall margin, the deficit in mtriehts is met by the decay of 4 

: | -vooks, ana tho land has comtimity in any tineeseale short of geological. > 

: If by a large margin, the deficit accumlates and the land lacks . 

continuity. 

Es In eithor case mtrients move from ridgetop to valley, and thence : 

es, through pond, lake and river to tho sea (Figure 1). Conservation is a matter 

: of the size of the deficit in the circulatory system. Land is healthy s 

e ae its mtrient deficit is met by "new earnings". 2 

; The deficit 1s too complex to be meagurea in its entirety, but two ee 

partial expressions of it have been measured at the LaCrosse (Wisconsin) : 

: Experiment Station since 1933. These indices will suf‘ice to give the ae Z 

: reader some notion of the range of magnitudes involfed. On six sample 

areas strung along a hillside with a 16 per cent slope, each with a different 

= plant cover, the following occurred: ; - 

Pee aia ee Seas Cae ts preage aR ee ot Sa ee ie 3 See ees < ire iehst = aac



: a . : a < 

oS Plant Cover Index 1: Per cent of Index 2: Tons of ae 
5 : : Annual Rainfall Not ?' Topsoil Lost Per Acre = 
See Absorbed (Runoff) Per Year. a 

: 1 Contimous corn — 18-20% 62-100 es 

= 2 Contimous barley 15% vs 2 

3 Cormebarley-clover rotation 12% 25 s 
D dmecd pasters | & 

: 5 Ungraged bluegrass 0 -~ os 

6 Ungrazea woods a = 

Index 2 shows that the dowmhi22 wash of mtrionts 1s 20 tims as “ 
rapid in corn as in ungraged grass, and times as rapid in corn as in : “ 

: ungragzed woods. : ‘ 

2 _ fhe six areas feed into one common food chain, which ends not on — 

the hillside, bat in the milk and tutter delivercd at city doorsteps. : 

ee fo measure its collective retarding effect is difficult, tut some of the : : 

minor chains end locally and may be compared: The longest possible reterdation = 

a of-u mibviont particle is ths mn of the Uaferapens of the line 10 these 2 _ 

: minor chains; thus: 7 

Area 1: corn 1 year ,fieldmouse 1 year \ fox 3 years about 5 years > te 
(patio 1:20_ 

Area 6: oak 100 years. squir-el 1 year; hawk 2 years about 103 year’ ‘i 

a This tells us that the length of a trip through the local food chain is = 

: mech greater in woods than in fields, due mainly to impoundment in long-lived > 

3 trees. . : iy : 

SS : The reason for the retarded wash in the ungraged woods, as compared ~~ S 

2 with rapid wash in the cornfield, 1s a peculiarity of soil and water which - ’ 

. 2a I will call Lowdermilk's Law PP at = It seems to me almost as ae : 

= fundamental to human continuity ae the law of gravity, but for some curious : ; i 

ee ‘ Ss rae OL a Sade j aa Bee es Se



ae .§ a : 

Ss _ peagon 4t is never taught in schools. Hence I mst digress to deseribe a 

. it briefly. as 

When a raindrop strikes soil, its subsequent history depends on the Se a 

plant and animal residues present on and in the soil. If these residues ; Ps ' 

“ are abundant the rain water remains clear and is quickly absorbed. If a 

they are searce, it besomes middy, and this md filters out at or near the 

surface to form a thin méddy film, which chokes the pores of the soil, As 3 “ 

a result, only part of the rainfall 1s absorbed; the romainder flows wer = 

the surface, downhill (3, p. 85), and carties with it both soluble mtrients ss 

and tepeoii. ; : ce a 

: In southwestern Wisconsin, about half the original topsoil has disappeared : : 

since farming began a century ago. To replace this by rock-decay might ae 

take 500 centuries (%). We mst conclude, then, that the present mtrient : 

ea deficit is large and cumlative, and that land contimity is by no means a 

achieved. e 

ae Quetienky must have existed up to the time of settlement, for the - a 

pollens imbedded in peat bogs indicate a stable flora (save for a gradual = 

warning) since the ice age (5). The fossil bones of animals likewise indicate 3 

a substantially stable fauna during the same period. Indeed it seens oS 

: probable that mtrients accumlated during the preesettlement period, and : % 

that this aoneente for the large crop yields of the newly-broken pioneer s 

= farn (6). Modern agriculture has improved the pump whilet drying up the well. a 

ee The status of the mtriont deficit in other North American regions a 

: aiffers from southwestern Wisconsin in degree, but not in trend, A regional = 

5 review of it, in terms of erosion, is given by Benuett (3), and a world-review = 

- by Jacks and Whyte (7). oe a 

a a a 
Sa Grit ae oy action sees a
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The Channels of Flow : 

ae Paleontology tells us that food-chains were at first short and cis 

 ghmpile, ant that the whole trend of evolution hes been to make then = 

longer and nore complex. When a landscape is taken over by modern agriculture, a ; 

domestic plants and animals are substituted for wild ones, and the zs 

pifurention of chains tends either to disappear, or te be routed back to a 

_ man ag the terminal animals. The: oe Z 

eqiveel cougar pig a 
wine: a an becomes = sol = cor = ok~ tan = 

: ies ‘yar : ake = 

a There 1¢ also little impoundment in long-lived plants, such as trees. : 

= Forestry impounds mtrients in trees, but for briefer periods than in = 

wild woods, and only on soils too poor for farm crops. i : 

As agricultural contries become crowded, there is a tenduney to f - 

: shorten food-chains by direct hunan consumption of crops, and by using 4 

ee only short-lived livestock such as poultry, mtton, or veal. Only a 2 

: "high standard of living" can afford the "leakages" incident to fecding = 
ay érops to long-lived neateaninals, such as beof stecrs. : 

| \ In either case whet matters nost to conservation is whether the 3 

% animals (livestock and people) roturn their intake to the soil, or to a 

| rivers and lakes vis sewers. In the lstter case the circulatory a s 

| systen suffers a short-circuit wiich mst ultinately impoverish the land. : s 

— Thad Kappes to vile animale and plants when thay axe ie longer needed : 3 

@ as 1Ghek Sa ths Seah Piadmath 1c 6 ery lec eel, te Z



ss Whdetorically in the following chapter. Some of them tend to be deliberately ae is. 

a ss elled off (predators); others disappear despite protection (prairie grouse, se 
i : : SR ee ac pee eee pee 
:  & ‘many wildflowers); others are relegated to soils submarginal for agriculture . 

(deer and turkey); others profit ty agricultural plants and remin = te 

oo ss abundant (pheasant); others profit so mech as to become pests, especially ie oe 

_——si“‘its”s*s hen transplanted to new regions (plant weeds and also animal weeds like ae 

a Carp, starling, English sparrow). Regarded collectively, the adjustments a 

os . in flora and fauna consequent to civilization are prolonged, radical, and — - 

Nes = complex. The conservationist knows many of them as facts, but previeus tS 
ees ge 5 é 5 ; Sea ee 
ete eS os Sa . E Je 
fr attempts to explain those facts have been unsatisfactory, because our ee = 

—  ——  @GoLogy was too rudimentary to cope with them. Ateempts to guide these = 

i (ss a Gustments: (conservation) have been largely unsuccessful for the same 

ss PASOMe This book is an attempt to explain and guide these adjustmenta 

- —s Am tthe light of recent advances in ecological knowledge. ae 

= 
So eae eee VS a 

pee Son oe es : eee cies ee ee
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: f August 2, 1943 

: WHAT IS A WEED? 

Aldo Leopold : 

To live in harmony with plants is, or should be, the ideal of good 

agriculture. To call every plant a weed which cannot be fed to livestock 

or people is, I fear, the actual practice of agricultural colleges. 

. I am led to this baleful conclusion by a recent perusal of "The Weed 

Flora of Iowa", one of the authoritative works on the identification 

and control of weed pests'??, 

"Weeds do an enormous damage to the crops of Iowa" is the opening 

; sentence of the book. Granted. "The need of a volume dealing with weeds 

eeehas long been felt by the public schools" I hope this is true. But 

among the weeds with which the public schools feel need of dealing are 

- the following: ; 

é a Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia hirta) "succumbs readily to 
Pr cultigation." A model weed! 

: Partridge pea (Cassia Chamaecrista) "grows on clay banks and 
he sandy fields", where it may be "readily destroyed by ‘ 

piste cutting." 
— 
The inference is that even clay banks must be kept clean of : 

: =aneD useless blooms. Nothing is said of the outstanding 
2 value of this plant as a wildlife food, or of its z 

nitrogen-fixing function. 

Flowering spurge (Huphorbia corollata) is "common in gravelly 
soils" and "difficult to exterminate. To eradicate this 2 

be, plant the ground should be given a shallow plowing and 

the root-stocks exposed to the sun." 

—_> 
a 

Nothing is said of the wisdom of plowing gravelly soils 

x at all, or of the fact that this spurge belonged to the 

vee prairie flora, and is one of the few common relics of Iowa's 
prairie years. Presumably the public schools are not 
interested in this. é 

(1) "The weed flora of Iowa". 1926. Bulletin No. 4, Iowa Geological 
. Survey. 715 pp.
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Prairie goldenrod (Solidago regida), which "though often a very : 

troublesome weed in pastures, is easily killed by cultivation". 

: The locality troubled by this uncommon and lovely goldenrod 

is indeed exceptional. The University of Wisconsin Arboretum, 

in order to provide its ooo classes with a few specimens to 

look at, had to propagate this relic of the prairie flora in 

: @ nursery. On my own farm it was extinct, so I hand~pleanted two 

specimens, and take pride in the fact that they have reproduced 

half a dozen new clumps. : 

Horsemint (Monarda mollis). "This weed is easily exterminated by 

cultivation", and "should not be allowed to produce seeds". 

During an Iowa July human courage, likewise, might easily 

be exterminated but for the heartening color-masses and fragrance 

of this common (and as far as I know) harmless survivor of the 

prairie days. 

; Ironweed (Veronia Baldwini) is "frequently a troublesome weed, but 

 4¢ is usually not difficult to exterminate in cultivated fields", 

: It would be difficult to exterminate from my mind the August ; 

landscape in which I took my first hunting trip, trailing efter 

my father. The dried-up cowtracks in the black muck of an Iowa 

pottomland looked to me like small chasms, and the purple-topped 

: jironweeds like tall trees. Presumably there are still schooichilaren 

who might have the same impressions, despite indoctrination by 

: agricultural authority.



: ; 

: ; Peppermint (Mentha piperita). "This plant is frequently found 

: along brooks. The effectual means of killing it is to clear the 

ground of the root-stocks by digging." 

"One is moved to ask whether, in Iowa, nothing useless has : 

: the right to grow along brooks. Indeed why not abolish the 

brook, which wastes many acres of otherwise useful farmland. : 

Water pepper (Polygonum hydropiper) "not very troublesome...except 

in low places. Fields that are badly infested should be plowed 

and drained", epi 

No one can deny that this is a weed, albeit a pretty one. 

But even after drainage, would not some annual, and perhaps a 

more troublesome one, follow every plowing? Has Iowa repealed 

| the plant succession? 

It is also of interest to note that the Iowa wildlife research 

unit finds Polygonum hydropiper to be ; 

po Wild rose (Rosa pratincola). "This weed often persists", as a relic 

of the original prairie flora, "in grain fields of northern Iowa. 

Thorough cultivation for a few seasons will, however, usually 

destroy the weed", 3 : 

No comment. : 

Blue vervain (Verbena hastata) and Hoary vervain (VY. stricta). ‘The 

vervains, admittedly weedy, are "easily destroyed by cultivation"



y 

and are "frequent in pastures", but nothing is said about why : 

they are frequent. The obvious reasons are soil depletion and d 

overgrazing. To tell this’ plain ecological fact to farmers and 

school children would seem proper in an authoritative volume 

on weed-control, ‘ 

Chicory (Cichorium intybus) "is not often seen in good farming 

districts except as a wayside weed. Individual plants may be 

destroyed by close cutting and applying salt to the root in 

hot dry weather", 

School children might also be reminded that during hot c 

dry weather this tough immigrant is the only member of the 

botanical melting-pot courageous enough to decorate with ethereal 

blue the worst mistakes of realtors and engineers. 

If the spirit and attitude of "The weed flora of Iowa" were peculiar 

to one book or one state, I would hardly feel impelled to challenge it. 

This publication is, however, only one sample of a powerful propaganda, Biss 

conducted by many farming states, often with the aid of federal subsidy, 

and including not only publications but also weed laws and specialized 

: extension workers. That such a propaganda is necessary to protect 3 

agriculture is, I think, obvious to all who have ever contended with a 

serious plant pest. What I challenge is not the propaganda, but the E 

false reateas which seem to be common to this and all other efforts to 

combat plant or animal pests. 

The first false premise is that every wild species occasionally 

harmful to agriculture is, by reason of that fact, to be blacklisted
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for general persecution. It is ironical that agricultural science is 

now finding that some of the "worst" weed species perform useful or 

even indispensable functions. Thus the hated ragweed and the seemingly 

worthless horseweed are found to prepare the soil, by some still mysterious 

alchemy, for high-quality high-yield tobacco crops. Preliminary fallowing 

with these weeds is now recommended to fanede 

The second false premise is the emphasis on weed-control, as 

against weed-prevention. It is obvious that most weed problems arise 

from overgrazing, soil exhaustion, and needless disturbance of more advanced 

successional stages, and that prevention of these misuses is the core 

of the problem. Yet they are seldom mentioned in weed literature. . 

These same false premises characterize public predator-control. Because 

too many cougars or wolves were incompatible with livestock, it was 

assumed that no wolves or cougars would be ideal for livestock. But the 

scourge of deer and elk which followed their removal. on many ranges has 

simply transferred the role of pest from carnivore to herbivore. Thus we 

forget that no species is inherently a pest, and any species may become one. 

‘ The same false premises characterize rodent-control. Overgrazing : 

is probably the basic cause of some or most outbreaks of range rodents, 

the rodents thriving on the weeds which replace the weakened grasses. 

This relationship is still conjectural, and it is significant that no 

rodent-control agency has, to my knowledge, started any research to verify 

or refute it. Still if it is true, we may poison rodents till doomsday 

without effecting a cure. The only cure is range-restoration. : 

ae (2) Iunn, ¥. Me, D. EB. Brown, J. E. McMurtrey, Jr., and W. W. Garner. 1939 
Tobacco following bare and natural weed fallow and pure stands of 

certain weeds. Jour. Agric. Research, vol. 59, no. 11, pp. 829-846. 4
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The same false premises beset the hawk and owl question. . : 

Originally rated as all "bad", their early defenders sought to remedy 

the situation by reclassifying part of them as "good". Hawk-haters, 

and gunners with a trigger-itch, have had lots of fun throwing this 

fallacy back in our faces. We shovld have been better off to assert, 3 

in the first place, that good and bad are attributes of numbers, not of q 

species; that hawks and owls are members of the native fauna, and as 

such are entitled to share the land with us; that no man has the moral = 

. right to kill them except when sustaining injury. 

It seems to me that both agriculture and conservation are in the ; 

process of inner conflict. Hach has an ecological school of land-use, 

and what I may call an "iron heel" school. If it be a fact that the 

former is the truer, than both have a common problem of constructing an 

' ecological land=-practice. Thus,. and not otherwise, will one cease to 

contradict the other. Thus,and not otherwise, will either prosper in 

the long run.



eas November 2, 1943 (ig, MS am 

Voter for Paper on Writing : 

Commentary vs. Exposition. One of the most frequent (and sometimes the 

i most damaging) errors in writing is to forget just what the reader : (2 

knows, as compared with what you know, and to launch into commentary ae 

‘ before exposition has been completed. ; 

If both 6 and your reader know the facts at issue, then you may 

; discuss, appraise, and interpret them without describing them. Such 

writing is commentary. It is suitable for a seminar at which a group 

is discussing a paper previously read by all, or an experiment previously = : 

performed by all. ‘ a 

If only you know the facts at issue, then you mst first describe 

the facts before you can discuss, appraise, or interpret them. Such C 

setting forth of facts is exposition. It is a necessary prelude to : 

commentary. . 

f The longer you have mulled over a given problem, the more apt you 

are to forget that your reader may never have heard of it, or at least. 

may be unfamiliar with the facts you have assembled about it. Hence 

experienced writers, especially those who have thought long and hard 

about a given problem, are more likely to launch prematurely into commentary 

than are inexperienced writers. oe 

A striking example is found in Margaret Nice's two accounts of s 

Bird Psychology, In her first account, written in 193 a ) she a ; 

fully conscious of the fact that most of her readers had never heard of é ; 

the factual basis of her discussion. Hence she is at pains to expose, = 

set forth, describe. Hence the 193 paper is a model of lucidity. oa
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In her second account (Chapter I, vol. II, of fhe Song Sparrow) : 

she forgets the mental status of her readers and launches directly e 

into commentary. Hence the second paper is meaningless to all except 

those few who happen to know the facts which she discusses, appraises, —~ 3 ne. 

and interprets. : si 

Premature commentary afflicts not only experienced writers, but also 3 

defensive writers. If you have had to fight for the merits of a piece gc 

of work, you are in danger of forgetting that your reader does not know ; : 

what the work was until you tell him. : A ne 

A dramatic example is found in the pheasant papers of Hicks and 4 

Buss respectively. Both hit upon the same idea at the same time: that 2 

trapping and banding of wild pheasants, in comparison with simultaneous 

banding of artificial releases, promised to yield ecological measurements é 

of their respective survival values. Both worked hard, long, and skill- 

fully at executing this idea in the field. Both found low survival = 

values in artificial birds. Hicks had to defend his findings against : 

hostile criticism; Buss kept his findings “under his hat" until his : 

. evidence was complete. Hicks developed a defensive attitude, Buss did . : 

not. When the Hicks manuscript appeared, it forgot to tell what the 

euthor had done; it simply defended the merits of the work. This was, ‘ ; 

: in essence, premature commentary. 

When Buss' manuscript reached print, it carefully set forth the a 

facts before discussing them. In some parts it leans over backward and 4 

failed to discuss at all. _ 4
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"The scope of this paper has been purposely limited to woody species 

common to the bear-oak type as it seemed desireable to lay particular 

emphasis upon the winter season when woody species were not only heav- 

ily utilized in general as browse but were even the sole food of deer 

following heavy snows." 

Probable meaning: We studied woody plants because deer depend on 

them in winter, and during snow, may eat nothing else. 

"Browsing of woody plants during other seasons has been regarded 

as of particular importance to availability during winter months when ; 

. herbaceous plants and other foods were sparsely present or covered with 

snow, because woody species which were browsed heavily in the summer 

: and fall were apt to be in poor condition to furnish winter food.” 

Probable meaning: Woody plants browsed in summer are apt to be 

used up before winter. 

"Thus, the most desireable type of woody browse plants vere those 

of relatively high nutritive value, abundantly present within reach of 

deer, and not browsed excessively out of the winter season." ‘ 

Probable meaning: Hence the best plants for winter are those which 

are abundant, accessible, and little used in summer, 

. : 4



42h University Farm Pyace 
September 3, 1942 

Mr. S. T. Dana 
School of Forestry and Conservation 
University of Mychigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Sam: ; 

This is one of the best deer food studies I have seen in many a day, 
but one of the worst written papers. 

The attached page illustrates the circumlocution and ambiguity which 
characterize the writing almost throughout. 

No, I do not agree that the months should be lumped by seasons in Table 
I. My own experience convinces me that these sidden attacks on some 
plants, which recur at the same season each year, are the key to the 
whole deer food question, and these boys are the first to point this 

oute ; 

I think that fable I would be mech easier to read if it were presented 
graphically, thus: 

Honth: RR ee ee ee ae 

Serviceberry : 

Jersey~tea 

This might do away with any need for Figure 2. 

Table 2 is excellent as is. 

The "Discussion" is not a discussion at all, but a repetition of the 
text, in even more ambiguous form. ‘The management discussion had better 
be left out, as nothing is said. It would be best to say no work was 
done on management. 

The paper nowhere makes clear how the tallying was done. This doubtless 
is in one of the references, but a short description of it would save 
the reader the labor of looking it up. 

I regret to have to say harsh things about so nice a piece of work. 
Only the writing is at fault. We should encourage the authors to present 
their admirable job simply and clearly. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
i: Professor of Wildlife Manacement



Abstract of a Cornell Ph. D. thesis: 

"By way of summary the following conclusions are listed: 

: 1. Birds are for the most part diurnal in their activities. 

There are, however, a number of notable exceptions."
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ee CONSERVATION: IN WHOLE OR IN PART? sf 

Aldo Leopold 

There are two kinds of conservationist, and two systems of thought 

on the subject. 

One kind feels a primary interest in some one aspect of land (such as 

soil, forestry, game, or fish) with an incidental interest in the land as 

a whole. 

The other feels a primary interest in the land as a whole, with 

incidental interest in its component resources. 

The two approaches lead to quite different conclusions as to what 

constitutes conservative land-use, and how such use is to be achieved, 

The first approach is overwhelmingly prevalent. The second approach 

has not, to my knowledge, been clearly described. This paper aims to sketch 

the concept of land=-as-a-whole. *s 

Land-Health F 

Conservation is a state of health in the land. Q 

The land consists of soil, water, plants, and animls, but health is Z 

more than a sufficiency of these components. It is a state of vigorous 3 

self-renewal in each of them, and in all collectively. Such collective s 

functioning of interdependent parts for the maintenance of the whole is i i 

characteristic of an organism. In this sense land is an organism, and ; 

conservation deals with its functional integrity, or health. 

This is almost, tut not quite, the same as the familiar “renewable 

resource" concept. The latter tells us that a particular resource may be 

healthy or sick, but not that the sickness of one may undermine the health 

of all. : 

a a / 
a a : f
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Conservation is usually thought of as dealing with the supply of 

resources. This "famine concept" is inadequate, for a deficit in the supply 

in any given resource does not necessarily denote lack of health, while 

@ failure of function always does, no matter how ample the supply. Thus 

erosion, a malfunction of soil and water, is more serious than “timber 

famine", because it deteriorates the entire land commnity permanently, 

rather than one resource temporarily. ; 

Attitudes 

Mass man is unconscious of land-health for three reasons. 

First he was, until recently, unable to injure it. He lacked the tools. 

Secondly, Baropean civilization developed, on a landscape oxtraordimrily 

resistant to disorganization, i.e. one which endures very rough usage and 

severe modification without derangement of function. Thus the oak forests 

of England became closely grazed sheep downs without losing their soil. 

The fauna and flora shifted, but did not disintegrate (1). 

Thirdly, science could not, until recently, distinguish fact from 

fancy in the reaction of land to human use. Thus the Méditeranean countries 

were permanently deteriorated by overgrazing and erosion before their 

inhabitants knew what wes happening, or why. 

As a result of these three historical accidents, the Baropean races 

acquired machines for dominating vias before they had evolved the social 

inhibitions reqkisite for their safe use. , 

In Bhort, the power to injure land-health grew faster than the 

consciousness that it can be injured. 

Land, to the average citizen, is still something to be tamed, rather 

(1) Farrow, B. P. 1925. Plant life on Bast Anglian heaths, Cambridge 
University Press. 

ae x - A — ta ts lal ha ates i ale aac ae
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than something to be understood, loved, and lived with. Resources are 

still regarded as separate entities, indeed, as commodities, rather than 

as our cohabitants in the Land-eonmusity. 

Diversity an Stability Up to 1f0. 

The Wisconsin land was stable, i.e. it retained its health, for a long 

period before 1840. The pollens imbedded in peat bogs show that the native 

plants comprising the prairie, the hardwood forest, and the coniferous 

forest are about the same now as they were at the end of the glacial period, 

20,000 years ago. Since that time these major plant communities were pushed 

alternately northward and southward several times by long climatic cycles, 

but their membership and organization remained intact. Thus, in one 

northward push the prairie once reached nearly to Lake Superior; in one 

southward push the Canadian forest reached to Indiana. 

The bones of animals show that the fauna shifted with the flora, but its 

composition or membership likewise remained intact. ‘The soils not only 

remained intact, but actually gained in depth and fertility with wind-deposits 

of loessial soils. With this came a gain in the volume of plant and animal 

life. 

The native Wisconsin commnity which thus proved its ability to renew 

itself for 200 centuries was very diverse. It included 350 species of birds, 

90 mammals, 174 fishes, 72 amphibians and reptiles, roughly 20,000 insects, 

about 1500 Migher plants, and an unknown but very great number of lower plants 

and lower animals. 

All these creatures were functional members of the land, and their 

collective activities constituted its inner workings from the glacial 

epoch to 1840. 

g
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These “inner workings" of the community included, as everyone knows, a 

high proportion of tooth and claw competition, varying in degree from mere 

jostling to mrder. It is hard for the layman, who sees plants and animals 

in perpetual conflict with each other, to conceive of them as cooperating 

parts of an organism. Yet the fact remains that throughout geological time 

; up to 1840, the extinction of one species by another occurred more rarely 

than the creation of new species by evolution, and that occurred very 

rarely indeed, for we have little evidence of new species appearing during 

the period of recorded history. The net trend of the original commnity was 

thus toward more and more diversity of native forms, and more and more 

complex relations between them. Stability or health was associated with, and 
perhaps caused by, this diversity and complexity. 

Diversity and Stability Since 1g0. 

Since 1840 sone members of the native commnity have been removed. 

Familiar examples include the buffalo, wild turkey, passenger pigeon, 

Carolina paroquet, wolverene, marten, and fisher. 

Others have been added. These cneteas not only imported birds and 

mammals like English sparrow, starling, pheasant, Norway rat, ani house 

mouse, but also many wild plants (most weeds are Buropean or Asiatic), 

many insects good and bad, ahd many diseases. Domesticated plants, mamnals 

and birds have also been added, and constitute the bulk of the new community. 

In one measured sample in Columbia County the domestic plus imported wild 

birds and mammals constitute 99 per cent of the weight of the total present 

bird and mammals commnity. (2). . 
<iomtensenasieianennagiernisaisiaseaaniaantieeiiniancammanminsaeneininaiaetiasceiniyntiainenaiecanmnatinnenneietimanttitit 

A) RG el he sees DonaanHiC cenit, pina ht MaintSAY AS 
es 1929-2945. Unpublished nanaseviet, 32 vp. 

. Bae t
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Most of the native species which persist have undergone changes in 

mmerical status or distribution, or both, since 1840, The prairie flora and 

fauna occupied the best soils, and hence were supplanted early. Later ’ 

pressures severly curtailed ani modified the marsh, bog, forest, and aquatic 

floras and faunas. ‘verybody knows of these changes, hence they need not 

be described. : 

Losses and Gains 

It is necessary to state at this point that this paper is not « nostalgic 

rehearsal of the glories of primeval Wisconsin. It is an attempt to approach 

objectively a case of land-illness which nobody understands. The changes 

we have made in the Wisconsin land are not all inherently or netessarily 

wasteful. Many of them have enriched and expanied certain elements in the 

native fauna and flora whilst shrinking others. ‘There is no doubt at all 

that the introduction of agriculture has increased the mmbers, if not the 

diversity, of many native animals and some native plants. A sketeh of these 

changes hag been published (3). 

Symptoms of Iliness 

Coincident with this period of man-made change in the land commnity, 

‘ many symptoms of impaired land~health have become apparent. Most of these 

are familiar individually, but they are seldom viewed colloctively “as possibly 

related to each other and to the land as a whole. 

Of the various symptoms of illness, soil enosion and abnormal floods 

are by far the most important. Most critical observers agree that both are ‘ 

getting worse. Much is known of the superficial ceuses of both, but little 

of the underlying "physiology" of soil and water. Oy, 
cenarienipeicesialteipasittiasiapsiahananinaininidimitiitilciinamamenge aninincnyitan. <ietiaiinpaineateiibiiltiiatianiontnataintneiite 

(3) Committee on Wildlife Conservation (Aldo Leopold, Chmn.; L. J. Cole, 
: N. C. Fassett, C. A. Herrick, Chancey Juday,and George Wagner) Report. 

fhe University and conservation of Wisconsin wildlife. Bull. of the 

net Univ. of Wis., Science Inquiry Pubbication III, Madison, Feb. 1937, 

U3 om. 7) We 
; ee ‘ 

e! 3 ; ‘a Fait ; gs a
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Less familiar are some of the qualitative deteriorations in land crops. 

In farm crops, it appears that better varieties and better cultural 

methods have just about offset the decline in the productivity of the soil. 

The reason seems to be plain loss of fertility. It has been discovered 4 

recently that decline in soil fertility reduces not only the gross yields of 

crops, but the mtritional value of the crops, and the welfare of animals 

which eat them (4). 

The qualitative deterioration of crops applies to trees as well as to 

agronomic plants. We used to grow ‘log pines; now we do well to grow 

2-log pinoegon the same sites. What, besides fire, has happened to soil? 

‘Similar deteriorations have occurred in Burope (5), and are by no means 

understood, 

All too familiar are those symptoms of land=illness caused by the 

importation of exotic diseases and pests. There is no mystery about 
ghrrkant blnghty guapins oth 

such pains and ailments as the white pine blister rust, the corn hover, Devich Ram obras nate 

the Norway rat, the starling, the house mouse, the cunt thistle, and the 

creeping jenny,” ord ote effect on the land, however, presents many 

unsolved problems, inffluding the damage done by control methods. ohinntinw) 

Less familiar are the milly instances in which native plants and 

animals, heretofore presumably fyel1-behavea" fei tizens ef the land community, 

have assumed all the attributes of pests. The white grub, the cankerworm, 

the meadowmouse, the fire blight of oaks, and the spruce bud-worm are cases 

in point. 

(4) Albrecht, ¥. A. 1943. Soil and livestock. ‘The Land, 2(4)1298-305. 
And other papers by the same author. - 

(5) wean tt. eran Deuerwald in Germany. Jour. Forestry,
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One of the very recent instances of pest behavior by a heretofore “well- 

behaved" member of the native commnity is the irruption of deer in Wisconsin 

and many other states. (6). While the superficial “eauses" of this phenomenon 

are well known to be a coincidence of lumbering, law enforcement, fire-control, 

predator-control, and selective harvesting through buck laws, nevertheless 

it remains a deep mystery why equivalent coincidences never (as far as we 

know) produced irruptions of hoofed mammals previous to human interference. 

In all probability some as yet unknown eauses lie behind the nore superficial 

ones; possibly fluctuations in the vitamin content of foods. 

New plant and animal diseases are now appeering so rapidly that we 

do not yet know whether they represent some native organism "gone outlaw", 

or some newly imported pest. Thus the new pine disease, now obliterating 

plantations of Norway and Jack pine in Oconto and nearby counties, has an 

unclassified causative agent of unknown origin. 

Mative members of the community sometimes simly disappear without 

visible cause, and often despite protective efforts. Prairie chickens, 

spruce gfouse, and certain wildflowers probably belong in this class. 

Imported species may likewise disappear: the Hungarian partridge seems to 

be on the decline in Wisconsin, after an initial suecess, without visible 

cause. 

Finally we have unexplained changes in the population behavior of 

plants and animals; these behaviors are often of considerable economic 

importancé. Thus there is more than a presumption that population cycles 

Te) Geopold, Aldo. 1903. Door irruptions. Wis. Gone. Dall., VilI(@)+i-11. 

| 
,
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have tended to become more violent in all hares and rabbits, in all 

grouse, and in foxes. Cyclic population behavior has perhaps spread to 

pheasants and bobwhite quail. 

fhe conservationist who is interested in land as a whole is compelled ; 

to view these symptoms collectively, and as probable maladjustments of the 

land commnity. ‘Some of them are understood superficially, but hardly 

any are understood deeply enough to warrant the assertion that they are 

separate phenomena, unrelated to each other and to the whole. In point of 

time, nearly all of them are probably new, and fall within the post-1840 

period of violent change in the land commnity. Are they causally related 

to the period of change, or did the two coincide by accident? 

fo assert a causal relation would imply that we understand the mechanism. 

As a matter of fact, the land mechanism is too complem to be understood, 

and probably always will be. We are forced to make the best guess we can 

from circumstantial evidence, The circumstantial evidence is that 

stability and diversity in the native commnity were associated for 20,000 

\ years, and presumably depended on each other. Both are now partly lost, ' 

\ presumably because ‘the original community has been partly lost and greatly 

\ altered. Presumably the greater the losses and alterations, the greater 

the risk <b teninie and disorganizations. 

This leads to the “rule of thumb which is the basic premise of ecological 

Conservation: the land should retain as mech of its original membership 

as is compatible with human land-use. The land mst of course be modified, 

but it should be modified as gently and as little as possible. 

This difference between gentle and restrained, as compared with violent 

. and unrestrained, modification of the land is the difference between organic
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and mstard-plaster therapeutics in the field of landehealth. 

There are reasons for gentle land-use over and above the presumed 

risk to the health of the land. Sauer (7) has pointed out that the 

domesticated plants and animals which we use now are not necessarily those 

we will need a century hence. To the extent that the native community is 

extinguished, the genetical source of new domesticated plants and animals 

is destroyed. 

This general concept of land=health as an attribute of the original 

2 native conmnity as ‘whole, and of land-{llness as probably related to violant 

changes and consequent disorganization, may be called, for short, the 

' “unity concept". 

; Unity and Land-Use 

If the components of land have a collective as well as a separate 

welfare, then conservation mst de2l with them collectively as well as 

separately. land-use cannot be good if it conserves one component and 

injures another. Thus a farmer who conserves his 8041 but drains his 

marsh, gragzes his woodlot, and extinguishes the native fauna and flora is 

not practicing conservation in the ecological sense. He is merely conserving 

one component of land at the expense of another. 

The conservation department which seeks to build up game birds by 

extinguishing non-game predators, or to retain excessive deer populations 

at the expense of the forest, is doing the same thing. : 

The engineer who constructs dams to conserve water, develop power, or 

control floods is not practicing conservation if the actual regimen of | 

water which results, either above or below the dam, destroys more values 

Ti) Sauer, Garl 0, 1938. hone of plant and animal destruction in econonte | 
history. Jour, Farm Reonomics, XX(+):765+775. |
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than it create. I know of no single impoundment of water in which all 

of tana valnes affected were weighed in advance. (Unfortunately it mst 

be stated in the same breath, that ecologists competent to weigh all of 

them do not yet exist.) 

Lop-siied conservation is encouraged by the fact that most Bureaus 

and Departments are charged with the custody of a single resource, rather 

than with the custody of the land as a whole. fven when their official 

titles denote a broader mandate, their actual interests and skills are 

commonly much narrower. ‘The term "land" now brackets a larger span of ||) 

knowledge than one human mind can compass. 

Ironically enough it is the farmer who is, by implication at least, 

left to unify, as best he can, the conflicts and overlaps of tureandom. 

Separatism in bureaus is probably a necessary evil, but this is not the 

case in agricultural colleges. If the arguments of this paper are valid, 

the agricultural colleges have a far deeper responsibility for unification 

of land-use practice than they, or the public, have so far realized. 

I will sketch later some of the practical applications of the land-unity 

concept to land-use and land-users. 

Unity and Beonomics 

Some components of the land community are inherently of econonic 

importance (soil, forests, water) while others cannot possibly be, except 

in a vory indirect sense (wildflowers, songbirds, scenery, wilderness areas). 

Some components are of economic importance to the commnity, but of 

dubious profit to the individual owner (most marshes, most cover on streambanks 

and steep slopes, most windbreaks).
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Some are profitable for the individual to retain if they are still 

in a productive state, but of dubious profit if they have to be created 

de novo, or if they have to be rebuilt after being damaged (woodlots). 

It follows that if conservation on private lands is to be motivated 

solely by profit, #het no unified conservation is even remotely possible. 

Commnity welfare, a sense of unity in the land, and a sense of personal 

pride in such unity, mst in some degree move the private owner, as 

well as the public. Conservation cannot possibly "pay" except when the meaning 

is restricted to components that happen to be profitable. Conservation 

often pays in the sense that the profitable components can carry the unprofitable 

ones, just as in any industrial enterprise, a unified purpose involves 

carrying profitable and unpréfitable component enterpriseg,cach necessary 

to the functioning of the whole. 

The fallacious assumption that each separate act of conservation 

can or mst be profitable before its practice can be recommended to farmers 

is possibly responsible for the meagre fruits of forty years of education, 

extension, and public demonstration in the conservation field, It is 

undoubtedly responsible for many dubious claims of profit which are commonly 

made, or implied, in presenting the subject to the public. It is presumably 

axiomatic that any "program" saddled with over-claims will backfire in 

the long run. 

Sound conservation propaganda mst present land health, as well as 

land products, as the objective of "good" land-use. It must present good 

land-use primarily as an obligation to the community. Many constituent 

parts of it are indeed profitable, and where this is the case, the fact
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can and should be emphasized. But many constituent parts of it are not, 

and failure to assert this at once subverts legitimate education to the 

intellectual level of a cheap "sales" campaign, wm wtiet wt) verte ov ratrtewmntely 

No one need harbor any illusion that the farmer will immediately 

undertake the unprofitable components of "good" land-use. But it is probably 

not illusory toe assume that fractional truth is no truth, and that one-resource 

conservation programs are inherently fractional. 

Acts vs. Skills; Law vs. Education 

Conservative land-use consists of a system of acts, motivated by a 

desire, and executed with skill. 

Laws and policies mst deal almost exclusively with acts, because 

desires and skills are intangible, and cannot be defined in law, nor created 

by law. Acts without desire or skill are likely to be futile. Thus, during 

the OCC epoch many Wisconsin farmers were induced, by subsidy, to perform 

the acts of soil conservation, but those who lacked desire and skill dropped 

the acts as soon as the subsidy was withdrawn. 

This limitation of conservation lew and policy is inherent and 

unavoidable. It can be offset only by education, which is not precluded 

from dealing with desires and skills. 

Whether education can create these desires and skills is an open 

question. Certainly it can not do so in time to avoid a meh further 

disorganization of land health than now exists. This gaper does not 

claim to assess the chances for success of the unity cancept. It claims 

only to assess the basic logic of the conservation program. 

Farm Practice 

Some of the attitudes toward farm land implied in the unity concept
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have already been set forth in popular form (8). Summarized in terms of 

edideation, these implications add up rather simply to this: the farmer 

should know the original as well as the introduced components of his land, 

and take"pride in retaining at least a sample of all of then, In 

addition to healthy soil, erops, and livestock, he should know and feel a 

pride in a healthy sample of marsh, woodlot, pond, stream, bog, or roadside 

prairie. In addition to being a conscious citizen of his political, social, 

and economic commnity, he should be a conscious citizen of his watershed, 

his migratory bird flyway, his biotic zone. Wild crops as well as tame 

Crops should be a part of his scheme of farm management. He should hate 

no native animal or plant, but only excess or extinetion in any one of them. 

Cash outlays for unprofitable components of land are of course not 

to be expected, bat outlays of thought, and to a reasonable extent of 

spare time, shoud We given with pride, just as they are now given to 

equivalent qutarpuises in human health and civic welfare. 

Summary 

Conservation means land-health as well as resource-supply. lLand~health 

is the capacity for self-renewal in the soils, waters, plants, and 

animals that collectively comprise the land. 

Stable health was associated geologically with the full native 

community whieh existed up to 1840. Impairments are coincident with 

subsequent changes in membership and distribution. The "inner workings" 

of land are not understood, but a causal relation between impairments and 

: degree of change is probable. This leads to the rule-of+thumb that changes 

should be as gentle and as restrained as compatible with human needs. 

SRT ee-i —cetteetentnnneeite 

(8) Leopold, Aldo, 1941, Wildlife conservation on the farm, Wis. 
Agriculturist and Farmer Bulletin, Racine, Wis., 24 pp. 
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; : “HE. ECOLOGICAL cowscrEnoE : 
} ; : Aldo Leopold 

Everyone ought to be dissatisfied with the slow spread of conservatio: 

ca rotator 8 practices—in-actualtand=use. Our "progress"! & still 

: 4@ letterhead pieties and convention oratory. ‘The only progréss that counts : 

es the actual landscape of the back forty, and here we are still slipping \ : 

Ma tO Steps backward Sop secs Serene etettet eae : aa 

soe Pie tnpsainl Dhan aanenie te te cg litle tt neiwineheg Vesna ka asecbiaiag telitndgin” Z 

hea: att dane a4 ta doy OE nt pose ee Oa. ro Raanes Tot wera, aA elite 

wf tidencodnonc Lf iat rete aslef fancy apt gle 0 ervastlecny Lu cheres gue 

Comlent oe ull? a Lids Meese ,rantel D Aare othe pt “Le elif ats, = 

Sc i-mtck Tre basic defect is this: we have = asked the citizen to 2 

: assume any real responsibility. We have told him that if he will vote right, 4 

obey the law, join some organizations, and practice what conservation is : : ; 

profitable on his own land, that everything will be lovely; the government will we = 

do the rest. : ; : 

| “This forma is eltegetker too easy to accomplish anything worthwhile. It ee + 
calls for no effort or sacrifice; no change in our philosophy of values. It ¢ ] 7 

oe entails Fic that any decent and intelligent person would not have done pot é . 

: his own accord,under the late but not lamented Babbitian code. : FE 

s x “Wo important extemmel change in human eouduet is ever accomplished without j y : : ‘ z 
an internal change ‘in our intellectual emphases, our loyalties, our affections, % 

and our convictions. In our fear to make conservation easy, we have dodged > ie we 

its spiritual implications. The proof of this error lies in the fact that 3 3 

_ + Philosophy, ethics, and religion have not yet heard of it. eo : : 5 Zz 

g Jeena ee sar iatatilh selina i ws bint 24. 

i mes sical rs lade Dekh abl ut fila: Loclegseab Oia rituoe, © oh etl laf 

at apne of AL oats hualiman  whathed think ahsue Kafubll uf bapa 
Anant Ur Ponies rf Pp 4 — sth icc” AA paneaiige erteng bate. ~~ tdi ot tpat “
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3 ‘ Sut Cemratrvnbun Outil; : (Cons tne f eh) ’ 

Apout 1930 it became clear to all except the ecologically blind that eae 

Wisconsin's topsoil was slipping seaward. The farmers were told in 1933 that if ee 

- they would adopt certain remedial practices for five years, the public would : 

. / 7 

donate CCC labor to install them, plus the necessary machinery and materials. : 

The offer was widely accepted, but the practices were widely forgotten when the e 
: euwkoet 

five-year period Was up. fhe farmers continued only those practices that yielded ? 

an immediate and visible economic gaind.. Arueher, 

This partial failure of land-use rules written by the government led to the : : 

idea that maybe farmers would léarn’ more quickly if they themselves wrote the 

rules. Hence, in 1937, the | Legislature passed the Soil Conservation District 

Law. Thie said to the farmers, in effect: "We, the public, will furnish you 

free technical service and loan you specialized machinery, if you will write your 

own rules for land-use. Each county may write its own rules, and these will 

have the force of law." Nearly all the counties promptly organized to accept 
phi a clerade- ch uperaken, 

the proferred help, but no County has =e yet written a single rule. There has 
a 

, been visible progress in such practices as strip-cropping, pasture renovation, 

and soil liming, but none in fencing woodlots or excluding plow and cow from 

steep slopes. The farmers, in short, selected out those remedial practices : 

which were profitable anyhow, and ignored those which were profitable to the 

community, but not clearly profitable to themselves. The net result is that-the 
! es : 

natural acceleration in rate of soil-loss has been somewhat retarded, but we 

ge Kons 2 
nevertheless have less soil than we had in 1937. Cees vhtqeline 

: j I hasten to add that no one has ever told farmers of-eny—obligation- ap vi 

Sa Pinks mate roy tulat obey lw Cicth Raat wovec les oe by aclf- aafenst, : 
‘ ' eensider the good of the community, in_theirtand-use. is ; 

: ayark- 
accepted in bettering (roads, schools, churches, and baseball teams, but not ‘ie 

AN ci X ‘ 

: /in bettering the behavior of the water that falls on the land, nor in the 

preserving the beauty or diversity of the farm landscape. land-use ethics and ce 

Z whrtly 

 -~eebetibes are still governed by vacthiess cempetitive economic self-interest, © g 

just as social ethics were in 1875, Ov dar tiny “gos Soret cor ebe here hor ae
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: : Saye : ; . 

el ; 
Paul Bunyan were—tinobess—in—the-woedey—vat—he tired easily of salt pork and i 

: corned beef 5 decee he had taken good care to see that the deer of the original 

: pineries found their way regularly to the stewpot. Moreover there were wolves : 

in Paul's day, and the wolves ‘senfomed any necessary pruning of the deer herd 

which Paul Cake ae overlooked. But by the time the brushfields ee into ‘ 

being, the wolves had been wiped outy in the interest of deer conservation, and om 

i terol = Arnel Gow 
some other trimmings, such as bireh laws and refuges, weve added for good 

measure. ‘The stage was thus set for an irruptionsf olen, 

: The deer took to the brushfields like yeast tossed into the sourdough pot. 

By 1940 the woods were foaming with them, so to spesk. We Conservation d : 

Commissioners took credit for this miracle of creation} ofcourse Paul -did—it: 

wanillinety;so—to—speak. “te ae little but officiate at the Birth. Anyhow, 

5 it was a herd to make one's mouth water. A tourist from Chicago could drive 

out in the evening and see fifty deer, or even more. 

This immense deer herd was eating brush, and eating well. What is brush? : s 

Brush consists of temporary short-lived sun-loving trees and bushes which act g : 

as a nurse crop for the future forest. The forest comes up under the brush, 

just as alfalfa or clover cone¥ up uniag oad or rye. In the normal success- 

ion, the brush is eventually overtopped by the forest tree seedlings,and we 

' have the start of a new forest. : ‘ i 

In anticipation of this well kmown process, the state, the counties, the 

US Forest Service, the pulpy mills, and even some lumber mills staked out 

"forests" consisting, for the moment, of brush. Large investments of time, 

thought, cash, CCC labor, WPA labor, and legislation were made in the i e 

expectation that bin would repeat her normal eyele. The state embarked on | : 

. ‘a tax subsidy, called the Forest Crop Law, to encourage landowners to hang on 

to their. brushfields until they were replaced by forest. s . : ‘
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But we failed to reckon with the deer, and with deer hunters and resort 

owners. In 1942 we had a hara winter and many deer starved. It then becane 4 

evident that the ovicinal "nurse-trees" had grown out of tee reach of deer, 

and that the herd was a. the oncoming forest. The remedy seemed to be 

3 to reduce the herd. It was evident that if we didn't reduce: the herd, starva- 

{~ tion would, and we would eventually lose both the deer and the forest. But for 

> five consecutive years the deer hunters..and resort owmers, plus the politicians : 

5 interested in their votes, have defeated all attempts at herd-reduction. 

- I will not tire you with all the red herrings, subse rfuces. evasions, and : 

{ - expedients which these people have used to befog this simple issue. There is 

3 even a newspaper dedicated solely to defaming the proponents of herd-reduction. : 

= These people call themselves conservationists, and in one sense they are, for 

Se in the past we have pinned that label on anyone who loves wildlife, however 

: a. blindly. These conservationists, for the sake of maintaining an abnormal and 

‘3 ‘naa tural deer herd for a few more years, are willing to sacrifice the fae ; 

; } forest, and also the ultimate welfare of the herd itself. : } 

; The hhotives behind this "conservation" are a wish to prolong easy deer . ie 

3 3 hunting, a @ wish to show numerous deer to tourists. These perfectly under- Pa 

BY standeble wishes are rationalized by protestations of chivalry to does and fg 

; A fawns. As an unexpected aftermath of this situation, there has been a large : i - 

“ g increase of illegal killing, and of haalonaae of illegal carcasses in the sf 5 

y woods. Thus herd-control,\of a sort, is taking place outside the law. But gs 

= = the food-producing capacity of” ie forest has been overs trained 7a a ‘decade, PY ¥ 

C and the next hard winter will bring catastrophic starvation. After that we wh 

ee have very few deer, and these will be runty ifgoe Welt Oar f wot ¥ = 
4 eee er eee 

That—now-is the basic fallacy in ee kind of "conservation"¢ -it-shares able 
2 fimo the-sane-fallacy_as Case-t: inability Oo see the land problem as a whole, oat to 

think in eee rather than group welfare, ana“fee the jong as well as 

the short view. thact flaptn are conserving what is important to them in the =
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immédiate future, and they are angry when told that this conflicts with what x S 

, is important to the state as a whole in the long run. : 3 

, But Phere is Sesser iets eres ~the flat refusal of the average adult oo 

to learn anything new, i.e. to study. To understand the deer problem toqui ves 3 

some indwtsiae of what deer eat, of what they donot eat, and of how a forest 8 
= ~ 

grows. The average deer hunter or resort keeper is sadly lacking in such ; > 

imowledge, and when anyone tries to explain the matter, he is branded forthwith , » N 

as a long-haired theorist. This anger-reaction against new and unpleasant facts : i 

is of course a standard psychiatric indicator of the closed mind. : - S) 

We speak glibly of conservation education, but what do we mean by it? If he d- 

we mean indoctrination, then let us be reminded that it is just as easy to z s 

: indoctrinate with fallacies as with ‘facta. Ig we mean to teach the garantie : 5 

: : for independent. judgement, then I am appalled by the magnitude of the task. g S 

: The task is large mainly because of this refusal of adults to learn anything | 3 $ 

aap te ferleg teak A rio tiener) Hane, “ ake aff nin Opel paint na volt on My das & Be tp 

ah RO A ie Ris PSE CITC me 
: _ I have a farm in one of the sand-counties of central Wisconsin. I bought 

it because I wanted a place to plant pines. One reason for selecting my - 

particular farn was that it ad joing the only remaining stand of mture pines 

in the Gounty. : 

of This pine grove is an historical lendmark. It is the spot (or very near the 

spot) where, in ine. a young Lieutenant named Jefferson Davis cut the pine logs : 

for Fort Winnebago. He floated them down the Wisconsin River to the rere. 

: In the ensuing century a thousand other rafts of pine logs floated past this a . 

grove, to build that empire of red barns now called the Middle West. : 

s This grove is also an ecological landmark. It is the nearest spot where : s 

a city-worn refugee from the south can hear the wind sing in tall tinber. It : ; 

harbors one of the best remnants of deer, ruffed grouse, and pileated woatscemes : 

in southern Wisconsin. i se =
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i My neighbor, who owns the-grove, has treated it rather decently through 

; the years. When his son got mrried, the grove furnished lumber for the new oe 

ca house, and it could spare such light cuttings. But when war prices ‘soared 2 
j 5 : 4 : 

¥ skywerd, the temptation to slash became too strong. Today the grove lies j 

prostrate, and its long logs tre feeding a hungry saw. : é 

6 By all the accepted rules of forestry, my neighbor was justified in slashing 

the grove. The stand was even-aged’, mature, and.invaded by heart-rot. Yet 

: any schoolboy would know, in his heart, that there is something wrong about ¥ 
i : A ow *& Wh pew ag, de. 

ie erasing the last remnant of pine timber fron vee County. ah farmer, should 

» ih cos w : 
feél some obligation as vie custodian, of-a—rarity, Sed community should feel 

some obligation to help him carry the economic cost of custodianship. Yet 
1 2 

our present land-use conscience is silent on such questions. : 

no 4 + oH ‘ y ; Desk rach The CCowhs ¢ “f ) ‘heb? eae see ! 
: I have described here a miereseopis fraction of that huge aggregate of t 

problems and opportunities which we call conservation. One cannot generalize 

uur 5 rs 

fron oes cases; you will have to take my word for it that I could cite a hundred 

‘ others. This aggregate of case-histories shows one common need; weieh—t-an 

aw 

going—to-call tke ecological conscience. 5 

The practice of conservation mst spring from a conviction of what is } 
3 owed 29 TreLielly ; 

‘ethically right, as well as what is economically expedient. A thing is right 

a and reuly 

_ only when it tends to preserve the integrity, and stability of the commnity,. t = isa 

and the commnity includes the soil, waters, fauna, and €lora, as well as people. 

It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, for a farmer to drain the last : 

5 marsh ,@ graze the last woods, or slash the last grove in his commnity, because 

e in doing so he evicts a fauna, a flora, and a landscape whose membership in 

; the commnity is older than his own, and equally entitled to respect. Rt comet be ae 

E raglt frm qrenpof forme hk atuc Ue niet rLivunl Leeder, of we alale one G 

absebal ow audigivens frm fouldon afertys fratyprttehe! aclveulage a. Te tweak 

Svat uf pew. ‘ i :
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: It cannot be right, in the ecological sense, a farmer to channelize his 

creek, because in doing so he merely passes 100d trouble to his neighbors delow, 

just as his neighbors above have passed it to - In cities we do not get rid : : : 

Wally - reins petntaet 
of nuisances by throwing them across the fence, but in lead—use we still do Just 3 

that. = aanabestit Geeks : 

It cannot be ste ee the deer hunter to maintain his ssort by browsing ae 

out the forest, or for the bird-hunter to maintain his by decimating the hawis 

; and owls, or for the fisherman to maintain his ‘by decimating the herons, king- 

” ere terns, end otters. Sik ets seek to achieve one icind of conservation 

by destroying another, and thus they subvert the integrity and stability of the 

community. : 

It cannot. be right, in the ecological sense, ‘to encourage laymen to use i 

poisons for pest and weed’ control when it is obvious from the start that few 
dace thon 

will exercise a their use. In medicine we do not hand out lethal poisons 

to laymen without safeguards, but in land-use we do. Nor do we lay any respon- 

sibility on the "scientist" who invents these #new tools¥, so useful in skilled 

hands, but - dangerous in careless hands. * 

If we grant the premise that an ecological conscience is possible and needed, 

then its first tenet must be this: economic provocation is no longer a satisfactory 

exeuse for unsocial land-use. Or, to use somewhat stronger words, for ecological “ 

eirce rien: This, however, is a negative statement. I would rather Foor Hd ce 

positivelyX thet decent land-use should be accorded social rewards proportion- 3 4 

ate to its social importance. ip : 

- I have no illusions about the spook or accuracy with which an ecological : 

Conscience can become functional. It has required 19 centuries to define decant 

man-to-man conduct and the process is say half done; it may take as long to ‘ 

a ee a code of decency for man-to-land conduct. in such matters we should 

; not worry too much about anything except the direction in which we tome ' !
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The direction is clear, and the first step is to throw your weight eround on 

matters of right and wrong in land-use. Cease being intimidated by the argument 

; that a right action is impossible because it does not yield maximum profits, m Ub ot : 

aw wrong ath 22 : , 
Ee be condoned because it pays. That philosophy is dead in human relations, and : 

its funeral in land-relations is overdue. 2 

f = . 

: 
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. FOREWORD 

These essays deal with the ethics and esthetics of land. 

During my lifetime, more land has been destroyed or damged than ever before 

in recorded history. As a field-worker in conservation, I have seen, studied, 

and measured many sauces of this process. 

During my lifetime, the stockpile of scientific facts about land has grown 

from a molehil] into a mountain. As a research ecologist, I have contributed to 

this pile. 

During my lifetime, the thing called stoned has grown from a nameless 

idea into a mighty national movement. As a sportsman and naturalist, I have 

helped it grow - in size - but so far it has seemed almost to shrink in potency. 

This concurrent growth in knowledge of land, good intentions toward land, 

fi and abuse of land presents a paradox that baffles me, as it does many another 

thinking citizen. Science ought to work the other way, but it doesn't. Why? 

* * * 

We regard land as an economic resource, and science as a tool for extracting 

bigger and better livings from it. Both are obvious facts, but they are not truths, 

because they tell only half the story. 

There is a basic distinction between the fact that land yields us a living, 

and the inference that it exists for this purpose. The latter is about as true 

- as to infer that I fathered three sons in order to replenish the woodpile. 

Science is, or should be, much more than a lever for easier livings. Scien- 

tific discovery is mutriment for our sense of wonder, a mich more important matter 

than thicker steaks or bigger bathtubs. 

Art and letters, ethics and religion, law and folklore, still regard the wild 

things of the lend either as enemies, or as food, or as dolls to be kept "for 

pretty". This view of land is our inheritance from Abraham, whose foothold in the
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land of milk and honey was still a precarious one, but it is outmoded for us. 

Our foothold is precarious, not because it may slip, but because we may kill 

the land before we learn to use it with love and respect. Conservation is a 

pipe-dream as long as Homo sapiens is cast in the role of conqueror, and his 

land in the role of slave and servant. Conservation becomes possible only when 

man assumes the role of citizen in a commnity of which soils and waters, plants 

and animals are fellow members, each dependent on the others, and each entitled 

to his place in the sun. 

These essays are one man's striving to live by and with, rather than on, 

the American land. 

I do not imply thst this philosophy of land was always clear to me. It is 

rather the end-result of a life-journey, in the course of which I have felt 

sorrow, enger, puzzlement, or confusion over the inability of conservation to 

halt the juggernaut of land-abuse. These essays describe particular episodes 

en route. 

* * 

My first doubt about man in the role of conqueror arose while I was still 

d in college. I came home one Christmas to find that lend promoters, with the 

help of the Corps of Engineers, had dyked and drained my boyhood hunting grounds 

on the Mississippi River bottoms. The job was so complete that I could not even 

trace the outlines of my beloved lakes and sloughs under their new blanket of 

cornstalks. : 

I liked corn, but not that much. Perhaps no one but a hunter can understand 

how intense an affection a boy can feel for a piece of marsh. My home town thought 

the community enriched by this change, I thought it impoverished. It did not 

occur to me to express my sense of loss in writing; my old lake had been under 

corn for forty years before I wrote "Red Legs Kicking". Nor did I, until years
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later, formulate the generalization that drainage is bad, not in and of itself; 

but when it becomes so prevalent that a fauna and flora are extinguished. 

* * * 

My first job was as a forest ranger in the White Mountains of Arizona. There 

I conceived a large enthusiasm for the free life of the cow country, and I admired 

the mounted covmsn, many of whom were my friends. Through the usual process of 

hazing and horseplay, I - the tenderfoot - acquired some rudiments of skill as a 

horseman, packer, and mountaineer. 

When the advent of motor transport Sanne to shrink the boundaries of the 

horse-culture, I realized that something valuable was being lost, but I bowed ny 

head to the inevitability of "progress". Years later, I tried to recapture the 

flavor of the cow-country in "The White Mountain". 

aie ae 

It was in the White Mountain country that I had my first experience with 

government predetor-control. My friends the cowmen shot bears, wolves, mountain 

lions and coyotes on sight; in their eyes, the only good predator was a dead one. 

When some particularly irksome depredation occurred, they organized a punitive 

expedition, or even hired a professional trapper for a month or two. But the 

overall outcome was a draw; the predators were kept down, but they were not 

extinguished. It occurred to no one that the country might eventually become 

bearless and wolfless. Everyone assumed that the fewer varmints the better, and 

within limits this was (and is) true. 

Then came paid government hunters who worked on salary, took pride in their 

skill, and (in the case of wolves and grizzlies) were often able to trap a given 

unit of range to the point of eradication. The sum of a dozen local eradications 

was extinguishment in the state, and the sum of a dozen "clean" states was nation- 

al extermination. To be sure, there was a face-saving policy about leaving some 

predators in the National Parks, but the actual fact is that there are no wolves,
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and only a precarious remnant of grizzlies, in the Parks today. 

In "Escudilla", I relate my own participation in the extinguishment of the 

grizzly bear from the White Mountain region. At the time I sensed only a vague 

uneasiness about the ethics of this action. It required the unfolding of official 

"predator control" through two decades finally to convince me that I had helped 

to extirpate the grizzly from the Southwest, and thus played the role of accessory 

in an ecological murder. 

. eS 

Later, when I had become Chief of Operations for the Southwestern National 

Forests, I was accessory to the extermination of the lobo wolf from Arizona and 

New Mexico. As a boy, I had read, with intense sympathy, Seton's masterly bio- 

graphy of a lobo wolf, but I nevertheless was able to rationalize the extermina- 

tion of the wolf by calling it deer management. I had to learn the hard way 

that excessive sethiptisntton is a far deadlier enemy to deer than any wolf. 

"Thinking Like a Mountain" tells what I now know (but what most conservation- 

ists have still to learn) about deer herds deprived of their netural enemies. 

thee 

In 1909, when I first moved to the southwest, there had been six blocks 

of roadless mountain country, each embracing half a million acres or more, in 

the National Forests of Arizona and New Mexico. By the 1920's new roads had g 

invaded five of them and there was only one left; the headwaters of the Gila 

River. I helped to organize a national Wilderness Society, and contrived to 

get the Gila headwaters withdrawn as a wilderness area, to be kept as pack 

country, free from additional roads, "forever". But the Gila deer herd, by then 

wolfless and all but lionless, soon mltiplied beyond all reason, and by 1924 

, the deer had so eaten out the range that reduction of the herd was imperative. 

Here my sin against the wolves caught up with me. The Forest Service, in the
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name of range conservation, ordered the construction of a new road splitting my 

wilderness area in two, so that hunters might have access to the top-heavy deer 

: herd. I was helpless, and so was the Wilderness Society. I was hoist of my 

own petard. ; 

It was at this time that I wrote several papers, now combined in the essay 

"Wilderness". 

Ironically enough, this same sequence of proclaiming a wildermess, erasing 

the predators to increase the game, and then erasing the wilderness to harvest 

the game, is still being repeated in state after hapless state. The latest 

instance is the Salmon River, in Idaho. 

a7 

I have always felt a deep love for canoe trips on wild rivers. In 1922 

my brother Carl and I essayed the then wildest stretch of river in the Southwest: 

the Delta of the Rio Colorado. We were the third party to navigate the Delta, 

and the first to do it by canoe. Of my many ventures into wild country, this was 

the richest and most satisfying. I have tried to recapture its flavor, in retro- 

spect, in "The Green Isgoons". 

Twenty five years later, while serving on the Wisconsin Conservation Commis-— 

sion, I was impressed by the fact that Wisconsin youth were about to lose one of 

their last wild rivers: the Flambeau. Most other canoeing rivers in the state 

had already been harnessed for power. I joined with Conservation Commissioner 

W.J.P. Aberg and Deputy Director of Conservation Ernest F. Swift in an effort - 

to rebuild a small stretch of cottageless river on the Flambeau State Forest. 

The defeat of this venture, after it was half completed, by the Wisconsin Legis- 

lature, is described in "Flambeau". What is a wild river more or less among 

farmers thirsty for cheap power? 

= * * : 

I moved to Madison, Wisconsin, in 1924, to become Associate Director of
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the Forest Products Laboratory. I found the industrial motif of this otherwise 

admirable institution so little to my liking that I was moved to set down my 

naturalistic philosophy in a series of essays: "The Tend Ethic", "Conservation 

Esthetic", and others. 

It was at this period that I made a series of vacation trips to the Sierra 

Madre in Chihuahua, Mexico, in company with my brother Carl, my friend Raymond J. 

Roark, and my son Starker, by then grown. The Sierra Madre was an almost exact 

counterpart of my beloved mountains of Arizona and New Mexico, but fear of Indians 

had kept the Sierra free from ranches and Fivestock. It was here that I first 

clearly realized that land is an organism, that all my life I had seen only sick 

land, whereas here was a biota still in perfect aboriginal health. The term F 

"unspoiled wilderness" took on a new meaning. I recorded these impressions in 

"Song of the Gavilan" and "Guacamaja". 

ee ee 

In 1928 I undertook a game survey for the sporting arms industry, and in 

3 1931 I became Professor of Wildlife Management at the University of Wisconsin. 

During the ensuing decade several ventures were undertaken which bear upon this 

autobiography. 

During the thirties, in company with my friends Franklin Schmidt, Wallace 

Grange, Frederick Hamerstrom, and Frances Hamerstrom I did mech field work in 

central Wisconsin. "Marshiland Elegy", "The Sand Counties", "Red Lanterns", and 

"Smoky Gold" exoress my abiding affection for this region, called ,oor by those : 

who know no better. 

In 1938, with the help of my friend Hans Albert Hochbaum, I helped to 

organize a waterfowl research station at Delta, Manitoba. I became acouainted 

with the great marshes of the Canadian wheat belt, and I was shocked to learn how 

rapidly they were drying un. It was evident that the whole continent was gradu- 

ally losing its principal nursery for waterfowl. "Clandeboye" is a descriptive
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sketch of a part of the Delta marsh that seemed to me particularly wild and de- 

lightful. I am told that Clandeboye still has water, but it has now acquired 

roads, empty bottles, and limit-shooting gunners from the States. 

ee * 

One of the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives alone in 

a world of wounds. Much of the damage inflicted on lend is quite invisible to 

laymen. An ecologist mst either harden his shell and make believe that the 

consequences of science are none of his business, or he mst be the doctor who 

sees the marks of death in a commnity that believes itself well, and does not 

want to be told otherwise. One sometimes envies the ignorance of those who 

vhapsodize about a lovely countryside in process of losing its topsoil, or 

afflicted with some degenerative disease of its water system, fauna, or flora. 

A group of sketches written during the period 1935-1945 deal with this 

theme of lethal illness, visible only to the ecologist, in the still-lovely 

landscapes of various states. "Illinois Bus Ride", "Odyssey", "Cheat Takes 

Over", and perhaps "On a Monument to the Pigeon" belong in this group. I have 

been told that "Odyssey" is a complete summary of the fundamentals of ecological 

conservation. 

. * . % 

; In 1935 my education in land ecology was deflected by a peculiar and fortu- 

nate accident. My family and I had become enthusiastic hunters with the bow 

and arrow, and we needed a shack as a base-camp from which to hunt deer. To 

this end I purchased, for a song, an abandoned farm on the Wisconsin River in 

northern Sauk County, only fifty miles from Madison. 

Deer-hmunting soon proved to be only a minor circumstance among the delights 

of a landed estate in a semi-wild region, accessible on week-ends. I now realize 

that I had always wanted to own land, and to study and enrich its fauna and flora
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by my own effort. My wife, my three sons, and my two daughters, each in his own 

individual manner, have discovered deep satisfactions of one sort or another in 

the husbandry of wild things on our own lend. In the winter we band and feed 

birds and cut firewood, in spring we plant pines and watch the geese go by, in 

summer we plant and tend wildflowers, in fall we hunt vheasants and (in some 

years) ducks, and at all seasons we record phenology. All of these ventures 

are family affairs; to us a landless family, relying on other people's wildlife, 

has become an anachronism. My experiences at the shack are recorded in "Great 

Possessions", and a dozen other essays sbeauecd calendar-wise as "A Send-Country 

Almanac". 

oa eS 

Whatever the nhilosophical import, or lack of it, in these sketches, it 

remains a fact that few writers have dealt with the drama of wild things since 

our principal instruments for understanding them have come into being. Thoreau, 

Muir, Burroughs, Hudson, and Seton wrote before ecology had a name, before the 

science of animal behavior had been born, and before the survival of faunas and 

floras had become ea desperate problem. Fraser Darling and R. M. Lockley have 

expressed, for the British Isles, some fragments of the wildlife dram as 

illumined by these new viewpoints, but in America, parallel attempts have been 

few. I salute Sally Carrighar's "Beetle Rock", Theodora Stanwell-Fletcher's f 

"Driftwood Valley", and Louis Halle's "Spring in Washington" as among the best 

of these. My hope is that "Great Possessions" may add something to what they 

have ably begun. 

These essays were written for myself and my close friends, but I suspect 

that we are not alone in our discontent with the ecological status guo. If the 

reader finds here some echo of his own affections and of his own anxieties, they 

will have accomplished more than was originally intended. ,
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I take the reader first on a round of the seasons at my shack in Sauk 

County, Wisconsin, and next on a hop-skip-and-jump tour of the North American 

continent. In both journeys I sketch the observations and experiences which 

have impressed me most deeply. 

At the end of the volume I try to sum up, in more coherent form, the 

basic logic of the ecological concent of land. 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 
July 31, 1947
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: THE DEER SWATH 

One hot afternoon in August I sat under the elm, idling, when I saw a deer 

pass across a small opening a quarter-mile east. A deer trail crosses our farm, 

and at this point any deer travelling is briefly visible from the shack. 

een I then realized that half an hour before I had moved my chair to the best 

spot for watching the deer trail; that I had done this habitually for years, 

without being clearly conscious of it. This led to the thought that by cutting 

some brush, I could widen the zone of visibility. Before night thé swath was . 

cleared, and within the month I detected several deer which otherwise would 

likely have passed unseen. ; 

* * & 

The new deer swath was pointed out to a series of weekend guests for the 

purpose of watching their later reactions to it. It was soon clear that most " 

of them forgot it quickly, while others watched it, as I did, whenever chance 

oe] allowed. The upshot was the realization that there are four categories of 

outdoors men: deer hunters, duck pulses: bird-hunters, and non=hunters. 

These categories ae nothing to do with sex or age, or accoutrements; they 

represent four diverse habits of the human eye. The deer hunter habitually ae 

watches the next bend; the duck hunter eitenes the sky line; the bird hunter 

Peasckies the dog; the non-hunter does not watch. 

When the deer hunter sits down he sits where he can see ahead, and with his - 

back to something. The duck hunter sits where he can see overhead, and behind 

something. The non-hunter sits where he is comfortable. None of these watch 

the dog. The bird-hunter watches only the dog, and always knows where the 

dog is, whether or no visible at the moment. The dog's nose is his eye. Many 

hunters who carry a shotgun in season have never learned to watch the dog, or to 

interpret his reactions to scent. 

There are good outdoorsmen who do not conform to these categories. There 

is the omithologist who hunts by ear, and uses the eye only to follow up on
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what his ear has detected. There is the botanist who hunts by eye, but at much 

closer range; he is a marvel at finding plants, but’ seldom sees birds or mammals. 

There is the forester who sees only trees, and the insects and fungi which prey 

upon trees; he is oblivious to all else. And finally there is the sportsmen 

who sees only game, and regards all else as of little interest or value. 

There is one illusive mode of hunting which I cannot associate exclusively 

with any of these groups: the search for scats, tracks, feathers, dens, roostings, 

a rubbings, dustings, diggings, feedings, fightings, or preyings collectively 

known to woodsmen as "reading sign". This skill is rare, and too often seems 

: to be inverse to book-learning. 

: The counterpart of animal sign-reading exists in the plant field, but 

skill is equally rare in occurence, and illusive in distribution. To prove 

. : this I ate the Affican explorer who detected the former scratchings of a lion 

on the bark of a tree, twenty feet uy. The scratchings, he said, had been 

made when the tree was young. 

eee 

That biological jack-of-all trade called ecologist tries to be and do all a 

of these things. Needless to say, he does not succeed; the best he can do is 

to alternate his modes of hunting. I find that white hunting plants, I can 

give only indifferent attention to animals, and vice versa. The ecologist has 

the choice of setting forth with glass, gun, axe, trowel, or shovel, and 

adjusting his eye and mind to the tools at hand. 

: c 6 We 

The common denominator of all hunters is the realization that there is 

always something to hunt. The world teems with creatures, processes, and events 

which are trying to illude you; there is always a desr, and always a swath 

es s down which he can be seen. Every ground is a hunting ground, whether it lies 

between you and the curbstone, or in those illimitable woods where rolls the ‘ 

eee final test of the penis whether he is keen to go hunting in a
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The Piagbenn was a river so lovely to look upon, and so richly endowed i 

with forests and wildlife, that even the hard-bitten fur traders of the free, : 

vogting 1700's enthused about it as the choicest part of the great north woods. 

The fres™vogting 1800's expressed the same admiration, bat, somewhat : 

different terms. By tee 1930% ‘the Flambeau retained only one 50-mile stretch 

ae river not yet harnessed for power, and only a few sections of original timber 

not yet out for lumber or pulp. 

During the 1930's the Wisconsin Conservation Department started to build : 

a state forest on the Flambeau, using theseé-remnants of wild woods and wild 

river as starting points. “Tris was to be no ordinary state forest producing 

: only logs and tourist eanps; its primary object was to preserve and restore the 

remnant of canoe-water. Year by the year the Commission bought land, removed 

: cottages, fended off unnecessary roads, and in general started the long slow 

: job of re-creating a stretch of wild river for the use and enjoyment of young x so 

: : Wisconsin. Ee : : : . 

: The good soil which enabled the Flambeau to grow the best cork pine for 

\ Paul Bunyan likewise enabled Rusk County, during recent decades, to sprout a 

5 dairy industry. These dairy tumees wanted cheaper electric power than that 

offered by local vower companies. Hence they organized a cooperative REA and 

applied fora ee dam which, aie, will clip off the lower reaches of 

canoe-water which the Conservation Commission wanted to keep fun prrrerdronel nan, \ 

There was a prompt and bitter political fight, in the course of which 

Whe Cembtanion not only withdrew its opposition to the REA dam, ‘but the legislature, 

~ by stawivoy soe taney Sune eis the So of daidie conflicty 

between power values and recreational values. I think I need not dwell on the : 

irony of this statute. I+ seals the fate of all wild rivers remaining in the 

state, including the Flambeau. It says, in effect, that in deciding the use of g 

rivers, the local economic interest shall have blanket priority over deakediin 

recreational i Seavices, with County Commissioners as the umpire. 

> :



The Flambeau case illustratedtne agieexs that lurk in the semi-honest 

: doctrine that conservation is only good economics. When the defenders of the se j 

: \ Flambeau tried to prove that the river in its wild state would produce more 

: : fish and tourists than the impounded river would produce butterfat, they were 

lost. They should have elatece that a little gain in butterfat.is less important 

to the state than a large loss in opportunity for a distinctive tote of outdoor 

recreation. : 3 

We lost the Flambeau as a logical consequence of the za 3 

that conservation can be achieved easily. It cannot. Parts of oor. well ’ ‘ 

‘rounded conservation programX entail’ sacrifice, usually local, but none-the- ; 

less-real. The farmers' raid on our last wild river is just like any other : 

raid on a other public wealth; the only defense is a widespread public ~ 

i eas of the es stake. There wes none. : : S_ 

. : ¢ ; : 

‘ . c * ; 

Ze | :
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Sound Horses Are Bred on Fertile Soils 
By W. A. Albrecht* 

University of Missouri 
Columbia 

ounp bones are the basis of good much of the rain water where it falls lime and phosphate to build the 
S horses. Such bones can best be by making more of it go into the bones. Only a proteinaceous sub- 

made by healthy bodies that get soil. This infiltered water is grow- stance already fabricated by the plant 
the necessary lime and phosphates— ing more crops as cover, more of can meet the protein requirement for 
bone ingredients—from the soil by them on the contour and otherwise, horses. They cannot use the simpler 
way of nourishing feeds. When lime- all to keep more soil at home. elements for making their protein as 
stone and phosphate are soil treat- The realization is about to come in the case of plants. The lime and 
ments to improve crops, the question that it isn’t so easy to grow perpetual the phosphate also come by way of 
often arises whether horses need dos- cover crops successfully. Even before the plants from the soil. The min- 
ages of these minerals directly. Our the soil started going, much of the erals and the proteins are required 

soils have much to do with the de- soil fertility—the soil substance that in larger amounts by young horses, 
livery of these in forages for efficiency it takes to make plants—had already by mares during gestation, and by 
in livestock production, more par- gone. Not only erosion and difficul- stallions for most successful service, 

ticularly for those longer-lived ani- ties in growing some crops are bear- because these are the “grow” foods 
mals, the horses. ing testimony of this fact, but even and come from the soil 

Energy foods are supplied in the 
lg ayy 3 = = form of the carbohydrates and fats. 

SSS. CxKe Ap ae ae It is the carbohydrates that make u) 
Breen Sk Ber | Se. grove ss the larger Bad ta the bulk of he 
SA _ee EY AA Y — xt ate ies a non lants. ‘These compounds are the 

' =a se B. Ca ge ae := Beat. oe product of ph factory as 
SS ee ma oe Das it takes carbon from the air, water 
SSS — Brew oA ahs tes from the rain source, to be combined 
—= SJ opr we | jy tn a7 "ZA smsor we : 5 : 

ee sees 7 ee 3 7 eae into carbohydrates by means of the 
Come RAI ea ge 4 ha ae i B green chlorophyl in the leaves as it 

aL, epee) By anil to _—_[[[[T] xoworenonsons earches—the-ar’s_erietoyto do. this 
Me ee ‘il a igs EL aera 

TRS il i i [x rere on ono sous chemical work. 
OS — RR L| a 

Enon ae AY Aye IX M | [sore nm ons “Go” Foods and “Grow” Foods 
anes S Vv \) ieeleees OF NEBRASKA, Starchy grains, saccharine plant 

ream om seem sous [FF ormem crmozen sous ecg compounds, and much of the plant’s 
ea ee ee eee [Ewen a ios 2 rcre sess fibrous structure are the horse’s en- 

: ergy or power sources that do not 
Climatic and vegetational soil groups of the United States. (After Marbut, 1935.) come directly from the soil. They 

The different soils of the United States bring differences in horse production just as are the “go” foods that plants seem- 
they do in the Old World. Better horses can be had on the better soils. ingly make from the weather, or those 

PE IY TE peas i gen a Eee ledterials-amply~present. without sine, 
The fertility of the soil, which in- the farm animals are reporting their soil. Plants won't render this energy- 

cludes those plant nutrients that troubles in deficiencies of growth and snatching service, however, except 

make up mainly the plant ash, is now in reproduction because of our past through the help of the five or ten 
coming in for wider general appreci- neglect of soil fertility. These are per cent of their own “grow” foods 
ation. Nitrogen as the nutrient hid- some of the signals flashing caution that are taken by their roots from 
den in the soil organic matter, or and reminding us to look to the main- within the soil and represent the 

humus, has long been appreciated be- tenance of the soil for the future plant’s mineral part, or ash. 
cause of its scarcity and of the diffi- health and profit of our livestock. Horses are power plants to release 

culty in replacing it. As erosion dug Grass for the grazing horse serves for our service the sun’s energy stored 
deeper ditches that hurried the water two body functions. One of these by the plants. Horses haul their own 

off in record-breaking floods and most consists in supplying the materials by coal when they come from the pas- 
disastrous droughts, we recently be- means of which the body is con- ture. They must first be built, 
came engaged in one of the largest structed. The other is that of pro- though, by means of the body- 
national action programs outside of viding energy to run the body ma- constructing proteins and minerals 
war. We have undertaken to keep chinery and move the animal and _ that come from the soil. Horses must 
the body of the soil at home. Even its load about. Growth demands pro- “grow” first and “go” later. The soil 
there we are no longer thinking of tein to build muscle. It demands is the foundation of our farm power 
only dams in the gully to control TRA ARceet s e t plants when these are horses. : 
floods. We have gone out of the Department of Soils at the University of Missouri It is easy to become excessively op- 
ditch and on to the upland to stop 24,288, 4one, extensive research work in scientific See 
< Pp P treatment of the soil. (con page 20) 
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. . regularities reveal soil troubles quickly. the field to the barn and back to the soil. 
Horses on Fertile Soils Mee producers like sheep are more compe As the amount in this cycle of rotation be- 

(continued from page 21) sive than hogs, of which the fat constitutes comes larger, the yields of crops on the 
effort on our part in the complex perform- most of their bulk and hides the trouble farm go up. 
ances of nature. more readily. When it comes to the long- Horses as additions to other livestock can 

Fortunately, the cornbelt and much more lived horses their troubles more slowly ac- be significant additions to our efforts in soil 
of the United States were blessed with good cumulate and longer remain hidden as _ conservation in a larger way. As more of 
soils, particularly good for horses as pre- minor defects. For these hidden faults, pre- the minerals mobilized out of the soil into 
tractor days demonstrated. They will be vention is better than antidotes or cures. organic matter combination go back to the 
good soils for horses again if we treat our For prevention there is no better means than _ soil, these are more nearly good growth food 
pastures with the proper mineral fertilizers good feed of animal choice and collection for the soil bacteria. This puts “life” into 
to restore white clover, the bluegrass fertiliz- from fertile soils. For horses, as for humans, the soil, which with more grass pastures will 
ing legume. Fertility depletion during the the way to be healthy is-to be well-fed. win its way back toward virgin condition. 
youth period of Americanism toward our Just as good horses are supported by fer- It was—and will be—on such mineral-rich 
soil need not prohibit our handling it from tile soils, likewise good horses in turn sup- and humus-rich soils that our lands will do 
this day forth with the maturer judgment port the fertility of the soil. Horse power much to conserve themselves. It will be 
of American adulthood apparently about to is merely the sun’s energy released on the because they can take the rain water and 
arrive. We can hold our soils at the present farm right where it was collected by means because they have the fertility to grow their 
level, and even build back. of the soil minerals or soil fertility. None own cover to prevent erosion. It was—and 

Horses can help us in this program and of this needs to be exported from the farm will be—on such soils that the production of 
guide it by their help in their more refined to pay for horse power as is done for liquid. sound horses need not alarm us much about 
assay of the mineral nutrient levels. Short- fuel and lubrication. In using horse power, the necessity of supplying them extra min- 

lived animals suffering early nutritional ir- the soil fertility is merely in rotation from _ erals. 

~



Soils that are depleted, whether by nature ample lime and phosphorus, but behaved treatments is shown by these hays in di- 
or man, mean crops mainly of fuel value like woody vegetation when these two were gestion trials with rabbits. Contrary to ex- 
and of less help in animal growth. Not only not so amply provided. Here is the ex-  pectation, the hay giving the poorer growth 
horses, but other animals reflect these condi- planation of why one might believe them rate was the more completely digested. 
tions in their bone troubles, teeth troubles, an “acid-tolerant” crop, when in reality they Therefore, the animal machine was handling 
reproductive irregularities and alternate shifted from a legume crop over into a_ the vegetable matter to the best of its abil- 
breeding when the more exhausted soils timber crop. ity. 
provide them with crops of lowered mineral Substitute crops are bringing on increasing Unfortunately, however, the unlimed hay 
contents. This principle may well be more numbers of disappointments for animals. was deficient in something to help the ani- 
widely applied. Juggling of crops to maintain tonnage per mal build the calcium and phosphorus into 

acre is dropping the animals into nutritional its body. These two bone-building essen- 
Better Soil, Better Bone troubles. Wide use of calcium gluconate as tials in the animals on the poorer hay were 

Unfortunately, we are a bit late in realiz- a remedy points toward needed attention being eliminated by way of the urine just 
ing that the depletion of our soils is the to lime and phosphate, particularly when twice as fast as from the animals on the 
reason for failure to grow white clover and pregnant animals can’t make it through the more efficient hay. These minerals were 
good bluegrass that once were the delight winter, as acetonemia and other reproductive digested, but apparently the plants had not 
of horsemen. Mechanical genius may have troubles indicate. We may be trying to worked them into proper combination, or 
brought in the tractor, but it is going to “rough them through the winter” but provided the manufactured supplement for 
take more than the diversion of steel to war TOughages from the less fertile soils are their effective service within the body. 
needs and rationing of tractors to the ex- PTOV!"tB too Tough. Substitute crops will 
tent of their elimination to bring good ena 19 Soups ie Hee ee oe Store Minerals Not Enough 
horses back again. Bone blemishes on ee De ee te ee Sa tae pce! Ge Th deli Sear 4 hotéeswere./all too humerous. faethe coma. iciency in soil fertility, which is the real ie mere lelivery 2 calcium and p! 108- 
belt. even" before) chet teattor Braided need in the situation. : phorus to the digestive tract, and a high 
bronchios from che tlineladencsoils, of When the daily mineral requirements of degree of digestibility of them are appar- soils of the a . West were excellent examples of soundness horses are measured in fractions of an ounce ently not enough. These essential minerals 
Sadeae ee minerals as ae ee a one mn se an Ee eae for = 

dete A ao ured out in pounds, we readily think of plant first if they are to be of nutritional 
ane a : mineral mixtures on the avugitere shelf as service to the animal. If these are the facts, 

: + 2 8 ’ feed supplements. Even if such mixtures then drugstore minerals shovelled into the spavins, splints and sidebones. But now score . 
that intensive cultivation by tractor d= popes ao ee Oy ate Ue teed ee are on equal An gaalnete: tage piss yi yen he land as soil treatment and as diminishing amounts of manure and fer- 2 complete substitute for these applied as put Onet 

tilit ee ils h treatments on the soil and all that they help in the better output of the many com- 
Yeo ee pean gous Pave Eg neiay witht Gienu! in "teavelling fo: chelhiotse’s .opletes/fromi the plant fAciar them to the point where they won’t grow ing 2 : d he e P A th il : a fe ‘ 

cover fast enough to stop erosion, we can’t Roepe Daye See Or Us y ROESEC: . foeoue ae Ee ee Bring horses’ back smevebyiby econontic never: crops and as substitutes are used, these sub- 
Gy, sla thepetene oe Hark ecouuaicait stitute crops tend to become mere mineral 

5 y, ssc haulers. Unfortunately, the minerals they (for back they must come under present deliver consist more of silica with no feed indications) they must do so by way of bet- fametteol ff calci innit d 
ter soils and fertility restoration in them. ares in a See esp ooepuorus, an = eee Pasture research is going ronan te “give a 3 all else of nutritive value that comes with 

us better pastures. Much effort is being put poco ‘ ee ene ens ae oes 
into the search for substitute grazing crops. the soil ee be offset by minerals added 
To date, as most horsemen will agree, there to the vegetative bulk used as feed, any has been none found to take the place of more than wheat straw would be good feed 
the combination of bluegrass and Dutch when supplemented by saltpeter, limestone 
clover. The clover goes out with the min- f and bonemeal. Synthetic diets at best leave 
eral depletion of the soil. Departure of the much to be desired before they will be 
clover means that the bluegrass becomes less a "c= equal to the spring growth of the forage in 
nutritious. Might it not be possible that . eee . bluegrass-white clover pastures on fertile 
depleted soil fertility is the reason why blue- Animals draw a fine line of discrimination _ soils. 
grass quits so much earlier in the summer When two hundred pounds of fertilizer on Body processes of horses are not such 
and doesn’t begin until so much later in the left make them graze closely, and one simple performances. Neither are the proc- 
the fall? Can’t we see the increasing need hundred pounds on the right make them esses_ of plant growth. When calcium in 
for so much supplementary summer pasture disregard the forage. “animal ash is forty times as concentrated 
possibly connected with our neglect of put- as is the mobile calcium in the soil, and 
ting some fertility in the form of nines =——————_ phosphorus similarly more than a hundred 
and organic matter back into the soil? times, we may expect the animal to be in 

Substitute crops have come because of neg- Recent experiments using sheep demon- ‘rouble when compelled to eat herbage get- 
lect of the soil. Now that there are more _ strate the fact that putting the lire on the ting little of these essentials from the soil. 
refined means of controlling the soil as it soil makes lespedeza hay, for example, a Animals know their forages so well that 
delivers nutrients to the plant, more careful much more efficient growth producer. Lim- €ven a blind horse, according to Doctor 
study of plant composition points out that ing increased the yield of the lespedeza crop Dodds of Ohio State University, will graze 
the soybean, for example, recently intro- by about 25 per cent. Each pound of limed © the line of the soil treatments repre- 
duced, has a remarkable “staying power” on hay, however, was about 50 per cent more sented by only a few hundred pounds of 
soils where other crops passed out. efficient in terms of lamb growth resulting fertilizer. 

One needs to be reminded that if soybeans from consuming it. With the animals eating We might then expect that the thousands 
are making two tons of forage where alfalfa all the hay they could, those eating the hay of pounds of fertility hauled off through 
made but a half ton, then the soil-given given proper soil treatment made Bosper eats of farming are a decided disturbance 
minerals must be diluted by four times as cent more gain. Because of better crop in animal behaviors. In place of going to 
much woody matter in the soybean forage yield, and greater growth-producing effi- the drugstore for mineral supplements, it 
as in the alfalfa. Soybeans have demon- ciency of the hay the limed acre was then Would seem better to let the animals make 
strated experimentally that they may be about 75 per cent more efficient in terms of their selection via plants from a liberal 
growing to good height and yet may con- increase in sheep weight. variety of them in the form of fertilizers 
tain less protein and less phosphorus in the That the lime was effective, not wholly put back on the soil. Animal production is 
crop than was in the planted seed. They because of the nutrient element calcium, and 20t wholly a matter of short cuts and eco- 

Ave also been shown to behave in true the phosphate not wholly because of the ‘0mics, but a most discerning cooperative 
Jegume-like fashion when on soils with element phosphorus, delivered by these soil (continued on page 41) 
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. ° 80 these latter respects. Can it be mere coin- 
Horses on Fertile Soils ay “RA RG RAS she cidence that en veterinarians so com- 

S fe ene SS 7 ‘50 monly recommend alfalfa hay as a remedy (continued from page 15) pal. me Bh SBA for vitamin deficiency they are calling on a 
timistic as to what can be accomplished by i Ea =~ 1 pee crop that is at the top of the list for its 
the breeding of horses, now that breeding ie ro ty Coo concentration of minerals, and its heavy de- 
of plants has given us hybrid vigor, crosses topo = Je mands on the soil? Legumes are universally 
of poultry have served for sex distinction in i t ? eee ye accepted as effective feed for colts and other 
chicks, and certain hog crosses have given i ie growing animals. White clovers in the 
unusual growth capacities. Breeding has. its Ave if bluegrass pastures are evidence of lime de- 
possibilities, but feeding by way of soil = 100° oy livery to the crop by the soil. Can there 
fertility treatments needs wider consideration mie id be any connection between the fact that 
as to what it has done and can do for horses. clovers grow only on soils rich in lime and 

One needs only to survey the different sizes The rainfall in contrast to evaporation in phosphorus, and the fact that clovers are 
and kinds of horses in different countries and terms of ratio figures tells us that if the “growth” foods? This is a question that 
relate these to the soil to appreciate how much “prairie soils” of the West made sound more horsemen might raise when at last 
the soil may be in control. It is now known wild horses we are fortunate that the West they realize that the Dutch clovers have 
that soils in a region limited enough to have extends into the Cornbelt to give us sound not been seen in their pastures for so many 
almost the same climate are different because horses there. years. 
of different parent rocks of their origin. As The lime and phosphate soils of Tennes- 
we have learned to recognize these soil differ-_ § ————=—=—=—=—————————————————___ see and the bluegrass region of Kentucky 
ences we are likewise appreciating the in- don’t mean fine horses merely because of 

fumes of the wil on the development of sou teatments, indnding mana, time. iionyngane of the people of hata S stone, and fertilizers, are but small additions . . + 
- 3 to the soil. Yet they may alter most de- eee ee im ee a seas ae Country, Soil Affect Size cidedly the nutritive value of. grasses thereon. aoe oe a ae eae a eae SE 

i ae small ranges of latitude and longi- We are just beginning to appreciate differ- E good leliheod. hat iia eee res 
le reaching no great distances out from the ent soils as they represent larger or smaller 5 ze 

British Isles as the center, and all within the stores of reserve nutrients, and a more or C@US€ Of the latter. Success in growing. oat 
influence of the Gulf Stream, one can go less active factory with an annual output ee at lees eae e pee an 
from the smallest to the largest of the horses. of plant nourishment available according ae ee Love a e a ey 
The Shetland pony, or the midget horse, is at to the crop needs through the course of the Quan of forageae eee ql ee op ae 
home on the more rocky, less developed soils of season. ae oe we pace " ne ail grown 
the Islands at 60° north latitude. The Irish Recent soil studies have reported that it it the goods by way of the soil. 
pony and the Welsh pony, larger but still in is in the clay and humus, or what is spoken 

the pony class, are on the granitic and slaty of as the colloidal part of the soil, that the Nature Posts Warnings 

soils respectively, at 55° north. Of about Plant nutrients are held in the adsorbed con- As soils are more weathered in conse- 

corresponding size are the Russian horses dition. This adsorbed condition means in quence of their location in heavier rainfalls 
on the gravelly, glacier-deposited soils of forms available to the plant by exchange. higher temperatures, or have been more 

iS ...___North Russia, and the Norwegian horses in Sandy soils in the humid region, or those heavily cropped, they are correspondingly: 
the rock-bound fjords at not much differ- With little clay, when broken out of virgin ore depleted of their phosphorus, lime and 
ent latitudes. condition, are soon in crop troubles. These other minerals. As this depletion occurs, 

One needs only to go into Scotland with bring animal troubles too. Heavy soils have the crops on them shift to those of less 
the greater clay content of its soils to find always been known to hold up longer. The growth value and mainly of a woody nature 
such active and stylish hulks of horseflesh clay is the custodian of the mobile nutrients, or of fuel value. 
as the Clydesdales, or east from Wales and while the mineral particles of silt size are Nature has demonstrated this fact with 
its slates into England with its clay soils usually the reserve of them. the forests located on soils low in mineral 
to go from ponies to the massive Shires and store. Woods or timber are the last stand 
Suffolks. South, a bit farther, there are the Good Horses from Good Soil by vegetation against the flow of fertility to 
heavy, closely-coupled Belgians. Nearby in is the sea. Wildlife in the forests is scant, be- 
Normandy of France on soils similar to those It has also been discovered that the plant cause the minerals in the forage are scant. 
of England where heavy clays, heavy plows 8€ts its nourishing elements from the clay The pregnant timber squirrel carrying bones 
and heavy horses all go together, we find the by trading hydrogen, or acidity, for them. i, no unusual observation. Well-gnawed or 
original Normans or the Percherons of tre- The clay in turn, aera kind of jobber, trades  teeth-marked fragments of bones in the 
mendous body, surplus power, and excellent «the acidity to the silt particles, or the sand, squirrels’ nests would scarcely be considered 

disposition. for their minerals of original rock nature— as dental artifices for keeping the teeth and 
Through this small area—all within the if they have any trading stock left. Thus, jaw muscles up to their maximum. Antlers 

region’ where woolens are the common wear Calcium, magnesium, potassium and other jn the woods disappear because of the —the climate is not so widely different. constituents of the plant ash are moved struggle by animals to get their necessary 
Yet the soils include a great variety because from the original rock form in the silt via lime and phosphorus from past animal life 
the different rocks in similar climate mean the clay or the humus colloid to the plant when they can’t get these from the plant 
different minerals. Therefore the soils made roots. In the opposite direction there goes life. 
from them are different. Different soils the acidity, or hydrogen, from the plant to 
make different feeds. Different feeds mean be taken first by the clay. It is then passed 
horses differing in size, speed, conformation 0n to the silt to be neutralized by its rock - mucsrere St0<Bees 

N and disposition. fragments breaking down slowly in conse- 2] OM SO ACs weme cuss — STUN ti) 
Horses differ by countries with different quence. As soils differ in clay content, in e cy sa ik, Sy a 

soils, not because horses eat the soil directly, humus content, or in mineral reserves of the . a reese aT ¥, Uae fg 

but because even the same crop differs in silt and sand, necessarily the crop growth 4 , aaibilagrac, Sei AN ee mS 
its chemical composition and its service as will be different. As the reserves are ex- %24 >" degen Resa Me nat | feed for horses according as the soils are hausted, naturally the kind and the quality - aes Se ae ea gh y 
different. What, from géneral appearances, of the vegetation will differ. 2 po ee UR vomesr 
may look like the same soil may be de- The feed quality of vegetation is largely 
cidedly different in feeding function by way a matter of whether it is mainly woodiness Qn the lime-laden prairie soils proteina- 
of its forages. In fact, the same soil in the or whether it is rich in minerals, proteins ceous, mineral-rich, grass crops flourish. 
same place may change with time, or and all the accessories, both known and un- Qn soils leached of lime timber dominates. 
through neglect, enough to make its crops known, that the better forage feeds have. Crops on cleared timber lands are often 
of greatly lowered feed value. Forages like the legume crops are rich in Jow in protein and minerals. 
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| fhe Prend of Game Management 

in the National Forests 

Aldo Leopold 

The National Forests were placed under management in 1905. 

Up to that time, the game conservation movement had given birth to only 

two major ideas. 

: The first was the reservation or park idea-—-withdrawing 

samples of game range from economic development with a view to the per- 

petuation of threatened species. © 

; The second was the idea of limiting the annual kill on hunt- 

ing grounds to the annual increment or “natural increase” of the game 

thereon. This idea of limitation of kill was really contemporaneous with 

National Forests, and part of its development may be credited to the for- 

esters who had them in charge, i 

In the interim, however, one additional major idea has emerged, 

This idea is corollary to the idea of limiting the kill to the 

annual increment. It asserts that the ennual increment of any given game 

population may be increased at will by manipulating its environment. Such 

increase is limited only by the carrying capacity of the renge, or (more 

rarely) by the unimpeded increase rate or "breeding potential" of the species. 

For instance, a herd of 20 deer may now be holding its own under 

a kill of one buck per year. Under the "limitation of kill” idea, the kill- 

ing of only one would be allowed. But under the idea of “environmental con- 

trol" some factor such as food, cover, predators, disease, or parasites would 
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ve manipulated so as to allow of killing two or more bucks. However, no 

manipulation of factors can make it sefe to exceed, or even approach, the 

vreeding potential, which for 20 deer is about 5 bucks. (We do not yet 

know enough about deer to determine this theoretical potential with cer- 

tainty.) 

Environmental control, in its essence, and as applied to 

hunting grounds, is in effect the shifting of mortality from naturel enemies 

to human hunters. 

It is not @ new idea, In various empirical forms it has been 

: practiced in Burope since the Middle Ages, and in Asia since the days of 

Ghengis Khan. The biological equation responsible for its success was 

probably not understood, but this did not worry the Great Khan as long as 

his hunting vas good. 

It should, however, worry us. Bnvironmental control, like 

every other really potent idea, is a two-edged sword. It is the only 

possible way of keeping alive the sport of hunting in the face of unregu- 

"abe eae population growth, This is one edze of the sword. The other 

is that over-control is open to many abuses, The bitterness which European 

nature-lovers feel toward the excessive and indiscriminate predator-control 

practices on private hunting preserves is a case in point, end should be a 

lesson to managers of both private and public hunting grounds in this country. 

Moreover, excessive manipulation of environment tends to artificialize sport, 

and thus destroy the very social values which the conservation movement seeks 

to retain, : 

By and lerge, these abuses, as far as America is concerned, 

are in and of the future. For the present, controle are not practiced at 
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all, except as the incidental result of other activities. The question to be 

here discussed is: how do they, and the other basic mechanisms of game 

management, bear on the future of game on the National Forests? 

Tt should first of all be observed that while the “old” ideas 

of reservation and limitation can be put into effect through legislative 

enactments, the idea of controlled environments has little or nothing to do 

with law. Laws cennot restore life to the over-grazed forage plants of the 

Kaibab. It is these dead mahogany bushes, and not the edicts of legislatures 

or conservation societies, which will shortly limit the deer population of 

the Kaibab,and this limit will hold for several decades to come, 

The over-grazing of the Kaibab, though foreseen years ago by 

experts, at this time represents the restoration of something gone. A much 

petter example of the need for environmental control is to be found on the 

Gila and Datil Forests, where the deer carrying capacity is now in process 

of being badly reduced. by deer and cattle grazing, not through the destruct- 

ion of the forage as a whole, tut by the elimination of two particular forage 

plants, live oak and motmtain mahogany. The seme graging has let in a vast 

amount of coniferous reproduction, which will make splendid additional deer 

coverts. Forest Service protection has restored the grass to a large part 

of this range, but not the browse. The net result a decade hence will be 

an unbalanced rance, offering deer (and to a lesser extent, cattle) an ex- 

cess of coverts coupled with a deficiency of winter feed. Here is a threat- 

ening situation so complex that even trained foresters may fail to see it. 

Successful restoration of grass and conifers may seem to them a sufficient 

accomplishment, as indeed it would be on any ordinary Forest. But this region 

is so rough and inaccessible that its recreational value seems to me to far 
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exceed its timber-producing value. It is at least debatable whether creating 

a balanced environment for game. should not be a primary objective of National 

‘ Forest administration on such lands. 

One already familiar aspect of environmental manipulation in 

the interest of game is the predator control work undertaken by the Biological 

Survey in cooperation with the states. Of course, the primary interest is 

livestock, tut this does not change the biological effect. Much of the reported 

recent increase in National Forest game may safely be ascribed to this work, 

The future, however, must bring a greater recognition of the needs of game, 

as distinct from those of livestock. A case in point: e¢oyotes have recently 

inveded the "roughs" or box canyons of the upper Gila basin, where they are 

seriously depleting the Sonoran Whitetail Deer, a dward form of outstanding 

and distinctive recreational and scientific value. Wo voice is as yet heard 

_ in protest. A similar raid on livestock would be loudly heard from, but with 

less reason. 

The coyote's invasion of Alaska is another case, by this time 

well know, but by no means adequately acted upon. ; 

By and large, future predator control must be localized and dis- 

Criminate, with geme management eas one of its primary objectives. There should 

probably, in most localities, be more control of smali and perhaps less of 

large predators. It is possible that the low net productivity of many deer 

herds is due to the non-removal of superannuated females coupled with high 

fawn-mortality. Continuation of such a tendency might easily over-graze a 

range with but a small net production of killable tucks to show for it. 

Intelligent manipuletion of game environments is impossible with- 

out research. In only a few cases are the main factors affecting National 

Forest game as yet mown. This is no reason for a do-nothing attitude, but 
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it. is a powerful reason for a radical expansion in the present game research 

program, especially that authorized (but not yet financed) under the MeSweeney- 

MeNary Act. 

The foregoing sketch tries to show the potentialities (and 

dangers) of environmental manipulation as a means of enhancing the crop of 

: game on the National Forests. It is possibly not very convincing, but this 

is because research has yet to diselose what to manipulate. It is true, 

because the inexorable laws of mathematics decree that environmental factors 

alone prevent the realization of the enormous breeding potential inherent in 

each species. The only question is: What are they? Which ones can be 

peneficially controlled? These questions research must answer. 

The “reservation” idea has enjoyed @ satisfactory growth, and 

t requires no lengthy comment. A far-flung system of refuges is gradually 

being built up. These, to be sure, differ sosewhat from the original idea 

of preserving a sample. Refuges are a machine to feed breeding stock to 

the adjoining range; reservations are a museum specimen set away for safe- 

keeping. Both are needed. 

The limitation-of-kill idea has not developed rapidly. Since 

its inception, a new need for it has come to light, namely, the need of 

regulating the mob of hunters as well as limiting the kill of game. ‘there 

are already many localities in the National Forests where the hunters are 

thick enough to destroy the recreational value of the hunting ground, quite 

regardless of their effect on the game. Thishs true even on some of the 

"wilderness areas" set aside for wilderness recreation. Unfortunately many 

hunters are too thick-skinned to be annoyed. Nevertheless it is unthinkable 

that the public-service value of the national property should be allowed to 

~5e '



progressively deteriorate from overcrowding. Until we advance enovgh to regu- 

late human populations, the only remedy is for the Forest Service, or the state, 

to spread the same crowd over a longer period (or possibly to reduce the crowd) 

through a lottery or turn-about system of hunting privileges. The same will 

be even more necessary on public shooting grounds operated by the states, 

One basic question affecting the future is whether the state 

Conservation Departments will improve rapidly enowgh to merit continuance of 

their primary control over National Forest game resources. There has been 

improvement, but it is spotty and slow, and sometimes offset by relapses. 

If National Porest game alone were at stake, I would say the evidence better 

supports a negative than a positive answer. But the game resources outside 

the National Forests demand a revolution in the quality of state leadership 

in any event. 

In conclusion, it may fairly be said that game management has 

made a fair start in the National Forests; that the status of game in the 

gross or quantitative sense is less discouraging than in the country at large, 

and that game activities on the National Torests have spread a valuable 

leaven of ideas into the surrounding tertitories. The National Forests are 

the largest public shooting grounds operated by any nation. Neither their 

present nor their potential social value as such are as yet appreciated, 

Their management is beset by many perplexing difficulties, due to acceler- 

ating human population pressure and to lack of knowledge. The first cannot 

as yet be helped. The second demands facts, and yet more facts, A relent- 

less search for facts, backed by a relentless determination to apply them 

to game management, is the chief future need, 

ad 
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: Phe next most important need, in my opinion, is a more 

flexible conception of the relative importance of game and timber prodnetion 

respectively. The National Forests were founded on the assumption of im- 

pending timber-famine. Under this asswaption nearly every acre of National 

Forest land, no matter how much or whet quality of timber it would grow, has 

been dedicated to bimer production, with all other possible “crops” relegated 

to second place. 

The ensuing 25 years of social and economic evaluation have 

not undermined the validity of the timber-fomine ides, but they have split 

it up into certain component parts which differ from each other, and they 

have added certain new ideas unheard of in 1905. The present situation in 

my mind sums up as follows: 

1. Pimber-fanine is wore a matter of quality then quantity. 

It is the large high-grade timber which will ve scarce, and which will be 

least likely to be produced on private lands. 

2. Timber-competition is as important as timber-famine. Wood 

mast battle for markets against a growing host of wood-substitutes. 

3. In this battle, a complete real ignnent of wood-uses may 

take place. ‘The ultimate place of various kind and qualities of wood in the 

national economy will be lergely determined by the skill with which wood is i 

grown, advertised, harvested, and used, 

4. No one can predict the outcome, but it is daily clearer 

that in this battle, wood grown on rich accessible land under intensive foresty 

5 will have ea competitive advantage over that grown on poor rough land. As in 

agriculture, marginal land will have to drop out of the race, or be used for 

other purposes. 

5. Meanwhile, the existence of a recreation-famine, especially 

a¥-



of @ wilderness-reereation famine, has emerged as an incontrovertible fact. 

6. The logical deduction is to concentrate silvicultural 

operations on the richer and more accessible portions of the National Forests 

with emphasis on high-quality timber, and to dedicate the remaining portions 

primarily to recreational functions, These functions include gsme management, 

and various forms of recreation varying from wilderness areas on the one hand 

to tourist-aress on the other. 

-S-
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GAME MANAGEMENT - A NEW FIELD FOR SCIENCE 

Aldo Leopold 

The flood of science which has inundated the affairs of 

everyday life, has, like any other swift current, exhibited certain 

back-washes or eddies. Yor a long time one of these "slow spots" 

was agriculture, - the art of producing crops of domesticated plants 

and animals. ‘There is still another "slow spot" which has just begun 

to feel the impetuous onset of the scientific method. This is game 

management--the art of producing crops of wild animals for recreational 

Use. 

The “best” game crop is of course that which has produced 

itself, without human aid or interference. It is increasingly evident, 

however, that in settled countries the entire lack of human aid means 

the ultimate obliteration of wild game, and also the obliteration of 

the various field sports and recreations involved in its pursuit. 

Some kinds of game can, of course, be confined and arti- 

ficially propagated, tat the costs per head are high, while the product, : 

even after release to the fields and woods, lacks "that something" which 

the American sporteman demands in his quarry. Hence artificial propa- 

gation, while an invaluable source of "seed stock," is not by itself a 

sufficient answer to the question of game shortage. 

Wild animals, under ideally favorable conditions, increase 

with incredible rapidity. Is there not some way in which a part of this 

tremendous “breeding potential" can be realized, - some way in which,
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by increasing the wild survival, an abundant annual crop of wild game 

ean be restored? 

fo search for an answer to this question, some of the industries 

affected by the decline in the game supply have financed a “Game Survey." 

A modern Solomon might say “of the making of surveys there is no end,* 

but label it what you will, this Survey is an attempt to appraise the 

chances for game restoration in America. It has so far examined a block 

of eight states in the upper Mississippi Valley, A report of ite findings 

has been recently publiones.* 

fhe fundamental reason for game scarcity in -this region, the 

report says, is a new entity without a name. A name for it has been 

borrowed from the physicist and the electrical engineer. It is 

“environmental resistence." The meaning is this: ‘Slick and clean" 

agriculture has removed the game food and cover, and thus inereased 

the resistance which the environment offers to natural increase. Hence 

a lesser fraction of the breeding potential is realized; hence game is . 

decreasing. 

A semple of the evidence on which the findings of the Game 

Survey are based ig the analysis of quail "density" (popule tion per 

unit area) in various states. A quail census was made of nearly 400 

sample ranges, each about the size of an ordinary farm, and the density 

of each computed by dividing the quail population by the area. A map 

ef these densities shows low abundance to prevail in the prairie farming 

regions, whether shot or unshot, and especially where farming custom 

has decreed the removal of heége fences and fencerows which serve as 

lngame Survey of the North Central States," American Game Association, 
Washington, D. C. 1931.
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quail cover, ‘The map shows high densities te prevail in the semi- 

farmed Ozark foothills, and along the riverbreaks of the prairie 

states, where brushy woodlots, draws, and fencerows are still found, 

but where grain is also available for winter food. Low densities,on 

the other hand, prevail in the high Ozarks, where there is endless 

. cover but little grain. 

The conclusion indicated is that environmental resistance 

to quail increase is least where agricultural methods happen to pro-= 

vide food and cover in close juxtaposition, but that the resistance 

rises where either factor gets “out of balance" with the other. 

The same “low" is apparent from an historical study of food 

and cover changes on a single farm through a long period of time. 

The Report cites the Phil M. Smith farm in Miswuri (see diagram) 

which, in 1923, supported over 200 quail. At that time it was a 

"backward" farm, with plenty of brushy draws, hedges, and an ungrazed 

woodlot. Yor the next five years ite owner, who had just graduated 

from an agricultural college, subjected it to the process of 

“modernization.” As the livestock, brush-grubbing, and fence-clearing 

on this farm increased, the quail decreased. In 1929 less than half the 

original quail population remained. The Report says! 

“There has undoubtedly been a large increase in the sale value 
of the farm, due to the enhanced working capital of livestock, fertility, 
and pasture area. 

"The question is, however, whether this enhanced vale of 
the farm as a productive agricultural unit could not have been attained 
without so heavy a sacrifice of its game-producing capacity. 

: “There can be no absolute yes or no anewer to this questim, 
The answer is a matter of degree. 

"The question is statewide, because thousands of farmers 
are doing, or will eventually do, the same thing. A powerful and 
extremely effective machinery is maintained in each county at govern=



mental expense to hasten the process, and to show the farmer how. 

Gould not this seme machinery show him how to conserve at least a 

part of his game-producing capacity, i? he cares to do so for either 

pleasure or profit? 

"% illustrate concretely what is meant by ‘conserving 

geme-producing capacity’ on an improved farm, the map depicts an 

imaginary reconstruction of the quail coverts on the Smith farm, and 

the hypothetical response in quail population. ‘The intent is to show Be 

how tconcentrated! coverts can be squeezed into odd corners without 

sacrifice of valuable acreage. Whether agricultural experts would 

approve this particular reconstruction is not known. Probably not. ‘ 

The major plea is that they start experiments on this question, and 

tell the farmers what particular measures for the benefit of game 

would meet with their approval, and what response in game might be 

expected." 2 

he technical process of adapting agriculture and game 

production to each other, - this art of Yaising game as a wild by- 

product of the land, the report calls “Game Management." It offers 

an almost virgin field for the practical application of piological 

science. Ite techniques are just beginning to be developed. To 

hasten their development, and start the training of a professional 

: Class competent to apply them, the ammunition industry has set up 

a series of research fellowships at several universities or agricul- 

ture. colleges. One in Minnesota is studying the management of 

Ruffed Grouse, at Wisconsin the management of Bobrhite Quail, at 

Michigan of Hungarian Partridge, at Arizona of Gambel Quail. Under 

the eye of the agricultural authorities, and with the advisory 

gaidance of the U.5. Biological Survey, these "Game Fellows" are 

amassing a body of skill on how to raise wild game on modern farms 

ani in modern forests. ‘The keynote of the whole venture is to find 

out what slight modifications in methods of managing the primary crop 

will decrease the environmental resistance to the increase of game.
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That egricultural crops are overproduced is now universally 

admitted. It would seem to follow that the dedication of the poorer 

parts of thousands of farms to valuable game crops would be an 

economic move for the farmer, and a substantial answer to the unsolved 

. question of geome conservation. Game is the only land erop in which 

there is no present or prospective overproduction. An unlimited 

market for hunting privileges exists in the form of five million 

hunters, anmally licensed by our various states to bunt a game crop 

which in many regions is gradually passing out of existence. 

ee
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» ae FARM FORESTRY AND THE GAME PROGRAM i . 

4 i Aldo Leopold ° i 

. There are available so many generalized discussions of the a 

ej ei forest-game relationship thet I am going to make this paper very ee 

J particular, specific, and local to this region. I will dismiss e 

& generalizations iy saying that the usual assumption, "raise forests oo: a 

e and you will have plenty of game," is not true. It all depends on = 

a what kind and age and condition of forest, how big, what lies adjacent, a 

and what kind of games oe 

a First, let us consider the forest-game ecology of this central 4 

a region. Waiving squirrels and raveite; which seem to do pretty well 5 

is in spite of our worst efforts at conservation, what is the influence 3 

of woody growth on the stands ah yields of our valuable species: 2 

. quail, wild turkey, and pheasant? _ 

. A quarter-section farm with 20 acres of timber can have from a 

; : zero to 160 quail, depending on the condition and dispersion of that 3 

P timber. If it is all in one block and grazed out, there will be no 4 e 

| — quail. If it is all in one block, ungrazed selection forest, it aan : 

F & will have one covey; if one-block, ungrazed coppice (or group selec- = 

E : tion), two coveys; if this but broken into blocks or stringers along 2 

4 ravines and creek banks, it may have as many coveys as there are a 

. ‘blocks or stringers, up to the saturation point of one bird per acres a 

. In short, the digposition of the woody growth varies the quail stand 2 : 

= : 1,000 per cent. a 

All this cine that there is corn or ragweed adjacent. bi 4 

Ps not, the potential stand is reduced from 50 to 100 per conte Cut a 

i ec i ey aia Sak aa
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3 would mean the end of shootable quail in this region. 

So much for quail stands. The safe yield or kill from the 

full stand of 10 coveys might be 75 birds; the safe yield from the thin 

stand of one covey might be zero. Few conservationists as yet compre- 

hend that as the density of any kind of game goes up, the safe per- 

centage of kill goes up faster still, and the total kill yet still 

faster. On this farm the spread in per cent is, say, 5 to 50, or 

1,000 per cent; the spread in head of quail 5 to 75, or 1,500 per cent. 

‘To him that hath dense quail shall be given; from him that hath not 

shall be taken away even that which he hath." Iowa, Ohio, and Wisconsin 

please notice. 

Now for the ecology of pheasants: except on the wind-laid soils 

of northwest Iowa, there are none, and probably will be none, south 

of the Wisconsin and Iowan drifts. The Illinoian and Kansan drifts, 

-end points south, are quail, not pheasant, country. As well try to 

grow beech in Kansas. On these newer drifts, the pheasant does not 

extend north beyond the corn line. His timber requirements, curiously 

enough, vary geographically. They are cone in Dakota, and increase 

steadily eastward, especially where heavy grass is absent. In 

Michigan the pheasant's timber relation is roughly that of quail. The 

outstanding forest-pheasant relation centers around the "grove" or ; 

windbreak. Half the pheasants in Iowa winter in maple groves hogged, 

grazed and scratched bare enough to play marbles under. Lacking such, 

‘the birds winter in the lee of the chicken coop, or hide behind a 

fencepost, with a barbed wire for "forest cover." This ability to 

winter on nothing (save only standing corn,which the steers are aces 

: |
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J gressively thinning dom) is a biological miracle. When we are 

given one miracle, we always expect two. We expect these lee-of-a-~ 

fencepost pheasants to breed vigorously. They don't, any more than 

would poultry given like treatment. ‘They are slipping under a 2-day 

_ open season, when they should stand up under a month of pounding. 

The popular remedy: shorter seasons. Some mathematician should 

anticipate what our game policy is headed for: he should examine 

the theory of mims quantities of time. Or maybe the pheasant is a 

songbird. 

Pheasant density limits and the sliding scale of yield and 

density, are abot the same as quail (or a little better, since the 

bird is polygamous and if overshot can be more cheaply replanted). 

Let us see then, what revenues a quarter section can realize in 

either species. ; 

Shooting privileges are worth, roughly, from 50 cents to 

a dollar a bird. The farm with its 10 acres of cover properly 

disposed in relation to food can safely kill 75 birds, or take in 

$40 to $75 either in cash or in sport for the owner. The same farm, 

: with its cover improperly disposed, can safely kill 5 birds, or take 

in $2.50 to $5. The same farm, without cover, can kill nothing, and 

take in nothing. 

All these revemes are virtually net, unless the owner 

considers that his incidental attention mst draw wages (which it does 

not), or that his waste corners (now idle) cost rent and taxes. That 

such net revenues are worth while, when aided to the value of forest ’ 

products (and in many cases soil conservation and erosion control) 

needs no argument.
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I am omitting intangibles, such as keeping-the-boy-on-the-farm, 

landscape beauty, and insectivorous service of game and songbirds. 

These are more important than cash revenue; hence harder to measure, 

hence our lawgivers laugh at Conn We have to be serious in talking 

to these men. 

This brings us to the meat of the game question: under what 

kind of a legislative and human set-up can these biologic and economic 

potentialities be realized? 

The first obstacle is the songbird list, and its forerunner, 

the short season. A 2-day open season for golf would kill the revenue- 

value of a links. Just so does it inhibit the reveme-value of a farm 

for game. 

Next week there meets in this town a special committee of 

conservationists, to pick a new exotic game bird for the hill country 

of southeastern Ohio, southern Indiana, and Kentucky. The pheasant 

has failed, and. the quail is closed or closing, in this region. There- 

fore we mist import a foreigner. 

It is difficult for me to speak with proper restraint on this 

. proposal. I wonder how the bird-lovers like it, as the culmination : 

of their efforts at "protection." It is saddening to think that 

fifty years of "public education" have come to this. The only consolation 

is that whatever foreign birds are tried, they will probably fail. 

The mental hurdle which these good people are trying to walk 

is the same as the obstacle which 

around/ prevents the cropping of farms for game everywhere: failure to 

recognize that only the landholder can produce game crops, and that he ~ 

will begin to function as the custodian of the state's game only when
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: he is encouraged to regulate the harvest. Do you imagine that any 

foreign bird is going to thrive in these hills without management by 

the landholder? If we mst have management, why not manage our native 

quail and turkeys? 

A blanket relaxation of shooting restrictions is of course 

unthinkable. There will be farmers willing to "cash in" on their 

capital assets the minute it is legal to do so. We foresters know 

this. Why not, then, relax the restrictions only on organized blocks 

of farms which have shown evidence of readiness to practice conservation 

management? Such blocks could be licensed, and the license promptly 

revoked for: 

1. Excessive rates 5; 

2. Overkilling 

3. Failure to provide food and cover 

4, any other abuse of the public interest. 

This would be dangerous in states with politically minded game 

departments. In all other states it ought to constitute a fundamental 

remedy for the present unsatisfactory conditions in upland game on : 

farms. It is the same principle as the forest tax law of Indiana and 

: the shooting preserve laws of Michigan and Wisconsin: let that farmer 

reap who first sows, and keep the lid on the rest. Isn't this solution 

better for the protectionist, the sportsman, the farmer, and the public 

than any other yet in sight? : 

This principle of rewarding management subject to good behavior 

directly links game with forestry, because ungrazed cover is the 

principle criterion of good behavior, and ungrazed cover is potential
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forest. It may be regarded as a way of making game pay the initial 

| 
expenses of the transition from the pioneer land-use philosophy, and the 

' conservation land-use philosophy. We have no forestry now because this 

transition has been too slow. We have overproduction of farm crops 

for the same reason. The reduction in plowland acreage which the 

proposal implies would be a direct contribution to a remedy for over- 

production. It is a way to keep living on marginal farms, and to 

enrich living on good farms. 

tee 
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5 Before embarking on any venture in game management - is often 

necessary to decide which of two or more tracts of land is the best 

range for a certain species of game. If both tracts are small or if one 

- tract ic much better than the other, that fact can be easily ascertained 

by just looking at them. But if, on the other hand, it is a "nip and 

tuck" choice, and especially if the tracts are large, some more accurate e 

basis of comparison is needed as a check against visual impressions. 
Tiwe at whack ane wrerby mbites ou & Cute an pout, 

Assum that the food and cover preferences of the game are 

known, such i aeewieka involves two questions: 

1. Which tract now offers the highest percentage of habitable 
range? 

2. How much and how easily can the carrying capacity of each 
q tract Se improved? — 

- I know of no way to lay a yardstick on a piece of land for the 

purpose of answering the second question. We mst rely on eptnlen, 

: backed by as much bird-sense, business judgment, and imagination as we 

- Gan mister. : 

The first question, however, can, I believe, be measured. with 

a yardstick. ‘This paper deseribes an attempt to develop one. I hope s 

: : that others will use it, check the conclusions for themselves, and 

improve it for application to other regions. Its use requires no tech- 

nical Imowledge, tut it does require an understanding of game, what it 

sae eats, and where it harbors. s ; 

What I tried to measure is the habitability for quail of 

es ” ;
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various parts of northern Missouri, southeast Iowa, and northwest Illinois. 

Quail management cannot begin to produce a crop until the range is habit- 

able, i.e. in good enough shape to support at least a few birds. ‘The real 

job of management lies in the subsequent process of altering the range 

so that it will produce more, “Tt la ad importance, however, to 

know what proportion is habitable to begin with. 

The habitability of any given spot is determined usually by 

whether it offers both food and cover, or, if only one of these is present, 

whether the other is available within a quail's daily "cruising radius.“ 

By food and cover is meant those kinds or quantities of vegeta- 

tion usable during the critical season, which in the cornbelt is usually 

late winter or early spring. 

At that season all the quail food and cover within a radius of 

one-quarter mile is usually visible from the window of a railway or 

motor car. Its kind can be determined st a glance by noting ite color 

or position. ‘Thus a red weed patch in a low spot is smartweed; a gray 

or black aftermath in a stubble is ragweed; a black fencerow is wild 

plum; a brown one is sumac, ete. You onan the quality of the cover 

or the probable amount of food with fair <i by noting the vigor of 

the growth and degree of grazing. 

The method used consisted of taking samples of the food and cover 

by eye, from the window of a Pullman car, at intervals of 30 seconds. 

+ If the train is traveling 40-50 miles an hour, this makes the samples 

fall at 1/3 mile spart. Bach such sample I will call a "station." 

Sampling ceased whenever the train slowed down, or whenever it was running 

through a deep out which rendered the country invisible. Tach sample 

= . 7
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gonsidered only the ground beyond the right-of-way fence, since that 

inside the fence represents an abnormal ungrazed, unplowed condition 

not representative of the range as a whole, 

About 400 "stations" were tallied in March, 1931, in developing 

a method, and 789 more were tallied in applying it to arrive at the basis 

for this paper. 

At each station the range immediately outside the right-of-way 

was tallied as falling into one of ten types of game food, arranged at 

the head of the vertical columns on the tally sheet, and arranged in 

decreasing order of food value, as follows: 1, shocked corn; 2, standing 

corn; 3, weeds; 4, weedy stubble; 5, feedlot or barnyard; 6, winter wheat; 

7, weedless or hay stubble; 8, pasture; 9, plowed; 10, towns. 

Before the tally mark was put down, the country within a quarter 

of a mile of the "station" was examined for cover. ‘This distance is 

about the daily cruising radius of a quail, which means that for cover 

to be effective it must usually be within one quarter mile of food. Tach 

tally mark fell into one of ten types of cover, arranged at the left of 

the horizontal colums of the tally sheet, and also in decreasing order 

of value, as follows: 1, ungrazed woods or brush; 2, thick hedge; 3, cover 

draw; 4, heavy grass or weed patch; 5, grazed woods; 6, thin hedge; 7, 

fencerow; g, coniferous shelterbelt; 9, bare draw; 10, none. 

| If the combination of food and cover at the station was judged 

to be habitable for quail, the tally mark was made with a black pencil. 

If the combination was judged to be too poor to be habitable for quail, 

the mark was made with a red pencil. ‘This is the only “personal judgment" 

used in the method. very quail hunter will understand that while un- 

\ grazed woods, for instance, is usually the best of cover, there are 
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eceasional instances where Bas too wet, or too snall, or too devoid of 

ground vegetation to be any good. Again, grazed woods is poor cover 

after the grazing has econtimed for a long time, mt a freshly-cleared 

pasture full of hazelbrush and briar may for some years be the best of 

cover, even though grazed. Idkewise weeds are usually high-class food 

if they consist of ragweed, smartweed, pigweed, or pigeon crass, but 

on the other hand if the pateh i of some other species it may have no 

food value at all. Allowance for all these variables was made at the 

time that they were umier the eye, ané@ the red or black tally mark denotes 

the verdict. Its position denotes the combination ef food and cover types. 

The number of marks in each position indicates ite frequency. : 

When in doubt, the station was tallied as habitable. Undoubtedly 

the resulting conclusions are more optimistic than they vould be if each 

station had been worked on foot with a bird dog. 

Now for the results of the tally. ‘Table 1 compares the habit- 

ability of five “routes.” Table 2 summarizes all of them. ‘The most 

important conclusions are? 

; ; Eregent Conditions 

1. In the region as a whole, 33 per cent of the range is 

habitable, while 67 per cent is non-habitable. ‘This 2/3 

represents "idle plant--awaiting repairs." 

2. Northern Missouri and eastern Kansas routes contain 5-10 

per cent more habitable quail range than the northwestern 

Illinois route. 

3. The per cent of samples falling into “usually foodless" 

types 1s less than the per cent showing "defictent cover" 

E
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on all routes except eastern Kansas, where the opposite 

is the case. 

4, The most frequent habitable combination is standing corn 

with a cover draw (6 per cent), with thick hedge (2 per 

cent), or with woods (7 per cent). Standing corn constitutes 

the food for half the total habitable samples (17 per cent of 

total). 3 

5. The most frequent combination non-habitable because of de- 

ficient cover is standing corn with too thin a hedge (5 per : 

cent) or with no cover at all (5 per cent), or with a bare 

5 draw (2 per cent). Total, 20 per cent. 

6. The most frequent combination non-habitable because of 

deficient food is a cover draw in pasture with no food 

near, but all such combinations are very intieguns, total- 

ling only 4 per cent. 

Te ontrene per cent of all samples contain woods, 2/3 of 

. which is grazed. Nearly all the ungrazed woods are habitable 

while only half the grazed woods are. 

| 8. Nineteen per cent of all samples contain hedges, 3/4 of 

| which are too thin (clipped down or pruned vp) to be valuable. 

| Three-fourths of the thick hedges are habitable while only 

| 1/14 of the thin ones are. 

9. Twenty-eight per cent of all samples contain draws (gullies 

, or drainage channels), half of which bear vegetative cover 

and the other half are bare. None of the bare draws are 

, habitable for quail, but easily could be so because they



= represent waste land which is usually eroding, Six-sevenths 

of the cover draws are habitable. (It might here be inter- 

jected that these draws are peculiar to the riverbreak type 

of the Illinoian glaciation. ‘They do not occur on the Wis- 

consin glaciation, or Till Plain, and seldom in the Prairie : 

Type.) 
10. Cover types comprise only 15 per cent of the total area. 

Standing corn covers 31 per cent of the entire land; pasture, 

24 per cent. 

Possible Conditions 

ll. The habitable quail range could be increased up to 20 per 

cent by letting bere draws come up to brush, 14 per cent by 

letting hedges thicken, and 7 per cent by letting woods go 

ungrazed; total, “1 per cent. ‘This would more than double 

the area of the present range. (Notice these actions merely 

involve letting nature work, and not performing work ourselves. ) 

12. The habitable quail range might be increased 3 per cent by 

planting food patches in the better pastures, but this is 

less conclusive than (11). 

13. If the corn borer ever forces the farmer to cut his corn- 

stalks in fall, the present habitable range will be evt in 

half. 

A special tally was made on the route from Fort Madison, Iowa, 

to Marceline, Missouri, on the frequency of visible erosion. Zhirty- 

four per cent of all the stations showed erosion so fresh and so severe 

as to strike the eye painfully and uwmistakebly. ‘This erosion takes the 

: 
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form of gullies in the drainage channels, and also landslips on the 

hillsides. It ig as plain as daylight to anyone who has ever had his 

hands in the soil that a large proportion of the northern Missouri 

pastures will some day be so gutted by erosion as to force their rever- 

sion to scrub timber. I suppose in a sense this will be favorable to 

geme, but only from a short-time and superficial point of view. In 

the long run the productivity of the land for any kind of crop, including 

game, depends on its fertility, and this we are destroying at a rate 

which ts almost appalling. There may be good economic reasons for 

clean fencerows, but there can be no good reason for the heavy percentage 

of bare draws which are washing millions of tons of fertile soil into 

the Mississippi, there to be dealt with by vast appropriations for river 

. and harbor improvement and flood control. 

Another special tally. was made of freshly pulled hedges from 

Fort Madison to Chillicothe. Sixteen rews of brushpiles and fresh esage 

fenceposts indicated the mortality in this strip 103 miles long and 1/4 

mile wide, or 26 square miles. Since such brushpiles lie on plowland, 

they are promptiy burned. ‘The tally doubtless is less than half of this 

winter's loss, which would therefore appear to be a hedge per section per 

year. Some of these hedges carry a covey each. ‘Thus do we get nowhere 

faster and faster in game conservation. 

: This tally deals with quail, but by and large the cover and food 

necessary for other game = similar. “ven —— eT be abut 

4 numbers where ty cover aué thee food are c- Geetr cruising 

| radius isewapeet, and their needs in this region reduce to the same funda- 

| mental format Corn or weeds near uncrazed timber, hedges, or draws. 
: : 
[ : 
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The protectionist may see in this presentation an unwarranted 

omission of the factor of shooting, while the game-farmer will wonder 

what about predators. ‘The answer fo the one is that even an inviolate 

; sanctuary as big as a state could not restore game to a coverless corn- 

field or a foodless woods. ‘The answer to the other is the same. Much 

of this country is undoubtedly overshot, and will be until the farmer 

personally sees to it that his farm retains its seed birds. But in the 

face of all tut the most flagrant overshooting, I can say from thirty 

years' experience in quail hunting in this very region that wherever 

there is cover and feed together, there, in a normal, year, you will 

Zind birds. Maybe not as many as there ought to be, but nevertheless 

birds. 

This whole investigation raises again the fundamental question 

diseussed repeatedly in the report of te Game Survey: What is the use 

of legislating, releasing, and agitating same'unless the farmer is given 

an incentive for keeping the range nabitinee for game? I do not know 

just how to go about it to give the farmer an ineentive to take care 

of his game. The Game Policy makes some suggestions worth trying. 

I do know, however, that it must be done, and done soon, and that the 

contimance of the present effort of doing it direct,without the cooper- 

ation of the famer, is a footless gesture which cannot possibly succeed. 

He



; TABLE 1. 

Habitability by Routes 

4 Why Won-Habitable 
Fy ut Per Gent Food: Winter Wheat Covert Grazed Woods 

a Routes No. Stations Habitable Non-Habitable __._orFoorer of Poorer _ 

| (1) Ottawa, Kansas - 125 38% 62% 72% 68% 
Kansas City, Missouti 

(2) Kansas City, Wissouri ~ 160 356 65% 59% 726 
Marceline, Missouri 

(3) Marceline, Missouri - 260 aug 664 564 Ts 
Ft. Madison, Iowa ; 

(4) Ft. Madison Iowa - 262 29% 1% 41g 12h 
Chillicothe, Illinois 

(5) Kewanee, Illinois - 131 (2) (7) 62% (?) 
! Burlington, Iowa | 

AVERAGE 33% 67% 55% 72% - 

4 

| 
| | 

| 
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a Map Your Hunting Grounds 

Aldo Leopold 

Zo make a map is a courageous thing to do. WNo one but an artist, 
‘ an egotist, or a topographical engineer would try it without grave provoca- 

3 tione Equivocation is impossible. Maybe alli historians ought to make maps. 

The modern historian who spoke these ironical words might have 
added game managers and sportsmen to his list. He says, in effect, that a 
Map makes it hard to prevaricate or pass the buck. We all kmow, from exper- 
lence, how easy it is without one. 

The first man to spin a fish story, a hunting yarp,or a tale of 
battle,was an historian. Certain men became Historians when they took on a 
Ph.D. and set about compiling the fish stories spun by others. 

Now most fireside historians, including sportsmen, think that map- 
less yarns, being the more elastic, are the more interesting. To my mind the 
opposite is the case. The loss in elasticity is more than offset by the gain 
in circumstantial detail gleaned from a glance at the map. This is true 
whether the story-teller be a plain hunter trying to lengthen the prongs on 
his buck, or a scientific investigator trying to enlighten a biological 
audience on the population density in quail. In both instances a map will gn. 
suggest circumstances which the narrator would otherwise forgetf If the 
narrator fails to look at his own map, his audience may. They may then honor 
him with questions, which are the coin in which all historical labors are paid. 

It is magical how a map revives memory. Glorious doubles which I 

had forgotten, inglorious misses not so easy to forget, the whir of an un- 
suspected covey which the poor dog tried to hold while I was innocently 
cracking hickory nuts, the scent of wet leaves in a certain draw, yes even 
the last remnants of color in a certain blackberry leaf where a certain bird 

: fell - these and a thousand other recollections come rushing to mind in a 
pent-up flood of forgotten experiences, all released by one glance at a map. 

dW What shall it profit a man to hunt and then forget these things? Why not 
make a map of your favorite hunting ground? A map which you can seize, like 

Aladdin's carpet, and forthwith it is November, with tit&¥8$ whistling in the ~ 
rustling oaks, and the old setter looking back at you as he edges up the lee 

side of a likely draw! 

Some men can remember without maps. Simon Kenton is said to have 
kept on mental tap a complete and detailed picture of all that vast sea of 
billowing wilderness which we now call Kentucky, Ohio, and Indiana. He could 

pull out of his mighty brain at any time an accurate yes or no to any ques- 

tion effeéting a place to settle, or a way to fight Indians or kill game,in 
any part of it. Though he érew no maps, and though he couldn't write hig pw 

name till middle age, he was a geographic genius. But did he recall with
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eee ease the flash of cardinals, the gleam of morning light on a buckts 
rns, and those innumerable little sights, sounds, and smells which you or 

I would give three fingers for, and which had once been his in thousands? 
I doubt it. My picture of the ultimate in philanthropy would be to hand that 
aging pioneer a map! 3 

Perhaps you think a hunter's map is a laborious thing, to be created 
only by dint of transits, stadia, and hired enzineers. Not at all. ‘the one 

here shown, on the contrary, required only a stub-of pencil, and the back of 
an envelope or a notebook, carried constantly in the hunting coat.during three 
annual trips of a week each to the same hunting ground. While your partner 
is hunting a cripple, you climb up on a stump, sit, look, see, and sketch, 
Yonder cross-roads must be a section corner. Draw a skeleton section in the 
notebook. It's so far east to the woods, so far south to the creek. Sketch 

them in. Here is the broomsedge field where the covey rose. Here is the 

thicket where they scattered. Here is the-abandoned.cabin, with the old 
orchard just behind. Map them. Given a commanding view, it takes hardly more 
time than the telling of it to delineate every point important to a hunter or 
naturalist on a whole quarter section. For field sketching of this sort a 
convenient unit of distance is the double-pace used by timber cruisers. Count 

the left foot 120 times and you have covered one-eighth mile, or half the side 
of a square forty. One soon learns to estimate distances and areas by such 
units. 

That evening, after dishes are washed, get out the large sheet of 
paper, laid out in quarter-inch squares, which you have prepared as your per- 
manent map. All printers carry such squared paper under the name of 
“tabulating sheets". On this you will have previously copied, on a scale of 
at least four inches (16 squares) to the mile, all of the basic network of 
section lines, farm boundaries, and rivers shown on the Township Plat filed 

’ in the County Recorder's officee This is your base map. On it copy the de- 
tailed sketches of particular localities made during the day. It doesn't 
take long. Gradually the patches of detail merge, and you have a map nearly 
as good for your purpose as an engineer could make with fussy instruments 
and expensive crews. : 

The accompanying map is a tracing of just such an agglomeration of 
field sketches,made at odd times by three different members of a hunting 
party which has enjoyed a week's hunt on the area in question each year for 
the last three years. This map shows mainly quail covies and quail cover. 
What to show depends on your purpose and your game. My purpose, in addition 
to the pleasuratle stimulus to yarn-spinning and reminiscence, was to make 
a@ rough covey-census of a large area. ‘The conclusions to be drawn from th¢5 

eseeec will appear in a later issue. 
Mnf.
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: = Covey Patterns ? 

Aldo Leopold 

: A good shotgun throws 70 per cent of the shot charge into a thirty- 

inch circle at forty yards. The mumber and distribution of the shot within 

this circle is the "pattern" by which you decide whether you have a good or 
@ poor gun. 

Nowadays, however, most guns are good. What we lack is not guns, 
but birds to use them on. Some sportsmen are beginning to catch the idea 

that the stand of birds, as well as the pattern of guns, can be improved 
by skillful tinkering. A few are actually trying their hand at improving 
the food.and cover which determine the bird crop. 

But what is a good stand? We need a standard, corresponding to 
that for shotgun performance. What "pattern" of quail coveys can we throw 
on a section of land? 

For smaller areas of farm size a standard is already available, in 
the form of nearly 700 sample covey counts, each representing the population 
of a single farm. These figures indicate that "Perfect" is a bird per acre, 
or a covey per 15 acres, or about 10 coveys per quarter-section. Any farm 

which averages half of that, or 5 coveys per quarter-section, is very good. 

Any farm which averages a tenth of that, or one covey per farm, is poor. 

But these densities cannot be applied to a large black of ten con- 
tiguous farms, or to a township, or to a county, for the reason that as the 

size of the area increases, it usually contains more and more "blanks" con- 
sisting of bare fields, solid woods, villages, marshes, rivers, or other 
quail-less places. This is exactly analogous to selecting a 12-inch sample 

out of a shotgun pattern. An invisible force moves your hand away from the 

"holes" or blanks. a 

The average hunting "unit" covers much more than one farm. What is a 
good stand for large tlocks of ground? How much mst the standard for small 
blocks of farm size be “ktiocked down" when applied to large blocks in the 

same region? 

Theory is of small avail in answering such a question. What we 

need is the actual dengity or "covey pattern" which quail actually attain on 

representative large blocks of "good quail country". If numerous observers 
will turh in their actual results, a standard or a series of standards will 

formalate themselves. The "70 per cent" rule in shotguns is simply the 

approximate common level of good performance, as reported by many observers. 

Just as we know the mumber of shot in an ounce, so do we have the "quail 

per acre" rule as a "perfect" datum against which to score our actual range. 

es : :
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For the last three consecutive years I have had the privilege of 
— shooting quail near the Domiwali Cabin in southern Missouri. That this is 

"good" quail range will be readily attested by many a well-known sportsman, 
indluding Ozark Ripley, Senator Harry B. Hawes, and Andrew Brooks. 

The set-up happened to be ideal for getting a covey-pattern on quail. 
Bach year we hunted in the same township, at the same time (Christmas 
holidays), for the same period (5 days), with the same dogs (including Ray 
Roark's Tuck), by the same method (on foot from the cabin), in the same kind 
of weather (no snow or severe cold, plenty of sun and md). Fach successive 
year we re-hunted enough of the previous year's ground to double-check many 
covies, but also enough new ground to extend our census into new territory. ae 
Being afoot, there was little temptation to scatter ourselves over the Gountfy. 
Except for a few posted farms, canebrakes, and coccle-burr heavens, we left no 
gaps. 

On a rough map tacked on the cabin wall we recorded the location 
of each covey as found. We have now censused seven square miles. We have 
found a total of 58 coveys (20 per year or 4 per day, not ae for 
occasional days dedicated to rain or cabin chores), 51 of which Tie within the 
seven square miles. The lo mtion or pattern appears in Fig. 1. About a 
dozen covies were found in the same location in two or sometimes three suc- 
cessive years. ‘These doutle-checked coveys appear on the map as only one 
"pellet" each. 

Yes, dear reader, I hear the question that makes the tip of your 
tongue ache for utterance. “Did we find them all?" Wo, of course not, 

5 especially in those years, like 1932, when many coveys were using the woods, 
eating acorns. What proportion did we find? I don't know. Possibly as 
high as three-quarters; certainly not less than half. JI am going to dis- 
regard this problematical and evasive residue of unfound birds, because 
every other observer who is going to contribute data for a standard, includ- ; 
ing the scientific game investigator, is up against the same difficulty. 
The unmeasured residue inheres in every quail census on large areas, except 
in those rare cases where a big crew can turn out immediately after a new 
snow in weather mild enough to encourage the birds to make tracks. If the 
reader insists on correcting for the residue, add a third to all the birds- 
per-square-mile figures, and subtract a third from all the acres-per-bird 

figures. 

To resume our pattern count: We found 51 coveys on seven square 
miles. But certain spots, by reason of posting, cockleburrs, etc., were not 

hunted (see shading, Fig. 1). Throwing these out leaves 51 coveys found on 
5.8 square miles, or 11. coveys per square mile. There are lots of un- 

shaded holes in the pattern. Our map (see article in previous issue) tells 
us that these are solid woods, coverless fields, fYoodless sedge patches, 

and other true blanks. ‘The net result is a density of 73 acres per covey. 

Assuming 15 birds per covey (they were smaller than this in the poor year 
1931 and bigger in the good year 1932) gives a round average figure of a
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quail per 5 acres. I propose this as standard for findatle coveys in "good! 
bea 8 Ozark-foothill quail country in blocks of 1 to 10 square miles. 

I might add that there had been little or no previous hooting on 
our grounds, so that these figures would hold good at either end of the open 
season. be 

To illustrate the contrast between big’ and little blocks: ‘The 
heaviest quarter-section on this map contains © (anda part of a sixth) coveys, 
or say 60 birds, or a quail per 2 acres» This checks with the definition 

of "good" already given for areas of farm size. 

The contrast between big and little. blocks would be greater in Iowa, 
Tllinois, or Indiana, where quail tend to be confined to narrow zones of cover 

along creeks, but within such zones are often more abundant than on "good" 
southern range. -In fact, most southern quail range is."good" by virtue of the 
tremendous continuity of inhabited range, rather than by virtue of densely 

inhabited spots. 

5 This homely truth, perceived but not articulated by thinking 

sportsmen, is unknown to many ornithologists. They walk down a draw ina 
Closed state like Iowa, see a lot of quail, and solemnly affirm in the scien- 
tific prints that the closed season is actually increasing the birds. I 
measured the shrinkase in the number of habitable draws and found half had 
been grazed out in the last decade. Of course an open season would not 
restore cover, bat an open season granted only on those hunting units showing 
Plenty of both birds and cover would put a premium on action, and let us earn 

‘our right to shoot. _ Lok We ule of 

Back ye knitting: If we lay out the actual average covey- : 

pattern of 11 per’ square mile on a circle of that area, and: compare it with 

a similar circle!e£1 bird per acre (42 coveys) we get the comparison de- 
picted in Fig. 2. Of course no such quail range actually exists this side 
of the Blysian Fields (where, let us hope, all good setters go, with the 
privilege of taking their owners along, and don't forget the gun and the 

coffee pot). Neither, for that matter, does there exist any shotgun which 

throws 100 per cent of the shot into a 30-inch circle. (We don't need such 

shotguns, even in Elysium, if the birds are there. It will be more fun 

without them.) Our covey pattern, in short, is 20 per cent of “perfect. 

Now this is for range wholly innocent of that new-fangled device 
for improving pattern-density now generally known as “game management". I 
object to better shotguns, but I like better covey patterns. What could 

mgnazement do for these Ozark foothills? 

Ask Herbert Stoddard - he is the only man who has so far actually 

improved the pattern on large "standard" circles of a square mile or. better. 
In my opinion, a few food patches would work wonders. If our farmers would 

install them, we would cheerfully pay for our shooting. Until they do, we 

like it free. 

bee hs
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Vie I say food because agriculture is decline in this Missouri foothill 
country. One reason is the exhaustion of the soil by erosion. Eroded soil 
wontt grow food-bearing weeds, any more than it will grow corn or cotton or 
big miles. Broom-sedge, sassafras, and persimmonX on old fields, which ‘com 
monly awe regarded as the very stuff quail-heaven is made of, are as a matter 
of fact the symptoms of a destructive agriculture, “disrespectful attitude 
toward the earth, which is the common enemy of reat farming, real game manage- 
ment, or real culture of any sort. The fancy concrete roads with which we 
have laced these ancient hills, and the Chambers of Commerce boosting the 
tourist trade for these decrepit villages, are, if we mew it, only a mockery 
of progress. The very life-blood of this land, hard-won for us since the day 
of the Natchitoches Trace, is passing yearly down each creek and river, to 
the ultimate impoverishment, not only of the quail-pattern, but of that larger 
and more intricate man-pattern which we call civilization.
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: a 
It has been aptly said that pheasant shooting is a good show, ae ‘ 

but quail and prairie chicken are grand opera. a : 

“This implies that there is a big spread in the price of tickets. _ 

Sometimes there is, but with the right management on the right land, - 

and enough of it, a quail or chicken crop may be quite as inexpensive Wie 

as one of lowly pheasants. i 

Our thinking on these questions has been muddled by the automatic — 

assumption that to produce game we must buy stock and confine it in 2 

chicken-wire slums for breeding and subsequent release. Pheasants os 

tolerate slums, but quail barely, and the lordly chicken not at all. a4 

We Americans are just awakening to the fact that there is - 

; another and intrinsically better way, long practiced on the Scottish a 

moors and English niin: That way is to so modify the range that al : 

the gene produces itself. Herbert L. Stoddard, the first American to ae 

practice it successfully on a large scale, calls it "game management." & 

Game management simply lubricates the engine we call "Nature," ae ‘ 

rather than building a substitute engine in the form of a propagating a 

plant. ‘The motive power is that natural force implied in the Bibvlical “alae . 

injunction, "Go forth and replenish the earth," and which the professors — 

define impersonally as "the tendency of any species to sibaniens to the elem 

capacity of its environment." | a : 

The game manager simply enlarges the capacity of the environment a 

by improving cover and food, and by protecting the game — natural a
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enemies and overshooting. The increase follows. : 

Artificial rearing is_of course, one form of game management, : 

: and a very useful one, but it does not produce "grand opera." 

Of the two alternative forms of production, we mechanized ; 

Americans usually choose artificial rearing, probably because the 

propagating plant, like our factories, is composed of wire, troughs, 

bins, hoppers, and other things we can touch and see, whereas a piece of 

land improved for game is composed of—well, just land. Somehow the 

gamesmanufacturing plant seems the more likely to work. Our faith in 

factories, however, is somewhat sobered of late. Possibly we are now 

ready to appreciate that an improved environment is the more conservative 

of the two alternative investments, provided (as in all investments) g 

the iahcterten be skillfully directed. 

Directing the "wild management" of game is an enterprise in 

botanical and zoological engineering. To produce cheaply, the game 

manager, like other engineers, must take advantage of what is already 

on the ground, and build only that which is necessary. Here, for 

instance, is a typical midwestern country estate of less than a hundred 

acres, located on some river bluff or lakeshore. The estate carries a 

covey or two of quail, but the owner desires half a dozen coveys. How ] 

does he go about getting then? 

The property, like as not, consists of wooded and ungrazed bluffs 

abutting on grazed or cultivated upland farms. In such event the exist- 

ing covey in winter is almost invariably located on the boundary between 

the woods and fields as.at—li,. Why? Because this is the only spot 

now offering feeding, hiding, and sleeping quarters all within a short
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radius. The covey feeds in the corn at-ta, roosts in the grassy draw ’ 

at lb, and on cold days finds : safe solarium in the warm, brushy, ; 

south slope at lc. , 

Let me emphasize again that these three daily requirements--board, 

room, and club--must all lie within a short radius. Bobwhite, let it 

be remembered, does not drive a car, and though sound of wind and limb 

(as your setter knows, and mayhap his owner also),his legs are short. 

This “raison d'etre" for covey No. 1 is also our ways and means 

for bringing Coveys 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 into existence. Up in the hayfield, 

for example, is another grassy, brushy draw, but no corn to go with it. 

, Plant some at 2a. The new covey will be there next winter, because you 

. have expanded the "capacity of environment" by creating one new covey : 

range. 

At"3" is some grazed timber offering neither covermr food. Fence 

the south slope of the draw, let it grow up to haws, hazel, and sumac, 

and then plant a little patch of grain. 4 

At 4 and 5 cover abounds, but food is absent. Supply it, and the 

immtable laws of biology will supply the quail. 

At 6 is food, but no _—_—n Plant it at 6a, with the advice of = 

your landscaper, for-thts ts-"“The-Entrance;" Some day landscapers will } 

; learn not only to greet the home-coming eye with pretty bushes, but bushes 

of such sort and quantity as to greet the home-coming ear with that even 

prettier whistle: "Bobwhite." 

This, then is the technic of the biological engineer. His engine 

y is the law of increase, his tools the axe, plow, fence, fieldglass, and, 

if desired, the dog and gun. What more delightful avocation than to take
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a piece of land; and py cautious experimentation, to prove how it works? ie 

What more substantial service to conservation than to practice it on | 

one's own land? | 

Like any other engineer, it behooves the game manager to know the | 

limitations as well as the possibilities of his materials. One cannot 

build up wild quail beyond an average of a bird per acre. Why? I said | 

before that grandsopera game doesn't tolerate slums, but that is merely | 

answering one question by another. - The real answer is that nobody knows. | 

We scientists partially conceal our ignorance by Label fing the bird-per- 

acre limit a "saturation point," and let it go at that. 

Having built up a good stand of birds, the omer may shoot, but | 

not over a third or a half. In its results, light shooting is indistinguish- 

able from no shooting. Next year's crop is determined by the number of 

covey locations, and will be what it will be, regardless of whether the owner 

elects to shoot a few birds in season, or prefers to pin a "sanctuary" sign 

on every tree. But , shot or unshot, the whir of a rising covey in one's 

own field or covert is a goodly thing to hear. Quail are grand-opera game. ; 

ht ;
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Ang. 27, 1932 : 

Mr. Richard E, Danielson, Eaitor Ps 
The Sportsman “7 
60 Batterymarch = 
Boston, Massachusetts ; 

Dear Mr. Danielson: 2 4 

My friend C. H. Styles has suggested that I do = 
some writing for The Sportsman and has urged me to drop you a line 

‘ about it. 

I have read The Sportsman for several years bacic : 
and have noted the absence from your columns of material bearing 
on game management of the sort proposed in the American Game Policy, = 
copy of which is inclosed. Should you desire that kind of material : 
I would be interested in preparing some of it for your inspection. Ca 

I have heretofore never asked compensation for my 2 
writings on conservation, but the hard times and the lack of 
employment in my line also prompts me to ask whether you pay for 
articles. 4 

Yours sincerely, : E j 

ALDO IBOPOLD 

AL/vh ; 
Inel. a 

a 

- ae
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Eprrortat Orrices: 

60 Batterymarch, Boston, Mass. 

September 8,1952 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
¥ 905 University Avenue 

fedison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Thank you very mich for your 
letter of August 27, and for its enclosed 
pemphlet on British and American Grouse 
Management. I am taking the liberty of 
turning over your letter and the pamphlet 

to Mr. Charles Sumer Bird, Jr., who edits 
for us a comparatively new department in 

this magazine called "The Sportsman's 
Country Place." I am sure you will hear 
direct from him in this connection, 

paerely yours, E 

Vrtacd Deuba 
Richard Danielson 

Editor 

RED*B
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GAME SURVEYS ALDO LEOPOLD , 
GAMEMANAGEMERT. CONSULTING FORESTER 
GAME RESEARCH 905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

CONSERVATION POLICY MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Sept. 23, 1932 

Mr. Charles Sumner Bird, Jr. : 
The Sportsman . 
60 Batterymarch 
Boston, Massachusetts : 

Dear Mr. Bird: ae 

I wrote Mr. Danielson recently, calling his attention to the 
fact that your often excellent material on game and shooting has not 
yet contained any mention of the new idea of producing game by "wild 
management." The greater novelty, as well as the technical merit,of 
this idea possibly entitles it to a place in your columns. 

I am sending you a roughly sketched article entitled "Grand 
Opera Game," which attempts to present the management idea without its 
customary accompaniment of dull or scientific verbiage. The article 
is accompanied by a rough illustrative sketch. Should this kind of 
material interest you, I could prepare a series dealing with (1) quail, 
(2) prairie chicken, (3) wild turkey, (4) Hungarian partridge, and (5) 
waterfowl. 

I have heretofore been busy with the technical development of 
game management, without much leisure for popular writing, but I am 
now desirous of sounding out the acceptability of such material from 
your standpoint. I would also be interested in your rates. 

Should you want the paper, kindly return the sketch and sive 
me your thoughts as to length, treatment, illustrations, etc. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl.
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; THE. f + 

SPORTSMAN...” ( s4fV 
: Eprroriat Orrices: Se a ie 

60 Batterymarch, Boston, Mass. (in yr 

: May 12, 1953 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

After giving your article and accompany- 

ing diagram very serious consideration we have come to the 

conclusion that it is impossible even for you, with your 

extensive knowledge and experience, to deal with such an 

intricate and diversified subject as Game Management within 

the compass at our disposal. 

= So I am returning enclosed with our best 

: thanks for your kindness in submitting them. 

The contributions which appear in our 

Country Life Department are not paid for. 

; I an, 

Yours truly, 

(Charles S. Bird, Jr. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
Consulting Forester 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin
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aa In both agriculture and forestry we recognize, as between regions, a disparity 

PS in the richness of the farm and forest flora and their résponsiveness to cultural 

— effort. This is over and aopve the details of suitability for particular crops. 

_-—~—~=sés Maus the cornbelt is rich and New England is poor faraland; the Pacific northwest — 
Sa is rich and the prairies are poor forest land, = ea 
pee g - ees oe 
a. We also recognize that within a given region and as between similar ‘soils, 

= Se responsiveness to culture veries with certain “invisible” conditions. Previous 

s ESS handling and previous crops introduce beneficial or injurious organisms, or a 
se eS oe 3 : - 3 eS 
_ produce chemical or physical changes, which spell the difference between a large 

a . : ee ee crop or none, : aie oe 

eee a ; This paper aims to speculate on the differences in richness and in response pe 
FF - 2 ee : eo eee eae 

a to cultural effort which are beginning to be discernible in a new form of culture: 
ae = 

a : wild life management, eg — 

ee By what yardsticks do we compare the "fertility" of two localities for wild 

2z : life? For the purposes of this paper I will arbitrarily definé it as a composite — = : Ss 
Sn : a 
s. 1. The variety and beauty of their larger birds, mammals, and fishes, 
eee é especially game, and especially resident species (richness), ae 

8 oe 2. The natural density of their populations (abundance). _ Se 

- - : 3. The resistance of such populations to use or abuse (toughness), 

_. 4. The ease with which population levels are raised by cultural = 8=—=»—> 
a measures or management (responsiveness). ; ee 
=e ; ee oe 2 ae 
= Richness and abundance are criteria, not only of the amount but also of the : 

_——s—“it*é=—=sésaddtty’ Of esthetic satisfactions available to the soortsman-naturalist. Toughness 
oe é , ae 4 es eee ee ee : F eg ee Reeee tee 

es _ and responsiveness determine whether these satisfactions may be made permanent by
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as management. Collectively these four properties of the fauna determine the 

a z= rewards of conservation. e Z : : as 

— aA disparity in respect to these properties has long been recognized in es 

= ; ea 
SS 3 the traditions of the chase. ‘The Indian ideal of a “happy hunting grounds" ae 

— postulated an ethereal region perfect in such properties. ‘he "sportsman's Ze 

Se paradise" of the outdoor press is its earthy counterpart, its flavor staled by a = j 

ee ‘ the injection of poker chips, outboard motors, and automatic guns. = oe 

> _ fo what extent are such disparities in fertility confirmed by biological = 

ee science? — : ; = ae 

. _— Reckiman Tour lonnaee | ie 
= That they exist admits of little doubt. Compare, for exemple, the richness 

: eS zs of the upland game fauna of the four largest blocks of semi-wild land within — 

_* a day's travel of Chicago: oe 
= Central ~ Central - Ohio River : z =e 

ee : Wisconsin Michigan Hills Ozarks 9 

eS Quail x x : x 5 2S 

— Wile Torker, --- <0 -- — 2a 

= Prairie Chicken x -=- = ee es 
a ; ee os 

| Sharptail Grouse . “x : --- = Une ae 

ae '-Ruffed Grouse = x : ; ae x ae 2 = 
Seer zs 2 oo eee 

OO nes z fe + ae 
aS 5 : mn 2 ee 

= es . Central Wisconsin, with whatever similar area it be compared, has the = = 

— advantage of prairie chicken, or sharptail, or both,-a fact which adds not a 3 3 

eo ae little to its inherent value in the eyes of the sportsman or naturalist. : a 

eo _, Disparities in toughness are more striking. Bobwhite and cottontail on the 

_-—~—séi rast central seaboard mist be (or at least are) constantly pampered by artificial — : 

eee restocking, whereas in the cornbelt, under equally hard shooting, they cling with the 

ee a g : eee Ce 
utmost tenacity to every little shred of cover. Compare cottontails, for exampl ey 

= ee ee ee ee



ee in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, both about half farm and half forest: A ee ae 

i = : _. Wisconsin . Pemsylvania 

Bee Artificial restocking, 1931...) 9. i noRe eg ee CL 
ee ee 

_ -Betimated kill in 1932... 2... 02,000, 0D. . - ~~. 5,126,512 

_.. Months of open season... . 2... + + e+ 23 errr 1 a 

Me Ss eg Limit per Way . oo eS eS D4 ee 

ee . Cover on farms... ........... .overgrazed ..... . «seldom overgrazed 

— Mood on fame, 955 po, ee DOOR se ee DOE =e 
=a : “ ae - a a — 
eee In general, Wisconsin shoots jess as hard and twice as long on poorer == 

S. : cover with no restocking, and still has rabbits. A comparison of. Pennsylvania 

with, let us say, Missouri, would be ever so much more striking, but cannot be ~ 

_ wade for lack of statistics, All we kmow is that Missouri shoots rabbits all = 

a year with no bag limit, and after exporting perhaps 3,000,000 over and above Pe = 

_~— ‘her own Kill, still has more rabbits than Pennsylvania, - probeLt, mune Drtem Wi nee 
oo — ondk  rrrveeyloous tpecPaitel = : ee ee 

ees = Another‘example of toughness in Minnesota quail. For years totally sur- 

a eS rounded by closed states and periodically beset by killing winters, Minnesota _ 

: ee has persisted in an open quail season, despite the contimal and progressive = 

= shrinkage of her coverts under the onslaughts of dairy cows and intensive farm a 

| ing. There has been no restocking, and no management beyond desultory feeding, 

Se ‘By all the rules of the game, Minnesota quail ought to have been extinct long ae 

eo = j AQ. mie a 
cee ago, but they are not. Only apart of the southwestern quarter has-any quail, ae 

‘ a but here is how that part stacks up against the whole of Pennsylvania: = i = 

— ; Part-of ~~ : Pennsylvenia : ae 
= Minnesota : a 

eit . : 3 ess 
ae Artificial restocking,1932 - none 12,000 ! = Sees 

a Estimated kill, 1931 11,024 15,552 ee 
— a 

eee Months of open season : 1-1/6 a i: — 

— 2 Bag limit per day ah 10 a 6 a 
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a 2 increasing toughness, or resistance to use and abuse, as one proceeds westward 

: Ea = _ from the. central Atlantic seaboard to the Mississippi and the great plains. ae 

—. It is also common lmowledge that agricultural fertility gradually increases — 
ee * x Z 2 . ee 
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se WILD LIFE AND SOILS “4 

: Aldo Leopold 4 

: ‘ Our comprehension of wild life conservation exhibits four stages. , 

ae The first stage sees blood-lust and gunpowder as limiting wild life. 

: The second sees the plant end animal environment as also limiting 

wild life. : 

BESS : The third sees industry as limiting the plant and animal environment. - 

The fourth sees soil as limiting all three, and being in turn limited 

by them. é 

F When nservationi sts of Anese four so alk oi van 

; each offer, we gpeak a phbel of torleaess Athan motive id by an id ae ss ‘ us 

: pulgé, we do/not enlighten well waned Tay torer of of mutual gépiration/rises, 
/ / 

= t aes science is Ane Experapto which ne bring ; 

: _to us fore understanding, joe hence nafe amet and more/Speed. . ) 

: Doubtless there is " fifth (and a fiftieth) stage, but the immediate ~ 

P task is to make the fourth concept the common property of all those minds not yet f 

: 3 too civilized to caré.whether wild things persist or perish. This is the task of ‘ 

oe research. _ : 7 

} In the last decade the minds of a majority of conservation leaders 

have reached stage three. Not yet comprehending the ultimate dependence on soil, ; 

5 they are in danger of making certain errors. K 

One very prevalent error is to suppose that the reversion of lands ai 

after they have been skinned by economic exploitation is a benefit to wild life. a 

. We look cut of the train window at the endless stretches of broom—sedge in the : = 

Ss southern cutovers, or at that empire of popple brush which was once the north - 6 = 

woods, and feel a secret glee that here the wild things dispossessed by itinerant % 

t mn ‘ ‘industry may once again find bogies and refuge. But our gratification as ninety : : 

- onde <2 oilers aaiglation, 2 NTS ; a eS. aes ya - eS Be ee a eS ee
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z Teke the southern cutovers: Stoddard has proven conclusively that 

they will support game only while in process of abandonment. When the broom-sedge 

é stage is reached, and thenceforward until a new forest has grown and opened up, 

the ground is barren of those weeds and herbs which supply food for game, When 

a sedge-field loses its quail, Stoddard plows strips through it to re-start the 

plant succession, whereupon agricultural weeds reappear for a few years, ae with 

them quail. That is, they reappear if there is enough fertility left in the ited 

. ; to support the weeds. s 

In Wooa County, Wisconsin, we have at this moment an incredible 

abundance of grouse, — pbhnates, sharpteil, ruffed. Have the good old days come 

back? Hardly. There was a huge fire here in 1930, which burned enough ‘peat to 

a re-fertilize this land, abandoned as hopeless first by lumbermen, later by ; 

farmers. From the ashes of this fire have sprung unnumbered acres of ragweed and 

smartweed, both virtually unknown since the farm—boom days. The fire, in short, 

was an ecological "shot in the arm". It happened te coincide with the "high". of 

the game cycle, hence the grouse. 

On the Iowa prairies the plant succession of whole counties starts 

each year from scratch on the day when spring plowing is over. Here are several . 

‘ dozen demonstrations where the stand of quail and pheasants increased as soon as 

one or two percent of the area was eect e rete Bet opwars climb toward 

climax. On certain demonstrations in Michigan pheasants doubled, and on others 

in Wisconsin quail increased tenfold, after two or three years of feeding plus 

regrowth of small patches of cover. 

What do these things mean? What principle lies behind their 

: successful restoration of game® Whet is the ecological definition of a range 

conducive to a rich and abundant wild life? (I ‘will venture an answer to these 

: questions, admittedly based only on impressions and opinion. It mey provoke 

; E * 5 eee eae
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Si : Ao ee 
ae Ge somebody to venture seme more thorough answer besed on measured facts. eg sane 

oo ee. ’ Granted that evolution supplied species end thet civilization has 

x failed to exterminate their seed, a rich and abundant fauna is in my mind OOF 

ae ge definitely asdociated with two concurrent conditions: eee ited 

5 — 5 (1) An upward thrust of the plant succession. fe ae 
a 4 co 
oe (2) Sufficient soil fertility to sustain that thrust. ee 
= cs an . oe 

peer That is to say, rich wild life is associated with the healing of = — 
et} Sea ea 

e ’ ecological wounds, but the wounding must not be too severe, and the soil mist oh ee 

eX be strong enough to make the healing vigorous. Rich plant life is, I St Bee 
oe a oe : 4 ” : a Soa 

A ae likewise associated with the same conditions. The plants induce the eminsls. 

oo ee j All-this pertains to small units of terrain, When we consider eae 
re ‘ i : ch es i ee 
ee _ larger units, two other factors enter the equation. For maximum veriety, and - : " 

et ten at ty ga ee >. some extent for, ensity, the terrain should show a varied topography. This may = = 

= ei re es . ' Cae = a 3 Ze aoe 

pees + be called the geological factor; it is relatively stable, end (except for frei sae ae 
eC Bae! oe oO PE OP ie ee 
ga little subject to human control. Secondly, for both variety and density, the Soe re 

rounds should be small, end each unit of terrain should represent nonce eta ee ye 
Bead Fo “a Poe Sinn ie A oto 

Be gna Z as ihe Re eae 

Bae recovery. This second factor is determined largely by the prevailing systemof 

eer j kee 
Bo Ne sgriculture or forestry. _ : g 4 Sag 

eee Assuming topography and-available species to be fixed, all these a ane Bikes 

Be eee variables are summed up in three concepts of game menagement: eS ne. a 
ewes 2S eee ee 

eee er ; 1. Variety of range types . reise ag 
SA ae Ge ' &, Interspersion of range types lagi ies ak a 
ae ; 8, Cruising radii of game species vies Sl i 
ene. + oe ae 

aes ee Broadly speaking, the richest fauna occurs where the largest variety — 

eS Sie OE ogg 
Sass } of types are so interspersed as to be accessible within the cruising ron et 

a - characteristic of the available species. ‘ Sued oe eee ae a 

eS ae ve : : Let us now try to apply the test, of experience to these “hypothet! cal 
hh Rees Spee » a , ae 2 Sta Ae BES re 
Se SR : : . so er Oe ae 
FER eet ‘ i fees ee ; ei ie 8 ees 
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ee ee Pare Bex The southwestern faunas are shrinking because the wounding has a 

meg a2 _ been too violent and widespread, Erosion is sapping the strength of the pe ie oa : vies Be 3 

Bas. and in the mountain valleys has virtually eliminated the riverbottom type which 

ee was once the heart of the ecological organism. Craging wounds have, in this regigy _ 

2 ee proved vastly more severe than fire wounds, possibly because of the continuity of 

ee = their incidence. Irrigated soils end deltes are an exception to the prevalent a ve 
ea a 
2 pee deterioration. These ere, in effect, saprophytic faunas. : ee 
Pee eS SE ci 

Be ees : Consider now the cornbelt. When settlements first diversified the _ oe <8 | ae a 
cage a game types and its wounds showed all stages of plant succession, game, and oe 

ee. probably other wild life, rose to unpreceriented heights of abundance. Clean 

se farming and drainage destroyed this diversity, reducing whole counties to @ nearly 

2 peer homogenous interspersion of plowlend and pasture. Consequently,: game diseppeared. _ 
Sasa oe ee 

7 Bae fe = Very recently game management has again diversified the types on a few sample oe 

ees 22 ‘ereas, with prompt femal response. The little fenced areas employed for this He : =: 5 ae ms aS Se stig 

etry pose are upward thrusts of the plant succession. The soil, though slipping, ee : OR we 
aS 5 is still strong. It is my impression that the percent of diversification “oe : 

See Bos aes ae to restore a covey of quail to the black soil of Iowa is gmaller than that ae cae 

#5 a ie én Wisconsin drift, or Ozark flints , or Indiana sand dunes. This represents the S B ESSE am Fees i ne ae : a : greater vigor of the thrust on the richer soils. : sete aad 3 
eS ‘ os Tea Pte oO « ; : ad ae ee ae I have heard many sportsmen say that the decline of agriculture in 4 
ee : ie ee eae 

ae , the Ozarks, in southern Indiena, and in southeastern Ohio assured a quail crop ae 

ae : Ce eee a : for future years. This is because they find tovies in newly-abandoned Aaa = : 

e oe 5 é aS ee =e ree by reason of the ragweed which persists there for several years. But this sh os it 

oe land erodes and mich of it is already too poor for heavy ragweed seed crops}. meres < 
eee : po, aa oe ic over by the time it reaches the sassafras—persimmon—broomsedge stage the rag reed Beer $ 

epee es a : : 5 eG a _ 48 crowded out. I anticipate a shrinkage, not an increase, in the quail crop, - a 

Sa vhere food-patches are maintained, end even food-patches are impracticable iis ae i ee a: PO a ac eee ga 

ee ee ne Bete ee a yee Beate BE ane eons aS ee Lo ee a eet ec ag ee ack cote aie an Se fete Sa 2 Bg Saar es cues Bate ee ed See, Sed ees a he ea a aa ass <i 
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where the soil has become too poor to raise grain. ey ee 

Ce Oe The astonishing faunal poverty of the reverted farms of the upper __ ae SRE 
ea Pani § Atlantic seaboard is, I suspect, a phenomenon of soil-depletion and undue oie =e 

ee lification of range types, but since I-lmow less about this region, I wi. lmeke : 
Be a ree oe 

ag no assertion, eT Saas 

: ee I said there will be a fifth stage of comprehension in wildlife eS 

So ee ecology. The next will, I think, pertain to soil chemistry and bacteriology. __ 
ee ee, 2 Se aae 
ae : We game managers find occasional pieces of range which seem to meet all the eee 
ee Pie 
as eriteria here discussed, but which certain species refuse to enter, or to stay 
el ees Secon 
ae in if planted. The bacterial flora or minerel content or vitamin content of the 

et soil or plants may be temporarily or permenently wrong. One I lnow is an’ angrazed 

pee. woodlot adjacent to a swamp which has not been’ "wounded" for decades. — Thi 5 winte 
ee : . DBS 5 Pei sae 
bigs sake ‘ ee ee 

Sees the woodlot is being cut. I suspect the healing, if allowed to follow its 

oe : ee 
fee tea _ normal course, may bring in some game. j see hes 
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Hild Life Crops in a Land Conservation Procram 

Fortunately the changes in land-use needed for soil and moisture conservation 

can also, in many cases, be made to produce anmal crops of desirable wild life, 

Thus the vegetation needed to prevent erosion of terrace-outlets, gully banks, 

steep slopes and ¢reek banks can, if properly laid out, siso serve as cover ; 

and sometimes as food for crops of upland game and fur, Water impounded for 

any purpose can usually be made to produce waterfowl, fur, or fish. 

The expenditures required to produce these wild crops is usally one of 

forethought and skill rather than of cash, Wild crops can in some cases be 

made to yield « eash revere through the sale of shooting or fishing privileges 

or raw furs, In all cases they tend to yield sport or food for the farmer, 

and thus make for a more satisfactory farm life, 

Cropping Methods, As in resuler form crons, mccess in wild-life cropping 

depends on selecting the species best adapted to the soil, and applying to 

- them the right methods of culture, This technique is called “game managenent.” 

It usually consists of altering the food and cover to allow the game to 

accomplish rapid natural inerease, and then limiting the kill or harvest so 

as to leave ample breeding stocks, Where an initial breeding stock is lacking, 

it must of course be artificially planted, 

Agricaltural colleges are beginning to build w game management techniques 

suitable for their respective states, and to supply interested farmers with 

literature and personal consultation on cropping methods, Conservation com 

missions are beginning to supply interested farmers with breeding stock and with 

mursery stock for cover plantings, and te pass legislation aimed to encourage 

farmers to crop their wild life, There is a growing realization that in farming 

country the public ean accomplish more wild~life conservation indirectly 

| E | | 

\
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through the farmer than directly through the effort of public agencies. 

Wild 11¢e cannot increase without food, cover, ani protection, ‘These can be 

supplied cheaply and effectively only by the man who lives on the land. 

Examples of Wild-life Cropping, ‘the farmers of Williamston township, 

Ingham County, Michigan, organized themselves in 1930 for the double purpose 

of controlling trespass and building up game, especially pheasants, ‘the 

University, the Conservation Department, and the Isaak Walton League furnished 

technical service, seed for food patches, and planting stock for cover, Wo 

birds were planted, bat within two years the pheasant population had quadrupled, 

and this despite the contimance of controlled shooting, 
A group of nine farmers near Riley, Dane County, Wisconsin, organized 

themselves as a game cooperative in 1931, at which time they had a few quail 

but no pheasants, In 1934, 52 pheasants were idlied, with plenty of seed 

stock left over. Quail are not shot, mt have qintupled in mumber, 

; In 1933 many farmers on the Coon Valley Soil Erosion Project, near 

La Crosse, Wisconsin, began a winter~feeding and cover-improvenent program 

on their farms in cooperation with the Soil Brosion Service, Quail doubled 

and pheasants quadrupled in one year, Mo shooting is done as yets
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New Soils Building 
duly 26, 1935 

Mr. Dan H, Otis 
Room 522 
First National Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Otis: : 

Here is s redraft of the text, and prints of two 
pictures, 

The first picture, a before-and-after showing the 
effect of protecting cover from grazing, has a suitable title 
typed on the bottom. If you want to use this, you can get the 
negative from Miss Horn at my office. 

Picture No. 2 is a food=patch plented to feed birds 
in winter, You can, I think, get a glossy print and permission 
to publish from Ernest G. Holt, Post office Building, Ia Crosse, 
Mr, Holt may have other suitable pictures, 

I have no pictures of birds, but you might get some 
from the U, 8, Biological Survey, Washington, D. 6, 

I return your text, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopola 
“ In Charge, Game Research 

Bnel.
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i (Popular Form) | 

rege Wildlife Food and Cover Handbook fo# Wisconsin 

 (&.) Introduction: Why food and cover? Principally winter, Palatability 

sequence, Seasonal cover needs. (State in terms of 

common species, i.e. pheasant, quail, deer, rabbit). 

(Query: How give lay reader rudiments of plant : 
succession? Give examples, or omit and bring out i 

, in case material?) : \ 

(a Chap. I. Sample farm layouts with diagrams, such as used in 
Farmers' Short Course,’ Results in increased populations. 

: (Ji) Chap, IZ, Food patches and feeding. — 

Gy (@ Cover plantings, Artificial cover. Sources of stock, 

& “tv. Improvement of natural food and cover. Fencerows, woodlots, etc. 
7 

(xz) | v. Tiopguals, tank -ene caret plants. (Treatment by species) — 

VTE VI, Plant lists, Palatability lists for common species, 

\ a risks, Tolerance lists (drouth, shade, livestock, 
x etc.) Seasonal availability. Seuree—lists, 

~~ fae, poe 4 = 

wre) “vit, Plants taportant to particular animals. / 

: Cx) VIII. Protection and use of managed farms. Posting. Trespass. 
: ‘Neighborhood organi mtion, 

N ote 2 Cha btu Veade nee ieeter x CG ae a 

{ } Ot ha : Nin COAL ‘ Kiwtl Columns \Abtat Mtv vw ¢ ae 

Ae NS Lobe elu Godt 4 Uw Wa cou hwte , ! 

+ 5 s i 

2 : Ss
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= (Technical Form) 

ee Gome Manazers' Handbook for the Lake States | 
\ 

Introduction: Need of techniques, Regional in scope. 

Part I, Food and Cover 

Chap. I. Food Patches and Feeding : 

II, Cover Plantings 

III. Food and Cover Silviculture, Wild Yields 

: IV. Food and Cover Species 

Vv. Plant lists. Palatability lists for Animal Species. 

Tolerance Lists, Availability lists, Phenological Tables. 

(% VI. Food and Cover Designs 

VII, Plants Important to eritncan Animals, 

a Part II, Other Techniques 

XL VIII, Census 

Ga / IX, Nesting Studies 

(Xr X, Trapping 

(wD XI, Banding and Marking : 

QY)  xrr, Food Habite Studies, Pellet Analyses 

(XS XIII. Surveys and Maps? (or in Part ITZ) = 

ony Part III, Classified References 

Collections : Designs for structures ei 
Herbaria Teaching materials 
Surveys and maps Animal species (prin, publ,. in region) 

: , Technical writing Climatic records 

Boe: (um). Part IV, Bibliography 

~ (For way reference in all preceding chapters)
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ee OUTLINE OF HANDBOOKS* ae 

o— ee To be treated in: a 

 . ; : Technical Fermers' “4 

= ie Chapter Handbook Handbook ; ce. 

5 c ic fraps “and Trapping. co. 40 2 65 as Se a ee Yes No * 

s a Banding and Feather-marking. Toe-punching. ..... Yes Partly i ag 

a> Feeding and Food Pitches 5. tec Sa ee ae Yes Yes a 

mae Food and Cover Plantings, Layouts, Maintenance. ... Yes Yes os 

ae 2 
Be: : Food Habits Study--Birds, Memmals, Raptors... . «.. Yes Partly ae 

at aan 
ees = Const a Sat Peay ner et 8 a ee aes Yes Partly a 

eS Surveys oud Mapes oe BS ee ee No a 

=. Reference elt getions, 2 w6s. G a ee ee eee No e 
Seas ene a ae eo 

‘ . 

Bon ee «Artificial Cover and Nests. . 9+ ++ tee - +e + se Tee Yes Hay 

age ee 

ee mestine Sindice -  - 6 es eee Ge ae Be ee Yes Partly ae 
Eve Se Sten é 3 

oa Ped cai tage 3 i 

6. Deeeedda ver stuiies. A]. 1 op ee Partly a 
ae ey aa 

We: _ Phenological oardd ok Goon. Se ee sa wes Yes No = 
5 ee . re 

= ae _ Reference Literature. ..-- +--+ +e +e eee tee Yes No coe 

pee ee ee ; “ 
Sex and aes Determinations.’ icc vee eee = Ss eS No Bs: 

B= ‘Artificial Propagation. . 2... +++ ee ee eee By By oz 

ren reference reference aa 

eeu Game Surveys? «<1 + <4 6 Ww idee 28 poe eee es Yes No a 

ee : Weights and Trothiese = = save fos aa} ee eS 5 Ue Yes Yes Ba 3 

: ae Pee 

ae aa ‘Supplies end Rquipment?<o.. ie 6 9.204 + 6 sowie bere Fes No a 

ee : Bubles <5h os Seen ies Tee ta hr ey See ee ee ee Partly a 

oa Organization Problems? .< «s+ see 4s 0% se es « «6 Yes Yes ie 

aS Ss *as I now see it, we are headed for the production of two handbooks, one technical ea 

Be and the other for farmers. The basic information needed is identical for both oom 

<< ' projects. Hach handbook would be a "translation" from a special point of view. es 

"S| ‘The yes and no columns indicate approximately the allocation of the subject matter. 

ieee Please give me your suggestions the next time we confer. As soon as I have time, ps 

ae a binder will be set up in the office under the revised chapter headings $e: ts “eee 

es me ‘receive basic material. ; : Pics ; he ae al ae Z 

ee a SR ca ee glint ns ae es sae 
aS il ci le Sy Ta RE Sts egy ic ce hs Ae ae are



——— So = is Se ts : : Stee ee i ee 

es Ben dune 25,°193/ 
ee SS : ze oe ee 

5 me : Rules for Planting Conifers for Game Cover 4d ee = = 

5S Planting Stock is obtainable from the Conservation Department at cost, or Se 

eS = from private nurseries at commercial prices. Wild-dug stock is sometimes : ee 

eee obtainable from overstocked stands of natural reproduction. = 

cee : ee a 
eee Never use stock smaller than 2-1 (2 years in seed-bed, 1 year in transplant As 

= bed). 2-2 stock is better. (Exceptions: Jack pine may be used as small as 2-0. 

a Ss Tamarack must be higher than the growth in which planted; usually 24" is the oe 

— minimm usable height.) ; : ae 

= If your stock is smaller than this, hold it in a transplant bed until it = 

_~__Yeaches the required size. [See 

_ When to Plant. The best time is before growth starts in spring. Fair results = = 

“7 ~~ ere sometimes obtained by planting in fall after growth has ceased but before —- 

__——.:s frost. After frost the roots fail to "take hold." Wet heavy soils should = 

— never be planted in fell because of the danger of “frost-heaving." ee a 

_ Planting Sites. To secure the greatest chance of success with the least a 

—— labor, it is very important to fit the requirements of the tree to the = 

_—~—Sshasracter of the planting site and the method of planting. Zven with the pe 

 . most careful fitting, an element of chance enters any planting operation. Ze — 

8 A site which is right for a drouth year may be too wet or shady for a normal = 

: year, while a site which is right for a normal year may be-too hot and dry | = a 

a for a drouth year. ; ae 

-- a The table gives the tolerance of each coniferous species commonly = ea 

se oe _ available in Wisconsin in terms of soil acidity, soil moisture, shade, and gee 

p—__-~—s special disease risks. cree : 2a



3 ieee emir ee oo Se SS eS OS i ee ee a ee 

= = : -2- eee ee As 
ee a : = eet : =e a in a ee 

2 — Soil Acidity. In case of a large planting job it is best to have soil : a 

ee acidity actually measured by a soils expert. ae aS 

— In the absence of soil tests, the following soils may be assumed to be : a = 

—— limey and hence suited only to red cedar, creeping juniper, white cedar, or : a 

—— Austrian pine: 2 = 

ae (a) Glacial drift bearing fragments of limestone. : es 

2 (o) Former prairie. é : é Se 
pe a 
pers : x ee 
Be (c) Soils underlain by marl. ee 

Ss ee Other conifers may thrive temporarily, especially Scotch pine See 

or white spruce, but no acid-loving conifer will long retain its thrift on = 

pa limey soils, nor will they eventually make timber. — 

a : Any soil which originally grew acid-loving conifers may be assumeé to a 

_—«ée. still suitable for them. a 

eS Soil ee and Shade. These are partially interdependent, and together ae 

= :  @etermine the degree of competition from other plants. Within the acidity = ae 

_ limits already discussed, these three considerations determine both the “a 

a species to plant and the method of planting. é a 

a a 
ee S Any species will endure more shade when small than later on. : a ia 

eo = The light-demanding species, once suppressed by too much shade, will se SS 

a : =e not recover on later release, but the shade-tolerant species will recover. © se 

E : Method of Planting. This is determined by the size of the stock, the pros- - 

— pective competition from other plants, and the shade tolerance. ; ee 

=e z Conifers may be planted on "scalps" in plow furrows, or by "slits." : = 

ss Slits should be used only on dry sands where the competition of other ee 
a i : : =e 
a plants is light, or in the bottom of furrows for small stock. : — a 

mM bee =e SS ee 
a e- Furrows are good for any site except in very heavy sod where they are 

~~ too narrow, or in very dry sand where they are too hot and where slits are better. 
a ee ee ae Se ee ee ee ee



, - Sealps are required for heavy sod. The radius of the scalp should equal ——— 

— the height of the grass so that the grass, when lodged, will not smother the tree, 3 

_ The interplay of moisture-tolerance, shade tolerance, competition, — oe 

recovery from suppression, and method of planting is complex, and may best be : a 

— described species by species. Se es : Ss 

= White Pine. Never plant in full sun except on sub-irrigated soils. Never plant = os / 

= in full shade except under brush which can be ac opened, bagimasae Se 

= at the time of viniiiae: White tha is Gant in half-shade, but the right degree SS 

of shade for starting it is too great later on, so that gradual release of each Se 

. | tree toca be kept in mind from the outset. This means it geeeid sav ue planted 

——— under or close to valuable growths which mist later be sacrificed. z a. 

= : 5 ‘These considerations reduce themselves to two possible sites: (1) plant on = 

Pe te north side of but not too close to mature trees where there is shade part of Z a 

Bi the any, or (2) plant undér aspen, hazel, sumac, prickly ash or other ahuainet = 

brash, and open eet by release cuttings. a 

ae = White pine thus hart ine maintenance, and should not be used where neintecanes al 
ee ee 

: a is not available. : s <—. Se = 

s a Norway Pine endures little overhead shade - the outset, ~and none after a few 

a - years. It is the West 21) acca conifer for game cover in Wisconsin. A — 

- z Sypical cover-plenting job often calls for white pine or spruce in shady S i. : 

= = spots, jack pine, red cedar, or creeping juniper in the hot dry spots, and 

= = Norway aus elsewhere. = = ae : : 2s 

= Jack Pine makes faster initiel growth than any other conifer, but is recommented <a 

_ only on sites too dry for more valuable timber species. E e : = 

5 Bed Cedar and Creep: ing Juniper. These do not survive transplanting as easily
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ee Ss Se 

“—-—sPurposes, are expensive to buy. On open limey soils, however, they are the : ee 

SS only native species availeble. : i ae 

eS ee and Norway ee z ae 
SS White/Spruce. White spruce lives longer on limey soils and has denser foliage =a 

SS than Norway spruce, and is preferable where spruce is to be used. On rich, moist — a 
ees : . : eee Se 

____ bottoms competing growth is so heavy that only spruce survives. == 
ee : : as 

ae White Cedar and Tamarack are recommended for limey ahd acid marshes respectively. 

Se a 
a The big problem in marshes is the rankmess of the competing growth. Stock must eee 

= be large ehough to stand above the competing weeds and grass. ag 

-— . ee a 
ee Scotch Pine has about the same characteristics as Norway pine, hence where 

S __ either is suitable the native Norway pine is preferred. _ a 

-  fastrian Pine has the same characteristics as Norway and Scotch, but tolerates a 
Pee 5 sees 

. = ‘more limey soils. Hence on limey soils it is the best of the three. ae 

Don'ts. Never plant any conifer-- : i 

Bee (1) Near grape, bittersweet, or other climbing vine, because without ee 

os constant attention the vine will strangle it. Ea 

es = (2) Near poison ivy, because the ivy may prevent cleaning when it is : ae e 
ee i j >: eae 

ea most needed. : g a 

Be = (3) In nettles. They cast too quick and dark a shade. a 
ee es ae 
ae (4) In ploughed furrows which are not fresh. The weed growth in old a 

a furrows is too heavy. o ee ae 

— (5) On land subject to flooding or standing yater (tamarack will : oe : 

o endure the standing water common in bogs in spring). . = 

See E : a 
ee i (6) In quack grass, without carefully removing every particle of a 

a oe quack roots for a distance at least the height of the gress. - =o eee 

> _(7) Inca hole more than 3" below the level of the surrounding surface = 

_-—~—~-——sSNever set the tree near the grassy edge of a furrow or scalp except 

a eee ee
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@ on poor sandy soil which bears only a thin sod. __ — se 
Ne eee ee te _-~—”*~«CNNeverr ‘use red cedar or creeping juniper near apple, crab, thornapple, ee ; : : 2 er pes BS ety z : 2 Se eee 

eee s = 5 ‘ eer eo ee 
_--—sserviceberry or any other member of the apple family. The cedar-rust disease = = 

ae Se - a 
_—smay' eventually kill both. Radius of danger 1/4 mile. ae 

ae Never use white pine near currant or gooseberry. The blister rust ae 

disease may eventually kill them. Radius of danger 1 mile. Se Bee 
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es s ‘Pile Planting Data is 
Compiled by Wade : ate Apple-Haw Rust 
April, 1937 ON Aes : Crown Rust-Oat- 

: : (qj LOM: Rhamms 

~~ 

\ Letter to J. G, Moore, Horticulture Dept., from G, W, Keitt, Plant Path, Dept., 
April 6, 1937: 

: “In accordance with your request of this morning, I am sending ; 
: you a list of the alternate (telial) hosts that have been reported for 
rae the common apple rust fungi. 

_ For Gymmosporangium juniperi-vireinianae (apple rust); Juniperus 
Wirginiona, J. berbadensis, J. commnis, J. horizontalis, J. scomlarum, 
and J. sabina var. fasticiata. 

ee For Gymosporanzium globosum (hawthorn rust, which also affects 
apple): dJuniverus virginiana, J. barbadensis, J. horizontalis, : 

| Z. sabinoides, and J, soropularun. 

2 These records are taken from A, B, Seymour's host index of the 
fungi of North America (Harvard University Press, 1929) and D, E. 
Bliss' "The pathogenicity and seasonal development of Gymmosporangium j f 

2 in Iowa" (Ia, Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bul, 166, 1933). I have not listed 
: the several varieties of J. virginiana recorded by Bliss, thinking 
@& that you will wish to exclude the entire species," 

i Prof. J, G. Dickson says: 

Juniperus commmig spp. with leaves tending toward J. virginiana 
tends to be alternate host for both rusts mentioned in Keitt letter. 
That Commnis spp. with the true Commnis leaves are not so susceptible 
as alternate host--particularly to the Haws, 

Junipers can be planted with fair safety 1000 feet away from 
apples or haws, A distance of 20-0 acre area is fairly safe if there 
is some cover between to sift out and stop spores, 

Spores less viable on dry days--killed in few seconds, Viable for 
longer period depending on increased humidity. 

References: : 

: Dietz, S. M. ‘The role of the gems Rhamms in the dissemination 
: of crown rust, U, S, D, A. Dept, Bul. 1162, 1923. 

Malmus, I. E., 5S, M. Dietz, and F, Willey, Alternate hosts and 
biologic specialization of crown rust in America, Ia. Agr. 

Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 72, 1922. 
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* ‘ Chair of Game Management 7 

| @) a 
Preliminary Outline of Nest Study Technique 

| Students and Cooperators: Attached is a supply of Nest Record Cards. Please 

carry these in the field and make out for all 1937 geme bird and raptor nests 

: ss gneountered in your work. File a copy with me. the cards do not take the place 

: of your more detailed notes. 

Also please revise, extend, and refine the following outline for dis- 

cussion at the first seminar this fall. Object: To collect for future use of 

the group all usable technique which can be expressed on paper. 

Possible Deductions from Nest Cards 

, 1. Phenology. Dispersion of nesting dates: reletion to environment. 

2. Prodation losses. | 
i 3. Hayfield losses; relation to other cover. 

= 4, Specifications for disturbance causing desertion. 

5. Gycles in clutch size, fertility, phenology. 

6, Re-nesting. » 

Phenology. In a successful nest the sequence of dates can be directly 

observed by repeated visits. In a broken nest they can often be interpolated 

quite accurately. For example: If @ hayfield nest was mowed over on June 16 

| " and shows 4 hatched shells and 4 pipped eggs, undistrubded by the rake (as 

often happens if the nest is in a depression), it is certain that hatching was 

im process June 16. Subtracting 22 days for incubation, we interpolate May 23 

as the beginning of incubation, May 22 as the interval, May 21 as the date of | 

) the last egg, and 21 - 8 equals May 13 as the date of the first egg. , 

= Such deductions rest, however, on the assumption that neither the ‘ 

rake nor predators have removed any eggs. If shells should be found nearby, ; 

. “the clutch mmber mst be corrected, or--more likely--ne deductions made beyond 5 

the date of hatching, ‘ ;



Be -2- 7 

Pe Deductions should usually end where « probable error of more 

than three days begins. ; 
; Suppese now thet the same nest of eggs shows partial incubation | 

instead of being part pipped and part hatched. You would know, then, that g 

the clutch was complete and could enter its size on the card, but you could é : 

not interpolate a phenology unless you can judge degree of incubation within : 

3 days. 3 

: Again you may find a cutover nest, part scattered by the rake, ; 

because not in a depression, but showing the same mixture of hatched and pip- | 

ping eggs. At the nest lie mower-clipped tail feathers of the hen, but no ; 

legs, wings, head, or other sign that she was killed. It is certain that : 

: she was brooding the hatching eggs, so the date of mowing is the date of : 

hatching. But the size of the clutch is uncertain, and since clutches vary : 

ae by more than 3 eggs, hence no pre-hatching phenology accurate within 3 days 

can be interpolated. : 

Again you find a nowed-over nest of 3 fresh undisturbed eggs. 
% his could not be a clutch, and if there is no predator sign you may safely 

interpolate June 16 - 3 equals 13 as the date of the first ege. 

Suppose, however, that these 3 eges are flecked with md, faded, : 

and on opening, are decayed. You then have a clear case of pre-haying j 

. desertion from which no phenology can be interpolated. 

: But if there has been no rain for 10 days, you can infer the q 

eggs pre-date June 16 - 10 equals June 6. ; : 

: Again you might find undisturbed eges médy, failed, and lying in ‘ 
a matted nest which has all but disappeared. On opening them they prove ; 

: to be eggs of the previous year. Year-old eggs in shade may show little fading, 3 

eB E but the state of the nest is diagnostic. 7



. | 
a Suppose you find « deserted undisturbed nest of 12 ees, but 

| ' gve uncertain whether the clutch is complete. If the eggs line the nest 

; cavity, they are being incubated; if they are piled several deep, there 

: were more te come. In the former case slight traces of blood vessels may 

r show incubation had just begun, in which event phenology may be interpolated 

| with less then 3 days error. In the latter case, phenology is interpolated 

| Predation Losses (a suggestive sketch to be written by Hawkins). 

: Hayfield Losses. One important question is why birds nest in hayfields. 

; Are they first or second choice nesting cover? You may throw light on this 

_— ss 
4 (a) Comparing the number of hay nest on a given area for 

E a@ series of years during which population density is 

(») Comparing the mumber of hay and non-hay nests on a given 

| area during e single year. (The weak point here is to 

c find the non-hey nests.) 

: (c) Comparing the dates of hay and non-hay nests (see phenology). 

(4) Comparing the proportion of hay nests for areas of know 

population but variable outside cover. : ? 

: (e) Comparing the nesting density for hay and other cover. sa 

| These are all studies requiring mass-data. | 

, Another important question is nest and hen mortality in hay es . 

| compared with other cover. Nest mortality in hay is mainly a question of | 

phenology: How many broods come off before the hay is cut? : 

- Another is the possible rednetion of mortality by flushing devices. . 

- It is not to be assumed, of course, that nests found and marked previous to 

. haying end left in an uncut island are therefore safe. Desertion and 4



ee eee 
met 7 : .. 

2s gietatien sed hem in wanes islands. 

a Desertion. The rule that the intensity of disturbence nocded for desertion 
2 increases as incubation advances is only a genersl rule. Its variations as 
f to species, nature and duration of disturbance, time of day, ote. renain to 
7 be worked out. 

; GQrelgg. King fount ciuten size to vary inversely to the cycle in vetted 
: grouse. Schmidt 2ihnk. sy‘eeth vertation in etther ruffed grouse, prairie 

: chicken, or sharptall, It is highty important te collect mass date on 
: elutch size so these questions can be resolved. 

a —é Where may also be fluctuations in fertility. Comparisons of 
. fertility in wild and confined birds of the same species are needed. Fer- 
e tility should be measured in all nests known to represent a complete clutch. \ 

“&S 4n infertile egg can be distinguished from an old but fertile egg eon ce 

; Since migration dates may be cyclic, it is not improbable 

that nesting dates are. 

. Re-mesting.. The persistence of each species in re-neating after destraction 

; of an earlier nest needs definite comparative measurement. Some ducks and 

: shorebirds may not re-nest. | 

f The denarkation date before which re-nesting occurs, but after 
: which it does not occur, needs to be definitely established for each species. 
: That the hatching date is the date of demarkation is only ® rough preliminary e 

; y All re-nesting studies call for bended or marked birds. 4 

_ ; , a 
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"BE YOUR OWN EMPEROR" z 

A report of the progress of wild life cropping in Wisconsin s 

Aldo Leopold z 
University of Wisconsin \ ae 

It is now five years since this university first began to discuss wild = 

life as a possible land crop. It should be time, therefore, to take stock of 7s 

the successes, failures, and trends of the enterprise to date, and its needs and 3 

: possibilities for the future. = 

To do this, we should first understand something of the history of game : 2 
Rao Rat vf ls» titer, tach fvtiag ae 

cropping and how the present American enterprise differs om Se historical 2 

counterparts in Burope and Asia, b = 

History é & 

Game cropping was first practiced in the Holy Roman Empire in the 12th o 

e century. Frederic II, who has been called the first scientist in Europe, had : 

an iiiakel wsceinc system in Sicily. He hunted entirely with hawks, and ee 

his “king of game birds" was the crane. ‘The descriptions of his operations are pas 5 

all in Latin and are widely scattered through a large literature, hence no one ae 

é has dug them out. I wish I could be the graduate student who exhumes and : 

reconstructs the Sicilian picture, % 

In the 13th century an equally elaborate system was practiced by the Mongol 

emperors in eastern Asia, Marco Polo has left us a brief but convincing account 

of its methods and results. The methods included food patches, feeding stations, e 

closed seasons, wardens, and all the paraphernalia of a modern conservation 

zt . department. The results were an annual hunt by the whole imperial court, plus 

“camel-lods of birds" for the imperial table throughout the winter season. Z 

In the 15th century Edward of York records the beginnings of the present Sa



European technology. His "little simple book", "Master of Game", dedicated ; 

to the heir of his sovereign, Henry IV, is a delightfuly naive exposition = 

of that oldest of all mtual admiration societies--the sporting fraternity. a 

Hearken to Edward: 4 

"This book treateth of what is to every gentle heart : 
the most disportful of all games, that is to say hunting-- ee 
which is so noble a game, and lasts through all the year He 
of divers beasts that grow according to the season for ; 
tae gladdening of man. - - Hunting camseth a man to 5 
eschew the seven deadly sins. -- When a man is idle, he 
abides in his bed or in his chamber, a thing which draweth ieee 
men to imaginations of fleshly lust and pleasure. Such ... 
men think in pride, or in avarice, or in wrath, or in sloth, 
or in gluttoning, or in lechery, or in envy. : : 

"(But) when the hunter riseth in the morning, he heareth & 
the song of the small birds, the which sing so sweetly with 

; great melody and full of love . . . and when the sun is risen, 
he shall see fresh dew upon the small twigs and grasses, s i 
and the sun by his virtue shall make then shine. After when i 
he shall go to his quest-~-he shall meet anon with the hart pectiewtquat away, 

_--(which) is great joy and liking to the hunter. 

“And when he cometh home he cometh joyfully. - - He shall ie 
doff his clothes and his shoes and his hose, and he shall ; 
wash his thighs and his legs, and peradventure all his body. ; 
And in the meanwhile he shall order well his supper, with 

; roots,and of the neck of the hart, and of other good meats, : 
| and good wine or ale. And when he™WEL1 eaten and drunk he om 

: V shall be glad . . and at his ease. - - And then he shall lie = 
: in his bed in fair fresh clothes, and shall sleep well and es 

: steadfastly all the night without any evil thoughts, 

"- - To be idle and to have no pleasure in either hounds or S 
: hawks is no good token." 

I could prove from this many things irrelevant to geme cropping. 

j , In fact, I could prove almost anything, from the fact that hunters originated 
; RO Ry Z 

s Xn the bath, to the fact that only woodsmen are virtuous. But this has been done f 
4 V we \ Wh verge Adddivtre Wh oprforunn 
\ Ne seceelly from’ the days of Zenophon, through Teddy Roosevelt, to the last 

national convention of the Izaak Walton League. So let us return to our : 

knitting. ‘ :



j All three of the historic expansions of the art of game cropping--the a 

: po Sicilian, the Mongolian, and the European, are alike in that their techniques 3 7 

{ a were empirical, not scientific. Hence no matter how well they worked, the a 

: techniques could not be translated to other countries. This may answer the ta a 

ie *, persistent question: "Why don't you get your geme management from mreput® ™ 

or All three were also alike in that game was produced for private pleasure. 

The objective in each case contained not even a trace of the present idea of 4 

public recreation, The one-gallus hunter dil: mde frrw Yu clay of Rebus Hooels, tot Ue 4 
ae ¥ rbinn ab greg os ang biel Seah Antti laen fs, Akar neoglhceece clerel,, = : a 

we three were“also alike in that the farmer had no place on game lands-~ ; 

: he was either expropriated or overridden. . 2 

Lb Sve Lastly, wild life other than game did not enter the picture, ‘ : 

Hence the present attempt to crop game, while superficially similar, is 3 

really radically unlike what Frederic, or Kublai Khan, or feudal Europe did ; = 

Ay in ad past, It is an attempt to graft together five historically : 

aN separate, therto antagonistic, elements: the Edwardian idea of wholesome Ne 

: of sport, the democratic idea of public recreation, the esthetic idea of nature- : 

a J study, the economic idea of diversified and mutually supporting crops, and ; 3 

; the scientific idea of cropping techniques based on biological science. It is, - 

in short, an attempt to encourage the American farmer to be his ow emperor. i 

So much for the pipedream. What progress is it making? : = 

Between the time of Robin Seek Sh ths American Revolution, there germinated, : 

grew, and flowered a deep-seated revulsion against special privileges, including 3 

hunting privileges. In ‘tien pioneer days of abundant geme, this idea threw out — 

‘ its roots like a green bay tree. When the game played out, the American hunter - 2 

\ pooh concluded that hunting must vanish from civilized countires, ate ~~ % Ronen 

: Se ee But pretty soon he had a new idea, 2 

wholly original and wholly indigenous to this dark and bloody ground we live in, z



Government, he found, could do anything. Why not pass a law to let government = 

perpetuate his game supply? We have spent fifty years finding out that game 

eropping is one of the things government cannot do, except on its own lands. Z 

The idea of free public game dies hard. The average conservationist 4 : 

still believes that government can, by some waving of legislative wands, 2 

spontaneously generate a game crop, to be harvested by all comers, on lands : a 

not owned by them, and on lands increasingly devoid of food and cover fit for 

oy wild life. As long as the public believes in and supports this legend of an : 

‘ wa . official Santa Claus, our public officers are not likely to suddenly disclaim : 

4 the role. let us try to reappraise the fable to see what degree of truth 

it may contain, : 

: Wild Lands 

The salient new fact bearing on this question is the universal admission ; : 

that our low-grade lands not only are wild, but will remain so, and that they s 

are coming into pablic ownership by the automatic process of reversion for ; 

taxes. To this extent the fable of free public game is ag a. but a % 

very real opportunity. We have or are getting the lene that remains to 

be done is to prepare it for game cropping and to regulate the harvest to 

its productive capacity. Are we ready to do this? # 

wy there ‘are two main owners of this wild domain, and we shall have to : 

2° consider them separately. : 

The first is the county. ‘The average county obviously is not prepared a 

to itself engage in a technical land-cropping enterprise. It has two ways out: _ 

lease the land to private enterprise, or entrust it to the Conservation Commission. ee 

The latter seems to be favored. There are now evolving two vehicles for : 

. ow state cropping of county holdings: the "county forest" and the “state conservaliay : : 

% nu district." Both are promising. On tae ents trial area eee ~~ Cutline



ee 

we have the somewhat unusual spectacle of active federal participation in an x 2 

enterprise to be run by the state. The AAA is buying out the scattered farms, : % 

while the FERA and the CCC are building the needed dams to crop game, 7 

The second modern land-baron is the Forest Service. Unlike the county, = 

far fat fren we dca font : 
the Forest service. can crop its own holdings, Bet Qnti2 this year, has entirely aa 

neglected its opportunity, resting upon the antiquated assumption that game = 

automatically grows wherever silviculture is practiced. It is now making e 

a very spirited effort to build up a game personnel and a cropping technique. & 

In my opinion there are eet weak points which are most likely to retard : ae 

progress toward the successful cropping of wild public lands: f o. 

(1) The lop-sided and inadequate research program. Neither the statchor = - 

the Forest Service are spending one cent for laying a scientific foundation 2 

for this mge venture. The only game research now under way in Wisconsin ; cae 

is carried by the university, and deals only with grouse, None of the other ee 

wild-land species, such as deer, trout, or wild furs, have been studied, here ; Sy 

; or elsewhere, ee 

(2) Conflicting techniques, There is still a sad lack of coordination 2 

between engineers, foresters, and game men, due not to any lack of mtual good = 

f i will, but simply to lack of mtual understanding. For exemple, after having 2 % 

; go completed a gridiron of fire lanes opening nearly every wild spot in ‘eas sas _ 

4 to motor travel, it was suddenly realized that these roads threaten to deplete i 

our deer, An effort is now being made to put locked gates on ey voeads. I f : 

hope it will work, but I doubt it. A breachy cow has nothing on an excited : a 

hunter with a car, : e 

(3) Lack of technical personnel. ‘The Conservation Commission has virtually on 

2 the same technical overhead as it had five years ago, to carry responsibilities” e : 

; easily ten times as great, These men literally have no time to think--a dangerous a



eondition when history is being made daily. 

(4) Lack of control of public use, Yopne has yet devised a way to 

spread the public over public lands in such a way as not to ruin the land, as : 

well as the recreation, mel iutolerebie concentration of deer-hunters, for - 

example, will not be corrected by making the land a county or national forest, ; 

This problem remains a thorn én the rose of subsidized yesbealilas 

Despite these delays ani discouragements, it ‘4s a clear fact that the idea 

of free public game has, in respect of wild lends, taken a new lease on life. . 

Ws pee be SS of farm game. : ree 

f Farm lends . ee 

Contrery to usual belief, the farm lands of Wisconsin, by reason of their ’ 

Z dw? richer soil, are capable of producing more man-days of hunting recreation than a 

we" the wild lands, A stand of one game birdy per 4 acres and a kill of a bird per : 

12 acres, is easily possible. ‘This would yield, on 12,000,000,000 acres of farms, : 
Tse vate 200, 00-0 Lerma twihinn, dooir furr Combet pro-cla ete : 

a kill of 1,000,000 birds per years er & for each licensed hunter, ‘The maximum ; 

stand of wild birds’ wola be only thrice as great, or ¥ per hunter. The : 

“ additional yield of wild land birds might double this. Hence those who fear ae 

: ht tatare overproduction may forget their worries. Theproblem is to get the crop 2 

wr grown, There is no bugaboo of too much. é : 

Our farms as they now stand are operating at perhaps a tenth capacity. : : : 

A tally of 600 farms made in the winter of 1932 showed only 1 out of 4 habitable 

ary for game. Half were devoid of both food and cover, a quarter had only the one | 

=: Urour whuele baal Goth 
or the other, and a quarter had some of bothy but er to realize the 7 

capacity of the lend. Game cennot live in quarters provided only with beds, * 

or only with dining rooms, or’neither. All animals, including ourselves, need 

3 both, When one or both are lacking, reproduction and survival decline. Population ; 

shrinks until it fits the habitable fraction of its environment. That fraction ee 

on Wisconsin farms is 10 per cent or less. =



= ae a 
=e 
as 

~¥ How put food and cover on the other 90 per cent? This is the very ea 
Tye ; er 

Wow a heart of our problem, All the conservation laws and dollars and commissions sa 

qi l'* eS 
uv ' and wardens and speeches in Christendom cannot put geme, or any other wild ae 

life, on fields bare of food and cover in winter, ae 

Many short-cuts to this end have been proposed. Most of them are, I a 

think, spurious, One faction would have the state cede private title to the ; 

geme, and by giving the farmer a wide-open market for both shooting privileges we 

and meat, make game so profitable that it could compete outright with other Me 

crops. But what would this geme be? Mostly pheasants. What would become a 

of rare or unprofitable species? They would likely disappear. And—what-of=te- | = 

ene-gatius-hunter?-—Out—of-the-picture;=targely. With open markets for resident a 

game, what would become of migratory? I will leave you to guess. = 

opwlony Oo = 
Nevertheless there is an intrinsic merit in the idea of economic incentivey wae 

a 

Q y = 

ye for game cropping. ‘The American Game Policy proposes to encourage the 2 
wv a 

5 we D { th Se 

(i ¥y* \ sale of shooting privileges, but nolof meat. ‘he state retains title, but the 

farmer is its custodian, and is encouraged to crop the resource, subject to = 

control by the state, This, I think is sound, ‘= 

' But there are serious obstacles to getting started. One of the most serious = 
fe 

is the short seasons made necessary by the progressive failure of the public _ 7 a & 

Santa Claus idea. Open seasons on upland species in the north central region BS 

5 1925) ont 14 wa mm 19SY 
eo ye _, averaged 80 days in 1905, WS days in |9/15_, 29 days in 395%, ‘he ss 
\ nye ‘ Goo. Be 
ar el “7 { producing farmer cannot market his shooting in a week, Neither can the state ae 

y ye SS a wt g 
why” relax its restrictions on unmanaged farms for the sake of encouraging the few = 

managed ones, The way out seems to be a differential season, long for lands a 

on which managed game crops can be shown, short for other lands, om 

The Wisconsin Shooting Preserve Law establishes such a differential. It 2 
e : 

) AA oe is an opening wedge, so far applicable only to artificially raised phéasants. = 
iy nr > £2



a 7 [Seis 

pes a 

The state says: "For every 100 pheasants you turn out, we will let you shoot = 

75, and give you.4 months instead of 4 days to do it." We now have 10 such = e 

preserves. There would be many more, but for the high cost of chicken-wire s = 

production. It costs $1.50 to raise a chicken-wire pheasant, perhaps 15¢ sa 

to raise a wild one, Tt uli Luclae avfewn wm guall. = 

: Why is the differential season limited to liberated pheasants? Because i 

they can be counted out by the warden. Our wardens have been too busy chasing % 

poachers to learn how to census a wild game crop--a task often tedious and “= 
bee 

always calling for mueh skill, for favorable weather, and for dogs. Iowa, : 

though, is doing it on quail, I predict the gradual spread of the differential a 

ee. 

season to all kinds of wild resident game. What it amounts to is that the ee 

: prolate ae 
state delegates its restrictive functions to the Landowher}, subject to can- BS: 

4 ae 

cellation for abuse. This is sound principle, and tends to relieve the wardens a 

of the perfectly impossible job of policing game single-handed. Moreover it oS 

opens to the farmer, or through him to his sportsman friends, a powerful incentive : 

to earn additional shooting privileges by growing a crop capable of withstanding S 

gow lel — 
} ony them. ‘The presemt system, on the contrary, makes shooting easier to steal than es 

é to earn. It contains the seeds of its own death, a 

: f- I would not, however, leave the impression that game laws or farmer-reveme = 

i are the only or even the principal means to wild life restoration. ‘the problem s a 
meine <e 

‘ zs is not so simple. An even more basic reason for the foodless, coverless, lifeless 

2 eS 
= a ! farm is the pioneer tradition that uncut or ungrazed brush, weeds, grass or timber ae 

Ce : bespesk an incomplete victory over the wilderness, and that any vestige of them a. 

« in gully, rockpile, bank, or fencerow brand the farmer as a sloven. It is an a 

2 i indisputable fact that the agricultural colleges have aided, abetted and Zi e : 

= { : ae 

me | intensified this tradition, sometimes with sound scientific reason, but more a 

— often out of that same blind subservience to fashion which dictates the color 4 

Se { ae. 

atresia e cw ee: IRS ee al re el eee ae eed ica eer ee = a Sasa OS GULST aoe poate _—
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of our hats, the height of our heels, or the length of our coattails. ; 4 

I plead that wild life cover, at least on waste corners and fencerows sy = 

\ now become an expression of localized scientific reasoning and the owner's s 

personal taste, rather than a badge of compliance watt endcttenaeeee ea oe 

\ pEaesare. I submit that the slick-and-clean ite is neither more : 

aM f ‘ beautiful, nor--in the long run--more useful than that which retains at least = 

some remnants of non-domesticated plant and animal life. ‘The brushy fencerow a 

and the wild-grown bank, the clean-boled woodlot and the undrained spot of a 

marsh--I heartily agree tat those talaes OS eo character of the owner, e: ae 

but in my view they portray him not as a sloven, but as one who, despite the = 

stampede of his neighbors, has refused ‘to trade his birthright as a husbandman 

of living things for the aneaay imitation of a factory. iS 

: It must be confessed, in all fairness, that our tax laws, and incidentally 1 

our highway engineers, have contributed their quota to tneineridan steppe. The = 

farmer who uses tillable or grazable land for conservation does so at his own 2 

Ty cost, but the lumberman who sacrifices the immediate personal’ penny to the 3 

ultimate public good gets a handsome subsidy for public services performed, 2 

ee | ; Is not a marsh, a prairie, a food-patch, a grape-tangle, a grove of veteran a 

— oaks, a patch of ladyslippers, or even a copse of flowering haws a public é 

service in the same sense as a commercial forest? ‘There mst be some sound way e 

in which the public which wants these things to exist can ease the economic 4 

pressure vaich" tends to wipe them out of existence, The public is spending : 

millions to perpetuate such things in public parks and reservations, but what rea : 

akrakd wel ber moweltels act chalet alerrvodone, Urey 
kind of "landscaping" is this? These pia belong on farms, where they can Z 

be seen by everybody every day, The esthetic dietary implied in parks is too ss 

much like that of the starving prospector who ordered forty dollars worth of 2 

hem and eggs. 5 brant wt ov bt wre, Uy nugtt ol moe § voel, ; =
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: Geme Technology 

We have in Wisconsin five species of farm game, four of wild land 

‘ game, half a dozen fur-bearers, and a dozen of migratory birds, Whal about 25 afucee 

Most of these are as distinct in their Se as é 

alfalfa is distinct from corn or oats, Each has its distinctive kinds of 

food and cover, in certain proportions, at various seasons, Each has its 

diseases and enemies. It takes a good research man four years to discover ; 

: the rudiments of a technology for each. This adds up to a total liability : 

\0 wy of 100 man-years of research to get startedsw tev wna G rae cnet hay. \ re 

4 in-Wiseensin we have so far had about 10 man-years of research, TFor- : 

tunately they have been effectively spent. We now know the rudiments about 

quail and prairie chickens. Michigan has done something on pheasants, g 

Minnesota on ruffed grouse. Iowa has made a start on two ducks. We can | 

borrow this information until we have better. But of deer, cottontail, all : 

the fur-bearers, and most of the waterfowl, we kmow, biometrically speaking, 

nothing. 

eS What little we do know has neatly upset many time-honored beliefs, 

among them the belief that one less hawk means several more game birds, I : 

am beginning to believe that Errington's discoveries in predation, largely 

based a his Wisconsin quail data, are of general importance to science as 2 

\ ‘ well as to game management. He finds, in short, that predators trim down ss 

q ey the quail population to the capacity of the food and cover, but no further, - 

and that this shrinkage occurs anyhow, regardless of whether predators are # ie 

: abundent or scarce, or of what kinds they are. In other words, the only ‘ 

effective predator control is food and cover improvement. "Vermin" baiting : 

is, apparently, a needless waste. These indications, if substantiated, are a oo 

fundamental accra canals policy, ge ecological science. S 

a ‘ 

gee ¥: See
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“Tut? * ae Sow a8 game Beatator in Southern Miseonsta 
Y A Aldo Leopold 

That crows eat eggs when they can find them is admitted by all. They 

doubtleas also eat chicks, but this loss is less thoroughly established, 

and has not been measured. 

The debatable questions are: How many nests do crows find? ‘hat effect 

do these losses have on the game bird population? 

In 1931 Paul Errington followed through on 69 quail nests near Prairie 

du Sac. Of these 69 nestings, 35 failed, and of these failures 5 were due to 

predators, of which none were crows. 

In 1933-35 F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. followed through on 445 pheasant nests 

in Iowa. Of these 79 per cent failed, and of these failures & per cent were 

due to crows. 

In 1935-38 Arthur Hawkins and Irven Buss studied several hundred pheasant, 

Hungarian partridge, and upland plover nests near Lake Mills. The results are 

not yet compiled, but the crow loss was similar to that found by Hamerstrom. 

In 1938 Albert Hochbaum sterted a duck nesting study at Delta, Manitoba. 

So far he has followed only 30 nests, 5 per cent of which were robbed by crows. 

On this ares, crows had been controlled. In the other cases, there wag no control. 

These measurements give some idee of the size of the crow loss. It might 

of course be larger or smaller elsewhere. 

The next question is: if we have, let us say, a 10 per cent nest loss from 

crows, what effect does this have on the game crop? 

The natural supposition is that the game crop will be 10 per cent less. 

Five years ago I would myself have supposed this to be true. Some regent 

experiment, though, now lead me to doubt it.
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One of these experiments deals with pheasant populations on the 

University Arboretum. We began these five years ago with only a few birds. 

They have been steadily building up each year. None have been planted. Our 

last census drive shows a population of at least 300. 

Hach year we have removed, by trapping, about s third or « half of the 

population (100 to 150 birds). These were releesed st a distance, This is 

probably ecuivelent to the removal by hunting on open range. So we gan sey 

that on the Arboretum refuce, pheasants have steadily increased, despite an 

annual ‘removal equivalent to hunting. 

T now direct your attention to the range on which this increase took place. 

The cover is perfect. The area is well fed. The predator conditions are what 

® geome keeper would call "very bad," i.e., the aren is heavily populated with 

owls, foxes, minks, skunks, weasels, possums, housecats, and self-hunting dogs. 

fo be sure there are few crows, I have no figures from heavy crow areas. 

In short, the Arboretum pheasants have become abundant, and have stood up 

under a heavy "kill," despite the depredations of mmerous natural enemies. 

Most people would say this is impossible, tut it is nevertheless a fact. 

Similar experiments, mt in much poorer cover, are under way with pheasants 

at Lake Mills and Riley. Here the populations are much lower, but good increases 

have been obtained espite the absence of predator control. 

I do not know why populations behave in this way. I am not sure the same 

would be true of other species or other localities. My guess is that population 

levels in southern Wisconsin are set by food and cover, not by predators, and 

that the only way to raise the levels is to improve food and cover. Removing 

predators, I suspect, has little or no effect on pheasants because the population 

level tends to come back to what the food and cover can carry, no more, no less. 

I think the best support for this theory comes from our own hunting.
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ereervide sportsmen know, from experience, that limited hunting does not change 

next year's crop of game birds. Whether the birds are hunted a little, or not 

at all, makes no difference in the population. Isn't it reasonable to think 

that limited predation acts the same way? 

This theory ¢an also be applied to crow hunting. I hunt crows during the 

winter when there is nothing else available. It is good sport. I doubt whether 

ordinary hunting has any effect on the crow population. I suspect that like 

pheasants, the crow population tends to come back to what the range can carry. 

I would oppose highly organized or mochanized crow control, such as the 

dynamiting of roosts in Illinois, for the seme reason that I oppose excessive 

destruction of any wildlife. The crow is a part of the natural mechanism of 

wildlife populations, and we know so little about thet mechanism that we would 

be foolish to discard or remove any part of it. ' 

There are parts of the duck breeding belt in western Canada where the crow 

is not native, but has come in recently as an invader. I do not oppose stringent 

erow control there. ‘The crow is not part of the natural mechanism there. I 

doubt, though, whether radical crow control in Wisconsin in winter is justified 

on the grounds that our crows summer on the duck grounds. The duck grounds are 

far west of here, and unless our crows migrate northwest they do not reach the 

duek grounds. If they migrate north, they would nest in the woods of Ontario, 

which is not duck breeding ground. Banding work to locate these migration routes 

is badly needed, but has not been undertaken.
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May 17, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The surplus supply of manuscripts accepted for publication 
in the Journal of Forestry has now been greatly reduced. As 
a matter of actual fact, we only have enough material on hand 

; for the June and July issues. I think it would be highly 
desirable if the Associate Editors would use this opportunity 

to stimulate and encourage workers in their respective fields 
to submit some outstanding papers for publication in the 
Journal of Forestry. It would be particularly desirable if, 

by some means or other, we could increase the contributions 
in range management, forest administration, and in general 

forestry practices. 

As you undoubtedly kmow, the Puget Sound Section of the 
Society is arranging a meeting to be held in connection with 

the summer meeting of the A.A.A.S. Undoubtedly, I will be 
able to pick up a number of interesting papers presented at 
this meeting, but present plans do not call for devoting a 

special issue of the Journal to publish all the papers pre- 
sented at that meeting. Within-the next eight or 10 months, 
therefore, we shall be able to publish a considerable number 

of manuscripts. 

a yours 

pip holon 

Henry Schmitz/dd Editor-in-Chief : 

A Professional Journal Devoted to All Branches of Forestry : 

2 ss ¢
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i Case 9: History of an Ozark Farm 

The essentials of the Ozark economy are: 

1. It is built upon an erosive soil. Erosion has culled all cultivated 

land downward, toward submarginality. Grazing of submarginal soil tends 

to prevent it from healing. : 

2, The introduction of "Technological improvements" (such as Korean Lespe- 

deza for hay and pasture) tends not only to check erosion, but also to 

lower the threshhold of marginaltiy, and thus to check reversion to non- 

use. Thus "orosion control" is in part nullified by the exposure of 

new arsas to crosion, and by the stoppage of natural recuperative process- 

OS. 

3, The long-time trend is toward better farming on poorer soils. Good roads, 

electric power, and modern schools are being extended to many farms no 

longer able to vay taxes. 

4. Tho game resource exists on (1) Mast and legumes in the woods, (2) weeds 

in ficlds, (3) Lespedeza. Native legumes pass out with either too much 

stock or too little fire or cutting, weeds pass out with fertility. 

5. The fish rosource is ravidly passing out of existence due to gravel 

devosits by floods. 

The following case illustrates tho chronology and the interaction of these trends 

on a sample Ozark farm. 

; Stage 1. 1880. Corn is the cash crop, and is raised on the creek bottom and the 

level benches. A few cows and hogs run in the woods, which are fired to improve 

pasture. There is an orchard and garden. Deer and turkey contribute toward a 

"subsistence economy." The watershed is still stable, but erosion of fields has 

begun because of too much corn. 

Stage 2. 1900 Erosion has depleted the cornfields; one has reverted to "broom 

sedge" (Andropogon virginicus); the others will still raiso wheat. A new corn- 

field has been made by "deadening" (girdling) oaks on a flat ridge. The family 

income is pieced out by selling logs to mills, first shortleaf pine, then white 

oak, and by wood work for the mills. The deer have been "hounded out". The woods 

are still burned for pasture, and slash increases the intensity of fires. Grazing 

has eliminated certain palatable plants, such as cane, the original presence of 

which is proven by place names 

Stage 3. 1920. The farm is now deserted and has become "onen range" (or the 

family still lives on it and subsists by selling stumpage or labor to tie and 

stave mills). After repeal of prohibition in 1933 the demand for whiteoak staves 

becomes intense. Quail grow scarce due to lack of agricultural weeds; the broom- 

sedge fields contain excess cover, but no food. Turkeys have been extinguished. 

Erosion is not checiced by the abondonment of cultivation; soils without rocks con- 

tinue to gully, rocky soils crode to the stage of “erosion pavement". The stream 

has now widened and is ox-bowing.
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Stage 4. 1940. The introduction of Korean lespedoza (Lespedeza stipulncea) in 
about 1938 has wrought an agricultural revolution. The farm is reoccupied as a 

livestock operation. All old fields are sown to lespedeza for hay. In order to 
create moro pasture the timber on slopes is deadened, and the brush killed by 
goats or sheep, after which lespedeza is sown. In order to have a little corn to 
go with the lespodeza, new timber is deadened for ridgetop cornfields, somo of 
which extend‘down the slope and hence wash out in two or three years to a "pave- 
ment" condition. Tho "lospedeze economy", which theoretically should be the 

salvation of those soils, actually induces as much new erosion as it cures old 

erosion. Chemically speaking, the farm is now gaining in nitrogen, but it is 

still losing in other minerals and in organic matter. <A highway and an RBA 
‘power line now serve this farm, which is superficially prosperous but basically 

deteriorating. 

The quail, nearly run out by lack of corn and wecd food, now prosper on 
Lespedeza seed and the revival of ridgetop coraficlds. Their limiting factor 
is now grass cover. 

Questions for Discussion 

How long will quail remain abundant? 

What geological characteristic explains erosion pavement and gravelling of 

stream holes? 

How does summer logging affect use of woods by quail? 

What forces operate for and against native legumes? 

Did prohibition expand or contract the quail range? 

Why is the highway built on the bench instead of the bottom land?
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; : Ecology of Sauk Co., Wis. 

Aldo Leopold and Carl Leopold 

Ser Pie eee 

Deer 

a During the decade covered by these observations, from five to 

twenty deer have lived within a mile radius of the farm. The population 

was increasing up to 1941; since then it has been reduced by two open : 

seasons. 

Movements. In hard winters, all deer leave the area for tamarack 

swamps two miles to the southward and three miles to the north. These 

swamps offer better deep-snow cover, and also are nearer to corn. 

_ The deer return as soon as the snow melts in March. 

Except for this winter shift, ¥ have detected no movement except ) 

the nightly shift from cover to food and return. “J think the maximum 

nightly radius is about a mile, but in the absence of snow it is hard : 

to be sure. In summer, when both food and cover are abundant everywhere, 

the daily radius is mch shorter, and there is mech morning and evening ; 

feeding. 

All travel, especially daylight travel, tends to foilow trails. 

The does and fawns follow the actual path; the bucks follow only the 

general route. The points selected for evessing open fields and marshes, 

and for swimming the river, show that cover governs trail routes, «« Least $. v dasylegtt Meee 

Tracks which follow roads or otherwise disregard cover are either night 

tracks, or were made just after a rain when the deer are avoiding the 

wet undergrowth. : 

The river seems to present no obstacle to movement except when ‘ 

frozen. I have never seen tracks crossing the treacherous ice,but deer 

are present during the ice period only in mild winters.
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Gover. In spring and fall the deer bed mostly in large sandbar 

i willow thickets, large petches of leafy oak sprouts, bushy marshes, or 

in the grassy woods of the river islands. When bedded in marsh, fawns 

of the year often "lie" like rabbits. | : 

In summer one sees the most beds in grassy openings in the woods. 

I have seen no marsh beds in summer. 

Exceptional bedding grounds are sometimes encountered. Once in 

_ November I found three fresh beds melted through an inch of on in an . 

alfalfa stubble. When a flood temporarily disposses’ deer from the river 

bottoms, one may find them bedded in unusual places: During an October 

flood I once came upon a fawn bedded on a brushy bank within gunshot of 

the garden. 

Does frequently resort to the river islands for fawning. During 

June when the fawns are left "cached", these islands are cuarded 

against inkoahens by rank growths of poison ivy and prickly ash, and by 

hordes of mosquitoes. Fawn®tracks following doe tracks do not appear on 

the mainland until August. 

Horns and Pelage. Bucks with clean horns have been seen as early 

as September 20. We do not know when the horns are shed. 

Rubbing trees and scrapes have not been recorded before October 20, 

a month later than the earliest clean horns. We cannot explain this. 

Rubbing does not cease with the cleaning of the horns, and it extends 

_ through or beyond the rut. Fresh rubbings have been recorded as late as 

early December. Thus on December 10, 1939 we found a young tamarack 

debarked by deer. The tree had been planted on November 4, and on 

: _ November 24 was probably still intact.
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Thickets or isolated trees in open grassland are usually, but not 

always, selected for rubbing. When in woods, rubbed trees are often on 

= trails. The same trees or groups of trees are often rubbed year after 

; year, and may eventually be dwarfed by repeated injury. There seems to 

be sone selection as among species, as indicated by the following totals 

i of fresh rubbings recorded: ; 

Jackpine 10 

; Aspen 1 Z 

: " Tamarack 1 

Pussy willow 2 

Red cedar 1 

Alder 2 

Chokecherry i 

Amelanchier 1 

Red ash 1 

That jackpines are actually preferred is indicated by the fact that 

: no rubbings are recorded for white and red pines, although they are more 

numerous than jackpines and occur ina similar variety of situations. 

; Rubbing is confined to trees and bushes between two and ten feet 

in height. 

We do not have a sharp date for the first appearance of red pelage, 

but all deer are red before the end of June, and aré still red in late 

August. Fawns lose their spots in late August. 

3 Winter Food. Sauk County deer browse more in summer than in winter, 

whereas in northern Wisconsin browse is the sole winter food. 

_ The reason for this reversal of the usual rule is doubtless the
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avail-bility of cornfields.in the Sauk Gounty range. Corn is the principal 

= food from November to wyen, inclusive. 

In fall and spring, acorns and winter rye are heavily used. Rye 

is planted in late August and the foliage is large enough to eat by 

October 1. Black oak acorns begin falling in early September and are. 

: sought for until they are used up or covered by snow. I have seen pawings 

: for black oak acorns in a foot of snow in January. uail and chickadees 

; often search these pawings for acorn crumbs. 

: Cover and snow determine the winter whereabouts of deer, but corn, 

acorns, and rye determine their nightly movement from fall to spring. 

After snow falls the nightly foray is for corn alone. More ior is left 5 

shocked in the field than on less sandy land further south because there 

are fewer silos and less risk of md during thaws. ; 

Deer do not eat corn cobs, as elk do. As far as we know, they eat ; 

the grain alone, i.e. they do not eat stalks, husks, or leaves. 

Damage to Pines. Such browsing as occurs in winter is probably 

incidental to nightly trips after corn. The woody plants most frequently ; 

recorded as browsed in winter are white pine (terminal shoots and ds), 

poison ivy (terminal shoots), and red pine (terminal buds only). Perhaps 

this list is evlored by our solicitude over pines, which are all planted. | 

The presence of various sizes of young white pines along deer trails f 

affords an accurate index to the laziness of these corn-fed deer. They 

: seldom reach for the terminal bud of a pine more than five feet high, 

even where they have stripped most of the lower branches and most of 

: the smaller trees nearby. They never stand on their hind legs to reach 

for browse, as all deer do in overbrowsed yanks further north.
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5 Winter browsing on pines can be distinguished from fall and spring 

browsing by the absence of pitch on the severed stem. 

Suppressed white pines are not palatable to deer. Only vigorous 

young trees are browsed. 

‘ Jackpine is never browsed in Sauk County, although heavy damage 

to jackpine plantations occurs in northern Wisconsin.
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DUCKMARSH DOINGS 

Aldo Leopold 

. The umpire of all conservation questions is that collective total 

of thoughts and experience called "public sentiment". 

Public sentiment knows little about what goes on in marshes and 

woods during the open season. Its impression of field sports is gathered 

ex-post-facto at pool halls and luncheon clubs, bars and tea-tables. 

Here the hunter gives a censored account of his own doings. This account 

omits some important facts. 

It omits, for example, the story of the eight woodducks which flew 

across one of the Mississippi pools. The pool was well-studded with 

blinds. Before the flock had passed out of sight of the observer, the 

eighth woodduck had fallen. Needless to say, none of these woodducks 

were picked up. Being a protected species recently in danger of passing 

out, the woodduck is just used for target practice. 

It omits, also, the story of the blue herons, cormorants, marshhawks, 

bitterns, coots, and gulls likewise used for target practice. 

It omits the story of the sportsman who killed his limit of teal, 

and then the mallards began to fly. The teal, by his own account, were 

left in the bushes. 

These are simple violations of common decency which speak for them- 

selves, and which even the non-shooting citizen could appraise--if he 

knew about them. Not all of the worst abuses are so simple. 

By far the most important abuse of the duck marsh is long-range 

shooting. Hunters have learned that by bunching up three or four pumps 

or automatics in a single blind, the 70-yard duck will often succumd to
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a dozen shots, whereas one or two shots would succeed only ence in a dozen 

times. The explanation is that by concentrated anti-aircraft fire a wing= 

bone is eventually broken. 

If only singles were thus bombarded, the practice might be defensible. 

But when one blind opens up on a single at 70 yards, the neighboring 

blind, to get its share of shooting, Opens on a flock at 75, the next at 

80, and so on. The conservative hunter who prefers to wait for 50-yard 

shots either goes home disgusted, or forgets his scruples and does as 

the Romans do. 

The net result of this mob-behavior is an inordinately high ratio of 

crippled to dead birds, and a general "burning-out" of all feeding 

marshes. On the mallard marsh I hunted this fall I am sure that for 

every @uck taken home, another was lost in the marsh, and at least two 

or three more flew off carrying lead, eventually to die. To compute the 

true kill on this marsh, the bag mst be multiplied at least by four. 

After the season had been open a week, the ducks learned to use 

this marsh only at night. After two weeks of long-range bombardment, 

they deserted the marsh entirely, and there was no shooting except on 

days bringing new birds from the north. These “northerns" had to repeat 

the costly experience of their predecessors. During the last two weeks 

of open water this marsh was as duckless as if a drainage ditch had 

emptied it. We hunters complain loudly of drainage, and we demand the 

impoundment of new waters. We forget that we carry a very effective drainer 

in the crook of our arm. 

If the umpire of conservation knew the inside story of duckmarsh doings, 

I'm afraid he would call the match on a foul.
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The ret as a pest in husan habitations has been thoroughly studied, but 

little attention hes been given the rat as a wild animal, The successful ‘ 
colonisation of woods and fields by vate hangs ss a threat over all wildlife, 
To whet extent has the eclonisation actually taken place? 

In England rete are thoroughly established in the wild, and are considered 
ons of the most important predators on game and songbirds. 

3 In many tropiee] islends the rat has virtually ruined agriculture and done 
great demage to the uetive fauna and flora, ‘Thus, on Tristan de Curcha, in 
the south Atlantic, rats were introduced acoldeatally through a shipwreck, 
Within a few months they increased greatly and devoured first the potato crop 
and then the wheet fields, Next, they kialed and ate all the rabbite, ‘ot 
until the exhaustion of this food supply did they invade the settlenente « 
cleer evidence that here, at least, they preferred a wild existence to the : 
protection of buildings, Once the rats had invaded dwellings, the settlers 
were forced to import cate to control then, but the intended prey became the 
predator: the rats exterminated the catsj This seemingly incredible fact is ~- 
vouched fer by an eminent English author, and is quoted without reservations 
by Dr. Robert fushman Murphy of the American Museum of Natural lileterys 

By 1812 the rate had subsided sonsunat, but the seutlers on Tristan were 
still unable to raise wheat, aud the rats had nearly extermincted a large am 

; -vookery.of petrels, a ses-bird valuable tc the settlers fer their 8LESe : 

Ta southern Wisconsin, my research students have found thet rete spread 
inte the woods and fields fraa dumps and buildiugs each Sumer, but each winter 
are forsed back to their strongholds by cold weather and by owls, perticularly. - 
by horned owls. There is little doubt in my comm wind thet the hormed owl, : 
hated and persecuted by sost farmers and mot sportamea, is our principal 
insurance against the establishuent of rats as a wild auimal,. There is no doubt 
in my mind that the rat, once thoroughly established in the wild, would damage : 
the farmer and the sporteman far more shan @ll the owls in Christendom, 

| Here is some of my evidence for the above statengnts, 2H. 

In §,000 horned owl pellets containing the indigestible fur und bones of | 
their prey, rat bones occured more frequently then any other semmel except -rebbite, 

Ret bongs cesur in owl pellets twice as frequently in sumer ag in winters 
This represents the annual "trimming back" each winter by cold weather and by owls, ; 

Some owls had rate in 70 % of their pellets, These partieular birds lived 
near dumps or rat~-infested buildings, 4 

Rat tracks eround cernshocks are common in early wiuter but disappear most 
rapidly neer woodlots populated by owls, . 

‘ | ; 
: When mice get searce owls cease’ to catch them in any numbers, bub uc matter how ; 

seerce rats ere, the owls continue te score, in this curious and unexplained fact 
: seens to be our main protection aghinst the permanent establishment of rats in the 

wild, ‘ j ‘7 f = : 
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OPENING DAY pant ths W ie C 

Aldo Leopold Stu. teas eA . 

In October the guns will pop as usual in every marsh and woods and 

fencerow of Wisconsin, Whether or no we should hunt in wartime I am not | 

wise enough to say, but at all events, war ie a time for self-serutiny, 4 
If we sportsmen could take a real look at ourselves and our sport, we : 

would see @ curious and pugzling picture, 

We would see, on the wildlife chart of Yisconsin, two major curves, 

one rising and one falling, Soon they will cross, 

The rising curve is gun-pressure, Yar industry (plus, we hope, the 

E early return of the armed forces) will give the gun-pressure curve an 

even sharper up-grade in the near future, | 

The descending curve is our productive capacity for wildlife, It 

descends because cover and food are shrinkine, 

In the southern counties cover is the trouble, Yootlet crazing, 

oak-disease, electric fences, marsh drainage, marsh fires, and the almost 8 

universal death of tamaracks work in various combinations to shrink the 

remaining coverts, a 

In the northern counties, food is the trouble, and closure of the 

forest canopy is the main cause, 

The first real measurements of the decline in productive capacity 

are now coming to hand, On one 3000-scre area in Columbia County, upland 

game bird capacity has shrunk fifty per cent since 1928, ‘The reasons in 

this case are clearly woodlot grazing and road clearance, 

The downward trend of over-all productive capacity is obscured by 

the fact that the actual production of two species is going up, These
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two are pheasants and deer, Both cases may be likened to a factory which 

is being bombed at one end whilst mtting on a night-shift at the other, 

Pheasant production is going up because the species was recently 

introduced, ani has just finished occupying its available range, In the 

vicinity of good wintering marshes, there are now too many pheasants, 

as evidenced by large-scale corn-mlling last epring, These spots need 

trimming down, but if we plotted all of them on a map we would find 

large blanks between, As yet we lack any device for shooting the blanks 

lightly and the spots heavily, 

Deer production is going up because the her? outerew itself during 

the tail-end of the lumbering era, at which time it enjoyed excess winter 

food in the form of felled trees, nearly complete exemption from predators 

which had just been cleaned out, a buck=law newly enforced, and a newly 

established refuge system, These favorable coniitions combined to build 

up the herd just as the second-growth timber, newly protected from fire, 

closed in and shaded out mech winter food, 

Like the pheasant map, the deer map is spotty; excess deer artist 

only near good wintering swamps, As in pheasants, we lack any Aevive 

for shooting the spots heavily and the blanks Liehtly, In faqt the bmek= 
law largely prevents any legal atjustment of the situation, The real, 

trimming of the deer herd is done by violators who shoot 4oes 1\Megally, 

There is a grim humor in this predicament, aK, 

Excees deer present a mch more serious problem than excess mrdasants, 

An overload of pheasants produces only temporary damace to the rang bt} an 

overload of deer produces permanent damage, The hunery pheasant ser etches 

out the excess seed, but the plants which produce his food grow acatn | the 
following year, The mmery deer browses down the whole silent, inelud) Ine 

its reproduction, so that it can't grow again unt{l the excess ollie ar @ 

i" 

Sy
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removed, The deer herd has been "living on canital" for some years now; 

no white cedar or striped maple or ground~hemlock has been able to thrust 

a seedling above the snow in any wintering yard. Bven the pines labor= 

jously planted by foresters are being browsed down, ‘The loner we 

temporize with this situation, the longer will be the nearly deerless 

period which mst totter. Sait overload on the range, Starvation will 

of course do the trimming for us, but only after the productive capacity 

of the range has been ruined for years to come, 

Does anyone doubt that we are temporizinge? If so, just “listen in” 

on any meeting at which the deer problem is being discussed, 

The trout situation in southern Visconsin, particularly in south- 

western Wisconsin, presents another I in which the slow decline in 

productive capacity is being sess temporary “shots-in-the-arm, * 

Pasturing of steep slopes is slowly but surely degenerating the streams . 

and springs, A sinzle flood, ageravated by such pasturing, may changes 

a trout-stream to a carp=stream overnicht, not to mention the ruination 

of fields, roads, and buildings along its banks, A single stocking with 

legal-sized trout may seem, to the simple-minded, to meni the situation, 

but no really observant person can escape the conclusion that most 

watersheds in southwestern Yisconsin are at the mercy of the next really 

hard rain, So far we sportsmen have let the aericulturists an? erosion 

engineers do the worrying about this situation, but it is really every- 

body's funeral, As lone as the mblic is willing to buy milk free eroding : 

farms, just so long will erosion continue to eat away the foundations of 

the future, 

Some of the heaviest losses in wildlife are fallinz on non-game 

species, During the past decade, the blue heron and the kingfisher have 

become scarce on many waters, thanks to the sealous efforts of fishermen
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WILDLIFE IN LAND-USE PLANNING p Utaek 21626 
Aldo Leopold Marerd Lal fo, 

See Is 

: tind et fe Ke ly oie 
; T lost touch with land-use planning during the hurricane of literature 4 few nga 

that began to obscure the subject nearly 2 decade ago. I've not yet reestablished 

contact, much as I would like to. : 

For this reason I speak only as an onlooker, who breathes the dust of 

a big commétion, but doesn't know the score. I will speak only of one question, A 

: which I have long hoped would be found by the planners, but if they have ever 

found it, they mst have passed it up in favor of something more abstruse. 

The question is the reorganization of land-use on a few wild areas for 

the purpose of perpetuating the grizzly bear as a member of our fauna. 

Saving the grizzly depends almost wholly on land-planning. What is 

needed is a series of large areas, preferably scattered over half a dogen 

states, from which roads and livestock are excluded, or in which livestock 

damage is compensated for so as to do away with the need for eliminating 

bears. Remission of graging fees might be one simple way to compensate for 

bear-losses. Buying out scattered ranches would likely be the best way in 

most Cases. 

In 1909, when I first saw the west, there were grizzlies in every major : 

mountain ass, but you could travel for months without meeting a salaried 

conservation officer. 

Today there is some kind of a conservation officer behind every bush. We 

have half a dozen bureaus interested in wildlife, and Madea wild lands. Some 

receive considerable appropriations for wildlife. Most have been given considerable 

discretionary authority to buy and exchange land for consolidation of public 4 

holdings. Yet as wildlife bureaus grow, the most magnificent mammal still at
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large on their lands shrinks steadily toward the Canadian border. 

I have compiled official statistics since 1924; they show the recent 

, extinguishment of grizzlies from the National Forests of three states; Arizona, : 

Oregon, and Utah. In 1940, six states still retained grizzlies on National 

Forests, totalling about 700 head, In the National Park system, only two states 

retain grizzlies: Montana and Wyoming, total about 400 head. Grazing districts 

ia two states, and Indian reservations in three, claim a few grizzlies, but ; 

the U. S. total in 1939 was only about 1100 head. That the species is passing 

out is recognized by Gabrielson, who speaks (Wildlife Conservation, p-186) of 

"the near extinction within the United States of the grizzly bear", but offers 

no other comments or plans. : 

Grizgly protection is admittedly & poisonous subject’to stockmen, but 

only because there has never been any segregation of stock range from bear range. 

This is the job land=planners have failed te notice. I am asking why. I for 

one am not content to relegate the grizzly to Canada and Alaska. I am asking 

why land-use planning can't make room for at least a few gvigzly ranges within 

the United States. 

I have heard recently of one grigzly in set aside in Montana by the 

Forest Service. I salute the Missoula office of that Bureau. On the other 

ink I know of one state where the Forest Service has recently admitted sheep 

; to its only remaining grizzly range. In its last two reports this state 

reported its grizzlies as gone, It required no prophet to foresee this outcome. 

It is common knowledge that the National Park grizzlies tendte- decling ¢ ) 

perhaps for lack of interbureau cooperation between the parks and surrounding 

national forests. : z 

It is easy, of course, for us to sit in a hotel and pass-indignant resolu- 

tions about subjects like this. It is less es to live out in the sticks and 4
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retain a national point of view on such questions. It is mch easier for 

administrators to do their wildlifing in the interests of the deer hunter, the ? 

pheasant hunter, the trout fisherman, and the tourist, who are the vocal 

constituents of that "public sentiment® on which all public effort depends. 

But I insist that posterity will not smile on the loss of the grizzly. The 

buffalo and the pigeon used good land and competed with important economic 

activities. The grizzly uses the poorest land we own; the creation of a dozen ' 

grizzly ranges would make no perceptible dent in the economic output of the 

west. We havé no real alibi. ; 

Permanent grizzly ranges and permanent wilderness areas are of course 

two aspects of one préblem. Both require a long view of conservation, and 

both require an historical perspective. Those unable to see the pageant of 

; evolution can hardly be expected to value its theatre, the wilderness, or : 

its outsanding achievement: the grizzly. Those who cannot visualize Lewis 

: and Clarke, or James Capen Adams, are not likely to see how living relics 

of the old west have any bearing on the value of the new west. Somehow our 

: schools and our bureaus teach men the how of conservation without teaching 

them the why.
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STATUS OF GRIZZLY BEAR, 1924-1940 

| Year 192k 1927 1930 1937 1938 1939 1940 tet npchones 
n * 

Source (USFS) (USFS) (USFS) (BS-122) (BS-142) (BS-175 (USFS) 

(A) National Forests of U.S. 

Arizona 20 7. 1 1 x 

Colorado 27 19 17 9 mo ee 5 

Idaho ri 142 110 5s 55 he 20 

Montana 458 433 526 435 4ho 470 480 

New Mexico 21 18 4 3 2 2 

Oregon 2 : x 

Uteh 13 1 2 x 

Washington 22 98 17 5 co) 9 6 

Woning 62. 1 60 l os w@ He rt HH @ S& 
(3B) National Parks 

Montana . 118 126 100 

Wyowi 00 280 10 
: o | m i i 

(CG) Indian Reservations 
Wyoming 3 2: 

Arizona 6 

New Mexico 3 5 # 
(D) Grazing Districts 

Idaho 20 20 : 

Montana ey 1 : 
20 aL 

TOTAL IN U.S. EXCL. ALASKA 1109 it 162 

() National Forests, Alaska 
Alaska ugooiey 2500(27 2800(2) uroofey
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THE GRIZZLY--A PROBLEM IN LAND-PLANNING = (eapegaat Sth -) 
Aldo Leopold 

In 1909, when I first saw the west, there ors grizzlies in every major 

mountain mass, but you could travel for months without meeting a salaried 

conservation officer. , 

Today there is some kind of a conservation. officer "behind every bush", 

¢ = have half a dozen bureaus interested in wildlife; many of them own wild 

lands. Some receive appropriations for wildlife. Most have discretionary 

authority to buy and exchange land for consolidation of public holdings. 

Yet as wildlife bureaus grow, the most magnificent mammal still at large 

on their lands shrinks steadily toward the Canadian border. 

The table shows the official statistics since 1924. While the total 

number of U. S. grizzlies hovers around 1000 head, an alarming shrinkage in 

distribution has taken place. Two states have just lost their grizzlies: 

Oregon and Utah. Four have so few that it's "Last all": Arizona, 

New Mexico, Colorado, and Washington. Only three have substantial remnants: 

Montana, Wyoming, Idaho. Only two National Parks have any, and it is common i 

knowledge that the park remnants are not doing well. Gabrielson, in his 

new book, "Wildlife Conservation", speaks of "the near extinction within the 

United States of the grizzly bear", but offers no comments or plans. 

The status of the official mind in respect of the grizzly is even more 

alarming than the grizzly census. There seems to be a tacit assumption that 

if grizzlies survive ne Canada and Alaska, that is good enough. It is not 

goed enough for me. The big Alaskan bears are specifically distinct. More- ' ; 

over, relegating grizzlies to Alaska is about like relegating happiness to 

heaven; one may never get there. 

oe = ee a
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Saving the grizzly depends almost wholly on land-planning. What is 

needed is a series of large areas, preferably scattered over half a dozen 

states, from which roads and livestock are excluded, or in which livestock 

damage is compensated for so as to doaway with the need for eliminating 

bears. Remission of grazing fees might be one simple way to compensate for 

: bear-losses. Buying out scattered ranches is likely the best way in most 

cases. 

Grizzly protection is admittedly a subject poisonous to stockmen, but 

; only because there has never been any segregation of stock range from 

: bear range. This is the job land=-planners have failed to notice. I am 

\ asking why. Why can't land-use planning make room for at least a few grizzly 

ranges within the Unitea States? 

I have heard recently of one grizzly range set aside in Montana by the 

Forest Service. I salute the Missoula office of the Bureau. On the other 

hand, I know of one state where the Forest Service has recently promoted 

sheep-grazing in its only remaining grizzly range. In its last two reports 

this state reported its grizzlies as gone. It required no prophet to foresee 

this outcome. . 

The difficulties of segregating stock-range from bear-range vary from 

zero to insuperable, and the longer the delay the fewer the easy chances 

for permanent grizzly ranges. With the extension of roads and grazing 

equities easy chances become hard, and hard ones become impossible. ‘Tims 

does time work to "justify" official apathy. 

That an official apathy exists is a conclusion forced on us by history. 

Why does it exist? I don't know. It is easy, of course, for us to sit ina 

hotel and pass indignant resolutions about subjects like this. It is less 

easy to live out in the sticks and retain a national point of view on 

questions of this sort. Administrators, I fear, tend to do their wildlifing
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in the interest of deer and elk, of which we have a glut in most regions, 

but which furnish the gunfodder on which public sentiment feeds. The 

grizzly as gunfodder is negligible. But I insist that posterity will not 

smile on the loss of the grizzly. The buffalo and the pigeon used good 

; land and competed with important economic activities. The grizzly uses the 

poorest land we own; the creation of a dozen grizzly ranges would make no 

perceptible dent in the economic output of the west. 

Permanent grizzly ranges and permanent wilderness areas are of course 

two aspects of one problem. To enthuse about either requires a long view 

of conservation, and an historical perspective. Only those able to see the : 

pageant of evolution can be expected to value its theatre, the wilderness, 

or its outstanding achievement: the grizzly. But if education really 

educates, there will, in time, be more and more citizens who understand that 

relics of the old West add meaning and value to the new. Youth yet unborn 

will pole up the Missouri with Lewis and Clarke, or climb the Sierras 

with James Capen Adams, and each generation in turn will ask: where is 

the big white bear? It will be a sorry answer to say he went under while 

conservationists weren't looking.
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STATUS OF GRIZZLY BEAR, 1924-1940 

Year 1924 1227 2230, 1937 1938 1259 1940 

(A) National Forest of U. 8S. 

a 20 9 1 1 

Colorado 27 19 7 9 26 eo 5 

Idaho 7 142 “110 56 55 uy 38 

Montana 458 433 526 435 44o 470 4g0 

New Mexico al 18 u 3 2 2 

Oregon 1: 

Utah 13 1 2 

Washington 22 98 17 5 9 9 6 

- £e ee eee 
| (B) National Parks 

Montana 118 126 100 122 

: (C) Indian Reservations 

Montana 61 

Wyoming 3 2 3 

Arizona 6 

New Mexico ? 5 . ~ ~ 

: (D) Other Lands : 

New Mexico 1 

Idaho 20 20 

3 Montana ss —- aa 
20 21 ] 

Total in United States 1109 1121 1162 1258
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"Divide and Rule® ‘ 

Aldo Leopold 

In the last issue of Field and Stream, Ray Holland describes the sport of 

Gerexk ced hawk-hunting by the use of an owl decoy set out on a migratory flight- 

line. Mr. Halland enjoys shooting hawks, but he enjoys still more heaping 

contempt on bird-lovers;“viologists, aaa other imwiprovectoré, ” : 

In the last issue of Audubon Magazine, John Baker reports to the Audubon 

Society on his efforts to mllify the "more ammnition" campaign, Between every x 

line is written the tacit assumption that sprtsmen are not to be. trusted in any 

conservation issue involving gunpowder, ww. Nellunelotrlet, gett prover that Ubowas Pauw 

Meanwhile events of common interest to both these wildlife conservationtsts 

are quietly taking shape, Agriculture, under pressure of war, is making the 

- biggest raid in history on the soil. The forest industries are slashing at a : 

rate heretofore unheard of. New pollutions go unchalienced. Post-war planners ~ } 

are blueprinting new dams and new roads, The Alaskan highway has exposed the ‘ 

soft underside of the lest large wikderness on the continent. Air transport 

is abolishing isofation even in the arctic, Yost of these are oe to 

wildlife. Most of them ware unavoidable. All of them present wildlife problems 

of staggering difficulty and complexity. Are Mr. Holland and Mr. Baker thinking : f 

ee these problems? No, they are busy igie- coe on somes : é 

The ae beoks are wrong in.asserting that "divide and rule" is a Mazi 

To elerole 10 Un Dead outlon sabes 
technique. tise, natural tendency of all human groups, including the conservation q 

group. It is based on the simple fact that it takes less work to sneer than to 

: think; less work to cast contempt on your allies than to analyze your differences 

with them and to organize a united front. 

Predators : 

No issue pops up so frequently as a cause of inter-conservationist quarrels : : : 

iz 5 Foe eee
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as predator-control, Those who lead the quarrelling seldom have time to keep 

up-to-date on the facts. : Here are some of the new facts about predators, 

' ase 1. The total removal of predators is now clearly visible as © : 

catastrophe, at least to all cloven-hoofed game. A substantial fraction of 

the big game ranges are being ruined by excess deer and elk, These irruptions 

: were unkhown before 1910, when organized predator-control began, The formula 

for catastrophe seems to be predator removal plus buck laws plus refuges plus 

law enforcement, Given this combination, and you have the makings of biological 

explosion. 

When an irruption starts, the spegtsmen tivevteiay say: "don't worry, 

we'll do the trimaing." But they invariably fail. I challenge anybody to show . 

a single instance in which refles alone have "trimmed" an irrupting herd 

so as to avoid deterication of either the range or the herd or both. Apparently 

rifles plus predators are the only combination that works with sufficient precision ~ 

to protect the deer tribe against itself. 

Incidentally in Mexico, where rifles plus predators are still at work, 

irruptions are unknown and hunting is excellent. 

Case 2. The removal of predators is now known to be unnecessary to the 

pbuilding up of abundant small game, at least of some species, On 1000 acres of” 

small game refuge nearheve I have carefully protected all game and all predators, 

and censused the game each year since 1932. This winter there were present 

about 2 horned owls, 2 redtails, 1 Coopers hawk, 4 gray foxes, 25 long-eared 

owls, 10 mink, 25 weasels, 10 opossums, 10 feral cats, 25 feral dogs. The 

_ pheasants, first stocked in.the 1920's, now stand at yoo. They are so thick 

that the surrounding farmers are demanding relief, and we are removing 200, 

We have been unable to census the rabbits, but we have removed 700 this winter, 

and there are still enough left to eat up our planting, and most gardens round ~
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: about. About 100 mallards and 60 woodcocks nest successfully each summer,—~ 

at least they mst be successful, for they increase year by year. 

Mr. Holland's assumption that you mst shoot predators to have game is 

pore theory. I admit it sounds reasonable, but it failgé to stand up under actual a 

test. 

Oné thing that Mr, Holland overlooks is the principle of inversity in 

breeding gains, now known to hold for quail, ruffed grouse, and snowshoe hares 5 

on certain areas, and probably holding good for other small game species on : 

all sirens, The inversity principle is as follows: the larger the breeding 

population, the less the per cent of successful reproduction, Cutting down the 

; breeders is compensated by added success in reproduction, This is the same : 

character in game populations as permits them to be shot, in moderation, without 

diminution of next year's crop. 

Another thing that Mr. Holland overlooks is the threshold of predation, 

now known to hold for quail in this recion, and possibly for other game birds. : 

It works this way: birds in excess of the threshold level are vulnerable both 

to predators and to weather; birds below it are Siauerebia to weather but only to 

nominal predation.rates. The net effect is that barring killing weather, 

enough birds are secure from predation to “cash in" on the inversity law and 

make a big crop next sumer. 

Inversity plus thresholds are ta amazingly perfect mechanism for safe- 

: gaarding the game ine from diminution by predators. I am not going to reverse 

Mr. Holland's error by claiming that all game birds are perfectly protected 

by natural devices and never need help from natural enemies, I do claim that 

shooting hawks on the supposition that to do so saves game is a perfectly : 

transparent rationalization, and a thin disguise for plain Cibereie
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Principles 

The thing which really irks me, and which is the real barrier between 

gunpowder and non-gunpowder conservationists, is Mr. Holland's assumption that 

game birds are more valuable than other wildlife, ‘ 

Mr. Holland may not mow it, but hawks and owls are getting scarde. : 

They are just as severely threatened by gunpowder as many of the rare game birds. 

; “Yes, they still concentrate during their migratory flights, but so did ducks in ; 

1933. Many naturalists, including myself, are just as much worried about the 

duckhawk as we are about the trumpeter swan, When we read of "sportsmen" 

like Mr. Holland travelling 400 miles for an brcanieet hawk shoot, we see red. 

The underlying assumption that his kind of wildlife is priceless, but that 

our kind send of wildlife is of no value, is a piece of arrogance dangerously 

similar to that emanating from Berlin in recent years. Until the sportsmen 

themselves challenge such attitudes by their leaders, there can be no cooperation 

d in the conservation camp. : | 

The non-gunpowder group has contributed plenty to the wate ran disharmony 

: - which now prevails, One of its worst dishonesties is clinging to the outmoded 

notion that some predators are "good" (i.e., do more good the harm) and others 

are "bad" (41.¢., do more harm than good). This was an honoas conception at the 

time it originated forty years agoe It is out of date now, and it parallels 

Mr. Holland's categories of "good" game and "bad" enemies of game, All predators 

are wildlife, and as such entitled to existence, As in game, population levels ; 

may need regulating, and not all species can be tolerated in all habitats, but 

to shoot certain species on sight because somebody forty years ago classified i : 

them as "bad" is an untenable philosophy that will stir up discord until it é 

is discarded.
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April 7, 1943 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

An article in the April FIELD and STREAM by Ray 
P. Holland called "Look Out, Owl" nauseates me. I have seen 
others like it in the same and similar magazines, and now 
an appreciation of their accumulative effect alarms me. The 
article by Holland takes the cake for exaggeration and un- 
warranted conclusions. He even goés out of his way in a few 

nasty paragraphs to malign the so-called scientist, defender 
of hawks. The lay reader will conclude that it is good con- 
servation to shoot all hawks as well as good sport. 

The circulation of FIELD and STREAM must be con- 
siderable, and I believe the impact of this article could 
easily tear down much that honest research and writing has 
accomplished in the last decade. 

My first reaction is to write scathing answers to 
the editor and the author, but better judgement rules that 
out. I suppose it is impossible to convert editors that will 
simply keep such anti-conservation print from between their 
covers. Then if these articles must be published, they should 
be counter-acted, preferably through the same medium. Can we 
expect the éditors to be so fair? Thinking further along that 
idea prompts my letter, and its point---WWhy are these articles 

not refuted? 

I assume the responsibility falls to anyone who 
cares to take issue. I would be glad to do battle, but with 
no experience in these matters, I might do more harm than 
good. Surely the experts on raptor food habits could do the 
job best. No doubt there are some aspects of the situation I 

: do not know about. Possibly the strict protectionists have so 
irked the sporting magazines that our more moderate viewpoint 
on predators has been gagged. Does there exist among profes- 
sional wildlife men a policy of caution in regard to these 
controversial matters? 

pete 
£ es
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Professor Leopold Dice 

In my opinion it behooves the wildlife managers 
to "crash" some of these sporting magazines with the truth. 
Tit for tat, at least, is indicated to expose the reader 
equally to both sides. However, with truth as a weapon, 
wouldn't a propaganda offensive be better than rear guard 
defenses? 

My indignation is not confined to sporting maga- 
zines. TIME's reporting of the Wildlife Conference included, 
I thought, some misconceptions of the game surplus. Hope- 
fully I have watched for an appropriate answer in the Letters 
section. 

The tone of this letter, I know, is a why-don't- 
we-do-someting tone, but the real question on my tongue is 
"What do we do?! Can you please answer that for me. And if 
there is no call for my righteous wrath, I hope you will 
put me straight there, too. 

Be 

Charles M. Kirkpatrick 

c.ce Dr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 

| | | 
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April 15, 1943 

| 

Mr. C. M. Kirkpatrick 
Dept. of Forestry and Conservation 
Purdue University 
Lafayette, Indiana 

Dear Kirk: : 

I, too, was mad about the ee and eee article 
and actually wrote a reply but stuck it in my drawer, 
knowing probably the editor would stick it back among . 
the ads. However, it had probably better appear there 
than nowhere, so I believe I will send it in. 

I don't agree with you that the food habits men are 
the best refuters for this kind of demagoguery. I 
think you and I are the sort on whom the burden lies. 

I also agree with you that the "game for meat" 
propaganda has gone haywire. 

I wish you would send in your own refutation to 
eld St and don't pull your punches. 

ge, I think wildlife ecologists show too mch 
of a tendency to stay out of fights. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Professor Leopold's absence) 

| % 2 ’ Fi ee;
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Faruorg over the entire state of Wisconsin are reporting frit trees 

girtled by field mice during the past winter, according to Dave Pette, farm 

Plamer with the le Crosse Conservation District, The mouse population last 

winter was at one of its periodical peaks, These pesks occur every four 

years, but no one peak ever reaches damaging proportions over the whole 

area inhabited by mice. 
t 

Charles Elton of Oxford University has recently yublished a world-ride 

study of mice, He shows that mouse cycles encirele the northern hemi srhere, 

and have occurred since Biblical times. This long history refutes the 

notion, formerly entertained by biologists, thet there would be no mouse 

peaks if we had not reduced the hawks and owle which prey on mice, It is 

still probable, however, that hawie and owls, to the extent thet they still 

exist, tend to reduce the area reaching damaging population levels, Tong- 

eared and short-eared owls, for example, are mown to eat two to four mice 

yer night and 1ittle else, ‘the farmer who hes a dozen of these bir’s — 

in his marsh or pine grove can hardly suffer the same degree of mouse dames 

as he would offer if he had none, . 

The lorger owls(Horned Owl and Barred Owl) are equally good mousers, 

help trim down the rabbits, but at times datch game birds and poultry, 

Meny farmers kill all large owls on suspicion that they might eateh chickens. 

Professor Ieopold of the Agricultural College considers this very unwise, 

and explains his view as follows: every pair of owls is jealous of its home 

Prange or "territory", and defendsit against all other owls, even to mortal 

combat, Only a small proportion of individuals ever learn to tale poultry.
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A farm defended by non~poultry eating individuals is therefore mech safer 

than a farm with no owls at ally Yor the latter is onen to depredation 

| by wintering individuals at any tine, Therefore the wise farmer will 
shoot owls only after a chicken has been taken, 

Most hawics Likewise are mousers, and the wisest course is to shoot 

only on actual evidence of depredation, Saris will, to be sure, grab an 

occasional chicken before they can be shot, but this may be regarded as 

the farmer's contribution toward teening the wildlife commmity “all in 

icalael one piece", , : 

Most unwise of all is the gunner who shoots al) hawks and owls on 

sight, on the mpposition that be is increasing gam birds. ‘the University 

of Wisconsin has proved, on its own Arboretum, that pheasants with plenty 

of food and cover can increase to the point of becoming a misance, 

despite, the depredations of their natural eneuies, On the other hand, j 

it has shown that gave birds are never unduly reduced by hawks and owls 

or other predators; when the population has been eut down to what the food 

and cover will cerry, the predators are no lenger able to score, and mst 

turn to mice or other vrey. 

Sefientists in the past have tried to classify hawks and owls into 

"good" and “bad" species, te "good" being those which eat more mi¢e or 

ineects than poultry or geome, This view, in the opinion of Professor 

Teopold, is now outdated, Re considera all havts and owls as geod, dhe 

the sense that they are indispensYble cogs in the machinery of nature, All 
may, ot times, turn bad, and need a charge of shot in defense of property, 

If we shot only in defense of farm property, he says, the hawks and owls would 

be in no danger, but sctually they are shot in sight, and ame disappearing 

from many closely-farmed districts. a
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On May 31 the Wisconsin River in northern Sauk County began to 

rise.as—a—result—of_heavy—reins throughout—the_state. By June 2 the 

ntachurg co Creel ru 
i flood covered most of the bottom lands, aad_durfng the-period June 3-5, whe 

it covered the entire bottom, and—steed-at—a—level four—feet—above- 

a The ground—nesting birds and many bush=nesting birds lost their 

nests in the flood. Of two ruffed grouse nests I had under observation , 

one hatched immediately before the flood, and perhaps survived, while 

the other was flooded en-dune—5,—which—I—had—comouted—to—be—the-date- 

vm Gn bol ‘b Leregelr owol- 
of prospective hatching. All pheasant and duck nests located on 

bottomlands mst have been lost, It was noticeable that many marsh 

birds moved to the upland during the flood period, notably bobodinks, 

sora rails, and meadowlarks. 

I saw one brood of ‘woodcock which had evidéntly moved to a sandhill 

by reason of the flood. Some ruffed grouse moved to the uplands, 

whereas others stayed in the flooded woods and presume even drummed 

from logs projecting above the water. : 

z It was notable that prothonotary warblers did not change location 

floveliel- : 

atsed, but remained in the, woods singing, in_theirusuel—territeries. 

Vrtwug i 

Most of their nests were doubtless lost, because_they _nest—in—low_snage, 

I think there is a good probatility that many pheasants will renest, 

but it seems less likely that renesting will occur in ducks, woodcock, 

or grouse. 

: All deer were forced off the bottoms and were concentrated in : 

upland woodlots. There was an unusual concentration of rabbits along 

; Que ARewty word voewlny cut he PPevct or lop off a 

the edges of the bottom. These-had—doubtiess been forced-out—by—the— 

lek Whos Gel ae Moles on the Wisconsin bottoms are confined to those high 

places nor ordinarily flooded.
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j THE OUTLOOK FOR BETTER NATIVE TREES 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

The diverse soils, climates, and topography of Wisconsin, and esvecially the 
fact that the eastern forest here bordered on prairie, almost certainly 
evolved many diverse genetical strains within each of the native tree species 
of the state. These strains differed from cach other in growth rate, 

limbiness, disoase resistance, and adaptations to soil, water, and woathor. 

The original Wisconsin forest should be thought of, not as a community of 
specics each vniform within itsolf, but os a community of spocios each 
consisting of divorse strains or races. 

A hundred years of sclective romoval of the "best" individuals has almost 

certainly detcriorated the remaining stocks from the viewpoint of forestry. 
In short, we havo had a century of "soloction in revorso",. 

Up to tho present decade, the development of bottor strains of forest trees, 
parallel to the improvement already accomplished in agricultural crop plants, 
promised to require centuries of time. There were two reasons for this. 
One of these, slow maturity, is generally known. The other is that once a 

*esirable individual tree was found, it was seldom possible to reproduce 
it without crossing, thus introducing new and unknown characters into the 

progeny. 

The recent discovory that twigs of many troes can be rooted by troating them 
with plant hormones has changed the outlook greatly. It is now possible to 

reproduce a. desirable tree vegetatively, and at will. This virtually 

; removes most of the second difficulty, for the rooted cutting has a genot- 
ical constitution identical with its "paront". 

The first difficulty, slow maturity, is partially removed by this modorn 

tochnique. Charactors such as rosistanco to many discasos and insects can 

be testod by "inoculation" on small treos. Other characters such as 
ultimate sizco, ultimate limbinoss, disoaso rosistance at maturity, and 

quality of old wood must await normal devclopmont as before, but with the 

additional advantage that an unlimited mumber of identical individuals are 
available for tests. : 

The upshot is that the time expectancy for tho job of finding and propagat- 

ing bottor forest trees is cut down, radically in tho case of the charactors 

detoctible in youth, and considerably in the case of tho charactors not 

visible until maturity. 

For example, several dozen blister—rust resistant white pines have already 
boen selected and tosted by Professor Joyco Riker. Tho noxt step is to 
sogregate from the rust-resistant individuals those which combine fast 
growth with non-limby form and other desirable characters. In this instance, 

such soloctions are oasy because most of tho 30 to 60-year old "parent" 
troes are still standing.
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Parallel processes of improvement have boon started in a small way with 
red cedar and poplar and should be initiated with the othor native forost 
troos. 

Horo, thon, isa large now rosoarch fiold, which the Univorsity should 
develop. It has’ the necessary combination of skills in genotics, pathology, 

and. forestry. - : 

Even with the new short cuts, any forestry resoarch is a long job, and 

hence should be undertaken only by some stable research organigation such as 

the Agricultural Experiment Station. - 

Funds, as well as organization, must have continuity. The support needed 

- ‘is not large at..the present time, but the work can not expand without 
additional highly trained full-time young men. The present senior staff ‘ 
is already too completely occupied to offer more than supervision. 

i The job necds laboratory, office, and greenhouse space which docs not now 

exist, It also needs land, but this is availablo on tho Arborotum and on 

state, county, and privato forests. 

The job will need the collaboration of several University departments, of 
the Stato Conservation Department, of the State Department of Agriculture, 
and of the United States Department of Agriculture, including the Bureau 

of Entomology, the Buroau of Plant Industry and tho Unitcd Statos Forost 

Service. The Experiment Station already has 3 smoothly functioning work- 

ing agroomont with the Consorvation Dopartment end a memorandum of under- 
standing about such work with the Burcaus of Entomology and of Plant 
Industry. i 

This memo is written in ordor that a brief non-technical description of 
: this now opportunity may be available,
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The 1944 Game Situation Co” EX 

Aldo Leopold a raat a 

The present winter in Wisconsin shows a puzzling situation,,” There is : 

a high in foxes, especially red foxes, and a low in ieatact rabbits, 

: prairie chickens, and sharptail grouse. These changes in small game 

coincide with an irruption of deer, widespread winter-feeding of deer, 

last fall's open season on deer of all sexes and ages, and a discontinuance 

of the usual wolf bounty. They also follow a recent extension of limited 

protection to hawks and owls. 

Citizens quite naturally search for cause~and-effect relationships 

among these events. Some of them undoubtedly are related, others might 

possibly be. ‘The question is; What cause-and-effect relationships are 

sustained by evidence, and whet can be done about it? 

Foxes and Pheasants. Many insist that foxes are accountable for this 

year's shortage of pheasants. 

Let me say first of all that in my opinion no one can prove, or disprove, 

this widely held opinion. There is, however, considerable evidence which, 

while falling short of proof, throws some light on the probabilities. ¥ 

The strongest evidence is shown on the accompanying mape The seven wa : “a 

darkened counties have been nearly foxless during the last five years, \ Y p’ 

i.e. they have reported a kill of less than 50 foxes per year. Nevertheless, ee: } 

they report a 1943 shortage of pheasants of 50 per cent or more. 

The final 1943-4 kill figures are not yet in, and may of course modify 

these figures in some degree. 

. If foxes were the cause of the pheasant shortage, it seems improbable 

: that these nearly foxless counties would show the cus shortage as counties 

with many foxes.
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Wisconsin had a previous high in foxes in 1935. The pheasant kill 

climbed steadily through this fox high with no sign of faltering. The 

foxes subsided in 1936 and returned to. normal after 1937. ‘The present fox 

high will probably do likewise. 

Michigan reports a shortage in pheasants without any change in foxes; 

Minnesota a shortage in pheasants and a notable increase in foxes. 

All of the states which are short on pheasants had a wet cold nesting 

season. This unfavorable nesting weather occurred everywhere, while excess 

foxes did not. It therefore seems a more probable explanation of the pheasant 

shortages 

It of course stands to reason that an abundant fox population will kill 

@ good many pheasants. It does not follow, however, that all pheasants are 

vulnerable to foxes at all times; thus one series of 15 red fox stomachs 

taken in Dunn County this winter contained no pheasants. Neither does it 

follow that such killing necessarily depresses the pheasant population; we 

now have proof that something (probably mostly predators) kills 70 per cent 

of the pheasants on the University Arboretum Refuge each year, yet the 

population is so high that in 1943 a reduction had to be made to reduce crop 

damage to surrounding farms. In et. a high predation rate does not 

necessarily mean scarcity. 

The practical question, of course, is whether pheasants will recover 

normal levels in 1945. If they do not, it should be remembered that this 

winter has brought not only mild weather, but a discouraging revival of 

wholesale marsh-burning. Pheasants without cover are helpless not only 

against foxes, but. against all other enemies. These fires may well hurt 

c next year's crop more than the mild winter hes helped it.
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Foxes, Hawks, Rabbits, Grouse, and Mice. Some Wisconsin hunters 

see a connection between the grouse and rabbit low and the fox high. A few 

also allege that hewk protection has injured grouse. 

3 The present low in grouse is in all probability @ recurrence of the 

1Q-year cycle. The previous lows hit in 1935, 1927, about 1918, and 

‘ about 1908. Cottontail lows have coincided with the grouse lows, at least 

during the last two grouse cycles. 

As to hawks, it is the unanimous trend of all actual counts that 

hawks are still decreasing, despite the belated protection extended to them. 

The hawk decline probably presents a more urgent conservation problem than . 

the pheasant shortage, because the first is a sustained trend, while 

the second is a temporary one. 

Wisconsin prairie chickens and sharptails are undoubtedly suffering 

a decline, in that each successive cycle peak is lower than the last. This 

decline has continued through all the recent ups and downs of foxes. Its 

causes undoubtedly lie in the habitat, and are probably mach more closely 

: related to forest fire protection than to predatory enemies. ; 

There seems to be little yusite realization of the fact that there 

was a high in meadowmice during the winter of 1942-43. This might conceivably ; 

be related to, present high in foxes. There is much more evidence for the : 

principle that prey population levels determine the abundance of predators 

than vice versa. , 

Wolves. The timber wolf is a threatened species.. Government hunters 

plus bounties have recently extirpated the wolf from many states. The 

Wisconsin timber wolf population in 1943 was down to a few dozen individuals.
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It is probably no accident that the near-extirpation of the timber 

wolf and the cougar was followed, in most big-game states, by a plague of 

exeess deer and elk, and the threatened extirpation of their winter browse 

foods. This situation was described in the Conservation Bulletin of 

August, 1943. Copies are available on request. 

The Conservation Commission acquiesced in the temporary abandonment of 

wolf bounties in 1943 because the timber wolf was about to disappear from 

the state, and because, in our opinion, the wilder counties need a few timber 

wolves to help keep the deer herd in check. It is all very well, in theory, 

to say that guns will regulate the deer, but no state has ever succeeded 

in regulating its deer herd satisfactorily by guns alone. Open seasons 

are @ crude instrument, and usually kill either too many deer or too few. 

The wolf is, by comparison, a precision instrument; he regulates not only 

the number, but also the distritution, of deer. In thikkly settled counties 

we cannot have wolves, but in parte of the north we can and should. 

Much of the present confusion over wolves arises from failure to 

distinguish the timber wolf, which is rare, from the coyote or brush wolf, 

which is common and in no danger. The coyote is less effective as a 

deer-regulator, but he too has his place in the native fauna. 

: There is, of course, no intent to build up either wolf or coyotes — 

to high levels. ec. is Gani al bale ae 
wolf dérwet 7s Lemigtn of dp Lm freliow, =e : 

“fof-a-distinction between wolf=tounties. 

and_coyote-bounties.—-This-presents--great- practical difficulties, because~ 

lecs1~vounty-efficers.are not.wolf-expertse, 

Game, Forestry, and Farming. Behind much of the debate over the 

Commission's predator policy lies the tacit assumption that the Commission's
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sole job is to furnish more shootable geme for hunters. A little reflection 

should show the fallacy of any sach view. i 

In parts of the southern counties, pheasants, up to 1943, had increased 

to the point of inflicting serious damage on crops, while cottontails 

3 threatened the reproduction of desirable trees in woodlots. There is only 

one way to increase the shootable supply of pheasants and cottontails 

: without increasing the damage: create new winter cover on farms now gameless, 

and thus spread game production over a wider area. Most farms in southern 

Wisconsin are now devoid of cover capable of wintering game, and this idle 

area is increasing year by year. 

Even if predator-control were an effective way to increase pheasants ; 

and rabbits, its effect would be to intensify the concentrations which are 

the source of damage to crops and woodlots. 

In the northern counties deer have already made forestry impossible in 

many areas. Excess deer are eating up many of the forest plantations made 

by the CCC. Deer damage to natural forest reproduction, and to natural 

deer food plants,is very serious, and is piled on top of snowshoe hare damage, 

which occurs at each high of the cycle. Snowshoe hares cannot be controlled 

: with guns, for few people hunt them. For the Commission deliberately to 

sacrifice what help it can get from wolves, coyotes, foxes, and bobcats 

eects kek only poor conservation, but in the long run would ruin the forest, 

habitat of the deer and the health of the herd. lk nerd te pirasnce Thad 

Winter-feeding of deer is no answer, taemasy. tua Aa browse just as 

mich as unfed ones. The present feeding policy is an expedient, whereby 

surplus deer which would otherwise starve are held over until they can be 

utilized by hunters. 

’
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What is known and not known about predation? There is, of course, & 

seeming inconsistency between the Commission's reluctance to believe that 

foxes caused the pheasant shortage, and its proposed use of wolves to help 

control deer and rabbits. 

The answer is that most predation is automatically regulated to fall 

heaviest on surplus prey. In upland game birds, at least, the predation 

rate is kmown to decline as the prey declines, and to become nominal when 

; the prey population has shrunk to the permanent carrying capacity of the 

range. e 

It is not known whether any such automatic control exists as between SS 

deer and wolves, but it makes no practical difference, because the wolf h e 

population can be reduced at will whenever the deer=level has been oe 

sufficiently reduced. 

It is not known whether predators are actually effective in trimming 

off surpluses in very fast breeders like rabbits and mice, but predators 

are the only tool at hand, especially in the case of snowshoe hares and 

mice. Their use, in moderation, might help; their removal would certainly 

aggravate an already bad situation. 

It should be clearly understood that when we try to manage the inner 

workings of the fauna and flora, we deal with few knowns and many unknowns. 

In arriving at the pdlicies here outlined, the Commission claims only that 

it has used all the knowns that are available.
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Foxes, Hawks, Rabbits, Grouse, and Mice. Some Wisconsin hunters S 

see a connection between tne grouse and rabbit low and the fox high. A few i 

: also allege that hawk protection has injured grouse. : u 

The present low in grouse is in.all probability a recurrence of the ; 

lO-year cycle. The previous lows hit in 1935, 1927, about 1918, and = 

about 1908. Cottontail lows have coincided with the grouse lows, at least S 

during the last two grouse cycles. qty i 

As to hawks, 1t-ts-the unanimous-trend-of all actual counts, oe acaba + 

hawis-are_still decreasing, despite the belated protection éxtentéd~to theme? ““" ; 

ic al ted cbeiine puukahlgy ylhencnke sabre Gaaeek eoupedoasben poten ta 
the pheasant shortage, because the first is a sustained trend, while 

the second tes temporary one. 

! Wisconsin prairie chickens and sharptails are undoubtedly suffering é 

a@ decline, in that each successive cycle peak is lower than the last. This 

| : decline has continued through all the recent ups and downs of foxes. Ets 

causes-—undoudtediy—tie—in the habitat;-end-ere—probably—much—more-ciosely- 

retated to forest fire provection-than-to-—predatory Siéiites, 

There seems to be little public realization of the fact that ion 

| wes=a high in senhionice daria: the yetnte of 1942-43.2uiieks might conceivably 

: be related to, present high in foxes. There—is_mch_mere—evidence-for—the— 

5 - Wolves. The timber wolf is a threatened species. Government hunters 

s plus bounties have recently extirpated the wolf from many states. The ; : 

Wisconsin timber wolf population in 1943 was down to a few dozen individuals. 

Hae Thar Grtre Nae patos hea a oe, ef we rset an treat ar wetter, Whus woth 

Be, pou mekts cla Crieut of hk a Legis eoniAan Racks hocelt, wthotht tl 

: ‘ Cie that at hes (Hes prot, ¢



Y, 

ee Thee, Crea Alas C tat eta eterpe OK & Gptente trol ace hs leanforrnny obrerelann = 

ee lantond 4 welh betes Auwley > che Cmaeee Sh ph ses et meet Lo _ a 

ae As ofhocrr frome he Obab, cuel We tnseeee o ferre tuedute st 

6 rnd ee Aegixp ji set ewchccicech of fect ar aowfarrig a lial teh 4 — 

A Dace acne 
eee lee, SLOWS J ORL EOI, heat bee tes oxael =he Cs | Sy 1A, f Biss of ~~ to 4 p be peeled 

ees dein Arfubutiers , contd dat ainsi, welhlres Qeowngte (et Te Ptgpntant ae 

a Cun grabeel RA odd Ubs A tate fhe A Dassectale. Pha pater alter puelalamns 

ee Bg teat b fe eae Comgtobmn co well es oe frvbten. Tale bewey chee. = 

ee ee ne Meus neg Lb Eaaks upp raabin lin ytadivn boy fabl hanubins, es 

: There is, of course, no intent to build up either wolf or coyotes 

to high levels. Go-otes-will doubtiess-need—reduction before timber 5 
. oa 4 girth t in hiss pe ; ‘ 

~and_coyote=bounties;—This—presents great practice!—difficulties, Bécauss 

local _bounty—efficers_are—not—vrelf=experts. § 

Game, Forestry, and Farming. Behind much of the debate over the 

j Commission's predator policy lies the tacit assumption that the Commission's



sole job is to furnish more shootable game for hunters. A little reflection 

should show the fallacy of ‘any such view, 5 

In parts of the southern counties, pheasants, up to 1943, had increased 

to the point of inflicting serious damage on crops, while cottontails 

: threatened the reproduction of desirable trees in woodlots. There is only 

one way to increase the shootable supply of pheasants and cottontails 

without increasing the damage: create new winter cover on farms now gameless, 

and thus spread game production over a wider area. Most farms in southern 

Wisconsin are now devoid of cover capable of wintering game, and this idle 

area is increasing year by year. 

; : Even if predator-control were an effective way to increase pheasants 

and rabbits, its effect would be to intensify the concentrations which are 

the source of damage to crops and woodlots. 

In the northern counties deer have already made forestry impossible in 

aw areas. Excess deer are eating up many of the forest plantations made 

by the CCC. Deer damage to natural forest reproduction, end to natural 

deer food plants,is very serious, and is piled on top of snowshoe hare damage, 

which occurs at each high of the cycle. Snowshoe hares cannot be controlled 

with guns, for few people hunt them. For the Commission deliberately to 

sacrifice what help it can get from wolves, coyotes, foxes, and bobcats 

wecht het only poor conservation, but in the long run would ruin the forest 

habitat of the deer and the health of the herd. a cee uncapercal expureumee Lot 

Winter-feeding of deer is no answer, because, fed deer browse just as 

much as unfed ones. The present feeding policy is an expedient, whereby 

: surplus deer which would otherwise starve are held over until they can be 

“utilized by hunters.
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What_is known and not known about predation? There ds, of course, a 

seeming inconsistency between the Commission's reluctance to believe that 

foxes caused the pheasant shortage, and itspproposed use of wolves to help 

i s control deer and rabbits. 

fhe answer is thet most predation is automatically regulated to fall 

° heaviest on surplus prey. In upland game birds, at least, the predetion 

rate is known to decline as the prey declines, and to become nominal when 

the prey population has shrunk to the permanent carrying capscity of the 

range. 

< It is not known whether any such automatic control exists as between 

deer and wolves, but it makes no practical difference, because the wolf — 

population can be reduced at will whenever the deer-level has been 

sufficiently reduced. ; 

It is not known whether predators are actually effective in trimming 

off surpluses in very fast breeders like rabbits and mice, tut predators 

' are the only tool at hand, especially in the case of snowshoe hares and 

mice. Their use, in moderation, might help; their removal would certainly 

; ageravate an already bad situation. 

It should be clearly understood that when we try to manage the inner 

workings of the fauna and flora, we deal with few knowns and many unknowns. 

In arriving at the pdlicies here outlined, the Commission claims only that 

it has used all the knowns that are available. i ;



" Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: i SUMMARY OF KILL RECORDS 1938=39 TO 1942043 ON RED FOX AND PHEASANT IN SIXTEEN COUNTIES 

Fox 5 Year Average Estimated Decrease Pheasant 

- 193839 1939-40 1940841 1941el2 1942-43 1938—39 to 1942-43 From Warden Survey 1938-39 1939-0 1940841 1941—42 1942-13 

le Calumet 0 6 12 20 3 B20 15% "2164 zoh2 3596 5602 5130 : 

2. Dane 81 111 qpé 109 3 82. 21985 34364 «= 533630 g27 §=—-53980 

3. Dodge 32 46 2g 46 28 36. aukse 37219 32500 yygsh = 50211 

4. Fond dulec 32 10 46 100 17 Mets 60-70% 21846 36396 «= 33074 = gg32 «= 55296 

5. Jefferson 18 2 2 0 17 ne So7s 12365 2283921362 = 25282 = 35021 

6. Kewaunee 1 0 4 6 3 3. 807 1369 1780 2557 2061 

7. Kenosha 3 131 y 29 7 34.8 10721-15324 = 16934 25113 27172 

8. Manitowoc 14 15 4 1l 21 13. ~ coh 5026 1789 7394 11403 11833 

9. Ozaukee 20 4 2 3 0 se yas 6102 6674 10760 11303 © 

10. Racine & 19 4 0 3 12.1 / 50% 13302 «154250 («7b 2225 = 52295 

ll. Rock 68 21 32 32 100 50.6 14973 = 27420 27726 33401 45018 

12. Sheboygan 19 19 18 3 3 12.4 vo 15% 12406 =6.18670 »=s:«:16772 «= 23109 3540 

13. Walworth 10 6 10 6 4e 14.8 4 35~lO% 9236 16147 17296 22575 30230 

14. Washington 66 2 176 6 21 54.2 5288 7981 7688 10108 11313 

15. Waukesha 19 0 8 34 69 26. 15% 12486 «6442 )=—s 1528s = «18265 «= 24096 

16. Winnebago . 161 0 0 7 34.4 4 50% 15744 19964 2h39h 37600 4u56y 
I Ea gS ll a ee) eee me aa 

Prepared 3/8/44 : 
E.L.L. 
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PS 
WM. J. P. ABERG, CHairman GUIDO R. RAHR, SECRETARY 

Soe uieDine iy’ ait oF : Wiscop MANITOWOC 

JAS. A. CORCORAN, WEBSTER Gs feSD SYp ae per ene FARM PLACE 

Ree eee Ll Say ; ie ones HAYWARD 
CONSERVATION wy gy COMMISSION : 

: March 30, 1944 

Mr. BE. J. Vanderwall 
‘ Conservation Department 

Madison 2, Wisconsin 

Dear Ed: 

At the last Commission meeting, I volunteered to express the attitude 
of the Commission on predators. Since then, Bill Grimmer has asked me 
to write something to refute the agitation about predators expressed 
in William C. Seering's letter of March 1. In the attached rough draft 
I have tried to combine these two jobs. 

It's a ticklish job to make this statement clear, simple, and biologically 
sound. I'm not sure that it plugs all the loopholes, neither am I sure 
that the staff is ready to go along on it. I hope all divisions concerned 
will comb it over before it is submitted to the Commission. 

Do you prefer to have me sign it, or shall the whole Commission sign it, 
or shall Bill Grimmer and I sign it? The draft is written under the 
first assumption, but can easily be converted if the other members 

should prefer. 

While this rough copy is being scrutinized, I suggest that Bill Grimmer 
consider the map. I'd like to get at least the wardens’ opinion on the 
1944 status of foxes before calling the 7 counties "nearly foxless". 

Do we have enough information, lumping Bill Feeney's and George Ruegger's 

data, to add the counties still having wolves? If so, it might be well 

to show the geographic spread of the excess deer problem, as compared 

with the wolf remnants. If not, it might be better either to omit the 

map; or to make it wholly a pheasant map, adding, let us say, the counties 

of heaviest pheasant kill. 

I am supplying Bill Aberg with a copy of the paper and of this letter. 

; Yours sincerely, 

SS 

Aldo Leopold 

P.S. The data Bill Grimmer sent me are herewith returned. 

cc Mr. Aberg : : 

4 Cc
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 

INTRA-OFFICE 
MEMORANDUM 

A ete 

TO: W. F. Grimmer 

FROM: Ralph C. Conway 

SUBJECT: The 1944 game situation 

Reference is made to Commissioner Leopold's letter of March 30 
and the material which he attached pertaining to the 1944 game situation. 

Personally I agree with his contentions and his presentation of 
the entire pictures except that there is some question in my mind as 
to whether the wording should not be changed in some places. For 
instance, in the opening paragraph he states that "the present 
winter in Wisconsin shows a puzzling situation." He then comments 
on fox, pheasants, rabbits, prairie chicken and sharptail and some- 
one else has apparently added a pencil insert ineluding huns and 
quail. 

I am of the opinion the reaction of at least some sportsmen 
will be to cuestion whether there is anything puzzling about the 
present situation regarding sharptail, prairie chicken, rabbits 
and quail. I say this despite that fact that on page 3 Commissioner 
Leopold clarifies the present low in grouse. 

I also wonder if it would not be advisable to consider the 
possibility of rewording page 1 where he speaks of the "nearly 
foxless" counties. From the reaction of many of the sportsmen to 
a defense of the fox or possibly to the fact that it certainly is 
not a factor in the disappearance in the seven counties in question, 
I would suggest that the paragraph be rewritten to indicate that 
the county has a very low population rather than to state that it is 
nearly foxless. 

As mentioned above, I am thoroughly in accord with the article, 
but I also know that as Commissioner Leopold indicated in his 
letter, the presentation of the matter is a very ticklish job. 

Ralph C. Conway 
Copied 
ab 
4-15-44



a, Che State of Wisconsin 
Prieel ae i 
hoot CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
US Madison 
a (Zone 2) 

April 15, 1944 FILE REFERENCE: 

Honorable Aldo Leopold 
Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Commissioner Leopold: 

The attached has been routed through the Director, 
Messrs. Swift, Gray, Robinson, Conway and Zimmerman. 

Generally, departmental members are in full accord 
and the only questions that have been raised are the : 
following: 

1. The low in Hungarian partridge and quail 
2. The question as to whether it would be better 

to say a "low in the fox population" rather 
than "almost foxless counties." 

5. The question as to whether the wolf population 
actually can be reduced at will 

Mr. Conway's memorandum is attached. 

I have the following to report from the wardens: 

_ Winnebago and Calumet counties--red foxes almost 
extinct up to the end of 1941. Warden Dunham of Oshkosh 
states that the first red fox that he has seen killed in 
Winnebago county was in April of last year. They are now 
abundant. 

Sheboygan county will take approximately 100 foxes 
this year, about 75 per cent of which will be reds. 
VanderBloemen states that although foxes have not been 
abundant in the county, it is not difficult to start one 
on a fox hunt. 

Mr. Straus reports that there are practically no 
foxes in eastern Dane county nor have there been for 
some years. He claims that the same’ situation exists 
generally in Jefferson county although they are up ~~ 
somewhat in the latter county. 

(over)
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I have been unable to contact Peterson of Racine. 

It would appear that in Dane and Jefferson counties 
they have sufficient evidence to show that although foxes 
have little or no effect on the pheasant population, 
birds in this area seem to be down generally as much as i 
they are in most of the southeastern counties. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR : 

Ze) be 
: Week. & er 

Supt. o ane Management 

WFG: AB ; 
Ene. 

i. : : 

: 

a 
yh



April 14, 19 cris, 

SICK TROUTSTREAMS : 

In the Southwest I have seen many a mountain stream which carried 

trout when stockmen arrived in the 1880's become a dry rockpile, wet 

only during floods, at the present time. 

Our Wisconsin troutstreams will never experience so radical a 

change because our rains and our soils are gentler. But all streams, 

including ours, deteriorate for the same causes: 

1. Overgrazing, especially of steep slopes. 

2. Exhaustion of organic matter in the soil. 

Both have the same effect: they allow the rain to run off instead 

of sinking in. 

It is not within the power of fishermen to rebuild the soils of 

Wisconsin, but they can do a lot of good by rebuilding the streambank 

itself. At least they can show the public a few samples of what a Yeivilized" 

streambank ought to look like. 

My advige is: let's build our samples on headwaters, for floods are 

less severe there, and there is less chance of their washing out plantings 

and fences. Plantings in plowland need not be fenced, but plantings in 

pastures must be. Stick to native trees and shrubs, especially those found 

elsewhere on the same stream. Be careful not to choke the flood channel with 

tall trees on both banks; this may cause the creek to move elselhere. Do 

not plant tall trees on banks which undercut; they may pry off chunks of 

bank and thus accelerate erosion. Do not put expensive plantings vulnerebdle 

to rabbits near rabbit cover. 

I heartily commend the Association for its courageous attack on this 

difficult problem. 

} Aldo Leopold
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Ticks and Deer 

E A Lesson in Conservation 
Ob Prucfecs wrektis jee Nepere by Rey Komarch on tick cvd doo hercareg, 

Underneath every law, regulation, policy, platform, directive, 

manifesto, code, creed, and crusade lies an assumption about comparative 

values. All such commitments assume that one thing is better than another. 

These assumptions, which Wilson called “the decent opinion of mankind", 

are very stable. If they were not, there could be no culture and no social 

growth. But like all forms of truth, they are relative, and once in & while 

one becomes obsolete. 

From the beginnings of civilization it has been assumed that any domestic 

beast is more valuable than any wild one, and that any man-made thing is 

more valuable than the natural thing which it replaces or destroys. Thus 

a fowl is better than a fox, a field than a forest, a highway than a 

wilderness, a power dam than a natural river. 

This assumed priority for the man-made or the man-kept was entirely 

nett cg nate tog: SR Serhan tee eomerteg, ae we Ce 
“under doy”, gtmugeling for survival against an ubiquitous mankind. Civilization and 

wilderness now show a common danger: too many people heedless of the real 

values of both. 

The idea called conservation might well be defined as a state of 

doubt about the automatic superiority of the manemade and the man-kept. 

eee 

This report tells the story of a government bureau on the lest lap 

of a campaign to free the southern states of ticks dangerous to cattle. 

In Florida, it encountered a new tick that was dangerous to cattle, and 

also carried by deer. 

s
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When the bureau decided, in 1937, to kill off the deer as a tick-eradication 

measure, it was only carrying out the heretofore universally accepted 

dictum that man-kept cows are more valuable, regardless of the circumstances. 

This decision followed a deep groove of historical precedent. 

Government bureaus had just finished eradicating the grizzly and the wolf 

from the western range, allowing no exceptions, even on the poorest 

ranges. On these poor ranges the costs of eradication sometimes exceeded 

the value of the livestock, and the cost of erosion-control made necessary 

by the livestock was often ten times as great. Yet no bureau jumped its 

groove of precedent; no bureau suggested that a dependable grizzly on an 

unused range might be more valuable than a problematical cow on a ruined 

one. 

fo return to Florida: The deer killing program spread over the range, 

virtually unopposed, until it encountered the Big Cypress Seminole Indian 

Reservation. There it was challenged by the Commissioner of Indian affairs. 

This report tells the rest of the story. 

ene 

fhe thoughtful reader will discern that the importance of this episode 

lies not in its details, nor in its dramatic personnae, nor in ite somewhat 

anti-climatic eventual outcome, but in the challenge itself. To doubt the 

superior value of a man-kept animal is something new in history. 

Some of the circumstances bearing on the question of value are worthy 

of special mention. 

In the first place, the cattle industry in this locality is new and 

of dubious economic soundness, whereas the deer herd is a dependable natural 

resource which has fed the Seminole Indians for centuries. Yet a dubious 

cow was automatically considered the more valuable of the two.
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Secondly, the cattle-culture, which in Florida was born day before 

yesterday, was automatically considered more valuable than the Seminole 

culture, which was old when Columbus landed. 

Thirdly, the deer-extirpation edict was sugar-cozted with the promise 

that after the tick had been cleaned up, the range would be restocked with 

deer. Restocked with what deer? The deer of the Florida jungles is in all 

probability a specialized race, adapted to survive the insect seourges 

characteristic of its habitat. It is improbable that deer of outside origin 

would thrive, and even if they did, the esthetic value would be on a par 

with the Yellowstone elk herds now thriving in Wisconsin, West Virginia, 

and points east, the Wisconsin beaver now thriving in the Ozarks, and the 

barnyard turkeys now polluting native stocks from Texas to Pennsylvania. 

The proposed liberation in Florida of American deer not adapted to 

Floride is bad enough, tut it appears from this report #hat Asiatic deer 

were actually liberated in at least one instance. That this could occur 

without public protest, either from the Fish and Wildlife Service or the 

Florida Game Commission, speaks volumes for the quality of thought behind 

the restocking program. As Mr. Komarek points out, the only defensible 

restocking in this case is to protect the remnants of native deer so as 

to allow them to reoceupy their former habitat. 

Lastly, this episode shows that a scientific bureau, confronted with 

& question of wildlife eradication, may prefer to lose the wildlife than to 

lose time in scientific research for alternatives. In one sense this is 

water over the dam, tut in another it carries a lesson for the future. At 

vest, the scientific base in this case was sketchy, and no imagination had 

been used in searching for less ijestructive alternatives.
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It is appropriate that Florida should have furnished the stage for this 

little drama. Fhoride harbors not only ticks, but that post-pioncer ailment 

of the mind in which the only étn is not to be developing something. 

It is also appropriate that this challenge to old assumptions should 

arise during the war. What will happen to wild values after the war when 

the fruits of military chemistry and military engincering fall into the 

eager lap of modern man? DDT, capable of eradicating everything from 

mosquitoes up and down? Family airplanes, ready to eradicate solitude 

from the face of the map? Power machinery capable of rebuilding the earth 

on a scale almost comparable to the ice-age? If such tools are to fall 

short of achieving our ecological suicide, it is time for us to learn é 

caution and restraint in our power to eradicate wild things. 

Aldo Leopold 

Copy Sent Ste® & ard :



December 14, 194 

Mr. John H. Baker 
National Audubon Society 
1006 Fifth Aveme 
Mew York City 26 

Dear John: 

Here is a first try at the “interpretation” you asked me 
to write for Roy Komarek's report. 

I do not regard this as necessarily the final product; 
I would like Herbert Stoddard's advice, as well as yours, 
as to what would be most suitable. I am sending Herbert 
& copy. 

I am holding the report pending further word from you and 
Herbert. 

Yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

Ash 
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December 22, 1944 
\ 

Ensign Cyril Kabat, USNR | 
7.0. 7 A.T.B. | 
Camp Bradford 
Norfolk ll, Virginia 

Dear Cyril: 

I have been working on the banding data which Jesse started by 
abstracting Wagner's records. I find myself stalled for lack of 
some kind of census for Arboretum mail during the winter of 1942-43, 
This is the winter in which George Halezon trapped at Turville's, 
and you later cheeked his work and also trapped seven birds of 
your own, evidently elsewhere than Turville's, but on the Arboretum. 
You will remember that Frank Kozlik was doing the pheasants that 
winter. 

Some kind of @ census is necessary in order to correct the trapping 
returns for untrepped residue. Will you send me the best estimate 
that you can pull out of your mind? I suggest you segregaté the 
Turville covey from the strictly Arboretum covey or coveys? 

The corrected survival series up to the point at which I am stalled 
averages as follows; 100-9-+ 2+ 0. In other words the shrinkage 
is 89% per year, whereas the full reproductive potenticl would admit 
of about the same percentage. It is, of course, a safe assumption 
that the full reproductive potential 1s never realized. 

We are having very good trapping weather, but Russell Turk hasn't 
been in, and I don't know how things are going at Prairie du Sac. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold
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eS See. « 5 years Sapa an 

(A discussion following shenfilm,"#4ldiife of Denali by Adolph Marte.) PB 
es _ eee : 

Adolph Murie was sent to Denali (Mt. MeKinley) to answer the question: | 

*Are wolves destroying the mointain sheep hora?" He fount that in-2gho , 

5 wolves were gotting only « fou Lambe and old broken-toothed sheep, whereas Be 

& decade previous, when sheep had overgmazed their range sné overflowed fi 
ag . ahh. 

: inte. smeoth topography, much heavier mortality from wolves hed prevailed. A 
* . By 4h 

s In short, he found wolf predation on sheep to be automatically adjusted to ay 

. the sheep herd; when sheep became too mumerous wolves trimmed them down; vy 

when sheep became scarce they inhabited only the “roughs" and hence were 

7 BeCUre. 

Similar compensatory mechanisms are being discovered in many other 

predator-prey relationships. Failure to appreciate this fact may lead to 

serious errors in conservation policy. 

Yor example: Wisconsin has now re~enasted a wolf bounty, despite the 

Lubin t 
feet that there are probably less than 50, volves left in the state. A 

recent increase in coyotes, with heavy loss in sheep and other livestock, 

practically forced this action. Yet the continuance of the bounty might 

oxtirpate theGei?, this, in turny might injore the ultinate welfare of the 

deer herd, which in 1942 had outetripped ite supply of winter food, and 

had to be redueed by an open season on females. 

In the wolf-deer relationship, the wolf tends not only to trim down 

excess mumbers, but aleo to improve distribetion by breaking up congestions. 

\ Beer herds subjected to norm predation never overtaxed their food supply, 

} and deer “irruptions" are still unknown in Mexico and Canada. Irruptive



es 2 

behavior began with federal extirpation of wolves and cougars in 1915. 

In Marope deer troubles Likewise followed the removal of predators. 
Artificial feeding is no remedy for excess deer, because deer do not - eh 

- A stop eating natural browse when fed on hay and geain. On the contrary, i 4 

e the drain on natural foods is increased by artificial feoding. The end 
result of prolonged artificial feeding of deer is to pauperize the herd and 

to eliminate those woody plants which ylcld mtritious browse. These good 
, food plants are then replaced by worthless ones. Meanwhile the decr 

a deteriorate through malnutrition; it hes been proved by experinental teste 3 

that deer do not maintain their weight on any. zation devoid of good browse. 

a These prey-predator-food relationships are not understood by the public. 

Many conscientious eitigens are indignant over the reduction of the Wisconsin 

Aner bagd, and new slain that "the vemnand te Deing fod to the wolves®, Shey 

ao not realize that wolves occur in only 8 of: 55deer counties, and thet there 

is only one wolf for each 2,000 deer hunters. They assume that goo deer 

bunting eannet exist on the some terrain with wolves, whereas history shows 

the contrary: in fact, Seton estimates that in Penusylvanis @ wolf per 

2 square miles existed at the time of the best deer hunting. 

For these reasons, the publication of authoritative prey-predater studies, 

Like that now given us by Murie, ie of great importance to sound conservation. 

ec Dean Ruseell 
ur. Swift 
Mr. Peeney 

4
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we , NU _ WHAT DATE FOR DUCK snoormer F 

Aldo Leopold I 

The feders1 mthorities offered Wisconsin the choice of October 7 and 

October 21 for opening the ducic season, Wrom the standpoint of getting our 

share of the kill, October 7 is, beyond question, the "best" date, 

The Commission chose October 21 for an entirely different reason: to ¢on- 

serve our "locals", or breeders. 

It is now an established fact that ducks tend to return year after year te 

the same breeding grounds, and thet once a local stock te depleted, it may take 

years to restore it. Under the early openings of the past dacade, Wisconsin's 

locals have been shot out, and are approaching sere. 

Emerience shows clearly that "flight" ducks often pass us up entirely; 

locals are the only imown method of rebuilding our loeal stocks, : 

The argument that a late opening merely passes our locals to Illinois is not 

® sound one. Rvery duekimnter imows thot migrating ducks behave differently from xs 
locals on their hone ren. ‘hen we open early, half the locals on a marsh my be wa 
killed during the first 30 mimtes. When we open Inte these locals have nigrated s 
south and have mixed with lange gatherings of other migrants that sit safely on ? 

big lakes by day, and feed in the corn by nicht. The total number killed from 

such gatherings may be large, but the proportion killed is anall. But for this : 

fact, the continental duck supply would have been exhausted long ago. ‘ey 

3 | In selecting the later opening, the Commission was guided solely by the need 

of making a start in rebuilding our loeels. It may take five yoars of late open- 

ings to rebuild « satisfactory stool. ‘ EL 

- Wisconsin has a large investment in mpablic marshes, paid for out of dollar 

duck stamps, by the 50 cents tacked on licenses for public shooting grounds, and ie
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dy Pittwan-Robertson federal aid. ‘This investment will shortly run inte millions. ae 

These public mrshes are the core of our waterfowl conservation policy. Sut if 

we took the carrying charge on these marshes and divided by the number of local a 

ducks they now produce, each such duck might cost a hundred dollars. It is 

, imperative thet production of Lecals be stepped up. Does anyone know how to 

step it up without rebuilding breeding stocks? 

; I personally regret that the Fish and Wildlife Service offered us the 

cholee of such extreme dates. October 15 would have been a sensible date; 1% 

would have given our locals a change, and it would have givon us our share of the 

flight birds. But Lctober 7 would be minous to our local birds. Tho conservation 

of our locals is a responsibility we cannot pass to the federal government; it is 

the responsibility of this Commission. I hed hoped that Wiseonsin duck hunters 

: would support the Commission in its effort to teke e-re of our local birds, but 

it is evident that they have been stanpeded vy the usual grab-bag argument: "Af 

we don't kill them, somebody else will". As Long as we think of duck shooting in 

terns of a grab-beg, the conservation of ducks is imoossibie.
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te protect their hatcheries and Plantings. The rei<tailed hawk an? the 

marsh hawk have become scarce, thanks to the combined efforts of poultry- 

raisers and pheasant-raisers, Yow many of these well-intentioned "fizers* 

have stopped to think whether it is legitimate to conserve srorting wild- 

life by cleaning out equally valuable non-svorting forms? 

Not all of our wildlife losses can be charged to any particular group, 

No one seems to know whether the bse, cian of temaracks in the 

southern counties is due to past droughts or to old drainage operat fons, 

or to epizootic insects, or to disease, Whatever the cause, they are 

dead, and the beg flowers dependent on their shade will take 3 heavy 

beating, 

Wildlife 4s not the only field of human affairs in which hindsight 

is better than foresight, Errors of foresight are easy to excuse, if 

followed by corrective action. Abuse arising from plain greed is less 

easy to forget. In the field of waterfowl conservation, the main abuses 

arise from plain greed, If the average non-hunting citizen ever got his 

feet wet in a duck-marsh, and if he were able to interpret and understand 

what goes on there, he tl aca Aa ues duck-hunters that our sport, 

instead of yielding healthful outdoor recreation, is really yielding 

education in lawlessness, Nearly everybody shoots out of range, lest : 

the other fellow shoot first. Wearly everybody leaves more cripples to 

die in the marsh than he takes home in his coat, Many shoot everything 

that flies, I suppose for "practice." Few pay any attention to the laws 

protecting scarce species; the rule is to kill the duck first and find 

out afterward whether it is legal; if not, it 4s thrown into the weeds, 

tceeet Shae-uhale_thine—te-e~debaucle, ani the wheleseesentles—inetdee “ 

tatenter,” mite: hear pious oratory about rising standards of 

sportsmanship, 2. lone to take the speaker to a aareh, Plunk him hip-dsep 

in the m4, pall his pious blinkers off, ani tell him "look! 

5.
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CONSERVATION RESEARCH : 

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Ree 

Aldo Leopold 
Ree 

i - General Premise 

Gonservation, like agriculture, is in transition 

from a rule of thumb to a research basis. This change requires: 

(a) Research agencies. 

(bd) Educationa institutions to train research 
men, and administrators of conservation 
activities. 

TI - Status of Research 

Practically no applied research is under way except 

in the Federal bureaus. 

There is a large amount of basic research in the 

Universities applicable to conservation. As in agriculture, 

this must be synthesized into terms of land practice before 

it is usable. 

TII - Status of Education 

Organized education is offered as follows; 

POAC sie os hi es dese ohn to ochwob, olwect af 
nc oat epee nein alas a Linclea grucluake 

Pish Gulture .........2s.ee None. é 
Range Management .1........ At a few Forest Schools. 
Recreational Engineering... At a few Forest Schools. 
Watershed Management ...... None



IV - Evidence of Demand 

The following recent events, local and national, bear 

on the present situation: 

LOCAL : 

l- A strong trend toward coordination between the 
University proper and the forest Products 
Laboratory. 

2- The proposed establishment at the University of 
a branch of the Lake States Forest Experiment 
Station. : 

3- The proposed establishment of a "Bureau of Research" 
in the State Conservation Department in response to 
a public insistence that the Department seek scien- 
tific guidance. 

4— A new emphasis in the wntveontty land policy, 
viz: " A Wiser Use of Wisconsin Land". 

NATIONAL 

5- Poempostie establishment of Lake Wingra experi- 
men arboretum, a proving —— for conserva- 
tion research under University control. Partially 
financed by the Regents. 

6- Prospective forestry research fellowships to stin- 

ulate training for forestry research. 

7-j Prospective expansion of federal conservation 
research under the McSweeney Bill. This would 
expand the Forest Products Laboratory and the 

Lake States Station, and also initiate, through 
the Station, new research on the relation of 
forestry to game and fish management. ; 

8 Prospective pollution research under the Brome 
Bill now in Congress. 

9- A decentralization tendeney in the Biological Survey, 
with prospective cooperative research in the 

universities. 

10- Establishwent of an (as yet) undesgratuate Conser- 
vation School at Michigan to co te forestry, 

game management, watershed management, recreational 

; engineering, and other conservation fields. 

ll- National survey of game conservation by the Arms & 

: 2 ; j
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Ammunition Manufacturers Institute. Educational 
and research activities are bound to be a prime 
factor in their conclusions. ) 

The following less tangible but nevertheless important 

circumstances bear on the probable future demands. 2 | 

a- Conservation ae in many States are insisting | 
on the a zation of State departments on a tech- 
nical (as distinguished from a political) basis. 
(Examples: New Mexico, P ennsylvania, Gslifornia, Okla- | 
homa, Wisconsin) This movement will encounter an increas- 
ing dearth of technically trained administrators of 
wild life resouress. Such men are avadlable only in 
forestry. 

b- Conservation organizations in many States are insist- 
ing on scientific guidance from universities and 
Federal bureaus, but except in forestry and to a 
limited degree in en: are not getting it. 
(Examples: New Mexico Wild Life Survey, Georgia 
Quail Investigation, National Game Protective Asso. 
and Cornell Ruffed Grouse Investigation, resolution 
of Wisconsin Izaak Walton League of Jmuary , 1928.) 

c~ The Federal bureaus are encountering a serious dearth 
of trained men to recruit their own expanding activi- 
ties. The only adequate supply is of forest adminis- 
trators. Thus a forest administrator was recently 
made chief of the Biological Survey. ; 

Vv - Summary of Situation 

There is an under supply of all kinds of experts in 

conservation work with the single exception of administrative 

foresters. 

Nobody has moved to create a supply except Michigan. 

The Michigan venture must for the present be largely confined 

to undergraduate training. 

Wisconsin has the opportunity to make a parallel 

move in the form of a graduate school. Wo other university 

Se
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has better facilities, either in basic research departments, 

affiliated institutions, or natural surroundings. 

Such a move would automatically tend to meet the 

demands for administrative guidance in State conservation 

activities which will be wade in any event. 

VI - Recommendation: 

That there be @stablished a graduate school of con- 

servation at Wisconsin. 

Plan "4" 

The initiel program could be confined to: 

1- ae of the ahees work of the 
ing departments and affiliated 

agencies. 

2= Formulation of a conservation research 
program for the State. 

3- Working up support and understanding of 
(i) an@ (2). 

This lamited program would require one man and 

cost the University around $10,000 for the first year. This 

"is exclusive of possible cooperative funds. 

Plen *s 

A more adequate program would add to the above at 

the outset: 

4- Offering actual graduate work in forest products 
(subject to the approval and cooperation of 

: the Forest Servis. 

asilhen 

5
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This would require two or three men and would cost , 

the University around $25,000 for the first year exclusive of 

possible cooperative funds. 

Both plans are premised on the assumption that if 

a start could be made the idea would grow of its own momentum. 

3-5-28. 

-5- 
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CONSERVATION RESEARCH 

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

ah Ae ae 

Aldo Leopold 
ee 

I - General Premise 

Conservation, like agriculture, is in transition 

from a rule of thumb to a research basis. This change requires: 

(a) Research agencies. 

(b) Educationd institutions to train research 
men, and administrators of conservation 
activities. 

II - Status of Research 

Practically no applied research is under way except 

in the Federal bureaus. 

There is a large amount of basic research in the 

Universities applicable to conservation. As in agriculture, 

this must be synthesized into terms of land practice before 

it is usable. 

III - Status of Educat 

‘Organized education is offered as follows: 

ee abut a lezen achoote abut all 
Game Management............ None. " euclanga a elarcile 
Fish Culture .............. None. 
Range Management .1........ At a few Forest Schools. 
Recreational Engineering... At a few Forest Schools. 
Watershed Management ...... None



Iv - Evidence of Demand 

The following recent events, local and national, bear 

on the present situation: 

LOCAL 

1- A strong trend toward coordination between the 
University proper and the Forest Products 
Laboratory. 

2- The proposed establishment at the University of 
a@ branch of the Lake States Forest Experiment 
Station. 

3- The proposed establishment of a "Bureau of Research" 
in the State Conservation Department in response to 
a Public insistence that the Department seek scien- 
tific guidance. 

4- A new emphasis in the University's land policy, 
viz: “ A Wiser Use of Wisconsin Land". 

NATIONAL 

5- Prospective establishment of Lake Wingra experi- 
mental arboretum, a proving ground for conserva- 
tion research under University control. Partially 
financed by the Regents. : 

6- Prospective forestry research fellowships to stim- 
ulate training for forestry research. 

7- Prospective expansion of federal conservation 
research under the McSweeney Bill. This would 
expand the Forest Products Laboratory and the 
Lakes States Station, and also initiate, through 
the Station, new research on the relation of 
forestry to game and fish management. 

8- Prospective pollution research under the Browne 
Bill now in Congress. 

9- A decentralization tendency in the Biological Survey, 
with prospective cooperative research in the 
universities. 

10- Establishment of an (as yet) vatavepatuate Conser- 
vation School at Michigan to coordinate forestry, 
game management, watershed management, recreational 
engineering, and other conservation fields. 

- 1l- National survey of game conservation by the Arms & 

adie



Ammunition Manufacturers Institute. Educational 

and research activities are bound to be a prime 

factor in their conclusions. 

fhe following less tangible but nevertheless important 

circumstances bear on the probable future demands. 

a- Conservation organizations in many States are insisting 

on the reorganization of State departments on a tech~ 

: nice. (as distinguished from a political) basis. 
(Examples: New Mexico, P ennsylvania, California, Okla- 
homa, Wisconsin) This movement will encounter an increas- 

ing dearth of technically trained administrators of 

wild life resources. Such men are avdlable only in 
forestry. 

b- Conservation organizations in many States are insist- 

ing on scientific guidance from universities and 

Federal bureaus, but except in forestry and to a 

limited degree in biology, are not getting it. . 

(Examples: New Mexico Wild Life Survey, Georgia 
Quail Investigation, National Game Protective Asso. 
and dornell Ruffed Grouse Investigation, resolution 

of Wisconsin Izaak Walton League of January , 1928.) 

c~ The Federal bureaus are encountering a serious dearth 

of trained men to recruit their own expanding activi- 

ties. The only adequate supply is of forest adminis— 

trators. Thus a forest administrator was recently 

made chief of the Biological Survey. 

v- of Situati 

There is an under supply of all kinds of experts in 

a conservation work with the single exception of administrative 

foresters. 

Nobody has moved to create a supply except Michigan. 

fhe Michigan venture must for the present be largely confined 

to undergraduate training. 

Wisconsin has the opportunity to make a parallel 

move in the form of a graduate school. Wo other university 

-3—



has better facilities, either in basic research departments, 

affiliated institutions, or netberes surroundings. 

Such a move would automatically tend to meet the 

demands for administrative guidence in State conservation ‘ 

activities which will be made in any event. 

VI - Recommendation: 

That there be éstablished a graduate school of con- 

servation at Wisconsin. 

Plan "a" 

The initial program could be confined to: 

1- Coordination of the existing work of the 
existing departments and affiliated 
agencies. ¢ 

&- Formulation of a conservation research 2 
program for the State. 

3- Working up support and understanding of 
(1) and (2). 

This limited program would require one man and 

cost the University around $10,000 for the first year. This 

is exclusive of possible cooperative funds. 

Plan ed 

A more adequate program would’ add to the above at 

the outset: 

4- Offering actual graduate work in forest products 
(subject to the approval and cooperation of 
the Forest seaviaat 

ake



: This would require two or three men and would cost 

the University around $25,000 for the first year exclusive of 

possible cooperative funds. 

Both plans are premised on the assumption that if 

a start could be made the idea would grow of its own momentum. 

3-5-28. 
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(4) As to competence in watershed and range management, also 
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* HARRY B. HAWES CoMMITTEES: 

} MISSOURI INTERSTATE COMMERCE 

ey : COMMERCE 

United States Senate TPP AR arrains 
EXPENDITURES IN THE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS _ 

oe Cees 
December 11, 1930. 5 en aAX 

, ti. f ee > 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

c/o Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

First permit me to thank you for some very practical 

" suggestions in relation to my national plan for a Conservation 

Council. 

It was a great pleasure to spend so much time with you 

on our Sunday trip. 

This is to make another request. I have been delegated 

to write a rather complete report for our Senate Committee on 

Wild Life Resources. 

We want to cover the past with its efforts but failures, 

and the future, and what should be done, in general terms, somewhet 
along the lines of the Report of the American Game Conference. 

~ I will be very grateful if you will write to me frankly on 

the subject and at some length, promising in advance not to embarrass 

you by putting the letter in the record at this time. 

a 

It is intended to make this the first of a series of compre- 

hensive reports. This one will be of a general character. g 

Yours cordially, 

| Norms Eafe 
: 4
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| J The Role of the Federal Government ae 

| (A) Outline of Jobs - 

eed of Definition. Recent years have brought about a rafieal change in 

the public viewpoint toward wild life resources. In the past, wild life 

was rezarded ag a publie proverty which mst be protected from dimimtion 

through misuse. A logical allocation of this protective function had 

_ ‘been worked out. = 

At the present moment there 4 a rapidly spreading real4zation 

that the exercise of this protective function is not suffietent; that wild 

life resources mst not only be protected, tut mst also be expanied and 

built up through a cultural operation which has come to be lmown as game 

management. In short, wild 14fe has become a land crop, ant itsconser 

‘vation has become a problem in sericulture, forestry, an‘ range management, = 

This re-orientation has thrown into temporary confusion the 

pre-existing allocation of protective functions. It calls for a re-defini- 

ition of functions, and a rafical revision ani expansion of programs for 

_ their execution. 

What {9 the role of the Federal goverment in this new order? 

‘  Qukine Principles. In the case of forest and fam crops, history has 

— evolved, and experience has vindicated, two principles now applicable to 

game. (a &b). To these may be added (¢) whieh is alreaty thoroughly 

recognized. 

(a) The Federal government's function in connection with crops 

grow on private or state land 1s to help the states and 

private landowners worl: out better cropping methods. In sher$, 

| =



| the Federal function is research ant demonstration. (Vist 

agricultural colleges ani extension service.) 

(>) On Pederal lants the Federal government should conduct its om 

cropping operations. (Vist National Forests.) 

(ce) In wild life we have in micratory birds an interstate crop not 

encountered in other forms of land use. 

The Federal goverment's special function tn relation to 

migratory birds has already been recognized and defined by Conzress 

anf by the courts. | 

Zederal Jobs Relating to Partiovlar Clagses of Game. Some specific 

Joba now visible are listed in the following outline, in a manner to 

conform to the foregoing principles. Mach job will be desertbed in more 

| detail later. 

| The jobs eo far recognized by Conzressional appropriations, 

| or started without appropriations by the Department of Agriculture, are 
| underlined. ‘the jobs not yet recognized or started are not underlined, 

| Of 15 Federal Jobe which seen taportant, only 7 are as yet acted on in 

any degres. 

Be Zarm Gane. 

| 1. 

2. Help the states organize fact-finting. Advisory service. 

| 3- Help the states organize demonstration areas. Loan (or furnish) 
trained men to operate auch areas, just as the Bureau of Msh-. 
eries furnishes trained men to operate hatcheries. 

| 1, Furnish biologists to Yorest Mmerinent Stations to eontuct fact- 

| , :
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forests under c2me manacenont orc out cooperative plans - 
for limiting and ocating the anmal icill. - 

6. Game manazement on the Publi¢c Domain. 

Migratory Game. ae 

7+ Zactefinting unfer the Norbeain-inireson Acts 

8. Interstate Refure Plans, 
9- Intemational program. 

Wilderness Geme. 

10. More Wilderness Areas. Consressional recognition of areas set 
aside for wilderness recreations 

ll. Fact-finding on wilderness game species. a 

Game in General. 

12. Game Surveys. Ioan game experts to states wishing to reorganize 
their game programs, and desiring a preliminary orientation. 

13. Game Extension. Furnish came experts to agricultural colleges 
presenting satisfactory programs for game fact-finding and 

aa extension work, or else help finance such mens 

14. Baropedh Game Survey. Send selected exverts to Murope te gather 
information, through an? with the existing foreign services, on 
Buropean practice applicable to American confitionse 

> 15. Fumtemental Research. Request the President to interest private 
funis in « program of research in the physiolosy and ecology of 
game, to serve as a foundation for the expanding program of 
practical fact-finding, or anplied research, 

= (3B) Bxplanatory Comment 

142. operative Investizationg. In 192i the Biological Survey loaned 
a trained game expert (7. I. Stoddard) to a group of private quail pre- 

serves in Georgia, to contuct a quail investigation at their exense. 

This proejet was so successful that it hae alreaty deeply influenced all 

gubsequent developments in game conservation, even though its findings 

\ . se
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are only recently available in printed form. : 

: Yor instance, the financing of five q@me research fellowships in 

various agricultural colleges by the sporting arms and ammunition iniustry _ 

4s the direct outgrowth of the Georgia Quafl Investigation. Most of the 

17 other came investigations now being conducted independentiy by the 

various states ani associations are likewise efforts to emilate the Georgia 

: idea. All these new activities constitute convincing proof of how useful 

the Joan of trained Biological Survey men ean be in stimilating state and 
private initiative in farm came research. They show that the tme function 

of the Federal goverment in relation to fara gaue 1s to help the states 

and private groups to help thenselves. 

In spite of the extraordinary success of this venture, however, the 

: Biological Survey still has only one man available for similar cooperative 

investigations. It should have more. : 

3. Demonstration Areag. Life history investigations have now in many 

instances progressed far enough to call for the large seale application of 

: their findings in the actual management of demonstration ereas. Denon- 

stration areas have long been an outstanfing mecess in extension of 

agricultural research. ‘hey are squally applicable to game. One such area 

ig already organized fn Michigan. ‘The Biological Survey should have suf- 

ficient trained personnel so that it could loan or furnish men to states 

or other parties to operate such areas, just as the Bureau of Fisheries 

. furnishes trained men to operate state or association hatcheries and rear~ 

ing ponies 

lh, Honest BMolociste. ‘the MeSweeney-Hallary Act authorizes the Biological 

Survey to furnish biologists to forest experiment stations for the purpose : 

\ eS ‘i
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4 of conducting research necessary to coordinate forest managenent and game 

management. ‘he present appropriations, however, suffice for only four 

} gach men, whereas a larger mmber is neeled. 
| An even greater neel extats to coordinate game management with fama 
. managenents Project 13, to be covered later, would constitute! in effect 

| an extension of the MeSweeney~‘ellary Act from forestry to both forestry 

| ond agriculture. 
e 

5. [ational Forest Game Monacenont. It te clearly the function of the 

Vederal goverment to practice same managenent on the National Forests 

which are already unier Federal administration. National Forest come 

: is under oncurrent jurisdiction of the states. Progress has been hampered 

) by the fact that attention to game on the part of forest officers involved 

a subtraction of attention from other activities. If Congress would 

finance on game manager for each National Forest region, it would stimlate 

the wider practice of game management on the National Forests. One function 

of such came managers would be the working out of plans, in cooperatin 

| with the states, for Limiting ani allocating the anmisl kill. ‘the Federal 

government should set an example on its own forests to show that the control . 

of the kill, as well as the control of enviroment, is necessary for proper 

fame management. 

| Ge Public Domain. Until the questions pertaining to the future omership 

and management of the public domain are answered, no sugzestions can be 

offered. 

1. 8 and 9. Migratory Game. ‘the existing Federal setivities under the 

, various migratory bird acts need no coment, except to urge their more 

| adequate support, and to point out that even with such support they con-
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stitute but a fraction of what needs to be done. More state and local 

cooperation is the outstanding need. Local action might be stinmiated 

4g the Biological survey laid out plans, state by state, inficating the 

tcind of local cooperation needed. Yor instance, when « Federal refuze 

fe established, a pretty thorouch survey of migratery bird comiitions 

in the surrounding recion is usually mde. If the Biological Survey 

would express its findings onthe surrounding region in the form of a plan 

or program of the needed state, county, municipal, and private refuges, 

4t might help stimlate popular interest in the local refuses necessary 

to back up the Federal refuses. 

10 411. Wilderness Game. ‘There has been administrative recognition 

of the fact that a mimber of areas in the National Forests and National 

Parks are more valuable for wilderness recreation than for other purposes. 

Coneressional recognition of these arcas, anf Congressional sanction for 

the policy which they represent, micht afford some additional safequard 

against the inevitable local pressure for their economic exploitation. 

Life history research work on wilderness game is also tims far 

entirely inadequate. . 

12. Géme Surveyg, At least a dozen states sre looking for came experts 

to appraise their respective situations ani to formate state game 

programs. Many of them wish to train selected men to remain in their 

‘ employ, an? assist in executing their programs. One of the most effective 

' ways for the Federal government to stimulate state activity would be to 

_ fimange the development of a corps of came experts in the Biological 

Survey to be loaned to states to make game surveys, and to train state 

employees to undertake their execeution.



13. Game Txtension. It is the custom of the Departwent of Agriculture 

to station at appropriate agricultural colleges exerts in various 

biological subjects relating to domesticated plant and animal crops. 

Many agricultural colleges now desire to assume their natural 

function as technical advisors to state came departments ani to landowners. 

The Department of Agriculture should cooperate with such colleces by fur- 

nishing men to assist then, both in game research and game extension 

activities. There are not sufficient qualified men in the country to 

start this service at once on a large scale, but a small-scale start is 

1%. Buxopean Game Survey. In spite of the fact that came managenent hae 

been practiced in most Muropean countries for centures, it is a fact that 

only a smali part of the acommilated Barepenn eapertenes is available for 

the guidance of an American game program. 

Most of the literature on Buropean game management is in foreign 

languages. Much Boropean practice is not written up in any languace, 

being an empirical art not yet emressed in writing. Most of the 

Ravtpenns wah have vettten shoxt gum in American periodicals are 

gamekeepers or estate owners without biological training, hence their 

opinions on what will work in this country cannot be safely accepted. 

Unless some provision is mate to give American game ctatatatednn and 

scientists ready access to the results of Buropean experience, it is 

- Anevitable that ch time and money will be wasted in needless works 

The existing corps of agricultural representatives in the foreten 

service constitutes a usable foundation. The Biological Survey should 

have funds to send selected exerts to Europe to gather information on
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the respective fields in which their expertness lies, with the help 

| and cooperation of the existing foreign service. 

15+ Mantamental Reseordh» ‘the acoumlated experience of the past century 

has down again ani again that whenever any fora of appliot ebfenee is 

developed and exanied, without a corresponiing development ani expansion 

in the pore selence on wiich it is based, the applied researches ond up in 

| Blind alleys, from which they cannot extricate themselves until the funda- 

; mental researches have caught up. 

At the present moment we are evidently on the threshold of a vigorous 

expansion of research in that part of applied biology which we call game 

management. It has already made wonderful strides in showing how to ine 

| Grease yields ani decrease costse ‘This, however, should not blind us to 

| tha faet Cnt the coslegy, unl cepectally the plysicdeay, of Wild enteate 

———— Pematin obseured in almost total darkness. 

. Experience in other biological fields shows that covernnental depart- 

| ments are not usually well adapted for researches in pure biolocy. Private 

z enfoments are carrying the bulk of the best work in these fields. It would 
| seen highly appropriate for this Committee to recomend that the President 

, use his good offices to interest private fants in a program of research in 

the physiology and ecolosy of same mammals ani birds, in the same manner 

| : as he has alreafly effectively done in other scientific fields. Unlessthe 

scientific fountation grows as fast as the superstructure of practical fact- 

finding, progress mst ultimately be halted until the founiational works 

| 
es | | 3
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' Hon. Harry B. Hawes 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Senator Hawes: 

I have been thinking hard about your letter of December 
1l, requesting me to outline, for the use of the Senate Committee, 
some material on the past history and future program of game conser= 
vation. . 

Would you be willing to somewhat limit the scope of this 
material? In my opinion it would be adviaable to do so. If I may 
make a suggestion, it would be that the Senate Committee first out- 
line the role of the Federal government in came conservation. ‘This 
is its direct and unquestionable responsibility. Such material could 
then be expanded to cover the historical reasons for that role, and 

| the hoped-for activities of other agencies whose roles are to be 
integrated with it. : 

I have thrown together a very rough and much sbbreviated 
memorandum merely to illustrate the nature of the subject matter I 
have in mind. If you will give me your reaction to this, it will 
help me to proceed with a more thorough compliance with your request. 

The size of the undertaking is not my only reason for ; 
suggesting a more restricted subject matter. ‘There is much confusion 
at this moment on what the role of the Federal government really is. 
It seems a logical first move for your Committee to attempt to define 
it. 

In writing this memo I have necessarily had to afvance 
some thoughts not previously discussed with either the Institute or 
its ecooperators. Accordingly I am sending a copy of this memo to Mr. 
Olin, and if you have no objection I would appreciate your sending 
the attached extra copy to Mr. Redington. 

I look back on our visit with much pleasure, and am 
' anxious to serve your Committee in any way that I can. 

: Yours sincerely, 

\ In Charee, Game Survey :
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I. PREFACE 

1. Reason for Report. ‘The League's reason for considering cooperation 

with the Institute is indicated by a resolution, offered by Mr. Walling, 

and passed by the Executive Board, Feb. 11: 

“As a result of the recent drought, following a continued 
decline in the game bird resources of the United States, our 
country is confronted with an emergency. 

u . . . The Izaak Walton League recognizes this... — 
crisis . . . and determines to mass its resources to meet the 
needs of game restoration..." 

The Institute's reason for considering cooperation is that its 

Game Survey and its research Fellowships are beginning to disclose 

ideas and facts which it desires to bring to the attention of organized 

sportsmen and conservationists. 

This report aims to appraise the League as a mechanism for foster+ 

ing the practice of game management. 

2. Limitations of Report. Only three days were available for this 

appraisal. Hence attention was confined to its manner of organization 

and to the trend of its geme policy. 

While its work in other conservation fields is not covered, it 

should be understood that the League aims to bring about a system of 

conservation practice in which both sporting and aesthetic interests are 

harmonized and coordinated as far as possible. 
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II. ORGANIZATION AND TREND 

3. Parts. The League was founded in 1922. It consists of local chapters, 

state divisions, and national headquarters. Separate from the national 

headquarters, but cooperating with it, is the Izaak Walton Foundation, 

founded in 1928. 

4. National Headquarters. An organization chart is shown in Fig. l. 

Policy is formated by the directors through an Executive Board, sub- 

ject to the national convention. Policy is executed by the General 

Manager and his staff of 6 department heads. Contimity is now provided 

for by staggered terms on the Executive Board. 

The executive officers concerned with game policy are: 

Officer Function 

~ General Manager. «2 ss ee es oe we te eh eh UDiveotion 

Director of Conservation. ......+ +... Technical Advisor 

Editor, Outdoor America ) 
Naot se se Ss ee ee 

Director of Public Information) 

Field Representatives . .... +--+. + « « Extension 

5. National Budget. The general financial condition of the League 

will be covered later. The nature and sources of its present budget 

are indicated by the following table. 

=2s



Fig. 2: Approximate Present Budget, I.W.UA. 

Receipts: ; 

66,000 memberships at $2.00 each. ..... . $ 132,000 
Other subscriptions to Outdoor America. . .. . 3,500 

(newsstand) 
Advertising in Outdoor America ....... 6. 97,000 
Grants by I.W.L. Foundations ... <= ss ss » 26,809 

$249, 300.00 

Expenditures: 

Salaries and expenses of Executive Staff... .$ 57,346 
@lerical and steno. service . :...«s «« s « « UE5960 
Printing and postage, Outdoor America ..... . 62,2H0 
Office rent, supplies, ete. «2.0. ss s+ 6 ee OT aoe 

Salaries of 3 extension men . . . «s+. +s +e © {[,800 
Traveling expenses, 3 extension men....... 9,000 

$247,140.00 

6. Size and Distribution of Membership. Figs. 3 and 4 show the 

geographic distribution of League Chapters in 1929 and 1930 respectively. 

These maps, as well as the membership curve in Fig. 7, show a decline 

in size during a period probably beginning about 1927 and ending in 1929, 

followed by an upward trend in 1930. The decline was associated with 

a careful recount and with the abandonment of "commissions" for organizers 

and other "forced" methods of expansion. In my opinion it represents a 

healthy trend toward qualitative instead of quantitative standards of 

membership and accomplishment. 

Fig. 5 shows the paid-up members and number of chapters by states 

Sept. 30, 1930. 

Fig. 6 shows that small chapters (1-100) are by far the most 

frequent, and that the predominant size of the towns in which they occur 

is under 10,000. In other words, the League is geographically fairly close 

to the land, and to this extent is in a position to influence the land- 
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Fig. 5: Izaak Walton League of America 

PAID-UP CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP, SEPT. 30, 1930 
State Total Total 
et Chapters Membership 

Alabama 3 iT 
Arizona 2 “7 
Arkansas 16 287 
California 27 2,251 
Colorado 25 1,928 
Connecticut i Sy] 
Delaware 1 9 
District of Columbia 4 143 
Plorida Z 12 199 
Georgia 5 et 
Idaho 12 538 
Illinois 112 5,659 
Indiana 61 2,785 
Iowa “7 2,658 

Kansas 53 1,394 
Kentucky 31 a3 
Louisiana 2 
Maryland 13 153 
Massachusetts = << 
Michigan 5 2,450 
Minnesota 97 4,958 
Mississippi "6 131 
Missouri 25 “ee 

me Montana & 99 
Nebraska 61 1,589 
New Hampshire 21 1,169 
New Jersey 14 702 
New York 87 4, 304 
North Carolina 30 1,339 
North Dakota 29 1,088 
Ohio 43 2,412 
Oklahoma 167 4,916 
Oregon 15 367 
Pennsylvania 60 2,665 
South Dakota 72 3,498 
Tennessee 14 Won 
Texas 25 612 
Uteh 2 25 
Vermont a 67 
Virginia 19 Tuy 
Washington Wy 1,677 
West Virginia 4 1he 
Wisconsin 100 6, 781 
Wyoming 14 1,086 

1,455 655875
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owner in his attitude toward game. 

E 7. Composition of Membership. It cannot be said, however, that the 

League contains even a fair representation of farmers or other landowners. 

No up-to-date classification of members is available, but one made of 

over 30,000 members in 1925 shows: 

Business men 22,000 $2 per cent 

Professional men 4, 000 15s 8 

Farmers sho = 

This low percentage of farmers probably reflects the fallacy, 

until recently entertained by the League and all other sportsmen's 

organizations, that conservation could be practiced by legislattres, 

officials, and city-dwelling« absentees. With the increasing realization 

that land-crops can be produced only by land-holders, and that the farmer 

and the public must be made equal partners with the sportsman in the 

. geme-restoration enterprise, the percentage of farmers in organizatims 

like the League may reasonably be expected to increase. 

Pn no mere theory is attested by the League's leadership 

in the Michigan Farmer-Sportsman Cooperative. 

8. Chapter Activities. The most important single question is what 

the chapters try to do, and what influence the national organization has 

in determining it. 

Fig. 8 presents a tally of the reported accomplishments to date of 

the ten strongest chapters in ten of the strongest states. Such a tally 

can of course not differentiate either the amount of work or skill devoted 

to the various projects. It can present only the kind of project. It 

omits legislative activitiess 

ye
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A tally made by Frank Warren in 1930 was available in the files, 

: but its game projects were arranged by species instead of by the kind 

of management ideas applied to them. It is particularly desired at this 

time to find out what stage of evolution the League has reached in its 

management ideas. The sequence of ideas is as follows: 

1. Restriction 

2. Reservation 

3. Artificial replenishment 

4, Environmental control 

It is fairly clear from Fig. 7 that the League chapters are in 

transition from the third to the fourth idea. Since the fourth idea 

is what the Game Survey and fellowships are trying to develop, a 

receptivity to the fourth idea is probably to be expected. 

There will be difficulty in getting acceptance of the economic 

Fe corollary of the fourth idea,-namely that only the landholder can 

practice environmental controls. This will be true, however, whether the 

League and the Institute work separately or in dibpeentieis 

In making the tally, it was very apparent that the average chapter 

has not yet evolved the idea of incentive for private initiative. If 

something needs to be done, the League does it. It does not (usually) 

try to get somebody else to do it. Thus the food and cover plantings 

were made by the League. It is of course utterly impossible for business 

and professional men to restore food and cover to the United States by 

their own Saturday-afternoon labors. It is possible for them to show by 

example what the work looks like, and to this extent the Saturday- 

afternoon idea is admirable. There is still lacking, however, an incentive 

for the landowners to copy it. 

5. :



9. Outdoor America. Fig. 9 presents a tally of game items in the last 

12 issues of Outdoor America. Here again volumes, quality, and skill 

cannot be shown. The tally shows number and kind of items only. ‘The 

items are set down roughly in the order of their educational significance. 

The last six issues, as compared with the preceding six, show a 

healthy trend toward dealing with management by environmental control 

and toward dealing with the farm land issue. The proportion of such 

items is still far too low, however, even after allowing for the necessary 

compromise between education and entertainment in a semi-commercial pub- 

lication. There seems to have been little coordination, until recently, 

between the editorial policy of Outdoor America and the Director of Con- 

servation. I was assured that this hiatus has now been bridged. 

Fig. 10 shows the circulation of Outdoor America by states. 

: 10. Izaak Walton Foundation. This is a chartered corporation formed 

in 1928. Its purposes and manner of organization are described in the 

prospectus issued in 1928 and need not be repeated here. 

Its present relations with the League are of three kinds: 

1. It pays for the extension field force. 

2. It has been meeting the operating deficit of 
National Headquarters. 

3. It is assisting National Headquarters to reduce its 
indebtedness. 

The details of these relationships are summarized in the follow- 

ing caption. 

The financial status of the Izaak Walton Foundation is not covered 

in this report. 

b=



Fig. 9: Tally of Game Items in "Outdoor America." 

Apr.-Sept. Oct.1930- 
Item 1930 Feb.1931_ Trend Total Per cent 

Game management (wild) 2 9 + 1l 5 

Game management (artificial prop.) 6 4 < 10 5 

Sportsman-farmer relations 0 1 + i i 

Game policy 1 3 + 4 2 

Game administration 17 2l + 38 17 
(including laws) 

Life history of game species 9 a7 + 26 11 

Game refuges 4 9 = 13 5 

Game reservations, parks, 13 19 * 32 14 
wilderness areas 

Reviews of game literature 4 6 + 10 4 

Game photography 14 T - 21 10 

7 Personalities of hunters ay 11 - 35 16 

"Where-to-go" for hunting 3 5 + & 3 

Hunting stories 8 7 = 15 7 

“105 “Ti9 “oes = 100 

Note: The classes are arranged roughly in what I believe to be their 

present order of significance to game conservation. 

Many items were tallied under more than one classification. 

Only items pertaining directly to game were tallied. 

The tally could not, of course, take into account the quality of 
the items, but only their subject matter. 
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11. Financial Condition of the League. ‘he nature of the present 

budget of National Headquarters has already been described. ‘There 

remains to be covered the general financial condition and trend. 

In 1929 the operating deficit was $31,000.00 ‘This was met by 

the Foundation. The indebtedness of the League at the end of 1929 was 

$155, 000. 00 

In 1930 the operating deficit of the League was $20,000,00. 

This was met by the Foundation. At the end of 1930 the indebtedness 

had been reduced from $155,000.00 to $115,000.00. 

For the current year 1931 the budget is balanced and there is 

no probability of an operating deficit. Hence the help available from 

the Foundation can all be applied to a further reduction of the indebt- 

edness. 

This steady improvement in financial conditions, when considered 

ee in conjunction with the recent recovery of the membership cruve, as 

indicated in Fig. 7, together with recent economies in office organization 

and publication expenses for Outdoor America, justifies the conclusion 

that the present management of the League is sound, and that its recovery 

from the financial difficulties of some years ago is only a matter of time. 

This is especially true if theheal thy trend in its conservation 

program can be maintained and accelerated to the end of assuring further 

expansion of its membership support. 

The effort necessary to expand the Izaak Walton Foundation may also ‘ 

be expected to decrease as the League's conservationprogram becomes more 

specific, vital, and significant. The Institute's own experience in the 

spread of the research fellowship idea shows that the difficulty of 

| financing decreases as specific jobs are isolated, localized and defined. 

: ue 
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w III. POSSIBLE COOPERATION 

12. Nature of Cooperation. Two ways are now visible in which the League 

and the Institute may cooperate. 

a. There may be an exchange of facts and ideas between the 

Institute's Game Survey and the League's National Headquarters. 

b. The Institute might help the League finance an expansion 

of its extension program in the hope that other industries 

affected by the success of the conservation movement might 

do likewise. 

It is understood that the League is interested in (a) whether or 

no anything can be done about (b). ; 

13. Exchange of Facts and Ideas. My report on the Game Survey of the 

north central region is now on the press and will be available to the 

public within the next month or two. To the extent that the facts, ideas, 

© and viewpoints set forth therein are acceptable to the League's Executive 

Board, the League will have an opportunity to explain and interpret them 

to the public. They may also merit extension from the region surveyed 

into other states. The Institute has no machinery for such extension 

work, and it seems doubtful whether in the long run industries should do g 

their own extension work in conservation. : 

In addition, the Institute's system of game fellowships is beginning 

to make available through the universities new biological facts bearing on 

geme restoration. Furthermore the U. S. Biological Survey, through its 

current advisory service to these fellowships, comes in intimate contact 

with most other game research projects throughout the country, and accord- 

ingly has available still further biological facts which will presumably 

be useful to the League's Executive Board in guiding its conservation policy, 
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and its extension program. 

a All of this information could be made available to the League by 

the establishment of an informal advisory relationship with the Game 

Survey, and the Biological Survey officer in charge ¢ the fellowships. 

Such a relationship need not involve any formal commitments on the part 

of any of the three parties concerned. 

The Executive Board or the Headquarters staff could call on Mye 

Grange or myself for an exchange of advice oncurrent problems, andthen 

formulate its own actims. The only limitation inherent in such an arrange- 

ment is the increased time liability involved. For my part, I cannot take 

on any large additional duties without slowing down the Game Survey, and this 

I am reluctant to do. 

The amount of time this new relationship will take will depend 

primarily on the person selected to fill the now vacant position of Con- 

fe servation Director in the League. If he understands the game problem 

it will take little time. If he does not, it will take much time. 

More systematic cooperation with the League will also facilitate 

game surveys in new states. This gain is not so large as it might seem, 
has been made 

however, because full use/of League chapters in my past work, without 

any formal authority for so doing. 

It is recommended that the Institute approve the League's request 

for cooperation by the Game Survey, with the understanding that the 

effectiveness of such sooperation will depend upon the League's finding 

@ competent man for the present vacancy. 

14. Extension Work. Proposed Training Camp. It is my opinion that 

the benefits to be derived from an expansion of the League's extensim 
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field force will depend primarily on the organization of training 

= facilities, both for any new men that may be added and for the present 

extension workers. 

The time is ripe for the organization of training facilities, not 

only for the League, but for other organizations. An increasing number 

of State Divisions maintain paid secretaries who need to be brought 

inte contact with new ideas. Several State Conservation Departments 

maintain extension men who need training. Other organizations, including 

the Audubon Society and the American Forestry Association maintain exten- 

sion men. Some of the companies constituting the Insitute have a game 

extension force. 

If a short course or training camp in game management could be 

organized, it seems possible that these numerous agencies might each 

send their men to it at their own expense. This might later be followed 

=i by other short courses or training camps in fish management, forestry, etc. 

A large fund of experience in the organization of training cemps 

has been accumlated in the U. S. Forest Service, the Army, and o ther 

organizations. This experience wold doubtless be made available to a 

geme management training camp upon request. 

It goes without saying that such a camp should rely on visual 

instruction in the field as much as possible, and on stunat instruction 

indoors as little as possible. The most important single thing is to let 

the trainees see what game management looks like on the ground. The man- 

agement demonstration areas now available at Michigan Agricultural College 

and Thomasville, Georgia, and those in prospect in other states, offer 

logical locations. 

For the benefit of those who do not know how a training camp works 
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in such organizations as the U. S. Forest Service, it had better be said 

- that it is an exchange of ideas and experience, not an inculcation of 

doctrine. The same man may be pupil one day and teacher the next. It is 

merely a deliberate mixing of old hands and neophytes for the sake of 

mutual stimlation and growth. Teachers for a game management camp have 

to be drafted here and there from all institutions working on game, and 

from private life. A camp should last one or two months. 

There should be some central repository of experience and source 

of leadership. This is obviously the function of the U. S. Biological 

Survey, and should be centered in the Cooperative Agent in charge of 

fellowships and demonstrations (now W. B. Grange). In my opinion both 

the League and the Institute would be more than justified in contributing 

financially and otherwise to the organization of such training facilities. 

I doubt whether the Institute would be justified in a financial 

es @ntribution for more extension men if such men are not to be trained. 

Here again the future course of action seems to depend on finding 

the right man for Director of Conservation in the League, and on teamwork 

between him, the Game Survey and the Biological Survey. 

15. Visual Education. The League's educational program seems to me 

: lopsided, in that it relies almost entirely on the printed or spoken 

word, rather than on visual education in the form of exhibits, moving 

pictures, and demonstrations on the ground. The Michigan demonstration in 

game management constitutes the League's first notable departure from the 

old methods. 

The League hes motion pictures but their subject matter indicates ! 

entertainment rather than education. Save for the Michigan demonstration, 

the opportunity for extension by visual education is still neglected. 
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Any extension program should include the development of exhibits 

so and motion pictures to show the members and the public what game management 

means. The same is, of course, true of the League's effort in all other 

conservation fields. 

Motion pictures and exhibits of anything less than superlative 

quality are unprofitable. To accumulate good ones takes time. Accordingly 

I would suggest that a competent man to develop these activities be added 

to the Headquarters staff as soon as possible. Such a man would fom a 

logical part of the proposed expansion in the extension work. It would be 

possible to be very specific about his proposed work, and accordingly it 

ought not be difficult to finance it. 

The Institute once contemplated such work, and located suitable 

talent. The project was dropped, however, because it seemed more suitable 

for some public organization, rather than an industry, to do extension 

7 work in the game field. 

16. Public Relatims. Proposed Conservation Exthange. Any cooperation 

between the League and an industry, whether formal or informal, and 

whether financial or otherwise, is likely to be misinterpreted and 

criticized by the public unless special provision is made to keep the 

public fully informed abot how it is conducted and what it is doing. 

The pending publication of the Game Survey, plus current publication 

of information on the proposed cooperative enterprise in Outdoor America, 

will go part wy ment keeping the public informed, but in my opinion 

this will not go far enough. As soon as any cooperation relationship is 

entered into, it is recommended that all parties at interest, and all con- 

servation factions be fully informed. They might further be asked to par- 

ticipate in the organization of a central clearing house or exchange. 
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This might consist of a joint committee, composed of representatives to 

S be appointed by their respective organizations, which would meet period- 

ically for an exchange of information on what each is doing. 

Such a mechanism might not only serve to prevent misunderstanding 

of the cooperative relationship discussed in this report, tut might also 

tend to clear the atmosphere of misunderstandings and disputes throughout 

the conservation field. 
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IV. APPENDIX 

EXHIBITS (accompanying original copy to Institute). 

A. Anmel Report of I.W.1.4. for 1929. Pamphlet. : 

B. Chapter Manual. Issued by I.W.l.A. Oct. 1, 1930. 

: C. Important to the Farmer. A leaflet aimed to show importance 
of I.W.L.A. program to the rural resident. Undated. 

D. Purposes of the Izaak Walton League. A leaflet simed to 
explain the League to prospective members. 

EB. Mr. Hunter, etc. A leaflet aimed to explain the League to 

sportsman. 

F. Save a Green Spot, etc. A leaflet aimed to explain the League 
to parents. 

G. Producing Better Fishing. A leaflet aimed to explain the 

League to fishermen. 

H. The Junior Member. Leaflet. Undated. 

- I. Making Your Friend a Member. Leaflet. Undated. 

J. Outdoor America Sportsmen's Show. Leaflet. Prospectus for 
1931 show. 

K. Constitution & By-laws, I.WeleA. Leaflet. Apr. 26, 1930. 

L. Semi-Annual Report of Chairman of Board. Mimeographed. 
Jan. 1-June 30, 1930. 

M. Petition for Charter. With outline for program. Blank form. 

With Secretary's report. 

N. Constitution for Chapter. Mimeographed blank form. 

0. Suggestions for Chapter Activities. Possible projects. 

P. Program for Your First Meeting. Mimeographed suggestions. 

Q. How to Organize a Local Chapter. Leaflet. 

R. Subscription Blank. 

8S. Miscellaneous.
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- Report to the Wheat on 

: Aldo Leopold 

The Problem. The history of this winter's legislative sessions 

proves beyond a doubt that the educational mission of the Izaak 

Walton League mst be carried out among its own members, as well as 

among the public at large. 

The almost universal preoccupation with controversies and un- 

important detail indicates that the conservation problem is being 

attached from the top down instead of from the bottom up. The 

‘bottom consists of an accumulating store of biological facts and 

actual experiments in their application to lend. ‘this bottom layer 

of non-controversial facts offers a foundation on which a sound 

structure can be tuilt. An understanding of these facts, dissemin- 

ated widely among the public at large, should be the present objective 

: of the conservation movement. 

Hducational Media, All conservation agencies have so far relied on 

speeches and printed matter for telling the public about the biology 

of game and the experiments in raising game as a.crop. lUxperience 

has proved that these media are insufficient. Only persons already : 

more or less familiar with the subject grasp the meaning of the 

printed or spoken word to an extent which enables them to differen- 

tiate the important from the unisportant. 

Other more experienced public movements have long since ceased 

to rely on the spoken or printed word for educating the general public. 

They have found by experience at least two much more successful media: 
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(1) exhibits, and (2) motion pictures. Agriculture, Good Roads, and 

the Red Cross are examples in point. 

Exhibits. This term is here used to indicate an artificial scene 

bailt up in an illuminated portable case or box in such a way as 

graphically to portray what an idea looks like when translated into 

physical action. Public museums, for instance, have developed an 

amazing skill in teaching natural history through the reproduction of 

typical landscapes and their indigenous wild life. 

: Natural history, however, is not conservation or manacement. It 

seems to me more important to use exhibits to teach people how to con- 

serve than to teach them what needs conserving. 

Exhibits are either superlative or worthless, depending on the 

skill with which they are executed. The only exhibit worth showing 

at all is one that has been executed with such skill as to hold the 

eye by its beauty, and the mind by its significance. 

So far all exhibits consist of a combination of taxidermy, 

photography, painting, and the synthetic construction of vegetation, 

water, ete. Skill in these arts, however, would not be sufficient to 

portray the idea of game management. The artist, in order to do a 

good job, must himself understand game management. 

Movies. Moving pictures are already widely used to entertain conserva- 

tion gatherings, but there are as yet no films which teach anything 

except academic natural history facts. The reason for this is that 

the expert photographers and naturalists who are entrusted with the 

job of making these films do not themselves understand what manage- 

ment is, or what it is for. It seems almost obvious that motion
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picture films portraying not only wild life, but the process of 

making ite environment favorable for its perpetuation, will prove 

to be a very valuable educational medium. 

Examples. At the back of this report is a description of a sample 

game management exhibit, and the rough scenario of a sample game 

management film. 

It goes without saying that both media can be used with equal 

success for teaching fish management, pollution, watershed conservation, 

and other conservation subjects. ‘They are already being used to 

teach fire control and forestry (see Appendix) but these exhibits are 

not portable and hence cannot be easily shown to many people. 

Need of Demonstration. At least a dozen state conservation departments 

already maintain motion picture photographers who would probably switch 

their emphasis from entertainment to education if somehody demonstrates 

that there is such a thing as an educational film. At present their 

films merely provide entertainment. Half a dozen sporting magazines 

also show films of the entertainment type. 

Probably a hundred museums are already using exhibits to teach 

natural history. They would probably extend their activities to 

teach conservation methods if someone demonstrated how to go about it. 

In addition large sums are being expended in ordinary "publicity 

campaigns" which propagate material a large part of which is of little 

actual value. Publicity men fight shy of valuable material because 

of visual émages. 

Much of this large pre-existing expenditure of energy can be
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directed into more useful channels if someone demonstrates the possi- 

bilities of visual education. 

Gosts of Demonstration. The costs of moving picture films to visualize 

game management would vary so widely with local difficulties and 

circumstances that no cost estimates can be given. It is possible, 

however, to set down the approximate cost of e demonstration in game 

management exhibits. A trial exhibit consisting of two or three 

portable cases, such ag described in the appendix of this report, 

would cost: 

9 months salary at $6,000 per year... . $4,500 
rent of workshop at $40 per month .... 360 
travel to gather facts and material. ... 750 
3 cases at $75 each 6 1 set te ee ee BH 
3 painted backgrounds at $40 each. .... 120 
todle and miscellaneous materials... . 3 

. 

Some of these items, such as rent, might be avoided or reduced 

if cooperative facilities were made available. 

Expert Services. At the outset it would likely be impracticable to 

take on more than one man to feel out the possibilities of visual 

education. If both exhibits and movies were to be tried, his 

personal qualifications would have to include expertness int 

Photography 
Taxidermy 
Seulpture 
Building up synthetic materials 

; Natural History : 
: Game Management : 

Creative ability to synthesize all of the above 

There are probably a dogen men in the country who possess 

expert knowledge in part of these fields, but probably only one 

or two who possess fairly expert knowledge of all of them. Any - 

action on this recommendation should be preceded by a most pains-
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taking man hunt, since anything short of the very highest sicill 

would not be a profitable investment. Advice in the selection of 

the very best man could be obtained from universities, museums, and 

agencies which have applied this technique to other fields. 

Recommendation. ‘The real need for this demonstration is not merely 

_@ sum of money, but rather the intelligent leadership of « single 

individual who appreciates the possibilties of the idea, end possesses 

not only the means to give it a trial, mt the steering ability to : 

see thet the trial is made in the right way of the right seale under 

the right auspices and that the results come to the attention of the 

right people. ‘he project needs to be underwritten both financially 

and "morally" in the same sense that the game management and the fish 

management vrojects of the Michigan Division have been underwritten. 

There is already strong evidence that these projects will promptly 

be copied in the surrounding states. ‘The spreading power of this 

visual education idea ought to be equally great or greater. 

It will, I think be the part of wisdom to safeguard the dis- 

interestedness of the messages conveyed, in the same manner that 

: educational institutions safeguard the disinterestedness of their 

" ‘pesearch findings. One way to do this would be to wrk through 

the Izaak Walton Foundation. 

It ie recommended that the Izaak Walton League bring this 

opportunity to the attention of a few selected leaders in its 

; strongest state divisions, in the hope that one of them might take 

it up. 

Whoever takes this up can have full use of the biological facts
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being developed by the game fellowships, and I am certain that the 

Biological Survey and all other game research institutions would 

likewise contribute their results and cooperation. 

Photographs of exhibits built by Paul Pair for the U. 5. Forest 

Service and the California State Museum are presented in the appendix. 

The omission of color of course faile to do justice to their real merit. 

If the trial were mecessful, then its sponsors should work toward 

putting the findings of all the most important game work into visual-— 

ized form. Such findings in the game and fish field are available from: 

1. The Georgia Quail Investigation. 

2. The Williamston Project. 

3. The Kalkaska Project. 

4, The Institute Fellowships on Quail, Ruffed Grouse, 
Hungarian Partridge, and Gambel Quail.
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Sample Exhibit 

Pheasant Nanacewent on a Michiean Fam 

General Idea. Prepare two portable cases illustrating conditions on 

the same farm, before ani after improvement for pheasants. ‘the fore- 

ground would show a typical pot-hole swamp eurrounied by fields with 

a@ woodlot and farmhouse in the distance. 

Gase 1. Before Manscement., Show a single eock pheasant on the edge 

of the swamp picicing at a seanty food supply of wild fruite. A 

stubble of cut corn partially covered with snow and devoid of either 

food or cover adjoins the swamp. The pheasant’s tracks show his 

recent return from an unsuccessful foraging trip. ‘The fencerow of 

thie end other surrounding fields is bare. On a nearby tree is a 

"No Trespass" sien. A series of explanatory labele around the exterior 

of the ease connect by barely visible threads to the various features 

of the landscape which account for the seareity of pheasants. A single 

rabbit track also appears in the foreground. A general label explains 

that the swamp is wintering only three or four birds, because there 

is not enough food te go with the cover. 

GSase Il. After Manaresent. ‘The sane swamp, bat bordered by a food- 

patch of unent corn in which several pheasants are feeding, ani the 

tracks show that more have been there. On the further efize of the 

sweup is a conifer plantation where several birds are visible in 

the background on s snow-covered opening, while another bird on the 

wing ie headed for the conifer cover. ‘he formerly bare fencerows
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now show a thin fringe of cover and food plants, and the formerly 

bare hayfield shows the outer swathe of the last cutting during the 

preceding autumn left to catch the early spring nests and thuse avoid 

haying mortality. On the tree which formerly bore the "No Trespass" 

sign appears the sign of the Williamston Farmers Cooperative. Tracks 

in the snow show how the fence line and food patch improvements have 

been heavily used by pheasants, and mumerous rabbit tracks show that 

they, too, have been making use of the pheasant food. Appropriate 

exterior labels, again connected with the various points of interest 

with barely visible threads, explain the function of each item in the 

improved environment and the augmented population of pheasants winter- 

ing in the swamp. Possibly a man's track could be added to show that 

: the farmer is keeping his eye on the birds. 

Other Possible Subjects. ‘This pair of exhibits to explain food and 

cover improvements are by no means the only aspects of pheasant 

management which could be portrayed by exhibits. ‘the improvement 

and dispersion of “crowing areas" would make an equally good or 

better exhibit. In such case a crowing cock in the foreground could 

be the center of interest.
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F Sample Film 

General Idea. Prepare a film showing chronologically the transition 

from unregulated “free shooting" to the present system of cooperative 

geme management and regulation of hunting. 

Scene I. Before Management. A farmer wakes up in the early morning 

on the opening day of the shooting season and finds his farm full of 

trespassing hunters who are having no luck. He goes out to talk to 

them and finds some appreciative of their position as guests and others 

not so. He also finds evidences of the abuse of the trespass privilege, 

such as trampled grain or broken fences. He finally decides to post 

his fara, but while in the act of doing so falls into a conversation 

with a sportsman who tells him about the Michigan plan. 

Scene Il. After Manezement. This shows the same farmer talking care 

of his birds in winter, marking nests during the haying, and finally 

going out to hunt himself on opening day after issuing tickets to 

several visiting sportsmen and declining permission for othes after 

his allotment of tickets has been exhausted. In the course of his 

hunt the various provisions for the welfare of game are filmed and 

explained. A 

Comment. This sample has intentionally been made very brief since 

the use of movies to portray this subject is so obvious as hardly to . 

require explanation. ‘The value of the film would depend on the skill 

with which the subject matter is selected and the various basic ideas 

implied by the film and by the titles.
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Definition. The term “game survey" is used to designate two quite 

different things: (1) current anmal “crop reporting" as « basis for 

current regulatory measures; (2) an appraisal of the trend of pro- 

ductivity factors, ani a forecast of policy anunenes necessary for game 

restoration. 

The term is here used in the latter sense. “Crop reporting" is 

covered in Chapter VI. i 

In the sense here used, and at the present time, a game survey is 

an attempt to change the orientation of thought and action on wild life 

conservation from the old concept of retarding the dimimtion of a 

dwindling resource to the new concept of cropping and building up that 

resource through enviromental controls. However mech individual ideas — 

may differ on questions of method, there remains a fundamental dis- 

tinction between the old idea of hoarding, and the new idea of building. 

Obviously no “game survey" can transform the public mind, but it can, 

if rightly executed, mobilize and activate the forces which hasten the 

rate of change, and influence their direction. 

Functions. Any useful change in public attitude toward game mst be 

: built upon a better public understanding of what determines game 

abundance. The average citizen still thinks that 

Abundance = (laws + artificial restocking + vermin control) - shooting. 

The first function of a game survey is not only to weigh these 

factors, but also to seck actual historical evidence on whether agricul- 

tural and forest practice, by influencing food, cover, and other factors, 

are not even more powerful. ‘The past history of the land, the game, and



the laws mst be reconstructed, and their trends projected into the 

fature. 

A second and more difficult function is to show what would happen 

if landowmmers regulated shooting and took care of game environment. To 

remove this question from the realm of mere conjecture, places must be 

found where one or both of these things happened accidentally, and some 

kind of comparative measurements of their effect on game built up. 

Who is the future landowmer? ‘The surveyor mst project into the 

future the trend of economic changes in the land-owning industries, and 

the land program of related conservation activities such as forestry and 

parks. From these he mst forecast some give-and-take adjustment which 

will fit each of them and also the needs of game. His mind, if not his 

report, mast contain some sort of picture of a future system of land use. 

A fourth and mech easier function is to demonstrate our present 

biological ignorance. Actual cases ot sneak of conservation 

questions due to misunderstanding of the relative strength of biological 

forces can be found by the dozen in any state, together with the historicd 

evidence to prove them. 

More difficult is the planting of a conviction that research can 

gradually dissolve this ignorance, and that local institutions can and 

should undertake such research. The surrounding territory may furnish 

actual examples. 

The local public almost invariably expects a survey to recommend 

changes in appropriations and administrative organization. It is usually 

necessary to show that what administrators think about is more important 

than how they are organized or how much money they have.



Demonstrations. Surveys are usually expected to recommend policies 

rather than to initiate actions. In the field of game, however, it seems 

doubtful whether theories and plans alone, no matter how well supported ; 

by evidence, are anywhere nearly as useful as samples or demonstrations of 

how those theories and plans work. 

The effect of environmental controls by the landowner, for instance, 

ean be tested by actual trial on a land unit typical of the area being 

surveyed. The utility of research can likewise be tested. Both kinds 

of demonstrations commonly begin to yield significant results within a 

couple of years. A real game survey should be given (or should seek ot) 

the funds necessary to initiate such demonstrations as its findings call 

for. The public, within a short period, can tims judge thse findings 

by the way in which they work in actual test. 

Personnel.” It is usually footless to make a game survey without at the 

same time training personnel which will imow how it was made, which will . 

know what it means, and which will remain in the locality to follow up 

and execute’ its findings. If the locality is a state, this means that 

the surveyor should have as his "first lieutenant" a cerefully selected 

man who will contime in a position of leadership in that state. 

Technique. The history of game and of chances in land-use can be partly 

reconstructed from the local biological and agricultural literature, 

which mist be pretty thoroughly reviewed in advance. A wealth of less 

accurate but nevertheless useful detail can be hung upon the framework 

by compiling the recollections of local people. Diaries and journals 

of sportsmen and naturalists, the books of former commercial game dealers, 

official reports on various land industries, weather records, statutes, old s



files of sporting and agricultural periodicals, and a mltitude of other 

gburces of information lie ready-to-hand. The problem is to make a good 

guess as to which are worth skimming. 

All of this bears on reconstructing the past. Probable future 

trends in land industries are usually quite definitely forecast by 

agricultural colleges, forest schools, official departments, and private 

organizations for the promotion of this or that activity. 

The surveyor, however, cannot afford to be merely a “lute on which 

all winds can play." His historical conclusions ani his estimate of trends 

must be constantly checked against that greatest but least-read of all 

books: the face of the land. It is astonishing how many naturalists read 

the present page only. The stumps in a woodlot, the species, age, and 

form of fencerow trees, the plough-furrows in a reverted field, the location 

and age of an old archard, the height of the baie of an irrigation ditch, 

the vegetation in a gully, the fire-scars in a sawlog--these and a thousand 

other roadside objects spell out words of history, and of destiny, of game 

and of peoples. ‘They are the final authority on the recent past and the 

immediate future. 

Finally, a practical understanding of the laws, customs, prejudices, 

enthusiams, and social outlook of the people mst be picked up in the 

course of the survey, ani the imovable points carefully charted. ‘the 

future course to be recommended must steer around and between these fixed 

points, or end up as merely “a new book for the library."



2 I€ Game Policy Symposium 
ay American Game Conference 

; Nov. 28, 1932 

: Aldo Leopold 

The Game Policy passed by this Conference in 1930 is, of course, 

not binding on its members as individuals, but when many members, in 

their capacity as game officials, pursue policies in contravention of 

it, it is binding upon the Policy Committee to call public attention 

to that fact, and to urge that either the national or the local policy 

be amended. 

One of the seven "standards" for predator control megested by 

the national policy is that rare predators should not be controlled, 

and no species should be exterminated over large areas. Yet on pase 

31 of the 1931 Proceedings of this Conference, a speaker points with 

pride to a state which offers cash prizes to farm boys in a vermin- 

control contest conducted on the lines of the old-fashioned "side-hunt," 

with 15 points allowed on Duckhawis. 

Is it necessary for me to explain that the duckhawk is one of 

the rarest and most beautiful of our raptors, and being rare, is worth 

far more to the public than the game it may destroy? One ornithologist 

estimates there are two nesting pairs left in the state in question. 

A few more are seen during migration. 

We have in predator control moot questions by the dogen, in 

which any one of a dozen opinions may be right, but there can hardly 

be more than one opinion on offering sportsmen's money as a prize for 

the extermination of a rare species.
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The point at issue is no mere biological pecadillo. ‘There 

happens to be a minority of citizens, including myself, who get as 

. mach thrill out of seeing a duckhawk as in seeing a swan or an antelope. 

There is a larger majority who cannot distinguish a duckhawk from an 

airplane, and who neither mow nor care whether the species exists. 

Both groups have the same constitutional right to their respective 

personal attitudes. But when the majority, in disregard of the growing 

volume of minority protests, attemts to use public money and public 

officers to steamroller a species out of existence, then we suffer the 

P tyranny of the mob. 

Duckhawiks are so rare that if every one in the United States 

were annihilated today, it could not possibly enlarge next year's game 

erop by one-tenth of one per cent. Hence we cannot condone such actions 

by pleading that biologists disagree over the destructiveness of the 

species. Whatever damage the duckhawi inflicts cannot be material. : 

If the ethics of this matter be not unferstood, maybe the politics 

will be clearer. I know of three states in which the sportsmen are sub- 

mitting to this winter's legislatures novel but promising solutions of 

the problem of total closure on quail. The future of qail shooting 

depends on their enactment. ‘These solutions are too new and unfamiliar 

to pass in the face of substantial objection. Weed we be surprised if 

the bird-lovers, smarting under the lash of our majority whip in the 

matter of predators, veteas to entrust us with new powers and responsi- 

bilities in the matter of quail? 

I admit I have chosen an extreme case to illustrate my point, 

and that for each case there are a hundred others the merits of which
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are biologically debatable. For once, however, I am not talking biology, 

but rather human attitudes. The danger lies not in debates--for these 

signify that somebody is learning something--but rather in our often 

ruthless assumption that there is nothing to debate about, our frequent 

disrespect for dissenting opinion, our tacit belief that because we as 

sportsmen pay the bills and constitute a majority, we are free to follow 

what we conceive to be our interest, and let the long-haired naturalists 

weep if they will! 

These attitudes have been aggravated during the past year by the 

unfortunate attemmts of news-mongers to induce Jack Miner and other 

practicing conservationists to pontificate on this predator questim, 

It is time for somebody to say flatly that little as the scientist 

knows about it, the woodsman type of naturalist Imows even less. Each 

is familiar with certain bolts, wheels, and belts of the biclogical 

engine which we call Nature, but that does not mean that either is com- 

petent to change its design, or to discard and destroy what he conceives 

to be unneeded parts. Nobody is, yet. It is not his engine, anyhow, 

and once stalled, we cannot buy a new one. 

All through history tyrannical majorities have condoned their 

acts of violence on the grounds of punishing "wickedness." ‘The hawk which 

kills my pheasant is wicked and cruel, and hence mst die. Some hawks 

in some situations doubtless should die, but let us at least admit that 

we kill the hawk out of self-interest, and in doing so we act on exactly 

the same motives as the hawi did. 

Bird-lovers would have scant complaint if predator-control were 

resorted to reluctantly, selectively, and only after other measures
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fail to restore the game. As a matter of fact, however, predator- 

control campaigns are usually indiscriminate, and are resorted to 

before anything else has been tried. I could name a dozen states using 

public money for wholesale vermin" campaigns which have never lifted 

a finger to bring about wholesale food or cover improvements. : 

Conferences like this present a danger, as well as an opportunity. 

As we sit in our compact circle of mutual unierstanding, we may possibly 

forget that there is such a thing as a sporting attitude toward other 

groups, as well as toward game and toward each other. Above all, it is 

the essence of both sportsmanship and science habitually to doubt our 

own ability to truly understand all that we see in nature.



Dec. 17, 1932 

Mr. Harry McGuire, Editor 

Outdoor Life 
Mount Morris, Illinois 

Dear Mr. McGuire: 

Attached is a paper which I prepared 

for the Game Conference but did not have a chance 

to present. Seth Gordon does not care to have it 

for American Game. It occurs to me that because 

of your interest in the general subject matter, 

you might want it. If so, you are welcome to it. 

; The paper is very short and I am not 

ae : thinking of it as a regular article. It might, 

however, be provocative of useful discussion if 

printed in your contributor's column, or whatever 

you call the place where miscellaneous personal 

views are set forth. 

Do not hesitate, of course, to turn 
this down if it does not fit your needs. 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LBOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Inel. 

\
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IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN : } 

REFUGE POLICY 

ae kaerete 

ae. fhe word refuge, as herein used, means an area closed to 

shooting &t all seasons, end so managed that it may produce an outflow 

of geome for the benefit of the murrounding area. Improvement of shooting 

om the surrounding area is umally an object. 

the word sanctuary) noms the same thing, exeept thet it may 

ve used where an outflow is not necessarily expected or where the ares deals 

with nen-shootable or nom-geme species. 

Yor brevity, the word refuge is used inclusively in this policy 

where both categories are being discussed, but the principles apply to 

tanctuaries as well as refuges. 

a 

nw Various states have built up systems of state "refages" which 

sonsist merely of the signe tacked up on their boundaries. ‘They perform 

no function, either ty virtue of their terrain or their administration, 

which could not be performed ty a good trespass law, or good game laws 

adequately enforced. Guch prectice, while often well intenfed, actually 

subverts the meening of the word refuge, and demages conservation by beclouding 

the inadequacy of the trespass or geme laws or the inadequacy of their 

enforcenent. ; 

EUNGTIONS ¢ 
The policy in Iowa will be to give state recognition only to 

such refages a= perform © definite and useful function or service for a 3 

| particular species or group of species. 

be EG ee a a Ne ee ye nie
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: Phe various species differ greatly in the degree to which they 

are susceptible of being benefited ty refuges. Oatflov, for instance depends 

é largely on mobility. Mobility is very great in migratory birds, moderate in 

Prairie Chickens end Pheasant, low in Hungerian Partridge end Raffed Grouse, 

and very low in quail or eottontaill rabbit. 

Outflow also depends on population pressure within the refuge, | 

due to favoreble enviroment snd resulting natural increase. . 

Possible density of population also greatly Limits the feasibil- 

ity of refuges. Upland game does not usumlly tolerate densites in excess of 

ome bird per acrep except in winter concentration areas. It is usually um 

profitable, therefore, te bay expensive land as refuges for sedentary upland 

ss geome species, 

The functions judtifying a refuge ares 

(a) Outflow by reason of mobility of the species served. 

(>) Oatflow ty reason of environmental improvement. 

(ec) Protection of seed stock. 

(d) terrein either inherently more favorsble then the 
= or made so by improving foot, 

Fs, dibins while to adit es wn te wh 

Gontitions usally justify state recognition only in the following cases: 

1. Haterfowl Breeding @ Rest Aress: Watezforl are so mobile, 
end breeding or rest areas 50 inadequate, that almost any marshlend or 

water used for breeding or resting to eny notable extent will qualify, 

provided the refuge can be enforced. Breeding areas, in order to qualify, 

ahoald ve protected from heavy grazing and fire. Lerge open waters which cannot
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be shot in any event qualify only when the shore, as well as the water, i@/ 

included. 

2. genctuaries for Rare Species or Breeding Colonies: Any 

area containing ruffed grouse, resident prairie chickens, wild turkeys or 

other rere species, or breeding colonies of gregarious birds like herons 

or gulls, usually qualifies ss a refuge by reason of the desirability 

excluding guns «nd shooting from the vicinity. I+ is desireable, however, 

te stimulate reasonable enforcement and control of grazing, fire, etc., 

where needed. 

3. Pheasant Refuges: Areas of heavy cover especially adapted 

te conserving a seed stock of pheasants deserve recognition ae state refuges, 

wp to the Limit of tho state's ability to patrol end improve then, and 

providing the garreunding area ig open to pablie shooting om reasonable tems, | 

Provision of nesting cover, wintering cover, or winter food on ! 

ciate tetiiges ta wmally of even greater thiperteads then pretedting ‘cont \ 

stock from sheeting. 

Waterfowl refuges con frequently function as Pheasant refuges. 

The state cannot afford te own more than a skeleton system 

including the larger and more important pheasant refuges. The maximum / 
state owmership should usually be one pér tomship. the state can, however, 

properly recognize privately owned refuges provided they constitate part 

of an orgenized game sanaghaan’ demonstration area. 

amacrine: 
a state full authority to establish refuges whether or 7 

not it owng the land. I+ should own the lond only when it already belongs 

to the state, or when ownership is the most feasible way to accomplish the 

parpose of the refuges 

| ¢
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i Refuges not owned by the state, but established by its authority, 

may be onlled “suxiliary*. 

THE LEASED AUXILIARINS, which are now in effect should be continned watt] 

each has been exemined by the administrative foree to see whether they 

qaalify under this policy. It should be explained te owners sho do not 

qanlity, how they can accomplish their legitimate purposes under the trespass 

laws. 

Stk, CO, 
There are p: meny areas which need to be closed te shooting 

for general parposes, but which do not qualify under the specific purposes 

recognized in this policy. The desired closure may, if the area is otherwize 

qalified, be obtained by establishing © park,
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A Conservation Plan for Wisconsin Farms 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is the integration of economic with esthetic land use. 

The over-expansion of economic land-use is a prime factor in, if not a 

basic cause of, the disturbed conditions which now prevail. 

It is at least doubtful whether the sudden contraction of economic land 

uses by fiat or subsidy is feasible. A complex mechanism which took centuries 

to evolve must taken decades to "devolve." : 

Amore natural, though slower, remedy is to encourage the expansion of 

"“eompeting" esthetic uses, which, in a broad sense, may be called conservation 

These uses do not, of course, compete in the ordinary sense. They are the com 

plementary parts of one harmonious social and economic whole. ‘They have--to 

our present cost--been momentarily subordinated, both on the average farmstead 

and in the mblic mind. To speed their catching up is a sound but neglected 

opportunity for mblic service. 

This fact was sensed in the early days of the Farm Board, when farmers 

were urged to convert excess grein acreage into woodlots. Such adjustments, 

however, are confronted by obstacles which only time and effort can dissolve. 

For instance: 

1. The excess grainland may not be the logical place for a woodlot. 
If so, the fence system and the physical layout of the farm 

must be reorganized. 

2. The tax structure, except in a very few states, does not encourage 

devoting grainland to forestry. 

- 3. A woodlot ought to do more than grow wood. It ought to produce 
game, fur, and "scenery." It ought to control erosion and 
improve the regimen of streams. ‘The techniques for these secondary 
functions were not ready, nor did the farmer realize that some of 

them could be made to yield a revemme. ‘The laws in some cases 
discouraged the orderly marketing of conservation products. 

4, The profitable marketing of woodlot products often requires community 
organization which does not yet exist.
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In short, this perfectly sound suggestion fell flat because, like other 

land changes, it was too complex to be accomplished "out of hand." Such 

changes take time, they must evolve, they require steering and the running 

down of side issues. Often they require research, or the demonstration of 

research findings. 

There is at this time every prospect of a plethora of research and its 

concomitants in all the economic phases of land-use. Hundreds of state and 

federal bureaus, university departments, legislative committees, and private 

foundations are seizing the present opportunity to investigate, plan, and 

report what should be done to, by, or for the land industries. Maryof them 

will seek to develop the esthetic uses of lands. Those that do will probably 

follow existing grooves and centre their attention on public development of 

“recreational resources" on wild lands by cm servation bureaus at public 

expense, rather than private development of esthetic values on going farms by 

the farmer, for the enrichment of farm life and farm! income. 

It is the purpose of this paper to broach the need for an organization 

devoted to this neglected field. 

The Iowa Conservation Plan 

One previous attempt to execute a nearly identical idea is available for 

guidance. The "Iowa Conservation Plan" (drawn 1931-32, published 1933) was 

similar in objective, but differed in these respects: 

1. It was sponsored by the state government, hence an inmediate 
"showing" was necessary in all lines of thought, whether 

: ready for action or wholly immature, and whether or no the 

public was ready to support the action recommended. 

2. It necessarily carried a heavy flavor of "public. works." 

3. It carried no funds for follow-up research, and inadequate funds 

for initial compilation. 

4. It was prepared by a staff of technicians imported for the purpose, 
but not participating in its execution.
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A short way to describe the idea here proposed is to evolve, in some 

sample state, a "Conservation Plan," rather than to write one out-of-hand; 

to import no staff for the purpose of compiling and publishing a conservation 

"blueprint," but rather to encourage, by financial help and otherwise, all 

forces in that state holding promise of speeding the harmonious integration 

of esthetic with eeonomic land-uses. In short, it is proposed to help some 

sample state solve its own land-problem, in the hope that others may follow suit. 

The Iowa staff did its best to approach this method, but under severe 

limitations of time, funds, and personnel. 

The Forces of Integration 

Wisconsin presents a sample array of the forces which might be utilized 

for evolving a "Conservation Plan" in the special sense here euttnnk. The 

following sketch of their status and plans will indicate how, by skillful guid- 

ance, a sponsoring organization, might act as the leaven rather than the flour 

for the loaf. (This aphorism holds good in a financial as well as an intel- 

lectual sense.) ‘The inventory includes both the agencies which are likely 

and those which are unlikely to do original work toward the end here under dis- 

cussion. In the latter event the inventory indicates the reason why. 

Public Agencies 

Conservation Department. This body is soundly organized, and has most of the 

; legislative foundations for a constructive program. It will cooperate to launch 

proven ideas, but will not pioneer new ones of the sort here in question. 

Forest Service. ‘The same comment applies as to the Conservation Department. 

The Forest Products Laboratory is of great ultimate importance. If, for instance, 

it could invent a farm gas plant using wood as fuel, a large acreage would probably 

at once go over from overproduced crops to woodlot in a sound and natural way,
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to the joint benefit of all the land uses. A mere request from the right 

source might suffice to get this project started, at Forest Service expense. 

Soil Erosion Service. The LaCrosse Project (see Exhibit A) is the most 

ambitious attempt to coordinate land uses so far undertaken anywhere. It is 

financed for 1-1/2 years, but will inevitably give insufficient emphasis to 

research, and to social and esthetic aspects of land, and to follow-up 

observations. 

University of Wisconsin. The university has amassed a great volume of 

scientific data on aquaculture, but there is a large hiatus between these data 

and their use on land. Help in bridging this gap is needed. ‘The nature of 

this help is indicated in Project VIII, Exhibit B. Use of land for aquaculture 

(fur, fish, waterfowl, and other marshland crops) is one of the most direct 

and promising means of reducing competitive acreage in "standard" crops, and 

at the same time enriching farm life and serving the public interest in the 

regimen of streams. 

A biological technique for aquaculture can never develop to the fullest 

extent without an adjustment of the tax status of marshes. This is a virgin 

field in which the university is the only agency qualified to design new 

policies (see Exhibit C). 

A Chair of Game Management has been financed by the Alumni Research 

Foundation, but its research program is hampered by lack of funds. (See 

Exhibit B.) Game crops offer a direct way to reduce competitive acreage 5% 

on every farm in the state, without loss of farm revenue, and to the enrich- 

ment of farm life. 

The university's "short course" for young farmers offers an ideal medium 

for dissemination of the above ideas to farm owners.
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Many kinds of trained men, not now available, are needed for this program, 

A supply of the needed kinds of men could be created by the usual device of 

graduate research fellowships. For instance, there is no such thing as a supply 

of men equally skilled in forestry, erosion control, and game management. ‘There 

are no fish managers. There are no men equally skilled in landscaping and wild 

life. 

Milwaukee Public Museum. Conservation uses of land require "visual education," 

The university has no facilities for biological exhibits, but the Milwaukee 

Public Museum has. It lacks, however, any manpower in land Management, and any 

funds to construct exhibits. A small sum, plus the advisory services of 

university land-managers, would enable it to fill this new function. Conservatim 

exhibits and movies could be made partially self-supporting by charging out-of- 

state agencies for their use. 

Private Agencies 

Izaak Walton League. This once influential organization is abmt to become 

defunct, probably because its program is written in terms of legislation rather 

than land practice. No more legislation is needed, hence it "has no Jao.* It 

could be very useful in developing patronage for conservation enterprises on 

farms, and could be easily turned into this channel. It could also sponsor the 

training of young men for conservation practice, and give valuable community 

recognition to farmers applying the ideas here in question. 

Friends of Oyr Native Landscape. This is an idealistic organization without a 

program. It includes, happily, a considerable number of farmers. It could serve 

the same functions as the I.W.L.A., but from the landscaping approach rather than 

field sports approach. It could easily be induced to sponsor the idea of training 

men in "landscaping" for animals as well as for plants. 

Foundations. Exhibit C shows a sample of how local wealth might be enlisted in 

localconservation programs.
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The foregoing is merely a suggestive sketch of the opportunities now open 

to contract economic land-cropping by expanding esthetic land-cropping. ‘The 

sketch deals with only me state, but a parallel situation exists in all states. 

If left to themselves these opportunities will develop slowly, and with 

the usual false starts and loss of energy. If steered and encouraged, they will 

develop rapidly,with a lesser loss, There is a grave question whether the present 

social and economic set-up will await the slow processes of unguided evolution. 

What devices can be set up to speed the re-balancing of land-uses without resort 

to the political technique of fiat and subsidy? 

Proposed Organization 

In my opinion a small board of picked men, with the funds to apply help 

at those spots which seem to be developing promising leads, could vastly 

accelerate the processes of adjustment in land-use. Such a board could either 

centre its effort in a sample state, or otherwise. No existing foundation 

occupies this field. Most existing foundations are dedicated either to science 

as an end, or to science as a means to general economic expansion. This proposal 

. deals with science as a means to a specific economic and social adjustment.
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Soils Building 
November 6, 1933 

Dean Chris L. Christensen 
Agricultural Hall 

Dear Dean Christensen: 

You told me confidentially some time ago that you 

were working on an Agricultural Foundation. 

T have tried to think out the agricultural aspects 

of my own problem. Possibly the attached preliminary attempt 

might have some bearing on your own labors. For brevity, I 

am not sending you the “Exhibits,” but they are at your call. 

Should you care to discuss this further, let me 

know. There is a lot of meat here, but I am not sure I've 

succeeded in expressing it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.
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«ine etn peaneonat ate 
Zighd. This Comittes conceives it to be its function to oriticize, apply, and 

extend the work of the pre-existing bodies dealing with wild life policy, in 

80 far as such work applies to forests and forest lands. ‘These bodies include: 

Game Policy Comaittee American Game Conference 

Committee on Wild Life Studies National Research Council 

Fish Policy Committee American Fisheries Society 

Seordination. Such comaittees as these exist because antecedent land~uses, 
eapecially agriculture, have until recently ignored wild life as a lani-erop, 

Ta developing wild life policy, we mst avoid the opposite error of ignoring 

other land uses, 

feuk tscrituation asmnbt te graftch upon prtwentuting pusithoee-tt mint 

be built into them, This implies a reorganization ani synthesis of all land 

relationships, including the professions which lead them, the schools which 

teach them, the research which guides them, and the laws which regulate and : 

support them, Since the purpose of wild life cropping is recreation rather than 

utility, there is implied a gradual recasting of the esthetic as well as the 4 

economic relation between land and people. 

. A forest game policy, then, is not something te be attained by fiat in a 

single generation. It is a mall fraction of a vast process in secial and 

economic evolution, Such a repert as this can present only the first gropings 

toward a distant end. 

3 Sach gropings may logically start with the macinery for finding and inter- 

preting facts ani training manpower. 

| ‘The Trent of Research and Bueation. Research cannot precede practice, neither
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should it lag unduly behind, ‘the present situation is that it lags very badly. 

Relief programs have muddenly aceclerated the public outlay for game projects, 

with no corresponding research outlay, Tor example, game expenditures in 1934 

rose to well above 30 million, but less than one per cent of this went for 

research in improved technique, ‘This disproportion is especially ageravated in 

forest game, Important forest species, such as whitetail deer and turkey, remain 
almost witouched by ecological studies, This is tatamount to lamnching a national 

program of silviculture without any silvical knowledge of white oak ond yellow 
pine, and without making any attempt to get any. 

Legislative bodies should either increase research appropriations, or else 

authorize the use of a fixed percentage of other appropriations. 

Universities, including rest schools, show an wihealthy tendency to wmiler= 
take the teaching of geme managenent without any provision fir augmenting, by 

es their funi of teachable knowledge. : : 

ewes vik tora apmetmehay pw is Quite Dorman onl & peed daganar 2% , Turdadictiong.“On the National Forests andon_some state migrutory bird refuges, 
we have game under one jurisdiction occupying public land administered by another. 

i The only basic remedy so far proposed is to cede jurisdiction over the game to the 

landowning ageney, In some states, however, the lass are w extensive that sch 

® poliey might ultinately weaken state Agencies, ani tits Leave outside gene 
virtually unmanaged. , ay 

ge hy wpm thew gant vrvaninrd fy me quuras Tithe. ee to the land~owning agency, in meh the same manner as states now delegate to private 

landowners certain authority over licensed shooting preserves. “On a shooting 
preserve the state delegates to the licenses the task of producing his om games 
ant seo of Lintting bts om ki by. tees. The latter ts tation of the statets 
usal attempt to do the same thing by seasons and bag limits. ‘the continuation of 

the arrancenont is contingent upon satisfactory perfomance of the delegated task, 
DA itried tag Biron dsis, hw sede aaa de
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The not remit is that the Licenses is given an incentive to constructive wor 7 
im exchange for wmmal privileges, and without any setual tronsfor of omership gis 
or ultinate responsibility. ig; 

that prevents the extension of this same prinsiple to wihite lantomers whe) > 
Seete se cutie omit thr ome gem, ah ra An Oat OEE 

to do constructive work by the delays inetient to cooperative effort? ¢ ff 
Than dtaepot ele an, vfeourae, ot Uns ata ge ow Lavelical wir, but ow pronrtl, wel © 

Qreentzation Charts. Most legislators and conservationists share the naive 

conviction that favlty administration of wild life and other resources can be 

cured by shifting burceus or changing organization charts, without changing 
either personnel, plans, or methods, In view of the impending ammal drive for 

gach mikeshifts, it seeas timely to point out this fallacy. 

Multiple Use. Nearly all moladjustments in land have one thing tm common: the 

difficulty of adjusting two or more simaltansous uses for the same soll, Yet 

lend warranting exclusive dedication to a single use is exceptional, especially 

in forest regions, Diversity of use inheres in diversity of soil, vegetation, 

and topography. 

the rarity of harmonized and balanced uses doubtless harks back to the 

rarity of haruonized and balanced users. 

A part of the remedy seans to lie in the develorment of a keener ecological 

perception in foresters ani other land technicians, Courses in ecology may 

or may not impart this perception. ‘Those which do may have become more important 

to foresters than silviculture. 

The present prevalence of overgrazing ani erosion, even on public Hreste, 

is a threat not mersiy to game, but to the whole iden that tedinfeal men mow how 

to conserve land, Continued overgrazing of public properties which have been unr 

technical administration free from politics can be ascribed only to two things
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lack of courage, or lack of enological perception (ability to “read country"), 

Of the tro, the latter seems by far the most probable, If this is true, it 

constitutes a challenge which the forest schools anf the Society of American 

Foresters mst meet. 

This is relevant to game policy because the greater part of our present 

gane troubles in the West hari beck to overgrazing, and beemse deficiencies 

in egological perception are the principal obstacle to the development of came 

management, 

Gome and Ranch Properties, Insclated private ranch properties surrounded by 

National Forest land often constitute an important obstacle to game management 

and land conservation, After redueing the graring preference attaching to 

mich 2 ranch to the mininum subsiatence level, it cannot be reduced further 

without virtual confiscation, ani hence is often continued indefinitely, on 

overgrazed ranges, however, the damage to forage, watershed, and game resources 

may contime until the cost of repairs, plus the deterioration in natural 

: resources, vastly exceeds the economic value of the ranch, ‘The logical remedy 

ie to buy out such ranches so as to put all the land wider actual public control. 

Jocn) Gome Techniques. Scientific game literature is seldom useful as a guide 

to non-specialized local administrators or private landowners, Only a mall 

portion ef it applies to lees! preblens. To £11) this need local or regional 

compilations of biological information and poliay are neeled, meh as recently 

started by the Came Comittee of the New Englend Section, and earlier by several 

National Forest Regions. 

|
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New Soils Building 
; Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 19, 1935 

Soumi tee on Yorest Game Policy 

Cc, B, Rachford, U. S. Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 
P. 8, Lovejoy, Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. 

Walter P, Saylor, Us Sy Blchogheal Survey, Tuasons Arta. 
Gentlemen: 

‘ President H, H. Chapman has requested our committee to subult a preliminary 

report on January 29 at the meeting of the Society of American Foresters. 

Attached is a draft of a proposed preliminary report based largely on the 

replies to my meno of July 9, 1934. I have been remiss in not sending this 

sooner, I have not appended our names because I am not mare this will reach you 

in time to reply. 

I cannot attend the meeting, hence I am designating Radhford as acting 

chairman to present the report, and to act for the committee at the meeting. 

Tf you object to any part of the report, please wire Rachford to withhold 

that part, or send him any additional material you want him to informally present. 

Yours sincerely, 

Andale 
Aldo” Leopold 

Chairman 

vh
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Specifications for a Game Research Set~up 
at an Agricultural College 

A. Outline of Set-up 

1% per year for game research, to be paid to the Regents 
yearly for a J~year period, renewable beyond 3 years to be contingent 
on the showing made, and on the availability of funds. 

2. Advisory services of a U.S.B.8. game manager to visit the project at 
intervals. ; 

3. Services of the U,5,3.S. in analyzing stomachs and pathological 
material, 

4, Designation of a faculty member to supervise project. 

5. Selection and appointment of a fellow to work on the project for 
3 years, for a specified stipend plus travel expense, ‘The fellow to 
receive resident privileges as to tuition and fees whether or no a 
resident of the state. 

6, Furnishing land, seed, fencing, pens, laboratory facilities, office 
space, and such other physical equipment as is needed. 

7. Furnishing the usual consulting and cooperative facilities of the 
faculty and field force. 

8. Publishing the findings of the project, 

9. Ilecal er for contimation and e: sion of game research after 
3 years (or sooner if this seens vied. 

10, Organization of demonstration areas to apply the findings, 

11. Freedom from intra-mural or inter-departmental disputes affecting the 
success of the project, 

12. Active working relations between the college and the state conservation 
department, and between the college and the state conservation societies. 

13. Compilation and publication of a general game survey of the state. 

14, Ultimate compilation and publication of a “Farmer's Handbook" of game 
management. 

15, Ultimate initiation of courses in game managenent, especially for fam 
boys and prospective agricultural field workers.
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B. Comnent 
Tinanse. fo maintain a research assistant or fellow on field research is now 
costing me as follows: 

Stipend (12 Wiel in 65656054 keeticdeeies $700 

Travel (for field subsistence & mileage)... 700 
Incidentals (reprints, equipment, etc.)... wee 

On projects entailing much travel, such as a game survey, travel will run 
up to $1,000, During years when the student is taking class work, it will fall 
down to $200-$300, In certain projects requiring elaborate equipment, the 
“ineidentals" item will go uw. The total yearly cost of the fellow will never 
drop below $1,200 or rise above $2,000. ‘These changes from year to year can 
usually be foreseen and allowed for in the anmal deposit. 

The main cash outlay undertaken by the college is publications. A 10,000 
edition of a technical bulletin costs $500, which spread over 3 years is $170 
per year. If a handbook is undertaken, this outlay is doubled. 

sivisory Service. My experience is that both the quality and variety of the 
ing sory service is of great importance. liven when a man of high 

quality is available as the regular advisor, I would have him bring with him, 
at intervals suitable men of diverse viewpoints such as Elton, Stoddard, etc, 
as well as various specialists in the U.5.3.S, staff, It would be worth while 
to “hold back" a small fraction of the funds to retain such occasional visitors 
not obtainsble otherwise. 

The selection of the traveling advisor is of course vitel to success. 

Fellows. ‘The college mist be given full authority and responsibility for 
selecting the fellow, subject, however, to: 

1. U.S.B.S, acceptance of him after selection, 
2. Probation for at least 1 year. 

It is immaterial whether the fellow is a post-gradmate student working 
for a degree and using the project as his dissertation, or whether he already 

has his degree and is working simply to make himself a game manager, In either 
event his quality is the paramount question, ZErrington's paper, "Wild Life 
Research as a Profession," may help to acquaint local colleges with the human 
specifications needed. 

Subjects. The project should be selected jointly by the U,S.B.S. and the college 
in the light of both its local importance and how it fits into the national 
picture, ‘he following species are still blanks in the national picture, as far 
as a rounded quantitative appraisal of factors is concerned. 

Wild Tarkey Jacksnipe 
: Whitetail Deer All ducks, geese, swans 

Cottontail All furbearers except Beaver 

Sage Hen 

In addition, there are still imumerable aspects of the other species which 
remain blank.
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tag wg is here made to cover "fundamental" research projects, 
although se are of equal importance, and will become more so as technical 
projects advance. 

Pa TY wae Ws of partido siuaiogis tupertenns 12 tee eatin 
could be te Canada, Canada already has research funds for other 
lines open to U. 3, students. 

There may be need of @ non-governmental agency through whom to feed the 
funds. ‘The need for this depends somewhat on the nature of the donors, ani the 
likelihood of their ever being accused of “influencing” findings. 

It would be not unreasonable to stipulate financial participation by the 
college, and by the state conservation department, to a greater extent than 
proposed on page 1, ‘Suth participation might run up to 50-50. I have draw 
the set-up, however, on the theory that they would finance the expansions, : 

Aldo Leopold
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New Soils Building 
February 1, 1935 

Mr, Jay HN. Darling, Chief 
: Bureau of Biological Survey 

U. S, Department of Agriculture 
Washington, 9, 6. 

Dear Jay: 

: You asked me to send you a set-up for a hypothetical system of research fellowships in the agricultural cOlleces, ; : 

Here it is, With closer specifications, I could 
be more definite, 

if you can use the National Research Council 
“Committee on Wild Life Studies" ag an advisory group, they would be pleased and it would protect you and/or the donors against any future allegation of “domination, * 3 

Call on me when you can use me, This of course is 
all of immense personal interest to me, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

wh 

Enel. 

ae
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New Soils Building 
February 14, 1935 

Mr. day N, Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S, Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. o. 

Dear Jay: 

It is clear from your letter that you and General Immeli and 
I are thinking along parallel lines as far as principles are concerned. 
The details do not matter at this time, I am delighted and relieved 
to know that there is no serious difference of opinion. 

: I did not know you wanted curricula in the agricultural college 
set-up, Even if I had known it, I would have hesitated to put down any 
standardized scheme, because this is the one item which will have to vary 
widely as between institutions of various degrees of advancement. 

For instance, Iowa, Wisconsin or Minnesota could undertake a 
much wider variety of research and instruction than would be possible 
in, let us say, Tllinois or Indiana, In general, there is, I think, a 
decided danger of agricultural colleges undertaking instruction before 
they have accumulated enough research results to give them something 
to teach, In the backward states, therefore, the initial effort should, 
in my opinion, be graduate research only. Within three years this can 
usually build up so as to include courses, Courses should usually 
consist of: 

(a) Orientation courses for advanced students preparing for 
county agent work, forestry, etc. 

(>) Farmers! courses, umally to be offered in conjunction 
with agricaltural short courses, to teach young farmers 
to become neighborhood leaders in game management. 

(e) Short courses for wardens and other game officers. ‘he 
actual content of (c) would resemble (b), but include 
some administration. 

If you will consider this letter as merely a postscript to 
the plan already sent you, I think the two papers collectively will cover 
my opinion of the needed set-up. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh In Charge, Game Research
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: An Outline of a ae ce 

Prepared at the request of the Wisconsin Izaak # 
: Walton League by ; 

Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester —< 

Heed. An ageressive development plan is neede? because 

1. the present poliay of restoct:ine ont wmgontroliot open soasons . 

and-eoveraud, Lemit the Att on sack, Farms, : 

2. This cannot be done at state expense. ‘The job is too big, 

and the funds are not avaflable. The farmer mst. be ¢iven the . 

castodtanshtp of fama game, ant encourage! to devalop it at 

his own expense for his own profit. ; : : 

A _ 3. There is at this moment an oxceptionally good stocl of game birds 

whieh will be lost during the next normal winter unless farmers 

ave definitely civen a chance to profit by providing food ant cover. 3 

Depression. An ageressive development plan ts justified in spite of current : 

economic conditions because: : 

4, Game crops promise a anal] tut sure source of new reveme to 

famers. Came is the only far ero) for which the @emand far 

= > exseeda the supply, 

5. The installation of game food on? cover promises a stall but 

worth-while reduction in marginal acreage of staples now over~ : 

produced. ” 

: j



6. Unemployment has foreed abnormal leisure on mny citizens. 

If this can be absorbed by wholesome outdoor sports which ¢gont 

little, ani inefdentally yield food, the effect in socially 

desirable. 

7. Game produetion in the past has been almost wholly a state a 

activity. Its ow future suetess now deans that it be shifted, 

at least on fam lanis, to a basis of private initiative unter 

state leadership ani regulation. ‘This will ultimately lorgely 

do away with the need for state restocking expenses now running ; 

to $50,000 per year. : 

1. Zam Game 

Statug. Pheasants, quail, and (in southeast Wisconsin) Hunzarian partridges 

have now been built up, partly by reason of a vizorous planting policy and 

partly by reason of two extra-mild winters, to an abuntance as great as 

the available food and cover will support. In the ease of quail, the 

abundance is far greater than what the available food and cover will mmpport. 

The next normal winter will Icill most of then, in spite of the state's best 

efforts to foed. 

Nevertheless it is a moot question whether these species are abun‘ant 

enough to justify a widespread open season. It is a certainty thet a 

liberal open season followed by a hari winter will bring aalamity. 

Purther plantings, unless acompanied by improvement of the range, 

will cost mch money without doing any good. 

Why not use this opportunity to induce farmors to practice game 

i managenent, avi tims enable the bir’s ponmnently to vithstan’ both 

shooting and hari winters, ani ultimtely do avay, in lame part, with the 

' “a 
| . se
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need for extensive atate plantings? All that the famer nests to do to 
insure an anmal crop from now on is tos 

: 1. Provide food : 

2. Provide cover 

Ne ee 2 oe ee ee 

28 Sa pevabty sen Lahe tn the year te atten Seuiitate ctateutl 

Seiad cs ecclen etn, ilo teen a 

certain test areas where gome management can de riven a trial. If it works 

on these areas to the satisfaction of faurers, sportenen, and the public, 

it will utlimately spread of its om accord to the rest of the farm 

territory. 

The following tests are suggested for tmueiiate organizattonds 

Public Pheasant Areas. Organize four test areas, two in the southeast ané 

two in the southwest, both selected to represent the best pheasant stands 

and pheasant Pange. : - 

On each pair of tests, organize the farmers to try out (1) straicht 

fee shooting croun’s, as compared with (2) free shooting with state-leased 

refuges. Class (1) would be equivolent to foe golf courses, open to the 

public at a fixed fee, but operated by private landowners. Class (2) 

would be the Pennaylvania aysten of free public hunting. 

- et the stateprovide each of the four groups of farmers with technical 

advice on methods of installing food an@ cover, ani methods of regulating 

shooting. 

Two guch areas are alreaty partly organized, but are not being 

aggressively pushed.
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Pheasant Preserves. "neourage farmer crous who prefer to operate under 

the "Shooting Preserve Law" to do so. Provide them with technical advice. 

At the next Legislature amend the law so as to credit wild-raised as well 

as pen-raised birds, in order to reduce costs. ild-roaise! birds ean be 

produced for 50f or less; pen-raise! biris cost %1,.50-%2.00. To safemuard 

against abuse, however, the state will have to train its wardens to census 

wild-raised stock. : 

Hungarian Stogi: Area. 11 favorable districts net to be stocked with 

this fine bird, but in these tines of depression the state is not justified 

tn paying °9 for imported stodi,or same lesser but nevertheless high price 

dub jeactaient. vd: of tia ie, tm eens tee 

wild, and trapped up for replanting, for less than a quarter of the price 

of imported birds. All that is needed in to 

1. Make some group of farmers a stanting offer for thetr surplus 

2. Tarnish then technical advice on how to profuee a surplus. 

The gane officers of the Departaent have been proposing to organize 

such a stocl-producing area for the last three or four years, but the 

Commission has withdrawn the fumis once set up for the oursese. 

The mothods of manacenent worked out on such a stock area will 

automatically apply to farm-groups which may wish to manage this bir’ for 

shooting purposes. 

Quail Areas. If an open season is to be allowed, it shoald preferably be 

confined to arcas orzanized for permanent care of the quail resource. / 

5 the coneral assurances that quail will be fet, proposed in the etreular of 

dune 15, are not what I mean by an organized areca.
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: Now is the opportunity of o generation for Wisconsin to get the 

quail resource baci: on a self-sustaining basis. 

The next Legislature should also be ase? to exten! the present 

shooting preserve law to wild-raised quail. Quail are nt mscentible of 

management umier free public shooting in any form. 

Rabbits are getting scarce in parts of Tisconsin. Rabbit manacement shovld 

be an ineidental objective on the areas organized for geome birda. 

TI. Grouse 

Status. In the seni-agricultural districts of central ani northern 

Wisconsin there is now a heavier stand of sharptall grouse ant prairie 

chickens than has existed since 1927. ‘The Comission has wisely financed 

a study of these birds, so that we now lmow something of their requirements. 

The game cycle will sgain thin dom this stock, probably in about 

1935 or 1936. ‘There is an excellent chance that managenent can speed up the 

rate of recovery of mrarl mubers if it gets starte! before the cycle hits. 

If Wisconsin grouse can be tims stabilized, landommers can derive ¢ ganli cogh 

Zeveme from militons of seres of marzingl land, the precarious status of 

which is now a major economic problem in this state. ‘Same reverme will not 

: malke the ownors prosperous, but it can help tide then over until other 

: economic uses, such as forestry, have time to develop. 

Grouse Areag. ‘he state should at once instal two test aroas, one in the 

north for sharptail, an’ the other in the central sani area for prairie | 

chickens, to try out manazement methods. ‘the game officers of the Department 

have been recomendin: such areas for several years, but the Comission has 

not yet finanee! thems. ‘the basic specifications and plans are alreaty in 

| rough form, a 
: +e aes
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TIT. Materfow, 
Status. ‘he marshlanis of the state mitable for waterfowl production have 

been largely drained, mt often without mbsequent successiiil use for 

agricul tures 

The remaining umirained marshlanis (except public lakes) are privately 

held forprivate shooting, bat almost invariably without any compensating 

effort by the omers to add to the public waterfowl supply. ‘The public lakes 

are largely ovorshot, ani the foot ond cover is often mffering deterioration 

through carpe : : 

The state has started to restore one marsh, but has mot complete’ the 

restoration. ‘The inenffictency of this one exeeption simply accentuates the 

rule that “isconsin haz no marshlan! program. 

Restoration Plane ‘The situation denands the followin: conseaative stepat 

1. A ourvey of all lales ani marshlants, (rained and untrained, 

to determine the status am! neots of each. 

2. A comprehensive plan for state ownership, restoration ani 2-provement 
of all lnkes and marshlan’s offering good opportunity. 

3- A 50¢ inerease fin the license fees, to be devote! exclusively to 
the exeoution of this plan through a 10-year periods. 

Iowa has alresdy dram euch a plan. ‘There is no evidence that Iova 

sportsmen object to an increased license fee, even in these times, onee they 

are convince! that it will be cconomtenlly used for a meeified purses 
The general plan should inelute for each lnire an? morsh a map, an 

engineering plan ani cost estinates for proper wmter levels, a biological 

plan for foot, cover, am! nesting facilities, an? a matacenent plan for patrol, 

refuges, ani regulation of nmtings 

—s- Romulation of Private Areag. Experiments to determine methods of restoring 

breeding stock to idle breeding crounia, ai how to fmprove ammal breeding 

bs are —
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é outout by manarement of food, cover, ete. should be started by the state. 

Ag soon as practicable methods are Ino, they should be put into practice 

on public lakes and marshlands, an4 private lales an‘ marshes should be 

licensed, and if necessary required to cooperate to the degree that their 

lanis allow, wrier penalty of clomre. Most progressive private clubs will 

cooperate, once the metho?s are developed. 

TV. Bic Come 

Statug. Big game is in a mich less precarious situation. ‘the present 

methods and trenis of administration are mainly-sound, ani require no 

emercency repairs. 

Ve Bapentton 
: The detaile’ development ani exemtion of thia plan reqirost 

1. Technical Pergomel. Some oxerienced men will be necte’ over and 

above those alreaty available in the Department for a period of a year or 

more. Such men can possibly be borrowed from the U. 3%. Biological Survey, 

the University, and from the national conservation organizations, provided 

the state is able to show that it will use loaned men to stvantace, ani 

act on their fintings. 

2. Ixgining. ‘he existing ficld force will noe? organized training, by the 

borrowed personnel, so that the local men may be able to carry on after the 

borrowed men leave. Such trainine can take place “on the job,” but in addition 

an outdoor training camp will be advisable. Some icin’ of orientation will 

also be needed for county agricultural agents an? other public officers, to 

tell them what game management 1s and how the Department hopes to get it 

; started. To this end the Department should arrange a “short esurse" with the 

cooperation of the university. 

: i
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2 3- Handbook. An illustrated pamphlet summarizing in simple terns the 

best Imown methods of providing food, cover, ani protection for each Wisconsin 

gane spectes, should be compiled. This should deal exclusively with Wisconsin 
conditions, ani be written for Wisconsin farmers and sportazen. Joint sponsor- 

ship by the Department ant the University would help assure the tupartiality 

of its reeomeniations. oe 

hk. Public Information. This plan emboties certain new principles with which 

: the public is not familiar. Ite execution mast be parallele’ by o campaign 

of public informtion tomls: gure that it does not outstrip the growth of 

public ideas. ‘The bull of this efuestional work should be volumteered by 

existing atate conservation organizations, femmer organizations, ete. 

Possibly the acricaltural extension force could be asked to tale a parte 

A gertain residual function of correlation ant leadership, however, would 

have to be assumed by the Departnent. 

5. Pumig. “xespt for a limited mm to start imnedinte work, the exeeution 

of this plan calls more for a re-allocation of existing revemes than for 

large new expenditures. Txact costs camot be foreseen until the 

cooperation available from outside the state hag been deteraine’. A rough 

estinate of the foreseen cost is as follows: 

ites Gost Per Year iisXcarg Source 

(a) Expenses of organizers 

oa #10,000 > . 
(b) Publications, training cam, 

and educational work 5,000 2 ? 

(¢) Preparation of marshland re- 
toration plan _ 2 Sons aii 

. (4) Bxeention of marshland restor- ) Anerease 
: ation plan 200, 000 10 } 

(e) Grouse test areas and research 10,000 5 ?
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This proposed budget is heavy, but the big iteas are all “gel f-sustaining" 

: in that the 50¢ license increase will carry thea, ani the public will grant the 

inerease when proper plans for these big items are laid before it. 

There is no real lacic of funds to embark on an aggressive game program, 

since heavy expenditures are now being made for game faras and wardens which 

are of no avail for farm game unless and until farmer-initiative in game 

produetion gets started. Diverting a part of those fumis to get farmer- 

production started is necessary insurance to prevent the ultimate failure of 

the entire present outlay. 

I am proposing, in short, a long time program for the Game Division 

to work itself out of a job as far as farm game production expenditures are 

concerned. I cannot but construe the present farm game program as one of 

$hort outlook, ani one which gan never be exanded exsent throuzh exansion of 

revemies or appropristions. 

ae 
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/ +85 UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Wild Aife Madison, Wisconsin | 

“anagem ent New Soils Building 
April 30, 1934. 

Prof. George S. Wehrwein 
Agricultural Hall 

Dear Professor Wehrwein: 

In accordance with the request made by Messrs. Crane 
and Torkelson, I am sending you "An Outline Plan for Wild Life 
Management in Wisconsin,* 

This is an immature "first attempt™ and I am not at 
all sure it should be handled by quotation in toto, as was 
suggested for the College contributions to Mr. Crane's report. 
It seems to me that this should be discussed both internally 
by the faculty concerned and externally by the Conservation 
Department before it is quoted at all, I do not here imply 
lack of confidence in the opinions or the figures, but rather 
lack of previous authoritative discussion of the questions in-= 
volved. 

I request, therefore, that I be consulted before dis- 
position is made of this document, 

I am sending a copy to Dr. Russell for the informa— 
tion of the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, for the rea— 
son that this constitutes a kind of work plan for my chair as 
well as a compliance with the request from Messrs. Crane and 
Torkelson for an outline of the wild life management field. 

Yours sincerely, 

00 LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/
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4n Outline Plan for 

WILD LIFE MANAGEMENT IN WISCONSIN 

Prepared for J, L, Crane, National Planning Board 

by Aldo Leopold 

Objective, Mechanized society threatens to destroy the 

individual's opportunity for personal contact with natural beauty. 

Conservation seeks to maintain that ppportunity as a standard of 

living, Management is the means whereby it may be maintained, 

Some forms of natural beauty, such as game and fish, can 

be grown, in conjunction with other land uses, as an economic land 

crop. Wild life management is the art of making land produce sus- 

tained annual crops of this kind as a by=product of agriculture and 

forestry. 

By encouraging the landowner to realize an economic return 

from the privilege of harvesting such crops, a more widespread pro- 

duction is obtainable, and the economic status of the land is im- 

proved. Some lands, now in danger of deterioration through abandon= 

ment, are good for nothing else, 

Not all wild life can be commercialized, hence commercializa— 

tion is merely one of several means toward an end, rather than an end 

in and of itself. 

Technique, Wild life management, like other eropping opera= 

tions, depends for its permanent success on a sound foundation in bio- 

logical research. Such research is recent and as yet very incomplete. 

Each species and each region requires a distinctive technique. Hach 

loeal technique normally requires a sequence of investigations, This 

sequence, and the research status of Wisconsin game and fur species,
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is indicated in Table 1. Such a compilation is, of course, arbitrary, | 

since no research is ever "completed," and only a small part of the 

work needed under “sidelines” can be foreseen. 

It should be noted that Table 1 omits fish and all non-game 

species, which call for a program of at least equal volume and dif- 

ficulty. 

Table 1: Status of Game Research of Wisconsin 
(numbers refer to number of research projects) 

: 2 Surveys : Tests : Side-lines 

Class _: Species :Under way:Needed :Under way: Needed :Under way : Needed 

Farm 4 (quail, pheas- 1 1 a 3 none ? 
gane ant Hungarian, (quail) (cot- (quail) (all) 

cottontail) tontail) 

Forest 6 (prairie chic- 3 2 none 6 i 8 
& Range ken,sharptail, (prairie (deer, (all) (cycle (marsh 
Game ruffed grouse, chicken, bear) study) study, 

deer, bear, sharp- rice 

snowshoe) tail study 
snowshoe) 

Migra- 4 (mallard,blue- none 4 none 4 none 1 
tory wing, woodeock, (all) (all) (carp 

Game jacksnipe) study) 

Fur 7 (beaver, musk- none a none ? none ? 
rat,mink, rac- (all) (all) 
coon, otter, 
fisher ,marten) 

TOTAL 21 species a 14 1 20 1 S+ 

Neeeeee eee eee ee eee ee ee a  t ae
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Total projects under way: 6 costing so far 10 man-years, but not 

complete. 

Total projects needed: _37t costing probably 80 man-years when 
"complete." 

Total -.cccccccececcccee 45% projects requiring 90 man-years,. 

Cost per man-year including stipend, travel and supplies, about -$ 2,500 

Total probable cost of program ($2,500 x90) .......csccccseccece 225,000 

Being spent in 2654, #14 egencies 5.i+40svdiccess 44+ beasoeeerener 12,000 

Note: Part of the migratory game program will probably be undertaken 
by the Biological Survey and part of the forest and range program 
by the Forest Service, The remainder, consisting of at least 
75 per eent of the whole, devolves upon the State Conservation 
Department and the University. 

os Possible Production. The present distribution of resident 

| game species appears on Map 1. It is not likely that amy of these bound- 

aries will be greatly changed in the future except pheasants, which are 

extending their range indefinitely westward amd northward, and Hungar- 

ians, which may be somewhat extended westward and northward. These 

extensions will not, however, greatly affect future yields, since mixed 

stands are subject to the same “saturation point™ (of about one bird 

per acre) as pure stands, 

Table 2 indicates the possible future range acreage amd yield 

by species, The table assumes 33% annual kill in birds amd a 10% an- 

nual kill in deer, The anticipated stands and densities may be cal- 

culated by applying these percentages to the last two columns of Table 2. 

The salient conclusion indicated by Table 2 is that the entire 

area good for cropping must produce in order to supply even the present 

population of hunters with shooting. That is to say, game production 

cannot be relegated to public lands or to any other fractional part of
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the state--it must be nearly universal, | 

This fact is basic to sound planning, It is the reflection 

of an inherent biological characteristic--the intolerance of wild an= 

| imals to concentration. This characteristic canmot be changed to con= 

| form to plans, Plans must conform to it. 

Table 2: Areas Available for Game Management and Possible Yields 
“SSS(hot including Pabbite of waterfowl} 

Area of 
Range Area good of Acres to produce Possible 

Species (acres) cropping 1 head yield 

Deer 10,000,000 7,000,000 300 23,000 

Prairie 
chicken & 
sharptail 15,000,000 7,000,000 10 700,000 

| Ruffed 
grouse 20,000,000 10,000,000 10 1,000,000 

Quail 10,000,000 7,000,000 6 1,166,000 

Pheasant 10,000,000 5,000,000 6 833,000 

Hungarian 5,000,000 3,000,000 6 500,000 
—7 222,000 

No. of Licensed hunters ..cccccccsccccrvceccccees 200,000 

Possible head per hunter cescccecverceccccenecores 21 

Table 2 does not imply that dead game birds are the objec- 

tive of wild-life planning. The production of a shootable surplus, 

however, is the acid test of the sufficiency of a conservation system, 

If a system is sufficient to produce a shootable surplus of game, it 

is automatically sufficient to produce enough wild life (game and non- 

game) for other forms of outdoor recreation. 

No conceivable error in the calculations could be great 

enough to invalidate the main conclusion: that the whole state must 

be made habitable for wild life if a quantity sufficient to meet all
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the varied needs of the human population is to be produced, 

Allocation of Production. Map 2 presents convenient geo- 

graphic subdivisions for the consideration of this question. These 

subdivisions correspond roughly to soil types and also to the more 

important species boundaries. The dominant game species are: 

1. Southeast Area ..-----Pheasants, Hungarians, cottontail 

2. Southwest Area .e..---Quail, cottontail 

3. Central Sand Area ....Grouse (pinnated, sharptail, ruffed) 

4. Transition Area ..-...Grouse ami deer 

5- Forest Belt ..eeeeeeeeDeer and ruffed grouse 

Fur amimals should be cropped throughout all of the geo- 

graphic subdivisions, but will be heaviest in Areas 3 and 5, Fish 

crops will likewise be statewide, but possibly heaviest in Areas 1, 3, 

4, and 5. 

Types of Land Organization. Table 3 presents a conjectural 

picture of the types of land organizatiom appropriate for each geo- 

graphic subdivision, and needed to accomplish the production indicat= 

ed in Table 2. Table 3 predicts that public, private, and group-co- 

operative game management organizations will develop side by side, each 

ultimately covering approximately a quarter of the state. The bulk 

of the management will be conducted, as a side-line, on holdings man- 

aged for forestry, farming, and recreational purposes, 

WISCONSIN REGIONAL 
PLANNING COMMITTEE
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fable 3: Probable Types of Land Orgamization for Game Management. 

ln mei eee er 
3 cultural Belt : Transition Belt 3 $ 

Probable Land : Southeast : Driftless : Central : Transition:: Forest : 

Organization _—s: Area: Area _:Sand Area: __ Area _: Belt __: Total __ 

Total Area 6,700,000 : 5,700,000 :2,700,000 : 9,300,000 :11,400,000_ :35,800,000 

Public Reservations 500,000a 1,000,000b 1,000,000¢ 2,000,000d 5,000,000e 9,500,000 

Farmer Cooperatives  3,000,000f 3,000,000g 500,000h 1,000,000h = 500,000h 8,000,000 

Private Preserves 1,000,000i  500,000j 1,000,000k 1,000,000k 2,000,0001 5,500,000 

Private Forests 1,000,000m 5,000,000n 4,000,000 
tn 

Unmanaged 2,200,000 1,200,000 200,000 4,300,000 900,000 8,800,000 

Ce ae eet etree ere 

. a - State and county parks. Should include both forest, marshland, 
and prairie. 

b = State and county parks and federal or state erosion control areas. 
Upper Mississippi Refuge already established. 

c - Federal, state, and county refuges and public shooting grounds 
for grouse, waterfowl, fur, and deer. To include sandhill 
erane breeding grounds, Federal marshland project of 100,000 
acres is a beginning. 

d - County, state, and federal forests. Grouse, waterfowl, fur, ad 
deer. 

@ = Federal, state, and county forests. Deer, grouse, fur, waterfowl. 

f - For pheasants, Hungarians, cottontails. 

g - For quail, cottontails, and trout. Some ruffed grouse. Coon Val= 
ley project, 100,000 acres, is a beginning. 

hh - For prairie chicken, sharptail grouse, ruffed grouse, trout. 

i - For pheasant and Hungarians. Some quail. Under laws similar to 
"Shooting Preserve Law." 

j - For quail and trout. 

K = "Grouse moors" with deer, waterfowl, trout, and fur. 

1 = Combination deer preserves and summer resorts. 

:
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m - Pulp forests with deer, grouse, waterfowl, trout and fur as 
by-products. 

n = Sawtimber and pulp forests with deer, grouse, trout, and fur as 
by-products. 

Ways and Means. Not all of the detailed ways and means neces- 
sary to bring about such a scheme of wild life cropping are in sight 

at this time, but the general categories of effort are clearly visible, 

and a few of the detailed needs are already in sharp focus. 

The general categories of effort are: 

1. A sound public understanding of the objectives of the 
program (See Leopold, "The Conservation Ethic,” 1933.) 

2. A sound biological technique for application to the land. 

3. Laws and appropriations to purchase and administer the 
public areas. (See Clapp, "A National Plan for For= 
estry,* 1933.) 

4. Laws, appropriations and policies to encourage conserva= 
tion practice on private areas. (See Leopold, "Con= 

| servation Economics,” 1934,) 

: At this moment 1 and 4 lag behind 2 amd 3 in general showing 

of brains and energy, both nationally and in Wisconsin, 

| The detailed needs now visible are necessarily fragmentary, 

i.e. they do not yet form a cohesive whole. Some of them can best be 

described by the horizontal captions of Table 3 (classes of land owner= 

ship); others by vertical captions (geographic areas), or by species, 

| Brief descriptions are attempted in the following captions. 

Public Reservations. These should cover a quarter of the 

state. Their besetting sin now is the persistent idea of exclusive 

dedication, i.e. single-purpose use. Single-purpose land is rare, but 

| single-track administrators of land are common--in fact, prevalent, 

| Single-track administration of land good for more than one use is 

. wasteful, The trouble is that our land is more versatile than we aree
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One of the symptoms of the disease is the complete absence, 

from our system of public reservations, of the small wilderness area. 

Why? Because our single-track definition of a public forest forces 

every square mile into cropping sawlogs, and our single-track defini- 

tion of a public park causes every lakeshore or ravine to burgeon with 

roads, fireplaces, green benches, and pink bathing suits, As a conse= 

quence our most solid conservationists often prefer to entrust our 

few remaining wild apots to the tender merey of cows and wood-cutters, 

| rather than risk the encouragement of a public park or forest. 

| Private Lands. The outstanding need is to apply the principle 

of the Forest Tax Law to all private land on whieh any kind of conser= 

vation is being satisfactorily practiced by the omer. Im short, give 

a preferential tax status to all land on which the owner is conserving 

the public interest as well as his own, 

: This is a vast undertaking, but it is easier, sounder, and 

cheaper than the other three alternatives, (1) buying the land after 

it is wrecked, or (2) repairing the damage after it is done, (3) ack= 

nowledging that we, like wild animals, cannot live in our cage without 

befouling and denuding it. 

The unsolved problems of how to induce lumbermen to conserve 

forests, and how to induce farmers to conserve game, wildflowers, 

marshlands, and woodlots, might yield to this treatment, 

This proposal, of course, has its roots in the premise, pre=- 

viously stated, that conservation practice, infespect of game at least, 

must be universal in order to meet the public need. The subject is more 

fully treated in twe separate papers, "The Conservation Ethic” and 

"Conservation Economies.”
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f Farmer Cooperatives and Private Preserves. There is a clear 

need for extending the principle of the present "Shooting Preserve Law™ 

whieh applies only to artificially propagated pheasants, to all kinds 

of game raised in the wild. JIowales already done this in quail. The 

i upshot would be a dual system of shooting privileges: (a) liberal priv- 

ileges for managed lands where game has been cropped and the ower 

has earned the right to harvest; (b) restricted privileges for un=- 

managed lands where game has not been cropped (except at public ex- 

pense), and where liberal privileges would be unsafe and unsound. 

Status of Troutstreams. It is increasingly evident that the 

productivity of our troutstreams is breaking down, just at the moment 

| ; when a sound cultural technique is becoming available (see Hubbs 

‘Methods for the Improvement of Michigan Trout Streams," 1932). Under 

what conditions is this new technique likely to be widely applied? 

The first requisite is to decide whose business it is to 

improve each stream and regulate fishing to its productive capacity. 

It is inconceivable to me that the state can ever shoulder the whole 

job. If not, why not classify our streams and delegate the custodian- 

ship of farmland streams to farm-groups who have earned the privilege? 

Then take the remainder, buy up the banks, and put them under actual 

(instead of nominal) public management for free public use? This would 

imply posting and a fee-Sishing system on farmland streams, a very une 

welcome innovation to many fishermen, But is there any other way out? 

Is there any painless solution for this important problem? The only 

alternative I know of is the New Jersey system of stocking grown fish. 

I suspect this is too costly to cover all our streams, and besides it 

is esthetically objectionable and should not be used where any more 

natural method is available.
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| Driftless Area. Any and all lamd-uses in southwestern Wise 

} consin must begin with and be tied to the control of erosion, ‘The 

| northern cutovers can, if need be, wait till we are ready to plant 

| forests or crop deer, but southwest Wisconsin cannot wait. Unless 

erosion is controlled at once the cream of its land will repose in 

the Gulf of Mexico. It is absurd to project schemes for cropping 

game or improving trout streams in this region except as an adjunct 

to erosion control. The problem of erosion is too vast to ever yield 

| to public tinkering. Nothing short of a universal differential tax 

(see private lands) has amy hope of ultimate success, 

) Centiral Sand Area. A recent survey of this area (Henika 

and Hanson, MSS., 1934) indicates great possibilities for wild life 

cropping, with plenty of room for large federal, state, county, and 

private operations, The counties should consolidate their tax lemds 

and turn them over to the state, which should use the CCC camps to ree 

flood them, and the facilities of the Subsistence Homestead Corpora= 

tion to consolidate the scattered settlers. A great annual crop of 

| grouse, waterfowl, deer, trout, and fur could be produced. The only 

| obstacle is some way to return some slight revenue to the counties, 

This obstacle could be met if the public were willing to pay a nominal 

fee for the harvesting privilege. On the more limited acreage pur= 

chased outright, either under federal appropriations or by the use 

of the rod license funds, it would not be necessary to charge. 

There is also room for large-scale private preserves, This 

| whole region could become “the grouse moors" of Wisconsin, and could 

| be as productive of both recreation and income as the grouse moors of 

Scotlamd.



| Wild Life Jurisdiction. A large part of the 9,500,000 acres | 

| allotted to public reservations will, according to present indications, | 

be National Forest. The Forest Service is now initiating a positive 

program off wild-life management. Any such federal activity will in-= 

evitably raise the question of state vs. federal jurisdiction. 

At the same time the Biological Survey, under the federal 

submarginal land program, proposes to buy and reflood 100,000 acres 

of drained marsh (see Central Sand Area). Shall the state or the | 

federal government administer such an area? 

Federal jurisdiction would doubtless benefit wild life on | 

federal areas, but it might ultimately weaken the unity and skill of 

wild life administration in the state as a whole. Litigation might | 

delay the whole program for many years. | 

I suggest that these issues be handled under the principle | 

of delegated authority for which there is already a precedent in the 

Shooting Preserve Law, and the principle laid down in the American | 

Game Policy that game can be managed only by the party on the ground. | 

Let the state delegate to the Forest Service the detailed management 

of its game on the Forests, subject to the state's veto. Let the 

Biological Survey delegate to the state the detailed management of 

its holdings, subject to federal inspection. 

This would also imply that the counties, and even private own- 

ers, might delegate to the state the management of reverted tax-lands 

and intermingled holdings, subject to some cooperative agreement. 

The state would thus remain the central repository of ulti- 

mate authority over all wild life (except migratory birds), and the 

state would be the administrator of all public game reservations 

7



(except National Forests, where the federal government is the party on % “ 

| the ground). ; 

| 

te 

} 
Note: A diagram of Game Management, with special reference to re= 

search, has been prepared fer the University, and will be 
appended to this report as Chart I as soon as photostats are 
available. 
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: Whither Missouri? 

| The conservation movement in Missouri at this moment is like a 

fisherman wading a swift and deep bass stream. To get across without 

wetting his feet he has to step on four slippery rocks. Missouri has 

i ’ peached the third rock and is still right side up. Where is the fourth? 

I here try to show it to you. I speak as one with wet feet who 

hopes you can keep yours dry. 

a 

The first step in conservation is to want it. You, and may other 

states, have taken that step. 

a The second step is to create competent authority. You have done 

| an extra good job on that. I speak not so mich of your new law (after 

- all, it is not rare for states to pass good laws) as of the quality 

: of your leadership. Rarely has any state enlisted the sagacity, open- 

5 mindedness, and foresight displayed in your present leaders. If you 

know a good thing when you see it, you will give them your confidence, 

: your support, and your thoughtful crticism. 

The third step is to learn how to develop the technical specifi- : 

cations as ‘oe just what shall be done to make your fields, woods, and : 

i waters productive. You have landed right side up on this rock, but | 

: don't think you are across the creek. 

5 Have you read Bennitt and Nagel's "Game Survey of Missouri"? 

= c If so, you will veskiie how much remains to be found out about cropping 

: quail, turkey, deer, fur in your coverts. You will realize that this 

; finding out how to grow wild crops in coverts is mich like finding 

: out how to grow corn, cotton, hogs in the fields. It is ‘ job calling 

for research, then testing in practice, then more research.
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cae The wild cropping svt mast dovetail inte cropping 

; system. Therefore the Agricultural College is the proper place to : 

build both. You have set up, at your agricultural college, a new e 

Research Unit in which, with the help of the Biological Survey, the 

technical process can and will be worked out, 

: ¥ The fourth step is to practice conservation on the land. The 

: first three steps are of little use unless we can take the fourth, : 

: We are not yet across the creek. f 

Who is going to practice conservation on the land? I am afraid ; : 

that the average conservationist thinks that the governuent is ee 

; going to do it. By government I mean the Conservation Department, the 

Biological Survey, the Forest Service, the Park Service, and the other 

; 5 governmental agencies, 

( _ These agencies are going to do it, but only on the iands which 

“they own, How mech of Missouri will they eventually own? I would 

call it an optimistic guess to say one-fifth of Missouri, that is to 

say, the combined area of national forests, state forests, parks. 

refuges, ete., can hardly exceed even in the remote future more than a 

fifth of the area of the state. We can't produce outdoor facilities 

for five-fifths of our people on one-fifth of our area. Let's buy land : 

EA by all means, but let's not delude ourselves with the thought that 

buying land is a comprehensive solution. ‘There can be no solution until 

_ Conservation practices are habitual on the private farms of the state. — 

Bs g Just how mach practice of conservation is as rsh habitual on “2 

Missouri farms? In the seareh for some sort of an answer I yesterday 

: made a tally of 100 farms strung along the highway through north-central
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0 Missouri from the Towa line to Columbia, 

Of these 100 farms, 40 had cover enough for quail, 12 had 

bird houses at the farmstead, 12 had den trees in the woodlot fit 

: for coon and squirrel. 

i . Only 40 out of the 100 had any woodlot, and of these 40 woodlots 

oo 39 were grazed and thus doomed to ultimate extinction. 

: Of the 60 farms without woodlots, only 3 had tree plantations and 

: only 12 hed plented windbreaks in good order. é 

oo Yorty ferns had heiges sti). standing. 

| Of the 100 tarens 62 showed raw gullies or ox bowing watercourses __ 

: visible from the road. It is unthinkable, of course, to sustain any 

permanent conservation practice on any fare in process of active erosion. 

Wildlife 4s an expression of fertility, and a farm which is losing its : ay 

fertility is necessarily losing its wildlife in the long run. 

; _ OF the 100 farms, 23 showed fields recently sbandoned because the 

[ fertility had been exhausted by crosion. Many more abandoned fields 
have been converted to pasture and could not be recognized with cer- 

a teinty and hence could not be tallied. : 

es ' Of the 100 farms only 4 haa ponds or marshes big enough for 

é waterfowl. Of course, the region in question is not a marsh region. 

. I passed 10 creeks, 5 of which showed artificial straightening, 

& practice subversive of all conservation principles. ; 

I am afraid one is forced to conclude that there is as yet very 

e little visible conservation practice on Missouri farms. Why? Because 

eu wildlife productivity is not yet one of our points of pride in lend. ; q 

; | * @he farmer takes pride in his gadgets, that is, his radio, ear, icebox, 

tractor, milker, ete. This is as it should be. He takes pride in his 

tame crops, and this is as it should be. ; i 
f x 

4 f
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2 ’ But how often do we find a farmer who takes pride in his wild ; 

crops, his woodlot, his stand of quail, his coon dens, the fish in — : 

his creek or pond? Until a majority of our farmers are as proud 

of having a flock of prairie chickens as of owning a new car, we i 

shall not have the chickens. Gonservation cannot come until the 

. gameless farm is considered as unbalanced, until a farmer would no 

more tolerate erosion in his fields than he now tolerates a contagious 

; disease in his flocks and herds. 2 

Farmers do not yet have this attitude, neither do we who are not 

farmers. We still regard the farm as a place to retire from instead 

: of to. We look upon farming as a livelihood, not a life. Our present S 

wild crops are, I fear, an expression of neglect, not of care and 

forethought. When they have become an expression of pride in land, 

| then and not until then will we have conservation in Missouri, 

é 7 j | s Ze 

& ee .
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: The conservation movement in Missouri at this moment is like a 

fisherman wading a swift and deep bass stream. fo get across without — 
wetting his feet he has to step on four slippery rocks. Missouri has ee 

' reached the third rock and is still right side up. Where is the fourth? 

I here try to show it to you. I speak as one with wet feet who 

hopes you can keep yours dry. 

see i 
. ‘ 

. The first step in conservation is to want it. You, and may other * 

states, have taken that step. 

The second step is to create competent authority. You have done 

an extra good Job on that. I speak not so much of your new law (after ; 

ell, 4¢ 4s not rare for states to pass good laws) as of the quality A 

of your leadership. Rarely has any state enlisted the sagacity, open- _ | 

mindedness, and foresight displayed in your present leaders. If you 

know a good thing when you see it, you will give them your confidence, 

your support, and your thoughtful crticism. 

The third step is to learn how to develop the technical specifi- : 

~~. gations as to just what shall be done to make your fields, woods, and = 

. ; waters productive. You have landed right side up on this rock, bt : 

: : don't think you are across the creek. 

ore Have you read Bennitt and Nagel's "Game Survey of Missouri"? 

If so, you will realise how mach remains to be found out about cropping 

oN ead): ‘betteny, deer, for ta your severta. You Will realize inet Oe : 

. Pinding out how to grow wild crops in coverts is mch like finding 

gat how to grow corn, cotton, hogs in the fields. It idk job calling 

| for Sescarch, then testing in practice, then more research.
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Second Report of Game Policy Comittee 

; Scope. ‘The early efforts of the committee envisaged the preparation of a report 

so comprehensive and farseeing as to furnish, for some years to come, a groove 

down which policy jako might profitably run, 

The last two years, however, have brought increasing confusion of thought 

to the entire conservation field, An intellectual revolution seems to be in 

process, the net effect of which is to vastly expand both the importance and 

the difficulty of the conservation idea, During this process, it is difficult 

to see far ahead, At any rate, it is difficult for us. 

This report, then, is in no sense comprehensive. It is rather a collection 

of fragments of policy suggested by current events, It supplements the prelim- 

inary report published in the Journal for March, 1935. : 

The Complexity of Multiple Use. One mistake, probably made by us as individ- 

uals as often as by others, is the notion thet coordination of land uses is 

easy. In the enthusiasm of trying to get both game management and silviculture 

started, both professions have set the uncritical assumption that they fit 

beautifully together, 

They do fit beautifully, but not always easily. Nor can the fitting be 

accomplished without mutual concessions, It should occasion no surprise when 

the hiring of a game technician to argue wildlife interests with the timber stand 

improvement crew raises more questions than it answers. Fitting uses is inher- 

ently a complex and difficult job, and can be accomplished only in the course of 

: time, Exactly analagous difficulties and delays are being experienced in fitting 

together the sciences underlying land-uses. (1) 

Such game-forestry frictions (2) as those arising out of the silvicultural 

operations of the CCC are, in this light, the inevitable penalty of abnormally 

rapid eteennicki
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It seems to us of chief importance at this time: 

fo persist in the effort to fit, despite the fact that the job 

has proven to be difficult. 

: To expand the local researches, especially in food habits, which 
mist form the basis for a good job. Some examples (3) of such 

researches appear in the bibliography. 

Game vs. Wildlife. Foresters have usually aveitet, in thought and word, the 

sportsman's error of assigning to non-game wildlife a lesser value than to 

the killable species. In action, however, non-killable wildlife has been con- 

sistently neglected by all. It is hard to find imstances in which the new and 

powerful tools now available have been deliberately employed in the interest of 

non-game, rare, or threatened species, either by foresters or by anyone else. 

For example: It is now common to employ lend-exchange, land purchase, re- 

location of settlers, stock exclusions, wilderness areas, life-history research, 

continuous census, and aithinistrative treaties in the interest of elk or ducks. 

But how often have these new tools been employed in the interest of such forest 

species as the grizzly bear? The desert sheep? The Mearns quail? The Califor- 

; nia condor? The ivory-bill woodpecker? The spruce hen? The fisher, otter, 

marten, and wolverine? 

This is an important hiatus in forest game policy. (4) It presents an 

attractive opportunity for the forest administrator to assume a positive role 

as custodian of these national resources, Some promising beginnings have been 

made during the past year, but the bulk of the field remains untouched, 

Philosophy of Public Access. ‘This committee feels deeply disturbed about what 

seems to it an erroneous premise underlying the current philosophy of recreatimal 

| use, 

It is commonly assumed that where the public pays for the administration of 

public lands, it is necessary to give the public unconditional and even effort- 

less access to each and every recreational feature on such land, 

We submit that no public library or public museum gives unconditional access
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to the rarer and more perishable of its books, papers, or specimens. It recog- 

nizes that preservation is in some cases an even higher public obligation than 

use. It holds its technicians responsible for kmowing more than the public knows 

about the values and perishebility of the objects in its care, and it holds its 

technicians responsible for building a policy of public use in accordance with 

such superior knowledge, 

The fallacy of unconditional ‘iui to rare or perishable features has 

of course been partially recognized in the case of official wilderness areas, 

but the principle extends much further, The whole current tendency to measure 

recreational service in terms of thousands of users and ease of use is, in our 

view, a dangerous one, ‘there mst be brought into the picture three equally 

important but opposing principles, namely: 

(1) letting the user earn his recreation by virtue of some degree of 
mental or physical work. 

(2) Recognizing the biological limit beyond which mass-use destroys 
either the quality or the productivity of the resource. 

(3) Recognizing that the responsibility for preservation is me the 
administrator, and that exhorting the public to be decent does 
not absolve him of responsibility for damage done. 

Stated in another way, there is an absentee public, including not only 

those who do not use public properties but also those yet unborn whose tastes 

and preferences may differ from those of the user, This absentee public has a 

property right in national resources equal to that of the user, 

The ramifications of this question in public forests and parks policy 

have been recently discussed, directly or by implication, by Wright and Thomp- 

son (5), Marshall (6), Smith (7), and Clark (g), 

Game Jurisdiction and Land Ownership. On the National Forests, on the Public 

Domain, and to a partial degree on state migratory bird refuges, we have game 

aster one jurisdiction occupying public land administered by another, Mutual 

confusions, and delays are increasingly common on such areas. 

ae
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The only basic remedy so far proposed is to cede jurisdiction over the 

game to the land-owning agency, In some states, however, the federal lands 

are so extensive that such a policy migat ultimately weaken state game adminis-— 

tration, and thus leave outside game virtually unmanaged, 

A newer and perhaps sounder remedy may lie in delegating responsibility 

for details of management to the land-owning agency, without changing ownership 

or jurisdiction, in mich the same manner as states now delegate to private 

landowners certain authority over game on licensed shooting preserves, 

On a shooting preserve the state delegates to the licensee the task of 

producing game on his land, and also of limiting his own kill by means of tags. 

The latter is in lieu of the state's usual attempt to do the same thing by 

seasons and bag limits. ‘he renewal of the license is contingent upon satis- 

factory performance of the delegated task, as determined by periodic reports and 

inspections. The net result is that the licensee is given an incentive to do 

constructive work, in exchange for unusual privileges, and without any actual 

transfer of ownership or of ultimate responsibility, : 

What prevents the extension of this same principle to public landowners 

who now have no euthority over their own game, and who are now impeded in their 

efforts to do constructive work by the delays inotiient to cooperative effort? 

The proposal is, of course, at tis stage'a theoretical one, but one possibly 

worth serious discussion and a local trypout. Many important details, such as 

allocation of revemes and costs, are not here discussed, 

Ratio of Research to Operations. It was pointed out in the first report that the 

; then-prevailing ratio between public outlays for game management operations and 

outlays for game management research was probably 100:1 or greater. 

During the past year the public outlay for game research has grown by nearly 

: $100,000, but game operations have probably increased in equal proportion. 

It would be conservative to estimate that half of the operations expenditures 

were used up in flounderings due primarily to lack of facts and lack of trained
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experienced men to apply them. 

If so, then the diversion of funds from operations to research would, up 

to the point that research agencies lmow how to use them, be profitable. 

What bureaus and departments are aware of this fact? Of those aware of it, 

how many have disclosed it to their’ appropriations committees? The continued 

acceptance of approvriations for enterprises popular with legisletors but other- 

wise unimportant, to the detriment or neglect of sounder and more urgent work, has 

emerged as a real problem in professional ethics. 

The outlines of a national wildlife research program are now, for the first 

time, available in print (9). 

Penalties of Overstocking; Mammals vs. Birds. The current year has seen the emer- 

gence of a biological principle, perhaps long realized, but not sveimily asserted 

as @ positive and generalized rule for exSilante in wildlife administration. It is 

this: overstocking range with game birds earvtes no invariable penalty in loss of 

future carrying capacity, but overstocking range with browsing mammals does. Hence 

greater administrative caution in avoiding overstocking is called for in the latter 

case, 

The reasons are of course evident: seed-eating birds seldom destroy next 

year's crop of food-plants because there is usually an excess of seed, and often 

a reserve in soil-storage; browsing mammals on the other hand may readily destrgy 

their future food supply because they usually weaken the palatable species, in- 

hibit their. reproduction, and thus allow usurpation of the soil by non-palatable 

species, 

Whether or no biologists have been guided by this rule, it is certain the 

public kmows nothing of it. The public clamor for vintesedinaley: or predator- 

control on an overstocked deer range is just as insistent, sincere, and uncriti- 

cal as on an understocked quail, turkey, or pheasant range. : 

A transfer of emphasis is needed from “more game" to “more carrying capacity" 

(10).
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Game on Public Domain, One of the least-lmown assets of the approximately 

162,188,000 acres of the unallotted and unappropriated public lands is the wild- 

life which exists or might exist upon it. Happily an able and up-to-date analy- 

sis of the condition of the western range, including the public domain and its 

wildlife, is now available (11). 

The public domain is in worse condition than any other part of the western 

range (namely 67 per cent depleted, 95 per cent still depreciating, 2 per cent 

improving), It is suggested that other forms of use than livestock grazing 

must be found for mach of it. Some of the most interesting and valuable of 

species of wildlife are found, in part, on the public domain, ‘These include 

antelope, desert mle deer, peccary, various forms of bighorn sheep, Gambel maj 

sage hen, Mearns quail, scaled quail, mountain lion, coyote, ringtailed cat, 

badger, and desert fox, also such interesting reptiles as chuckwalla and Gila 

monster, : 

Why not apply the “simple naturalistic method" of leaving most of this land 

to game, recreational, wilderness, and watershed uses?- Note the following 

authoritative statement: "Before white settlement, the renge was used only by 

game, the great numbers of which are attested by the reports of all the early 

explorers. Despite these numbers and climatic cycles, and drought periods whih 

were undoubtedly as severe as any of recent years, the range did maintain it- 

self, except for natural variation and for localized and temporary overgrazing, 

and would have continued to do so if the white'man had not upset its natural 

and fairly stable equilibrium, Truly, man hes shown less wisdom and vision in 

the use of the range resource than did uncontrolled nature, His greatest achiew- 

: ment seems to have been the removal of the natural checks and balances which had 

maintained the virgin range over thousands of years," (The Western Range, 1936, 

De Blin : : 

It seems to the committee that to save something from the wreck of this vast 

area, there mst be a swift and effective reduction of livestock to a point where
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the range can begin to improve. This alone would bring about a fundamental bene- 

fit to its remaining wildlife. Steady improvement of the range and a considerable 

: quantity of wildlife will go together. 

An inventory of the resources of the public domain should be made, A scien- 

tific land classification will show mech of it good for naught but wildlife. Com- 

mon sense dictates that a large part of these lands be set aside for wildlife pur- 

poses. 3 

- ic ate ee
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The public mind is a mirror into which every vocation reflects its 

image. That image may flatter its subject, or the contrary, depending 

upon aceumlated public impressions of the group and how its members live, 

think, and work. : 

A decade ago the public image of labor was a rather pleasing one. 

Since the advent of CIO it has become much harder to look at. 

In the writings of Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson we find 

the word "industrialist" used as a term of high honor. Today one uses : 

the term guardedly. 

fhe banker's picture has of late suffered an unflattering distortion, 

' @ulminating in the newspaper epithet "bankster" in the early 1930s. 

Not long ago the railroads had cloven hooves; now what with rate 

reductions, streamliners, and 35-cent dinners they have acquired merit and 

may soon sprout wings. 

It is clear that, in general, the underdog tends to be uppermost in
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public favor. Conversely, when a profession becomes important or powerful, 

it has need to look to its laurels. 

The engineer, from Kitchener to Herbert Hoover, enjoyed a public image 

of ever-increasing comeliness. The reasons are too well known to need 

comment. At the present moment, however, the word “engineer” in the minds 

of conservationists is associated with a series of errors in the use of 

natural resources. It evokes a mental image of marshes needlessly drained, 

of rivers expensively channelized to revive an expiring navigation, of 

floods aggravated by stream straightening and by constricting levees, of 

irrigation reservoirs silted before the maturity of their bonds, and of a 

veritable mycelium of roads at least a part of which are built regardless 

of cost or need. 

This fall in esteem is admittedly confined to that small group pre- 

occupied with the biological aspects of public policy. As a member of this 

group I here attempt to shed some light on their reactions. That these 

reactions are just and fair I cannot certify, tut the avowal that they exist 

may be a useful first step toward wiser policy. 

We may perhaps strike at the root of the matter by this generalization:
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the engineer believes, and has taught the public to believe, that a 

constructed mechanism is inherently preferable to a natural one. The 

conservationist believes the contrary. 

All generalizations are inaccurate, including this one. A few cases 

may help clarify the issue. 

The Columbia River dams are & case in point. As between abundant 

power and abundant salmon, priority automatically went to power. ‘The dams 

were started before the probable destruction of the salmon resource was 

seriously debated. It made no difference that the need for power was | 

questionable, the fate of the salmon was nearly certain. By an axiom long 

in the making, the man-made resource must be superior to the natural one. 

I do not know whether the engineers built the axiom or the axiom built the 

engineers. The result is the same. 

The Mississippi dams involve a more subtle issue. That the great river 

is sick all will agres. Treatment can be applied either to the channel 

where the symptoms are most conspicuous, or to the deranged watershed which 

: gives rise to the symptoms. The engineers started to bandage the channel 

with steel and concrete before giving ear to the question of what ails the
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organism as a whole. Few engineers, even now, display any grasp of the 

organic or ecological diagnosis of water systems. As a group, they 

either assume, or allow the public to assume, that skillful structures 

can solve our water problems, and (by implication) exempt us from the 

penalties of bungling land use. 7 7 

The history of irrigation reservoirs in the West presents the same 

question. In many instances the silting life of a storage basin was 

assumed during the promotion stage be perpetual. During the construction 

thie it would be scaled down to a century, and during the pay-up stage it 

would finally appear as a generation. Isolated errors in predicting the 

life of reservoirs would be natural enough, tut their repetition through 

forty years of experience forces the observer to conclude that the profession 

as a whole is not yet conscious of that organic disintegration which has 

afflicted nearly all semi-arid watersheds since their eoneetien by livestock. 

(There are witteeonibcannpetens to this rule, Olmstead's report on the Gila 

River is one such.) a 

When some inventory comes out with a new alloy the engineers lose no 

time meking a path to his door. But discoveries outside the engineering
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field may have an equal bearing on the responsibilities of the engineering 

profession. Take, for example, sie formiation, in terms of 

physical chemistry, of the basic mechanism by which plants influence runoff. 

This reorients the old controversy about the influence of forests and presents 

a challenging opportunity for joint menateits by soil chemists, engineers, and 

botanists. But who is doing it? I here criticise all three parties. 

Again, take Weaver's discovery that the composition of the plant 

. community determines the ability of soils to retain their gramlation, and 

henee their stability. If finally verified, this new principle may necessitate 

the revision of our entire system of thought on flood control and erosion 

control. I do not hear it discussed among engineers (nor, for that matter, 

among economists, business men, or statesmen). 

The cases I have cited all involve big and complex issues of national 

importance. Consider now, for contrast, a small and local one. In the sand 

counties of central Wisconsin are many defunct drainage districts. In 1933 

the government began to muy out the surviving farmers and convert the area 

into a wildlife reservation. Travel in the area had always followed “sand-tracks." 

There were hundreds of miles of these tracks; unimproved but passable routes ; 

winding piateresquely through the jack pines and scrub oaks.
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I believe it is an engineering fact that in sand & semi-sodded track 

is the best possible road short of a surfaced turnpike. But the engineers 

could not resist the temptation of soft yardage, abundant CCCs, and govern- 

ment gas. Today the area is geometrically gridironed with graded sandpiles, 

expensively inferior to the old tracks. It looks as if some new glacier 

had acquired the knack of laying down eskers with a transit. The drainage 

of this region was, by hindsight, a mistake, but now in our effort to give 

it back to the birds, we mst give it one last mtilating gouge with power 

tools. ? 

This same propensity for carving soft landscapes perhaps accounts for 

the reeent Cn of nearly the whole Atlantic tidal marsh from Maine to 

Alabema. This was done with relief labor, in the name of mosquito control, : 

over the protests of wildlife interests. ‘These marshes are the wintering 

ground of many species of migratory waterfowl and the breeding ground of 

others. The effectiveness of such drainage as a mosquito control measure 

is at least debatable. Biological methods of mosquite control are known 

but were not tried. The project was not led by engineers and is chargeable 

to engineering only in the sense that it shows what the mechanical idea of
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landseaping can do when combined with too mech haste, too much government 

money, a resort-owner's chamber of commerce, and the prevalent unconsciousness 

of biological equilibria. I suspect that the real impulse behind the whole 

venture is the local realtor's solicitude for silk stockings on his beaches. 

I mention last what to me seems the least discussed but most regrettable 

instance of short-sighted engineering--the wholesale straightening of small 

rivers and creeks. This is done to Kasten the runoff of local flood waters, 

and of course aggravates the piling up of peaks in major streams. It is, 

on its face, a process of pushing trouble downstream, of seeking benefit for 

the locality at the expense of the commnity. In justice the stream 

straightener should indemnify the public for damage; in practice I fear the 

public may at times subsidize him with relief labor. 

I know of at least one engineering group which has foresworn stream- 

straightening--the Soil Conservation Service. I salute them. | 

fhe interplay of engineering and ecological evils is an insidious 

thing. I know a locality in western Dane County where erosion is gradually 

destroying the upland cornfields. The farmers must have corn; their only 

recourse is the marshy creek bottoms. These, however, are subject to flashy
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floods. fo raise corn on the dottons the floods will have to be hastened 

downstream by straightening, which in turn will aggravate the flashy runoff 

and sugment erosion. Thus the cycle of misuse. 

Incidentally these marshy bottoms contain the only wildlife cover and 

are now good pasture. The cover au disapvear with straightening, and the 

pasture will have to move back to the eroded uplands. 

These cases collectively imply, but I will now specifically sdmit, 

certain qualifications which, in justice, I must attach to my criticism 

of the engineer. : P 

First of all, let me admit that in some cases the biological professions 

seen just as remiss as the engineering group. . 

Secondly, let me admit that the engineer is a symbol for a state of the 

public mind, as well as a professional man who has made mistakes. The cited 

instances of error are chargeable to voters and politicians as well as é 

engineers. The Columbia dams, the Mississippi dams, the irrigation reservoirs, 

the needless roads and the mosquito drainage were backed by strong local 

booster and even pork-barrel interests. Every professional man mast, within : 

limits, execute the jobs people are willing to pay for. But every profession
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in the long run writes its own ticket. It does so through the emergence of 

; leaders who can afford to challenge unsound professional aaa 

for example. What I here decry is not so mich the prevalence of public error 

in the use of engineering tools as the scarcity of engineering criticism 

of such misuse. Perhaps that criticism exists in camera, but it does not 

reach the interested layman. 

I admit, too, that engineering is not the only profession which affords 

a@ logical focus for biological and esthetic discontent. The chemist, for 

example, is to us a dubious Santa Claus, for he scatters new comforts with 

one hand and new pollutions with the other. Both professions exemplify the 

priority fer the uae over the natural, the atrophy of esthetic discim- 

ination, the yearning for prosperity and comfort at any cost. I do not claim 

that we, the disaffected, disdain the prosperity and the comforts. Our only 

contribution to social cerebration is the idea that the cost is large, 

unnecessarily large. 

With these qualifying admissions I now summarige my criticism: The 

engineer has respect for mechanical wisdom because he created it. 

He has aisrespest for ecological wisdom, not because he is contemptuous 

of it, but because he is unaware of it.
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At this point it would be fair for the engineer to ask: What is 

ecological wisdom? fo attempt any comprehensive answer would be futile i 

and arrogant. Our perceptions suffice only to sense direction. The 

direction of ecological thought is to admit that we @e not understand biotic 

reactions, and hence that we cannot an the results of their manipulation. 

: We advocate, accordingly, what anyone would who must move in the dark: 

caution, cut and try. We feel and occasionally acknowledge a kind of beauty 

in this complexity which defies science. We feel also an engineer's respect 

for an intricate mechanism, and a strong aversion for discarding any of its 

parts. We arrive ultimately at the conviction that to govern the animate 

world it mst be led rather than coerced. Perhaps this means a kind of 

democracy for soils, plants,and animals. 

The tools which the engineer has given the public are so crude and 

powerful that they invite coercive use. It is not likely that the public 

will lay them down. The only alternative is the pooling of engineering and 

ecological skills for wiser use of those tools. Is this pooling under way? 

Perhaps. We now see engineers and ecologists jointly attacking the soil 

erosion problem, but only after the resource reached an advanced stage of
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deterioration. Need we always await the willy-nilly pressure of wrecked 

resources before professional cooperation begins? 

We end, I think, at what might be called the standard paradox of the 

twentieth century: our tools are better than we are, and grow better 

faster than we do. They suffice to crack the atom, to ose the tides. 

But they do not suffice for the oldest task in human history: to live on 

a piece of land without spoiling it.
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Improving the Wildlife Program of the 
Soil Conservation Service 

Premise. The attempt to justify this program in terms of individual ; 

profit economics is false “a should be iicieetiaad. There are 

particular items, such as a fur marsh, which may “pay" and can be dem- 

onstrated to pay, but most of the things to be done for and with wildlife 

on Wisconsin farms rest upon either: 

(a) the pleasure to be derived from them 

(b) the benefit or profit to the commnity (rather than the 
individual) - 

(c) an appreciation of benefits which are usually indirect, 
often small, often long deferred, and always interlaced 
with farming, forestry, and other "activities." 

In either event, the creation of a motive for a wildlife conservation 

program demands an antecedent process of education which is not yet started. 

This process of education must be genuine and spontaneous else it will. 

fail, and it mst be addressed to the "teachers" (i.e., the S.C.S. personnel, 

the county agent, the school teacher) as well as the "pupils" (the farmer, : 

his family, the local’ banker, merchant, etc.). : 

Content of the Education Program. The mere propagation of biological 

facts, however interesting, is sterile unless those facts are woven into 

the cultural pattern of the community. There are other new "threads" which : : 

mast be woven in at the same time, else the wildlife threads lose much of 

their significance. Some of these are : 

: 1. A sense of history 

2. A sense of art 

' These are dangerous words because, in the sterile educational system of 

: today, they convey the idea that the farmer should be reading history and
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should be taught esthetics. The exact opposite is truth. Every farmer, : 

willy-nilly, is writing history, the-bietemoef and painting a new landscape 

for Wisconsin. The only question is whether he is aware of it, and whether 

he is critical of the result. ; 

Once a new pattern is started, there are many satisfactions to be 

: - derived from it, and few of them need be of a "highbrow" nature. For 

example, there are dozens of rural sports, from coon-dog field trials to 

' wildflower picnics, which arenow passing out because their physical basis 

is disappearing, but which can regain vitality when their physical basis 

expands with a good wildlife program. A good wildlife program reduces itself, 

in essence, to the deliberate perpetuation of a diverse landscape, and to 

: its integration with economic and cultural land-use. Before we can get the 

farmer to create such a landscape, he must taste the satisfactions it offers 

at all seasons to all ages and all degrees of intellectual advancement. Who 

ees is to show him how? 

Parties to the Job. The professional wildlifers in the S.C.S., the university, 

and the Conservation Department certainly cannot undertake this alone. 

; Why not mobilize the help of those who are equally interested in the result, 

and who can contribute what we can't? : a alee wat ) 

It would be good for the historians as well as the farmers if tne —_ 

Called upon, whenever a new S.C.S. project, district or what-not gets under 

way, to inventory the historical values within its boundaries. Here, let us 

. say, is the hill from which the Illinois militia shot at Blackhawi's squaws 

when they attempted to raft across the Wisconsin. All right, here is an old 

bur oak which may have witnessed that little drama, Let the botanists and 

foresters bore for its age, and tell us how big it was at that time,and : 

whet landscape surrounded tty Then let the S.C.S. contract with the farmer
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who owns the oak to designate it as an historical monument of which he (the 

farmer) is the custodian. Let the 8.C.S. furnish the teacher of the 

nearby school with the whole story in written form, with pictures, for use 

in class. Let the historians list the books needed for historical back- 

ground; the botanists those needed for biological background; let the school 

: board add these books to the library. Perhaps the teacher will read then. 

If “bur oak" carries no vital connotation to the teacher, advise her quietly 

to read Peattie's “Prairie Grove" and Muir's “Boyhood and Youth." 

Here, then, is at least one possible local "backdrop" against which 

the wildlifer can portray the significance of bur oak to coon, fox squirrel, : 

flying squirrel, owl, and scarlet tanager, and while he is at it, to white 

grub, pasture, and cows. So can the artist and the landscaper now raise 

the question of the role of bur oak in painting, photography, and landscape 

design. Without the backdrop, all these elaborations would perish in yacuo. 

Likewise the $.¢G.S. wildlifer can now raise the question of whether ; 

the foresters, in their “timber stand improvement" operations, are doing 

umnetessary violence to bur oaks. Without the backdrop, all these 

: elaborations perish. 

Cetcho kiohelef
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THY CONSERVATION LEAGUE 

Aldo Leopold 

Conservation is a house divided. Few of us realize the extent to which 

this is true. 

The first job of an organization like the new Wisconsin Conservation 

League is to bring the factions together and insist that they thresh out 

their differences. : 

It would be Utopian to suppose that they can all agree. But the more 

threshing, the less disagreement. The more threshing, the better the under- 

standing of the other fellow's interests. Mutual respect is often just as 

good as mtual agreement. What conservationists need is education, and 

our opponent is often our best teacher. 

i Let me cite some instances of how deep and important the cleavages are. 

At a bluff on the Wisconsin River, there was a duck hawk's nest. It 

was the delight of ornithologists. One had to walk helf a mile to get to 

the bluff. Along came the county planners, and in the name of recreation 

Ddlasted a road to the bluff, for the use of plenickers. The hawks, of course, 

are now gone. We ornithologists will never forgive this vandalism, but if 

the Wisconsin Conservation League made the two groups of "conservationists" 

sit down and argue the matter out, it might be less likely to happen again. 

Since the building of rearing ponds by local sportemen's organizations, 

the blue heron and the kingfisher have been growing searce in many localities. 

Whole rookeries of herons have quietly disappeared. The bird lovers believe 

the fishermen do the killing, and feel deeply aggrieved. They are likely 

to oppose any and all sportsman programs, whether related to this matter or 

not. Yet I doubt whether sportemen kmow of this cleavage. Again: Why not 

thresh it owt? Each group could probably teach the other something it 

®,
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doesn't now know. 

Foresters, botanists, and ecologists foresee that the vegetation in 

many parts of northern Wisconsin is in danger of being wrecked by too many 

deer. ‘The white cedar will disappear. Pine and spruce reproduction will 

suffer. Many wildflowers will grow scarce. Ultimately the deer themselves 

will deteriorate. Yet the resort owners and deer hunters, with their eye 

peeled only one year ahead, see no danger. "We will take care of those 

excess deer," say the deer hunters. Yet those of us who have had the 

privilege of studying deer herds in many regions know that this is mere 

theory. Rifles have never successfully regulated a deer herd. They either 

overdo or underdo the job. The only successful regulaters are the deer 

predators. In northern Wisconsin this means sabres. Yet we are still 

exterminating wolves. In farming districts we can't have wolves, but with 

the new zoning laws there will be many large areas devoid of farms. Again: 

Why not thresh this out before it is too late? 

Wisconsin botanists have been disturbed because this summer the largest 

remaining piece of virgin prairie in Jefferson County was fenced for cow 

pasture. They have been trying to buy the land as a wildflower and prairie 

chicken refuge. Within a few miles of this spot is the headquarters of a 

"conservation club," but no botanist ever thought to tell the club about the 

impending loss of the prairie. Such clubs, as everybody imows, are usually 

interested only in pheasants. Yet how can they become interested in a broader 

definition of conservation if no one raises the question? Again: a chance 

for factions to get acquainted. 

I could f111 a book with these instances. I do not claim that a live 

active Conservation League, foreing the factions to argue out their conflicts, 

would bring us a better outdoors. I do claim that it is the only chance for
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achieving a better outdoors. It is a question of applying the democratic 

process to conservation. Maybe it won't work, but we can't be sure until 

we have tried. 

oot
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424 University Farm Place 
October 14, 1940 

Mr. Hugh Jackson, Editor 
fhe Wisconsin Sportsman 
2004 Winnebago Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Hugh: é : 

You and Dr. Riegel asked me a couple of weeks 
ago to write up something along the lines of my remarks at 
the meeting. At the moment I didn't have time, but I have 
now scribbled a short article which you may use if you 
want it. I am sending a copy of this to Dr. Riegel. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management
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= OPPORTUNITIES IN WILDLIFE RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 

: Our Past 

We Americans have been @ynamic destrovers. Within the 

few generations of our national existence, we have managed success— 
: fully to wipe out vast tracts of virgin forest, devastate millions 

of acres of fine soil, pollute innumerable streams with human re- 
fuse and industrial waste, recklessly destroy our mineral resources, 
end obliterate the native animal life without the slightest compunc- : 
tion. 3 

: Some yeara ago various scientific groups and individuals 
: expressed doubts as to the desirability of our traditional policy 

: of exploitation. But at that time we lived in a land of plenty, - 
or thought we di@, - and the far-sighted individual was scorned. 

: Not until 1934, when the dust storms swept the country from the Great 

2 Phains to the Atlantic, did the public awaken to the peril of our 
plight. ‘Today the American people are acutely aware of the necess- 
ity of measures designed to protect our nattral resources, of which 

our native wildlife is one. 

: But before we came to our senses, we had exterminated the 
oe great auk, the Pallas cormorant, the Labrador duck, the passenger 

: pigeon, the heath hen, the English curlew, and the Carolina paroquet. 
The giant mink is gone; the buffalo barely survives; and in the 
United States the grizzly bear is nearly extinct. There are many 

s other species, too, which are threatened with extinction. The ; 
: trumpéter swan, the canvasback duck, the redhead, the upband plover, 

: the whooping crane, the golden plover, and the ivory billed wood- 
pecker are but a few of our game birds which are going fast and 
whose decline we seem impotent to prevent. Even @f those species oe 
of which we still have relatively large numbers, the decline has been 

; strikingly obvious. Compare the breeding range of a species today 
5 with the original breeding range, and the facts are brought clearly 

# home. The following three maps show these ranges for the long-billed 

; curlew, the Canada goose, and the Wilson snipe. See how broad the ~ 

: breeding ranges of these. species once were. See how restricted : 

= their ranges now are. 

The Situation Today 

: We have come to our senses. The public has pretty well ; 

ae decided thet it wants wildlife restored, But the truth is that we 
: actually do not know how to restore wildlife or how to preserve 
= what we now have. And there is a good reason, viz.: The science 

ae of wildlife conservation is stiil very, very young. Most of our 

= sciences date from antiquity; by the dawn of history a great mass 

oS _ of informationswas available to mankind in the form of practical 

=e and theoretical knowledge. Other sciences arose during or after 
Roe the Renaissance, and hsve been developing for ov r two centuries. 
= There are relatively few lines of endeavor, today, that are less 

soe than 50 years old. : :
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ss But the science of eonservation, in America, is different, 

3 Gifford Pinchot, who is still living, was América's first forester; 
: and Theodore Roosevelt was the first statesman to bring forcibly 

before the public the necessity of conservation of our natural en- 
: dowments. These men were ahead of their time, and it has been only 2 

within the last decade that a dynamic program of conservation has é 
been undertaken. In five to ten years, therefore, America has : 

. attempted not only to create a science, but to realize a profit on 
: it. : 

Naturally, in our embryonic efforts at wildlife control, we 
have made many mistakes. In the main, these mistakes have been due 
to our ignorance of fundamental natural laws. These laws can be 
understood or detected only through the medium of research. In 

y - order to learn how to restore our wildlife, then, we must employ 
the same methods used in agriculture and industry. We must study 

: fundamentals. 

: Up to three years ago there was a great scarcity of research 
d funds throug out the wildlife field. Congress then passed the Pitt- 
= man-Robertson Act which diverts the ammunition excise tax and makes 

a it available to states as federal aid for research and for the pur- 
oly chase of wilélife lands. 

‘ , There is, therefore, considerable research money available, 
: ; but the distribution of the funds is exceedingly uneven and unsatise 

= factory. The state conservation departments have the last word in 
= ~ deciding what funds are to be used for, and they naturally give me 

Fy ‘ preference to "practical" projects. There is still no money for 
= : basié scientific rescarch in wildlife, and the experiences of agri- 
ae culture and industry show clearly that unless such scientific work 
Se keeps pace with practical work, we end up in a blind alley. There 
ey . are still no.funds for exploring new fields such as wildlife physio- 
o> logy and psychology. There is also a great wastage of funds due to 

; the cutting off of important university projects when the graduate 
= student has received his degree. Instances of these defects will 
e: be cited later. 

& é That the right kind of wildlife researth can actually result 
: _ in restoration of abundance is proven in the southeastern states, 

: H.L.Stoddard began in 1924 a research study of bobwhite quail. There 
was at that time no apnreciable success in cropping or management 

J of quail. He learned by research how to crop and manage thé species, - 
Bs and today a highly successful system of quail management is in opera- 

tion on huné@reds of thousands of acres throughout the southeastern 
: states. 

si Ways to Work 

ou Any new enterprise set up with private funds should be super- 
- vised by a small board of trustees, carefully selected for their 
iy knowledge of biological science and their achievements in wildlife 
‘ : research and management. ‘The services of such a board will be readily — 
Bee: available for any enterprise set up on sound lines,
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ee There are four mechanisms “hrough which néw work in wild- 

3 life research and education can be accomplished, namely: 
; 1. Research grants ; 

me 2. Chairs in universities 
< Laboratories for education and extension work 

« Research laboratories. 

‘ 1. Research Grants 

This is the most flexible and least risky of the four ways 
ey to work and is the standard method in other scientific foundations, 

The board decides where the best brains are being applied on the 
most important subjects, and aids such enterprises by a grant of 
funds. The grants are continued only so long as the brain work 
continues and the subject remains importent.e Research grants totale 

. Ling millions per year are available for general science, for educa- 
tion, for art, for medicine, etc., but THERE ARE NO RESEARCH FOUNDA- 

pe TIONS WITH UNENCUMBERED PRIVATE FUNDS FOR RESEARCH GRANTS IN WLDLIFE. 
- There is one foundation local to Missouri (the Edward K. Love *oun- 

dation), The American Wildlife Institute has a small fund from 
which research grants are made, but it has no continuity and may 
give out at any time. None of the standard scientific foundations 

a have ever given a CENT to wildlife, because they do not consider 
. this field to be science. : 

2. Chairs in Universities 

While interest centers in a particular s’ ate, both research : 
e : and education can be stimulated by setting up a chair for wildlife 
re in the stete university. Thus, the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foun- 
a dation set up a Ghair of wildlife management in the University of 

: Wisconsin in 1933. They supported this chair until lest year when 
; suprort was taken overyby the university. 

| f Chairs are, of course, inadvisable except where outstanding 
Es talent exists in a state which has outstanding need and which is not 
a: likely to g t started in any other way. Ghairs can cover research 
: : and teaching or any combination of the two, 

: 3. Laboratories for Education and Extension 

: The education of the general public in the meaning of wild- 
; - life has not emphoyed the most modern tools. For example, the var-— 

ious museums have developed a technique for teaching natural history é 
through habitat grouns. This technique is equally applicable to 
wildlife management but has never been used, because few maseums 
know what wildlife management is, and wildlife managers do not have 
the funds for habitat groups. A further development could result 

© in the preparation of portable habitat groups which would heve enor- 
mous educational value. There are thousands of 4H and Conservation 

: Clubs, for example, which need such portable exhibits but hove no 
access to them, They would be glad to pay transportation and even 

; rental on such materials if they were available. This idea has been 
ie : broached both to the Field Museum and to the Milwaukee Public Museun, 
a, but‘ there are no funds to execute it. 

ae 4 ;
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: It 14s possible to construct and finance laboratories for 
wildlife research, but this method is somewhat riskier than number 

: : 1 and number 2. Permanently well-financed research enterprises 

seem to go to seed. However, obviously, that is not necessary if 

the organization is properly managed. A research laboratory for 

wildlife physiology and psychology is badly needed, and if some Be 
university would put up the buildda@ng, it emuld be financed without 
great risk, the understanding being that funds would be withdrawn 

when production ceases. There has been one such laboratory, the 

: Baldwin Bird Research Laboratory in Cleveland, but it came to an 

2 end with the death of Mr. Baldwin because his family was not in 
sympathy with it. ‘ 

Se Scale of Operations 

; A set-up of funds could cover one or more of the four ways 

3 to work. 5 

& ee A minimum set-up would attempt only research grants and 

: might operate on an annual budget as low as five or ten thousand 

= : per year. Naturally, onvsuch a Bestricted budget, the grants would 

: } necescarily be small, However, one should remember that throughout 
eae: this country there are d6zens of scientific workers with interests : 

in the wildlife field, who are without sufficient funds to carry : 
pe forward a progrem of wildiife research. These men are most often 
ce supvorted by some school cr college which has little if any money pee 

© : for,research. To these men, then, the difference between victory 
= and defeat generally means $200 to $500 per year. 

= As to the other ways to work: the minimum budget for a 

: Chair would be eight thousand per year. The minimum budget for an 

ee: educational and extension laboratory would be about ten thousand 
ae i per year. The minimum budget for a research laboratory where the 

> university furnished the building would be the same as for a chair, . 

oe namely, eight thousand a year. 

mos ' In the following paragraphs are set forth some pertinent 

problems, of a fundamental biological nature, whose solution would 
Be well be within the scope of a reasonably well endowed organization. 

- Sex Rationin Ducks 

a : The decrease in breeding range of the mallard duck is shown ie 

e on the following map. : 

— fhe decline of the duck supply has clearly had three causes? ‘ 

pera over-shooting, drouth, and distortion of the sex ratio. Distortion S 
es as high as 70 males to 30 females occurs in some species. Over= 

oS shooting and drough are not within the province of research, but 

Bos the diagnosis of sex distortion is. . : ‘ 

| : : ee a
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ahs In the 17th century Fabricius discovered that birds of 
; the year could be distinguished from older birds by the presence ~ : ; 

of a blind sack at the end of the intestine called the bursa. 
é Three years ago Carl Gower of Michigan revived the use of the : 

bursa as a means of aging birds, but he applied it only to dead 
: birds in the laboratory. Two years ago Albert Hochbaum of Wis— d 

consin found he could exemine the bursa in live ducks and could 
readily tell both their sex and their age in one operation and 
without inguring the bird, 

Since that time Hochbaum and also Hawki»s of Illinois have 
sexed and aged thousands of ducks, both alive and dead and found ; 

: that: 
1. 4Sotulism, which hits the breeding marshes in August, 

falls differentially on sex and age Glasses. It tends to kill 
the old females and the young, because their moult is deferred, 

: and they can sot fly when botulism hits. ‘he drakes moult earlier 
ae: and thus escape disease. 

Re : 2. Shooting falls differentially on sexes and ages. Early 
: pot-hole shooting is hardest on the old hens. ‘The old hens, further- 

mvre, constitute the most important class of ducks, because they 
possess the instinct to return to their original breeding ground, 

s 3. Migration shows differences as to sex and age. The hens 
s and young come down first and get hit hardest by the hunters. 

heel * If these preliminary indications can be verified and extended 
a ‘ to the whole continent, it might be poesible to cure the distortion 
mee of the sex rationby manipulation of sea-ons and without decreasing es 
= the tofial kill. What is needed is funds to start a system of sex 
es and age tallies of duck bags throughout the country, especiallyxthe 
a migratory sone, and wholesale banding on the breeding grounds, The 
Bee « Biological Survey and the various states and duck clubs would carry : 

ef most of the cost oice the preliminary research is completed. All that 
< is needed is a little "yeast" to start the procese. 

SS : Research grants would be the best, although a chair for the : 
ie permanent study of duck banding is needed in some Canadian university. 

= Pittman-Hobertson funds cannot flow across the border into Canada 
is where the need for work is greatest. 2 

2 Breeding Mechanism of Prairie Grouse 7 

ei ‘The continental decline of the prairie chicken and sharp- : 
eee! tailed grouse 1s known to all, and is a threat to the future of all ; 
a sports based on the work of bird qogs. 

ea These two grouse have a unique breeding mechanism known as 
ee booming. 4 booming ground was long regarded as the fighting place — 
oe of males ready to breed. Hamerstrom of Wisconsin, by the use of ee 

‘ modern research methods, has now proven this supposition t be false, = 
Bent The whole booming performance is evidently a pre ation for breed- 
ae ing, snd the decline of the prairie grouse may be ascribed to the 5 
aS fact that their numbers are no longer sufficient. Adequate prepara- 
oa  tionsdepends on Antensity of booming, and intensity depends on numbers,
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: Mating takes place only when preparation is completed in both a i 
Mi males and females and when their period of readiness overlaps. 
Ne The well-known cycle in numbers of grouse may likewise depend 

; upon disturbance of the breeding mechanism. 3 

Similar studies by Davidson in Oklahoma, phere ig fexas, 
ae and Schwartz in Missouri point to simibar conclusions, 1 of these 
me investigations face @&scontinuance because the students involved : 

s have completed their doctor's degrees. A small fund would serve 
to push one of these projects to the point where the value of the 

pe ths new appraisals of the grouse problem could be proven or disproven. 
A research grant would be the proper mechanism for temporary work, 
but a chair of grouse management either in this country or in 

oo Canada would be a more adequate provision for long time action. 

Imppovement of Wild Turkey Stocks 

é The decrease in wild turkey range is shown on the accompany 
: ing map. : . 

é A dozen states have spent large sums on the restoration of — 2 
: the wild turkey, but in no case have such efforts proved entirely 

= successful. Up to five years ago the cause of failure wes obvious 
; because of the use of mongrel stocks which had crossed with domestic 

= breeds. Since that time breeding has produced by selection a bird © 
which looks like the wild turkey, but recent studies in Missouri ‘ 

: show that even these imppoved birds lack the power to spread and 
: recolcnize the turkey ranze. Their cruising radius in a year is 

i often less than the daily cruising radius of genuine wild turkey ‘geet 
eas stock. This indicates thet while these improved birds look like 

= wild-turkey stock, they actially lack the inner equipment for wild 
survival. I, a word, they ars not wild turkeys "at care, 

We now know how to study thie inner equipment, both in the 
laboratory and in the field. If research can show that the best 
available geme farm stocks are defective,.a complete about-face in 
methods will be necessary. ‘The defective stock on the range will - 
have to be eradicated and the range will have to be repopulated by 
allowing genuine wild nuclei to spread. T is will be a slower but 

: perhaps a sounder technique, 

The only large population of genuine wild birds is in the 
: southeast and in Mexico. A much sore intensive study of these 

: genuine wild remnafts is needed. Pittman-Hobertson funds cannot 
be used across the border. A private foundation could do a lot : 
of good in hastening the further work of the wild turkey restoration 
program. Temporary work could best be carried out through research : 

: grants, but long-time work through a chair of wild turkey management. 

: é % # : 

as The above are merely sample problems. There are dozens of : ; 
: othere of equal merit and in’ equal need of action, and in most cases, ‘ 

there is equal need of unencumbered frivate funds to undertake jobs 
; which public funds are inhibited from undertaking. ee
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% Z UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN f we? 7 « 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE yeh yw" 
: MADISON, WISCONSIN anor 4 ev 

DEPARTMENT OF GENETICS 
we ub ol 

December 12, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold : 
Department of Wildlife Management 
The University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 
Enclosed herewith is a copy of 

the wildlife research report, together with my 

letter of transmissal to Mr. B. J. Clarke, of 

Chicago. 
I shall be pleased to inform you 

of any future developments. * 

I tnust that my additions to the ; 

report meet with your approval; had it not been : 

for your vacation, I should have been happy to 

have gone over them with you. 
With kindest personal regards, I am 

ours very truly 

< 

Russell W. Cumley



December 12, 1940 

Mr. B. J. Clarke 
Wid-American Resources, Inc. 
231 South La Salle Str-et 
Chicago, Illinois 

Deer Mr. Clarke, 
Enclosed herewith is a report 

entitled OPPORTUNITIES IN WILDLIFE RESEARCH AND : 
EDUCATI N, which was prepared by Prefessor Aldo E 
Leopold and myself. 

If this is not in line with what 
you hawe in mind, kindly indicate what changes 
you deem necessary, and we will see what can be 
done. 

: If you think this satisfies your 
: requirements, let's get to work immediately. I 

: will have some time off during the Christmas 
holidays, and will be pleased to assist you in 
any way that I can. : : ‘ 

I will be interested in having 
your reaction to this repprt and in knowing of 

your future plans. oe 
With kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Russell W. Cumley 
P.O.B. 2048 

: : Medison 

e Copy tos 
: Dr. Aldo Leopold 4 nes
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PLANNING FOR WILDLIFE Vasa dowae 

Motives. No one can write a plan for accomplishing something until 

the reasons for desiring to accomplish it are defined. The reasons 

for restoring wildlife are two: 

1. It adds to the satisfactions of living. 

2. Wild plants and animals are parts of the land-meshanism, and 
cannot safely be dispensed with. 5 

The land-mechanism, like any other mechanism, gets out of order. 

Abnormal erosion, loss of soil fertility, excessive floods and drouths, 

the spread ef plant and sninel pests, the replacement of useful by 

: useless vegetstion, and the dying out of protected species are all 

disorders of the lend-mechanism. 

Science understands these disorders superficially, but it seldom 

understands why they occur. Science, in short, has subjugated land, 

but it does not yet understand why some lends get out ot wi others 

“ not. Stable (4.c. healthy) land is essential to human welfare. There- 

“fore it is unwise to discard any part of the land-mechanism which can 

be kept in existence by care and forethought. These parts might later 

be found to contrilute to the stability of land. Most lands were stable 

before they were subjugated. 

Many other motives have been asserted: economic profit, services 

to agriculture, stimlation of tourist business, etc. These hold good 

for some kinds of wildlife in some spots, but they break down in others. 

There is no economic profit in a ladyslipper. A peregrine falcon is 

detrimental to agriculture in every direct sense, but nevertheless worth 

conserving. A pheasant attracts more tourists than a prairie chicken,
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but has a far lesser value; he is not part of the native land-mechanism. 

Man and Wildlife. The impact of civilization destroys many species 

of wildlife, some unavoidably (buffalo), many without any real reason 

(woods wildflowers). It greatly increases others, but a high proportion 

of these become pests, either native (rodents) or imported (carp, starling). 

: It evicts species from one habitat and encourages then in others (shift 

of deer from the prairie border to the north woods). : 

The net result of these changes is = wild fauna and flora constantly 

decreasing in variety of species, in stability of populations, and in 

the ratio of benefits to damages. Another net result is a constantly 

3 increasing dependence on artificial replenishnent from hatcheries and 

propagating plants, and on artificial control of “undesirable” species. 

Artificial replenishment and control are always costly and often ineffective. 

The plan-wise adjustment of the impact of civilization can mitigate Z 

the losses and enlarge the gains in wildlife, and reduce the need for 4 

| artificial interference. oo 

Essentials of a Plan. The plan-wise adjustment is not primarily a matter : 

of laws, appropriations, or administrative devices, but rather of modify- 

: ing land-use so as to provide the habitat needed by each species. Hence 

the execution of a plan rests with farmers and landowners, rather than with 

government. The function of government is to teach, lead, and encourage. 

: The average farm has, or could have, a hundred resident bird species, : 

a score of mammals, and several hundred plants. Of this total, perhaps 

a quarter will persist or disappear according to whether they are ignored
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or encouraged. These threatened species are usually the most 

interesting, usoful, or beautiful ones. Zach species has its own 

habitat requirements. Hence the retention of a rich fauna and flora 

is a rather complex job of habitat-ongineering. 

It does not suffice for the farmer to be interosted in only one 

group of species. Exelusive interest in shootable-game, for example, 

often means the deliberate extermination of the equally valuable 

predators. Uxclusive interest in non-shootable wildlife moans the 

needless elimination of wholesome sport. Exclusive interest in 

forests has, in parte of Burope, eliminated most other wildlife and . 

ultimately damaged the forests themselves. 

fo retain any large fraction of his potential wildlife, the farmer : 

| mst be willing to use odds and ends of land for special kinds of 

: food and cover, and for water-retention. Two or three per cont of the 

farm acreage tims devoted to wildlife, plus the waste corners present 

on most farms, and erop residues present on all farms, often spells the 

difference between wildlife riches ani poverty. : 

The farmer mst also de willing to suffer losses, within reason, 

rather than eliminate a species from his community. The most useful 

hawks and ols, for example, occasionally take poultry; the finest 

: songbirds take frait; game birds eat grain. 

Above all, the farmer mst retain the fertility ef his soil, for 

a@ rich fauna and flora, like a bountiful crop, is the direct expression 

of a rich and vigorous soil. 

: It is apparent that to accomplish these complex adjustments (which :
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we may call collectively “wildlife management") the farmer mst be 

moved by something more than a mague liking for wild things. He 

must be moved by a positive affection for the fauna and flora as 

& whole, anf he mst take pride ix the sicill and knowledge exercised 

in their management. In short, each farmer mst build up, and cherish, 

his social "rating" a3 a producer of wild as well as tame animals and 

plants. 

It is apparent, lilwise, that the harvesting of game, fish, and 

; far crops mst be the prerogative of the landowner, rather than the 

prerogative of the self-invited public. "Free shooting" in the- end 

means nothing te shoot. 

Wild Lands. Wildlife restoration on forests and ranges, as distinguished 

from farms, is likewise a matter of atjastnents in land-use. These 

lands, being cheap, will have a higher proportion of public ownership, 

"and hence a greater chanee for quick grematel action as distinguished 

from slow leniouner education. To offset this, they will have a higher 

E propertion of public use, and the public always abuses common property. 

Hence education mst be aimed primarily at the public. 

On wild land, wildlife management can (in fact mst) employ the 

most inexpensive means to guide natural processes, i.¢., must rely on 

biological skill rather than on dollars, work, or legislative edicts. 

For example, in seeking to control the excess deer which are now spoiling 

E their own range in many localities we rely entirely on gans, i.e. on 

legislative policy. We prefer to control deer by shooting, yet experience
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shows that guns always underdo or overdo the job, i.e., the method is 

ineffective. It seems probable that the natural predators which once é 

stabilized all deer herds mst be reintroduced and managed to supplement 

the function of the guns. 

Again, in seeking to control the excess rodents which now retard 

the recovery of overgrazed ranges, we rely entirely on poisoning; i.e., 

: on dollars ani work. ‘The method is ineffective because it mst be 

constantly repeated, costs are high, and many useful animals are : 

killed. It seems probable that rodents cannot be controlled by poison or 

traps alone. ‘They are probably themselves an expression of over-grazing, 

and can be controlled only by restoring the plants least useful to then, 

é and most useful to livestock. 

Completely wild lands have one function which is important, but 

as yet ill-understood. Bvery region should retain representative 

samples of its original or wilderness condition, to serve science 

as a sample of normality. Just as doctors mst study healthy people 

to unferstand disease, so mist the land seiences study the wilderness 

to understand disorders of the land-mechanism. 

Education. A wildlife restoration plan is thus « plen for educating : 

landowners, private and public, to want wildlife, and to understand how their 

wants may be fulfilled. This my sound like propaganda, tut the shoe is 

on the other foot. We mst undo the propaganda, brought to bear on 

landowners for the last century,which teaches that the land is a factory 

to be operated solely for profit. The land is a factory, but it
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is alse a place to live, and wildlife helps make it a good place. 

What took a century to do cannot be undone in a decade. 

Education mst begin at the bottom and work upward. The land-philos- 

ophy of agricultural schools and extension agencies mast be turned 

inside out. Wildlife education is no separate thing; it is part and 

parcel of land-education, and of social philosophy. 

For example: one of the common denominators of all land problems 

is the plant succession, i.e., the sequence of plant coverings on a 

: given soil. All farming, all forestry, all gardening, all landscaping, 

and all wildlife management is a manipulation of this sequence. ‘Rene: 

geography, geology, zoology, and even history can be understood only 

if the plant succession is understood. Yet how many “educated” persons, 

or even teachers, know the plant succession of their own back yards? 

Botany, as now taught, is the number of hairs on a leaf; zoology the 

innards of a frog; history the dates of battles. Why do the Germans 

covet the Ukraine? Because its prairie soils favor an anmal grass, 

wheat, as the first stage in its plant succession. 

This face-about in land philosophy cannot, in a democracy, 

; be imposed on landowners from without, either by authority or by 

pressure-groups. It can develop only from within, by self=persuasion, 

and by disillusionment with previous concepts. Short cuts like 

: conservation text books, and conservation programs in youth organiza=- 

tions, help if they are sound and honest, but they are microscopic
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424 University Farm Place 
September 26, 1941 

Ur. P. BE. Middleton 
Wational Resources Planning Board 
526 Federal Building 
Indienapolis, Indiana 

Dear Mr. Middleton: 

I wrote the paper you wanted immediately after your 
visit, but have been delayed in getting it typed. A 
copy is attached hereto. I am also sending a copy 
to Mr. Kurtenscker. If this does not fit your need, 
and you think I could alter its form to advantage, 
let me know what you want, and I will go over it 

again. 

I enjoyed your visit and also hope to get better . 
acquainted with Mr. Kurtenacker. 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

¥
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— Mr. Aldo Leopold . = ee 
> 424 University Farm Place : ee 

a Madison, Wisconsin = 

—— - Dear Mr. Leopold: i 

——— Mr. Lloyd W. Swift, General Chairman of the Technical Sessions = 
> of the 8th North American Wildlife Conference to be held in oe 
= Denver, Colorado - February 15-16-17 - Cosmopolitan Hotel has = 
ee < named me as Chairman of the Session on "Mistakes in wildlife = 

= Sa management.” SS 

<= As you are considered one of the outstanding authorities = = 
== on game management, I hope that you can honor my group by = 

Ss presenting a paper on the subject of this’ session. oa 

= If it is possible for you to favor us, I ask you to present : 2 
SS a 15-minute paper on "Mistakes I have made in wildlife management." — 

= 3 No doubt every men in the field will be-waiting to hear from you eee 
— as each and everyone of us will be in a position to learn a lot. =e 

— = Enclosed herewith is a set of instructions to be followed in aS 
— the preparation of the manuscript. : es 

e ex se With very best regards and looking forward to seeing you SSS 
—- at the conference, I remain . : S33 

“= Very truly yours, == 

sae AB = 
= C. We-¥Féast, Director —— 

Se eee =e ee ee ee ee ee 
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MISTAKES I HAVE MADE os 
IN WILDLIFE RESEARCH 

Aldo Leopold 

All of the errors listed below I have made, but some I am now 

cured of. Others I am still making, tut hope some day to learn better. 

1. BASY SHORT-CUTS IN RESEARCH. In 1923 it was possible to learn 

something new about almost any species by simple observation. In 1943 

this "easy money" is seldom available. Most species now yield only to 

@ combination of banding, gensus, and sex and age classification applied 

to a unit population through a period of years. 

The cost of failure to realize this runs into at least six figures 

anmally. f 

It follows that most research projects set up to end in three 

years are not research, and that the absence of banding, censuses, and 

sex and age criteria from a research program labels it as a noble 

experiment. 

2. OVER-PLANNING. All research is cut~and=try. It is good to 

draw blueprints for the future, but futile to expect a good man to 

adhere to them for long. The best way to test whether a blueprint is 

out of date is to write up the project as if for publication. Usually 

such a test write-up reveals holes large enough to throw a cat through. 

The mistake is to postpone writing until the project is "finished". 

Every research project should be written up at least every two years. 

3. MISCELLANEOUS. The following miscellaneous errors are frequent 

enough to deserve listing: 

(a) Failing to digest the literature until field work 

is well along. One never finds all of it, but to search
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the literature ex post facto ie to find too little of 

it too late. 

(bo) Ignoring statistical cautions. Most “old-timers” lack 

statistical training, but we sre not for that reason 

excused from developing at least home-made rules of 

statistical safety. 

(ce) Failing to "translate" research for the layman. ‘Thore 

is no research job so complex that it cannot be described 

in non-technical terms. Searching for these terms is 

part of the job. 

(4) Leaving a field worker “out in the sticks" for protracted 

periods without a break.
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Essentials of a System of 
Technical Recruiting 

1. A series grades in wildlife management, fisheries and forestry which 

are coordinated both wigthin each of these three divisions, and among these 

three divisions. Such coordination should hold for salary ranges, educational 

standards, and abilities and skills, and experience and training. 

2. A universal requirement of oral examinations for all technical positions. 

3. All grades and all examinations should “open the gate" for the exceptitialll 

man of low schooling but high ability. 

4, All technical divisions should provide its technical men with varied 

assignments aimed to test their abilities. 

5. All technical divisions should consult the corresponding departments of 

the University in tatters pertaining to technical standards. 

6. Grade standards should be based on the training given by the most exseting 
schools, not on that offered at the least exacting. 

ce 4 

“F- ‘Technical men should be encouraged to seek educational leave for advanced 

training, and to use work done in the Department for thesis purposes. The : 

University should provide such men with financial aids.
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2 Midwest Wildlife Conference 
-. We rag g é | \ | 
ip ADVENTURES OF A CONSERVATION COMMISSIONZR : 
a dias tena ’ 

. After helping to set up several Commissions and serving on one, I have 
a come to two conclusions. 

4 The first is that a good Comission can prevent the conservation program 

i from falling below the general level of popular ethics and intelligence. 

3 The second is that no Commission can raise its program mch above that 
Ee Level, except in matters to which the public is indifferent. where the public 

4 has feelings, traditions, or prejudices, a Commission mst drag its public 

.. along behind it like a balky mile, but with this difference: the public, unlike 
: the mile, ikieks both fore and aft. 

. An issue may be go clear in outline, so inevitable in logic, so imperative 
: in need, and so universal in importance as to command imnediate support from 

4 . any reasonable person. Yet that collective person, the public, may take a 

: decade to see the argument, and another to acquieses in an effective program. 

: . The Migratory Bird Law was such an issue. A handful of national leaders 

7 had to drag the mile from 1893, when the first state prohibited spring shooting, 

. until 1916, when the federal law was finally anchored to the Ganadian Treaty, 
‘ a total span of 23 years. | 

: e One hears much nowadays about public relations experts who know how te 

P talk gently to the mle; to beguile him into speedier thinking. If there be 

pe even one such, I invite him to move to Wisconsin. We will tura our pockets : 

‘ inside out, and give him our shirt besides. 

4 This public we are talking about consists of three groups. Group 1 is ; 
: : the largest; it is indifferent to conservation questions. Group 2 is the smallest; ee : 
= 

‘se 

a } : Be 

¥ ic ct alan i a eo e py ws Lee ae ge beet sash ae Seo Nee pron en ea
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it thinks with its head, but is silent. Group 3 is of intermediate size, and 

does all its thinking with mouth or pen. Perhaps a Conservation Commissioner 

would do better not to try to convert Group 3, tmt to convince Group 2 that there 

ig an issue, and that it should say or do something about it. Perhaps this 

would shorten the 23 years. 

Group 2 always speaks eventually, but the question is how soon, and will 

there ty that time by anything left to speak about? 

To illustrate this dilemma, I select a sample issue that is now current 

in 30 states, and is coming up in others: the issue of excess deer. 

The deer issue, despite the fact that it deals with too many rather than 

too few, is at bottom sibilar to the migratory bird issue: we are augmenting 

our present sport by exhausting capital assets needed for the future. In 

migratory birds the endangered capital was breeding stock; in deer it is food 

plants. The root of the problem is to convince the public that: 

1. Mot all kinds of "brush" is deer food. 

2. Too many deer, by overbrowsing, exterminate the kinds of brush that are 

food. 

3. The worthless kinds move in. There is still lots of brush, but the 

deer starve, 

4, The remedy is to reduce femles before starvation occurs. 

What I want to diseuss is not the biology of deer irruptions, but the 

psychology of deer hunters when they are confronted by the unpleasant necessity 

of reducing an overlarge herd. I will use Wisconsin as a case history. 

Wisconsin is one of 30 states now afflicted with excess deer, A recent survey* 

of these states indicates that they now contain about a hundred problem areas. 

*Leopold, Aldo, lyle K. Sowls, and David &. Spencer. A survey of over-populated 
deer ranges in the United States. Pending publication in Journal of Wildlife 
Management. 

EP ; ‘ F :
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Reduction of females has been started on about half of these, but has been 

carried to the point of relieving overbrowsing on only a tenth. In short, 

| “Qi pebeant ef wax iveapting bartn, Of vtech the Coniein Sent Ge ens; une 

still being fed out of capital account. Why? fo answer this question I will 

; ‘begin with o thumbnoil sketch of what has happened in Wisconsin. 

Ey: Wisconsin Chronology. In 1940 1t began to be clear that the Wiseonsin 

eer herd had become too large for its om good. A research project was 

atarted. 

tm 1942 a hard winter brought starvation to many yards. For the most part 

the deer that died were fawns. he Commission appointed a "Citizen's Deer 

Committee" to study the problem and recommend action. 

In 1943, after an oducational campaign, the Commission opened the season 

on antlerless deer. 62000 were killed, in addition to 66000 bucks. There had 

been little advance opposition, tt on the day the “slaughter® started, Group 

3 rose in wrath. It hasn't set dom yot. . 

In 1944 the usual buck law obtained. 

In 1945 « special survey of 500 yards showed 546 in poer condition. 

Nevertheless the usual buck law obtained. 

In 1946 a proposed opening on one deer of sither sex was voted down by 

our "Congress" of sportemen (mostly Group 3, partly Group 2). The Commission 3 

acquiesced in this mandate, despite the fact that the research crew reported 

a further increase in the propertion of overbrowsed yards. 

So meh for the bare chronology of events. This now brings me to my real 

subject: the behavior pattems exhibited by Group 3 conservationists since the 

- reduction of 1943, and their effect on Wisconsin policy and administration. 

‘ |
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Legislative Reprisals. When Group 3 rose in wrath over the 1943 reduction, 

it was natural that it should talic loudly to the Legislature. One would suppose 

thet the Legislature would force the Commission's hand on the deer issue and 

let it go at that. Not so. The legislature not only enacted mandatory deer 

feoding and mandatory predator bounties (both reversals of Commission policy), 

mt it cuietly killed several important forestry bills recomended by the Commission, 

and pigeonholed a revision of salary scales that had been previously approved 

by legislative leaders, Nothing was said publicly, of course, to the effect 

that these actions were reprisals, but they were just that. 

These reprisals had an important effect, not only in blockading progress, — . 

tut in convincing Commissioners that soft-pedalling the deer iesue was the price 

of progress in forestry and other fields of conservation. Henee there has been 

no follow-up on the 1943 reduction. 

This is ironical, for the deer are undoubtefly tearing down the forest faster 

then any legislature, or any Commission, can rebuild it. In short, Group 3 

sportemen are nullifying a forestry program on which the Commiesion is spending 

a millien and e half, and on which the U. 8. Forest Service and private owners 

are spending similar sums. 

Wxtrarbegal Reduction. The Commission's educations] campaign has inevitably 

publicized the notion that there are too many deer, The poachers, shiners, 

end bootleggers ef venison have seized upon this as justifying a renewal of 

illegal deer killing. ‘The meat shortage has added impetus to this trend. The 

upshot is that the deer herd is being reduced, in some localities, by extra- 

legal means. Its something like prohibitions the state having failed to provide 

@ legal channel for a reasonable action, the action has eut its om illegal 

channel, and is going ahead law or no law 

Another way to look at it is that the state government, by failing to face 

the deer issue squarely, has made itself dependent on the violator for the 

performance of a necessary bielogical function. When the state elected to remove
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the wolf from the forested counties, it eutomatically inherited the wolf's job 

of regulating the deer herd. I% is now Rot only shirking thet job, but 

(ironically) it has renewed the bounty on wolves, and as s consequence may soon 

wipe out the remnant of a few dozen wolves that persists on the Michigan 

doundary. 

: Hunter Zthies. Jverybody knows tint in wackelaw states, some hunters shoot 

averything thet might be a buck until they happen to get 2 buck, ‘The does 

previously killed are abandoned in the woods. It is axiomatic thet such degraded 

ethics, to the extent that they exist, cancel ont the recreational values of 

deer hunting. It is also axiomatic that states like Wisconsin, in dodging the 

issue of legalizing excess does, are unwittingly encouraging this degradation. 

The question is: how meny hunters de it? 

This question has always been regarded as unanswerable, but I submis 

that the number can be roughly estimated by comparison with other similar states 

in which the kill of antlerless deer is legal, and therefore known. Minnesota, 

for example, has a deer herd of similar size, range ares, and population trend. 

Minnesota's kill sinee 1942 has averaged 69000 deer, half of which were bucks. 

Wisconsin during the same period hes averaged 37000 buelrs, close to half of 

Minnesota's total. It therefore seams highly probable that Wisconsin's illegal 

antlerless kill is in the five-figure bracket. i 

This con¢lusion based on comparison with Mimesota is sustained by estimates 

based on actual postseason counts of sbandoned carcasses on semple areas, made 

during the closing days of the GCG. ‘Tims in 1938, on the Chequamagon National 

Forest, 3300 legal bucks were checked out, 400 crippled bucks were found dead 

in the woods (12% crippling loss), and 1600 does and fans were found abandoned 

in the woods (48% of the legal kill). ‘The total wastage was 61% of the legal 

idil. \
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Three other actual counts made on 10,000 acres in 1939 and 1940 showed a 

wastage of 1 deer per 136 acres. ‘These per acre data are not convertible inte 

percent of legal kill. ? 

The state of hunter ethics, even when both sexes are open, is illustrated 

dy a 1942 count on the Fishlake Forest in Utah where dressed garcasses left in 

the woods added up to 28/ of the legal icill. Most of the hunters whe abandoned 

these dressed deer had presuméably killed another one bigger, better; or closer 

to the road, 

What I am driving at ean be boiled down to two assertions: 

1. The average deer hunter loses his scruples in the woods, 

2. A buck law, maintained despite a know overpopulation of deer, encourages 

the killing and ebandonment of illegal deer on a far larger scale 

than has heretofore been publicly admitted. 

3- The state, in such a ease, is unwittingly contributing to the ethieal 

degradation of its deer hunters. ' 

The Upshot. Here then are three samples’ of the human behavior patterns 

with vhich a Conservation Commission must deal. Collectively they seem to 

regeal the same natural law of predation as research is discovering in animala: 

when there is a surplus, something is going to remove it; if one form of predation 

fails another takes over; if both fail, starvation steps in and finished the 

Job. This law operates through political as well as bielogical shanniihie, and 

it involves both physical and ethical wastage, A Commission can reduce these 

wasteges only es far and as fast as its public learns to face facts, 

When the public blocks a sound end necessary reduction in deer, it is all 

toe easy to blame unserupulous politicians. While our opposition in Wisconsin 

contains some such, it £& clear that the Bajority consists of solid citizens.
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How does one explain this? 

First, a ion irruption cannot be understood at all exeept in terme of 

plant ecology. The public does not imow the plants, much less how they react 

a8 a commnity to excess deer or other browsers. 

Second, killing antlerless deer after a long period of protection is 

actually a slaughter, as the opposition says it is. the alternating of illegal 

Hlling, or ultimate starvation, are both invisible, and therefore not object- 

jonable. One can mtionslize illegel Idlling by assuming that only a few 

: people do it, and starvation by blaming the weather. 

; Thirdly (end this is where the average citizen gets really confused) 

many localities exhibit no increase in deer; they show only e progressive 

decline in food plants. The decline in food is invisible, while the failure 
of deer to increase can be blamed on the slaughter of 1943. 

The stage is thus set for a complete circle of selfmdeceptions. It seens 
probably that the Wisconsin irruption will run its course before corrective 

action is taken. We have not learned from other states, now will other states 

learn from us. All will end up with impoverished herds, and deploted forests, 

and (I hope) enriched by experience. 

)
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ADVENTURES OF A CONSERVATION COMMISSIONER \ Ca " 

Aldo Leopold w 

After helping to set up several Commissions and serving on one, I: have 

come to two conclusions. 3 

The first is that a good Commission can ean the conservation program sh 

from falling below the general level of popular ethics and intelligence. 

The second is that no Commission can raise its program much above that 

level, except in matters to which the public is indifferent. Where the public 

has feelings, traditions, or prejudices, a Commission mst drag its public 

: along behind it like a balky mle, but with this difference: the public, unlike 

the mile, kicks both fore and aft. 

An issue may be so clear in outline, so inevitable in logic, so imperative 

in need, and so universal in importance as to command immediate support from 

any reasonable person. Yet that collective person, the public, may take a 

decade to see the argument, and another to acquiesce in an effective program. 

The Migratory Bird Law was such an issue. A maces of national leaders 

had to drag the mle from 1893, when the first state prohibited spring shooting, 

until 1916, when the federal pie was finally anchored to the Canadian Treaty, 

a total span of 23 years. 

One hears much nowadays about public relations experts who imow how to 

talk gently to the mle; to beguile him into speedier thinking. If there be 

even one such, I invite him to move to Wisconsin. We will turn our pockets 

inside out, and give him our shirt besides. : 

This public we are talking about consists of three groups. Group 1 is 

the largest; it is indifferent to conservation questions. Group, 2 is the smallest;
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it thinks with its head, but is silent. Group 3 is of intermediate size, and : 

does all its thinking with mouth or pen. Perhaps a Conservation Commissioner 

would do better not to try to convert Group 3, but to convince Group 2 that there 

is an issue, and that it should say or do something about it. Perhaps this 

would shorten the 23 years. 

Group 2 always speaks eventually, but the question is how soon, and will 

there by that time by anything left to speak about? ' 

To illustrate this dilemma, I select a sample issue that is now current 

in 30 states, and is coming up in others: the issue of excess deer. 

’ : The deer issue, despite the fact that it deals with too many rather than 

too few, is at bottom similar to the migratory bird issue: we are augmenting 

our present sport by exhausting capital assets needed for the future. In 

migratory birds the endangered capital was breeding stock; in deer it is food 

plants. The root of the problem is to convince the public that; 

1. Not all gimts-ef "brush" is deer food. 

2. Too many deer, by overbrowsing, exterminate the kinds of brush that are 

: food. 

3. The worthless kinds move in. There is still lots of brush, but the 

deer starve. ; 

4, The remedy is to reduce females before starvation occurs. 

What I want to discuss is not the biology of deer irruptions, but the 

psychology of deer hunters when they are confronted by the unpleasant necessity 

of reducing an overlarge herd. I will use Wisconsin as a case history. 

Wisconsin is one of 30 states now afflicted with excess deer. A recent survey* 

of these states indicates that they now contain about a hundred problem areas. 

“Leopold, Aldo, lyle K. Sowls, and Devid L. Spencer. A survey of over-populated 
deer ranges in the United States. Pending publication in Journal of Wildlife 
Management. ‘



Reduction of females has been started on about half of these, but has been 

carried to the point of relieving overbrowsing on only a tenth. In short, 

90 percent of our irrupting herds, of which the Wisconsin herd is one, are 

still being fed out of capital account. Why? To answer this question I will 

begin with a thumbnail sketch of what has happened in Wisconsin. 

Wisconsin Chronology. In 1940 it began to be clear that the Wisconsin 

deer herd had become too large for its own good. A research project was 

started. 

In 1942 a hard winter brought starvation to many yards. For the most part 

the deer that died were fawns. The Commission appointed a "Citizen's Deer 

Committee" to study the problem and recommend action. 

In 1943, after an educational campaign, the Commission opened the season 

on antlerless deer. 62000 were killed, in addition to 66000 bucks. ‘There had 

been little advance opposition, but on the day the "slaughter" starteé, Group 

3 rose in wrath. It hasn't sat down yet. 

In 1944 am usual buck law obtained. 

In 1945 a special survey of 500 yards showed 54% in poor condition. 

Nevertheless the usual buck law obtained. : 

In 1946 a proposed opening on one deer of either sex was voted down by 

our "Congress" of sportsmen (mostly Group 3, partly Group 2). The Commission 

acquiesced in this mandate, despite the fact that the research crew reported 

a further increase in the proportion of hands yards. 

So much for the bare chronology of events. This now brings me to my real 

subject: the behavior patterns exhibited by Group 3 conservationists since the 

reduction of 1943, and their effect on Wisconsin policy and administration.
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Legislative Reprisals. When Group 3 rose in wrath over the 1943 reduction, 

it was natural that it should talk loudly to the Legislature. One would suppose 

that the Legislature would force the Commission's hand on the deer issue and 

let it go at that. Not so. The Legislature not only enacted mandatory deer 

feeding and mandatory predator bounties (both reversals of Commission policy), 

but it quietly killed several important forestry bills recommended by the Commission, 

and pigeonholed a revision of salary scales that had been previously approved 

by legislative leaders. Nothing was said publicly,ef-eounse, to the effect 

that these actions were reprisals, but they were just that. 

These reprisals had an important effect, not only in blockading progress, 

but in convincing Commissioners that soft—pedalling the deer issue was the price 

of progress in forestry and other fields of conservation. Hence there has been 

no follow-up on the 1943 reduction. 

This is ia for the deer are undoubtedly tearing down the forest faster 

then any legislature, or any Commission, can rebuild it. In short, Group 3 

sportsmen are nullifying a forestry program on which the Commission is spending 

a milliga and a half, and on which the U. S. Forest Service and private owners 

are spending similar sums. : 

Extra-Legal Reduction.. The Commission's educational campaign has inevitably 

publicized the notion that there are too many deer. The poachers, shiners, 

and bootleggers of venison have seized upon this as justifying a renewal of 

illegal deer killing. The meat shortage has added impetus to this trend. The 

upshot is that the deer herd is being reduced, in some localities, by extra= 

legal means. Its something like prohibition: the state having failed to provide 

a legal channel for a reasonable action, the ane has cut its own illegal 

channel, and is going ahead law or no law. 

Another way to look at it is that the state government, by failing to face 

; the deer issue squarely, has made itself dependent on the violator for the 

performance of a necessary biological function. When the state elected to remove
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the wolf from the forested counties, it automatically inherited.the wolf's job 

of regulating the deer herd. It is now not only shirking that job, but 

(ironically) it has renewed the bounty on wolves, and as a consequence may soon 

wipe out the remnant of a few dozen wolves that persists on the Michigan 

boundary. 

Hunter Ethics. Everybody knows that in buck-law states, some hunters shoot 

everything that might be a buck until they happen to get a buck. The does 

previously killed are abandoned in the woods. It is axiomatic that such degraded 

ethics, to the extent that they exist, cancel out the recreational values of 

deer hunting. It is also axiomatic that states like Wisconsin, in dodging the 

issue of legalizing excess does, are unwittingly encouraging this degradation. 

The question is: how many hunters do it? 

This question has always been regarded as unanswerable, but I submit 

that the number can be roughly estimated by comparison with other similar states 

in which the kill of antlerless deer is legal, and therefore known. Minnesota, 

for example, has a deer herd of similar size, range area, and population trend. 

Minnesota's kill since 1942 has averaged 69000 deer, half of which were bucks. : 

Wisconsin during the same period has averaged 37000 bucks, close to half of a 

Minnesota's total. It therefore seems highly probable that Wisconsin's illegal 

antlerless kill is in the five-figure bracket. 
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Thr eee ts sie on 10, O acres in 1939 and 1940 showed a 

wastage Ma fe ae ind apt esate into : 
i j \ ff f 

: percent of ‘al ici bY . - 

; The state of hunter ethics, even when both sexes are open, is illustrated 

: by a 1942 count on the Fishlake Forest in Utah where dressed carcasses left in 

the woods added up to 28% of the legal kill. Most of the hunters who abandoned 

. these dressed deer had presumeably killed another one bigger, better, or closer 

to the road. 

What I am driving at can be boiled down to two assertions: 

1. The average deer hunter loses his scruples in the woods. 

2. A buck law, maintained despite a kmowm overpopulation of deer, encourages 

if the killing and abandonment of illegal deer on a far larger scale 

than has heretofore been publicly admitted. 

3. The state, in such a case, is unwittingly contributing to the ethical 

: degradation of its deer hunters. 

The Upshot. Here then are three samples of the human behavior patterns 

with which a Conservation Commission mst deal. Collectively they seem to 

regeal the same natural law of predation as research is discovering in animals; 

when there is a surplus, something is going to remove it; if one form of predation 

fails another takes over; if both fail, starvation steps in and finished the 

job. This law <evivies through political as well as biological channels, and 

it involves both physical and ethical wastage. A Commission can reduce these 

wastages only as far and as fast as its public learns to face facts. 

When the public blocks a sound and necessary reduction in deer, it is all 

too easy to blame unscrupulous politicians. While our opposition in Wisconsin 

contains some such, it ig clear that the majority consists of solid citizens.
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How does one explain this? 

: First, a deer irruption cannot be understood at all except in terms of 

plant ecology. The public does not know the plants, much less how they react 

as a community to excess deer or other ieee 

Second, killing antlerless deer after a long period of protection is 

actually a slaughter, as the opposition says it is. The alternative of illegal { 

killing, or ultimate starvation, are both cetuttie. and therefore not object— 

ionable. One can rationalize illegal killing by assuming that only a few 

people do it, and starvation by blaming the weather. 

Thirdly (and this is where the everage citizen gets really confused) 

many localities exhibit no increase in deer; they show only a progressive 

decline in food plants. The decline in food is invisible, while the failure 

of deer to increase can be blamed on the slaughter of 1943. 

The stage is thus set for a complete circle of self-deceptions. It seems 

probablg that the Wisconsin irruption will run its course before corrective 

action is taken. We have not learned from other states, noyf will other states 

learn from us. All will end.up with impoverished herds, and depleted forests, 

and (I hope) ee
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(mm SRARASHUUISE? OF &. SYD sem 
Aldo Leopold 

What Sydney Stephens has done for conservation in Missouri (and through 

Wiseourl's example, for conservation in North america), is by this time so 

ably expounded that I shall address myself to the converse qmestion: what 

should Missouri do to insure the continuance of Sydney Stephens? work? 

IT am sure that deep in his heart, this question of the fature interests 

Sydney Stephens os much as the honors here heaped upon him for the past. the 

very highest honor, after all, is for Missouri to erect the structure for which 

he has laid the foundations. 

In disucesing this qestion, I have the advantage of on impersonal view. 

I kmow hardly any of the persons now serving officially as commissioners, as 

govemor, or ag legislators, or those now active ay citizens in Miascurits 

conservation organizations, or in her political parties. I am able, therefore, 

to speak without personel bias, and in the light of histozy. 

Pranimess compels me, first of all, to point out that it is not umeual 

for a state to fall down on the Job after an able leader has retired fron 

active service. 14 is in the nature of leadership to inspire people te build 

better then they know. The ezicial question ie: what are the uswil eauses of | 

falling dom? If Missourl can be on hor guard against the errors thet have ; 

caused recessions of progress in other states, she will, to that extent, have 

insured the contimance of the Stephens momentum. (1 use that term deliberately, 

for few states have come as fast aad as far ag Missouri has under hie leadership. ) 

I am teo old a hand to think I imow the complete answer, but 1 will venture 

to list briefly some of the dangers that beset any state which is trying to make 

conservation a living reality. 

* * * : 

i { ; d
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Of first importance is a sustained high avermmge of quality in commissioner 

appointuents. It ig incredible how much harm ean arise over a peried of yoars 

from even 10 percent of bad selections.  opointments can average no better than - 

the governors whe mko them, or than the legislaters who confirm them, or than the 

voters who elect both. 7 
e # # 

Another danger arises from a miscoucepiion of vho is the "gonservation 

padlie". Begmse sportemen nake uost of the noise and pay nost of the Mills, 
it 19 ensy for a commission to forget other groupe. One of the camarks of 
statesmanship dn Sydney Stephens! vegine we his early recognition of the 

landowner and farmer as the ultimte prime mover in conservation. 

* * mm 

A third danger arises from insufficient width-betweonthe-eyes in the 

average citizen~conservationist, who is toe~often wilidag te bey success 

: (real or fancied) in his own pet rescuree hy selling others dowmeriver. I an 

going to ve specific here beacause my scars still itch. I coms frou a state vhere 

the deer hunters ond resort-omerg insist on mointaining 2 top-heavy deer herd 

at the expense of the future forest, at the exonse of all the other wildlife . 
that inhabits the deer range, and abt the oxpeuse of the ultimate welfare of 

the desr themselves. Missouri has equivalent problems -- every state hes 

them. These problems raise the basic question! showld a commission give the 

public what it wants, or what it needs? 4gnin the earsrk of statesmanship: 

Sydney Stephens always aimed steadfostly at a high proportion of actual needs, 

and somehow made the public want thom, (That sounds simple, tut 4f anyone thinks 

it really is, just try it sometime.) 

* * Cg 

A fourth danger is the tendency, latent ia eny state, for administration :
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ahd immed, we came myntt; 0 te lene tens Of wh, ee. Show ne a state 

where these two look down their noses st each other, and I show you a state : 

coasting down a blind alley. To imep lmockdng these two heads together is one 

of the most important duties of any commission. ‘To knoe heads gradefully, a 

commissioner mest be a good friend of both, and mst critically appraise doth. : 

Sydney Stephens has alwys been the good friend of both, and he has never lost % 

hie capneity for critical appraisal. In faet his 1946 speoch, "Shore Are We, 

and What Time Is It" is a milestone in conservation stateamndhip. ; 

ae oF SJ 

: I could extend this list weh further, and in each case point out some new ; 

earmark of sngacity, foresight, and courage In the man we honor tonight. I 

need not do so, for wo who love hin need no convincing. What we do need is 

. assurance of Migsourl's sagacity, foresight, and courage in the years to cone. 

I have mentioned four pitfalls of policy which Missouri might step into; let me 

now avow the belief that 4f conservation ean Decome a Living reality anywhere, 

it ean do so in Missouri. ‘hie is beeeuge Missourlans, in my opinion, are not 

yet completely industrialized in mind and apirit, and TI hope never will be. 

Conservation, at bottom, rests on the convietion that there are things 

in this world more important than dollar signs and ciphers. Many of these 

other things attach to the land, and to the Life that is on it and in it. People 

who know these other things have been growing seazter kt leds so in Missourk than 

elsewhere. This is why conservation is possible here. This 4s what Sydney 

Stephens! teaching adds up to. This is why lend-minded Missourians can, if they 

will, Wild on the foundations Sydney Stephens hag laid down for thom.
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‘ (SUMMARY OF) 
CONSERVING WISCONSIN 

Aldo Leopold 

The university has three jobs in conservation First, it should teach the 

mill-run of students what it is all about. Second, it trains graduate students 

to become professionals in soil, forestry, game, and fish. Third, it conducts 

research for better methods. 

The mill-ren undergraduate is offered perhaps 20 courses, ranging fron 

wildflower conservation to the ecology of lakes, touching on conservation. 

Nevertheless our service to the general undergraduate is the weakest of our 

three services. 

In training professionals we really go to town. For example, our pro- 

fessionally trained wildlife managers are scattered from Washington state to 

New Brunswick, and from Florida to Manitoba (slide). Hach of these men has 

at least 7 years of ground work, and many are heading up research stations or 

university departments in their respective states. 

I will try to develop in some detail, how the university functions in its 

third service: research. I will confine my examples to game, fish, and forestry, 

omitting the most important of all, soil and water conservation, because it is 

out of my field, and time does not permit. 

Deer Survey. As you know, there is statewide controversy, bitter in some 

counties, as whether Wisconsin has too many deer for the good of the forest. The 

Conservation Department has been doing its own research on the status of herd 

and its food supply (map). Half the wintering yards are already seriously 

eaten out. ‘The university undertook the job of surveying the country to see 

what other states were in the same boat. It found that nearly all the deer .
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| Muskrat Aging. Muskrat fur is now an industry on both private and state 

| marshes. It has been difficult to compare the crop from different marshes 

because pelts of young-of-the-year could not be distinguished from pelts of 

/ : adults. We have now found that the "priming pattern" is a sure way to classify 

4 the pelts (slide). Pelts with stripes or zones are youlig; mottled pelts are 

old. Thus Horicon Marsh last year yielded about 8,000 pelts, 68h young, while 

the Winnebago area yielded 84% young.
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states have the same problem (map), and most of them are making the same error 

that we are: postponing herd-reduction until the winter browse plants are dead 

or weakened (slide). 

Pheasant Crop. As you know, the pheasant crop has failed for two years, 

and it now looks as if a third crop-failure were in the offing. The university 

began 10 years ago to study the fundamentals of pheasant populations. It has 

found, by repeated trapping and banding of a sample population (slide) that 

each new generation of pheasants is wiped out in 5 years, even on an unshot 

refuge. The hens live longer than the cocks. The percent of young birds in 

the population is 50 percent on a refuge and 70 percent on shot ground, but 

in the years of crop failure this fall to percent and percent. It has 

found (slide) that the egg-production per hen can be read from the ovary (a 

great time-saver as against the laborious observation of nests). Vitamin A 

shortage is not the cause of the present shortage. The survival of game-farn 

birds is very low when they are planted on areas already populated by wild 

pheasants but it may be high on unpopulated range (this work was done by one 

of our men in the Conservation Department). 

; Muskrat aging + Muskrat fur is now an industry on both private and state 

marshes. It has been difficult to compare the crop from different marshes 

because pelts of young-of-the-year could not be distinguished from pelts of 

edults. We have now found that the “priming pattern" is a sure way to classify 

the pelts (slide). Pelts with stripes or zones are young; mottled pelts are 

old. Thus Horicon marsh last year yielded ____. pelts, __percent young, while 

the Winnebago area yielded percent young. 

Rust Resistant White Pine. Jump now to some forestry research. ‘The 

imported disease, blister rust, threatened the future of white pine as a crop.
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Professor Riker noticed that not all wild trees were equally susceptible (slide). 

He took cuttings from resistant trees, propagated then by hormone-treatment, 

exposed them to heavy artificial inoculations (slide), and the survivors are 

(it is hoped) an immense strain that can be used in future plantings. It 

remains to be seen whether the rooted cuttings are windfirn; (to this end test 

plantings are growing on the University Arboretum (slide). 

Better Pines from Nurseries. (tentative) Professor Wilde tackled the 

problem of defeating disease and improving the growth of pine seedlings in 

nurseries. He found that the microflora of the soil determines thrift. By 

inoculating a peat milch with the microflora from natural pine stands, and 

applying this to the nursery, he has greatly improved the quality and decreased 

the losses in nursery stock. Wisconsin state nurseries now produce __million 

pines per year for farm, industrial, and state plantations. 

(Art _Hasler's Items) 

In general, the university is trying to give conservation the same 

research service that it has long been giving agriculture. ;
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ee (Summary of) 

ee Conserving Wisconsin 

Aldo Leopold 

The university hes three jobs in conservation. First, 1% should teach the 

mill-vun of students what it 1s all about. Second, it trains graduate students 
to decome professionals in soil, forestry, game, or fish. Third, 4% conducts 
research for better methods. 

The nillerun undergraduate is offered perhays 20 courses, ranging from the 

protection of wildflowers to the ecology of lakes, touching in part on conservation. 

Nevertheless, our service te the general undergraduate is the weskest of our three 

services. 

In training professionals we really go to town. Yor exemple, our professionally 
trained wildlife managers are scattered from Washington State to New Brunswick, 

and from Florida to Manitebs (ase map). Bach of these men has four years of under- 
graduate plus three years of graduate, and mapy are healing up research stations or 

university departments in their respective states. 

Twill tzy to develop, in some detail, how the university functions in ita 

third service: research. 1 will confine my examles to game, fish, and forestry, 
omitting the most important of all, soil and water conservation, because it is out 

of my field, and time does not permit. a 

2eex Survar- As you know, there is a stetewide controversy, bitter in some 

Sounties, as te whether Wisconsin has too many deer for the good of the forest. 

The Conservation Department has been doing its own research on the status of our 

herd and its food supply (See page 48, History of Wisconsin Beer, A bulletin 
published by the Conservation Department in 1946) (map). Half the wintering yards 
ave elreaily seriously eaten out 

The university undertook the job of surveying the country to see vhat other 

states were in the same boat. 3% found that nearly all the deer states have the 

same protien (map), and most of them are making the some error that we are:
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postponing heri-reduction mtil the winter browse plants are dead or weakened (slide). 
Ehganant.Grop. As you know, the pheasant erop has failed for two years, and 

it now looks as if a third crop«failure were in the offing for the hunting season. 

The university began 10 years ago te study the fundamentals ef pheasont populations. 

Tt has found, by repeated trapping end banding of a sample population (slide) that 
each new generation of pheasants is wiped out in 5 years, even on an unshot refuge 

like the wiversity arboretum. The hans live longer than the cocks. Ths per cent 

of young birds in the population is 50 per cent on a refuge and 70 per cent on shot 

ground. 1% has fou been found (slide) that the egg-production per hen oan be real 

from the ovary (a great time-saver as against the laborious observation of nests). 

Vitamin A deficiency is not the cause of the present shortage in wild pheasants. 

The survival of geme-farm birds is very low when they are planted on areas di ready 

populated by wild pheasants, but 1¢ was high while the range was unpopulated. 

Muskeai Aging. Muskrat fur is now an industry on both private and state 

marshes. It has been difficult to compare the crop from different marshes bee 

canes pelts of young-of-thenyear could not be distinguished from pelts of adults. 
Ve have now found that the “priming patter" is a sure way to classify the pelts 

for age (slide). Plets with sones are young; mottled pelts are old. Thus Horicon 

Marsh last year yielded about 8,000 pelts, 68 per cent of which were young, while 

the Winnebago area yielded 84 per cent young. 

Busi Beaiatant Waite Ping. Jump now to some forestry research. The imported 

disease, blister rust, threatened the future of white pine as a crop. Professor 

Riker noticed that not all wild trees were equally susceptible (slide). He took 

cuttings from resistant trees, propagated them by hormone-treatment, exposed then 

to heovy artificial inogulation (slide), and the mrvivers are (1 is hoped) an 

immme strain that ¢an be used in future plantings. It remains to be seen whether 

the rooted cuttings are windfimm; (to this end test plantings are growing on the 

University Arboretum (slide).
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+“: Bather Pines trom Nurseries. (tentative) Professor Wilde tackle’ the problem 

of defeating disease and improving the growth of pine seedlings in nurseries. He 
found that the microflora of the soil determines thrift. By inoculating a peat anich 
with the microflora from natural pine stands, and applying this te the nursery, he 

hes greatly improved the quality and decreased the losses in nursery stock. Yiseonsin 
state nurseries now produce ___million pines per year for farm, industrial, ani state 

plantations. 

Sidon Le 2. onl 3 A power dom was construsted on the Chippewa 2. Viseonsin obstructing 
the migration of mskellunge from the watershed below to the flowages above where they 

: customarily spawmed. Attempts to strip eggs from than ralied because of an unripe 

Condition. Prof. Hasler's fishery ecology team developed an extract from carp glands 
which, whan injected into the mskellunge, indueed spamming. The eggs, which would have 
deen reabsorbed by the siult msky's, were collected, hatehel and the fingerlings later 
used to restock this watershed. 

Slide 1 is the dant 2 the injected female releasing eggs; 3 the hatchery for the 
®gEs eo procured. 

4 simtlar situation exists on the vest coast where the salmon arrive at the dam 
site in an unripe, prespaming condition. The method in Wiseonsin is being stwlied in 
the hope it will be applicable. : 

lida4:! The Columbia River once offered extensive apavning areas to galmon. Irrigation 
and power projects have reduged this area to what aan be seen on the slide. More dams 

are proposed. What can research offer in the way of meeting this conflict between man's 
demends—-food on the one hand vs. power and industry on the othor?????? 

Side Since over exploitation of stream minnows have not only disturbed the natural 

belence in our game fish streams, but created a shortage of bait minnows. University 

of Wisconsin fishery esologiste have developed methods of farming minnows in sual ponds. 
As many as 100,000 minnows can be produced per acre of pond water.



f 

me 4 “ae ; 

Gilles Go % and Bt Increased production of fish in ponds has been attained in Burope 

end yeoently in the southern U. S. Meny have suggested that lakes be similarily trested 

te inerease game fish, nomely a@fition of fertilizers. lLckes being deeper, therrally 

stratified end otherwise very different from ponds offer a real problem and = ¢hallenge 

to fishery ecologiets. These slides show a northern Wisconsin leke to which fertilizer 

wos eided. A biologist hae set nets, marked fish te detect differences in population of 

fish before ond after fertilization. Seales are taken from the fish to determine if the 

fertilizers raised the food level high enowgh to induce on inerease in growth. The 

preliminary results indiented that fertilization caused seme growth. Towever, vond 

fertilization in the south is not directly spplicatle to northern lakes. Present 

resoarth ie proceeding cautiously on how fertilisers effect northern watera. 

in general, the University is trying to give conservation the some research service 

that it has long been giving sericulture. 

Nursery (Forest Trees) Imrovenent (Dr. Wilde) 

Zefore foresters learned the methods of soil anslyses and nutrient requirements of 
Gevdliaps’ thy tatloctne ahtane (00° Gn) talmoereae soehtions aa of inadequate 
fertility. The slides (60 ~ 63) illustrate ings of different species 

produged on soils deficient in nutrients end those with adjusted fertility. 

While the enrichment of nursery sotis in essential nutrients did not present 
pertioular difficulties, appMestion of fertilizers faced foresters with » new and more 
diffieult problem, i.e. the maintenance of morpholog! oe ee eee ace of 
nursery stock. Hither excess or unsatisfactory ratio of oe ee eee 
seedlings with large Seat adnate ee wall 
structure, or seedlings of unbalenced physiological comosition. Slides 1 = 4 sive 
examples of balanced and unbalanced nursery stock. 

Danarinijon of Slides 

Slides 60, 61, and 62 — inadequate fertility of nursery soil and inferior stock. 

60) one~year-old catalpa seedlings. 

61) two-yeareold white spruce seedlings. 

62) foux-month-old white ash seedlings. 

63) one«yeer-olA elm seedlings on soile of different levels of fertility. 

1) Balanced two-year-old red pine seedlings. 
2) Belenced and unbalanced two~yeamold jack pine seedlings. 

8) Balanced end unbalanced (short rooted) white spruce seedlings. 
é 4) Normal tissue of red pine seedlings and that with cell walls thinned by excessive nitrogen.



d WEEKLY NEWSPAPER CONFERENCE 

Sponsored by 

The University of Wisconsin 
in cooperation with 

The Wisconsin Press Association 

October 10-11, 1947 

Friday, October 10 

10:30--11:00 a.m. Registration, Reception Room, Memorial Union 

11:15--12:30 p.m, Inspection of the University's Cyclotron (Atom Smasher) 

1:30--3:30 p.m. President's Luncheon 
Elizabeth Waters Hall ; 

Chairman - Frank 0, Holt, Director of Public Service 

Welcome - President Edwin B. Fred 

Response - Pete Walch, President, Wisconsin Press Association 

Forum Discussion of University Problems, to be 
conducted by President Fred 

3:50--5:50 p.m, Your State University Reports 
116 Education-ingineering Building 

"Backstage at the University" 
LeRoy E. Luberg, Assistant to the President 

"Your Health and Our Research" 
Dean Conrad Elvehjem 

"A Preview of Our Centennial" 
Professor William H. Kiekhofer, Chairman 
University of Wisconsin Centennial Committee 

7:00 p.m. Press Banquet 
Elizabeth Waters Hall 

Toastmaster - Pete Walch, President, Wisconsin Press 
Association 

Community Singing - To be led by Professor BE. B, Gordon 

One World or None 

é "The Atom and Our Future" 
Professor Farrington Daniels 

"Behind the Iron Curtain" 
Professor Robert L. Reynolds



Saturday, October 11 

9230--12:00 noon Forward Wisconsin 
116 Education-Engineering Building 

"The Circulation of News in Wisconsin Communities" 
Professor John H. Useem 

"Do You Want Industries?" 
Professor John H. Kolb ; 

"Conserving Our Wisconsin 
Professor Aldo Leopold 

12:00 noon Dutch Treat Luncheon 

(Reservations will be made for those requesting them 
at the University Club. Limit: 50) 

2:00 pem Football Game: California vs, Wisconsin, Camp Randall 
(Weekly editors to be guests of the University) 

sek CK 

Registration Fee: $2.00 (This includes Friday night dinner and federal 
: tax on football ticket, ) 

OPEN HOUSE AND TEA FOR WOMEN GUESTS: Mrs. Fred has extended a cordial invitation 
to all the women attending the conference, including the wives of the weekly 
publishers, to a tea and open house in their honor at the President's home, 
10 Babcock Drive, from 3:30 to 5:30 o'clock Friday afternoon, October 10, The 
home is on the edge of the agriculture campus, near the men's dormitories. 

EARLY WISCONSIN NEWSPAPER EXHIBIT: In connection with this conference, The State 
Historical Library has arranged an interesting exhibit of early Wisconsin journals 
and newspapers, The exhibit will be found on the landing inside the State Street 
entrance to the library. You are invited to stop by and inspect this exhibit at 
your leisure. 

Hotels: Hotel Loraine - (both nights only), 10 double rooms available, $6-$8 

Belmont Hotel - accommodations for 35 persons, Twin Beds--$6,50 

Double w/bath--34, 50 
Single w/bath--$3,00 

Park Hotel - 30 rooms available, Double w/bath--$4, 50-5. 50 

Single w/bath--$2,75-3.25 
Plain room with lavatory: 

Single $1.75 and $2.00 
Double $3.00 

Room with toilet and lavatory 
Single $2,25 

Double $3.50



SORy 

Dear Ernest = 4 

T was at first rather cool on the Conservation Symposium (on grounds of 
the work involved) but I em becoming convinced that there should be one, and 
that its keynote should be a eritical self~exemination of conservation by 
conservationists. The University should be the sponsor, but a rigidly 
limited number of leaders from outside the campus should be invited to participate. 

Among the topios to be exemined I would suggest the following: 

i. eee sah hetes Examples; deer vs. forestry, impoundments vs. 
ion, cle farming va. wildlife, drainage vs, wildlife, 

ae eee Examples: underground water, basic physics and 
&: ry of erosion, genetics, physiology and pathology of wildlife, 
genetics of forest trees, Great Lakes Fisheries, wildlife cycles, 

ae S ceatcanel meena Examples: new poisons for plant and animal 
control, use of aireraft for mmting and fishing. 

4, How rest prabheas Examples; Lemprey El, Dutch Blm disease, Burn 
Blight, 2 in lakes, ete, 

Proposed Centennial Symposium on 
Ecological Conservation 

The aspirations to better land-use, collectively called conservation, have 
had little effect on actual private dand-practice, They have succeeded only 
when bolstered by public subsidies, or by public ownership and operation. The 
reasons for re failure are of the utmost national importance, for it 
is cleax that public subsidies or owrersbip can. cover only a fraction of what 
needs to be done, and this only awkwardly, expensively, and with frequent 
clashes of interest. Conservation can accomplish its objectives only when it 
springs from an impelling conviction on the part of private land owners, 

There are two conflicting philosophies of conservation. One views thé 
desired changes in land-use as a merely a modification of the pioneer's concept 
of land-subjugation. It contends that the profit motive is a sufficient
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RIOING BY NIGHT 

lowly, there dies the sunset glory 

And now the violet light 1s on the snow; 

Softly, the brooding Shadows deepen— 

But there ave miles - O many miles! 

To go. 

/ 

| 
Silent,the Iittle stars peep down from Heaven | 

Into the Forests solitude below, | 

While swift behind me close the shadows — | 

And there are miles —- O many miles! | 

To ge: 

er aa



Back there, inthe dim aisles of the Forest, 

Whatis it there, that hides, and trembles so 

i When far of f coyotes howl they desolation— 

And there ave miles -O many miles! 

To go. 

But somewhere, farahead there o'erthe mountains 

There is a little place calledl Home,—tis true. 

But Orf there were but a little lighted window! 

O Love ~ if it were only back 

: To You! 

| a _ Sr ss



my CAMPFIRE 

fr days ,the Silence, and the lonely Hills 

And now tonight my campfire,neath the sky 

And tn my heart, there sinks the Mystevy,thet broods 

Beneath the Pines — when embers die 

And there are only Hells. 

2 IT think again of days tn times forgotten 

Long years ago - of campfires inthe night, 

And O how oft I dreamed that there was yee, 

But where? I Knew not where— 

For there were only olreams. 

;



; 

But now — O can itbe that dreams— 

My eee fire dreams of long Ago,Come true? 

O Sweetheart Mine! will our little fire 

Beburning? And when embers die— 

Will there be really You ? aS 

| 

| 
| 

|
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ISABEL 

(An extemporaneous end personal postscript to 

"Hiawatha". ) 

fo this camp of weighty wise men 
Pondering their knotty problem 
(Solemn men with specs and baldheads 
Great in girth of brain and beltiline 
Swift of thought but slow of laughter) 
Came the daughter of the Cheiftain 
Of the Mines of the Dominion. 
Isabel - her father called her 
Isabel of the Ottawas. : 

: Light of step and quick of laughter, 
Eyes that dance in swift ai 
Voice that rings with deepef music 
Then the brooks of dell or mountain, : 
Trim and lithe as a young aspen 
Bending to the rivers breezes =- 
Thus came Isabel the lightsome 
To this camp of men of science. 

As a young doe from the forest, 
Eager grace in every motion 
Slips inte the cooling waters 
Of some mountain stream at midday, 
So into the white-capped breakers 
Of the great and shining water 
Stepped young Isabel the lightsome, 
Plunged into the rolling combers, 
With quick cries of gled ebendon, 
Raced in turn the long green groundswell, 
While like walruses the Wise men 
Sat upon the rocks end watehed her, 
Thinking each of days long vanished 
Days when they eas youths were wanted 

: To disport with lithesome maidens 
O'er the sands upon the seashore. 

Thought one sage of many summers: 
"I would part with all my wisdom, 
All. acclaim of all the nations, 
All the fruits of all my labors, 

, Could I but again disport there
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Young and free, and as the equal 
Of this maid upon the ore 
See mayhep some gleam of pleasure 
When her eyes fell quick upon me, 
Hear perchance some note of softness 
In her voice, apart from others." 
Pondered thus he whom the peoples 
Of the whole wide earth did honor. : 

Thought another man of wisdom é 
Old, albeit young his heart was: 
"Now I understand why combers 
With free run of all the ocean 
Seek forever for the seashore, 
Beat eternal on the beaches! 
Who would not? just once to find there 
Isabel, the young and lightsome? 
lave just once those slender ankles, 
Racing shoreward from the ocean?" 
Pondered thus this second wise man 
Whom the years not quite could conquer. 

Yet another thought in “yy wise: 
"Why should { lament the seasons? 
Grieve, because, to this young maiden 

: I seem old, and grey. and wrinkled? 
Rather should I feel, rejoicing 
My heart leap to see her beauty 
Rather should my eye be gladdened 
As she dives into the groundswell, 
Feel with her the tingling waters 
Sing with her the song of living? 
Only he is old who cannot 
Yhrill to life and youth in this wise." 
Pondered thus another, seeing 
Isabel, the lithesome maiden. 

L'Envoi. 

Why, O sun, bee look of sadness 
As you sank behind the Moisee? 
Why, O fiddler, did your fiddle 
As she danced, the merrier ring? 
Why do you, 0 bright Aurora 
Leave your couch beyond the northlanis 
Come down here to shine in summer?
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this night, 40 whitethrosts sing? 
= 0 moon, dode your sett lantern 
Throw ite broad to this headland? 
Cast its light straight to this beachline 
Where her footprints dot the shore? 
Why, © Sea, your sleepless breakers 
Beating ali night long to shoreward 
Where this lithesome maid is sleeping 
Isabel -------- Of Labrador? 

: Aldo Leopold. 

’ 
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COLLEGE OF NATURAL RESOURCES BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720 
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT : 

September 21, 1981 : 

Jerry W. Davis 

Tonto National Forest 

102 South 28th Street 
P.O. Box 29070 
Phoenix, Arizona 85038 - 

Dear Mr. Davis: ; 

I am amused and delighted with the poem of my Dad's which you unearthed 
in the old files of the Tonto Forest. Copies are being sent to the Archives 
of the University of Wisconsin and to Dr. Susan Flader of the University of 

a Missouri who is writing a biography of A. L. Thanks so much for your 
thoughtfulness in transmitting this. 

Sincerely, 

A. Starker Leopold 

ASL:na 

ec; S. Flader 

Univ, Wisconsin Archives “ 

encl.



' SPARE TIME ' 

I've heard tell of side-hill gougers, But of the actual article 

Cactus bucks, and ten pound trout; It still pains me to forgo 

Some they say go ‘round foretellen' Actual adverse bonny-fide 
How the moon is going out; Possession a week or so; 

Now I don't misdoubt but sometime, Might requisition some from Ogden, 

Somewhere some such thing may be, Maybe there they've got some loose, 

But if they're ranging’ on my District But I s'pose they'd say as usual 
They've fought mighty shy o' me. That it ain't for Rangers' use. 

Still a feller can't be certain Now I've got just one more idea: 
what things is, and what can't be; B'lieve some day 111 try it out - 
There's some big ones circulatin' Write a letter to the Zuni, 
Footloose here in District III Coronado or the Routt, 
Ever hear how on the Datil Or better yet the Coconino 

All the cows was painted red? T' send me what they've got to spare; 

Till it rained and percolated Never yet heard tell o' nothin' 
Pigments. off the watershed? That they didn't have out there! 

Other wonders too is chousin' Now my friend, I'd best be travellin’. 

Round across the scenery, Adios! And don't forget 

Heard as how on the Apache That spare time for writin’ verses 
A billion dollar sale there'll be? Is the only kind I get. 

How the Gila had some burros 
Workin' in their Workin' Plan, Aldo Leopold 12/31/13 

Millin' ‘round the Workin' Circle? : 

~ {Till the D<F. tied the can.) 

“Now those wonders I'm relatin' 
Incidental-like to you 
Just to lead up gradual to my 
Most obsessin' Bugaboo. 
If the Lord should runmy District 
Even he'd be cuttin’ sign 
To find that scarce commodity 
That the Super calls “SPARE TIME". 

Not that I'd aim to have you think 
Its scarce in print. I know 
Them files of mine would assay out 
"Round twenty pounds or so, 
‘Cause "rainy days" and "winter time" 
and "idle hours at nights” 
In circulars and schedule sheets 
Is sure the favorites!
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- I've heard tell of side-hill gougers, But. of the actual article : 4 

a Cactus bucks, and ten pound trout; | i It still pains me to forgo ; 3 

' Some they say go ‘round foretellen' » Actual adverse bonny-fide Be is 

) How the moon is going out; ‘ Possession a week or SO; ‘ oe 

* Now I don't misdoubt but sometime, ; ‘Might requisition some from Ogden,. ; 

+ Somewhere some such thing may be, ". . Maybe there they've got some loose, .§ . 

- But if they're ranging’ on my District ; But I s'pose they'd say as usual a 

~ They've fought mighty shy o' me. That it ain't for Rangers' use. o 
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~ Still a feller can't be certain Now I've got just’ one more idea: {a 
i what things is, and what can't be; B'lfeve some day 111 try it out - a 

+ There's some big ones circulatin' Write a letter to the! Zuni, ; 
“Footloose here in District III Coronado or the Routt, 
"Y Ever hear how on the Dati] Or better yet the Coconino : 

- All the cows was painted red? T' send me what they've got to spare; 
: Till it rained and percolated Never yet heard tell o' nothin’. ‘ 

2 Pigments. off the watershed? ' That they didn't have out there! 
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Other wonders too is chousin' Now my friend, I'd best be travellin’. | 

Round across the scenery, _ Adios! And don't forget ‘i 
Heard as how on the Apache That spare time for writin’ verses ~ ‘ 

A billion dollar sale there'll be? Is the only kind I get. F 4 
How the Gila had some burros : i i 

. Workin' in their Workin' Plan, ‘Aldo Leopold 12/31/21. 
© Millin' ‘round the Workin' Circle? fly { ; a 
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+. Just to lead up gradual to my | ‘ 

. Most obsessin' Bugaboo. ; : 

"If the Lord should runmy District 
Even he'd be cuttin’ sign : . ; 
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Not that I'd aim to have you think i ‘ : 

| Its scarce in print. I know ; 
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